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FOREWORD 

On August 22. 1958. President Eisenhower announced that the United States was 
ready to begin test ban negotiations on October 31. and to suspend nuclear weap~ns 
tests on that date for one year while the negotiations proceeded. The suspensIon 
might continue from year to year depending on progress in other areas. A week later 
Premier Khrushchev agreed to the same date for negotiations. but not to a moratorium. 
In fact. Soviet testing, in abeyance since March. resumed on September 20 with two 
very large explosions. and continued until November. 3. In compliance with the 
President's statement. no U.s. tests were conducted after October 30. No further 
tests then were performed by either nation until the Soviets burst forth with an 
astonishing 45 shots in 65 days beginning on September I. 1961. Of these, 14 were 
above a megaton, and one yielded 63 megatons -- the largest bomb ever fired -by any 
nation. The Soviet program gave every evidence of careful and deliberate 
preparation. 

Following the 1958 test suspension. the United States dismantled most of the 
complex infrastructure required for its own nuclear test programs. both in Nevada and 
in the Pacific. Almost three years later when President Kennedy found it essential 
to United States interests to resume testing in response to the Soviet testing. the 
experience for America's testing· community was technically agonizing. operationally 
painful. and economically very costly. The atmospheric component of test resumption 
had especially high political obstacles and costs. . 

In this book, which was eight years in preparation. William E. Ogle has provided 
a detailed description of the events of that period. The book does not argue for or 
against nuclear testing underground or in the atmosphere. Rather, it presents a 
comprehensive account of the major difficulties that attended U.S. test resumption in 
both of those environments after a period of total cessation. At the time of this 
writing. the United States (along with several other nations) still conducts tests 
underground. but it has become clear that this activity sustains only a small 
fraction of the capability that would be required if the national interest again made 
it necessary to conduct tests in the atmosphere. 

Dr. Ogle's book is unique in several respects. It is the only detailed account 
by an winsiderw of United States nuclear testing. The earlier development of testing 
methods and weapons technology is presented as necessary background for the reader. 
The author, in addition to accumulating and knowledgeably screening a vast collection 
of original documents from the period, personally interviewed more than 70 key 
political, teChnical, and operational professionals who participated in the events 
described in the main part of the book. The collection of data and interviews on 
which this book is based will be preserved intact in the archives of the Los Alamos 
National Laboratory. Since many of the original sources are no longer available, 
this archival ~aterial is unique and irreplaceable. 

Bill Ogle's professional contributions to the nation's security encompassed the 
full range of development, testing, and use of nuclear weapons. He played a central 
role in the United States nuclear test program from the first explosion at Alamogordo 
in 1945 through the time of his death in May 1984. During the critical periods just 
before and following the moratorium he served as Scientific Deputy to the Military 
Commanders 'of the Joint Task Forces that were created to carry out U.S. tests in the 
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Pacific. As Test Division Leader at Los Alamos, he was responsible also for a major 
part of the underground test program in Nevada. At the time of his death he was an 
active participant in deliberations at tbe highest levels of the Departments of 
Defense and Energy. A scientist, teacber, and leader with exceptional management 
skills. Ogle instilled in his co-workers some of his own enthusiasm and his complete 
dedication to the task at hand. He inspired lasting respect and affection among all 
of us who knew him. . 

Ogle was a superb communicator. whether he was dealing 'with the President of the 
United States or with a craft worker at one of tbe test sites. As the individual 
witb primary responsibHity for public safety, he had an unusual ability to provoke 
otber specialists into looking deeply and thoroughly before each test event at the 
range of its possible consequences. The book extensively documents the conscientious 
and untiring efforts made, under his guidance and using all available knowledge, to 

, protect the safety of the public and especially of those potentially at r.isk in and 
near tbe testing sites. 

The editorial board, which undertook to complete tbis study after tbe' author's 
death, decided that it should be left largely to 'the 'reader to determine the 
relevance of this account to future U.s. actions. Underground testing has continued 
since the ratification of the 1963 Limited Test Ban Treaty, which prohibits testing 
in all other environments. Tbe Soviet Union recently has proposed, and claims to be 
observing, a S-month moratorium on underground tests; the Administration bas rejected 
the Soviet proposal. At the moment it seems very unlikely that tbe United States 
will unilaterally initiate testing in tbe atmosphere, but the outlook is clouded by 
active missile-defense programs on both sides. The history presented here sbows that 
the Soviets are, capable of secret preparations for elaborate tests, while in this 
respect the U.s. is severely self-constrained. ' 

Were a need to arise in the future as suddenly occurred in September 1961, the 
account contained in this book should be an invaluable asset to those called upon to 
respond. To ignore tbis history may well be to repeat it. As President Kennedy said 
in J961: -The Soviet Union prepared to test while we were at tbe table .negotiating 
with them. If they fooled us once. it is their fault. and if they fool us twice, it 
is our fault.w Bill Ogle has left a vital' record that deserves the attention of 
those who may in the future be responsible for the nation's security. 

John S. Foster, Jr. 
September 1985 
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PREFACE 

Note to the R.eader: 

At the time of lUI death in May Ii", William E. O.le--known to friencH and coUearu .. acrou the nation .. "Bill" or 
limply .... O.le .. --had worked for a1moat eirht yeara on thie hiltoric account. Soon alter hil death, the four men whOle name. 
appear at the end of thil preface--aIJ lonr-term friencH and _ociat .. of the author--offered their "Iiltance to conlolidate 

and publilh thil unfinilhed work. 
AI the inatitutional lponaor of the project, and with the concurrence of, and a reneroul offer of _iltance by, the 

Dinctor of the X-A1~ National Laborat0I'J, I comJDiRioned tb ... four .. an editorial board, charred with early completion 

of a manuacript whieb would p_rve tbe inMlrity of Dr. O.le'l work and be a uaeful reference for tb_ to whom hiI mnaare 
w .. addNlHd. 

With tbil publication I believe tbey ba.e accomplilbed tbat t .. k. 

L .. Ver", N."ada 
July 191~ 

Thomas R.. Clark 
N."ada OpemioDl ornce 
U.S. Department of EnerrY 

It was not without some trepidation that we approached the task of editing and 
publishing this volume. Starting with the Prologue, the. material is presented in 
decreasing order of its state of com,letion at the time of the author's death. 
Westervelt and Peek had worked with him extensively from 1979 until his death, had 
assisted with writing, had reviewed most of the manuscript, and had prov.ided detailed 
comments and suggestions. Brownlee and Ray had read much of the draft material and 
had given their suggestions also.· All believed that the author was reasonably· satis
fied with the Prologue and Chapters I and II. Chapters III and IV were not so far 
advanced and presented the need for sianificant writing effort affecting· both organi
zation and content. Ogle had intended a Chapter V, with a working title of "Lessons 
Learned," but we found not even an outline of that chapter. In fact, it was not 
clear whether these were to be lessons learned by the author or by the nation (or 
perhaps by the reader?). Thus, we have chosen to retitle that element the Epilogue, 
and we accept full responsibility for it. The Index is ours also, although our task 
here was essentia))y mechanical--organizing .and cataloging the results of an enormous 
amount of digging and collecting by the author. 

We welcomed the constraint imposed by Tom Clark, regarding the integrity of 
Ogle's effort. It was a condition which we ourselves imposed from the outset. Each 
of us was at times tempted to "improve" Ogle's draft, but for the most part we have 
successfully resisted that temptation. : When we have become aware of errors of fact 
we have corrected them, but we have avoided second-guessing the author's judgment. 
We offer these disclaimers along with our hope that the reader who k~ew and worked 
with Bill Ogle will find that most of what follows is presented in a familiar style. 

As for. our own credentials, all of us were associated professionally and· 
personally with William Ogle for many years in a variety of circumstances and re
lationships. To each of us he was at times a mentor.' Each of us had a specialized 
role in one or more aspects of the history t~at is told here. Individually and 
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collectively, we believe that we have been faithful to both the facts and the 
author's purpose. 

Although Bill Ogle perso~ally was a .participant iii most of the pertinent actions 
of the era upon which he reports. he was a disciplined writer and. therefore. a 
disciplined researcher. He mined the libraries and files of scores of offices and 
organizations and assembled a comprehensive and unique collection of official and 
authoritative papers. He· interviewed at least 72 individuals. some several times. 
and preserved the original tape recordings of those interviews. The editorial board 
has recommended that a suitable classified repository be established at Los Alamos to 
house this collection and keep it intact and available for future researchers. Once 
that is done. this book should serve as a useful ind.ex and road map. 

We will not presume to write the author's acknowledgments of assistance re
ceived, although we arc quite certain of one name that would surely have been there. 
John ·C. Conrad. then Captain, U.s. Air Force. was detailed to work with Ogle from 
early )974 through 1976. He assisted mightily with the research efforts~ including 
notably the personal interviews. In our own behalf we wish to express appreciation 
to Janice Reeve Ogle for both encouragement and assistance in getting started and to 
the others in Ogle's Energy Systems Inc. family in Anchorage. Most· of our work was 
done in Albuquerque. in space arranged for by Holmes It Narver. Inc. Milton Peek. who 
was our taskmaster throughout. had offices there and all of us appreciated the 
excellent working environment and hospitality. Getting the job planned, organized, 
and agreed upon was one thing: getting it done was another. Dave Buckner's as
sistance was invaluable in transcribing the original Energy Systems microcomputer 
floppy discs to a form usable by Holmes & Narver~ Glenda Cremer Ponder was that 
indispensable person in any publishing venture who takes sentences, paragraphs, and 
pages. marginal notes and all, and turns them into a' manuscript ready for the 
printer. Finally we wish to thank Tom Clark for authorizing and supporting the 
completion project. 

What started out as a challenge and a duty has been indeed a labor of love. How 
many times, over these months, we have interrupted our deliberations to recall an 
Ogle mannerism. an expression, a statement of an evident truth. How many times his 
candor has given us pause. In a way that he truly would have enjoyed. there was a 
Bill Ogle presence in all our deliberations. 

·No one can predict when the nation may face a similar set of conditions in 
attempting to balance political imperatives against the harsh truths of science, or 
the constraint which must accompany diplomatic negotiations against the urgent need 
to be ready to move swiftly should negotiation fail. We--four amorig many who worked 
with William Ogle bef9re. during, and after the test moratorium of 1958-J962--shared 
his view that this was an era the history of which should be preserved. His was an 
important contribution to makins that record. For us it has been a rare privilege to 
help fulfill that purpose. 

Albuquerque, New Mexico 
September 1985 

UNCLASSIFIED 

The Editorial Board 
Roge~ Ray. Chairman 
Robert Brownlee 
H. Milton Peek 
Donald Westervelt 
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INTRODUCTION 

This work was commissioned by Major General Frank Camm, Director of Military 
Applications of the AEC, at the suggestion of Robert R. Brownlee, AEC leader Of the 
Safeguard C (Readiness) program. 

The intent was to relatc the steps taken by the U.S. to return to nuclear 
weapons testing in late 1961 and 1962, after the three-year test moratorium of 1958 
to 1961. Such a relation, in concept, would be useful to future planners were the 
termination of some similar hiatus (CTB, LTBT, etc.) to result in a sudden require
ment to again renew or change drastically our testing procedures. Safeguard C of the 
LTBT requires that the U.S. maintain a -readiness to test in the prohibited enviro
ments.- This work is intended as background reading for those who might have to 
carry out such a program. 

However, very carlyon, the author concluded that a simple recounting of the 
steps taken in 196"1 and 1962 would result in an inadequate understanding. It also 
seemed necessary to bring to the reader some of the background that set the stage for 
those actions. Thus, there is a rather long recounting of nuclear weapons testing 
problems, procedures, accomplishments, etc. prior to the actual meat of the work. 
The entire effort is broken into a Prologue, relating briefly the period of 1946 to 
1958(?); Chapter It giving the last six months of testing before the test moratorium 
went into effect; Chapter II, relating the period of the moratorium; Chapter III, 
relating the return - to testing in Nevada; and Chapter tv, relating the return to 
testing in the Pacific. A Chapter V,giving some of the author's views on lessons 
learned, mayor may not be produced. -

This volume -- labelled Book 1 - takes the reader through the moratorium. It 
is planned that Chapters III and IV, now in draft and on the word processor, will be 
issued in a year or two.· 

Many people have helped in this effort. 1 am grateful to those many partici
pants who subjected themselves to interviews and to those who were kind enough to 
read certain portions for accuracy of content, in particular John Malik, Don 
W~sterve1t, and Irv Woodward. My special thanks go to John C. Conrad who did the 
major work of documentation collection, and who assisted in p-roducing much of the 
first draft material. Equally, lowe a great debt to Milton Peek who has patiently 
assisted me in editing the many versions. Lastly, I wish to thank N. E: Bradbury and 
A. D. Starbird for reading enough of the -draft to conclude that they had no objec
tions to its (classified) publication. 

William E. Ogle 
December 1983, Cabo San Lucas 

-Ed. note: With the editors' deciaion to publiah the entire work in one volum., thi' paracraph of the author', 
Introduction no lonJlr obtaina. 
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AN ACCOUNT OF THE RETURN TO NUCLEAR wEAPONS TESTING 
BY THE UNITED STATES . 

AFTER THE TEST MORATORIUM 
1958-1961 

PROLOGUE 

In order to understand the steps taken immediately before the moratorium, during 
the moratorium, and at the end of the moratorium that affected the United States' 
capability to ·resume nuclear weapon testing, it is pertinent to review our status, 
from both the political and technical points of view, before the moratorium. 

In the period of the moratorium, 1958 to 1961 and' immediately afterwards, there 
was strong interaction between the testing activity details and the political situa-· 
tion in the United States. That interaction was perhaps not so strong in the period 
of 1946 to 1958, but nevertheless was occasionally noticeable. 

Thus, there arc several subjects that need to be discussed in this background: 
the political history of ~esting, which. of course, is largely the history of test 
ban activities; the tests themselves' and their aims; the methods of testing; and the 
safety problems, specifically the Question'of worldwide fallout. 

Negotiations 

Perha'ps it is best .to remind ourselves first of the political history prior to 
early 1958. The period or 1943 through July or 1945 hardly belongs in this story 
since, on the part of the United States. it was largely a problem of active material 
procurement and device design, all conducted in great secrecy and, hence, discoura
ging external political problems were not particularly notable to the test organiza
tion. Furthermore, the story has been told in great detail elsewhere. For instance, 
the first volume of the official history of the U.s. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), 
The New World. 1939/1946, by R. G. Hewlett and O. E. Anderson. Jr., covers these 
years in detail. Also, there are a variety of other books on this ·subject in those 
years such as Stephane GroucH's Manhattan Project. the Untold Story oj the Making 
oj the Atomic Bomb, John Purcell's The Best-Kept Secret, and recently, Martin .Sher
win's A World Destroyed. 

However, a few specific points should be made. The development of nuclear 
weapons in the United States· was hand in glove with the British and Canadians, and 
it .is clear that even before the testing of the first nuclear weapon in July 1945, 
there was appreciable concern in' these circles as to how this awesome weapon would be 
controlled. Roosevelt and Churchill had discussed the subject during 1943-1944. When 

-In Britain, tben wen member. oUb_Fnnch hcbftica1 community involved. 
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18 RETURN TO TESTING 

Truman disclosed to Stalin at the Potsdam Conference that the United States was about 
to produce such a weapon, the subject was apparently not really new to Stalin. 
Kissinger· states: 

~n.t the backrround of the later dilclo.uNI of Soviet .. pion .. e there can be no doubt that Stalin WAI well 

aware or the impact of what he W&l beinl told. It it ~t certain, in fact, that Stalin learned of the 

pouibimy of nuclear expl~ioDi w.ll before Truman, who W&I. not informed of the ai'tence of our atomic enerlY 

pro,ram until he became Prnident, in April of 1945. 

Within a month after the Hiroshima detonation, the Soviet press was taking the 
attitude that the atomic bomb was not a decisive weapon, that it did not confer a 
basic 0 advantage in warfare, and that all progressive forces should unite against its 
usc. Stalin publicly ratified this view within a year, and maintained it up until 
the Soviets produced their own nuclear weapons. 

The British and Canadian Prime Ministers, Clement R. Attlee and Mackenzie King, 
arrived in Washington, D.C. on November 10, 1945, for meetings with the President on 
the subject of a joint stand and communique on atomic energy matters. After several 
days of high-level discussions and detailed work on a joint draft, at which two of 
the American principals were Vannevar Bush and Ben Cohen of the State Department, the 
three nations agreed to a proposal and communique read by President Truman at a ptess 
conference· on Thursday morning. November IS, 1945. Having decided not to disclose 
aony information on the details of atomic energy. even as far as industrial applica
tions go. for the present: 

The An,lo-Amlricu chier. bell .. ed the United NUioDa abould Ht up acommillion to make specific propoaal. for 

(a) extendin, between all DatioDI tJie IIXChup or buic KieDtiIic infonnation for peaceful end" (b) controllin, 

atomic ener,y &0 the extent neceaary toenaUN ill .... only for peaceful purpoMl, (c) eliminatinr from national 

armamenll atomic w.apont and all other majorweapoDi adaptable to muI dutruc:tion and (d) Huinl up .are

pard, to protect complyinl .'&teI from ,he buardl or yiolatioDi and "&lioDi. 

The plan would proceed in stages, overseen by a commission. with each stage following 
upon the successful completion of the previous stage. 0 This communique was followed 
within a month by a decision to solicit the Soviets' agreement on 0 the 0 basic guide
lines and to seck their support of a joint proposal which would be brought before the 
United Nations Cor implementation. The details·· of this concept were carried. by 
Secretary of State Byrnes to Moscow for a meeting of the foreign ministers in mid
December () 945). 0 

On January 7, 1946. less than six months after the testing of the first nuclear 
weapon. Secretary of State James F. Byrnes set up a Committee on Atomi,c Energy with 
Dean Acheson as Chairman. Other members of the Committee were Vannevar Bush. James 
B. Conant, Leslie R. Groves. and John J. McCloy. The major aim of the Committee was 
to consider controls and safeguards having to do with the development of atomic 
energy. with specific emphasis on the control of nuclear weapons. The Committee 
appointed a Board of Consultants including. among others. David E. Lillienthal. soon 
to become Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission, and J. Robert Oppenheimer, who 
had been the wartime head of Project Y, later to become the Los Alamos Scientific 
Laboratory (LASL). the designers of the first nuclear weapons. 

-Henry A.. Kilainpr, Nuclear Weapons and Foreign Policy. Harper It B~., N •• York, 1951, pare 364. 

·-Th ... d.taiJ8 are coveNd c~PNhenaiYely in &he The New World, the AEC', hi,&orr,ftpeciaUy ChapCen 14 

and 15. 
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After several months of intensive study beginning in January of 1 ~46. the 
Lillienthal Board of Consultants. and then the Acheson Committee. formed several 
conclusions and recommendations which they transmitted to the Secretary of Stat~ on 
March J7. 

The Committee started with the statements made by the President and Prime Minis-
ters that we now had a revolutionary weapon establishing means of destruction hither
to unknown, that there was DO adequate military defense against atomic weapons. that 
no single nation COUld. in fact. have a monopoly of these weapons. and that the only 
complete protection for the civilized world from the destructive use of scientific 
knowledge lay in the prevention of war. Thus, the United States had already made a 
political commitment to seek, by all reasonable means, to bring about international 
arrangements to prevent the usc of atomic energy for destructive purposes and to 
promote its use for the benefit of society. The Committee concluded that there was 
no prospect of security aga~nst atomic warfare in a system of international agree
ments to outlaw such weapons controlled only by inspection and similar policelike 
methods. In other words, there could not be a successful scheme of inspection in a 
real world. Here inspection had not only to do with nuclear weapon testing, but also 
with the control of the production of nuclear weapons. This was the philosophical 
framework in which atomic energy would be developed around the world for peaceful 
purposes. The Committee further concluded that if nations or their citizens carried 
on intrinsically dangerous activities, the chances for safeguarding the future were 
hopeless. ·Intrinsically dangerous activities· meant the mining. production, and. 
separation of uranium, the operation of reactors. hence producing plutonium, and the 
use of the product' materials for the production of atpmic weapons. They therefore 
proposed that an international agency be given sole responsibility for these dan
gerous activities, with individual nations giving up their sovereignty to that ex
tent. To put it differently, nuclear energy. including weapons. should be in the 
hands of an international agency or there would be no hope of preventing nuclear war. 

This study. became the basis Cor the so-caUed "Baruch Plan" presented to the 
United Nations Atomic Energy Commission at their first meeting on June 14, 1946. The 
plan, in essence, proposed the establishment of an International Atomic Development 
Authority (lADA), to which all phases of the development and uses of atomic energy 
would be entrusted. It would own all mines and plants producing atomic fuel. It 
would manage these operations,' it would have the exclusive capacity to. carryon 
research on atomic weapons, and it would license nations to conduct their own atomic 
research. It would have the authority to inspect all declared and legal .national 
activities to detect any illicit activities. The IADA would have the authority for 
sanctions against any violator. And lastly, the plan was to be put into effect by 
stages. The control system was to be established first and then the United States 
would halt the m~nufacture of atomic bombs, dispose of its existing ·bombs. and hand 
over to the authority its scientific and technological knowledge. The idea of sanc
tions was Baruch's own.- It appears that the Committee of Consuitants considered 
this plan. minus the sanctions, as' a genuine stab at a solution to the nuclear 
weapons problem and specifically considered international control, 

ntual usc of nuc 

-John W. Spanier and J_ph L. Nor", The Politics 0/ Disarmamelll. F. A. Praerer.lnc .• New York. 196%. 
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20 RETURN TO TESTING 

than a year after Trinity). a Soviet draft 
The Soviet proposal was for: 

Gromyko. 

... prohibitinr the production and UN of atomic .... apons and providinr that ... ithin three montm from i&. entry 
into force, all atomic ... eapons ... ere to be d .. troyed. Violations of the convention .... ere considered to be a 
.. rioUi crime arainst humanity; MYere penalti .. for violation ... ere to be provided by dome.tic: le(i.laUoni the 
."..ment. of inclefinite duration, ... u to come into force after the approval by the Security Council and ratifi
cation by the Council'. permanent .. mban; anel all.tat ...... hetheror not memben of the United Nation., ... ould 

be NquiNd to fuUlU aU proviaiona of abe acr-meDt. 

Further. Gromyko proposed setting up other control measures to ensure observance. 
(Th~ Unit~d Nations and Di!armam~nt. page 13.) At this time, the United States ·had,. 
as a reaction to. popular emotion, largely dismantled its armed forces with the 
exception of retaining the Duclear capability. whereas the Russians still had under 
arms a great number qf soldiers, probably somewhere between two and a half and three 
and a half million. 

While a great· deal of discussion was carried on in the United Nations on this 
subject in the years 1946, 1947, 1948, and 1949, the situation was actually quite 
static. with the United States standing behind its offer of the Baruch Plan and the 
Russians making variations of the proposal to ban all bombs with no control. . The 
actual propaganda, of course, on the Russian side implied control ~u't did not specify 
a way to accomplish it; The United States' position was that there should be control 
first. and then we would do away with the bombs. It is interesting to note that in 
this period of time, the United States conducted both the Crossroads and Sandstone 
operations in the Pacific,' with essentially no notice of that fact being taken in the 
United Nations' debates and with essentially no feedback from those debates upon the 
operations, or vice versa. 

Again, it should be pointed out that at that time the arguments were concerned 
with disarmament, specifically with nuclear disarmament. but including all disarma
ment, rather than the question of nuclear weapon testing alone. 

(ParentheticaUy, up uDtil the early I 950s, the United States had a position of 
keeping atomic and conventional disarmament talks separate, whereas the Soviet Union 
argued that they should be discussed simultaneously. However, both sides changed 
position in the early 1950s.) " 

The situation changed rather drastically in the period' of 1949 to 1952. The 
Soviet Union fired its first nuclear fission device in 1949. The United States 
tested its first full-scale hydrogen bomb in 1952, and the Soviets fired their first 
hy4rogen bomb in 1953. Thus, the United States and Britain no longer had a monopoly 
on nuclear weapons and the Ba'ruch Plan was no longer as apparently generous a gesture 
as it had been at one time. On the Qther hand, the Soviets could no longer logically 
simply push the propaganda to do away with the bomb completely because they. too. now 
had a stockpile. (The British tested their first indigenous atomic bomb in 1952.) , 

The United Nations Atomic Energy Commission, which had been set up in 1946 with 
the hopes of ,being the forum and implementing body in which important steps towards 
solving the new problem posed by the atomic bomb and atomic energy in general could 
be handled, did not meet after July 29, 1949. and was subsequently dissolved in 

"" .... ,...,...--
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January of 1'952. 
The period of 1949 to 1953 was one that saw little formal act~o~ with respect to 

nuclear disarmament or test bans. Stalin, . having developed the fission weapon, was 
apparently concentrating both on the production of the thermonuclear ~eapon and, mo~e .. 
significantly, developing his nuclear forces. both weapons and delivery syste~~, In 

•. oroer to get out of the situation in which the United States had a strong mlhtary 
· ... edge on the U.S.S.R. During this period, the Russian propaganda gradually changed. 

• from "do away with the bombs completely" to "nuclear warfare will only hurt .tha. e' 

capitalistic system." At the same time, the United States became engaged in the 
Korean War, which led to a large American military buildup. We were, therefore, more 
interested in armament than disarmament. The United States joined Western Europe in 
the formation of NATO in 1949 and, hence, had to be concerned with the arming of that 
organization. As previously mentioned, we also elected in early 1950 ·to ·go ahead 
with the development of the hydrogen bomb, which was first fired full-scale in 1952, 
In the early 1950s, we began to equip our divisions in Europ~ with tactical atomic 
weapons to compensate for our numerical inferiority to the Red Army. 

Possibilities of joint agreements or steps towards any types of disarmament took 
an abrupt turn in early 1950 when the Russians began their boycott· of the U.N. In 
January. they walked out of the U.N. Atomic Energy Commission and in April. they did 
the same in the U.N. Commission for Conventional Armaments. when both of these 
Commissions refused their request to seat the Communist Chinese, just as the hirger 
body of the U.N. had done. They were not to return to the U.N. disarmament activi
ties until August of 1950, a couple of months after the Korean War had started. The 
period of lack of compromise between the Soviets and the U.s. on these nuclear and 
disarmament issues continued through Stalin'S f'ule in Russia into early 1953. During 
this early period of the disarmament negotiation in the Cold War, the American intent 
was generally to establish a control system prior to agreeing to any disarmament and 
finally, to move to the mechanics of destroying nuclear arms. The Soviet position 
was the reverse with the elimination of nuclear weapons coming first followed by 
conventional disarmament and then a control system. The Russian-proposed control 
system would be tantamount to self-control.-

The year 1953 saw the conclusion oC the Korean War. the death of Stalin, and a 
new administration in Washington. In August oC 1953, a new Russian Premier, 
Malenkov, in announcing the detonation oC their first hydrogen bomb, warned that the 
U.S.S.R. now had weapons of retaliation and, thus, an atomic war against the U.S.S.R, 
would be folly. In December, Eisenhower appealed for extraordinary measures to save 
mankind from the holocaust of a hydrogen war in his famous "Atoms for Peace" address 
to the United Nations o~ December 8, which he hoped would inaugurate an international 
program to develop peaceful uses of atomic energy. while acknowledging the impact of 
the emerging thermonuclear impasse. He proposed that governments involved in atomic 
research and development should begin to make joint contributions from their stock
piles .of uranium and fissionable materials to an international atomic energy agency 
to be set up under the aegis oC the United Nations. Several months later, in March 
of 1954, Malenkov admitted that a nuclear war would mean the ruin of the world 
civilization, as opposed to the previous Russian line that it would only mean the end 
of capitalism, but was obliged tO,repudiate the statement two months later. 

It was now completely clear that the Baruch Plan had outlived its usefulness and 
that it had no challce of acceptance in a world in which both sides had nuclear 
stockpiles and means of deHvery. A new position· began to take form in the early 

eJ. Spanier aael J. No .... Politics oj Disarmamem. pal. 8(. 
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meetings of a newly formed subcommittee of the United Nations Disarmament Commission, 
whose task was to agree to a comprehensive and coordinated plan of disarmament. The 
subcommittee consisted of representatj.ves of Canada, France, Russia, the U.K., and 
U.S. They began meeting in May of 1954 and continued meeting for several years. 
Right from the start, the Russian representative, Jacob Malik, challenged the pre
vious Western position (the Baruch Plan) while substantially reiterating the former 
Soviet position on disarmament. In response, the U.S. representative, Morehead 
Patterson, soon conveyed through oral and written positions the fact that the United 
States was now more flexible in arriving at a modified position on these issues and 
would not adhere strictly to the Baruch Plan as originally set forth. This was to be 
the beginning of something of a thaw in such discussions between the two sides and 
the beginning of much greater activitity, if not progress, than had been seen in 
disarmament discussions since the rejection of the Baruch Plan in 1948. A British
French memorandum to the U.N. disarmament subcommittee,· in June of 1954, offered a 
prohibition on the use of nuclear weapons except in defense against aggression, and 
conversion of existing stockpiles to peaceful purposes. The plan would, in succes
sive stages, freeze all military establishments, then reduce them by half and cut off 
manufacture of nuclear arms, then eliminate aU conventional forces, and finally, 
abolish all nuclear weapons. All the stages would be supervised by an International 
Control System. The Russians immediately pointed out that the phrase, "except for 
defense against aggression: was a tremendous loophole, since all nations think of 
themselves as acting only in self-defense. Furthermore, the proposed controls were 
tantamount to an espionage system. However, they accepted the plan as a basis for 
discussion in September. and in May oC1955 the U.S.s.R. reversed its previous 
position and apparently accepted a control system prior to the complete elimination 
of nuc.lear weapons. However. they put in several hookers. One, they called for a 
ban on nuclear weapon testing. 'as part of the first phase of disarmament (at this 
point in time, the U.S. had conducted 66 nuclear detonations, including 6 above a 
megaton; the Russians had fired 14). Second. they proposed that the use of nuclear 
weapons, except for self-deCense. be subject to the approval of the U.N. Security 
Council and, thererore~ to the Soviet veto.-- Third. it was required that the U~S. 
liquidate its military bases in other nations. They made another point: "There are 
possibilities beyond the reach oC international control Cor evading this control and 
for organizing the clandestine manufacture oC atomic and hydrogen weapons even if 
there is a formal agreement on international contro!." It is, perhaps, worthwhile to 
remember that point today. 

At this time. the argument turned Cromdisarmament to arms control and the 
latter parts of 1955 and 1956 were largely spent in profitless deb3'te about the 
number of men that could be in the armed Corces of China, United States. S,oviet 
Union, France, and Britain. Again, tied to his proposal of March 27. 1956. Gromyko 
called for a ban on thermonuclear tests. 'Thus, in mid-1956, there was again a 
deadlock, the Soviet Union demanding a drastic reduction in manpower without exten
sive controls and the United States and Britain insisting on a limited, disarmament 
agreement. including nuclear weapons guarded by strict controls. In July 1956, 
Gromyko agreed to the Western proposals for force levels (2.5 million each for 
U.S.S.R., U.S.A., and' China, and 750.000 each, for Britain and France)" but stated 
that acceptance of these force levels was, amongst other things. contingent upon an 
immediate nuclear test ban. ' (By the end of July 1956, the U.S. had fired ,87 shots, 

. . 
·Phillip Noel-Baker. The Arms Race, Oceana, Ne. York,I;S •. 
"l, Spanier and J. No, .. , Politics 0/ Disarmament, pap u. 
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weapons and in 1956 tested devices that might fit in a reasonable stockpile, and 
specific~IlY might fit missile delivery systems. The Russians first successf~lIy 
dropped the hydrogen bomb from an aircraft in November 1955, whereas the UOlted 
States did not accomplish that until May 1956. The Russians, on August 26, 1957, 
announced the completion of a successful test of the intercontinental ballistic 
missile. 

The: United States' reaction to these early Russian proposals was one of no 
particular interest in a ban on nuclear weapon tests, except as part of a br~ader 
agreement covering other measures of disarmament as well. After all, our military 
strateg'y depended upon nuclear weapons to counter Soviet superiority in conventional 
forces. However, the development of the Russian ICBM capability in 1957 apparently 
put more pressure on the United States to move in the disarmament field in some 
manner. Thus. at the meeting of the Disarmament Commission of the United Nations in 
London in 1957, after the Russians announced on June 14 that they would agree to the 
establishment of a- control' system, even on their own territory, to monitor an agree
ment for the cessation of nuclear weapons tests, the West indicated that it was 
willing now to _ consider test cessation an -integral part of the initial stage of a 
disarmament agreement and would also agree to a temporary suspension of testing while 
a control system .. was being established. A IO-month -suspension was mentioned. 
Slightly later, Harold Stassen, the American Representative, offered to extend the 
period to 12 months .and sUllested an extension fot a second year should there be 
progress in relation to the cessation of production of fissionable materials for 
weapons purposes. At this point. the Russians still insisted that test cessation be 
considered as a separate measure, whereas the West was willing to consider the test 
cessation only as a portion of broader moves toward disarmament. At -this meeting, 
Mr. Selwyn Lloyd reiterated a suglestion· he had apparently made elsewhere, that a 
committee of technical experts be established within the framework of t'he disarmament 
subcommittee to consider possible methods of eliminating nuclear test explosions, and 
to investigate the requirements of effective supervision over an agreement to limit 
such explosions. Harold Stassen again made the suggestion in August. In both cases, 
"The U.S.S.R .• however. refused to consent to technical talks unless there was first 
an agreement on the period and the conditions of a test cessation ... • 

(In March of 1954. the United States had detonated the Bravo shot of Operation 
Castle from which the debris was carried up and dispersed over a much larger area 
than was thought possible. As a result. an appreciable number of Marshallese natives 
and the crew of the Japanese fishing vessel, Fukuryu Maru ["Lucky Dragon"] received 
large fallout radiation doses. Not long after that, radioactive rain fell on Japan 
as a consequence of a Soviet hydrogen bomb test. These incidents, pI .. s an increasing 
study of the Quantity of radioactive material in the atmosphere and its possible 
effects. began to produce a move on th~ part of other nations to exert pressure on 
the United States and Russia to stop testing. Prime Minister Nehru, in an address to 
the Indian parliament on April 2. J954, proposed a "standstill" agreement to stop 
testing. leaving the broader problems for later solution. In the years from 1954 to 
1957, the Japanese and the Indians,. particularly. pressed for a test ban on the part 
of the Russians, the United States. and the United Kingdom. Albert Schweitzer issued 
an appeal to the Norwegian Nobel Committee. broadcast in 50 countries, asking that 

-Harold K.Jacob.on and Eric S&ein. Diplomats. Scientists. and Politicians, The Univenity or Michi,an 
p,.... ADn Arbor. 1866. pace II. 
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public opinion demand an end to nuclear tests. That appeal was endorsed by the Pope 
in 1.957. The International Labor Organization and Economic and Social Council, of the 
United Nations recommended a test ban. In August of 1957, the World Council of' 
Churches urged an international court to stop further testing. In the United States. 
Nobel Prize winner Linus Pauling urged. through many publications and public 

.meetings,a cessation of testing because of the possible genetic effects. 
, The next step took place at the 12th session of the U.N. General Assembly in the 

fall of 1957. At that Assembly, the Russians initially proposed a two or three year 
test ban starting January I, 1958, with an International Commission to supervise the 
test suspension and with control posts spread through the appropriate nations. That 
proposal was withdrawn in favor of an Indian resolution asking that the nuclear 
powers agree immediately to suspend tests and that a Commission of Experts be created 
to recommend an adequate control system. This resolution was favored by the Eastern 
bloc and opposed by the Western bloc and was rejected in each of two slightly dif
(erent (orms in November of 1957. Meanwhile, the General Assembly had adopted a 
resolution patterned after the earlier London Western proposals after a great deal of 
discussion and suggested alteration. That resolution included a number of disarma
ment measures which would occur simultaneously, among which was the immediate suspen
sion of testing of nuclear weapons and prompt installation of effective international 
control, including inspection posts equipped with appropriate scientific instruments 
located within the territories of a number of countries, including the United States 
and Russia. The 'resolution also requested that the subcommittee of the Disarmament 
Commission convene as soon as possible to set up the implementation of this resolu
tion, and take as one of their first tasks the establishment of "a group or groups of 
technical experts to study inspection systems for disarmament measures on which the 
subcommittee may reach agreement in principle." This entire resolution, adopted on 
November 14, was supported by the West and opposed by the East. Russia announced 
tha t they would no longer participate in. the work of the Disarmament Commission or 
its subcommitee, stating that these bodies were composed in a one-sided fashion. 
Various moves were made to change the membership of the Disarmament Commission and 
its subcommittee, but none were satisfactory to the Russians. 

In the United States, Adlai Stevenson. in 1956, had suggested that the United 
States might unilateraUy stop testing as a nrst step towlird obtaining an agreement 
with the Soviet Union. Bulganin, of tbe U.s.s.R .. endorsed the Stevenson proposal. 
Various religious groups, in 1957. urged test cessation. In February of 1957, the 
Council of the Federation of American Scient,ists recommended that the Administration 
should seek worldwide cessation of nuclear weapons tests without making this contin
gent on achieving more far-reaching goals in arms limitations. Even in Congress, in 
J 957, there were proposals for halting tests. at least temporarily, to alleviate the 
problem of faUout. Surprisingly, one such proposal came from Chet Holifield,Chair
man of the Special Subcommittee on Radiation of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy. 
In November of 1957, Hubert Humphrey, then Chairman of the Subcommittee on Dis
armament of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, suggested to President Eisen
hower th~t the United States should declare its willingness to negotiate separately a 
ban on nuclear weapons tests for a two-year period, with the only condition being' 
agreement on an effective inspection system, with United Nations supervision, to 
ensure that the ban was 1;>eing scrQpulously observed.- Thus, ~he pressures were high 
on Eisenhower in late 1957'to make some move on the cessation of tests. 

·U .S. ConJNU. Senale Commit\ .. on Foreip R.elatiOM. SubcommiU .. on Diaarmament Control and Reduction or 
Annamenu, Final Report, 15th Con".... Second Section, 1~58. pap 3 •. 
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The "Security Resources Panel of the Office'· of Defense Mobilization Science 
Advisory Committee," or more briefly. the Gaither Committee,. establis~~d by the 
National Security Council in April of 1957 to focus .on the question of CIVil defense, 
concluded that the .Soviet gross national product (GNP) was increasing at a much 
faster rate than ours and that the Soviets were spending about the same as the U.S. 
on their armed forces and heavy industry, even though our GNP was about three times 
that of the U.S.s.R. The U.S. had further concluded that the Soviets had a large 
nuclear stockpile, advanced missile technology, and .a potential for launching a 
devastating missile attack on the U.S. by late 1959. The committee commented on ~he 
relative vulnerability of the U.S. civilian population and the U.S. nuclear offensIve 
force (our so-called deterrent). Accompanying these gloomy conclusions were recom
mendations. for substantial measures to implement a civil defense program and to 
vastly improve many aspects of our military offensive and defensive forces. The 
strong pessimism of the Gaither Report may have mainly reflected an impression of the 
Russian superiority in missiles at this time, coupled with the large devices they had 
tested. The U.S. also had a large nuclear capability, presumably even larger ·than 
that of the U.s.s~R., but mainly aircraft-carried. Perhaps the biggest justification 
for this report's tone was simply that for the first time in our history, we were 
clearly susceptible in our homeland to being attacked by a foreign nation. 

President Eisenhower was not stampeded by the grim picture and far-reaching 
recommendations of the Gaither Report .. Drawing on views of the overall situation 
from many other ,sources and advisors, he concluded that our overall military strength 
was stiJI distinctly .superior to that of the Communists, but he clearly saw the need 
for vigilance and careful study. 

Up to this time, Eisenhower and Dulles had relied almost exclusively on AEC 
Chairman Lewis Strauss for guidance on the technical side of the' nuclear weapons and 
t:luclear test ban considerations. Strauss had long been a strong proponent of main
taining the U.S.'s superiority . in these areas and dealing very skeptically with the 
Russian proposals. With the Gaither Report in hand, it is quite understandable that 
the President would have sought to have another strong scientific voice as an advisor 
to address fields other than nuclear weapons, i.e., missiles, civil defense, etc. 
Thus, he formed a new position on his staff, that of Special Assistant for Science 
and Technology. The first appointee was Dr. James R. Killian, President of MIT, who 
was appointed in November 1957. ostensibly as a reaction to the Soviets' Sputnik 
launch and the need to look at the nation's overall scientific effort. Concurrently, 
Eisenhower elevated the ·status of the Science Advisory Committee of· the Office of 
Defense Mobilization, renamed it the President's Science Advisory ,Committee (PSAC), 
and brought it under White House auspices as an advisory group chaired by Ki1lian~ 

Thus, J958 began with a new. strong scientific voice in high government circles, 
with a great deal of pressure. both within the U.S. and without (from the U.N., 
Russians, and others) to wor.k on a specific test ban agreement. and with strong 
pressures caused by the Gaither Report and Sputnik launch to take very seriously the 
question of the U.S. defense and technological 'status vis-a-vis the Russians. Eisen-
hower, in his autobiography, observed in restrospect that: . 

h wu now becominr apparent tbat bothEut and W .. t needed a common understandinr ofthucientific technica

liti.. involved before tbe poaibiliti.. or a comprehenlive, rerulated iai ban could be intemeenily di.
cuned,-

-It does not Hem to bave been apparent to tbe RUHiana. 
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Consistent with the Russian trend of the last. several years, and reflecti1'lg the 
Russian worries about proliferation, Premier Bulganin had prQposed in a letter of 
December 10, 1957, to Eisenhower that the nuclear powers agree to stop nuclear weapon 
testing as of January I, 1958, for a period of two to three years, and had stated his 
willingness to meet with Eisenhower ,nd discuss this and other nuclear weapon control 
subjects. Operation Hardtack was well along in planning by this time. Eisenhower 
did not answer immediately, but did write to NC.hru on December 15, 1957, tha~ he 
could not. agree to stop testing as an isolated step without assurance that other 
measures to settle thc problcms of limitations .on nuclear weapon production, surprise 
attack, etc., would follow. However. he did answer directly on January 12, 1958, 
statin, that he could not attend a summit confercnce on the subject without adequate 
preparatory work. and reiterating the earlier (Selwyn Lloyd) suggestion of a meeting 
of East and West technical experts to discuss the feasibility of test ban controls. . 

With this in mind, and with the furthcr worry, cxprcssed by Dulles at an NSC 
meeting in early January~ that the U.N. would soon adopt a rcsolution condemning 
further testing, Eisenhow·cr. at Killian's suggestion. requested that Killian appoint 
a special panel to consider the effect of a nuclear test ban on American and Soviet 
weapons development programs. and to what extent evasions of such a ban could be 
detected. Killian moved quickly in the appointment of what became known as the Bethe 
Panel, after its chairman, Hans Bethe of Cornell. Other members were Harold Brown, 
Herbert York. Carson Mark. Roderick Spence, Doyle Northrup, Herbert Scoville, Jr., 
Major General Richard Coiner. Brigadier General Alfred Starbird, Herbert Loper, and 
Colonel Lester Woodward. This Iroup constituted a reasonable cross section of the 
intelligence community, the weapons laboratories, and the Department of Defense. The 
Panel was to report to the President's Science Advisory Committee. Over the next 
couple of months, the Panel 'collected and considered the available information (some 
to be used by the American contingent at· the later conference of experts) and appar
ently· concluded that continued testing into the indefinite future could only close 
the gap between the U.s.S.R. and the U.S. in nuclear weapon technology, and that the 
offsetting gains to be expected by the U.s. from further testing were minimal. The 
PSAC considered the Bethe Panel findings and concluded that Hardtack should be fin-

. ish ed, but that then we could risk a test ban with mutual inspection, and so recom-
mended to Eisenbower. ' . 

The pressure to consider a test ban separately from other disarmament measures 
increased when Harold Stassen. who had just resigned as the President'S SpeCial 
Assistant for Disarmament, testified on February 28, 1958, to Senator Humphrey's 
Subcommittee on Disarmament tbat a separate test ban agreement would help break the 
spiral of the arms race, might lead to other steps of arms control and ciisarmament, 
and could be easjJy policed. 

Another apparent gain in world opinion went to the Russians when, having just 
finished an extensive test series. they announced on March 31. 1958, that they had 
unilaterally discontinued the testing of nuclear weapons in the· Soviet Union, and 
called on other nations to follow their lead. (The U.s. was just about to begin 
Operation Hardtack in the Pacific.) They pointed out that they would feel free to 
resume testing if other nations did so. Eisenhower, in a press conference on April 
2, called the move a "gimmick" that should not be taken seriously. but Khrushchev, 
who had just taken over from Bulganin. reiterated the appeal in a personal letter to 
Eisenhower of April 4, 1958. . 

The Senate Committee on Foreign Relations queried. by mail. some 42 
senior American seismologists, geophysicists, and geologists in April concerning the 

eH. laco*n and E. Stein, Diplomats. Scielllists. and Polilicians. pace 46. 
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problems of the detection of underground explosions. They received 3] replies. 
There was no concensu5 on the feasibility of detection of clandestine underground 
explosions. '. .' . . h' 

Eisenhower answered Khrushchev on April 8, with essentially no change an JS 

position, and on April 22, Khrushchev stated that it would be impossible for the 
experts to contribute to the problem' of disarmament unless an agreement between 

( governments had been reached. By now, apparently the Bethe Panel finding had sunk in 
a little deeper. and Eisenhower, without further consultation with the AEC or De
partment of Defense. wrote to Khrushchev on April 28, 1958. that the United' Sta tes. 
policy was changing. repeated his suggestion of a meeting of experts, but in the 
context of an agreement to stop testing, and added "Studies of thi~ kind are. the 
necessary preliminaries to putting political decisions actually into effect." That 
is, he proposed the technical meetings on the feasibility of monitoring a test ban as 
a prelude to opening political negotiations if such monitoring appeared reasonable. 

Catching the U.s. unprepared, Khrushchev. on May 9, ]958, agreed to the meeting 
of the experts, but made his view clear that control was really no problem, that the 
experts' meeting was unnecessary, and that he regarded this as another move on the 
part of the U.S. to delay the cessation of testing. (By now, the US. was well into 
Operation Hardtack.) 

Further correspondence during May 1958 established the date of July J for the 
conference to start. It would be in Geneva at Russian insistence rather than New 
York as proposed by Eisenhower. The U.S.s.R. insisted that agreement there would 
automatically commit the governments to a test cessation; the U.S. disagreed. There 
would be two sets of specialists, one of representatives of' the U.S., U.K.. France, 
and Canada. and the other of representatives of the U.S.S.R., Czechoslovakia. Poland, 
and Rumania. Thus, the U.S.s.R. managed to get the discussion separate from the 
U.N., and achieved parity of representation. which they felt they could not get in 
the United Nations. . 

During June 1958. there was a wild scramble to assemble all data that might be 
needed by the U.S. experts. An appreciable amount of information was declassified 
for such use. (But the AEC gave Captain John H. Morse, a Headquarters representative 
at the conference, the authority to declassify on the spot if necessary.) 

After discussion among the four Western nations, the Western delegates were 
announced on June 20. Dr. James Fisk, a member of PSAC. was the Western chairman of 
the delegation. Other members were Robert Bacher. also a member of PSAC. E. O. 
Lawrence, Sir John Cockroft, Sir William Penney. Professor Yves Rocard. and Dr. 
Ormand Solandt. Advisors to the Western delegation included Hans Bethe (Cornell) • 

. Harold Brown (Livermore), Perry Byerly (University of California), Norman Haskel (Air 
Force, Cambridge). Spurgeon Keeny (Killian's office), J. Carson Mark (Los Alamos). 
Doyle Northrup (AFOAT-l)*, Herbert Scoville, Jr. (Consultant, PSAC), Anthony 
Turkevich (University of Chicago), Donald Morris (State), Ronald Spiers (State). and 
Thomas Larson (State). The AEC and Edward Teller were kept informed by telephone. 

The Eastern panel consisted of Yevgeni K. Fedorov, Academy of Sciences of the 
U.S.S.R.; N. N. Semenov, Academician; I. Ye Tamm. Academician; M. A. Sadovsky. 
Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R.; O. I. Leypunsky, Professor of Physical-Mathema
tical Sciences; I. P. Pasechnik, Academy of Sciences, U.S.S.R.; Semen K. Tsarapkin, 
Collegium of the Soviet Ministry of Foreign Affairs; and other scientists from 
Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Rumania.' Thus. the Eastern panel included a senior 
diplomat, Tsarapkin, Ii discipline not repres.ented on the Western side. 

• Air F~rc. Orne. for Atomic Enefl)'. 
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The Western delegation had available to it the experimental information col
lected in the past on the sound signals expected at great distances (or microbaro
graphic signals) from nuclear detonations. electromagnetic phenomena, and a great 
deal of knowledge on the optical outputs of nuclear weapons fired at normal alti
tudes. Further, they were aware of the tropospheric disturbances from such detona
tions and AFOA T -I had a great deal of experience in ~colJecting airborne radioactive 
samples at appreciable distances as well as interpreting the resultant data. Seismic 
signals at teleseismic distances had been observed from high-yietd detonations in the 
Pacific, but more pertinently from the NTS· Rainier underground shot. However, 
identification of underground shots was uncertain. Also, there was essentially no· 
information on high-altitude detection, the highest detonation to this time being a 
small-yield shot at about 37.000 feet. There was no information available on deep 
space shots. Some underwater detonations had been observed. There was. however, 
appreciable theoretical information on all of these areas, some of which had been 
worked out specifically to prepare for the Bethe Panel report earlier in the year and 
expanded in preparation for the Experts Conference. 

It is not clear what information the Russians had available to them when the 
conference began. Clearly. they had made observations close-in on normal atmospheric 
detonations but, to our knowledge, had not conducted any underground, underwater, or 
high-altitude detonations up to this time. They clearly had the same competence as 
we to carry out calculations to predict what would happen with shots in these other 
environments, but it. is not known how many of these calculations they had already 
worked out when the conference began. 

The British had available to them at the beginning of the conference the same 
information that we did, essentially as a result of our coordination with them on 
these subjects. and they also had some information they collected themselves from 
their tests in Australia and Christmas Island. 

The conference convened as scheduled.·· The Western side was clearly concerned 
with the possibilities of evasion and had discussed at home a number of those possi
bilities. During the initial parts of the conference, the Americans tended to pre
sent theories and data, with the Russians listening and making comments. A great 
deal of the debate and the ~iscussion was between the various Western delegates. The 
Russians expressed apparent surprise at some of the theoretical concepts which the 
West wished to introduce. In fact. ·one could let the impression that the Russians 
had not seriously considered a number of the aspects of clandestine testing that we 
brought up and wished to discuss in detail. Even though this was not a political 
meeting. there was sometimes the impression that it was hard for the Soviets to see 
why we wanted to discuss these technical subjects at all since it was 'Clear that one 
could simply stop testing and detect evasions very easily.··· The conference rather 
rapidly reached agreement on circumstances surrounding detection and "identification 
of atmospheric tests, underwater tests, and high-altitude tests. In retrospect, it 
appears that perhaps underground testing was treated as the only serious medium for 
clandestine testing, neglecting altitudes above SO kilometers, which the conferees 
knew they were not addressing in sufficient detail. The bulk of the discussion 
addressed the possibilities and situations with respect to underground test detection 
and some discussion of possibilities of test. evasion. The sY,stem of detection 

·NTS--Nevada T .. t Site, the later term uaed for the Nevada Provine Ground (NPG), .. tablilhed in lI~51, 

"On .lui, 2, OeCauli. announced that tbe ~,.ncb would no' acree &0 a 'II' ban without other meuuru or di.armament. 
Thi. don not _m to have afteelect lhe COUIM oflhe cliKuaaion. 

···Spurreon K .. ny--private commWlicatiOD. 
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stations eventually endorsed, it was felt, would allow detections and identific~~ion 
down to a few kilotons. The network of posts eventually agreed upon was a BritIsh
suggested compromise between U.S. and Soviet extremes. The detection statio.ns wo~ld 
number some 160-170 Jand based pius about 10 on ships. with the land spaclDg belDg 
from 1,000-1,700 kilometers based on seismicity. and the spacing in ocean artas from 

. 2,000-3,500 kilometers. The 110 posts on the continents would include 24 in North 
America. 6 in Europe, 37 in Asia. and the rest on the other continents: the other 60 
land-based posts would be on 6 large and smaB oceanic: islands. 

Whereas the conferees' discussed and formulated their findings on methods pf 
detection at altitudes greater than 30-S0 kilometers. the system described for test 
detection did not include coverage of that region. . 

On-site inspection was not treated in depth. Statements were made that teams 
could be sent to investigate a suspicious event, that perhaps 20- I 00 earthquakes a 
year would ·be indistinguishable from deep underground events at about 5-kilotons 
yield. but no clear-cut number of inspections was suggested. 

The American team clearly felt the need of more data on seismic signals from 
underground detonations, and believed that further ·proof tests· would be required. 
However. Chairman Fisk felt that this subject would ·scare oCC· the Russian scien
tists. so it was never raised during the conference. 

Nevertheless. the conference issued a communique on August 21, 19S8. including 
the statement. -The conference reached the conclusion that it is technically feasible 
to set uP. with certain capabilities and limitations. a workable and effective con
trol . system Cor the detection of violations or a possible agreement on the cessation 
of nuclear weapons tests.· 

The conclusions of the conference were published by the State Department on 
August 30 and stated that methods of test detection available at that time made it 
possible to detect and identify nuclear explosions down to somewhere between I kt and 
5 kt underwater, underground. or in the atmosphere up to perhaps 10 km. and that 
detonations of the same yield would probably be detected but not always identified up 
to perhaps SO km. The conference gave its findings on the methods of detecting 
nuclear explosions at altitudes greater than SO km, but did not describe specific 
means for such detection and identification. The methods to be used for detection 
and identification included the collecting of samples of radioactive debris; re
cording of seismic. acoustic. and hydroacoustic waves; recording of electromagnetic 
waves; and on-site inspections of identified events which could be su.spected of being 
nuclear explosions. They outlined a workable control system including appreciable 
development of equipment. operational considerations, data analysis. staffing. and 
control posts. The conCerence rep~)ft mentioned several clandestine circumstances 
that might make detection or identification very difficult. They concluded. the 
following: 

However. the conf .... nce conaiden tbat. wba'.".rth. precautionary me .. u .... adopted by a violator. be could not 
be lUaran~ .,ainat expoeure. panicularly if account iI taken of tbe carryin, out of inlpection at th •• ite of 
tbe IUlpeeted exploeion. 

In retrospect, it. seems that .a major cause of uncertainty was that there was no 
agreement in the U.S. as to what yield constitu.ted a ·significant" test. The experts 
clearly r.ecognized that they were really discussing .. threshold situation. that bombs 
below some yield could probably be detonated without detection (although there is 
always a chance of getting caught). However, what that significant threshold is has 
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not yet (1979) been agreed upon in the U.S.· Clearly, the value determines the 
number of detection stations required and. the estimate· of possible inspections re
quired. It seems possible that the differences that showed up between East and West 
during the Conference of Experts, and become so serious in the next few years, could 
have come about by a genuine difference in judgment on this point, due to the dif
ferent weapon design and deployment philosophies. 

During mid-J 958, a group to assist the President in· consideration of these 
matters, eventually to be called the "Committee of Principals: had gradually come 
into existence. During this period. it consisted of the Secretary of State (John 
Foster Dulles). the Secretary of Defense (Neil H. McElroy). the Director of the CIA 
(Allen W. Dulles), the Chairman of the AEC (John A. McCone. who replaced Lewis 
Strauss in July 1958), the ~pecial Assistant to the President for Science and Techno
logy (James R. Killian, Jr.), an ex officio member, and the Special Affairs (Gen. 
Robert Cutler). Sessions were occasionally attended by George V. Allen. Director of 
the U. S. Information Agency. 

Having some forewarning. the Committee of Principals discussed moves now neces
sary as a result of the conclusions of the Committee of Experts. It seemed necessary 
to enter test ban negotiations (perhaps to call the U.S.S.R.'s "bluff"), although 
McElroy and McCone felt that a treaty was not in the best interests of the U.S. 
Furthermore, Dulles wanted to stop testing at the beginning of negotiations, while 
AEC and Defense argued that this should only come about when the treaty came into 
force. . 

The result was that Eisenhower announced on August 22, 1955, that the United 
States was prepared to enter into test ban negotiations begipning October 31, 1958. 
and was prepared to suspend nuclear weapons testing for one year after the beginning 
of negotiations. with that suspension to be extended year by year depending upon the 
operation of the control and inspection system. and upon the progress in arms control 
measures. Limiting the moratorium to one year was apparently a sop to the AEC and 
DOD. The British issued an almost simultaneous statement. 

Chet Holifield (Representative) immediately stated that the inclusion of the aim 
for further arms control was -susceptible of different interpretations" and that if 
it were maintained, he had -little hope Cor the completion of a nuclear testing 
agreement." His was a voice in the wilderness. 

Now it was up to the Russians. and on August 29, 19S5. Khrushchev came through 
with a signal of the future. The Russians were still "observing" tbeir self-imposed 
moratorium. while the U.S. was testing vigorously. Khrushchev objected. in an inter
view with Pravda. that the U.s. was still avoiding an immediate discontinuance ·of 
nuclear tests. that the conditions for progress on "disarmament were unrealistic since 
the lack of progress .was tbe fault of the West, and that a one-year moratorium was 
just the time needed to prepare for another test series. Nevertheless, the next day 
the Russians formally agreed to begin negotiations on October 31. 1958, in Geneva. 

Using the continued Western tests as an excuse. Russia resumed testing on Sep
tember 20. J 95S. 

The purpose of the negotiations continued to be argued in September and October~ 
. with no agreement being reached. During this time. at the thirteenth General Assem
bly of the U.N., the Russians continued to try to separatc "test ban" from "other 
measures of disarmamen·,-, with little success. 

continued ._ •••••• 
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PROLOGUE 31 

In spite of these uncertainties, time went by, as time wilt, and the nuclear 
test moratorium went' into effect for the United states at midnight, October 30, 1958, 
Pacific Standard Time. 

The Devices 

The developments of the gun device (Little Boy or', Thin Man) .and the Christy· 
implosion device (Fat Man) during the years J943 through 1945 h~ve received detailed 
historical comment and need not be discussed here. Suffice it' to say that the 
problem was early-on recognized as one in which a sufficient mass of active material 
had to be assembled in short enough time that any neutron background present would 
have a low probability of starting a chain reaction and developing enough energy to 
prevent the assembly of the device. Thus, either fairly large masses of active 
material could be assembled slowly if one could be sure there was no appreciable 
neutron background, or smaller masses of active material could be assembled m'ore 
rapidly. It was preferable to compress the material if possible, but this then had 
to be done in, a comparatively short time if there was any appreciable neutron back
ground. Furthermore. the criticality achieved had to be such that the nuclear reac
tion would then take place in a short time compared to the hydrodynamic times in
volved in disassembly. The pre-Trinity effort (1943, 1944, and half of 1945) devised 
two devices satisfying these conditions. One was the gun device, which was eventu
ally used on Hiroshima. It was simply the linear assembly ina gun barrel, using a 
small amount of gun powder as a propellant, of a I 

July of 1945 such a device had been constructed using a large 
fraction of the nation's separated U-23S. There was no real question about its 
operation if there was no basic error in the whole philosophy of rapid fission chain 
reactions. That point could be tested with a spherical assembly. The gun device 
drop weapon weighed 8,900 pounds. ' 

The other method. that of rap~d assembly of the r~el by implosion with high 
,explosive, first became practical in the so-called dev " 

• Arter a concept of Robert F, Chrilty of Lol Alamo. Theoretical Divilion, 
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concepts among the senIor the 
District at that time (Lawrence. Fermi. Oppenheimer. et a1.) were of a fission bomb, 
it was recognized at the same time that a therm9nuclear bomb might also be practical. 
However. it was clear that to start the burning of a thermonuclear bomb would require 
temperatures and pressures ireater than could be achieved by existing techniques. 
and. furthermore, the appropriate cross sections and arithmetical methods were not 
available to make reUable calculations on the problem.· So while one path was 
clearly feasible in the light of the physical knowledge available at that time, the 
other was very questionable. The path of the fission· reaction was taken. However, 
during· that time, an appreciable amount of theoretical calculation was done on possi
ble thermonuclear assemblies and burn systems, and an appreciable amount of labora
tory work was done in the mi!=8surement of the appropriate cross sections for thermo
nuclear reactions. 

After the massive exodus (rpm Los Alamos, in late 1945, of the senior laboratory 
people and the revitalization uODder N.E. Bradbury, the d and Laboratory 

to follow up some of these 

Lighter-weight devices were desired by the military in order that other planes than 
the B-29s could be used for delivery systems and, of course, a vanatlon in yields 
would also offer more flexibility to the military. The Navy was strongly interested 
in devices for their specific applications. 

No new concepts were tested on Crossroads (1946). since that was purely a Navy 
effects test series using two stockpile ·Christy· devices. Sandstone. in 1948, after 
a of some three years since Trinity. saw the investigation 

-1& appean lhat lhe Germani put lome efton on the thermonuclear concept. pemape not realisinl that only lhe fi .. u,n 
bomb could produce the It anini conditione nec ... .." for lustained thermonuclear bum. 
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/V, ven t gh the Christy device had worked at Trinity. weapon design theory was 
nofJon! quite primitive compared to the understanding we have today. Thus, some further time 
r was spent in the years between Trinity and Sandstone developing a better theoretical 

basis for weapons calculations. The computer capability was very small compared to 
today. so the time required, even fora primitive weapon design calculation, was 
great. 
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Weapons Test Operations 

PROLOGUE 39 

By the time of the Test Moratorium in 1958, several nations had tested nuclear 
weapons. The testing methods varied appreciably, both between nations, and, over 
that period of time, for United States tests. This section will attempt to outline, 
briefly. that history up to the moratorium, giving the methods of testing, why those 
methods were used, and wJlat it was we were trying to accomplish. . 

The first nuclear weapons test in history by any nation took' place in July of 
1945, close to Alamogordo, New Mexico. The purpose of the test was to determine 
whether a spherical assembly system. developed at Los Alamos over the previous couple 
of years, would actually. produce a significant chain reaction that w 
appreciable explosive energy. The device was the so-caUed Fat Man, 

use a large fraction of the nation'S separated plutonium the device, rather 
than immediately using it in warfare. 

Initial estimates of the phenomena tel be expected led the Laboratory to fire the 
device on a tower in order to reduce the fallout and to atJow somewhat better obser· 
vation of the visible phenomena than would have been feasible had it been fired 
directly on the ground. Estimates had been made by members of the Laboratory as to 
the. phenomena to be expected, that is, blast pr·cssure as a function of distance. 
light intensitj~s, gamma-ray intensities, neutron intensities, etc. Trinity was the 

-It i. the author', memory that at the lut Starr Member Meetine before the Trinity .hot the variou •• enior members of 

the Laboratory ,ave their estimates u to what the yi.ld mi,ht be expected to be. The hieh.lt number the author rememben 

h.arine was '1 kiloton •. 
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most highly instrumented shot for output phenomenology that the United States was to 
fire for a large number of years. In restrospect. the measurements having to do with 
the effects of the detonation were probably appreciably more complete and advanced 
than those measurements having to do with the detailed working of the device itself. 
Presumably. this shot could have been fired as an airdrop, but obviously, the de
tailed measurements required would not' have been feasible. The device went at some 
20 kilotons, much to the pleasure of the designers. The effects, in particular 
fallout, were sufficiently noticeable to show that" testing in that manner, in a 
region as highly populated as southern New Mexico, should be regarded with a jaun
diced eye in the future. 

It is perhaps worthy of note that early plans called for detonation of the 
Trinity device in a large, cylindrical container, caUed Jumbo. If the shot were to 
fail, it was supposed that this would allow recovery of the plutonium. However, 
after realization of the small likelihood of containment, and the difficulty of 
recovering the plutonium, which would be mixed with all the· other bomb debris, the 
plan was abandoned. In a sense then, the first test planned by the United States 
would have been a contained clandestine test in the event of failure. 

The Hiroshima and Nagasaki detonations (August Sand 9, 1945, Greenwich time, 
respectively) hardly fit into the category of this history since they were not tests 
but were wartime attacks on a foreign nation. However, from the academic point of 
view of methods of testing, it is notable that these were airdrops and that there was 
a small amount of primitive instrumentation to determine that at least the weapons 
performed. The B·29 drop aircraft was accompanied to the target by two other B-29s, 
one with some instrumentation on board and the other to take photographs. The Los 
Alamos scientists did not feel it necessary to test the lun weapon used at Hiroshima 
(Little Boy) beCore its combat usc since the Trinity test oC the implosion device 
(Fat Man) offered some guarantee oC the correctness oCthe calculations and· the 
detonation mechanism was more predictable. In essence, if the Fat Man went all right 
(as it did at Trinity). the Little Boy was bound to. 

The next United States nuclear weapons tests. Crossroads. in 1946. were really 
not tests of the nuclear weapons. but tests of the effects of nuclear detonations on 
ships. specifically on ships in harbors. Hence. the site chosen was chosen for the 
effects purposes and had nothinl to do with weapons diagnostics. Crossroads saw the 
detonation oC two more Christy devices. essentially identical to the Trinity and 
Nagasaki shots. The weapons' diagnostiCs were thereCore designed to show any dif· 
ferences between the Trinity shot and the Crossroads shot. On Crossroads Able· fire~ 
ball measurements were made Crom land-based cameras. which presumably would aHow 
comparison of the fireball expansion with the Trinity shot. A measurement of. neutron 
flux as a function of distance was made in order to compare with similar measurements 
at Trinity. On Crossroads Baker only a measurement of the high explosive transit 
time was made. Radiochemical analysis was made of the debris on both shots. 

The first peace time airdrop oC a nuclear weapon was Crossroads Able at Bikini 
Atoll. The measurements sufCered from two problems. First of all, the timing of the 
detonation vs. the measurement timing was ofC by a number of seconds and' caused 
certain data to be lost and~ perhaps more importantly. the detonation took place 
about 700 yards Crom the planned zero point which caused certain instrumentation to 
be mislocated as to field of view and distance Crom burst·. However, the variety and 
quantity oC instruments made these problems not so serious as they might have been. 
The second Crossroads test. Baker. a detonation 90 feet below the water surface, 
provided much useful data on an underwater burst and its effects on various types of 
ships at varying distances. The shots lenerally showed that Navy vessels were quite 
resistant to nuclear blast. but the danger from the radioactive water was demon
strated to be quite impressive and was a serious problem to ships. 
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Tnnlty tower cab. Fat Ma'n device wIth N. E. Bradbury facing camera. 

Thus, the first new nuclear weapon device test following Trinity came with the 
Sandstone series at Eniwetok· in 1948. The long period of time from Trinity to 
Sandstone probably reflected the uncertainty in this country as to the wisdom of 
further weapon development and certainly reflected' the trauma at Los Alamos following 
the Waf. during which a large proportion of the senior starf left the Laboratory. 

At that time, 1947-1948. there was not yet serious consideration of ,a permanent 
proving ground, so Eniwetok was picked on a one-shot basis for Sandstone. It was 
sti\l not thought feasible to fire nuclear weapons in the continental United States 
and the Crossroads operation had made the testing organization familiar with atoll 
operation. Thus, since Sandstone was intended to be largely a ship-based operation, 
Eniwetok was chosen because of the comparatively good transponation through K waja
Iein. the fact that it already had an airstrip and a number of facilities that could 
be used, and was under ~he control of the United States. It was necessary, to remove 

-Ed. note: The current)' favored .peUbl, it EneWI'M, but tbe'editon have elected \0 preserve the author's spellin,. 
which waa the officially ncolftiHd I,..UinI durinl"tbe yean or atmOlpheric t.atin,. 
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the Eniwctok natives. At that time, the natives had great faith in the wisdom of the 
United States representatives and, furthermore, had no recourse 'exc~pt to accede to 
the appropriate suggestions. (We had already moved the Bikini natives off in order 
to conduct the Crossroads operation.) 

The use of short towers. a la Trinity. allowed similar diagnostic measurements 
. to be made; the methods of diagnostics were now better understood and were advanced 
over those of Trinity. (Sec section on Diagnostics.) In addition to the measure
ments made by the test organization to diagnose the performance ·of the devices as 
well as making certain measurements of the outputs of the devices. there were effects 
measurements made mainly by military project teams. (See section on Effects Experi
ments.) 

Operation Sandstone led to the concept of the development of Eniwetok as a 
proving ground. and was the serious beginning of the education of the crews of people 
who would then conduct fireball measurements, radiochemical measurements. and reac
tion rate measurements over the next ten years. As such, it began the training of 
those people who eventually established our readiness capability during the morato
rium. Sandstone was" however, a simple operation from the point of view of the 
diagnostics required, the weapon principles being tested, and the operational prob
lems involved, as compared with later operations. ·The shots were sufficiently sma'J1 
that the fallout was no serious problem except locally; however, the yields were 
large enough (49, lB, 36 kt) that firing those shots in the continental United States 
was thought at that time to be unwise. 

Operation Greenhouse, in the early part of 1951, was, with the possible excep
tion of Trinity, the most far-reaching and complex diagnostic operation in the period 
before the moratorium. In retrospect, it was probably the low computer capability as 
compared with today and perhaps the lack of the sense of urgency nationally that led 
to the comparatively long period between Sandstone and .Greenhouse. At ,that time, at 
Los Alamos, there was a general feeling that a series of a few shots every two ycars 
probably adequately matched the design and postshot analysis capability of the Labo
ratory. Furthermore. the design and construction of the diagnostic systcms, espe-
cially for George shot, was very time consuming. • 1 
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• However, In Jate J y~u. al ter Ine pla.nning and' construction and procurement were 
well along for 'OperationGreenhouse, the need for accurate yield predictions for 
Greenhouse led to the decision to launch a series of nuclear experiments on. the 
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design of the fission weapons to be used on Greenhouse, sincc. that design now in
volved theory that went far beyond any past experimentation and, thus. there was some 
serious question as to th~ accuracy of the calculations. 

Thus, it became ne to mount a and d' 
to test these principles, 

was no way in the short pcriod of tl~e 5 U sc. f;~J. 
ities overseas to test these devices in the (b) I ... \ 

manner that had been become normal. that is. firing on short towers with fairly l.'":)"" 
complex instrumentation. Since the device to be ·tested was in the stockpile stage E't . .3 
with respect to high explosive and there was now enough experience in diagnostic D 
techniques. it became clear an airdrop operation could produce the diagnostic results . (). (:.. . 
necessary. There was also now enough understanding of fallout to be able to predict 
that if the devices were fired at sufficient altitude. and the yield kept low enough, 
the fallout would be at sufficiently low levels that the operations could be safely 
conducted in the continental United States. A quick survey of possible sites in the 
United States led to the choice of a portion of the Air Force Gunnery Range. north-
west of Las Vegas. known as Frenchman Flat. In short order. a zero point was chosen 
at Frenchman Flat and an alpha station designed and constructed. Alpha, the exponen-
tial rate of growth of the nuclear reaction. was measured using ion chambers on the' 
ground close to the alpha station. The airdrop target was a cross of lights placed. 
appropriately within the alpha .detector array to allow the best coverage. Fireball 
cameras for yield measurements were placed at a quickly constructed control point, 
some seven miles away from the zero point, and on a nearby hilltop. Radiochemical 
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Ranger control building--Frenchman Flat--Nevada Test Site. Note the shoring 
found necessary after the first shot to keep the building from collapsing. 
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sample collector planes were based at. Indian Springs. .The administrative portion of 
the operation was kept in Las Vegas, some 70 miles away. 

. Thus, within a period o( some cleven days (January 27 to. February 6, 1951), fiv.e 
.~rops were made, alJ0wfp~, the d ..... !O ~~octed·· t~at··1IId -to '1h~· proper decl-· ! 

. sions for the Greenhouse devIces.· The..ltlme from conceptlon of Operation Ranger to 
'completion was approximately two months and the total operational cost to the AEC was 
some 5)-1/2 million. 

Thus, the combination or Operations Ranger and Greenhouse in late 1950 and early 
1951 saw the beginnings of the thermonuclear burn weapon and the diagnostic tech
niques that went with it, the beginning of high-temperature x-ray measurements, the 
further development of reaction history techniques, and the proving of the opera
tional concept of airdrops for experimental devices that was to be used so much in 
Nevada in later operations. These operations also tested the ingenuity of, and 
contributed strongly to the training of, those people who were to carryon in the 
later 1950s a.nd establish the capabHity that carried us through the moratorium. 
Greenhouse also saw the first stronl participation of UeRL in the weapons test 
programs. That Laboratory had, of course, contributed during the war years to all of 
the facets of the errort that later produced the atomic weapon. 

The comparative ease and speed of the Ranger operation, combined with the growth 
of ideas Cor new and smaller devices, and the need for such devices as expressed by 
the military. led. to the suggestion that a permanent proving ground for smaU-yield 
devices be established in Nevada. The experience of Ranger. in which the alpha 
blockhouse had been practically buried by fluffed-up dirt around the target area, led 
to the design oC a more permanent installation in· Yucca Flat. The firing site was 
moved' Crom Frenchman Flat to Yucca Flat to let Curther away from the Las Vegas
Tonopah highway and Crom the .new service town, Mercury. Time for planning also 
allowed the introduction of many more measurements. mostly output or effects measure
ments. Thus, the Buster-Janlle operation of the fall of J 95J in Nevada saw the 
continued development of the methods of conductinl an airdrop operation against a 
fixed ground target. Fireball measurements became more sophisticated, especially 
with the introduction in 19S2 oC ·Rapatronic· cameras, which took microsecond expo
sure pictures at predetermined times after the initial explosion. Radiochemical 
sampling and analysis methods were further improved. The growing Department of 
Defense need' for effects data led to the Jangle surface and underground detonations 
for effects measurements. . . 

The establishment of the Nevada Proving Ground in 1951 thus allowed a change in 
testing philosophy. Small devices (up to approximately 60 kt) would be fired in 
Nevada with the resultant saving in effort and money over the comparatively massive 
Pacific operations, and the Pacific would be used for tests of those devices that 
could not be safely fired in Nevada. There were. of course~' exceptions to the latter 
part of this philosophy. A number of small shots were fired in the Pacific in later 
operations. because the sponsoring Laboratory did not feel it wise to wait for the 
next Nevada operation. With certain exceptions, a pattern grew of an 
a year (1952-1958) alternati 

Dlted States had "the bomb" to 
itself had ended in 1949. when the Russians tested their first device. While the 
concept of a thermonuclear device had been extant almost from the beginning of the 
Manhattan District project, work tended to concentrate on the fission device. The 
c.ritical decision to accelerate the development of the thermonuclear weapon had been 
made by President Truman at the end of January 1950 under various political pressures 
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desire of some to take another quantum step past the Sbviets. 

·Evl H. Vou, Nuclear Ambush, Henry Remery Co., 1963, P .... 33 and S4. 
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airdrop over Runit and added little to the testing capability except to show that 
such large yields could be safely airdropped. Curiously. history points out that ~he 
Russians got a propaganda advantage with the first airdrop of a thermonuclear device 
in 1955, but it is interesting that the U.S. had the first airdrop of a very high
yield (megaton range) device with the King test in 1952. 
, The next operation after Buster-Jangle, Tumbler-Snapper, in the spring of 1952 
in Nevada. saw the rapid growth of Nevada testing techniques that were then, to last, 
with only one major exception (airdrops). through the period before th~ moratorium. 
The experience of Ranger and Buster bad quickly sbown that while there was a strong 
advantage operationally and economically in airdrops. there were also a couple of 
serious disadvantages. The device to be tested had to be constructed to withstand 
the acc'elerations experienced during an airdrop and. hence, bad to be much closer to 
the final stockpile construction than would be necessary to simply carry out an 
experiment. Furthermore. because of the uncertain position of burst owing to the 
inherent inaccuracies in bombing. it was not feasible to do detailed experiments on 
the operation of the device and specifically not feasible to do close-in' measure
ments.- Thus. for Tumbler·Snapper9 some half of the shots were placed on towers 
which then allowed detailed measurements of radiation flow. case operation, etc. The 
tower shots were operationally more difficult to fire because of the increased por
tion of the radioactivity to be expected in close-in fallout. The tower shots 
allowed more precise planninl and positioning of the instruments and equipments' now 
being fielded by AFSWP,-- as a result of the increased interest' in effects on the 
part of the Department of Defense. Thus tanks, jeeps. and pigs, as a function of 
distance. became a common sight in Nevada. Similarly. as a result of the recognition 
that we no longer had the sole offensive nuclear force in the world. the question of 
civil defense was taken up seriously for several years and these experiments in 
Nevada allowed the responsible organization' (Federal Civil Defense Agency) to gain 
appreciable experience in understanding the effects of nuclear detonations on housing 
and buildings. 

The loss of data due to the inherent inaccuracy in airdrops led to considera
tions of still other methods of testing in Nevada that would have some of the aspects 
of cheapness that the airdrops had. Also. there should be the advantage of a compa
ratively small amount of local Callout that would not require the grcat field efforts 
inherent in tower shots. Thus. Sandia. in conjunction with the two weapons design 
la'boratories, developed the capability of lifting the experimental devices by 
tethered balloon. This method of emplacement replaced the airdrop system beginning 
with the Plumbbob ,operation in 1957 and continuing through Hardtack Phase II in 1958. 
The balloon system was eminently satisfactory in that it kept the fallout to a 
minimum, allowed some close-in alpha measurements.' was fairly inexpensive. and 
allowed effects experiments from devices going off at almost milita'rily optimum 
altitudes. That method also allowed the gear around the device to be placed in a 
comparatively haphazard fashion. hence reducing the effort required of the bomb 
packaging people. 

The large crater produced by Mike shot in Operation Ivy made it obvious that the 
Marshall Islands could not support a long series of high-yield shots fired in that 
manner. with the inevitable destruct'ion of Marshallese homelands. Thus. the Castle 
operation in the Marsha)) ,Islands in 1954 saw th~ beginning, of a testing technique 
that was to last through the rest of the operations at tile Eniwetok Proving Ground. 

·Exc:ept lor.orne telemetry. 
··Armed Fore .. Special Weapona Project . 
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In that operation many shots were fired on large. bar~es. which a~l?wed moder~te 
instrumentation. some careful pointing. and hard wife rImIng and flnng. but whJch 
would not produce large craters to do away with the' land area, and i.n some. ~a.ses 
would allow reuse, either in that operation or another, of the r~cordmg facllltles. 
The barges could be positioned with sufficient accuracy so that collimated syste.ms on 
shore, in conjunction with appropriate shielding on the barge. allowed observation of 
specific portions of the device. . . , 

The shots of Operation Castle were designed to produce an emergency capabllIty 
for the United States since the Russians. had just tested their .first thermonuclear 
device and, by now, clearly had fission devices in stockpile. The shots were almost 
all large-yield thermonuclear devices that, in general, produced yields somewhat 
different than those expected. The Bravo shot, specifically. went to 15 or 16 
megatons, as opposed to the predicted 6 megatons and produced fallout that extended 
to Rongelap and Utirik. where there were native populations, and to Rongerik, where a 
Task Force weather station was sited. It was probably this large population exposure 
to radiation, in combination with other things, that led to the beginning of the real 
pressure to stop atmospheric testing. Castle also saw the reopening of Bikini as a 
test site. This came about in order to increase the number of acceptable firing days 
from the point of view of weather and also to give sufficient land surface for 
further shots to be fired in fixed positions on the land. Again, UCRL contributed 
heavily' to the diagnostics performed on Castle. in addition to firing the first 
Pacific shot of their own. -

At Castle. a hard wire timing and firing system was reinstituted. Hard wire 
distribution systems were placed around the major portions of both atolls and firing 
was done from the shore-based control stations. In tite case of Eniwetok, the control 
station was on Parry. and it was on Enyu for Bikini. After the Bravo shot in Opera
tion Castle. it was necessary to go back to a ship:based operation at Bikini because 
the atoll was too radioactive Cor safe occupation. However. the shots were still 
fired from the timing station on Enyu. 

Operation Redwing in 1956 and Hardtack Phase I in 1958 at the Eniwetok Proving 
Ground were then conducted in essentially the same fashion as Castle, as far as 
development shots were concerned; The diagnostic techniques were refined and changed 
during that period, but the general philosophy of the method oC testing and placement 
remained the same with minor variations. During Redwing and Hardtack. the, Atomic 
Energy Commission. specifically Libby, insisted that we put an appreciable amount of 
silica sand in the barges in hopes that such sand would increase the concentration of 
)ocal fallout and, hence, remove some oC the hazards from long-range fallout. He 
also hoped that more oC the strontium would appear as the insoluble silicate, hence 
reducing the problem of ingestion of long-ranie fallout; Evidence indicates that 
this had no particular effect. In a similar vein. during Operation Hardtack, Oak was 
moved from comparatively deep mooring at Bikini Atoll to" a position on the reef at 
Eniwetok Atoll in order to increase even further the proportion of solids in the 
radioactive cloud, and to change the strontium compounds formed. 

Over this period of time, some shots were fired by other methods, largely for 
Department of Defense effects purposes. The Navy continued its investigation of the 
effects on ships of underwater detonations, conducting in 1955 the Wigwam shot at a 
point in deep water 600 miles off "the California coast and continuing variations of 
that during Hardtack Phase I, with shots in the lagoon or just out of the lagoon at 
the Eniwetok Proving Ground. The early' interest in the effects of high-altitude 
shots is shown by the HA shot in Teapot in June of 1955, a 3-kt airdrop detonated at 
36,620 feet; and the Yucca shot in Hardtack Phase I, a _balloon-lofted detona-
tion at 86,000 feet. '5 u.s 'C. 552.(h)(V 
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Figure 3. 
Typical wballoon cab.- The device is under the sign -Live Pit" 
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More significant, however, from a testing viewpoint, were the Teak and Orange 
shots of Operation Hardtack in 1958 and the Argus shots. Teak and Orange were 
conceptually initiated by the AFSWP (and the Air Force) during the period in which 
the U.s. was considering the' Nike-Zeus system as the cady ABM system. It was 
realized that essentially nothing was known about the effects of 
altitude detonations. These two shots were originally planned as roughly 
detonations to take place at approximately 250,000 feet and 125,000 feet (76 and 
km) and to be fired above Bikini. However, safety studies conducted during the early 
part of the Hardtack Phase I operation showed that there was appreciable hazard of 
eyeburn to the Marshallese natives if those detonations took place there. Therefore, 
late in the Hardtack Phase I operation, the shots were moved to Johnston Island. The 
lau.nch pad for the Redstone missile was put in and they . were detonated at high 
altitude over Johnston Island two months after the decision to move. This was the 
beginning of the use of that atoll as a launch site for high-altitude detonations. 

Early in 1958, Nick Christofilos of LRL realized that there was a possibility of 
electrons from high-altitude detonations being trapped in the earth's magnetic field 
and oscillating back and forth along the field lines, thus artificaUy producing a 
shell or shells of high electron densities over much of the earth. Sllch a phenomenon' 
might have useful military applications. In order to test this theory quickly before 
the test moratorium went into effect. the Department of Defense arranged the very 
secret Argus series, which was conducted by a Naval task force (Task Force 88) in 
August and September of 1958 in the South Atlantic. This resulted in three 1.7-kt 
detonations at altitudes ranging from about 100 to just over 400 nautical miles. The 
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,Operation Castle device being lowered into p'laceon a barge. 
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devices were carried aloft from a surface ship by a Lo~kheed X-I'a three-stage 
rocket, making these the only ship-launched, high-altitude. rocketborne nuclear 
detonations that the U.S. has ever . performed. In addition to observations and mea
surements made from land, ships, and aircraft. instruments carried by sounding roc
kets and one of the first U:S. earth satellites (Explorer IV) provided useful Argus 
data. . 

During the period of 1956-1958. the concept of doing nuclear weapon testing 
underground received more and more attention. especially by Edward Teller, as a 
possible solution to some of the test ban debates. Firing underground· would presum
ably allow continued weapons testing without the concomitant faUout problem that 
was, in some circles, regarded. as one of the major difficulties with nuclear weapons 
testing. or conversely. one of the major reasons for stopping such testing. Thus, in 
1957, the Livermore Laboratory conducted the 1.8·kt Rainier shot in a tunnel 900 feet 
below Rainier Mesa at the Nevada Test Site to investigate the conditions of contain
ment of underground shots. Containment of that detonation was a success, with no 
tunnel venting. Livermore also conducted, during Hardtack Phasc 11. four other 
tunnel shots with moderate success. These shots wcre fired in tunncls mined into the 
Rainicr Mesa. Ovcr thc samc period oC time. Los Alamos had conducted a couple of 

small saC shots in vertical drill. holes in 

a concrcte plug 
just above the device on the bottom of the hole and another very small plug 

at the top of the hole. From their early underground detonations, Livermore appar-
ently learned that the tunncl was convenient. instrumcntation could be placed at 
various angles around the device,· the device could be worked on in place. and the 
stemming did not seem to be awCully diCCiculL Los Alamos seems to have learned that 
drilling holes was cheaper than mining, but that stcmming could be a .serious problem. 

Yet another type of nuclear test operation requiring deployment to the field was 
initiated and continued through these years. Such tcsts came to. bc known as one
point or safcty tcsts. The first oC these was done at the NTS at the bcginning of 

.. November 1955. Three tests at this timc and a fourth in January of 1956 wcrc all 
given the title ·56 Projcct-NT5.- A test organization was set up with thc AEC Test 
Manager at NTS having overall responsibility and the tests being carried out by a 
LASL team headed by their own test director, since thesc were LASL devices. The 
different devices containing their normal high explosive were 
detonated at a single point by _ a standard detonator properly situated 

•••••• Further, to ensure a ·worst case" .situation, the nuclear fuel quantity was 
at least as great as thc maximum that would occur in prod A neutron source 
provided neutrons sufficient to assure initiaiion of a reaction 

The objective· was to demonstrate that each of 
or this mode of detonation, leading to a nuclear reaction no 

greater than the cquivalent of a few pounds of ~igh explosive. These tests did 
.demonstrate the ·onc-p~int saCcty" of three different LASL devices. 

Now that the one-point safety tests became a normal part of the various test 
series. the next question oC w~apons safety, that of plutonium contamination, came to 
the fore. The health hazard from inhalation of plutonium <an alpha emitter). is quite 
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serious and the possibility of exposure to this from the various stage~ of h1J11dli~g 
of weapons containing plutonium had to be thoroughly evaluated. ThIs resulted In 
giving Sandia Corporation the responsibility for the "TG 57 pr.o.sram" to perfor~ t~sts 
and measurements to further understand the plutonium scattenng and ~ontamInatlo~ 
characteristics. Thus, a plutonium weapon was 'single-point detonated In late Apnl 
1957 and, through numerous means, Sandia and their support contractors ga~ned. further 
understanding of the patterns of plutonium scattering, fixation, decontamlnauon, and 
other data. . 

Several other single-point safety tests were carried out by LASL and Livermore, 
respectively, in "Project 58--NTS" and "Project 58A--NTS" in late 19~7 and. early 
1958.· Other safety tests were incorporated in larger series of vanous weapons 

. tests. 
During the last part of Hardtack Phase II in Nevada, when the test organization 

was frantic for emplacement positions and was firing several devices a day, a few 
devices were being detonated in so-called "Gravel Gerties." These were simply small 
buildings on the surface of the ground with a great amount of dirt piled over them as 
emplacement positions for very small-yield safety shots, the concept being that the 
'dirt would scavenge the radioactive material and bring it down very close to the zero 
point and thus prevent off-site fallout. This apparently did help to some extent. 

Thus, by late 1958, at the beginning of the moratorium, the test organization 
had learned to test bombs using a number of different placement methods: airdrops, 
balloons, towers, barges, and surface shots; and had developed what seemed to it the 
best methods of so doini, consistent with the characteristics of the test sites it 
was using. It also had some experience with rocket of devi 

The test organi- Su.sc.s;s2 
tes but had' not pursued (1,)(3) 

that technique far enough to be confident. of either the economics or the containment £X • .3 
features. or far enough to be confident that all of the' necessary diagnostics could J). O. 6"1 
be done in a satisfactory fashion. It had conducted a· fair number of underwater 
shots for Navy purposes and was moderately confident of those methods. It could not 
claim to really understand fallout, but had models to predict the fallout pattern 
sufficient for operational purposes and knew what kind of weather information was 
needed. However, it is again to be pointed out that' practically all of this ex
perience had to do with surface shots and tower shots. The cloud formation from a 
venting underground shot is obviously a somewhat different beast. Most importantly. 
the test organization had by then a great deal of experience in the safety precau-
tions to be taken when nuclear detonations are to take place and had a cadre of 
people experienced in this field. 

Table II lists the operations of 1945 through 1958. The "operationa) period" 
normally began about a month before the first planned shot date and ended perhaps a 
week after the last detonation. 

AEC Device Diagnostic Standard Measurements 

. As time went on in the period of 1946 to 1958, the device designs produced by 
Los Alamos and Livermore grew in complexity, sizes decreased so the time constants 
changed and, hence. the requirement for more and more detailed diagnostics grew. We 
will, in this section, comment mainly on the ~ype of basic diagnostics that had to be 
performed in the early period after the moratorium to make it useful to fi\"e the 
shots at all. We will also comment to a certain extent on the more complex measure
ments that had been developed during the period of 1946 "to 1958, simply to illustrate 
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TABLE II 
NUCLEAR WEAPON TEST OPERA TIONSa 

Operation 

. Trinity 
Crossroads 
Sandstone 
Ranger 
Greenhouse 
Buster-Jangle 
Tumbler-Snapper 
Ivy 
Upshot-Knothole 
Castle . 
Teapot 
Wigwam 
Project 56 
Redwing 
Project 57 
Plumbbob 
Project 51-NTS 
Project 5IA-NTS 
Hardtack Phase I 
Argus 
Hardtack Phase II 

~ 

7/16/45 
6/30-7/7/46 
4/14-5/14/48 
1/27-2/6/51 
4/7-5/24/51 
lO/22-11/29/S1 
4/1-6/5/52 
10/31-11/IS/S2 
3/17-6/4/53 
2/28-5/13/54 
2/18-S/15/55 
4/14/55 
11/1/5S-1/18/56 
5/4-7/21/56 
4/27/57 
S/21-10/1/S7 
12/6-9/S7 
2/22-3/14/51 
4/21-1/12/51 
1/27-9/6/58 

. 9/19-10/31/58 

Location 

Alamogordo, New Mexico 
Bikini Atoll, Marshall Islands 
Eniwetok Atoll, Marshall Islands 
Nevada Test Site 
Eniwetok Atoll. Marshall Islands 
Nevada Test Site 
Nevada Test Site 
Eniwetok Atoll, Marshall Islands 
Nevada Test Site 
Eniwetok Proving Ground 
Nevada Test Site 
290 N, 1260 W 
Nevada Test Site 
Eniwetok Proving Ground 
Nevada Test Site 
Nevada Test Site 
Nevada Test Site 
Nevada Test Site 
Eniwetok Provina Ground'and Johnston Island 
South Atlantic 
Nevada Test Site 

'rb. Hiro.bima and Napnti d •• aation. or World ·W.,. n we,.. AupR I aDd Auruat 5), IINS, .... pedi".I)' (G .... nwicb 
Ci"i1 Time). ' 

the kinds of thinas we could not immediately do in 1961 as a result of our very quick 
return to testing with very little preparation, and perhaps more pertinently, very 
little experience with the new techniques of tatiDa required. 

For the normal fission device with no boosting and no secondary, in the very 
early years of testing, two quantities were of prime importance. The first of these 
was the energy release, or ·yield: of the device, which was directly related to the 
efficiency of burn of the fissionable material. In the early years, specifically 
around the. time of Trinity, Crossroads, and Sandstone. the experimenters let their 
imagination run riot to imagine experiments that would give them a handle .on the 
yield. At Trinity, a number of esoteric measurements were made. Fermi estimated the 
yield of the bomb by simply observing the motion of some scraps of paper he dropped 
from his hand as the blast wave went by. He had calculated the duration of the 
positive phase with respect to yield, and by simply observing the time it took for 
the wind to reverse and knowing his distance from the bomb, he could make an estimate 
of the yield. Measurements of the various outputs were made at Trinity in order to 
get a handle on the same subject. The neutron flux in various energy regions was 
measured. The gamma ray output, the integral of the total light, and the light curve 
were all measured, but without previous' experience they could not be particularly 

. trusted as a measurement. They did all establish the range of yield. That is, the 
experiments could probably determine without much question, with the possible excep
tion oC the gamma' curve. which was misunderstood. that the yield was somewhere 
between 10 and 30 kilotons, but they could not pinpoint it. 

• .... P'T 
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Radiochemistry {Sampling 

The primary method of measuring yield used ~t Tr~nity and depended upo~ m~re 
than any other method clear thr~ugh the J958 pen~d, IS that normally called ~adlO
chemistry." In principle, the concept was very straIghtforward. After detonatIon, a 
portion of the condensed, particulate debris from the detonation was collected and 
taken to the laboratory. In the laboratory, chemistry was used to separate out of 
the debris not only the active material that had been. used, such as plutonium or 
uranium but also certain representative radioactive fission fragments. An observa-, . . 
tion of the amounts of both of those materials in one sample then allowed a determI-
nation of what proportion of the active material had burned. Knowing that and the 
amount of active material in the bomb, it was possible to then calculate the energy 
release based on laboratory measurements of the energy developed by one fission. In 
practice, the system was not quite as simple as this. In the uranium-type devices, 
there could be some contamination from the uranium in the ground. There was not 
always uniform mixing in the cloud. There is some small uncertainty as to the energy 
release per fission. since it is dependent not. only on the isotope, but on the energy 
of the neutron producing the fission. The advent of the thermonuclear bomb increased 
the complexity of the knowledle necessary to properly interpret the results. The 
fate of the neutrons produced in the thermonuclear reaction can have a significant 
effect on the yield. 

Samples were collected at Trinity usinl Iround-based air samplers. Samples were 
also collected of the fallout. but they were· not particularly useful. In normal 
atmospheric testing, the leneral procedure was to wait for some appreciable lenlth of 
time (1/2 to 2 hours) until the cloud had mixed (theoretically uniformly) due to its 
heat-generated turbulent action so that upon samplinl. any sample collected would 
presumably be representative of the whole bomb. The assumption of uniform mixing was 
not taken on faith. The entire history of the period 1946 through 1958 is one of 
trying to establish that assumption or, where it seemed to be questionable, to find 
methods of handling the situation. For example, for most detonations, it was common 
to collect samples from several portions of the cloud chosen ahead of time by the ex
perienced Laboratory representative in charge of sample collection. The samples were 
then treated separately to observe any fractionation that might be present, but were 
lumped together to conclude tbe results otthe detonation. 

It was also necessary to let the cloud diffuse and -cool- for a. similar period 
. of time (1/2 to 2 hours) in order that the acti'vity would reduce to levels that made 
it acceptable to send manned aircraCt into the cloud. Even at that time, it was 
quite possible to get into -hot- relions oC the cloud or to overstay the appropriate 
time to such an extent that unacceptable crew doses would be obtained and, therefore, 
it was a necessary function of the scientific controller to watch penetrations with 
great care to make sure that no overexposures were experienced. Since on most 
aircraft the major dose to the pilot could come from the sample collected either in 
the samplinl collectors or in the engines, . it was also necessary to prejudge very 
carefully how much would be collected in order .that the aircraft could return to base 
before the pilot was overdosed. Obviously, appropriate aircraft washdown facilities 
had to be developed. Several times during this period the sampling tanks had to be 
re~esigned as new aircraft were devoted to this 'Cunction. Specifically, it was 
necessary to desiln tanks to tit the operational speed of the aircraf't and still 
allow the air to pass through the collectors at low enough velocity so the filter 
papers could handle it; otherwise, mechanical tearing could result. The filters were 
designed to allow fission. particles of all various sizes to be collected with equal 
efficiency (isohenticity). The design oC such collectors was a very large job per
formed by external contractors with technical 8uidan~e from the Laboratory. 
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Because of the large operational cost of sampling with aircraft. the large dose 
to the pi1ots, and the usual shortage of aircraft, several attempts were made during 
this period to develop Quicker or less costly sampling systems. B-17s were converted 
into drones and. guided from a mother ship. were 'used in some of the early overseas 
operations (Crossroads and Sandstone). However. they were very hard to control and a 
number were lost. They could not reach required altitudes and were very expensive to 
operate. During Greenhouse a fairly expensive atte~pt was made to obtain so-callc:d 
"grab samples." Very large steel devices were constructed, which were placed close 
to the base of the tower. These devices were designed so that after the first shock 
wave went by and the device was enclosed 'in the fireball, a large valve would close. 
tr.apping an appropriate amount of the active material inside. Presumably then. at a 
later time, these "bottles," some of which resembled gun barrels. could be recovered 
and the sample treated. Unfortunately, the valves in general did not work. no 
samples were collected. and the method failed. In at least one case the bomb yield 
was larger than the Wbottles" were designed for, and they were destroyed. At Trini
ty. the soil around the tower, which contained silica, had melted inside the fireball 
and plated out as a glass on the around. This alassy material contained enough of 
the radioactive debris that it was useful as a sample oC the bomb. Various attempts 
were made at Sandstone and Greenhouse to reproduce this by spreading great numbers of 
broken beer bottles and other si1ica~containing material aro'und the towers. This, in 
general, also failed 'because .the materials were blown away. On at least one occa
sion, it failed because the beer bottles turned out to be plastic. As part of this 
same trend of thought, a radio-controlled vehicle was obtained for Sandstone to enter 
the crater early and recover appreciable amounts of the material around the tower. 
Likewise, this method failed because the recovery system did not work ver:y well and 
the material at the base of the' tower did not contain the required fission debris. A 
variation of this system had been used at Trinity. in which a manned tank with ·a 
remotely controlled bucket on the front of it had been used. The' tank got stuck in 
the crater and caused quite a furor.-

An attempt was made to sample the radioactive cloud at Trinity using filters on 
B-29s. However, the aircraft did ·not operate, so no samples were collected. 

At Greenhouse (1951) LASL again tried to collect airborne debris by firing 5-
inch HV AR rockets with sampling heads developed by China Lake from one island across 
the shot island to a third island. The rockets were fired a few seconds after 
nuclear device detonatjon, and were in general deflected by the shock wave and lost. 
A few were recovered but the samples ·were not adequate. 

Livermore tackled the rocket sampling problem once more in the late 19505 with 
the use of small rockets outfitted with a sampler head which was designed. to inter
cept the cloud, take a sample, and then close and parachute to the earth. The 
collecting heads were built to float and, in some cases, built with small beacons and 
sea dye so that they could be found in water. This system was tried over several 
operations in the Pacific and was a forerunner of the wCleansweep· system tried at 
Dominic. Since the attempt was to get early samples, these rockets were fired soon· 
after the detonation (five or six minutes), and in some of the early attempts encoun
tered sufficient turbulence in the cloud that they were thrown off course. broken uP. 
or otherwise not recovered. By the time of the moratorium. the rocket sampling 
system was showing considerable promise, but had not. yet been developed into a 
dependable, operational system. 

-The tank ... driVeD by 5". Bill Smith aDd carried S...., ADdenon aDd Enrico Fermi. 
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The need to obtain samples from the one-point safety tests of Project 56 led to 
the design of collectors intended to pick up the larle particles of active material 
that might be expected' from very low or zero-yield devices. These col1ecto~s con
sisted of sand-filled wooden boxes, about 4 feet square and 10 feet long, wIth the 
long axis radial to the .bomb. In principle, the heavy particles would enter the sand 
and stop. Later "sand sifting" would then reveal the sample. The technique worked 
when the yield was not appreciably larger than that predicted. 

As development efforts changed from fission bombs to large thermonuclear bombs, 
the pressure grew to obtain a higher-altitude samplinl capability. In the case of 
surface and baric shots, this was necessary simply in order to make sure th.at repre
sentative samples were beinl obtained. In the case of airdrops, the bottom of the 
cloud might well rise up to the tropopause or higher 'and, hence, reach an altitude 
that could not be reached by some of the earlier sampler drcraft. A list of air
craft used and aircraft characteristics versus time is given in Table III. 

TABLE III 
AIRCRAFT USED FO~ THE COLLECTION OF RADIOCHEMICAL BOMB DEBRIS 

SAMPLES FOR AEC LABORATORY USE, PREMORA TORIUM 

Operation 

Trinity 
Crossroads 
Sandstone 
Ranger 
Greenhouse 
Buster-Jangle 
Tumbler-Snapper 
Ivy 
V pshot-Knothole 
Castle 
Teapot 
Redwing 
Plumbbob 
S8-NTS 
Hardtack 
Hardtack II 

1945 
1946 
1948 
19S1 
1951 
1951 
1952 
1952 
19S3 
1954 
19S5 
19S6 
1957 
1957-S8 
1958 
19S8 

Aircraft 

None 
B-17 Drone, Navy F6F Drone 
B-17 Drones . 
T-33 
B-17 Drones. F-80 Drones, B-29 
T-33, B-29 . 
F-84, B-29. T -33 
F-84G. B-29. B-36 
F-84G, B-29, B-36 
B-36, F-84G 
F-84G,B-S7A (B-SOD Controller) 
B-57B, F-84G . 
B-S7B, F-84G, T -33? 
B-S7B 
B-57B, B-57D 
B-S7B 

By the beginning of the moratorium, there was available a quite satisfactory 
sampling system for normal· detonations. The system consisted of the B-57 aircraft in 
several configurations, with the appropriately designed sampling apparatus. Over 
this period of time; an Air Force organization, first designated AFOAT -) and then 
AFTAC·, had been developing aircraft sampling systems for remote detection of foreign 
tests. These were first used on the B-29s and later in other aircraft. They even
tually developed equipment and instrumentation for usc on WC-135As at low altitudes 
and the V-2 at high altitudes. Their collection systems, however. did not,' in 
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general take sufficiently large samples to be adequate for the detailed analysis re
quired by the weapons design laboratories, or were limited to Jong-range bomb cloud 
sampling by design.· 

The advent of the thermonuclear bomb, with its large energy release from non
fission fuels. led to the problem of determining the thermonuclear burn. One poss
ible solution to this problem was to collect and analyze- the gaseous products of 
fusion. In the mid-19S0s, such las collection systems were designed by Livermore and 
AFT AC for use on the samplinl aircraft. The samples collected were "not of particular 
value to bomb diagnostics during that period of time. However, these efforts led to 
an eventual capability for collecting and anaJyzinl such samples, postmoratorium, and 
have been especially valuable in estabUsbing techniques which are used today with 
respect to foreign tests. 

. Over this same period in time, the capability of the radiochemical technique for 
weapon diagnostics grew Ire·aUy. Initially. the technique was thought of only as the 
fission yield measurement derived from the ratio of fission fralment production to 
active material in the sample. This simplicity became disturbed very quickly with 
the introduction of composite devices that had both uranium·23S and plutonium as 
fuels, because of the variable partition of fission between the uranium and plutonium 
materials. However, this introduced little more than a complication in the arith
metic with· which the data were treated, althoulh sensitive fission particle analy~is 
helped. It was also recolnized early-on that the enerlY release per· fission was 
dependent upon the energy of the neutron causing the fission. Correct treatment of 
the incident neutron spectrum required, and was based calculations 
of the neutron d the 

correction Cor the energy spectrum in 
between the Los Alamos Scientific La bora to· 
Lawrence .Livermore Labora 

uranium, or even depleted· uranium. 
some fission takes place in that material due to the high-energy end of the neutron 
spectrum and, hence, these materials contribute to the enerlY release of the device. 
Correction for this phenomenon was initially made using the theoretical calculations 

. of the neutron distribution. Appreciable difficulty was, however, experienced in the 
early Eniwetok shots because the natural uranium in the soil mixed with the bomb 
uranium in the cloud, makinl it difficult to determine the amount of bomb uranium in 
the sample. In some of the shots, this was overcome by simply putting barrels of a 
uranium compound close to the bomb before it was Cired. Sufficient uranium of known 
quantity was therefore in the cloud to mask the background of the natural uranium. 
Later on, some of the tracers mentioned earlier were placed in the device uranium to 
obviate this 
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fairly large 
amounts e SOl ocean water iwetok Proving Ground. Deuterium is 
present in large amounts in the ocean water. Thus, while it was possible in the late 
1950s to obtain samples of the gas from the radioactive cloud, it was difficult to 
determine what portion of the bomb was present in that sample and, hence, difficult 
to determine what amount of burn products were in the sample. As mentioned earlier, 
the radiochemical results on Mike shot, the first large thermonuclear device. ~ere 
very uncertain because of factors of this sort. Attempts were made ,to solve th.is 
problem by noting the burn of the fissionable materials.......- and from that 
observation calculating the neutron flux that material ~to and in turn 
cal the thermonuclear that must have uced the flu 

The very large neutron fluxes present in the secondaries of thermonuclear de
vices resulted in a number of 'the fission products formed being transformed again 
because of neutron capture. An understanding oC this -burn back- phenomenon was 
necessary to deduce the correct yield Crom ra-diochemical data. This requirement led 
to the development of detectors of appreciably different cross sections for neutron 
capture to be placed in the active material. The results from these detectors. 
combined with intricate arithmetic, usually led to a correction for the burnback in 
the samples. ' 

Obviously, during this period. the laboratory techniques for handHng radio
chem1cal material, for counting and data treatment, including automatic inputs to 
computers. etc .• were continuaUy improved. 

In 19S7 and 19S5, the weapon design laboratories. especially Livermore. began to 
gain experience on the problems of doing radiochemical analysis of the debris from 
underground detonations. Several difficulties were, apparent. To drill back to the 
detonation region and obtain a sample was not only expensive but required the devel
opment of techniques for drilling and handling' the radioactive material without 
creating a hazard to the operating personnel. The phenomena of underground cavity 
growth. melting. and resolidiCication were not well understood. There was no as
surance that the samples obtained would be representative of the whole bomb. In 
fact. it was perfectly clear that in some cases, they would not be representative. 
This. if properly treated, could be an advantage, but clearly there was a whole new 
phenomenology to learn. When. bomb is fired underground, a large fraction of the 
neutrons go out into the dirt around the hole and some of those reflected back in may 
cause further burn of the fissionable material.' Methods of either accounting for 
this or preventing it. in general, were not developed by the time of the moratorium.' 
The whole question of how to handle thermonuclear burn appeared even mOre difficult 
under these conditions, but no solution· was attempted before the moratorium. A 
little about handling large dirt samples was learned as a result of the few under
ground tests. 

Fireball Yield 

At th~ time of Trinity, the general equations for 'the growth of the fireball as 
a function of time and of yield had been worked out for an explosion in a simple gas. 
However, the details of shock-wave expansion in air at very high pressures we.rc 
uncertain theoretically. and some of the required gas constants of air were not 

Bee,,!, 
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known. Furthermore, any effects of nuclear and thermal radiation on the air before 
the shock wave hit it were not understood. Most particularly, the calculations did 
not include the effect of the medium, during early expansion, consisting. of bomb 
fragments, tower fragments, old high explosive, etc., rather than of pure au .. Thus, 
in the period of 1945 through 1949. it was thought feasible to scale the YIeld by 
observing the rate of growth of the fireball from one detonation to ~nother, but ~t 
was not considered feasible to determine the absolute value of the YIeld from thIs 
measurement. In general, it was thought than any characteristic phenomenon in the 
expansion, for example, the time of breakaway,· would scale as the yield to the 1/3 
power. A rough scaling law for fireball growth as a function of yield at this time, 
derived Crom the simultJlnsity solution of the equation of motion., was that the yield 
was a constant times d~ /t , where t is the time taken by the fireball to grow to a 
diameter d. The solution applies after the fireball has encompassed a mass of air 
large compared to the mass of the bomb. Thus, in determining the yield, an error in 
the diameter measurement resulted in five times that error in the yield, and an error 
in the time resulted in twice that error in the yield. . 

While photographs of the fireball as a function of time had been tuen during 
Trinity and Crossroads Able, there were problems in later interpretation. The Trini
ty films were not stored in such a fashion as to make later quantitative measurements 
completely reliable. Trinity was essentially a ground burst (100 foot tower), but 
the energy loss to the ground was smaiL For Crossroads Able, it was difficult even 
to determine the distance from the camera to the detonation. However, these pictures 
did allow an initial determination or the constants in the CirebaU rate of growth 
equations by comparing the results of such arithmetic with the radiochemical yields 
determined on Trinity and Crossroads Able. Because of timing signal problems, only 
streak camera records came out of Crossroads Able. 

In order to conduct the Sandstone operation in 1948, the Los Alamos Laboratory 
set up a temporary task group, under Darol Froman, which allowed some appreciable 
preplanning and as a result, fireball rate of ,rowth ,pictures with moderate time 
resolution were taken during Sandstone, largely under the guidance of Lou Fussel. 
later of EG&G, and Berlyn Brixner. 

However. in 1949, with the formation of a permanent test division at Los Alamos, 
there began a serious attack. both theoretical and experimental, on t,his problem. 
F.red Reines, who was in charge of the experimental portion of the test division work 
under Al Graves, felt very strongly that it should be possible to make fireball 
measurements into an absolute yield measurement. He, therefore, set 'up a section 

'with.in the division with people such as Fran Porzel and Joe Mullaney to pursue the 
theoretical aspects of shockwave expansion under these conditions and of the charac
tedstics of air. They, in turn, sought the aid of other experts, particularly 
Hirshfelder and McGee. 'At the same time, there was established a relationship with 
the newly formed company Edgerton, Germes~ausen, and Grier (EG&G), which was to 
expand the capability of detailed fireball measurements. reduce the time uncertainty, 
etc .• throughout the entire period from 1949 to 19S8. Porzel worked long and hard on 
the "analytic solution" to fireball growth and shock formation. While his solution 
was in fact semiempirical,·· it was useful, both in this field and also in the basic 
understanding of blast· phenomenology. ,The characteristics of shock formation and 
propagation in air at high ',temperatures, and specifically the constants that go with 
that, were studied theoretically and calculated to a much higher accuracy using the 

-The MParatiOD of the ,hock froa' from tb. IiNbaU. 
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growing computer facilities at Los Alamos. Th.e effect of. the n:ass of the bomb and 
tower or local surroundings was clearly noted In the detailed pictures of Greenhouse 
and later operations. A theory to account for this mass was eventually de~elope~ and 
proven out against the field data. The group in Los Alamos grew over thIS pc nod so 
that by 1958 there were severa] competent people in this field. In the per~od from 
its formation to 1958. Livermore also contributec:i to this effort. However. In gener
al. they took the position that the measurements were. well in hand and that their 
efforts were better spent on other portions of the diagnostics problem. 

The knowledge of fireball growth at very 'early time. gained from the st.reak 
camera data taken by both the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) and LASL, assisted 
appreciably in the understanding of early fireball growth and, hence, all fireball 
growth. 

EG&G, in their partnership with LASL, over this period of time developed experi
mental techniques that resulted in excellent fireball pictures. They developed the 
"Rapatronic" camera, which allowed' si~gle-shot pictures at preestablished times 
during firebalJ growth. Cameras were triggered Crom the first Teller· light and, 
hence. could take pictures with something like microsecond accuracy; however, only a 
few pictures could be taken for any given fireball because each camera only took one 
exposure. Standard and controlled development· techniques were established to assist 
in determining the edge of the fireball with adequate accuracy and consistency. A 
storage system was set up in order that the film could be kept under the proper 
humidity and temperature so that later measurements, would be significant. New films 
were developed with the aid of the manufacturers to better handl~ the wide ranges of 
brightness experienced. A team of film readers had been developed and trained at 
EG&G so that there was consistency in the reading of a given film independent of who 
read it. The Polaroid process was applied to some cameras to allow early fireball 
yield determinations. Camera timing ,was improved so that the inaccuracies in yield, 
because of timing inaccuracies, could be reduced. 

By 1958, the field expertise and the theoretical understanding had reached such 
a point that the fireball measurement was regarded as "the yield measurement" for 
thermonuclear bombs and there was a running debate as to whether it matched radio
chemistry for normal fission bombs. 

Thus, in the latter part of 1958, there was a highly trained crew in EG&G for 
taking field fireball measurements with a great amount of gear such as cameras, 
timing systems, etc., Cor that purpose" and in the Laboratories, a good understan:ding 
of fireball phenomenology and the relationship between fireball growth and the energy 
release of the device. Obviously. this well-established technique for determining 
yield, and specifically the prime technique for determining the 'yield of thermo-
nuclear devices, could not be used underground. ' , 

The Reaction History 

Alpha 

Early-on, the term reaction history usually referred simply to the measurement 
of the exponcnt in the equation, 1 - 10 cat whcre 10 could be taken as the flux of 
neutrons at a givcn point in the bomb or gamma rays cxterpal to the bomb. The 
equation could also bc written as an integral such as N- No J tlxt dt, where N could 

-See laur eeclioD em Alpha. 
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be the neutron flux in the bomb, N the initial flux which might be established by 
the natural background or' by an artPficial source" and t the time from the beginning 
of the nuclear reaction. However, in the period of 1945 to 1958, other phenomena 
were introduced and the term reaction history was used to cover the measurement of 
all of these quantities. 

,CJJ....J-. DE}", ETlaAJS O~j r HIS 
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----------------------------.. ___ .... ______ ----... ----- The point of the early reaction history 
or. as commonly called, alpha measurement. was to determine the rate of increase of 
the population of neutrons in tbe device. botb resulting from fission and causing 
further fission, and hence check the ·criticality· calculations. Sin.ce tile neutrons 
were not immediately available for observation (they were inside the device), and 
furthermore since tbey do Dot travel at tbe speed of light, by the time they get 
outside the device. there is some time smearing in tbe detection of the neutron flux, 
which depends upon the neutron spectrum. Obviously. the time smearing did not matter 
as long as the spectrum of neutrons in the device remained constant and alpha was 
sensibly constant. However. we were not sure of such constancy. There were other 
difficulties mitigating against the use of neutrons and some which even caused b-

the cable carrying an electrical 
signal from a detector could short out very quickly after the detector received the 
gamma ray signal. Since the neutrons traveled at a speed appreciably less than the 
velocity of light, the cable taking an electrical signal from a neutron detector 
could be shorted from the high-intettsity gamma fhlX before the neutrons could reach 
the detector. There were several more difficulties recognized before Trinity by the 
people involved with tbis measurement, mainly Bruno Rossi and Bob Wilson. The signal 
was so fast that the recording equipment of the time would possibly not write. The 
problem of oscilloscope presentation was difficult. When presented in a normal 
fashion with a linear sweep and the signal vertical. the signal would sweep off the 
scope before an appropriate measurement could be made. A beam intensifier had to be 
used to increase the writinl speed. but that implied turning on the intensifier at 
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just the right time, and the vacuum tube circuits in those days were not reliable 
enough to guarantee the time delay. A sel~ -triglering syste~ had to ~e devel~ped 
since the observation would only take a m1C:rosecond or less on ·any lIven oscJllo
scope but this was occurring 100 microseconds or more after detonation of the high 
explo~jve. Since the time between hilh-explosive detonation and criticality was 
uncertain by more than a microsecond, the scopes could not be triggered by the high
explosive signal. The yield of the bomb was expected to be such that a recording 
station had to be placed an appreciable distance from the bomb, some 1,000 to 2,000 
yards, and, hence, the atte.nuation of the transmission cable then available would be 
extremely high for signals of the expected rise time. Because of the philosophical 
difference between a pure exponential and a sine wave, and because of the lack of 
clearly appropriate exponential signal generators it was not even clear the cable 
attenuation could be measured ot calculated ahead of time. Because of the very rapid 
growth of gamma-ray intensity, it was clear that unless an extremely rau cable was 
used and, furthermore. was radial to the bomb, the cable would be shorted before the 
signal from the detector could get to the recorder. This fact then governed the 
required output of a detector and made it clear that many amperes of current were 
necessary. From these criteria. Rossi designed a system involving an ion chamber 
some six feet long and six inches in diameter as a detector. and transmission cable 
that was three-inch diameter copper coax, one-inch diameter inner conductor, air 
dielectric, that was run on catenaries from the tower cab to the ground and then 
buried intrenches the rest of its way to the recording station. He made a loop some 
300 feet in length of this three-inch coax just outside the station to be able to tap 
off the beginning of the loop to operate the scope intensifiers and then let the 
signal go the extra 300 feet before being presented on the scope so that the intensi
fiers would have time to work. He furthermore originated the "Rossi Presentation," 
which involved a constantly oscillating sine wave with appropriate frequency (190 
megacycles/sec) on the vertical plates of an oscilloscope and the signal on the. 
horizontal plates. Thus. no matter how fast the signal, there should be an initial 
portion that, by the very characteristic of an exponential, moves slowly enough for a 
few cycles of the oscillator to be presented. Rossi's system worked on Trinity and 
produced a trace (See Figure S) that was very fuzzy but, nevertheless, did show the 
reaction rate su-ch that it could be. measured with a probable error of approximately 
10 percent. oll.S.c .ss::a-

(b){~ 
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Ros~j presentation from Trinity. The ionization chamber output signal is oriented 
vertically and the fixed frequency ~sci1lator sweeps horizontally in the figure. The 
three arrows m~rk the extr~ma for one cycle ·of the osci11ator~' The value of alpha is 
co~puted from the signal amplitudes at the extrema relative to an arbitrary baseline. 
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In parallel with this errort. Bob Wilson developed a unique presentation system 
that consisted of a charge collection box built into the face of ~n. oscillosc~pe. By 
allowing a sweep only in the horizontal direction. starting to one sIde of hIS charge 
collection box, he could arrange a geometry in which the charge conected on the box 
was related directly to alpha. Unfortunately. because oscilloscopes tend to change 
their characteristics with time this method required that a calibration signal be 
measured approximately minus ~ne second from the detonation. At Trinity. the cali;' 
bration system failed to operate so only the real measurement was made. Since there 
was no calibration, it could be from calibrations taken many hours 
before. The result he obtained correct, but he could Su...S.C.S 
not state the uncertainties. ore, in later operations,. the designers o.f new (b)(~) 
systems followed on from the Rossi system rather than the Wilson system. WIth the 
exception of a small amount of work by Clarence .Jones during Teapot. to the bes~ of £"" . ..3 
my knowledge. no one pursued Wilson's ingenious path after that. . . 7'\ 

For Sandstone in 1948 Los Alamos set up a temporary division to conduct the "",,0..E:. 
technical portions of the operations. The Laboratory requested' and accepted the 
assistance of competent outside laboratories and. on the subject of reaction history. 
specifically that of NRL under Wayne Hall and Ernie Krause and of EG&(i. Technical 
liaison and direction on this subject was in the hands of the author and Gus Linen-
berger. The successful measurement on Trinity having been the Rossi measurement. it 
was decided to follow that path and make what improvements could be made. No person-
nel were left in the Laboratory after the Breat exodus of 1946 who had been deeply 
involved in the Trinity measurements. The immediate path was to discuss the subject 
again with Rossi. Those discussions. plus Los Alamos and NRL thoughts on the sub-
ject, did not lead to any deep further understanding immediately. NRL could and did 
make improvements on the oscilloscopes available at that time and produced higher 
writing speed oscilloscopes. However. no significant advance in the understanding of 
cable transmission was achieved. Therefore, the basic Sandstone alpha measurements 
were essentially a repeat of those made at Trinity. Fortunately, two of the Trinity 
detectors were still on hand and from those, plus drawings. a new stable of identical 
detectors could be made. The same coaxial system was used that Rossi had on Trinity. 
that is. three-inch coax, buried after the catenary, some seven feet deep in the 
coral sand. Also the delay loop and turning philosophy was the same as Rossi had 
used. The only real difference between Rossi·s measurements on Trinity and those 
conducted on Sandstone was the number of detectors. cables, and oscilloscopes. Suf-
ficient detectors to cover the entire expected range that was detectable were used. 
The measurements. under the excellent direction of Wayne Hall and especially "Ernie 
Krause, were successful. 

However, the large expense and effort involved in this led to a suggestion· of 
another technique by Edward Teller. Edward made the comparatively straightforward 
observation that gamma rays passing through .air produce secondary electrons. Those 
electrons excite atoms and molecules and those atoms and molecules. in falling back 
to the ground state. produce light. Since all of the processes followed the initial 
exponential, and exponentials of the same value added together produced the same 
exponential. it was obvious that observation of the. rate of growth of the light 
intensity at very early stages gives alpha. Again. it was assumed that the gamma-ray 
intensity followed the neutron intensity properly. Both Edward and the experimenters 
to carry this out. namely the author and EG&G. went through the appropriate· arith
metic and calculated that the light intensity would be observable. Edgerton, Germes
hausen. and Grier were Biven the job of actually conducting the measurement. The 
field effort was fairly straish,tf9r.ward. Both photocells and photomultipliers, 
specifically 930 photocells and 931A. photomultipliers. would be used at the focus 
point of five-foot mirrors, salvaged from Army arc light searchlights'. and placed 
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several miles fram the detonation as detectors. The signals from these detectors were 
limited to .comparatively small currents so it was necessary to .use some electro~ic 
trickery to drive the then existing oscjlJoscopes. Both amplifIers a~d very hl.gh 
impedance circuitry were used. At the same time that EG&G was developIng the equIp
ment to make the measurement. the workers' at Los Alamos set out to measure in the 
Laboratory the actual conversion efficiency from gamma rays to light. In order to do 
this they used photomultiplier detectors in a steady-state experiment involving a 
contained air volume in a black enclosure and gamma rays from the Laboratory's 
approximately 10,OOO-curie radiolanthanum source. If the conversion efficiency' was 
as calculated, the observation should be straightforward. Basically, one simply 
varied the air pressure in the container and observed the light output. The output 
should vary with the air pressure, and any background effects could· be separated by 
observing the light intensity with no air in the container. Unfortunately, the 
results of this laboratory experiment showed that the conversion efficiency was 
something of the order of a factor of 1,000 less than the arithmetic had indicated. 
A meeting just before the field teams disappeared to the Pacific again illustrated 
Teller's magnificent physical intuition. After a number of hours of argument, Edward 
simply observed that we the experimenters were ready to make the measurement and were 
on the way to the field, so why not make it anyway. So they did. The field measure
ments indicated that the light curve did follow alpha within the observational range. 
They also showed that a srowth rate of hiSher than one-half seneration per shake 
could not be measured ·with 931 As, but hiS her alphas were obtainable with the 930 
photocells. Later on. the answer to the initial dilemma became clear. While the 
conversion efficiency from gamma rays to light was a factor of 1,000 down from the 
initial calculations.' the conversion efficiency from neutrons to gammas in· the bomb 
and~ hence, the gamma ray output at a given neutron level in the bomb, was a factor 
of 1.000 more than the calculations had indicated. Thus, the light intensity ob
served was very close to that ·shown in the initial arithmetic. 

San.dstone also saw the beginning. of serious studies of the electromagnetic pulse 
produced by a nuclear detonation. That pulse caused great trouble in normal observa
tions because it was picked up on signal cables. etc., and distorted the signal that 
was intended to be measured. The observation of this phenomenon, of course, led to a 
la ter method of observing alpha. The existence of such a signal had been predicted 
by Fermi and noted by Bob Wilson on Trinity. 

The establishment of apermancnt test division at Los Alamos. J-Division, in 
1949, with the appropriate people to study the problem. plus the recognition that 
th . 

Thus, the· NRL group 
new high writing-speed oscilloscopes, including the 

traveling wave oscilloscope, that were eventually to reach writing speeds as high as 
the velocity of light. They developed very high-power, fast amplifiers in order to 
look at lower levels jn the alplia signal. They studied, but did not particularly 
improve, c~ble propa tion and th develo 

IS, an nction with Earl Fullman of the 
photocell-phosphor combinations with high sensitivity and short 

integrating times. The photocells were especially built photocells some three inches 
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in diameter and JO inches long. which in practice were then enclosed by a phosphor, 
on the order of two-jnches thick, which was initiaUy naphthalene, but later. some ~f 
the liquid phosphors. Because of t'he conservatism of the Los Alamo~ contIngent, ~t 
was necessary to use both the photocelJ systems and the old ion chamber systems unlll 
we had determined that the photocells actually would give the same results where 
appropriate. An initial check was run by Bob Part.en on Ranger. The photocell
phosphor combination had received some impetus during Sandstone from a variation on 
the Teller alpha measurements, in which large, flat plates of naphthalene were put up 
close to the bomb and the light from those plates observed using 930 photocells with 
an appropriate mirror focusing system at some distance from the bomb. 

The basic techniques developed for Greenhouse for the measurement of alpha 
became the standard techniques through the period 1951 through 1958 with comparative
ly minor variations. New photocells were developed for slightly faster response. 
Oscilloscope research continued and produced ev.er more satisfactory oscilloscopes. 
Trigger circuits were developed that allowed shorter delay loops and perhaps most 
important. the understanding of cable construction and transmission grew so that it 
eventually became possible to use somewhat smaller cable (7 IS-inch diameter) by 
correcting for attenuation at the high frequencies . 

. The sudden necessity to conduct the Ranger operation around Christmas of 1950 
and early 1951. before the Greenhouse operation. led to an unexpected. but in the 
long run. quite profitable variation of the use of the alpha system--the alpha 
measurements being under the guidance of R. B. Patten.· This was the first time since 
Trinity that LASL had conducted. in the field, aU of its own alpha measurements. 
The basic gear that had been developed for Greenhouse was used along with some old 
Sandstone equipment. Specifically. the ion chambers developed by Rossi. which were 
to be 1,lsed again at Greenhouse. were used as detectors. Since the bombs were to be 
detonated at something like 1.000 .. to 1.500 feet. it was recognized that only late
time measurements were possible. but. siDce these bombs presumably had a constant 
alpha, that was satisfactory. A single blockhouse was constructed that would contain 
some 25 to 30 oscilloscopes and four sets of detectors were placed at the ends of a 
cross centered on the recording bliilding on the order of 500 feet out from the 
building. Delay loops were wound and installed inside the building. The whole array 
then became the target for the bomber. It was the philosophy that if he missed the 
building. he would hit moderately close to one of the detector systems at the end of 

. one of the arms of the cross. This system worked adequately with com·paratively minor 
.. problems from a technical point· of view· and led to the use of similar systems for 
airdro.p and balloon shots at the Nevada Test Site during later operations. 

·However,theNwereNriouaoperatioftalproblemi. Tbeatiock wavefromthedatcmaUonhi"lnctbepound cauaed the pound 
to flutt 10 that eveDtually there wu 10ft aaDd of tbe order of ept _t. deep UOUDCI th. buildiq t.brou,h which it Wal almOit 
imponible to wallt and "ehicular tratric ... not pouibl.. In between .hou, it wu DeceII&rJ for the people to let into ·the 
buUdinl, whicb bad a lon, entrance tunnel, anel tbey bad to 10 tbrou,b tbit fluff wbich Wal, of coune, qu~te radioactive 
becau .. of activation from the neutron nux from the devic... Tbey bad to p ... tbroUJh thil radioactive Neion and into the 
.helter of the buiJdini quUe rapidl)' to check out.and ..... t tbeir l)'ltem. a,Uine to the .detedon became mOlt difficult 
beeaUN of tbe raclioactivity. A. Ute operation w.nt on at approximat.ly one ahot per day, the detedon were cradually de
.troyed and for the I .. , .hot could not be replaced without oveJ'dOline penGnnel appreciabl),. To lOin thil problem, the field 
team at FNIlcbman Flat, namely Jack ClVlt uiel 8m 0, .. , ailllpb' lDDYed the lichtecl tupt array \0 th. one Nt of detect~n that 
w .. e,m operatine properly, in order \0 .mere ... the probabllit,. or pUiq a .ipal. Since the bomben were bombinc on ahe . 
lithaed arra)" it did not occur &0 abe fi.ld a.am ah., an)'one .... could pouibl)' care .bout this movement, 10 no notice Wal 

civen to ahe Air Force or ab. Ta' Manapr anel Scientific Aelvilor, wbolor RanPI' were in Lu Ve,u. The lut bomb, Ran,er F, 
w .. droppecleucclUfuUy and ahe alpha meuuremenu were acbi.ved ,uCClllfully. How.ver ,101M.&h,..-da)'t aner that Ibot, the 
nponen, in. normal p ..... brief"mc. inquired or AI aray~, who wu ahe Scientific Advisor, u &0 wbetber the tar,et had been 
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The attempts to bring Teller alpha into the status of a dependable measurement 
were continued in Greenhouse to a certain extent but with no -real brc-akthroughs. It. 
did notscem that one could make the photomultipliers respond at higher rates than an 
alpha of perhaps one generation per shake. The use of ordinary photocells to observe 
fast alphas, such as those expected with boosts, did not seem feasible because of the 
requirement for very fast amplifiers, which were not yet available. However, EG&G, 
Wayne Hall at NRL, and . ps at Alamos continued to work on this subject. 

measurements were ore solely Teller light mea-
by Lee Aamodt, using 930 photocells and five-foot dishes to 

coUeet the light. The measurements were adequate and successful. Between 1954 and 
thcrc wcrc continucd efforts on the developmcnt of Tcncr alpha. However, in 

physicalJ smaller deviccs were' devcl ..... ~u. 

rccognized that the light signal,. whic~ was SU..$.C.SQ. 
thc ncutrons, would not follow the neutron Intensity in the (1;,)(1) 

device with high accuracy and our capability of calculating back from the light ~ ., 
intcnsity to thc ncutron dcnsity involvcd so many steps that it could not be done c.JC • ..;:J 

accuratcly. Th~refore. the measurement was not considered a principal diagnostic D.D.E. 
measurement up through 1958. It was, of coune, punued at that time and later as a 
possible observational technique to use in observing foreign tests. . 

Beginning "in approximately 1948 (though predicted by Fermi before Trinity), the 
testing system recognized that in the same fashion ·as Teller light, the bomb should 
produce an electromagnetic signal. the early stages of· which, for the same reasons, 
should, in principle, follow the alpha curve.· In this period of time,. a number of 
experimenters investigated this phenomenon in great detail and tried to convert the 
measurement of this phenomenon into an adequate measure of alpha. Ernie Krause, 
during Greenhouse and Sandstone, devoted some· of his oscilloscopes to this effort.· 
Watt, Malik, and Theobald at Los Alamos continued to investigate portions of the 
problem. Watt, spccifically. tricd to look at the field inside the high-intensity 
gamma sphere. Lou Wouters, at UeRL and later at Livermorc, conducted both measure
ments and thcorctical investigations of this phenomenon. Bob England and Clyde Cowan 
at Los Alamos conducted rather large experiments during Buster as did Ralph Partridge 
on Tumbler-Snapper. Engl;1nd and Partridge were the first to show that the light 
curve and the electromagnctic curve, at least in the carly stages, followed the 
proper exponential. Unfortunately, these results were not well recognized and it is 
only in very recent years (1973), due to increased capability. that we have been able 
to again experimentally arrive lot this conclusion. Thus, at the begi'nning of the 
moratorium in 1958, the measurement oC feaction history by observing the electro
magnetic signal was not in a satisfactory state. The measurement of long-time 
electromagnetic signals out to many microseconds had been conducted largely by 

e(cont}moved. He commented, "No: aDd a few houn la ... ked Oc1e the reuon for the qu.Uon. The aM.er ... that it bad 
bHn moved but notice oUhat fact had not bHn conaideNd important. Gray .. " .. extremely embarruMd and from then Oft 

rejected tbe pbilORPhy that the T.t Manapr and Scientific Adyiaor could be pbYlically Hpara\ed from the rwt of the t~chni~ 
cal ol'SUlisation ill concluc:tinc an operation. 
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Figure 6 •. 
Ranger alpha recording building (under the pile of dirt). The small building was 

removed for the detonations. . 

contractors to the Department of DeCense for entirely diCeerent purposes and will be 
discussed in a la ter section. 

As previously mentioned, the advent or the thermonuclear reaction, .or boosting, 
at Greenhouse in 1951 led to the requirement Cor much Caster scope writing rates, 
better detector response, and better cable transmission characteristics. The devel
opments previously mentioned, largely those by the NRL group under Krause, led to the 
desired capability. Whil.e the reaction rates were also measured by other techniques, 
the simple technique oC following the gamma -ray curve worked satisCactorH on the 

rst boosted device 

assump of the inverse square law •. 
but a knowledge of the attenuation pC ,ir Cor the spectrum of gamma rays produced .. 
This knowledge was obtained both by common timing between detectors at various dis
tances and by other measurements of the gamma-ray intensity as a function of Elis
tanCe .. 

..n=c· 
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Bhangmeter 

The optical observations at Trinity in 1945, both by. camera and other instru
ments, showed a double-peaked illuminatio~ curve for the hght f~om. the bomb. Very 
early calculations on the fireball expansIon phe~o~enon al~o In~lcated that th.ere 
should be two peaks to the light curve with a mInImum of IntensIty after the fITst 
maximum coming at about breakaway. that is. at the time the shock wave breaks away 
from the expanding front of the fireball. This phenomenon takes place presumably 
because of the cooling of the fireball front as it expands and because of the forma
tion of nitrogen, oxygen. and hydrogen compounds in the hi~h.temp~r~turc sh~ck. fro~t 
before breakaway. and because the opacity of hea~ed aIT to. vIsIble radIation· IS 
sufficient to cause absorption of the light from the mner glOWing hot gas. As the 
shock front cools it gradualJy becomes transparent, allowing' visible radiation to 
escape from the inner hot regions, resulting in an increase in thermal radiation, and 
producing a minimum in the light curve. The time at which the shock front begins to 
be transparent is yield dependent. 

During Sandstone, as an afterthought, a very simple measurement of the light 
intensity vs. time was made using a photocell driving the horizontal plates of a 
cheap oscilloscope. Timing was established by means of a 1,000 cycle per second 
signal impressed on the vertical plates. The simplicity of the Sandstone measureme.nt 
technique led to the suggestion, by Fred Reines, after the formation of a permanent 
test division at Los Alamos, that a simple instrument designed solely to allow a 
quick observation of the time to the minimum might prove valuable operationally and 
could conceivably. in the long run, be a dependable method of yield measurement. 
LASL, therefore, requested that EG&G construct such an instrument and produce several· 
in a portable form. In short order, EG&G designed and constructed a prototype 
basically consisting of a 930 photocell (blue sensitive surface) and appropriate 
circuitry to present the signal on a small oscilloscope, which had timing markers on 
the sweep. Appropriate expanding and compressing circuitry was arranged so that the 
signal would remain on the oscilloscope face. The scope was then photographed with a 
Polaroid camera, so that a reading could be obtained within a couple of minutes after 
detonation. It was common to usc four or five such instruments on a detonation. The 
time to the minimum was then read by several different observers and the numbers 
averaged out to pick an official value, from which the yield was then estimated.· 

Various studies in LASL, EG&G~ and the Department of Defense on the theory of 
. the minimum in the light intensity gave somewhat different exponents for the scaling 
law, usuaUy not one-third. It quickly became apparent, as a result of the more 
detailed measurements of the light curve by NRL, that the time to the minimum varied 
with the color of the light observed, but the official bhangmeter continued to use a 
blue sensitive surface, since that was the· surface that had been calibrated. The 
time to the minimum was affected to a certain extent by the surroundings of the 

-The author alwaYl arranced to bave a bban.,neter or bia own durinc t~e operationa in order to cet hil own time to the 
minimu~ and woe be to EG ~G iftbeir omc:i&lnumber wu appreciably different tban hi •. An intenle anemoon wu lpent by the 
entire Group J-7, with ,ita croup leader Fred Rein_, early in 19S0, pickan, a name for tbil world-Ihakin, device tbat wu 
,oine to producelimple, cheap. and euy yield meuuremen&a. At the end otthe aftemoon, Reine. picked a name which we all 

Itnew would be miainterpreted for tbe Nit ofbilklry. Bbancmeter ilnotaynoDYmoUi witb bancme"er. Bhan, iI a variation of 
Indian bemp, tbeleavel and ... d cape.ul_ of whlc:h an c:h_ed or amolted, and whicb then produc_ tbe lame eupboria u other 

vanationa of buhilb. Tbe now.obvioul connotation II tba' We WeN off our rocke" to tbink tbat thi. thin, would ever be 

particularly unful and anyone el.e wbo ever believed it mUit &1.0 bave a liUle IOmetbiq wron, witb them. . - . . 
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device when it was fired. A tower shot, with appreciable mass in the tower, might 
give an answ.er a little different than an airdrop. A surface shot could give a 
strong difference because the fireball was expandjng in a hemisphere instead of a 
sphere. In fact, if the shot is at the surface of a perfectly reflecting plane, the 
surface of the expanding hemisphere follows essentially the same time history as that 
of an airburst of twice the yield. Since the numbers were very simple to treat, and 
were available to everyone who happened to be around when· the shot was fired. a great 
number of people had their own calibration curves. which differed enough to lead to 
great and heated discussion, the difference usually coming about from slightly dif
ferent interpretations as to the. time of the minimum or different yields used for 
their calibration shots (for example. using fireball yield instead of radiochemical 
yield, or vice versa) or different personal corrections for the manner of firing. 
During the period 1950 to 1958. EGltG constructed several more sophisticated versions 
of the bhangmeter, but they all operated on the same principle. Ver.y late in the 
game, a few bhangmeters were built with different photosensitive surfaces having 
different spectral characteristics. The bhanlmeter did serve its purpose admirably. 
By the end of 1958. it was considered to be an instrument that would give the yield 
(most of the time) to plus or minus IS percent, and it did have the advantage that it 
could work ofC reflected lilM at an appreciable distance. Thus. by the time of· the 
moratorium. this was a mature tool for the determination of the yield of fairly low .. 
altitude detonations, that is, well into the atmosphere. The author's personal cali
bration curve, as a result of the experience through 1958, is shown in Figure 7. The 
bhangmeter could be used on the Dominic airdrops. but obviously was of no value for 
underground detonations. 

1 

tOO 

Figure 7. 
Author's bhangmeter curve for high yields (1958). Yield vs time to the minimum . 
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Time Interval 

Beginning with the first two-stage device, Mjke~ in J 952, it becam~ necessary to 
measure another diagnostically critical number, the time between the primary detona
tion and the detonation of a secondary. Having developed the primary tools to 
measure. alpha, this was in principle fairly straightforward. But a few words on the 
subiect are oerhaDS, in order I 

,9J...t., /) EJ...Er/~ A/S 
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.I In fact, Aamodt and others on Greenhouse ,had 
"'o~ b:s-e r-v-e--d:--~t h~e~"'e":"'le"c~t"'ro~m""""'a~g~n~e~ti~c-s""'!'i~g~n"'al:--r rom single-stage devices a tan apprecia ble 

distance from Eniwetok, having stations on Kwajalein, Guam etc. Sandia, in the early 
Nevada operations a£terRanger, put stations to observe both light and electro
magnetic signals as far away as Albuquerque. In general, it was observed that the 
time interval could be measured by the electromagnetic. technique up to roughly 500 
miles· from the detonation over a sea surface. The equipment for so doing was 
simple. consisting of antennas feeding directly into comparatively fast oscillo
scopes. generally with amplifiers. Recognizing this simplicity, time intervals were 
measured at Castle largely by a single electrQmagnetic station on Japtan (operated by 
Rod Ray and John Malik··) at Eniwetok, which observed the time intervals both from 
Eniwetok and Bikini shots. 

·measure.ment 

·Clen oJeaD, National B ...... u of SgadardllNBS)-Bikiai from Wotje dUrinl Cut ... 
··Theeleetromapetie tllM ~terva1 aperilbent.uactuaUydaipecl,aDdtieldecl by Bob Enlland and Ray, but En'land 

died a Ie. cla~ before tbe betinninI of C .. tt. in alalaorMorr accidat at Bikini. Thereafter Malik .u the project leader. '. . 
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the Eniwetok Proving Ground, the time interval on two-stage devices was measured by 
whatever techniquc, or combination of techniqucs, seemed to be the easiest at the 
time. If there were close-in alpha measurements or gamma-ray intensity measurements, 
then it was simple to observe time interval by observing the gamma signal. If that 
was not convenient, for example, on the airdrop Cherokee or on some of the barge 
shots, then Teller light or electromagnctic signals were uscd. All of these tech
niques wcrc well developed by 1958. However, it is notable! that there was not very 
much experience, at least in the AEC family. in making these measurements for bombs 
dropped over water such as we eventually did in Dominic and, hence." the question of 
reflection of off 
considered. 
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AEC Device Diagnostic Nonstandard Measurements 

We will now briefly mention some other types of diagnostic measurcm~ntsthat 
were developed during the period 1950 to 19584 not becausc thcy were critical in the 

·return to testing in 1961. but rather to illustratc the kind of information that, in 
principle, was available but in practice could not be' obtained from airdrops, as in 
Dominic, or initially from underground shots. as in Nevada. . Only in recent times 
ha ve some of these types of measurements been possible in Nevada, and some of thc'm 
have not yct been reproduccd. 

Dinex 
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The separation of speci-
IC energy protons of particles, all of which 

had the same flight time from the burning region to the detector; and, hence, the 
time smear in the neutron signal due to different flight times was obviated.. Protons 

. then impinged directly on an appropriate colJecting cup .and the. resultant Signal. w~s 
sent through cables to fast oscilloscopes at the r,eCOrdlng .stat10n. !he practicalI-
ties of the experiment involved such la amounts of maten both 1 

1951 

Ganex 

ards, on Aoman
order of 10,000,000 in 

To make the same kind of observation as Dinex. but somewhat less expensively. an 
. . ned which involved a la iron 

converter e neutrons • 
...... PVtI'I .... ·,. gamma rays. The observation of those gamma rays 

at a comparatively remote point, through systems collimated on the converter. allowed 
an observation of the neutron burn rate. This technique was not used very often after 
Greenhouse because of the observation that the boost signal could be observed by 
normal alpha techniques.' except in unusual circumstances. Variations of the tech
nique have been used underground in recent years. 

Thermonuclear Burn Propagation Rate 

On Castle Bra vo 
f armed a classic ex 

in 1954, Sterling Colgate and co-workers of UCRL per-
which measured the rn propagation_ 

In concept th~ 
experiment was comparatively simple but execution. The basic experiment 
consisted of collimators of the appropriate material very close to the device. that 
is, just outside the point which the case would reach before the secondary exploded. 
The neutrons from the burning secondary then passed down an array of 2,500~yard long 
vacuum pipes, approximately six inches in diameter, to fast detectors in a building 
at the rar end~· The detectors converted the neutron signal to an electrical signal, 
which was then recorded on the oscilloscopes in the next room. Of course, it had to 
be shown that the cross talk from channel to channel could be kept to satisfactorily 
low levels. Since the propagation rate was extremely high and the burn rates. were 
high, the most modern detection and recording procedures had to be used. This 
experiment, which worked very welJ, and other similar ones in later years, led 
better understand of the burn propagation through thermonuclear 

-Krauae (HaL) had performed. aimilar meuuremeni on Ivy Mike uain.. helium-filled tunnel in.iead of vacuum 
pipea. 
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temperature was attempted by observation 
of the x-ray spectrum. It was also recoanized that tbe spectrum' of the 14-Mev 
neutrons produced bytbe DT reaction in the burnina region would be broadened due to 
the very nature oC the tbermonuclear reaction. Tbat is. the DT reaction takes place 
because of high thermal motion oC deuterons and tritons reacting upon collision. The 
neutron Crom tbe reaction bas roughly 14-Mev energy in the center of gravity system 
of the deuteron and triton, but since that center of gravity is moving with respect 
to the laboratory system, the neutron will bave varying energies in the laboratory 
system depending upon, the motion oC the center of gravity. The' widening of the 
spectrum due to this phenomenon is easily calculable for any given burn temperature. 
Therefore, an observation of the detailed spectrum around 14-Mev would, in principle, 
allow a determination of the particle temperature. The measurement of the x-ray 
spectrum, if successful, would give the' radiation temperature. It was recognized 
that it is possible to have a burn in which the radiation temperature and particle 
temperature are not the same. so both measurements were of interest. Since the 
neutrons arc particles and travel at appreciably less than the velocity of light, 
even at 14-Mev. and their velocity varies with energy 'in a well·known fashion, it 
became clear that an observation of the time of arrival of the neutrons at some point 
distant from the bomb would allow a detailed measurement of the spectrum ncar 14-Mev. 
Experimental criteria were .straightforward. The detector had to be at such a. dis
tance that the time spread between tbe arrival oC the lowest-energy neutron expected 
and the arrival oC the highest-energy neutron expected was long compared to tbe burn 
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time of the thermonuclear reaction. A measurement of the spectrum between 
16-Mev would be adequate to determine the temperatu althou actual 
the spectrum was measured over a somewhat wider band. 

Since the measurement would be simply the observation 
the current from a ,detector~ it was clear that the detector sensitivity as a 

function of energy was required and this quantity could be both calculated and 
measured in the laboratory. There was a little trickiness involved in setting up the 
oscilloscopes so the sweep would be on at the time of arrival of .this band of neu
trons. However, by triggering off the rise of the gamma signal'(a~ 
was solved. Such measurements were conducted by Hall and Waddell ............. 

•••• and operated satisfactorily. . . 
mately 200 and 1,000 yards from the device. 

fI P 'f' d i variati0r.ns °h
f 

this Tet~ex th h H dtack (Varl'atl'ons are 
10 the aCI IC unng most o. t e opera Jons up roug ar . 
now used underground; however, the experiment is in some ways difficult because of 
the comparatively short distance that the detector can be from the device.) Later 
theoretical calculations showed that the 'broadening of the 14-Mev spectrum could come 
about for reasons other than simply temperature broadening. The deuterium and tri
tium mass could be moving as a body one way or another, which would only produce a 
shift in the peak; but if different parts of the burning region were moving in 
different directions, the spectrum would appear to be broadened. The effect of this 
additional broadening could be treated theoretically. This diagnostic technique had 
reached moderate maturity by 19S8 .. 

Pinex 

The use of threshold detectors led to a design of another fairly valuable 
diagnostic tool, but one which produced data that was perhaps more of wonder in the 
period before 19S8 .than of actual use to the theoretician, mainly because the compu
ter codes of that time· were not sufficiently developed to take account of the pheno
menon observed. This measurement was called Pinex and simply consisted of a neutron 
camera using the high-energy neutrons, that is, 14-Mev neutrons from the thermo
nuclear burn region, to carry the image. A steel collimator placed some <listance 
from the bomb furnished the pinhole of the neutron pinhole camera. At an approxi
mately equal distance back of the collimator, a plate made of an appropriate thres
hold detector, initially zirconium. was placed. Upon detonation, the high-energy 
neutrons from the thermonuclear burn region of a bomb passed through the collimator 
and pinhole and formed aD image on the zirconium. plate of' the same shape as the burn 
region and with an intensity related in some way to the burn in that region. Thus, a 
picture of the integra~ burD of the booster region, as shown by the 14-Mev neutrons, 
could be obtained. After exposure, the zirconium plate was recovered, taken back to 
the laboratory, sliced into very small bits, and their induced radioactivity mea
sured. From that data, a mosaic could be built .up to get a picture of the source. 
Later on, it became obvious that one could simply lay a piece of photographic film on 
the zirconium and get an image directly from the zirconium activity. Appreciably 
later, by shielding against the gamma rays, short half-life materials, such as alumi-

.. num, were used. Photographic film was placed. against the aluminum pres~ot. High 
energy neutrons from the explosion induced radioactivity in the aluminum resulting in 
exposure of the film shortly after the explosion. The film could then be recovered. 
de.v~loped, and would give directly an image of the burn region. This technique. 
ofJglnally developed for tower shots in Nevada, ~as eventually developed for use both 
on primaries, and on secondaries on barge shots. even of megaton devices. since the 
camera could be protected by the water and recovered from the bottom of the la.goon. 

GiSRE' 
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. . 
By 1958. the technique was well developed and satisfactory for atmospheric detona
tions. However. again, we had no experience in using the technique underground or on 
airdrops. Parenthetically. one may· note that after several years of underground 
testing, variations of this technique have become quite important diagnostically. 
The Laboratories have now developed techniques for either recovering the image re
cording material from downhole or producing images through the use of fluors in 
image-transmitting systems which can then retransmit the image uphole. But only in 
quite recent years have the data obtained by this method been actually useful in a 
calculational way to the theoretician, because only in recent years has the calcula
tional capability been developed to handle the problem. 

Output Measurements 

Another class of measurements arc on the borderline between effects measurements 
and· dialnostics measurements. They were useful on both sides of the house. Except 
for Trinjty~ the DOD laboratories did not contribute appreciably in these fields 
until in the mid-19S0s when AFSWP belan to develop silnificant in-house competence in 
the field. . 

Neutrons 

At Trinity. Klema exposed samples oC sulfur and gold (shielded and not shielded 
by cadmium) to the neutron flux Crom the Trinity device an.d observed the induced 
radi.oactivity. Calibration of the particular sample leometries used on. laboratory 
sources. such as the Omela reactor and the Van de Graaff accelerator. allowed a 
translation of these data into numerical quantities Cor the integral neutron flux as 
a function of distance Crom that device and an initial attempt to' determine the 
spectrum. These data were very valuable to the early weapons effects philosophers. 
When Crossroads was planned in 1946. the methods of measuring yield were still 
somewhat uncertain. and it was Celt worthwhile to repeat this simple measurement as 
one of the many' attempts to' compare the yield of the Trinity device with that of the 
supposedly identical (ollow-on device to be dropped in Crossroads. At that time, 
there was no particular conviction on the part of the weapons designers that two 
devices. built the same, would actually operate the same. The uncertainty had to do 
with the Question of when the first chain reaction would actually start. an uncer
tainty. incidentally, that was to plague desilners many times in later designs. The 
particular counters. sample molds, and caUbration sources that were used on Trinity 
were found, and hence, the identical measurement could be conducted. In addition to 
the device uncertainty. there was some Que,tion as to whether or not the spectrum 
would change as a function oC distance because of the reflecting characteristics of 
the water surface. as opposed to that of the silica sand of the Trinity site. With 
appreciable operational difficulty and high adventure on the part of the experi
menters. the measurement was repeated on Crossroads Able and indicated that the 
yield~· of the two devices were the same within experimental error and that there was 
no appreciable effect of the water, probably because the Crossroads Able device was 
fired at moderately high altitude above the water. As a side benefit of the experi
ment, it was also possible to show .that the bomb had missed its intended detonation 
point by approximately 700 yards. 

When the planning for Operation Sandstone came along in 1947, it was again 
. decided to repeat this measurement, probably for no awfully good reason except the 

enthusiasm of the experimenters involved. However, since the devices were of dif
ferent construction. with those for Sandstone using smaller high explosive, it was to 

---
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be expected that the neutron spectrum would differ to some extent. Furthermore, 
since the Sandstone shots were on towers, it was possible to measure the flux and 
spectrum with somewhat more accuracy than was possible at Cro~sroads and als~ to 
acquire some data on the variation with yield. For these experiments samp.le hnes. 
were placed both along the land and over the water surface and the results dId show 
some difference in flux and spectrum over the two surfaces, especially in the slow 
neutron range as detected by gold. The actual neutron intensities as measured above 
the 3-Mev sulfur threshold were very nearly proportional to the yields of the de
vices. The fast neutrons as detected by sulfur showed an almost pure exponential 
drop-off with distance, after the inverse square effect was taken out, which was to 
be expected, but the slow neutrons showed a pile-up close to the source and extending 
out perhaps 200 or 300 yards. After that, the slow neutron intensity fell off 
essentially exponentially following the same curve as the high-energy .neutrons, 
indicating that the far-out slow neutrons had gotten there as fast neutrons. All of 
this helped the understanding of neutron propagation through the air, which at that 
time was still under some debate theoretically. . 

The expectation, after Crossroads. that thermonuclear reactions would someday be 
attempted. led to further concentration on the part of the experimenters as to how 
these techniques could be used further diagnose the devices. The expectation of a 
thermonuclear burn it necessary to attempt to measure the amount 
of burn. External detectors were an obvious technique. In the period 
between a laboratory investigation using the high-energy 
gamma rays from the betatron led to several possible new detectors, the most out
standing of which. because of its convenient half-life, was zirconium. Zirconium 
could be used in the field as a (n,2n) detector with the threshold at about 12-Mev. 
In the laboratory, that threshold could be measured using the ("t ,n) reaction, the 
gamma rays coming from the betatron. Obviously, an external measurement with detec
tors at some distance from the bomb also required information on the attenuation due 
to air over the distance from the device to the detector and the attenuation from· the 

success. 
was, course. internal detectors which were then col-

lected as part of the clo.ud and treated radiochemically. These two techniques. that 
is, both internal and external detectors, were then used through the rest of the 
period up through 1958 to determine the burn of the primary boost region. 

Iodine, with a threshold (n,2n) reaction at roughly 9-1/2 Mev, was used on 
Sandstone in order to get a background calibration to· sec if this threshold detector 
would be satisfactory to observe the high-energy neutrons from the thermonuclear 
reaction that we could suspect was coming on some later operation. Iodine has a 
decay half-life of 13 days. which made moderately prompt recovery and counting impor
tant. In· its usc, it was necessar.y to usc both unshielded and lead shielded detce
tor~ in order to separate out the activity induced by very high-energy gamma rays of 
the bomb. Neutrons cOPling out of the bomb and being captured in the nitrogen of air 
result in approximately IO-Mev gamma rays of very long mean free ·path, which had to 
be dealt with as a background.· . 

In parallel with the above-mentioned effort is Rosen developed 
a technique to measure the ~ spectrum of neutrons above, perhaps, 1/4-Mev. This 
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technique involved the use of stations at various distances from the bomb with small .. 
diameter neutron collimators many feet thick, behind which was placed a "neutron 
camcra." The ncutron camera consisted of a hydrogenous scatterer. which then emitted 
protons resulting from (n,p) scattering in the scatterer. The protons were recorded 
on nuclear emulsion photographic plates and produced tracks of measureable length in 
the very thick emulsion. Rosen had been using a similar technique in the laboratory 
and, hence, had done a great deal of work on the track' lengths as a function of 
energy in the nuclear emulsion plates. These cameras were then c~lIected and sent 
back to the laboratory, where the plates were developed and read by a great team that 
Rosen had at his command. This was an eminently successful technique for determining 
the spectrum coming from the bomb in a moderately straight line; but since it was 
well collimated, it had less value from an effects point of view because it did not, 
in general. measure the scattered. neutrons, i.e., those that were not coming radially 
from the bomb. Obviously, corrections to obtain the total neutron flux· could be 
made. This method of obtaining the neutron spectrum was comparatively expensive, but 
was nevertheless used by both weapons laboratories on the appropriate occasion 
throughout the remainder oC the period under discussion. The detailed spectrum 
obtained was of appreciable value in checking the corresponding neutron output and 
transport calculations. 

One other neutron flux measuring technique deserves to be mentioned, the so
called fission-foil camera. This device, starting with Greenhouse, collected the 
fission fragments emitted from plates of uranium-238 or -23S, shielded or not 
shielded by lead or cadmium, on a rapidly moving cellophane film. The ceUophane 
film could then be cut up into small strips and their radioactivity measured in a 
laboratory counter to determine the neutron flux as a function of time after the 
detonation. Perhaps the major pertinent point that came out of the use of this 
technique was simply that there was a burst in the slow neutron flux as the shock 
wa ve passed the camera. ' . 

Obviously, the total' neutron output Crom thermonuclear burn regions could also 
be obtained from the reaction history experiments. However, in general. the absolute 
calibration of the detectors and electronics used in those experiments at that time 
was not sufficiently good to allow an accurate integral measurement . 

. Gamma-Ray Flux 

The total gamma-ray incident radiation at a distance Crom nuclear detonations is 
composed of several parts. One is the prompt radiation (roOl the device itself during 
its multiplying or immediate disassembly stages.. Another is the radiation from the 
rapidly decaying fission fragments or other activated nuclei as they mix and rise in 
the fireball, eventually, to Corm the moderately stable radioactive cloud .. There .is. 
on occasion. some contribution at ground Icvc.I from the stable cloud itself; however, 
this is usually. small because of the great attenuation of the air between the c(oud 
and the ground. Another contribution comes from the capture of neutrons in air and 
subsequent decay of the resulting nuclei with gamma emission. No appreciable contri
bution is due to the x-rays from the fireball at distances of interest because of the 
extremely short mean .free path of x-rays in air. 

Straightforward techniques for observing gamma-ray dose had been developed over 
the years before Trinity for use in laboratory medical installations. etc. These 
techniques were used in ,the field at Trinity and Crossroads. where film badges and 
dosimeters were spread with great profusion over the area around the device. After 
exposure they were collected. developed, and read in the laboratory in the same 
fashion as any other Cilm badge. Early-on~ various shielding materials were' used in 
conjunction with unshielded film badges and dosimeters to aflow correction for. the 
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neutron dose to the film badge (the neutrons scattering in the hydrogenous emulsion 
produced protons which, in their slowing down. cause ionization resulting in dar
kening of the film). The problem of equilibrium in a hydrogellous mass, such as the 
human body, was recognized, so that appropriate mock-Ups were made to help translate 
the simple observations into whole body dose. Over the years, better and better 
process control was established to allow more precise measurements. Ea~IY measure
ments showing the variation of dose with yield were made by Pete Scovllle at Sand
stone, but after that time, the effort was largely carried out by Ellery Storm of H
Division in LASL, and H. O. Wycott and L. S. Taylor of the National Bureau of Stan
dards, with the assistance and guidance of John Malik. It was quickly observed that 
the gamma dose was, for a given device design, closely proportional to the fission 
yield. 

. More sophisticated measurements were attempted. beginning wi~h Greenhouse, to 
understand the production. transport, and deposition of gamma rays. At Greenhouse in 
1951, the National Bureau of Standards attempted a detailed observation of the gamma 
rays from the radioactive cloud in the very early stages of fireball . expansion and 
cloud rise by means of a massive station fairly close in, with a great number of 
collimators pointed in different directions and magnetic analyzing systems at the end 
of the collimators. Unfortunately, this experiment failed due to blast damage. and 
was never attempted again in that Corm. Malik produced a comparatively simple device 
that allowed observation of the gamma-ray intensity above· the ground surface and 
recorded the data underground, all of this being in a container perhaps one foot in 
diameter and several feet long. These devices could then be. placed at several 
distances from detonations to observe the time history of a gamma-ray dose. It was 
the observations of the gamma-ray intensity with this device that allowed Malik to 
straighten out the initial arguments concerning the yield of the first large thermo
nuclear device (Mike) .. Both kinds of measurements were made on a great number of 
shots through practically aU of the opera~ions up to 1958. Parall~1 laboratory 
theoretical work combined with the field observations, including photographic evi
dence as to the position. of the cloud and the time of cloud rise, etc., led to a 
fairly complete understanding of the initial processes and the transport phenomena, 
etc., that lead to a given dose at a given point in space from a nuclear detonation. 
Thus, by 1958, this subject was well in hand for normal atmospheric detonations. 
However, by then the reliability of the fireball technique for yield measurement and 
radiochemistry for both yield and otber data was such that the measurement of gamma 
rays was no longer actively used to contribute to yield information. 

Thermal Radiation 

Outstanding observations of the thermal characteristics of the Trinity shot were 
made by Julian Mack and others. Vcry dctailed, integrated and time resolved spectral 
observations were made, along with attempts at the total radiation flux. by various 
optical means. 

Observations were made photographically with high-speed cameras on all opera
tions. It was somewhat difficult to deduce from these observations the actual ther
mal fluences because of the very complicated calibrations needed fOT film sensi
tivity,_ processing characteristics. optics, etc. These kinds of measurements were 
used to· determine the absolute value of, and the time dependence of, fireball 
brightness, and in some of /the later operations, appropriate filters were used to get 
some measure of the spectrum versus time. 

The major effort after Trinity came when the NRL group under Wayne HaJJ took' on 
the job, under Los Alamos auspices initially, to document this whole phenomenon. 
Preston Butler. of NRL, in conjunction with Group J .. 3 in Los Alamos,. began to take 
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spectrum measurements on Sandstone. Harold Stewart took over the job for Greenhouse. 
The need for measurements of the thermal radiation from nuclear detonations was 
recognized carlyon. since thermal radiation was one of the major effects to be 
expected in warfare as it was contemplated at that time. It was also expected that 
thermal output could be a good measurement of the yield. once understood. Since the 
tbermaloutput as a function of time was directly connected to the initial stages of 
the blast phenomenon, or fireball expansion phenomenon. an understanding of the 
details of the thermal radiation was to assist in an understanding of fireball expan
sion, even though the thermal radiation from the shock front is a small portion of 
the total. 

A massive program was therefore initiated for Greenhouse under Harold Stewart 
and Wayne Hall at NRL. That program included measurements of air attenuation from 
the bomb. that is. air attenuation over the path from the bomb to the rec~jver; v.ery 
detailed high-resolution time integrated spectra; spectrum as a function of tIme 
taken on several instruments (both streak and framing cameras through spectrographs); 
thermopiles to attempt to measure the total thermal radiation; bolometers to measure 
radiant power as a function of time; and other instrumentation. The so-called black
ball was invented. This was a simple device consisting of a hollOW copper sphere 
approximately eight inches in diameter, painted black on the outside, with a maximum 
reading pressure gauge attached. The sphere was filled with gas (air). Thermal 
radiation impinging on the black surface heated the copper ball which gradually 
transferred· its heat to the contained gas resulting in an increase in pressure. 
Therefore. a reading of the maximum pressure was directly related to total thermal 
radiation received from the bomb. These were very simple instruments that could be 
mounted at different distances from the detonations. were easily read, and. perhaps 
more importantly. collected the thermal radiation coming from all directions. The 
efforts of Stewart's group continued at high level through the whole period before 
the moratorium. sometimes under the direction of Lou Drummeter or Donald Hansen. 
Fantastic amounts of information were collected. Other experimenters. Sandia and 
various groups from the Department of Defense, entered this field of endeavor liner 
on, but their efforts never compared seriously in the straightforward type of mea
surement withthosc of the aroup at NRL. Measurements were made on all the Pacific 
operations and all tbe Nevada operations. Hence, a areat deal of information was 
collected on shots ·of various yields Cired in various manners, but it is notable that 
no appreciable information was collected on high-yield. that is, megaton range. 
airbursts other than King shot. Coverage in the infrared was minimal. 

On Upshot-Knothole (19S3) and at later operations. these measurements were 
extended to include the so-called Chord experiments in which 1l fixed bright light 
placed some miles to one side of the detonation could be observed by highly resolving 
spectral instruments from another station, again placed several miles ftom the deto
na tion, but in a manner such that the path of light passed fairly close to the 
detonation at a predetermined distance. The observation of the absorption bands. 
etc .• could give information on those molecules formed in the. air due to the gamma 
ray and neutron flux. or even x-ray flux, before the shock wave or firebalJ reached 
the light path. Enough analysis was performed on this great mass of data before the 
moratorium, mainly by NRL and the group under Herman HoerJin of Los Alamos, to 
achieve a fairly complete understanding of the molecular. processes taking place 
during the fireball expansion and of the absorption produced in air ahead of the 
fireball as well as other phenomena associated with the fireball expansion. These 
measurements showed. amona other things, that the fraction of total yield coming out 
asa visible part of the spectrum did vary with yield. from about 45 percent at small 
yield to perhaps' 2S percent Cor megaton shots. Eventually, calibration curves' were 
devised and total thermal provided a moderately accurate measurement of yield. 
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especially in the early operations, that is, the operations in the mid-1950s in 
Nevada. The measurements showed that the brightness of the fireball peaked at some
thing like 10 to 20 kilotons, decreasing both ways from that to rather great ex
tremes. For example, Ranger A' was so cold that it showed line spectra from the 
components of the bomb. On the other hand. the very large bombs, 10 to 15 megatons, 
were sufficiently dim that they could aimosl be viewed with the naked eye safely. 
(However, for self-protection, no one was allowed to do that.) It is perhaps of 
interest to note that so much data were taken during those years that much of the 
spectral data still have not been analyzed. and imp'ortant physical knowledge is still 
coming ou t of those da tao 

By the time of the moratorium, there were, counting Los Alamos and NRL. some 60 
people working in the field on this subject in addition to the DOD and Sandia ef
forts. Through this long effort there came a great amount of theoretical and experi
mental knowledge which was used in developing the experimental plan for optical 
observations of Teak and Orange, the high-altitude shots of 1958, and even more .in 
the theoretical predictions· as to the phenomena to be exp~cted. so tha t the instru
mentation could be laid out properly. Thus, in 1957 and 1958, when the high-altitude 
shots of Hardtack were planned to gather information on the phenomenology of high
altitude detonations, a great amount of instrumentation and expertise was available, 
and Hansen and Hoerlin were of appreciable assistance in designing not only their own 
measurements on those shots, but those of other experimenters fro in other laboratories 
and from the Department of Defense. Unfortunately, both of those shots had opera
tional difficulties so that very little of the close-in prompt data were obtained 
from Johnston Island. By this time, both the AEC Laboratories and -the Department of 
Defense had learned to operate some of tbe optical gear in aircraft, and these were 
used on Hardtack. In spite of the lack of data, the experience of 'planning in detail 
for Hardtack and facing the operational problems gave the experimenters a great deal 
of experience which was of areat v.alue in the Dominic series. 

Blast/Overpressure 

The subject of blast is certainly on the borderline between outputs and effects 
measurements, but, since this point was under continual contention in the late 1950s. 
tbere is little reason to straighten it out now, and hence, it will be included here. 
Initial experiments to study the characteristics of the overpressure or blast as a 
function of distance Crom nuclear weapons were made at Trinity in 1945, specifically 
by Penney (later Sir William Penney and now Lord Penney) and others.' Obviously, the 
basic rules of the propagation of sound through air had been studied for years' before 
the advent of the nuclear weapon. However, not so much was known about the propaga
tion of high-pressure shock waves through air and the theory of the mechanism of the 
formation of the shock wave in the stage of fireball growth was in very poor shape. 
Much depended upon the distribution of material throughout the fireball and upon the 
equation of state of ·the air in the shockfront of the fireball front as it was 
growing. The equation of state depends not only on the temperature, which was 
uncertain, but also on the specific states of the ionic, atomic. and molecular 
~onstjtuents of the gas, "!.h,ich varied with time due to exposure by x-rays, gamma 
rays, and neutrons, and by the varying recombination rates of many species. Even 
without the complication introduced by the uncertain ato~ic and molecular composition 

• An appnciable proponioQ oHhe theoretical work wu inspired by Bana Bethe, and carried out by Skumanieh, Jahoda. 
and Stone. . 
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of the "air." the interacting phenomena of radiation propagation and high-pressure 
shock propagation close to the time of breakaway were not well understood. 

Some of the· early instrumentation used at Trin~ty and Crossroads was remarkable 
for its simplicity and ingenuity. and even more remarkable for the consistency of the 
results produced. For example. Penney. exposed sealed beer cans and five-gallon gas 
cans at several distances from the detonation in order to obtain a measure of the 
peak overpressure. the concept being that the can would crush to the. point at which 
the internal pressure was equal to the external blast pressure. The cans could then 
be collected at leisure after the shot. and the volume change measured by simply 
pouring water in the can, pouring it out into a measuring device. and by very simple 
calculation deriving the overpressure. Unfortunately. this method had some difficul
ties. The cans did have some residual strength. requiring a correction at low over
pressures; but there was some variation between cans in the crushing pressure re
quired to get to a given volume. The temperature of the air inside could be changed 
by other phenomena than the shock wave and, hence, affect the volume to which it 
reduced for a aiven pressure. For .example, the bomb's initial thermal radiation 
heated the can. The materials of the can did have some inertia. and. therefore, the 
volume finally achi~ved was dependent to a certain extent upon the temporal shape of . 
the pressure wave. For instance. an initial very high peak. would not be observed. 
Lastly, as was observ.ed in later operations. the local surroundings of an observation 
point could produce anomalies that would affect the local overpressure. Because of 
the tremendous importance of an understandina of blast ·phenomenology and. in particu
lar, the military need for tables which would aive the overpressure as a function of 
distance and height of burst. etc .. a areat deal of effort was spent on this subject 
in the early years. . 

Greg Hartmann and his co-workers at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory (NOL, now 
called the Naval Surface Weapons Center) began to develop more detailed methods of 
observation and put them into effect durina the Sandstone operation. Pressure gauges 
of various kinds were developed with appropriate time resolution to follow the major 
portion of the shock wave. It quickly became obvious that surface effects adjacent 
to the pressure-measurina aauae were important, so aauges were mounted on horizontal 
concrete surfaces or in radial walls. The formation of a permanent ~esting division 
at Los Alamos led, in conjunction with NOL. and through the auspices of Reines and 
Porzel and others. to a areatly expanded blast-measuring program. This led to a. 
massive effort on Greenhouse in which new, improved surface gauges were placed both 
in ground surface installations and in specially constructed walls radial from the 
detonation. (The around surface installations suffered areatly from the heavy rain 
at Eniwetok.) Efforts were made to take into account the particular characteristics 
of the air at the time of detonatioD. the wind direction, etc. In fact. small high
explosive detonations were used just prior to shot to get the sound velocity from the 
shot point to the detectors~· 

·On. of the more acitiD. iDcidenu of GnenhOUM took place at a time when the armin. pany wu in the tower 
preparin.to ann tbe we.pon. A member of 'be bl .. , team wu da.ina the I .. , .witch. before evaeuatin, the i.land and, due to 

. a miawirin., manapd to tin a five-pound hip expla.i". on tbe tower not far below the cab. The amlinr pany leader, lack 
Clark, after NCOVerin. hU equilibrium and aUowin. people to dean up the peNOnai mal, Nt off in bot pUNuit of the culprit 
and evlDtu~I' fOUlld him in bia Utl" nritcb .,mon at &he odler end of tbe ill and wonderin, why bia circuit. did not Hem to 

be riPt. After tbe appropriMe chewm. out. the man cIoHd the cire"it apin '0 .how 'b.' Iftrytbinc w .. all ri,h&. Tbe 
monitoN illUMdi.tel, .howed 'b.' it wu Dot. aD richt. and tba' wu the end of the hi.b-explOli". pan of the experiment on tb.t 
ahot. 
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At about this time, it was recognized that many other phe~omena were affecti~g 
the shock wave measurements; in particular, the change in temperature. of the an 
close to the ground due to the thermal burst, dust thrown up into the au from the 
initial thermal burst, especially in Nevada, etc. AFSWP began to take a larger and 
larger hand in the measurement of blast phenomenology. as did the Sandia Laboratory. 
Thus, during the mid-19S0s a great spate of experiments were performed by various DOD 
contractors, Sandia, and Los Alamos to investigate these phenomena. Thermal measure
ments were made close-in to the tower shots and balloon shots at the NTS to estab
lish the initial thermal pulse on the ground.' Measu}-ements of air density and dust 
loading were made close to the surface by various techniques' including photography. 
Even the ra.nge of beta particles in the air as a function of time as the shock wave 
went by was measured in order to obtain the air density. The Department of Defense 
actually built a moderate-size lake at their Frenchman Flat she in order to compare 
the shock wave Sh~lPC over land and over water for the same detonation. All of these 
measurements with the concomitant theoretical effort resulted in a fairly detailed 
understanding of shock wave formation and propagation and the effects of various 
surfaces on the shock wave shape. Unfortunately, essentially none of this work was 
performed on megaton bombs fired at altitudes pertinent to wartime use .. However, the 
data were sufficient to establish height of burst curves for the military which, 
apparently, are still the ones in use. A great deal of the expertise on this subject 
was lost during the moratorium due to decreased budgets. Further measurements of 
blast and shock in air could not be made in Nevada on underground shots after the 
moratorium, and because the interest was on other subjects. very little effort was 
expended during Dominic on blast.' 

Electromagnetic Effects 

As was noted previously under dialnostics. eleetromalnetic effects from nuclear 
detonations had been observed very early. It' promptly became of interest, especially 
to the military (AFOAT-I, later AFTAC) and others. to document this phenomenon at 
comparatively long times. Both close-in and long-range measurements were made very 
early and continued on all of the operations through Hardtack. The interest in this 
subject stemmed from several concepts. Obviously. the electromagnetic signal migh.t 
be used as an observational technique to detect a foreiln detonation and it was 
possible, with sufficient unraveling, that the signal could live some diagnostic 
information about the detonatioll. With the advellt of the planning for intercontinen
tal ballistic missiles, especially the Minutemall with its silo complexes, there was 
worry that electromalnetic silnals would be picked up by the interconnecting circui
try at the missile bases and in some way render the whole laun'ch site ineffective at 
a very critical time (presumably under attack by a foreign detonation). Of course, 
there was also strong curiosity about the reasons for the formation and shape of this 
signal. Close cooperation was maintained during these years between the AEC experi
menters (such as Malik, Wouters, Watt. and Partridge) on this subject and their 
correspond'ing Department of Defense colleagues, and appreciable contribution to the 
understanding was made by the British through the JOWOG* meetings on the subject. 

-JOWOG--Ior Joiat Workia, Group, .which. w .. _tabliabechoimplUMDUbekrmaoHbe l~SI aar-men& between 
&he,ovemmen&onhe Unihd Kinl(iom ofGNd Bri&aia udNonhernlNlud ud&hepvemmen& ol&be United 8'a\uol America 
for cooperation on th. _ 01 atomic enel'D' for mutual d.r.ftH pUrpcll_ • 
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Experiments were performed to· measure the field strength as a function of 
distance from the bomb. An east-west effect was noted on the polarity of certain 
portions of the signal. The observation of the characteristics of the signal for 
different types of detonations. that is •. airdrop, surface. or tower, and for 
different types of devices: small yield or large yield. boosted. etc.. led. to a 
gradual unraveling of the reasons behind such a signal. " great portion of the work 
being done by Suydam. Malik, and Wouters. Nevertheless. by the time of the 
moratorium in 1958. there were still gaps in the understanding o£ this phenomenon 
and. unfortunately. just at that time. because of the installation of Minuteman 
sites. an understanding was becoming more and more important. The AEC Laboratories 
could and did offer "rule of thumb" precautions to take against upsets of the Minute
man system, but it took the construction of simulators and field experiments during 
the moratorium to eventually \ead to some satisfac.tion that the sites were safe. 
Obviously, there is still some uncertainty on this problem. 

Various other phenomena were investigated during this period that will not be 
gone into in detail here. Observations of the ionospheric changes due to high-yield 
detonations were made by the Department of Defense and contributed to one of the 
later systems for the detection of foreign nuclear detonations. Observations of the 
changes in the earth's electric and magnetic fields at moderate distances were made 
in the Nevada shots, and Fred Reines even considered the use of a nuclear detonation 
as a source for the observation of neutrinos but eventually decided a reactor was 
more sensible. . 

Effects Experiments 

During this period of time, a Ireat Dumber of experiments were conducted by the 
Department of Defense to determine the effects of weapons outputs on materiel and 
people. The initial experiments were conducted by the separate Armed Forces and 
later on by the Armed Forces Special Weapons Project formed on January I, 1947. The 
growth of the Civil Defense ereort in this country, belinninl in 1954 and 1955, led 
to another set of such experiments emphasizinl civilian protection considerations. 
Some of these were conducted ·by various health orlanizations of the AEC Laboratories 
or AEC Headquarters. Large efCorts were expended at Crossroads and Sandstone on 
military effects. Between 1950 and 1959. some 1,700 separate reports were written ·on 
the results of eCfects experiments conducted in conjunction with nuclear tests. 
Those reports were written by authors Crom over 100 experimental organizations, 
mostly under Department of DeCense cognizance. Only a brief overview of the subject 
can be given here. 

The Hiroshima and Nalasaki detonations, while clearly not experiments but the 
only wartime use that has ever been made of nuclear weapons, furnished in the few 
years after 1945 a Ireat deal oC information on. the effects of nuclear weapons, 
especially on people. The United States at that time occupied Japan and, hence, 
could carry out posts hot investigations. with great thoroughness. Unfortunately, 
while the yield of the Nagasaki "Fat Man" Christy device. the same design as used. in 
J"rinity and Crossroads, was fairly well known, the yield of the Hiroshima "Little 
Boy" device was never determined with sufficient accuracy for evaluation of the 
Japanese effects data. Many attempts were made in later years to reconstruct the 
Hiroshima. experience, even including the serious sUllestion that the device be built 
again and fired in Nevada. But by then certain detailed documentation necessary to 
reproduce the device had been lost, if it ever existed. Sir William Penney tried to 
determine its yield by observina the -blast effects on various containers found in the 
streets of HirOShima but could never aet consistent results. Postshot observations 

es·· n -
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of apparent thermal flux and neutron flux were also used but all proved too inaccu
rate. Nevertheless, a great deal of information was obtained on the effects of 
thermal burn, of high-level radiation doses. and of the blast effects on Japanese 
structures some of which were of similar construction to American structures. 

At Trinity very few true effects measurements in the sense of this section were 
made. Bill Penney did observe the effect of radiant heating in igniting structural 
materials. It was intended that B-29 aircraft would, be in such a position as to 
experience effects similar to those that might be expected in the upcoming drops over 
Japan, but rainy weather delayed' the shot, and hence the aircraft were not properly 
positioned. 

As mentioned before, the first postwar operation was 0 solely for effects pur
poses, and used the then stockpiled MK3A Christy device as the source. Crossroads 
was set up by the United States Navy to investigate the effects on ships of a nuclear 
detonation. The Navy was particularly concerned with the problem of a detonation in 
a harbor and, hence, sought out a lagoon, ending up at Bikini in the Marshall 
Islands. The Navy had a number of outmoded U.S. military vessels that could be used 
for this experiment. rather than beinl scrapped, .nd also had a feow captured Japanese 
and German vessels. 

Two experiments were performed. The Cir~t was to determine the effects on ships 
of an air burst over water, and the second was to look at the effects of an underwater 
detonation. The airdrop was fired first (20 kt at 520 feet) because it was expected 
to do less damale than the underwater shot. Hence, it would leave ships for experi
ments on the later shot. The airdrop. while producing serious effects. did· not do 
Quite the damage that had been expected. But the second shot (20 kt at 90 feet 
depth) was spectacular. Whole ships rose up in the water spout produced, and many of 
the ships immediately went to Davy Jones' Locker. 'The radioactive contamination on 
the ships remaining was sufficiently startling as to color the Navy's thinking on 
that subject ever after. . 

The Navy learned a great deal about the efCects of airblast and underwater shock 
on ships as a result of these two detonations. In' general, ships suffered serious 
damage or were sunk at air overpressures Ireater than 10-12 pounds per square inch, 
and were damaged above 4 psi. Boilers and deck structures seemed especially vulner
able. Lethal water shock overpressure was in the 3,000- to 4.000-psi range. 

Crossroads was also the beginning oC the DOD effects efCorts in a number of 
other fields. Biological experiments were conducted using sheep, dogs. etc.·' Blast 
and thermal documentation. were carried out. Water waves were measured. Effects on 
the ionosphere were noted. Radiological observati()ns were made, etc. 0 

During those years, in addition to conducting experiments on AEC-sponsored 
shots, the Department of Defense sponsored a number of detonations solely for effects 
measurement purposes. A partial list Collows in Table IV. 

The effects efforts durinl the late 19405 and early 1950s were guided by the 
need to understand the effects of nucle~r detonations fired as then militarily de
liverable. that is, airbursts. craterinl bursts, underwater bursts, and surface 
bursts. As missile delivery became more feasible, attention turned to the effects of 
high-altitude and deep space detonations. . 

The earlier work was devoted to understanding and learning to predict the weapon 
outputs, and the effects of those outputs on things and people. So the effects 
community supplemented AEC device output measurements of neutrons, gamma rays, 

·Operationally, it ... InCIIt iDHN8tinc to nOM ahe placement or ,heM live animal. before the ehot and IOme"h.t hila

rious an ... the .hot, becauee put numben or the animala ...... wiinmiDc around tbe I.,oon beiD, ch ... d by their ownen. 

GieRE,. • 
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TABLE IV 
DOD-SPONSORED EfFECTS SHOTS 

. (1946-1958) 

Operation 

Crossroads 

Greenhouse 
Buster-J angle 

Able 
Baker 
Easya 
Jangle S 
Jangle U 

Tumbler-Snapper TS-l 
TS-2 
TS-3a 

Upshot-Kno~hole Encore 
Teapot ESSa 

Wigwam 
Plumbbob 

Hardtack l 

Argus 

HA 
Wigwam 
Priscilla 

Yucca 
Wahoo 
Umbrella 
Teak 
Orange 
3 shots 

aCotponaon with ABC. 

Ial£ 

06/30/46 
07/24/46 
04/20/51 
11/19/51 
11/29/51 
04/01/52 
04/15/52 
04/22/52 
05/08/53 
03/23/55 
04/06/55 
05/14/55 
06/24/5; 

04/28/58 
05/16/58 
06/08/58 
08/01/58 
08/12/58 
08/27-09/06/58 

Purpose 

Airblast on ships 
Water shock on ships 
Structures. blast 
Erfects of small-yield 
Surface and cratering detonations 
Terrain .Effects 
Terrain Effects 
Terrain Effects 
Terrain Effects 
Underground effects 
High-altitude (36.620') outputs 
Radioactive/underwater shock phenomena 
Vulnerability and Effects shot; /J.. s.C.SS2.(b)(J; 
High-altitude (86.000') efCects fx . .3,) I).D.E. 
Underwater effects (500') 
Underwater effects (150') 
High-altitude (252.000') effects . ( 
High-altitude (141.000') effects ~f:i·e.~ 
Deep space eCfects ' . 

thermal radiation, and blast, gradually taking over some of the measurements com
pletely. At the same time, they investigated the eCfects of these outputs on air
planes. tanks, jeeps, clothing, docks. housing, underground shelters, animals. ships. 
etc.· They studied the effects on radio and radar propagation. that is on the 
ionosphere. Long-range detection schemes based on these phenomena were put into 
operation. Methods of predicting and detecting ·radioactive. fa.nout were investi-
gated. . 

·Perhap. one of the moet oulltanciin, efreell meuuremenu in Nevada from the point or yiew of the outlid.r wu the 

experiment intended to be an obeerYation 01 the effecll 01 the blut waYe from nuclear detonation on bUmp'. Several operatin, 

blimp. were brouaht to Neyada, and appropriu. moorinc towen .. tablilhed fOf'them at the proper diltance from the expected 
detonation. It wu important that the wind be blowin, in the ri,ht direction aince it wu intended that the blimp. be head-on 

to the .hock wave, After a number 01 operational difticulti .. in which one blimp pt 100M for a while, the experiment wu 

perCormed, The expectation wu tha~ .inee the .urCace of the blimp wu lairly nexible, the .hock waye would pUi throu,h the 

,U inside the blimp jutt caneelin, the .hock waYe praaureouuide, and tha' no particular dam ... wu '0 be ex~ted_ However, 

.. anyone could haYe told them, but no one did,' the yelocity of a .hock wave iI different in helium than it iI in air. 

Specifically, it iI 'uter. Therefore, the Ihock entered the front end of the blimp u expected, but by the time it hac! reached 

the rear end, the Ihock 'waye iMide \he blimp WM appreciably ahead 01 tbe Ihock wave outaide. So the entire pnuure 

difrerential wu exerted ac&inat the rear end of the blimp and blew it ri,M out, witb tbe Concomitant efrect. on the 
airworthin ... oC the machine. 
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Crossroads Baker just emerging; note ships. 
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In the late I 950s. because of growing concern with the intercontinental ballis
tic missile and antiballistic missile systems. appreciable attention was turned to 
high-altitude detonation effects. Blast and thermal phenomenology were expected to 
be strongly different than ror sea-level detonations. X-rays would become important. 
Bomb debris itself could get into space. perhaps showing effects in other pas:ts of 
the world. Radio and ,radar propagation could be seriously affected. As early as the 
Fizeau shot 14-57 Sandia was 

During this time (1946-1958), the efforts to understand the effects of bomb 
outputs on people (and other animals) were also widespread. Dogs and 'other animals 
were exposed to air shock to determine the damage mechanisms. The detailed mechanism 
of neutron and gaminainteractions with cells were studied. Skinburn and eyebut"n 
criteria were determined. The effects of radioactive material on the skin or after 
ingestion were documented. Of particular note is the work of Lauren Donaldson and 
his co-workers at the University of Washington who have documented animal and man 
radiation effects at the Eniwetok Proving Ground from 1946 to the present. 

As the result of the massive effort on the part of the effects community. by the 
time of the moratorium, the effects of low-Jevel or surface nuclear bursts were in 
general adequately understood. Cratering for small shots at about "optimum" depth 
had been documented (although the effects for very shaJlow bursts were stiJl hazy). 
However. the effects of high-altitude detonation's were still very uncertain. On some 
subjects. the knowledge was still too dim to ask even the right questions. 

• SEOReT 
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Systems Tests and Operational Exercises 

The Hiroshima and Nagasaki airdrops of August Sand 9, 1945, were, of course, 
the first nuclear weapons systems tests even though performed in wartime. As all the 
world knows. they were successful in that the mission was completed, the bombers were 

,able to get away from the nuclear detonation safely, and the devices operated proper
ly. 

Thus, Crossroads Able in 1946 was the third test of the airdrop capability and 
did show up a difficulty. The bomb missed the target by some 700 yards. The normal 
explanation is that it ·planed· immediately after leaving the aircraft and. hence, 
fonowed ,the wrong trajectory.- In the period between 1946 and 1958, a great number 
of devices were delivered by military aircraft. The bombs of the Ranger operation in 
early 1951 were airdropped from a B-50. A large fraction of the Buster, Tumbler-
Snapper, Teapot,and Upshot-Knothole operations were airdrops. The~OO-kt Kin s "" Pr:' 

of Operation Ivy in 1952 was dropped from a B-36H aircraft, and the 5'USr...;;J;' 
Cherokee detonation of Operation Redwing in 1956 was dropped from a B-52B aircra t. (b){;. 
In the strictest sense. none of these were systems tests in that the devices were, in E~ 3 
general, not yet stockpiled in their operational 'configuration. but in many cases, ., 
the shapes dropped' and their weilhts and aerodynamics were identical to stockpiled D. O. E • 
devices and only minor modifications were made in. the bombing aircraft. usually 
simply to arranle a radio link to sta'rt timers at the moment of bomb release. No 
serioui genuine system. difficulties were noticed durinl this period of time, although 
many minor things were observed and corrected. There were, of course, normal mecha-
nical aircraft difficulties.·· Human error was occasionally experienced.··· At the 
request of the technical side of the house visual bombing was used almost completely. 
However. there was radar backup., 

On July 19. 1957, the Air Force conduc~ed a test of 
at the Nevada 
missile was fired deton_ted at 20,000 The crew 
received 4 R. but was no observable dose to observers on the ground. 

Thus, by the time of the moratorium, the Air Force had had a large number of 
experiences that were essentially systems tests using small bombs in Nevada, had gone 
through two airdrops in the megaton ranle in the Pacific, and had conducted one air
to-air missile test. 

, While the Navy conducted durinl this period of time a number of effects tests" 
the most notable beina Crossroads in 1946, no lenuine Navy systems tests were con-
ducted. . 

The Army conducted its first and only true systems test in Nevada at Operation 
Upshot-Knothole. The Grable test of May 25, 1953, was the test of a Mark 9 artillery 
shell fired from a 280-mm lun. The only notable operational change between the 
manner in which this shot was conducted and the manner it would presumably be used in 
the field came about because the scientific advisor at that time, Al Graves. was not 
convinced that there was no possibility of the shell going off in the gun barrel. 
The Army. therefore. arranged the simple mechanism of a cable from the triggering 

-LiaHninc on board .hip at the time of tile drop. tbe author remembel"l that the bombardier commented immediately 
tbu be bad -&oIMd tbat one: poaibly impl)'inc 101M errw on lUI pan, . 

--For aample, u ~. BOft VanclenMrc, who w .. at tbe Control point for one of the .hot., Doted -The Air Force 
cloean't 8RIIl to be able to pt riel or 'U bulIt-in on leW.----The ·pidrle banel- ill Nevada w .. oc:cuiOllaUy _ 1 ....... l,eoo , .. t in radiUl, The Cherokee airc!rop of Operation 
ILadwilla miIHc! by approximately th,e mil. clue to human el'r'Or. 
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mechanism of the gun over a pulley attached to a lead brick. The lead brick w~sheld 
on a small platform by a dogging mechanism which was actuated by a D.N 11 .rel~y from 
the timing system. This simple replacement for a man oper~ted satlsfacton)y. and 
the shell detonated at the proper altitude in a satisfactory manner. . 

The Army conducted a number of nuclear troop-training exercises in the mid-1950s 
in Nevada. The point was simply to acquaint some portion of the Army's forces with 

. the circumstances surrounding a nuclear detonation. In general, the troOps were 
brought into the region of the test. detonation by truck and .marched to prepared 
trenches or foxhole positions which had been placed in positions agreed upon between 
the Army Commanders and the Test Director. The troop positions had been determined 
by the Test Director to be safe from the point of view of blast, thermal, neutron, 

. and gamma radiation. The troops, in general, crouched in the trenches while the 
devices went off. and were allowed to look up after several seconds to see the 
detonation. After experiencing the blast wave, they were again marched out. Through 
those exercises a representative cadre of Army personnel learned that Army maneuvers 
could be performed~ within limits~ on a nuclear battlefield. 

Teak and Orange shots of Operation Hardtack in 1958 had many of the aspects of 
an Army operational systems test. The warhead carrier, a Redstone missile. was an 
early Army delivery system. However. the warhead was different than the operational 
system. and the guidance system had to be altered slightly to take care of the safety 
considerations demanded in that peacetime detonation. As mentioned elsewhere, the' 
change led to the Teak and Orange shots going off at the wrong position in space. 

No Marine systems tests were conducted during this period. 
In retrospect, probably the most beneficial training to the Armed Forces, in a 

sense, came about from the policy of placing many military people in the AEC Labora
tories as staff members~ both to help conduct the operations and to work in other 
related weapons fields. The people generaIJy stayed for two or three-year tours and 
were. integrated intimately' into the laboratory work. both at Los Alamos and Liver
more. 

Summary of Measurements 

In general. the period 1945 to 1958 saw the development of a vast array of 
weapon diagnostic techniques, many of which could be altered to' be useful on' under
ground shots. The period saw the collection, compilation. and theoretical under
standing of the effects of nuclear weapons fired low in the atmosphere, on the ground 
surface, or underwater, and saw a great growth of knowledge in the military on the 
possible uses of nuclear weapons in ·convcntional" warfarc. However, knowledge of 
the effects of detonations at high altitudes was still very primitive . 

. 
Organization 

The field organizations varied appreciably over the years 1945 to 1958. To a 
certain extent. the organizational structure, especially in the upper levels, was 
dictated by the responsible Washington-level agencies. Trinity in 1945 was somewhat 
unique in that the major technical organization (Los Alamos Project Y) was a part of 
the branch of the armed ·forces (Army) responsjble for the whole nuclear weapon 
effort, a~d hence the c~foft was all ·in house." By the time of Crossroads (J 946), 
the AtomiC EnerlY CommiSSion had been formed, so the problem of proper assumption of 

. authority and responsibility between federal agencies reared its ugly head, never to 
be really settled to everyone's satisfaction during the period of interest. The 
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problem was not particularly serious on Crossroads. or on the similar later operation 
Wigwam. because the tests were clearly for effects pu'rposes under the military,. and 
AEC help was required more as a service, although it was never completely one-sIded. 
In the later Pacific operations, 1948 through 1958, where the major purpose was 
clearly AEC. but the management was military. serious management problems arose. 
Those management problems never seemed to affect the actual conduct of the operation 
in any measurable fashion, but were usuaUy serious enough to result in recommenda
tions for organizational changes at the' end of each operation. At Trinity, the 
overall administrative head, K. T. Bainbridge (he seems not to, have had a more 
descriptive title), was part of an organization under direct contract to the Army, 

, and the line of authority to him from General Groves and Oppenheimer was apparently 
clear and simple. However, when Sandstone (1948) was being put together, the Test 
Director (Darol Froman) was appointed, and then the AEC, feeling that the large 
amount of military support needed should not be under the command of a civilian (and 
knowing that the miHtary would probably not agree to such an arrangement anyway), 
requested that the military supply a Task Force Commander. In a short time, the Test 
Director found himself three lines down in the organization chart, without the real 
authority to guide the operation in the manner he thought best. Fortunately, in that 
operation and in the later PaciCic operations. the personalities involved were such 
that serious conflict was Dormally avoided. , 

The Task Force' Commander for Paclfic operations in general reported to the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff. through the particular Chief representing his .service. During 
operational periods, he was also desisnated the senior representative of the AEC by 
the Commission, in order to have the top responsibility in the field embodied in one 
man. However. the Commission also usually made it clear to the Scientific Deputy 
Commander that he was expected to suard their interests. 

'After Sandstone (1948), the AEC and the military agreed that the man in charge 
of the technical work of the operation would be at a level just below the Task Force 
Commander. and would be designated ·Scientific Deputy Commander." In order to assist 
the Commander, the military also designated military deputy commanders. Early on, 
the commanders of'the Task Groups. the next operational level down from the comman
der, usually outranked the military deputies. That situation was reversed in later 
operations. in order to sive the military deputies a more responsible role. Neither 
situation was really satisCactory in the period from 1948 to 19Sa because the work of 
support by anyone service did not require the eCCorts of two. senior men. (However, 
this redundancy became valuable in 1962.) 

There was formal agreement that all of the technical projects to be conducted in 
a Pacific operation would be under one man from the beginning. The inten~ to make 
the Technical Director second in command was always difficult to arrange formally. 
In practice, except Cor momentary Clurries, it always worked that way because .of the 
personalities of the personnel involved. Since that one man was (from 1948 to 1958) 
from the AEC side of the house. two levels oC, difficulty continually arose. At the 
Deputy Commander level (Task Force), the military deputies. and sometimes the ser
vices they represented, tended to resent, or dispute, the apparent seniority of the 
scientific deputy, and occasionally the Task Force Commander got tangled up in the 
proble'm. The upgrading oC the rank of the military deputies after Greenhouse exacer
bated the problem somewhat. Within the technical community. the AFSWP (Armed Forces 
Special Weapon Project) doubted the impartiality of the Scientific Deputy, especially 
in the later operations, and arranged (or a military deputy to the Scientific Deputy. 
That deputy was always helpful. In a similar vein, when Livermore began to 'test 
nuclear devices, they too asked for 'a deputy. 

Beginning with Sandstone, the work of the Task Force was divided among "Task 
Groups.· One of t~ese contained all o( the experimental programs and projects. The 
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others were thought of as support groups. although on occasion some technical project 
was assigned to one of the support groups for various reasons (for example •. the work 
of AFT AC). InitiaUy. the senior technical man was the head of the techDlc.al Task 
Group; however. when he was moved to higher level. another senior man ~a.s. pIcked to 
run the Task Group. The relationship between these two men was also IDlt1ally hard 
to define. Again, the situation could have become difficult if it had not been f~r 
the personalities of the individuals concerned. In practice. it seemed that the mam 
job of the Scientific Deputy (or Scientific Director), aside ~rom. his sa~et~ resp~n
sibilities, was to assist the Technical Task Group Commander JD hIs negotiations wIth 
the rest of the Task Force in ,order that he could accomplish his job. 

On occasion there was a problem brought about by the Task Force Commander 
getting involved ~ith the DOD experiments in such a manner as to give them a dif
ferent aim than that intended by the sponsors. Sometimes this helped, sometimes it 
did not. 

Between Sandstone and Greenhouse, a permanent test division was set up at Los 
Alamos (J-Division). That division not only had the responsibility to ,plan and carry 
out the nuclear test work of the laboratory. but by agreement with the AEC Headquar
ters and the Department of Defense also carried out the administration and planning 
for the othc;r technical agencies. Thus, through the auspices of "Task Group Point 
One,- a single agency' coordinated the technical planning between overseas operations 
and acted as the administrative agency for that work during the operations. In order 
to assist, the DOD assigned people to that group in Los Alamos. sometimes amounting 
to 70-90 people. Later on. representation was also furnished by other users, such as 
the Livermore Radiation Laboratory. This group dealt directly with the experimenters 
in arranging such things as physical layout. shipping, communications. construction. 
classification. etc. It acted as the administrative' link between the experimenters 
and the outside action agencies. such as the Task Force headquarters and the other 
Task Groups. The existence' of this permanent planning group established continuity 
between the overseas operations after Greenhouse. The group also assisted appreci
ably in Nevada operations, but only within the framework of the permanent Nevada Test 
organization. 

Looking back, probably the major difficulties in the Pacific operations arose 
because of a basic inconsistency hi aim. There was usually an urgency to start the 
operation on time and finish it as soon as possible (sometimes Presidentially di
rected). This urgency could be' produced by programmatic aims. economics, or politi
cal consideration, or simply the desire to get the operation over with and go home. 

'(A common statement was, "This delay is costing us a million doUars' a day.-) The 
personnel of the administrative structure usually felt this urgency strongly. On the 
other hand, each shot was being fired for a purpose, and each experiment was being 
performed for a purpose. Most important, the line of responsibility for the success 
of those shots or experiments was not through the temporary Task Force structure, but 
through the permanent AEC Laboratory or AFSWP structure; Thus. a person on the 
technical side of the house might sometimes feel that the shot was being fired 
without purpose because he was not properly ready to make the appropriate measure
ments. whereas the person in the administrative line might feel that the need to get 
the operation over. to get the right weather, etc., should override the needs of a 
particular experimenter, especially, if it were a comparatively small experiment. 
This tug-of-war eventually led to agreed-upon lists of experiments that had to be 
ready before .the shot could be- fired. lists qf other experiments that had to take 
their chances. A great deal of effort at higher staff levels was, expended in con
tinually trying to balance the conflicting points of view, and it is to the credit of 
all of the administrative people. on both sides of the house, that the operations 
were eventually conducted within moderate time limits. for reasonable cost, fairly 
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safely, and with a high return of experimental data. Toward the end of the period, 
the suggestion of continuous testing. at a lower rate. was made by a number of 
organizations. Such a system may' well have reduced the philosophical conflict noted 
above . 

. In Nevada, the situation was different. While appreciable military support was 
needed, the major "housekeeping" functions of transportation. housing and feeding • 

. shipping. security, etc., could be done by the civilian side, so it was agreed at t.he 
Commission and Military Liaison Committee level early-on that the Nevada Test Site 
would be operated by the Atomic Energy Commission. The AEC appointed a "Test Mana
ger." initially out of the Albuquerque Operations Office, and later from the Nevada 
Operations Office, to be responsible for test operations. The test manager had no 
responsibility or authority with respect to the technical program. Operations at' NTS 
allowed an organization much more consistent with the internal Laboratory or AFWSP 
structure, with military support being integrated. but not controlling. By agree
ment, the Test Manager appointed a "Scientific Director" or "Scientific Advisor," 
initially Crom Los Alamos. Later· on. the appointment to the position alternated 
depending on the sponsor of the particular shot. In the early operations- in Nevada, 
a single "Test Director" was responsible for all experimental projects, but the 
growing test program oC the Livermore Laboratory eventually made that system unsatis-. 
factory, so that "Test Groups" were formed. allowing each major test organization to 
have its own "Test Group Director: responsible directly to the Manager (and the 
sponsoring organization). At approximately the same time, the area of the test site 
. was divided in such a manner as to reduce interference between the users. 

In general, the Nevada operations seemed to go somewhat more smoothly than those 
in the Pacific, partly because they were smaller and simpler, and because the parti
cipants were closer to home and hence did not feel so captive, but mostly because the 
chain of command was only slightly. skewed from normal by the test command structure. 

Other 

A number of other competencies needed for nuclear weapon testing were developed 
during these years, but will not be covered in any detail here. Most important 

·perhaps was the development of tbe radiation safety (rad safe) structure in both the 
AEC and DOD. Measurement and prediction ability grew as a result of the large 
efforts put in on both sides oC the house. This work went hand in ilove with the 
continued effort to understand the effects of radiation. The prediction capability 
depended strongly on input 'Crom the weather prediction units, also gradually deve
loped to work with the rad safe prediction units. 

Field construction was handled with growing competence during this period by 
severa) companies, the most outstanding being Holmes &. Narver (H&'N) in the Pacific, 
a.nd Reynolds Electric and Engineering Company (REECo) in Nevada. Their expertise was 
essential to the return to testing in 1961-1962. . 

Other functions, such as shipping, the care of legal problems, security, and 
safety, were handled by people of growing experience in the nuclear weapon test 
field. 

or great importance, a small group of people with great and broad competence in 
the various 'nuclear weapon eUects, and with understanding of operational problems, 
had come intoexistenc~. Sometimes associated with "weather panels," "safety 
panels: "advisory panels," or with more specific problems. they furnished a cadre of 
trusted judges to whom the Task Force Commander, a Scientific Deputy, Test ~anager. 
or Scientific Advisor could turn for guidance whetr the chips were down. In a number 
oC operations. there was a tendency t~ leave this group oCC the organization charts, 
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. but their help was of sreat value. In no particular order. som~ of these people were 
A. Vay Shelton, O. W. Stopinski, L. Joe Deal, Carter Broyles, Ralph LaChavese, Gordon 
Dunnins, Clint Maupin, Mel Merritt, and John Malik. 

Prologue Summary 

Durins the period of 1945 to 1958, the British, Americans, and Russians tried, 
both throulh the auspices of the United Nations and by separate conferences, to 
arrive at an appropriate agreement for arms control and specifically for the control 
of nuclear weapon testing and stockpilins. These attempts were in general not suc
cessful in part because of the Russian need to establish a nuclear weapon capability 
of their own and in part because of the United States insistence on "adequate" 
control systems. In the late 1950s, because of the rapid growth of Russian nuclear 
weapon capability, and because of worldwide reaction to the "dangers" of radioactive 
fallout, the pressure to halt nuclear weapon testins grew strong, and by late 1957, 
Eisenhower was feelins that pressure and seeking ways to come to some agreement on 
the subject. 

Advancement in American nuclear "''''!I,,,,.n 

out durins the period. Towers, 
barges, balloons, airdrops, underwater, undersround, and rockets were all terms that 
became familiar. However, by the end Qf 1958, baUoons in ·Nevada and barges on the 
Pacific were the most commonly used platforms Cor testing. 

Permanent proving grounds had been established in the Pacific and in Nevada,
with permament on-site staffs. The major testing organizations all had permanent 
testing groups. By the end of 1958, a seasoned, experienced, testing organization 
existed and was operating. But by the end of Hardtack Phase II, it was tired. 

Diagnostic methods were developed during the period beyond that available at 
Trinity. The reaction history could be measured in great detail. The observation of 
radiation flow and thermonuclear burn was well advanced. The gamma ray, neutron, 
thermal, blast, and electromagnetic outputs of nuclear devices over a wide range of 
yields had been measured for sea-level detonations, and were moderately welJ under
stood theoretically. 

The effects of sea-level detonations were investigated in great ,detail. Blast 
and thermal effects on ships, buildings, animals, etc .• were tabulated. Both prompt 
and delayed radiation effects were well understood by 1958. Fallout predictions and 
the predictions of other hazards could be made with sufficient accuracy for opera
tional decisions. 

re was a ~ature nuclear weapon design and testing system, 
nuclear cffects from sea-level detonations were well understood, the world was afraid 
of atmospheric nuclear weapon tests. and we were just beginning to learn how to test 
underground. Many of us did not want to learn, ever! 
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CHAPTER I 

PREMORA TORIUM INTERNAL READINESS ACTIVITIES 

The AEC. the weapons laboratories.· AFSWP. and the other components of the nu
clear weapons ·complex· had been intimately involved with the national actions toward 
a nuclear weapons test ban since the subject was first raised. The early Lillienthal 
aroup had several members from that complex. The complex was continually consulted 
on the subject throulh the early years. and an appreciable amount of "in-house· 
effort went to those considerations. 

After the exodus Crom Los Alamos at the end oC WW II (and from other poz:tions oC 
the system), the new weapons complex consisted 0·( people who probably. on the aver
ale, felt that the continued desiln, testinL and· production of nuclear weapons was a 
necessary clement in . the United States defense posture. When a test ban, as a 
prelude to other disarmament moves. belan. to be considered seriously,· the n~clear 
weapons complex spent some efCort considerinl the effects oC such a ban on the 
weapons ·system, what capabilities should be maintained. and wh.t moves, ahead oC 
time. might ·safeluard" the system capabilities. . 

While there were some early opinions expressed that in order for a ·CTB (Complete 
Test Ban)- to be believable to the rest oC the world, the weapons complex would have 
to be completely dismantled, includinl· the ·dissolution of the weapons laboratories, 
these opinions were never taken very seriously. Rather, the feeling seemed to be 
that any such aareement should be entered· into gingerly, that the Russians were not 
trustworthy, and that therefore, the weapons complex should be maintained, at least 
for a few years. The stockpile needed ·care and feeding: and further advances in 
nuclear weapon system desian could clearly be made, and might become necessary were 
the Russians to act in some inappropriate maDner.. . 

However, the aims oC ·maintaininl the weapons complex capability· or ·main
taining a nuclear test capability· did not, in leneral, lead to clear-cut· and gener
ally agreed upon. suglested actionL There was clear agreement that the internal 
health of the AEC weapons laboratories had to be maintained (the point was not so 
clear with respect to the DOD laboratories), but what did that mean? Should the 
people be kept at work 'on weapons desiln and production problems. or should their 
capabilities be exercised by putting them to work on other subjects? Without nuclear 
testing. would it be possible to keep them on weapons work very long? Would good 
people stay to work on problems that could not come to fruition? To maintain a 
testing capability, was it necessary to maintain the proving grounds? Were cadres 
representing the major field contractors (EG&G, H&.N, REECo, etc.) necessary. or could 
these organizations be allowed to disappear? Was it necessary that the in-house 
weapons test. organizations· be maintained as entities, or could they be absorbed into 
the othcr parts of the laboratories? If· they were maintained, what work should they 
do? 

These questions were not taken particularly seriously over the years 1946 to 
1956, but bcgan to use up more· efrort .as the moratorium approached. The separate' 

-Today. July 1179. CTB ...... COmpnh.MiYe TeN Baa. 
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organizations. as was to be expected. took somewhat d~fferent tacks in ans~ering th: 
questions. However. once in a while there was consIstency. In June 1954, Teller 
(Livermore) and Bradbury·· (LASL) sent their joint opinions to' Ken Fields (General 
Manager. AEC) in response to a query by John Foster Dulles. They felt that a eTB 
would work in favor of the Russians because the United States would observe the 
treaty -- but it ~igh~ be. circumvented or ope~ly violate~ by .th~ R.~!sians -- and 
because the RussIan Intelhgence (due to the difference 1D socIeties) was better 
than that of the U.S., so the only way the 'U.s. could stay ahead was to w()rk harder 
and faster. which it could not do under a CTB. They further commented that a TTB 
(Threshold Test Ban) would have the following effects: 

a. If the thnthold were aero, there would be no test" and hence little or no prornaa, accompanied by a lot. 

of lenae of uraency . 
b. lethe threlhold were S-10 kilotonl, the V .5. could do tactical weapon development. They recommended thai at 

le .. t this be allo_d for any condition Ihon or complete and latilradory atomic weapon control. 
c. If the threahol4 were SO-I00 kilotona, they could do weapon component to_t.in, for larae bomba. They recom

mended that the threabold be at le .. t tbit bi,b. 
d. If tbe tbreabold were 1-2 mept.oDl, they could develop Ii,M .. eipt thermo~udear .. arbeack. They opined 

that .uch a threahold milht impede tbe lLuaeiaDI. who MeIIMId IlION intereated in ...". larp rielcla. 
e. II there .. ere DO limit. the laboratoriea wouIcI incN ... their capabiDtiet in the birh mepton field. 

-Edward CEde) Teller--born January 11.1101. Budapeat. Buapr)'--Iaat.ofTech., Karlaruhe. Germany ,lg26-1828--Ph.D., U. 
of Leipsi" Germany, lQJO--llumeroUi D.sc .... tc.-Ilockefellerfellow. Copenharen.l8S4--LectuNr, U. of London, 1935-
immirratedto U.s •• 18aS--Prot. Phyaicl, Georp WuhlapoaV •• 18as-11M1--naturaUaed,lIM1--Columbi.V.,lIM1-11M2--U. 
of ChicAlO, IIM2-1IMS--Site Y (Loa AJIIIDOI Laboraaory). IIM3-11M6--U. of Cbicaro. IIM6-1NQ--Loa AJamoa Scientific 
Laboratol")',11M9-19S1--U.orCbicaro,l~Sl-1sa"--LivennoreLaboratory, 19S2-l87S--R.etired,lunelsan. Participated in the 
early 1030 American .. ork (S&ilar,cl, Tave, lloMafeld, Wh .. ler. Balatoad, Zinn, Fermi, Andereon, etc.) .howine the poIlibmty of a 
uranium 23S bomb--.. ith Sililard viait;ed Einakin Aq. 2, 18aO, to obtain bia limature on theleUv to R.OOMYelt that led to the 
.. tablilhmentoCthe" AdYiloryCommiU .. on Uranium- (Oct.la~)-coDIUltant &Gtbat committee 18ag-1Nl-with Fermi (fall 
IOU) calculated the f ... ibility or. thermonuclear boInb-auidecl in production of .. orld·. fiNt nuclear chain reaction, 

Stan Field. 1842--preunted the thermoaudear coacep& to the June IN2 "rkeley conference on atomic .. eapon pro"...-
GroupLeader, T-l, LoaAJIIIDOI, 1~, bydrodJDalllia cl impIoeiOD, Super--member,Loa AlIllDOl Tech. Board,luly 1044-
G roup Leader, F-l, the Super and GeaeralTbe0r7, "pa.l~-Group Leader, T-T,Super,Nov. IIM5--0baerver, Trinity,July 
IN5--Aaat. Direc\or, Loa AJIIIDOI Scientific Lab •• lNg..IHl-1ed conceptual .. ork that invented .~. of tbe thermonuclear 
bomb 18S1--preued forMCOftdnuclearwe.pona~ 18SI--joineclLivermorelgS3--Aaaoc.DirectorlgS4-19S8--Diredor 
1958-1860--opposedcompletd .. tbaaandpropoaec!underpowac:h .. tinlualtem.tive185'1-11HS2--prwuedfor"cte.n" ".'ponl. 
Member, VSAF Scientific AdviaoryBoard-fello .. , American Nudear Society--fellow, American Phyaical Society--member. 
National Academy of Science--otben--Alben EiDltebl Award UIU--Fermi A .. ard IIHS2--otheN. 

·-Norril Edwin Bradbury-bom Santa Barbara. Calif.,II1OO-:-Whitm, Fellow 19S1-S2--Ph.D. (PhYlic.), V. or Calif., 1032-
'NRC fellow in phYI;CI, M .... lnat. Tech.,lOa2 \0 18S4--Aaat. Prof. PhYlaCl, Stanford U .,18S4-1gST--A.uoc. Prof. lOST to 1942-
Prof. 1942 to 19So--Prof. PbYliCl, V. of Cal •• 10So--actiYe HrYice, V.S. Naval Raerve (Commander), 1041 to 1IMS--Dahlrren 
N .v.l Provine Ground (exterior ballistiCl) IIMI *0 lIM4--joined Site Y O.ter Loa AlamOi Laboratol")') July lN4--Interdivilional 
Weapon. Committee (relponaible for all ph_ ofnudear .... pon work peculiar to combat delivery) 1844--Group Leader X-I 
(implOlion reaearch) Sept. 1N4--Group Leader X-6 (weapon _mbly),' Mar. 184S--Technical Deputy, Project Albena 
(activhi .. concemed with combat atomic .. eapon daiivIIY).Mar . 184S--Group Leader, TR _mbly Projed TR (Trinity) ,lune 
IN5--Dinctor, Loa A1&m01 Laboratory; Oct. 184S--membv. USAF Scientific Adviaory Board--member, Science Advisory 
Committ .. , ORice ofDefe_Mobi1i.atiOD~ 1915-1917-Ntired, Sept. 18'10. D .Sc., honorary, Pomon.--D .Se., honorary, C_-
LL.D., honorary. U. orN .}d.-fellow. AlDericaa Pbyaical Socie,,--felJo... National Academy of Scienc_--Pbi Beta Kappa-
SiplaXi--N.vy Lelion of Merit INS-Special Certificate, U. of Cal. R.eeenu,llHSO--DOD Diatin,w.hed Public Service Medal 
IIHS6--AEC Citation 1981--Fermi A .. ard 1m • 

••• Author'l comment. 
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They further opined that explosions below 5-10 kilotons yield could be concealed 
in RU$sia, that one megaton would be observed, that long-range detection would. not 
give the size of the explosion (to any reasonable accuracy), and that therefore (If a 
low threshold were to be chosen), close-range surveillance and observers would be 
necessary. . 

Lastly. they agreed that a temporary moratorium would not seriously damage the 
weapons program. but that if it went. beyond January of 1957 (2-1/2 years), the 
detrimental effects would be serious, and that beyond that ·time the effects would be 
rapid and cumulative. 

By the beginning of 1958. several main paths of effort. with respect to a 
possible moratorium or test ban. were evident within the weapons complex. While 
there was real-time interplay between the subjects. they were roughly as follows:. 

a. information. participation. and "guidance" to the centers of government 
concerned with treaty-related questions, 

b. chanles to the test and design schedule to accomplish: as much as 
possible in the time remaininl. 

c. consideration and actions on those subjects that milht maintain the 
health oC the weapons complex post-treaty. and 

d. possible post-treaty "readiness to test" considerations. 

As mentioned beCore. the separate components oC the complex attacked the prob
lems difCerently. Briefly. Livermore. still trying to ·prove itsel"" as a labora
tory. was hawkish. It emphasized the need oC conthiued testing. warned oC possible 
Russia~ cheating. proposed alternatives such as underground testinl. worried (both 
theoretically and experimentally) about seismic detection. and pressed Cor some of 
those alternate activities that would maintain their competence. such as Plowshare 
(peaceful uses of nuclear explosives). Pluto (an air-breathing nuclear propulsion 
reactor system). and teslinl below an observable threshold. Los Alamos. "old tried 
and true: took a somewhat more relaxed view. Havinl been through so many "scares." 
they really did not believe a moratorium would actually come about. and resisted 
external pressure to act as if it would. Bradbury and a large portion of his staff 
thought that a moratorium milht actually be lood for the laboratory. that some means 
of comin" to agreement with the Russians had to be found. and that further weapon 
development might Dot be particularly ·cost effective" to the country. LASL seemed 
to feel that between Rover (space nuclcarpropulsion program). the compilation. and 
analysis of old test data. and the peaceful contemplation of lenuine new weapons 
concepts, they could be well employed for several years. 

The AEC tried to fight a bad situation as best they could. Like Livermore. they 
resisted a treaty. tried to. find alternatives, and urged the accomplishment <at least 
for the AEC) of as much as possible before such a treaty might come about. 

The Department of Defense shared the AEC views and moved in a similar manner. 
Unfortuntely, AFSWP was in the throes of a possible reorganization (or even deletion) 
and could not put substantial effort on the subject. 

During the year 1958, before the moratorium went into effect. the various test 
organizations expressed their future needs, through appiopriate channels, to the 
upper echelons. usually with the attitude that they must be ready to test again SQon. 
or that it really wasn't loing to happen and life would 10 on as it had before. 

We will now take up separately 'some of the Cacets of these activities iii 1958. 
even though the subjects were, in leneral, not actually separated at the ·time. 

&i8A&iF 
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AEC'Laboratory Health in the Light of a Possible Moratorium 

Partly because of continual questions on the effects of a moratorium, and partly 
because of just general worrying about the weapons program, Bradbury ga~e Starbird· 
some of his feelings on the subject on January 8, 1958. After expressIng concern 
that the laboratory (LASL) had "lost control of its own destiny" since it no longer 
chose what it felt best to work on in the light of its own knowledge, but rather 
responded to external pressures from the AEC and DOD (brought about partly by the. 
growing strength of Livermore and AFWSP).·· he commented that he. felt the labora
tories were now making very little progress per dollar invested, and that perhaps a 
moratorium would be a good thing in a certain sense right now: 

If w. had &0 .it down and think, if _ had 1imt &0 .it ~own and think, we miIb1 think of .omethin,. It it very 

unlik.ly that with the pntl of affair. .. ther are, and with the ...,eral attitude of tbe Committion wbat it it, 

and with our own Nlpo .... wbat it it that .. will hay. the iatellectual fortitude to .ay ·No!" to any propotal, 
nor will we, with &be continual workload (which .. wUl partly brine upon OW'Mly .. ) find the elu.iv. ·new· idea 

if it ai.tt at aU ••• .A mon&orium followed br the pouibility fIl further _tin, would at .... t force III &0 

take .tock of Olll" wbole IituMioD ••• Jt it IIIJ OWD impNiliOll that LASL b .. 1e& i&Mlf ,et .n,htly too boned 
down in mut production of....,em dMiIM, and that we tbouIcI try to take tbat .. peel of Olll" lif. a little euier 

and work a littl. barder ia pneral raearda--whicb it thoUlht &0 be pod for the country toot 1& it for reatO ... 

Uk. ,hit 'hat the thoUlht of a JDDI'Moriuaa, cut ia the proper context, it DOt too painful. 

Livermore, however. was not so pessimistic. In March 1958, Teller (who had 
recently assumed the position oC director oC Livermore) gave Starbird a tbic~ docu
ment listing all of the work required in the major problem areas, and concluded: . 

The abo" •• numeration clearly iadica&u that there it far more uteful work &0 be done tban a laboratory 01 the 

present .ille ofUCRL can pouibly do in tbe immediate futur.. Thit poMI &he dimcult and danprou. problem of 

chOOlin, the ultimat.ly moe& u .. ful and d .. irable ide .. from amoftI the many promitia, and in .ome c .... unex

plored candidat... We feel tbat, at le .. t at the preaeilt 1eYel, limitatio ... of fund •• hould not be· the d.ter

minin, factor in our abUity to punue lOme of 'hit work. 

As a result of tbe growing pressure, the AEC commlSSJoners called the laboratory 
representatives into Washington 'on May 28, 1958, to discuss the effects oC a morato
rium, but they never got around to the question oC the laboratories, spending most of 
their time on the values oC underground testing. 

However. Bradbury continued to seek guidance, and it finally came (copy to 
Teller) on July 11. only a few weeks be Core Eisenhower announced. the moratorium. in a 

• Alfred Dodd Starbird--bom April 21, 1112--W .. t Point 1933--Army Corps or ERlin.en--Col. 1144--1mtructor, United 

State. Military Academy,11"-1142--WarDepartmmt aeneralStafr, 1142~1144--Commandin, Omc.r,1135 En,ineerin, 

Construction Group, European Theater, 1144-1145--0peratio ... Divition, War Department G.neral Staff, 1145-1950-

Secretary. Supreme Headquarten Atlantic Powen Europe (SHAPE), 1I5o..1153--0mce Chief of En,ineen, D.partment or 

Army, 1 153-U~55--Director, DivitionofMilitary Application, U.S. Atomic Enerl)' Commillion,1955-1961--Diredor En,ineen, 

Northwe.t Pacific Divition, 1961--Commander, Joint T .. k Force Ei,ht (Dominic), 1961-1962--Director, Defen .. 

Communicatioftl AcenCY,lH2-1961--l)iredor, D.I ..... Communicatioftl'PlanniRi Group, 1966-1961--SaCeruard (Sentinel) 

Sy.tem Man.,.r 1961-1'10--re&ind from the Army (Lt. aen.) 191o..-Attt. Direc&orfor T .. t and Evaluation, Deren .. Retearch 

and EnJineerin" 1910-1975--Attt. Adminittrator for National Security, U.S. EnerlD' Ruearc:h and Development 

Adminittration, 1975-lua. Four Dittincui.hed S.rvice Medala, LeJif?n of M.rit, two BronM Star M.dal.. (Ed. note: 
Dec:eued Ig83) . 

•• Author'. note. 
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letter from Libby· (acting AEC chairman). The answer was in two parts, as follows: 

1. Labonloria u excellent Mel experienced u Lot Al~ Mel LivermoN aN n ... ional ...... Mel whal."er our 
futuN holeb theN will be imponMt work for you lo do. Couider lwo of the pouible l)'Pel of montoria or 

Qiaarmament arraft,emenb. 
(a> Tat bM only. Then ,.our job-on alomic weapon.--would be to di, .. , Md colla .. tIM Nlulb from 

Plumbbob Md Hardiack,wbich an rich lOUIUIofbuic weapone Kience th'" ~ben fully unclen&ood and ana

I,HCf will enable UI withoul additional t.u to maMriail, improve our ".apone delima· ,f.. period of _icb

t .. n montbl or two ,ean probably coule! be IIIOIt profitably emplo,-ed in tbi. wa" Experimental worlt at 

aubnuclear ,i_leb probably would be involved. 
In addition, ". hope that wbatever tbe n"'ure of a , .. t ban, theN would be apecial exception made of 

the nonmilit~ applicatiou of nuclear exploeiODI ao &hiI potentiall,. imponant development could be con

tinued, poeaibl, under lhe aeri. 01 tbe "'t ban authority conductin, tbe inlpectiou and control of the ban. 

Particularl, in tIM c ... of Livermore, but al80 in tbe cue 01 Lot AlarnoI, thie would MJ'Ve u a meaninrful 
and cballeaJinJproject to which tbe Weaponl cMeip experta mi,ht 'urn tbeir talenu tod .. icainr Plo".han 
UviceI. i .... clevie-. .. peciall, daiJned for DonmiJilary application where coneiden&ion of COlt, diameter. 
Uioa &0 flUioa .... 1'1)' n ..... Miele ....... ND ..cape eJlicieDciea. etc., an dominaDt u compand to 
weipt, yield lo weicht ratio, and .uaDar conaident.ioaa dominant for miJitary applicatiou. 

(b) Fun dilannament with pNMDt stockpile froua acep& for nworkinr and contin .... maintenMce and 

Plowaban contin .... under the .... of the dilanaameat authorltia. 

The ...worm .... ibilit. an larp and the full coaaideration of our PNMDt factual bowledp ma, 

wen rev.al.iJnific:Mt and important atockpile cb ...... that could be made nlely ~ NWorkinr and without 

"'tinc at full yielcla. In any cue bo&b the .... ou\lined above under (a> woulel remain. 

2. The MCODd part of our lUiciance would be to ad .. you lo make plana on a atrictly eonIldential buia which 
you would bold in nadinal lo norpniM yourwark and _ot people lhoulcl a cea ... ion actuaU,. occur. The 

exiatence of euch plana ". believe ahould be c10Hly held by 70U lo prevent tben developin, in tbe labora
torr a I_inc tbat you, and we. believe a moratorium or clllaUon ia inuMdiak. Neither 01 a, Or coune, 
ao believe., 

T,be plan Ibould be to pt the laboMOJ'y in the _t pouible Kientilic trim berinninc immediately ao 

'bat iu ability lo perform a wide variety 01 ICieIltUic: .ub emdentl, and wiNly will be at a maximum. 

Probably the a',ratification or aeparation ialo develop ..... t poupe lor weapoDi or ,_'omic power, .tc., on tbe 

one band and inlo pUN NMarcb poupe on tbe other .hicb appean to be takilll place ahould be revened eo 

'h'" the rule would be tbat aUlCient_ at the Iabora&oI'J an apec:ted to baft NMardl of pod quality 

underway and lo be full, conv..,.ant with a bioad a.JcI of ICieIltilic U&lnture out.ide their particular 
field of development concentration. 

Thie mi,h& .. ad to moN people workinroa WftPODI by ,he addition 01 pan of tbe penonn" from tbe pUN 
NMarch craupe but with ....,,0lIl bein, expected lo.pead part 01 hie time in buic _arch, the net erron 

ill tbe development prorram" a whole would nol helN"'ly chanpcl in total manpower. Of cou,.., tbeN are 
alwa,a individuall who are coutitu*ionally unable to doclevelopmen& work and buie ftMucb .imuJ'aneouaJy 
and provieioDi for aceptiona in , ..... cute .bould be mllde, but it would be our bope tbal the Ihift in trend 

dacribed be made 10 tbat tbe natural tendenq toward .tronprand .troDllr preoccup~ion with narrow raeleb 

and development inteNit be count.eractecl eo our •• apou laboratona can be kept YOUIll and Kientificall, 
&Jile. In , ..... wa,. we think you can plan wilily lor the futUre, what.ever it holeb. 

·WilIard,FraDk Libb,,--born Cnnd Valley, Colorado, 18Ol-Pb.D. (Chem.), U. of Calif. (Berkel.,,), leSS··Other Hon. 

de.,...--Staft' Berkeley, 1I3S-1N5-ioCoJumbia V. War RaHarcb Div., 1~I-l~I •• ID1t. of Nudear Studia, U. of Chicaro, 

IOU-I054--AEC Ceneral Aclviaory CommiU .. , 1150-1IN--member USAEC, 115S-1151--Prol. Chem., U. of Calif., Lot 
An,el .. , lOle lo deatb in Sephmber, 1010. Helped develop ,aHOUi dillusion metbod of uranium Mparation--inven&ed 

carbon-14d ... in,kchnique--u Commiuionarand u memberoftbeCAC urpclCiviiDefenM, the elevelopment ofth. Super, 

understandin, oUallou& radiation haurda, _tabliehmen& of a MCond .eapoulab. Many awardl, indudiD, Wmard Gibbll 

Medal, IISli Albert EiDitein Award llle; Nobel Prise for Cbemilt" le60, 
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However, the situation changed as soon as the President announced the moratorium 
(August 22, 1958). On that day the President (Eisenhower) sent the following letter: 

Dear Dr. Tener: 
I am today announcin, that the United Stat.. will luapend nuclear .. eaponl teetl for a period of twelve 

mont.he and, under cert.ain condit.ioneofprocreee t_ard Naldieannament, continue that. IUlpenlion on a "ear-to

,.ear buie, 
It. will, or coune, require an extended period to neptiate and inetalJ a pnuine and ueuNd dilannament 

. arranpmeat, Even &hou,h we will not be doinc any "laJ'OlU , .. tiDe, it will be __ ary that. we maintain our 
. _apone development. procreee durin, the period and witb no 1 ... urpncy than in tbe put.. It ie nec ... ary I in 
&he int_t or our COUDtry', defenee. that tbe ,taft' of your laboratory, and tbat of the other .. eapon. 

development. laboratori .. , continue their NIIarch and development in thie field witb tbeir current viCOr and 

devotion. 
Jam iDatJ'uctiDe the Atomic EnefIY CommiIIlon '0 develop plane to ... tbat ,h_ .... ntial. an me' and tbat 

tbe vitality of our laboratories it maintained. 

Similar letters went to McRae (Sandia) and Bradbury. 
John A. McCone, by now chairman of the Commission, emphasized to the laborato

ries on August 22 that they must maintain the capability to return to testing with a 
minimum of delay, since the Soviets might not fulfill the conditions. set forth by the 
President for the moratorium. He furthermore pointed out that Plowshare was not 
included in the moratorium. so that experiments on the peaceful uses or nuclear 
explosives should be scheduled for firing during the forthcoming year. 

In spite of their general support. the Commission worried about laboratory size. 
The Question was apparently triggered oCf by tbe growth of the Sandia Laboratory, but 
the discussion usually concerned Livermore and Los Alamos. Libby had the feeling 
(early August) that Los Alamos had grown too large, and that Livermore was at just 
about the right size. Budget reductions becau~e of the proposed moratorium were 
already being proposed, but on August 27, afrer Colonel Stewart of DMA· had commented 
that "the proposed reductions in weapons budget would adversely affect weapons labo
ratory personnel," the Commissioners stated that "any underruns from other programs 
would ·be allocated first to the weapons program." Libby again suggested, on Septem
ber 17, that the laboratories be held to a limit of 3,000 persons, but no action was 
taken because of the President's statement that the laboratories should be kept at 
peak efficiency, and that every efrort should be exerted· to maintain the morale of 
the laboratories. 

As the moratorium approached. there was time for one more round. In October 
1958, McCone requested that the laboratory directors inform him of the status and 
plans for activities of the laboratories during the moratorium. Teller, for .Liver
more. replied .with their plans to work on Pluto, increase their efforts in pure 
research, continue with Sherwood (controlled the.rmonuclear reactors), 'investigate 
nuclear weapons using new channels and perhaps methods of testing, study seismic 
detection with nuclear or high explosives, look at nuclear experiments other than 
testing. weaponize already proven weapon designs. and expand Plowshare. He pointed 
out that nuclear explosions might be permitted at high altitude, -and that at least 
theoretical work and nonnuclear experiments should be permitted. Bradbury, for Los 
Alamos, outlined a program, for a short-term moratorium, of weapons development. 
improvement in .diagnostic techniques, and other means of fqrthering weapons progress 
without actually testing, but emphasized that if the moratorium were to continue more 
than a couple of years the role of LASL in the national picture was not obvious and 

-Divwon of Military Application, !.EC. 
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should receive very careful consideration at that time. He also pointed out the 
possible diversion of laboratory effort to Rover, Sherwood; and Plowshare. 

Premoratorium 1958 Nuclear Test Operations 

It is not here intended to go into any detail on the 1955 test operations, ~ut 
simply to outline some of th~ interplay with respect to testing that occurred as the, 
testing community gradually became aware during the year that the moratorium was 
approaching reality. 

At the beginning of 1955, five test operations were in sight. Hardtack. to be 
conducted in the spring at the Eniwetok Proving Ground (EPG) had been approved for 
construction by the President, and preparation was well under way. Project 58A was a 
small operation in the winter at the Nevada Test Site, to include only a few one
point detonations. 5SB. soon· to be called Millrace, would be a small fall operation 
at NTS, to include some four Livermore underground tests and several one-point safety 
tests from both laboratories. Trumpet would be a full-scale operation in the spring 
of 1959 at NTS, in which Livermore intended to· concentrate on underground shots, but 
LASL w~uld continue its undisturbed way with tower and balloon shots. And planning 
for Willow, a J960 EPG serie~ was just beginnina. 

Clearly, by this time, Livermore, spurred by Edward Teller, Gerry "Johnso~,· and 
others. was well down the path toward going underground for most of their nuclear5k.!,~ S
testing. They had conducted the -Rainier- shot. at 1.7 let undergrouna- (b' 
in September of 1957 and were well satisfied with. the results. In early January, ' 
Livermore planned to fire a shot at 4o-kt yield underground in Millrace, and -By €X .3 J 

increasing the yields of devices tested by a factor of 20 or so each time, it is 
hoped to .reach the megaton range in underground testing by 1959.w Teller was to 
spend a great deal of effort during 1951 attempting. to convince the AEC and the' 
President, with some success. that we could accomplish the main purpose of a test 
ban. the reduction or elimination of fallout, by aoina under around. Los Alamos, how-
ever. was less than enthusiastic. Bradbury relt that it was most unlikely that" good 
yield measurements could be made underground, or that multimegaton device development 
could be carried out there. . 

In addition to the wnormalw AEC development shots, planning had started in mid-
1956 by AFWSP.· assisted by the AEC laboratories, to include three -high-altitude-
shots in Hardtack. The three shots were a balloon-lifted, _ 

_ to be fired at 17,500 feet; Teak, a lifted by a Redstone 
missile aDd fired at 76 km altitude; and OraD8e, also to be llfted by 
a Redstone missile and. fired at 40 km altitude. The experiments were planned to 
document the effects of such shots because of the 8rowing iDterest in antiballistic 
missile systems. The major portioD of the: experiments was to be done by the· DOD 
(radar effects, ablation. etc.). but the AEC laboratories would participate (small 
rockets, nuclear and optical meas·urements). 

·Q.-.IdW.Job~--boI'DSPancI., Wubinpcm 1lI7-BAaadMA WMlUnpon Stah 18S7ancU8S8. Ph.D. (ph),lica) 

UC Berkeley ,1847., Na.y UNI-I84S (U. Commander)-Active dut7 ,AF8WP 18U-liU (panicipal" in Opera\iol1 BUI'er
J ..... le)-Lawr.mu Livel'lllON Labora\ol7',llSS-llll,AIIociak DirK_for PIoWlhaN and T.l-T.\ Direc'or NTS mid SOI·

Livennorw Tut Uai& Leader, OperMi_ R.edwiftC (11H). Chairman Milit...,. Liaieon ConunJu .. "Aalinant to the SecNt...,. . 
ofDef ..... forA~IIIicEMrIJ,lI11-1MS. a.turaed ~LivUlDON IMs-ll16--Dinc\orofNa.y Lat.,lI16-1111--s.c,.,..,. of 

Dele.,.. Rep. SALT aad CTB aeptiatioaa U~77-1t78. Appropriah Na.,. aDd DOD awarde. 
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On January 22, 1958, the AEC approved Hardtack (25 tests) ~nci Millra:e (4 t·ests 
and up to 10 one-point safety tests), and arranged for ~xecuuon authont~ to be 
requested of the President. Approval for Hardtack was receIved from the PresIdent on 
January 31, but he did not approve Millrace .. 

Several complications to the test plans began to: appear in January and February 
of J958. As a result of the Livermore conviction that "clean" weapons were a boon to 
mankind, a proposal was made, and. accepted by Eisenhower,. to include a demonstration 
"clean" shot (Pinon) in Hardtack. The 14 member nat~ons of the U.N. committee on 
radioactive fallout were to be invited. They were to be furnished· "samples" of the 
radioactive cloud on which they could do their own radiochemistry. CJTF-' 
(Luedecke-) had not yet included this shot in his plans. The idea seemed to be to 
convince the U.N. that nuclear tests could be conducted without serious fallout 
hazard to' the world, and perhaps that clean weapons would not hurt noncombatants. 

Late in 1957, N. C. Christofilos, of Livermore, proposed that electrons from a 
high-altitude shot such as Teak could become trapped in the earth's magnetic field, 
and offer a possible AICBM*- mechanism, in addition to producing an appreciable 
amount of radio noise. A lonl conference, held at Livermore February 10-21, 1958, 
and. attended, amonlst others, by J. R. Killian, chairman of the President's Science 
Advisory Committee, concluded that Teak would not produce serious effects on military 
radar and radio systems, but that a properly optimized shot might cause difficulties 
for several months. Because of the larle uncertainties in the calculations, the 
group recommended that a small shot' be fired to establish the facts. This was to 
become Project Argus. 

Project 58A had started in December of 1957 with two LASL safety shots. Unfor
tunately, one of these, Coulomb-C, lave a yield of 500 tons, producing observable 
fallout on Los Angeles. The project was completed with the Livermore Venus shot on 
February 23, 1958, and Uranus on March 14. . 

Further difficulties belan to appear.' Te.k and Orange had been planned to be 
launched from Bikini Atoll, and construction of the Redstone launch facilities was 
meing rapidly on Bikini' Island durinl February and March 1958. The question of a 
possible eyeburn problem had been raised durinl 1957 planning, but was dismissed as 
not serious by the DOD planners. However, when the Task Force began to seriously 
look at the question early in the year, the answer was not so obvious. By March. 
they were convinced that the eyeburn hazard would extend some' 350 miles from Teak. an 
area including 2.000 to 4,000 Marshallese natives. It did not appear practical to. 
the Task Force to control 4,000 natives over such an area. The alternatives were to 
cancel the shots. take the chance, or move the launch point. It was estimated that 
moving would take a minimum of five months. Complicating the problem was the fact 
that some of the needed measureDientswere to be made from an Army satdlite, launched 
for that purpose during MarCh, which might no longer operate if Teak were delayed the 
necessary time to move the launch point. Durinl late March, Starbird urged the . . 

• Alvin ft.. Luedeck .. -born Eldorado. Tau. Ocl.l.181D-B.S. Cheal. &Dc. 1812. Tau oUcM Coll_le--2nd Lt. Army Field 
Arline". Raerv .. 1812--Winp F.b. 1014 {KeDy" RaadoIph)--Army Air Force (relUl .... ) Oct. 19S1--Military Attache (or Air 
toCenlralAmerica 18S9-1i4I-V.S.Airl'on:e Jua.li4T--Exec. Sec.NUU.". Liai80D Committee tothe AEC 1~48-1949--

. Deputychief AFSWP 18SI-liM--Chief AFSWP 1854-l8ST-Naj.Cua.USAF,CommanderJointTukForceSeven 1~67-1~58. 

immediale admi~lalralive had oflhe Budlack OperUicm allhe EPC-relired from Air Force 1~58--Gen.ra1 MaD&Ift. AEC. 

109-10M-Deputy Di:reclor Jet PropulaiOD J.aboralor7 lH6-1NT--AlMM:iak Dean ofEnpneerinc in charp orreeearch. 
Tau.urN. lNT-lITD-Actm.P,.. .• T .... .urN,lITO-Exec:utiYeVicep,..lorTau ~M l)'.teml~,.o..ll"6--retired 
AUC. lITe. Dlaliqulaheci SerYice Medal-Lelioll of Merit (l.,o dualen) . 

•• AIlli-mlerconliDelltal Ballillic MiMil •• 
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Commission to approve firing the shot on April 16 as planned. trusting to the Task 
Force to protect the natives. But' the Task Force had already propose.d alternate 
sites (Wake, Midway, Christmas, Johnston). Luedecke, JTF~7 commander. dIscussed the 
problems with the Trust Territory officials, and Louis Strauss, chairman of the AEC. 
discussed it with John Foster Dulles. . Frank Shelton,· AFSWP chief scientist; Al 
Graves,·· Dodd Starbird. and Herbert Loper. Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for 
Atomic Energy, jointly agreed (March 2) that it would be wise to move the detona
tions. On March 22, 1958, weven though he thought the Hardtack test series would be 
the last in the Pacific and he could appreciate the need for this vital defense 
information. the chairman (Strauss) Questioned the element of urgency, inasmuch as 
the Commission had known nothing of the development six months ago." In early April, 
the Commission decided that they liked Johnston Island (Strauss had been there) and 
told Starbird to seek DOD concurrence on the move and/or concul"rence in canceling the 
shots. Starbird discussed the point with Herbert Loper, who determined, early in 
April, that the JCS did not wish to delay or move the shots. On April 7. 1958, 
Strauss and Killian met with State and Defense on the subject. Dulles agreed with 
Strauss that any case of eyeburn could jeopardize the rest of Hardtack. and hence the 
recommendation was made to move to Johnston Island. Oli April 9. the President con
curred. with the usual admonition to hurry. 

Livermore had proposed their 40-kt underground shot in Millrace as a step toward 
proving the feasibility of underlround testinl, but construction difficulties, as 
they appeared in February and March, made it appear that it could not be accomplished 
in Millrace. but would have to wait for Trumpet. However, by March, two other 
pressures were belinning to develop. The Commission was belinninl to suspect that 
the future held only underlround testing. if any, so there was need to gain more 
experience with the technique. Furthermore. the need of further seismic data was 
becoming apparent. Thus, in early March, both Starbird and Libby argued the need of 
an early (December 1958-January 1959) test at the NTS of at leas.t 40 kt underground. 

While the possibility of a CTB was becoming more real.' it still. in early March 
1958, was not the only item oCconcern to the testing system. Overthc last several 
years. there had been a growing feeling, larlely fostered by Livermore. that short
time "operationsw were not conducive to maximum efficiency in bomb development. and 

-Frank Buy.,. Sbet~-~ oa.I, tn.-PI ..... , AriIoDa-Pb.D., CaIif.lDat. Tecb., 1ISS--Sandia Corp. 1952-1IaSS-
Armed Fore_ Special 1'1 eapou Projed l .... t.e..-Kunua sa.ac. CarporMlcm It1I. ~nt. Panlcipated in bl .. t and 
thermal meuuNmenu. OperatiODI Tumbler-SDapper, 1",-, Us-lao'-~bole. AIMclMed witb AFSWP (Kinland) in 
preparationa for SA .. ent of 1056. Millt ... , decb Hit pllollDiDc for Teapot MET (II"). ".. AFSWP Technical Director 
directed planninr and arranpd fundiDIfor DOD el!ecu tau for R.eclwiDc. Plwnbbob, Arpa. Hardtack I and II. Panicipated in 
U.K. Buflalo .. ne-, AUltralia. 11K. Panicipated in deciaion • IDOYe Teat and Oranp from Bikini to Jobna'on Ialand. 
Alai.ted in White HOUR conaideratioDi leadinc .1958 Hit moratorium. PrepaNCi t_t plana for Winow. includinl planned 
birh-altitude evenu. Alailted in formulatiq hiP-altitude tat plana for Dominic (1IM52). and panicipakd in tau. 

--Alvin CUlbman Grava--bom Wubinpon.D.C.IIK»-Pb.D UDivenityofChicap, 1939--U. orTexu.1939-1~1--U. of 

ChicacoMet. Lab., IIMI-IIM2--Loe A1amoal04S-1065. PariicipMed in fint DuciearNac.rconatruction and operation a' Stacl 
~ield 11M2-moved. Loe A1amoawitb fint croupfromMet. Lab. IDa operateddiaplacemenueialftorrapba a' Trinity--Group 
leaderM ... (elec:tricmetbocl) IIM5-A8eociate Divllicm LeaderM DiYilicm l!M6--iDvolved ill majorradiaton ac~deD' (over 200 R) 
wlUlein MDlviIion--AMociate DiviaionLeader ofMaiporarrJDiviIlonforOperationSanda __ (lIM7-1IM8)--DiviaionLeader. 

J DlviIion IIM"l~Deputy Commander for ScientUlc Matten (orvuiationa oUbd title) of Joint Tuk Forca S, 132. and 
" Opera&ioDi ONenhOUM, 1",-. Cutl .. R.eclwiDc. Scient. Ac1viMw (or aimilar title) • the tat manapr, all Nevada Tat 
Sit.operUiODI 1151-1065. Deceued 1065. Exceptional Civiliaa Service Award, Air Force. ltll-CenilicaH of Acbievement, 
Jt.rmy, It& .... Diltinpiabed Serrice Award, !'DCA. 1055--Senior Reviewer. AEC--Feltow, American Phy.ical Society. 
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that "continuous" operations. should be considered. Starbird began to investigate 
this subject by inquiring of the laboratories as to their opinions on continuous 
operations at the EPG with intermittent underground shots at the NTS, as opposed to 
continuous operations at the NTS and intermittent large-yield shots at the EPG. Ken 
Street for Livermore and Bra"dbury for LASL both "preferred continuous operations at 
the EPG with intermittent operations at the NTS, but Br,dbury again expressed his 
unhappiness at the underground concept for the NTS. 

Other evidences of the growing pressure to get problems solved while there was 
still time appeared in March and April 1958. The DOD, rollowing their growing 
interest in x eff t an underground x-ray 
simulation shot began conversations 
with Livermore and con:cerning a forerunner experiment that might be done on 
the proposed to establish some of the techniques. Livermore, 
represented by Gerry Johnson, needed an immediate commitinent (April 3), while Sandia 
simply did not have the effort for a raU experiment. " 

S u.sc.s&1-
(b){a) 

£)( . .3) !ME 

Now that Teak and Orange were delayed, Commissioner Libby, who was trying to 
keep worldwide fallout from Hardtac~oposed in April that th~ SIJ.SC$Sl. 
warheads for those shots be replaced _______ Bradbury (LASL) replied that (b)(3) 

might be available by 1960. Ex .J D.o.E. 
The Air April) that systems tests of the Nike Hercules and ')' 

. m the conducted· as soon as possible. Since it seeme~ too 
;, late to get the shots into Hardtack, they proposed that the shots be done at the NTS. 
'.I The Commission felt that the NTS was too small to be shooting nuclear weapons at 
, drones, so the Air Force proposed Eglin Air Force Base, which was accepted as a basis 

for study. 
The Argus concept began to take hold. As a result of action by the Armed Forces 

Policy Council on March II, Livermore was directed to .undertake the necessary further 
theoretical work and to submit recommendations as to the nature of any nuclear test 
to be conducted. In order to effect close coordination between the Department of 
Defense and the Atomic Energy Commission on the subject, the Deputy Secretary of 
Defense on March 24 designated AFSWP the responsible agency for the DOD, in coordina
tion with the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA). By memorandum April 4, the 
Deputy Secretary of Defense assigned the overall responsibility for the management of 
this research and development program for the DOD to the Director, ARPA. During 
March, the conclusion was reached that it was practical to conduct the experiments, 
but because of the uncertain future of nuclear testing, the experiments should be 
done quickly, not as a part of Hardtack, but rather in the Atlantic, with a ship
based launch. The requirement was for 2-10 kt at 500-800 miles altitude and 300 -450 

geomagnetic latitude. The Commission approved the concept in principle during April, 
but worried -that if the" shot were carried out at the proposed location .. the U.S. 
wOl,lld not be in a position to object to we_pons testing by the U.S.S.R. in interna
tional waters." Teller informed Starbird that there would be no eye damage to 
observers and, in fact, there would be no perceptible effects at sea level. On May 
I, the President approved the nuclear test, to be called Argus, to be conducted 
before the end of Hardtack, and specifically before September I, 1958. 

. On April 28, the ~irst shot (Yucca) "of Hardtack was fired. Presidential pressure 
had led to an initial proposed .finishing date. of late June, but now, because 'of the 
move of Teak and Orange. late August appeared to be the earliest possible end of 
HardtaCk. Additional shots were beginning to appear for Hardtack, but the only 
further solidification of plans for Millrace was the statement of the intended 
starting date. September 1 S. Livermore concluded 'that by really pushing construc
tion, they might get a 40-kt underground shot ready by November or December. but 
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otherwise the largest shot planned was 5 kt. LASL still planned only a few 'one
points. The Commission. on April 16. asked its GAC· to consider the question <at 
their May 5-7 meeting) of how testing might be conducted if only .. underground testing 
were permitred. They approved a number of 20- to 40·kt underground shots for Trumpet 
(early 1959). The crisis had not yet been' recognized. 

May 1958 was a comparatively static month. The laboratories and field staff 
organizations were up to their ears in actually conducting Hardtack and preparing for 
Millrace. LASL had finally broken down ,(largely as a result Of the furor about 
fallout on Los Angeles from the December 1957 one-point shot) and decided to try some 
of their proposed Millrace one-point shots underground. Contracts were let to pro
duce the holes (36 inches by 500 feet) between June 8 and July 19, so that. under 
pressure, operations could start as early as August, 1. Tunnel work for Livermore 
continued. The Commission declassified certain information about Pinon, which was 
now definite, even though the Task Force had ,not figured out how to handle the 
foreign observers. They also approved the Eglin tests, to be conducted by the DOD 
with AEC review of safety and operational plans. Dulles had stated that such tests 
should be finished, by September I, in view of a possible moratorium. and Starbird 
worried that accelerating too many weapons tests to meet a September date might tip 
our hand internationally. making us appear over-anxious to enter a moratorium. The 
laboratories requested two definite additional shots for Hardtack and one conthi-

The Commission worried about the . ent's concern with additional fallout c 
but concluded that be might accept S ILSC ... 

t ts, nce Hardtack might be the last test series. They requested (h) l 
(May 28) the ,dditionalshots, and also requested approval for Millrace. If Millrace r .!t 

were not to be approved, then they requested two more Hardtack shots, one to be a c=/. ~ . 
one-point safety shot. No additional Millrace tests (except for the, 40-kt under-
ground) were yet contemplated. 

The picture began to change in June. however. J. B. Fisk, R. F. Bacher. and E. 
O. Lawrence. now appointed by the President as U.s. delegates to the ~Conference of 
Experts: discussed with Strauss the ursent need of seismic data from a larger 
undersround detonation than Rainier, and were told that such a shot might be possible 
in October. The field test system started another round of ·what can we do?" discus
sion immediately. Libby (Jun,e 12) offered the opinion that some of the disappointing 
results from Hardtack were comins about because the laboratories were not properly 
studying data from earlier experiments. but since Hardtack might be the last test 
series, any tests the laboratories now considered "important should be carried out 
without regard to the number of shots. Starbird moved rapidly, asking the labora
tories on June 13 to consider finishins Millrace by November, assuming no monetary 
limitations. Bradbury, Teller, and Hertford-- (ALOO) all answered that they could 
meet the date. assuming extra funding. By the 18th. the President had approved the 
additional shots to Hardtack. and had approved Millrace, requesting that it be ac
celerated to begin before the end of Hardtack.' 'LASL now began to take the moratorium 
possibility more seriously, and suggested to Starbird that a new set of tunnels to 
allow some full-scale LASL shots in Millrace misht be practical. Starbird said to go 
ahead, and by the end of June. the decision to start two LASL tunnels had been made, 
even though it was estimated that the 3.000-fool tunnels could not be completed 
before December. 

Task Force 88. commanded by Rear Admiral Lloyd C. Mustin. was activated for 
Operation Argus planning purposes June 2, 1958, and for operation on July 14. 

·Ceneral Adviaory Commit_ 
··Kenner F. Benford. Maftapl'. Albuquerque OperatiON omee (AEC). 
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. On July 2. 1958. Eisenhower told State to inform Mexico and Cuba of the possible 
Eglin shots. with the comment that if either government objected. the tests would be 
reconsidered. The operation was canceled on July 24, 1958. . 

By now (July 1958), the system was moving in all directions. Commissioner Libby 
had forced the movement of at least one EPG shot to "reduce" worldwide fallout,· the 
Piiion shot to demonstrate weapon cleanliness was coming closer. the possible morato
rium was becoming more real; and Teller was convincing the Commission to argue .for a 
treaty limiting testing to underground only. rather than a moratorium or CTB. The. 
word was going around that only underground testing would be allowed from now on, and 
Kenner Hertford (ALOO) proposed that in order to guard against Millrace being can
celed, it should immediately be publicly announced as an all underground operation. 
The laboratory directors and Starbird had a go-round on the subject in mid-July. 
Starbird had just informed the directors that Trumpet (spring 1959--NTS) would have, 
in his planning. about IS shots (Bradbury was worried .that Teller would want more 
than nine, but was uncertain as to whether to argue about it or not. because he was 
not sure LASL needed even nine). Teller (July 11) felt that DOD. Plowshare, and 
safety tests should all be separated from weapons tests and that all 1959 weapons 
tests should be underground (although, were the decision different. Livermore would 
do a few above ground in order to conduct "special" diagnostic experiments). Brad
bury and Graves resisted, but were willing to move toward underground and balloon 
shots, eliminating tower shots. Starbird (July 17) agreed with both. but would not 
go along with an immediate limitation to only test underground, suggesting instead 
"to limit our testing to the degree possible without impeding weapons development." 
At a lower level, LASL J.,6 canceled their tower construction plans for 1959 and began 
working on six underground locations. Reflecting the now real pressure. LASL tunnel 
construction was halted (presumably temporarily) since the proposed devices could nOt 
be ready before December. Bradbury's information was now (late July) that Millrace 
would have to be finished by November IS. The LASL test division reaction to all 
this was relief at not having to rush underground for Millrace. and disappointment at 
ha ving to do "expensive" testing underground in 1959. . 

With the additional shots and the move of Teak and Orange, Hardtack was begin
ning to stretch out, threatening to become a possible embarrassment with respect to a 
moratorim, and eating into the time that the test experimenters had to prepare for 
Millrace. Luedecke, JTF-' commander, who had just been approved as the next AEC 
Gcneral Manager, pointed out (mid-July) that the intended ·open" clean shot, Pinon. 
wou·ld stretch the operation an extra two to three weeks. Starbird. on July 10, in 
,Strauss's last few days as AEC chairman, suggested reappraisal of the program. Some 
3·4 million of the estimated 10 million dollar cost of the program could still be 
saved. Six of the fourteen' nations invited (Sweden. Brazil, Canada. Belgium. 
Australia, and France) had accepted. but the Soviet Union, CzeChoslovakia. and India 
had declined. The Commission agreed it should be canceled. But a week later. at 
John McConc's first Commission meeting as chairman. the subject was chewed ovcr 
again. The OCB (Operations Coordinating Board), including State and CIA, were all 
opposed to canceling the shot. on the basis that it would be embarrassing to the 
President. and that they felt the AEC had not told them all the real reasons for 
cancelling the shot. The Commission (July 17) changed its mind. agreed that the 
demonstration should be held, but asked Starbird to tr.y to get Luedecke to accelerate 
the shot.· On July 26. the President canceled the shot. 

-Durin, lUdwin, and Hardtack It Libby tried to reduce the IOlubility of radioactive lallout by arran,inl that lar,e 
amount. or .mca .andbe emplaced within the fireball reliOft 01 Pacific .hou and/or arranCin, that the .hot. be on a coral 
ner. If the .olubility could be reduced, the huard ol in,eation would be lenened. No effect wunoted. 
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Teak was fired on August I, 1958, and Orange, the other major high-altitude shot 
of Hardtack, on August 12. Both detonations occurred at the wrong position in space, 
and, due to cloud cover, the detailed photographic covcragewas almost nonexistent. 
Hoerlin,· on behalf of LASL, managed to get a request for a repeat of Teak through 
channels to Starbird even though the DOD said they were satisfied with the results, 
but the argument was not sufficiently convincing, and (August 14) the request was 
denied, Starbird agreeing with the DOD decision. (In retrospect. considering the 
surprises of Dominic, one can speculate on the probably strongly dif£erent course of 
events had the Teak repeat been approved.) At about this time, it became obvious 
that Argus could not be finished by September 1, and .the deadline was extended to 
October 31. 

In spite of all the flurry, in early August the plans for the Millrace opera
tion, to begin September 15 or earlier. still had not changed significantly, Liver
more still intending to do a few low-yield shots underground. and LASL intending to 
do a few one-point safety shots. 

On August 18. the last shot of Hardtack, Fig. was Cired. Instead of the origi
nally intended 24-25 shots. some 35 detonations took place durinl Hardtack. 

Four days later. the rooC Cell in. On AUlust 22. President Eisenhower announced 
a one-year moratorium to belin October 31. 1958. As Bradbury put it. -It was time 
for the troops to faU out and raU in alain.- This time the initial question from 
Starbird to Teller, Bradbury. and Hertford was by telephone: -Give me the possibili
ties for tests than can be conducted at the NTS beCore October 31 as soon as possi
ble .. •• The laboratories, after conCerring with ALOO and other parts of the test 
organization, answered on same da LASL just been given the responsibility S u.sc SS 
for the XW-38, 3,OOO-pound, warhead. a d~cision still debat- (L,"\ I'J 
able to Livermore. and proposed to do it by October 10 at the EPG. In addition, they PI l~ 
could begin one-point safety tests at the NTS within three weeks. and offered a ~)(. 3 
further list of low-yield devices of interest to the military that might be accomp-.,... J£ 
lished by the deadline date. They proposed to fire. in leneral, in the atmosphere, I.,J. O. 
by any means that could be arranged. On the other hand. Teller answered that Liver-
more could finish out its work underground. Starbird put it together quickly, and 
managed to get out the same day the information that Millrace would now be called 
Hardtack Phasc II (for political reasons), that it would include as many as nine 
small nuclear tests at the NTS, probably one shot at the EPG, and up to seven one-
point safety tests. He directed that as many (pertinent) shots as possible be fired 
.by October 31, postponinl research, development, and production where necessary. He 
could not resist. however, telling the laboratories that they must be prepared to 
reinstate Trumpet at any time. and to continue planninl for Willow at the EPG in 
1960. The final words were. ·We should eliminate projects directed toward conducting 
operations with Ireater economy. capacity. or content at either location" (NTS and 

. EPG). 
The next few days saw furthcr solidification. On the 25th. Starbird Jisted 

seven tests for Livermore, but showed three as balloon tests, explaining that there 

·Herman Hoerlin--bom IgQS, Schwaebiach-HaU, Wuerttemburc. German,--Ph.D. StIlUcan--immip'ated to u.s. in 1938, 
naturalised in l~.--Chier Phy.iciat. Ceneral.A.niline and Film Corp., Bin;hamton, N.Y., IOSS-IOSl--Lot Alamoi Sc:ientific: 
Laboratory 19113-19n--Yiaitinc prof_r, ComeU, 19119 to lHO--NtiNd Ion. Ju Group Lcacler or J-l. and later J-I0, 

panicipa,edin all U.s. a'..,.pheric: leIt. operation. from Upthot..Knot.hole to Dominic with the exception of ArJUI. Concentrated 
OD fireball yield, opLical. aDd hiCh-alt.ilucle pheDomena. LASL Tuk Unit Commander for N,h-alt.it.ude .hot., Hardtacit and 
Dominic. Fin' _en, or '",,500' TOftpoD, Peak (Tibet., Nepal) 1930 (hich- peak climbed to that. date). (~. Dot.: 
Deceued leu.) 

--Inferred quote. 
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was no necessity to limit the tests to underground as yet. On the 26th Bradbury 
reaffirmed LASL intent to do the ICBM warhead at the EPG, but warned that the date 
was already slipping. On August 28 the President approved an· accelerated Hardtack 
Phase II, but disapproved any further EPO shots, wiping out the XW-38 test.· The 
next day, McCone and McElroy (Secretary of Defense)' publicly announced Hard~ack Phase 
II, describing it as about ten low-yield nuclear detonations, several of whIch would 
be underground. But Sandia·· was already moving rapidly to prepare for balloon 
~o~ . 

The first Argus shot was fired August 27. 1958. not particularly satisfactorily, 
being followed quickly by the second on August 30, and the third. on September 6. The 
.. Argus" effect was not so serious as feared. . 

. The Nevada Planning Board met on September 9, 1958, at Mercury, Nevada, being 
chaired' by Duane Sewell.·· of Livermore. The plan for Hardtack Phase II discussed 
was for six tunnel shots, one tower shot, up to four balloon shots, and several one
point safety shots. Among the agreed upon assignments were: Jim Reeves, Test Mana
ger; Gerry Johnson, Deputy Test Manager; Duane Sewell, Scientific Advisor; Col. W. S. 
Hutchinson, Deputy for Military Matters. . . 

Hardtack Phase II was a wild operation. It began September 12, three days 
before the earHer planned date. with a LASL one-point safety shot, Otero. Instead 
of the earlier planned four underground and seven one-points, there were 37 detona
tions in all. The largest underground detonation was Blanca. at 19 kt. The detona
tions took place unClerground. in tlie air (balloons), on various height towers, and 
even' in "Gravel Gerties." The laboratories even traded firing sites on occasion to 
move faster. The last shot was Titania, a Livermore detonation. at 1:34 p.m. on 
October 30, and one shot. Adams. was leCt hanging in the air as midnight, local time, 
went by. The period was one oC continual changes, requests to the President. DOD 
proposals, etc. 

But the operation seemed hard to kill. Oil October 28. since the Soviets had 
indicated that they might continue their testing beyond October 30, Starbird asked 
the laboratories for plans to continue testing beyond October 31. what could be done 
in three months. six months. etc. Bradbury (LASL) came close to rebellion, pointing 
out that it was time to quit for a while and survey the situation, politics or no 
politics. He did weakly mention a few things that could be done. jf really neces
sary. The October 31. 1958. meetinl of the AEC resulted in the following note: 

'SlLSeSS. 

HO~~.VIIU', in the aflemoon. wbm tbe hit wu ICheclulecl, the almoepheric conditiona were luch that lome 
blut dama,e would have occurnd over the Lu Ve,u area and 10 tbe hit wu delayed. At 11:00 p.m., the 

-The W.sa. reuaicned &0 Livermore, mt .... d tbe .tockpile in 1"1-62 and wu retired in 1'165. The W38 wu never 
t .. ted. 

"Sandia Laboratori .. , Albuquerque. 
··--ouane C. Sewell-bom Oakland, Calif'. 1~18--Graduate .tudent under E. O. Lawrence at Berkeley IP-tO-

Manh.t·t~ Project, Oak Rid,e (Y-n) Durin, WWIJ--Aui.ted indevelopment or 184- cyclotron at Berkeley, IP46-19S0-. 

MT A accelera&or divelopmenl of Berkeley 1~5O-1~52--Became DiredorofScienUfic OperaUonaof UCRL (Livermore) in 1~S2.
Senior operational member from Livermore for OpvaUon Uplhot-Knothole, l~SS--Man .. ed Livermore', nuclear t_, 
opvatioDl for Cutle (1954), Teapot (1~S5), and Redwin, (19S6)--ScienUfic Adviaor to the Teat Mana,er for Hardiack, 

Ph ... II (1958)--AIIociat. DiNc&or of LLL for auppon.195D--Deputy Director LLL,197S--Alat. Secretary for National 
Security, DOE, I~TT to l~ao. U.S. AEC Cit.tion, 1971--ERDA Diatinruiahecl Anoci.te Award, 197T.· 
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weather ... med to be cllar and an additional hieh-explOlive teat wu held to determine the blut prediction: 

Thu indicated that the lut .bot could .arely be fired and a 'ftt wu achlduled for 11:30 p.m. and General 
Starbird .. id he approved proceedine with the test at that tini •. Sub8equently, the weather chan,ed and it wu 
decided the tat would have to be delayed until 2:00 a.m. Starbird laid he then conferred with Department of 
State officiall and wu told that U.S.-U.S.S.R. ducuniolU were Icheduled to be,in in Geneva at 9:00 a.m., EST, 
October al. Be atated he decided at thia point that in view of the probable political and plycholo,ical reper
CUlliODI of boldiq a tat at tbia late date tbe Canal tat .hould be canceled. Starbird laid there will alWaY' 

be a quation u to whether the final .hot mould have been fired in view of itl iriiportanc._ 
••••• 1 but that he believed that thl otherconlideratiolU wire of overridine importance. The Commil
.ionln waanimoUily acr-d that OeneraJ Starbird had made the richt deci.ion in canceline the final tftt. 

Plowshare 

Concepts concerning the possible use of nuclear explosives for nonmilitary 
purposes were discussed even before the first successful nuclear detonation. How
ever. the program really began to move in the late 1950s with the establishment of 
the Plowshare (or PNE. PeaceCul Uses oC Nuclear Explosives) program. largely pressed 
by the Livermore Laboratory (then UCRL). Since the program grew at the same time as 
the worldwide pressure to ban nuclear weapons tests was growing. several emotions 
contributed to its approval. The program, iC successful, would counteract the fear 
of nuclear detonations to some extent. It ,.,ould (or would not. depending on the 
debater) allow some investigation oC nuclear explosive design •. especially clean 
design, under a non weapon luise. It might actually be of some value to the human 
race. But most important. in the light of the subject of this book, it might be 
helpful toward keeping nuclear explosive .design and experimental work continuing 
during a moratorium or test ban period.· 

In early 1958. whatever the reasons, L~vermore and DMA were attempting to expand 
the program. with. some help Crom Sandia. but essentially no interest on the part· of 
Los Alamos. The majn promoters at Ljvermore were Edward Teller and Gerry Johnson. 
Agreement had been reached with the Commission that the first attempt would be to 
conduct a harbor excavation experiment near Point Barrow, Alaska, in mid-19S9. A 
four million dollar 1959 budget was approved in April (1958) for that purpose. In 
addition. conceptual planning was beginning Cor industrial application tests directed 
toward power production. mininl. and isotope production. By May, the estimated cost 
was already up to seven million, and Starbird was looking. without success, for ad
ditional funding from the Departments of Interior and Defense. .By June. the harbor 
project had been named ·Project Chariot,· no site had been chosen, but the detonation 
was now delayed to the second half of 1960. A second definite project., "GRome,io at 
)0 kt, to investigate power production, was now planned for early J960 in New Mexico. 

The August 22 announcment of a moratorium engendered a strong defense of Plow
share. On August 28, Teller wrote to Eisenhower and McCone, "All of us are anxious 
that the great· possibilities of using nuclear explosives in peaceful pursuits should 
be fully exploited. We feel that if we do not succeed in carrying through this work, 
the United States will. in the long run, suffer in its power and its influence in a 
decisive manner: McCone answered the next day. • ... The Commission believes that 
Livermore and LASL should give a high priority to this project. . .. Useful experi
ments can be scheduled ... dur.ing the year's suspension (October 31. J958,.October 
31. 1959) as well as for later periods.·1 request that your revised program be 
submitted ..... 

By October. Teller had. convinced the Commission that Plowshare work should .not 
be confused with nuclear weapons work and had increased the scope of Livermore 
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studies to include the following items: 

a. a channel through the reef at Kapingamarangi,' 
b. a harbor at Cape Thompson, Alaska, 
c. a harbor at KataUa, Alaska, 
d. a sea-level canal across the Alaska Peninsula at Port Moller, 
e. oil excavation for Tar Sands, 
e. a second power and isotope production-type shot, 
g. the creation of artificial aquifers, ' 
h. mining by leaching, and 
1. excavation of oil from oil shale. 

He further assumed that Gnome would be fired in FY 1959, and that three other 
experiments would be conducted in FY 1960. all to cost 5 million dollars in FY' 1959 
and 14 million dollars in FY 1960. ' 

In mid-October. McCone suggested that the Operations Coordinating Board estab
lish a Plowshare Advisory Subcommittee to stimulate wider interest in the program. 
But by tbe same time, tbe question oC bow to conduct "open" Plowsbare sbots under a 
treaty. convincing otbers that these were not really weapons tests. and still not 
revealing weapons design data. had already raised its ugly bead. No immediate answer 
was obvious. McCone commented, bowever, on October IS, that "any competent scientist 
in the weapons field could determine simply from observing tbe instruments whether 
they were intended to record a weapons or a Plowsbare test." _ 

Nevertheless, Livermore entered the moratorium with this active, apparently 
funded, program that could "legally" keep some of their design ,and experimental 
people busy for a while. 

Low-Yield Testing 

Another concept that showed some initial promise of belping the nuclear weapon 
design and testing community came up not long before the moratorium began. Again. 
the question was raised by Edward Teller, who was convinced that the Russians would 
cheat. if possible. He therefore argued tbat. in essence. any test tbat was not 

, detectable should be legal. On August 29, 1958. be wrote to Starbird tbat, as a 
general rule, any experiments ,with designs in wbicb tbe nuclear energy production was 
not more than the energy production by the high' explosive were obviously not tcsts of 
the nuclear weapons and should be permitted as experiments. Furthermore, since tests 
of a kiloton and smaller could not be detected and identified, he sugge,sted that 
"explosions of military significance below a limit of at least JOO tons be permitted. 
These explosions will be important for our Cuture weapons development." He further 
suggested that any Cuture international agreements should not prohibit tests, but 
should simply put a limit on the effects. During this time, he also made the point 
that one-point safety shots could not be considered nuclear tes'ts. , ' 

Starbird answered (September 4), agreeing that one-points were not tests, that 
planning should continue to conduct such experiments, but that Presidential approval 
would be required. Yields would have to be limited to a few pounds or less. How
ever, he felt that announcing thatlOO-ton and below tests were legal would not be 
politically acceptable, although he would take it up at a higher level. Starbird 
followed up, and informed Teller and Bradbury a little later that the U.S.' would 
strive in the Corthcomini negotiations for authorization to conduct safety tests up 
to a yield of 10 tons, and hydrodynamic tests with nuclear material, but prQducing 
zero yield. The idea was that the safety tests might produce ,a small nuclear yield, 
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but would just be conducted for safety reasons, not to develop new weapons. The 
hydrodynamic tests might be valuable to weapons development. but would not produce 
any yield. 

Bradbury commented (October 13) that a one-point test resulting in a nuclear 
explosion of any yield would violate the spirit of the President's moratorium. that 
diagnostically one-points could not. be distinguished from any other explosion so that 
policing would be essentially impossible, and "From the general philosophical point 
of view, we believe that jf a moratorium' is worth' entering at all after considering 
the balance between technical loss and diplomatic gain. this balance will not be in 
the least changed by the trivial ad4ition, even if one knew how to enforce it or make 
it· effective, of a one-point safety test program." Furthermore. he suggested that 
the question of hydrodynamic tests not be brought up at all, since they would produce 
no nuclear yield, but "we, of course, intend to pursue weapons development by any 
means we can which does not involve nuclear explosions." 

On October 16. Teller included in his laboratory plan one-point saCety shots and 
experiments usina nuclear materials but not leading to a nuclear yield. 

While the argument shows in the higher-level record only late in the game. 
Livermore had done their homework. They had early in 1958 requested the AEC in Las 
Vegas {Max Smith} to study the design oC a vessel· to hold an ex,plosion as large as 
300 pounds of H.E.. with provision .to recover active fissionable material. Appreci
able work had been d'one on tbe desian by the time or the moratorium. 

Teller raised similar points during this period with respect to undetectable 
deep space testing. Were one-points to be allowed during the moratorium, many of the 
test capabilities could be exercised and maintained. 

Physical Test ·Readiness 

As might be expected. actual moves toward establishing a postmoratorium readi
ness to test were rare up untH the time (August 22.' J 9S8) that the President an
nounced the moratorium. After all.' there were at least two proving grounds in 
operation, competent people were already in the system. and the moratorium ground 
rules had not been established. '. 

The first formal moves came, not surprisina1y. from within the testing organiza
tions themselves. In early May J9S8. AFSWC (Air Force Special Weapons Center) began 
to prepare a 'plan for their operations in the event of a moratorium. AFSWC furnished 
the major eCCort for TG 7.4, the Air Task Group of the Joint Task Force operating at 
the EPG. They also furnished air support for NTS operations. . They (Col.. James F. 
Crosby) concluded that their job would be to support operations at either test site 
on six-months notice, and therefore the 49S0th Test Group would reduce to half 
strength. and keep its space. The 4926th (sampling) would be needed to monitor 
possi ble foreign tests, and hence would stay at Cull strength. The 495lst, at 
Eniwetok, would have to maintain capability at Eniwctok and hence would stay at fuJI 
strength. The 4935th (NTS) would stay at full strength for similar reasons. The 
4952nd would be reduced to one office and one man. Little did they know! 

Col~ Wignall (Deputy Commander, Task Group 7.4) worried (May 19) about even this 
much reduction. at least for the· first six months, and. suggested that some effort 
could be used preparing a detailed record of the procedures developed over the years 
of testing. Col. Kieffer. Commander, TG 7.4, had digested all this by July 30 and 
recommended to Luedecke, Commander, Joint Task Force 7, that no reduction below 
normal testing interim levels be accomplished. on the assumption that a six-month 
readiness after November 1959 wo~ld be required. 
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Barney O'Keefe,· at Edgerton, Germeshausen, and Grier, Inc .• propose~ (June .1:, 
1958) a basic policy to the company. He first stated •. giving the appropnate politi
cal reasons, that it was a virtQal certainty that a moratorium would be declared. and 
assumed October I. 1958, as the magic date. He then predicted that the contractors 
would be told to maintain a six-month readiness to test, with the immediate conse
quence that the AEC would stop procurement on items of less than six months lead 
time, and would insist that personnel in slots that could· be filled in sixty days or 
less be fired. He further assumed that facilities required for the test program 
could no longer be justified. He then proposed an II-point program to meet the 
situation including restricting hiring and facility procurement, developing alter
nate programs, and vigorously entering .into a readiness program, assuming S!arbird's 
and Hertford's cognizance of their situation. The plan was followed, and. 1ft 1961. 
EG&G was there to help. 

CTG 7.2 (US. Army Col. Stanley Sawacki) suggested to Luedecke (August 4) that 
TG 7.2 also would need its normal interim joint table of distribution if a six-month 
readiness after November 1959 were required. But he also suggested that TG 7.2 be 
eliminated, with -its functions being picked up by other Task Grou,?s. His interim 
joint table of distribution was 1,100 personnel. 

The Air Force Scientific Advisory Board, the member.ship of which included Harold 
Agnew, John Foster, Dave Griggs, Al Latter, and Edward Teller. took up the subject on 
August 8, 1958. They recommended, ·Planning for future tests should be conducted in
tensively and' with periodic reviews.· They did not mention funding for the field 
organiza tions. 

The subject got a lot more attention on and after August 2l. however. On that 
. date. Starbird started down the path that was to so infuriate the laboratories over 
the next three years. Stating that we should be prepared to revert to tcsting on 
short notice if the situation warranted, he went on, ·We should be prepared to 
reinstitute Trumpet at NTS limiti"g major expenditures to those essential to readi
ness, a"d apprOl'ed individually by DMA,·· and include in our plans the possible 
conduct of a spring 1960 series in the· Pacific. Our budget should be based on and 
tailored to such an approach," McCone wrote to Teller (August 29), "Your efforts 
should be so oriented that, in the event the test suspension is not extended or is 
canceled, we can revert to testiDI and ensure consequent advancement of our de
velopments with a minimum of delay,· 

On September 8, Ogle (then Scientific Deputy, JTF·7) wrote to Luedecke, de
fending the continued participation of military personnel in Task Group 7.1. Over a 
hundred people were invoJved. 

Othcr parts of the system bcgan to respond, in spite of the pressure of testing. 
Jim Reeves.··· Nevada AEe. met with Holmes & Narver. Inc .• on September 19 to help· 

-Ed. not.: B.mard l. O'Keefe hu been Chairman of th. Board, EG"G, Inc., .inc. 1972. 
"Emphuil add.d, 
···Jama Edlon R.eeva--Bom Atkin.on, Illinoil, l~--M.S. Hydraulic Enlin •• rinl, Univ.orIowa, 1930--Anny 

Corp. or En,in.en (civilian) 1S130-1S152_c.pt for a year (1S144-45) at Tenn._ Eutman (Oak Rid,e), Mi •• illippi River 

nine-foot chann.11930-1938i third lock for the Panama Canal 1038-1942i trana-i.thmu. lea-level canal 19.(%-1948; Greek 
rehabilitation proj.cu IH9i flood control, naviption, and military conatruction in the Pacific northwe.t and Aluka 19,(9-
1952--D.puty Director, OmceolT .. t Operation., Albuquerqu. Operationa OmceoUh.AEC, 19S2-1953--DiNctor oCth •• ame 
omc. 1955-19S7 ·.Alliltant Man ... rfor Fi.ld OperatiOftl, Albuquerque OperatiOftl Orne. or the AEC, 1957 -1962--Mana,er, 

• N.vada Operationa Omceofth. Atomic En.rjy Conimi .. ion, 1962 to Dec. 31. 1968--Alliltant T .. t Man ... r, Up.hot-Knothole 
(1953)--Tat Man ... r, NTS, 19S5-1K8--Participant. Operation Ivy. Eniw.tok Provine Ground (1952)--Command.r, Tuk 

Group7.5,EPG,1955-195.--Commander,TukGroupa.5,Dominic,iH2--RetiredD.c.l968--ArmyC.rtificat.ofApPMciation 
19S4--AEC Honorary Superior p.rformance Award 1959--AEC Diltincuilh.d S.rvic. Award 1961, 
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them put together a "state of readiness" plan for Eniwetok. Based on ALOO guidance. 
they planned for a capability to resume full-scale testing in nine months. and 
developed the costs, H&N personnel. and procurement necessary. But the situation was 
still confused. Reeves wrote -to Graves (September 29) that. "As you can undoubtedly 
appreciate. we are in a state of considerable confusion regarding the degree of 
preparedness for testing whiCh we will maintain following the moratorium. if it comes 
to be on October 31." Starbird had given him. verbally. three criteria: 

But he (Reeves) pointed out the second major difficulty of the next three years by 
commenting that the Bureau of the Budget was already tying up most of the construc
tion funds for the two test sites, and putting on pressure to' .reduce the maintenance 
and operations costs. . 

Eisenhower sent a message to Congress on April 3, 1958, proposing reorganization 
of the Department of Defense. For the next five months. AFSWP was busy trying to 
help define their own future, and had little time to consider "readiness." They did 
their homework well enough that when asked for their views on August 6, they re
sponded within a week with the plan that was to lead to the eventual establishment of 
their follow-on agency. DASA (DeCense Atomic Support Agency). 

Nevertheless. on October I, 1958, Chief AFSWP (Rear Adm. E. N. Parker). for
warded his intentions to the Assistant Secretary of Defense (RitE) as Collows: 

a. AFSWP intend. that aat pJanninrdurincth"Ulpell8ion period be cIiNckd &owardl CODductinc an ove .... u 
operation first, wben tbe aUipeuion ill1fkcl. 

b. AFS WP hu requaled authority to expend funda from '2,000,000 already allocated in the FY 1~S9 budcet for 
preliminary plannin,for OPeration Willow. AFSWP h .. HlitatiYely_imated that an .dcI~tionaJ 1',000,000 
will be required in FY 1150 for prepl....u... WiDow. 

c. First-priority high-altitude requirements: S /L.5.e.. S5".2. (4)0. 
E~I'1?~N~, D. 
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He further suggested that interest would be shown in another set of experiments, 
which he had not yet coordinated with the services. as follows: 

One of the earliest moves toward a different way of thinking came when Don 
Shuster· (Sandia). then Commander, Task Group 7.1, wrote to Luedecke recommending a 
captive balloon shot facility at Enlebi (EPG) to reduce the costs of maintaiilinl a 
readiness capability and to shorten the time from notification to operational status. 
LASL and Livermore were not particularly enthused. Luedecke forwarded the sUllestion 
to the JCS and to McCone with the recommendation thai the capability be developed and 
maintained durinl the moratorium. Starbird asked ALOO to consider the proposal. and 
provide funding estimates if they concurred. 

Luedecke. soon to be General Manager. AEC, asked Ogle (October 21) to comment on 
his intended recommendations to the JCS and AEC concerning the possible capability to 
resume nuclear testing. Luedecke first reviewed the political situation. commenting 
along the way that: 

Our experience indicahe tbu tbe U.S.S.ll. wUl ~ '-'ine at IUcb a mn. u tbe Kremlin coMiden tbat it . 
ia in their bat iniensu &0 do 10, pro~ of DqOtiatioDi or ap'Hmeau notwithltandin,. However, it 
appeal"l pouible, or ... n lille1)r, that th.ir inteNl&l _ouIcI belt be..rnd." cooperatine in ne,otiatioM &0 

the ext.nt nec_.". &0 CUlM tbe Unlkcl Stahe to nfraiD from hetiD, for an extended period of time. 

He proposed that the AEC and DOD could maintain a capability to conduct a limited 
number (3-4) of proof tests at both test sites within three months, and 10-12 devel
opmental tests within nine months, if (a) conti'nuous. plans .were maintained; (b) 
continuous capability to activate a test organization were maintained; (c) necessary 

-Don B. Shu.ter--bom 1021, Santa Fe, N.M.--AUended New Mexico Military In.titute--U.S. Army, 1941-1946--joined 
Sandia Laboratori .. , 1946--Manapr, Instrumentation Department, U~61--Full Scale Te.t Department. 1055--Director of 
Field Te.linc, 1059--Diredor, Aeroapac:e Procrama, lSHiS--Director, Special Project., ISHi5--Director, Advanced Sy.tema 
Development, 1SHi6--Director, Exploratory Sy.tem. Development, 1963--Director, Exploratory Project, 1973--Director. 
Advanced Plannin, Analy.i., UJ7S--Director. Exploratory W.apon Syatema, 1975. In charle of Hilh a.lolution Telemetry. 
Operation. Ran,er and Greenhouae (195l)--Cryol.nic Monitorinllnatrumentation, G.orle .hot, Operation Greenhouae-
Hilh a .. olution Telemetry, Operation B\Uter J an,l. (1952 )--Command.r, Sandia Tuk G roup, Operation Redwinl (1956)-
A .. ociateT .. t DiNctor, OperationPlumbbob (lIS'I)--Commander,Scientific Tuk Group ('1.1), Operation Hardtac:k (1958)-
D.puty Sci.neific Deputy, Joint Tuk Force Ei,ht, Operation Dominic (1061-1062) .. 
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plant. equipment, .and funds were adequate; (d) provisions were made for "normal 
service support" by appropriate AEC and DOD agencies; and (c) studic;s were conducted 
of alternate means of conducting test operations to effect simplification and econo
my. He went on to recommend that the JTF-' responsibilities be assigned to AFSWP (he 
came directly from AFSWP), who would work closely and continuously with the AEC on 
these subjects. He recommended deactivation of JTF-' and its subordinate units. EPG 
would be taken care of by the AEC. He recommended that the U.S. maintain a capabili-
ty to test within three months. . 

Ogle could not see the broader points, and could not stand the idea· of AFSWP 
being responsible for future test planning (they might not even exist six months 
later). He proposed that the important items were the maintenance of the AEC labora
tories and AFSWP. the proving grounds, and the appropriate communication channels, 
but that a central active planninl orlanization was of secondary importance and. in 
fact, would bore the people -involved in the continuous ·and thankless job of main
taining ·war plans" that must be chanled continually and may never come to fruition." 
He strongly urged a point of view that AEC diagnostic measurements were up to the AEC 
and its contractors, and were not within the cOlnizance of AFSWP. Two years earlier. 
Luedecke as Chief, AFSWP, had been try ina to convince Ogle that AFSWP measurements 
were none of th·e AECs or Task Force's business. Depends on your point of view. 

On September 19, 1958, the Secretary oC Defense promulgated the guidance that 
limited test operations might be initiated by February 1960, but that extensive test 
operations would not be initiated before mid-I 960. Followina that auidance. Chief, 
AFSWP (October 26), requested funding to continue Trumpet projects and to in·itiaie a 
complete moratorium weapon effects program. Any Trumpet alency in need of immediate 
funding to prevent collapse was requested to submit details and would be provided 
assistance as soon as possible. AFSWP would develop a complete and comprehensive 
moratorium period program as soon as feasible. . 

con Just the day before, Nevada AEC had called a 
meeting of its contractors (HAN and REECo) at the NTS-CP to discuss their readiness. 
In addition to Reeves and Bill Allaire of the AEC, Sam Howell (HltN), Lew Reynolds 
(REECo), and Carol Tyler (REECo) attended. The guidance was offered that capability 
to resume testing promptly would be maintained, continuity of personnel would be 
required for balloon hancUing crews, microbarographic and seismic measurements, Band 
E tunnels would be reopened, etc. In addition, .the following general guidance was 
offered: 

Ca) DNA (Starbird) h .. nqu.n.d tbM we dear with them on Ul7majorencineerinc .udi. 01' Pl'Oll' .... which 
mi,h& be iJutiateci concemin, futun .. t acUYitJeei (b) If and wben __ at JIlTS is NI1UDecI_ .bowd ... ume 

that tbe _u would be on acontUauoUl type buia rather than tbe thort operational periocla which hay. occurred 

8&a"R • 
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in the put; (c) that any future telt pro,nm would probably involve a heavy diapoatic .ffort; (d) that dUrin, 

any interim period it it contemplated that there would be periodie meetin .. of the Planninr Board on about a 
three-month int.rval; (.) that there would be a relativ.ly lure .ffect.' effort, both DOD and civilian, in any 
future t .. t prorram; (0 that it would be .ntirely pouible that criteria would be developed durin, the interim 
period with the .... ult that 8uch crit.ria would be dropped into the lap. of the architect or the conltrudion 
contractor practially ovemi(ht when the decilion to .... ume t .. Un, wu made. Thil would relult in a hi,h 

abnormal work load. 

Starbird. as Director of the Division of Military AppJicati.on, closed out the 
period nicely in his October 31, 1958. message to the General Manager, AEC, on 
readiness. In reviewing the political situation, he commented: 

The danrer to our national Meurity Ii .. in the atronr likelihood that the U.S.S.R. will protract nerotiationa 
and ·cooperate" only to the extent nec_ary to cau .. the United Stat .. to refrain from tatinr for an 
extended period of time. 

He went on: 

••• OUl' readin_ to J'M1IIM *-tinc, ahould ,he P .... id.nt 10 direct, mUit be adequate to pennit 'he foUowinc: 

The maintenance of a capability to .... ume ' .. tin, on the above time ecale will require, u a minimum, the 
~ollowin,: 

THIS ~/rHHG:ll> 

ttlV'()£~ .,; U.S.~ . .sr.2~){d 

E"xem,P77~AI .L ~ .D. LJ.,]). 
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Finale 

And so, the testing community entered the moratorium with some optimism. The 
President, the Secretary of Defense. and the AEC had all indicated their support of a 
strong and viable readiness program. It appeared that Plowshare detonations, one
point safety shots, and conceiva,bly even shots with "just a little" yield might be 
allowed. Rover and Pluto could continue. There were lots of data to be analyzed. 
and time to do it was welcome. In fact. to most testers. the moratorium was welcome. 
The testing system was tired, tired, tired. Duane Sewell pulled down his balloon (not 
without some trouble), and everyone went home . 

. ., 

al ..... 
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CHAPTER II 

TEST MORATORIUM, 1958-1961 

Test Organization Situation, Late 1958 

But the indefatigable Starbird did not rest. On the 12th of November, 13 days 
after the moratorium went into. effect, Starbird presented a coordinated weapons test 
readiness program to the Commission-. Luedecke, as Task Force Commander, had already 
presented his recommendations to the Chief, AFSWP, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the 
Atomic Energy Commission-·. At this time there was a strong dichotomy between the 
two weapons development laboratories. Livermore, inspired by Teller, was enthused 

. about underground testing, was pushing Plowshare, and was beginning to push experi
ments that might have to do with establishing the characteristics of seismic signals 
from underground detonations. The Livermore staff were fighting desperately for 
future nuclear device testing, either underground under the auspices of Plowshare, in 
deep space, or any other way that could be found. Los Alamos, on the other hand, was 
not anxious to test. Norris Bradbury and a fair fraction of his staff genuinely 
believed a moratorium, or a later test ban, might be to the benefit of the United 
States and, perhaps even· more broadly, to the benefit of the world. Bradbury did not 
believe that a capability for an immediate testing response was important. As he put 
it, "It takes four years to get from test to stockpile. What do a few months 
matter?" His advisors felt strongly that underground testing was a difficult method 
of testing devices. The diagnostics would be uncertain, the costs would be high, and 
high-yield device tests would be too expensive. This difference in attitude is 
reflected in the correspondence of the period; Livermore offering the possibility of 
great advances· in yield-to-weight . ratio, clean devices, etc.. if testing were al
lowed; Los Alamos, largely in the persons of Bradbury and Carson Mark, trying gently 
to refute some of the claims, but leaning more, always, in the direction of some sort 
of international limitations. 

It is pertinent to point 
immediate1 after the mora 

as had commented, there was a 
Unfortunately, in J958, the computer 

capability in each laboratory was not really sufficient to take proper advantage of 
the data presented. The data analysis from Hardtack Phase II in Nevada did not take 
long, but there w.ere difficult problems' in understanding the results from secondaries 
tested in Hardtack Phase I. The effects data from Teak and Orange were fragmentary 

eEuen&ially the lame u bil October 31 plan, but inc:1udin, 'he aboned "Adami" event of Hardtack Ph ... 11. 
eeSee &he .. ct~Oft ·Ph,..ical Tat ReadiD ... • Dear the eDd or Chapter I. 
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and incomplete, so that analysis was extremely difficult. The point of this chapter 
is to explain how the testing organization kept, or did not keep, a capability to 
test in the future. Let us examine the question:' Where, is the nuclear weapon 
testing capability? At any time. ,Either in 1958, 1959, 1961, or 1975? It is in 
three places. Livermore, for Livermore devices and Livermore-sponsored Department of 
Defense tests; Los Alamos. in the same way; or DASA, through its contractors. The 
rest of the systems do not furnish testing capability but furnish the surroundings by 
which the testers may do their work (with certain exceptions having to do with 
systems tests or NUTEXs). The capability to make the measurements that arc the 
results of development tests and are the only proof of a successful test lies, in 
1958, 1961, and today. in the weapons laboratories, Sandia, DNA, and their sub
contractors, where the major technical subcontractor is EG&G. The AEC has had non
technical contractors in the past, as has the DOD. These contractors have contri
buted tremendously to the success of our previous weapons tests, but they have not 
been essential in the sense that the two weapons laboratories, LASL and Livermore, 
and then Sandia and EG&G, have been. At this point, it seems pertinent to digress to 
these five prime organizations--Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory; Lawrence Livermore 
Laboratory (then VCRL, ·Livermore); Edgerton. Germeshausen & Grier; Sandia Labora
tories; and Defense Atomic Support Agency. One can regard these as the five primary 
organizations Cor nuclear weapons testing, and put as secondary such organizations as 
Holmes" Narver. ALOO. the Task Force. and various DOD contractors. In the question 
of weapons development and the diagnostics thereof. before 19S8. Los Alamos was 
clearly 'the senior organization and almost the controlling orga~jzation. However. 
UCRL made important contributions from the very beginning. became very strong in the 
subjects as early as 1952. and became a serious Caction in 1955. Sandia. originally 
an offshoot of Los Alamos, contributed continually and strongly to the methods of 
carrying out an operation; but the basic AEC objectives. with very few exceptions 
through 1958, came from the weapons desiln laboratories rather than any other organi
zation. EG&G. a proCit making concern, had been Cormed at the request of the AEC in 
the late 40s to furnish technical support to Los Alamos (later expanded to include 
other weapons laboratories). In the period before 1958. EG&G was essentialJy an 
equal partner in testing with the weapons laboratories (perhaps a little more equal 
with Los Alamos). Other oraanizations were of secondary importance. NVOO was still 
a Cield office in ALOO and while its auiding liaht, Jim Reeves; under the auspices of 
Kenner Hertford. was terribly important, his efforts were still subsidiary to what 
the laboratofies were trying to accomplish. In the DOD, the situation was a little 
different because the basic technical competence was not in AFSWP (DASA) but in its 
contractors. 

So the problem at the beainning of the moratorium was simple from the p()int of 
. view of the laboratories: How is competence kept alive? They assumed the're would be 
another operation of some sort, and the problem was simply to battle the AEC, the 

. Department of Defense, the OMB. and. ultimately, the President to arrange for that 
funding necessary to support the eCforts of maintainina the competence. Any frame
work that would accomplish this funding and at the same time engender in the pe'rson
nel involved a sense of mission would be satisfactory. Obviously. such a framework 

,would be better if it were clearly meaningful. 
. The three basic AEC weapons laboratories had differing problems. At Los Alamos. 

contrary to the author's feelings and to a certain extent to those of Al Graves, 
Norris Bradbury had no interest in Plowshare. So Los Alamos had practically no input 
or effort involved with that subject. The Test Division did have some effort, but if 
was very small. perhaps S% of the Division effort. involved with surface-based detec
tion of high-altitude explosions, and that kept a few, people busy. But the main 
objective was to prepare for further nuclear tests. The directives, from Washington 

SEeAE:r 
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were continually changing, never very consistent, but always supportive. of ~hatever 
the laboratories could put forth to maintain some capability. The engmeenng ~up
port was maintained at Los Alamos, at least for the ~ir.s~ half of t,he moratonum, 
because of the decision by Bradbury to make the Test DIvIsIon respon~I~le for nucle~r 
propulsion reactor testing. Thus, the operational people and the clvll and. ~Iectr~
cal engineers could be given a good profitable job to do that would exercIse their 
talents but still make them available if weapons testing were to occur again, More 
critical problems were in the test design groups. Let me take those roughly one a t a 
time. 

The radiochemical group had a great deal of work to do analysing samples left-
from previous operations, including foreign tests, and they had many problems on th.e 
basic physics of fission to keep them busy. The Rover nuclear reactor tests contT!
buted ,strongly to the maintenance of their capability, They could exercise their 
cloud phenomena theories. their sampling theories, and most important of all. their 
continued data analysis capabilities. The group that previously had been concerned 
with the neutron outputs of nuclear weapons now became involved with neutron outputs 
of nuclear propulsion reactors, and with the design of future experiments that would 
allow more detailed observations oC a thermonuclear burning region. The group con
cerned with the measurement of reaction history completely changed its character 
during the period of 1958 to 1961. It was spIlt up into two sections, one concerned 
with some of the detailed characteristics of nuclear propulsion reactor observa
tions, and the other very senior technical capability that was left over remained in 
an essentially advisory capacity to the Division Office. The capability to measure 
the reaction history was in serious jeopardy for some time at Los Alamos. 

The Los Alamos group concerned with the measurement of fireball characteristics 
had many problems to work on during the moratorium, in fact, so many problems that 
mundane testing problems got in their way. Basically an astrophysics group. they 
co:uld and did spend time refining the fireball expansion theories so as to explain 
the past discrepancies between fireball and radiochemical yield results. Time wa:s 
now available to attempt theoretical confirmation of' previously measured radiation 
opacity values. 

The group that had been concerned strongly with very detailed esoteric measure
ments of the internal workings of thermonuclear devices found this period terribly 
traumatic. Their measurements in previous operations had been rega:rded with great 
interest by the theoreticians but bad not been particularly useful because the calcu
lational techniques available did not allow the experimental results to ,be put into 
the theories oC the weapons of those days. and thus. support to the group during the 
moratorium was not overly enthusiastic. and its morale by the end of the moratorium 
was very poor. However. they did study the characteristics from past records of 
electromagnetic effects and similar phenomena. 

The group at Los Alamos that had been concerned with blast and optical phenomena 
took on the principal responsibility at Los Alamos for Vela Sierra, the name used to 
identify work on surface-based detection of atmospheric and high-altitude explosions. 
They designed and assisted in the construction and operation of the AFTAC systems for 
observing atmospheric detonations. 

Los Alamos had always depended for its testing capability not only on internal 
competence, but on that of external. contractors such as the Naval Research Labora
tory, Naval Ordnance Laboratory. EG&G. the National, Bureau of Standards, and others. 
Their'difficulties wHl be mentioned later. However. the Test Division in Los Alamos 
also depended. very strongly on the support oC the other 'divisions within Los Alamos, 
mainly the Physics Division. from which both the Division Leader and the Alternate 
Division Leader had come. That Division, which had furnished people such as Louis' 
Rosen, Austin McGuire, and Keith Boyer. could, for at least a while, maintain its 
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strength within its normal charter of carrying out the physical research for the 
Laboratory. In addition, P Division, with some help from the Test Division. took on 
the job of satellite-borne high-altitude and deep space test detection. Other as
sisting Divisions. such as CMB,' 'also had normal charters which would support their 
people. 

At Livermore, the situation was somewhat different. The background of test 
information to be analyzed was not so extensive because Livermore had been formed 
comparatively recently. They were tremendously affected by Edward Teller. who was 
determined now as Laboratory Director to maintain his Laboratory's capability to 
resume testing under any circumstances. Livermore had gotten strongly involved in a 
number of real time issues that became very helpful to them. Not only was the Pluto 
air-breathing nuclear propulsion reactor in full' flower. but they were the main 
exponents of the 'use of nuclear explosions for peaceful 'purposes (Plowshare). and 
very quickly picked up the major effort within the AEC on the subject of seismic 
detection. 

Thus, Livermore had a large advantage. in principle, over Los Alamos. They had 
started underground tests and had tunnel designs and configurations.' They had an 
ongoing funded program in Plowshare, were pushing seismic detection shots, and had a 
Director who was convinced of the value to the country of future nuclear weapons 
tests. However, Los Alamos had a different kind of advantage. It had a test organi
zation that had been continuously in existence for 10 years, was well organized in 
its separate aims. and had many years of past data behind it to continue to study. 
Furthermore, many of the mundane aspects of nuclear weapons testing had been in the 
hands of Los Alamos up to this time. In 1958, Task Group 7.1 .. with its some 60 
military types to help in test planning. was still based in Los Alamos. EG&tG, who 
could take care of timing and Ciring and Cireball photography, had not learned to 
work with Livermore and depended upon Los Alamos almost completely for their gui
dance. While Jim Reeves, the ALOO Test Manager for the NTS, was clearl)' most re
spectful of Livermore opinions expressed by Duane Sewell and Gerry Johnson and the 
Laboratory Director, he was in very close rapport with AI Graves. the LASL Test· 
Division Leader. 

Sandia had plenty to do. They could now work on a number of new devices that 
had been developed for stockpile in the last year and a half. There were new fusing 
problems which could be solved without nuclear testing. The question of weapons 
system vulnerability to hostile action needed attention. The development of aerody
namic balloons as possible future test platforms was required. 

The Department of Defense Laboratories were, however, in a very bad way, at 
least until mid-1961, because there was no serious effort to Ic,eep their competence 
alive and because of the' reorganization of the Department of Defense mentioned 
earlier. Air Force Special Weapon Center, for example, went from something like )000 
personnel in 1958 to 14 in 1961. In late 1959 the Secretary of Defense, Thomas Gates. 
ordered all preparations for nuclear weapon testing stopped as of Jan. 1. 1960. 

Within other organizations central to testing, similar efforts were made to 
extend the life 'of the capability, although to the participants it may have seemed 
different. In retrospect, it appears that the lives of the 4950th Air Base Group and 
the 4926th Squadron in Albuquerque were almost charmed because they had two real-time 
jobs to do. One, for Sandia they could continue the investigation of drop ballis
tics of bomb shapes and, hence. had an excuse to continue their bomber capability, 
now shifting from the B-47 to the B-52. Even more important from the testing point of 
view, the question of the effluent characteristics from propulsion nuclear reactors 
being tested in Nevada 'allowed them to continue a radioactive samplinl capability and 
to exercise that capability occasionally. As is so often the case in this story. the 
persistence of a radsafe capability through the -moratorium 'ras the result of a very 
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few individuals' persistent efforts. The Army Radiological Safety" Support Unit 
(RSSU) had been a mainstay of the rad-safe effort from 1955 to 1958. Task Group 7.1 
and the Task Force helped to argue for their continued existence during 1959 and 1960 
so they were still available to help in 1961. Much of the JTF-7 rad-safe equipment 
was transferred to REECo. and was thereby saved. Gordon Jacks was strongly instru
mental in preserving this capability. and was again saddled with the job of putting 
it back together and using it in 1962. 

Joint Task Force 7. under Luedecke initially. continued to exist and make plans 
to conduct future operations. Later under Anderson. as one might expect of any 
organization that did not have a real-time job to do, JTF-7 began to go downhill. 
The Navy Task Group. as it had ever since Crossroads. managed in some way to continue 
its existence, studying the kinds of systems tests which would be of value to the 
Navy and maintaining. as long as it existed, their coordination with Task Force 7. 

Probably the single biggest loss to testing capability in this period was the 
disappearance of the TG 7.1 J-3 in the summer of 1959. In the previous Pacific 
operations since Sandstone. this organization had taken the responsibility. between 
operations. to determine from all the experimenters (AEC, DOD. and otherwise) what 
their objectives were, what they were trying to accomplish. and what logistic needs 
they had. All of this was then organized. put on paper, and the appropriate requests 
for facilities and transportation sent OUL Once those facilities were obtained, 7.1 
J-3 weDt into the field and in real time administered that logistic system. The 
organization for ye~rs had consisted of about 60 military people under the guidance 
of civilian personnel at Los Alamos (with assistance from the other laboratories and 
AFSWP) and had been headed by such individuals as Colonel Phil Hooper and Colonel 
Dutch Kerwin (later Vice Chief of Staff, Army). Loss of this organization meant the 
disappearance of any driving force at a detailed working level" to make a continuing 
coherent operational picture of whatever it was we were planning at the time. and it 
specifically meant that the technical orlanizations that would eventually cooperate" 
in performing the future operation no lonlerhad any single point of focus to bring 
their plans together. . This function hai:l not, in general. in the past been carried 
out by th-c Task Force headquarters because the Task Force was responsible" for 
carrying out the operation on a large scale and coordinating the efforts of a Navy 
branch. an Army branch, an Air Force branch, a technical branch, and the AEC branch. 
JTG 7.1 J-3 was the coordinating spark of the technical branch of the operations. 

Clearly, loss of the rest of the JTF-7 orlanization during the moratorium was 
also serious, and will be discussed iD more detail throulhout the rest of this 
chapter. 

The period of the moratorium had many iDteracting aspects. The rest of this 
chapter will detail a number of those aspects in approximately chronological order, 
with the intent of giving the reader a feeling for the number of balls that the 
jugglers had to keep in the air at one time. 

AEC/DOD Actions, Late 1958 

AS early as October 21, 1958, Starbird had presented to the Commission a pro
posed weapons test program. Starbird was apparently not convinced that the morato
rium would even last the year promised by the President, and in correspondence with 
the Laboratories was investigating what needed to be done. Eisenhower had stated" in 
his August 1958 messages to the AEC and the Department of Defense that they should 
maintain their capability to test. It was obvious. he was concerned with being caught 
flat-footed if the Russians were simpJy playing a game. 

There were three m~iD thrusts to the AEC and Laboratory efforts that might 
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maintain a capability to test. One was a readiness program consisting of a con
tinuing series of questions and plans and some minor action over the next three years 
that kept the subject alive in everyone's mind. The second was the Plowshare program 
which would clearly usc both design and test capabilities. The third had to do' with 
determining the reliability of methods of seismic detection and identification of 
uliderground nuclear detonations. 

Livermore was, with the cooperation of the Commission. pushing hard on Plow
share. They were studying. among other things, the following items: a channel. 
through the reef at Kapingamarangi; a harbor at Cape Thompson, Alaska; a harbor at 
KatalIa. Alaska; a sea-level canal across the Alaska peninsula at Port Moller; oj} 
recovery from tar sands; an isotope production shot; the creation of artificial 
aquifers; mining by leaching; and recovery of oil from oil shale. Chairman McCone 
felt the importance of Plowshare very strongly and had suggested s)jghtJy earlier 
that an AEC committee for Project Plowshare should be established. On November 20. 
1958, the Commission authorized the creation of a Plowshare advisory committee. The 
committee was formed with Spofford English as Chairman and such members as General 
Doolittle, Bob Wilson, and others. There was clearly hope at that time that the 
continuing Geneva negotiations could be maneu'vered in such a manner as to allow 
Plowshare shots in the case of a treaty and during the moratorium. At that time, our 
government was convinced' of the value or nuclear explosions for peaceful uses and 
wanted strongly to continue that eCfort, and the Russians were not particularly 
interested. whereas later the' situation was reversed. 

By December 1958, the question of the validity of the Rain4er data. as inter
preted for the Conference of Experts,wasbeing reviewed in the light of the Hardtack 
Phase II data. On December 4 AEC Commission discussion on this subject, specifically 
between Commissioner Floberg and Paul Foster. noted that the seismic signal was 
smaller than a~umed in the Conference of Experts' report and that the threshold. 
limit for detection for nuclear (underground) tests might be as high as from 5 to 20 
kt. An ad hoc panel of seismologists under the auspices of AFT AC met from November 
16 to 19, J 958. to consider this question .. Carl Romney was chairman and among the 
members were Frank Press and Perry Byerly with consultants Hans Bethe, Dave Griggs, 
Ken Street. and Carson Mark. They concluded that it was more difficult to distin
guish earthquakes from explosions than had heeD previously estimated, that the number 
of earthquakes per year or malnitude equivalent to or. greater than a given nuclear 
yield was about twice that previously estimated. and that, therefore. 'underground 
explosions should be carried out· to study the effects of explosions in varying 
geological environments and to evaluate the methods of concealing underground nuclear 
explosions. Teller feltv:ery strongly that he should announce that underground tests 
could not be detected under certain conditions. but agreed with McCone not to make 
any public announcement until the Geneva conference had recessed. . 

These problems had resulted in appreciable expenditure of effort in the AEC 
Laboratories. Unfortunately, at that same time, Eisenhower was strongly concerned 
with thc gold outflow and the stability of the dollar in world markets and felt 
strongly that the federal budget had to be reduced. McCone supported the President 
in this and imposed the responsibility on the Commission and staff to achieve major 
AEC budget reductions for FY 1960. As a result. the Plowshare budgct was cut by some 
25%. and weapons operating Cunds b~' approximately 10 million doUars. 

Initial Readiness Directions 

Several separate but related discussions and studies went into the establishment 
by DMA of the initial readiness directives at the beginning of .the moratorium. The 
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first specific guidelines to Jim Reeves came verbally from General Starbird i~ late 
September. Reeves communicated these to Al Graves on Septem~er 29 as the followmg: 

5"Uftm.. 
(P)(i) 

£1..1 

D.D.D· 
There had been a meeting in Los Angeles on September 19, of various contractor 

and AEC test organization personnel. following which H&N had presented cost and task 
estimates through Calendar Year 1960 to mai~tain a nine-month response capability to 
resume full-scale testing of the magnitude of Hardtack Phase I at the EPG. 

After some discussion with their Headquarters (Air Research and Development 
Command), AFSWC. in early October planned to maintain a capability within the 49S0th 
to support a full-scale nuclear test series within six months after cancellation of 
the moratorium. Further. they planned to maintain development programs to make the 
best use of. data gathered on past tests and continue a vigorous. theoretical labora
tory and simulation test program. 

On October 12. General Alvin Luedecke, Commander of JTF-7, forwarded for comment 
to Bill Ogle (JTF-7 Scientific Deputy) a draft report on ·Capability for Resumption 
of Nuclear Testing: which he had sent to the Air Force ief of Stafr for possible 
forwarding to the JCS and to the Chairman of the 51t3e..SS2. 

(b) (I) 
~)C.l 

J).O.~. 

It would _m &0 me that the coulltry can and .bould maintain tb. capability &0 becin& .. &in, within three or 
four mOIl&ha after notifICation, but I beli ... no furtber commeJlt OD the number of .bO\8 or rat. of tatilll after 

that time ill nec.eaary .inee it wiD clepend .troasl, on tb. information d .. ired from tb •• hob. 

Elsewhere, Ogle remarked ·that both proving grounds should be maintained in a status 

orwarded the Secretary of Defense Moratorium Guidance (dated 
September 19) to Field Command and AFSWP on October 26. The Secretary of Defense had 
stated that the assumption should be that limited test operations might be initiated 
by February. J960, but extensive test operations would be started no earlier than 
mid-)960. . 

Further discussions on the initial readiness guidelines were significantly 
affected by the Soviets continuing testing for several days after the 30th of 
October. Starbird asked both Laboratories to plan the most necessary and fastest 
response tests that they could do. both overseas and in Nevada. As the pattern 
typically went, Livermore came up with a number of ideas and pushed for physical 
preparations to be authorized in Nevada immediately. whereas LASL didn't' wish to 
resume testing 'for a fair amount of time jn order .both to reduce the 'past data and to 

SIl.S.C.S,! 
(b)(,) 
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prepare for the next tests properly. There were several interesting points in Star
bird's hypothetical questions to the Laboratories and' within DMA as to alternate 
readiness positions based on the additional Soviet tests. The discussion began 
before the beginning of the moratorium (October 28 was the date of the queries to the 
Laboratories) and included mention of Christmas Island asa possible alternative to 
EPG overseas and. additionaUy. the use of Johnston Island. The Commission consi
dered specific nuclear test resumption possibilities in their meetings on November 12 
and for the next few days. The possibilities included a specific DMA test readiness 
paper and a memo from General Starbird to the Chairman of the Commission recommending 
immediate test resumption if there were additional tests by the Soviets. The Chair
man said he was reluctant to seek Presidential approval for additional tests until 
after the Russians had conducted further tests. However, these discussions did 
result in swift approval for certain physical readiness preparations at the NTS, 
including provision to conduct the' Adams test. There was discussion of John Foster 
Dulles's serious concern over further usc of Eniwetok because of .its status as a U.N. 
Trust Territory. Hertford informed Starbird on November 13 that reductions at the NTS 
had put the site in danaer of losinl its 90-day response capability. He also speci
fied immediate actions in the way of balloon and barge procurement. tunnel construc
tion, and other items to assure the appropriate response. 

Thus~ out of these initial moratorium readiness guidelines. discussions, and 
hypothetical propositions, came authorization for a number of physical preparations, 
as well as specific consideration of alternatives such as Christm~s Island and an 
open sea test capability. 

As mentioned before, the AFSWP was in an odd position in December 1958. Person
nel of AFSWP knew the DASA charter would be implemented in the spring of 1959. At 
that time, all military services' nuclear testinl budlets would be consolidated into 
a single DASA budget for FY 1960. That budget would obviously be appreciably larger 
than the previously planned FY 1960 AFSWP budget. However. there was no certainty 
that this money would actually be forthcoming because of the uncertain duration of 
the moratorium and the uncertain need to prepare to resume testing. AFSWP had 
managed to test (on the Logan event of October 16. 1958) a short section of a vacuum 
pipe system that was the forerunner of underlround efCects tests. The results of 
that small experiment were beinl studied in order to design a possible follow-on for 
the circumstance that we would retura oaly to underground testing. ' Similarly. the 
Teak and Orange results, led to preliminary plans for possible later high altitude 
detona lions. 

, By January of 1959. most of the test personnel had recovered Crom Hardtack and 
the holidays and were back to work to consider again the problems of testing. How
ever, for many months. their eCforts were largely devoted to analyzina the 'results of 
Hardtack. The operational and consttuction administrative branches continued the 
"what if" game Cor new tests. In January. the TG 7.1 operational staff produced 
studies on the possibilities of using Johnston, Christmas, Midway, or Eniwetok 
Islands as bases for a future open seas operation. They also considered the question 
of Quick and dirty balloon shots at Johnston and Christmas Islands. 

, Evolution of High-Level Attitude Towards Testing, 1958-59 

During the first year of the moratorium. just as anticipated by the 1958 Geneva 
Conference of Experts. the inability to resolve the question of the detectability of 
nuclear explosions underground and at very hilh al.titudc bccame an obstacle' to ncgo
tiating a comprehensive test ban treaty. Indeed, the underground detection and 
identification problem be,came more and more difficult because of additional data from 
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the Hardtack II tests. The data, as interpreted by an AFT AC Panel and the "Berkner" 
Panel indicated poorer sensitivity than earlier indicated by the Conference of 
Expe;ts. The Latter ·big-hole theory (potential of decoupling in a large cavity~ .and 
the lack of experimental data on decoupling in various media under various conditions 
were indicative of the need for more research on underground explosion detection and 
identification. In the first half of 1959, the Pal)ofsky Panel on High-Altitude 
Detection made very clear that outer space test evasion methods were feasible, and 
methods of detection of such tests should be studied. Those who were most earnest in 
their desire to have adequate verification of a full test ban were more pessimistic 
about adequate detection in underground and outer space environments in the spring of 
1959 than they had been after the Conference of Experts. . 

The AEC shifted their emphasis in treaty negotiation discussions (which affected 
test readiness activities) to consideration of the concept that the test ban should 
be reached in phases, with any initial formal agreement excluding the underground and 
outer space environments for the time being. Through 1959, this consideration was 
increasingly coupled with the fear that an ongoing, unpoliced, complete moratorium 
allowed other nations to conduct clandestine tests in the underground and outer space 
environments witbout detection by tbe currently installed systems. 

President Eisenhower was surprised at the adoption of specific. agreed, control 
guidelines at tbe. Geneva Conference of Experts. where he bad expected the Soviets to 
take more of a political stand. However, he found the Soviets far less willing to 
adopt tbe Conference of Experts' system when the political negotiations began after 
October 30, 1958. Noting the veto that they seemed to require on the Control Commis
sion and their demand that each nation's control posts be staffed by government 
nationals, he felt this -made it obvious they had no intention of agreeing to a 
practicable control system.-· This sort of feeling. coupled with tbe new underground 
test data which further confused the issue of adequate control measures. led Eisen
hower to propose to Khrushchev on April 20, 1959, that a limited nuclear test ban 
only for the atmosphere be addressed at the conference. 

The community attitude towards testing and test readiness in this time period 
was exemplified by the guidelines given to, and reports of, a committee addressing 
future test methods and testing organizations. chartered jointly by DASA, JTF-7. and 
DMA. Their report reflected the guidance that testin&. in the atmosphere, as· opposed 
to underground and in outer space, was highly unlikely. 

Thus. by April of 1959. without explicitly coordinating their positions ahead of 
. time, the AEC, DOD, Department of State, and the White House all came to focus on 

underground and outer space testing as the likely future techniques. Perhaps more 
importantly, they tended to treat the old styleo( testing in all environments as so 
improbable as to receive little attention and less funding. These philosophies were 
solidified in discussions between the President'S Scientific Advisor '(Killian), the 
Deputy Secretary of Defense (Quarles). and Chairman McCone in late April 1959. This 
reasoning significantly warped test readiness considerations for the rest of the 
moratorium period. 

In light of these positions being fairly well defined in the minds· of many 
people by the summer of 1959, and not forgetting Dulles's position that the EPG was 
not a desirable area, owing to its trust territory status, the decisions to downgrade 
the status of that proving ground. from August of· 1959 on, are not a surprise. The 
so-caUed "minimum maintenance" status to be retained at that location, following the 
inactivation of the Army support unit there (Joint Task Group 7.2). was to keep the 

eDwicht D. EiMnbower. Wagi",g Peace. 1956-1961:, The White House Years, Doubleday, New York, lieS, 
p.,.411. 
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U.S. ready to resume full-scale testing as in the past or within a year of authoriza
tion. This was felt to be more than adequate based on the imp'robability of resuming 
tha t method of testing.' . 

The experts' conference at Geneva on high-altitude detection, known as Technical 
Working Group I, concluded several weeks of joint discussions on July 10, 1959, with 
an agreement proposing the establishment of a system of both earth satellites and 
ground control posts to detect high-altitude detonations. Perhaps this encouraged 
many of the decision makers, particularly the nontechnical personnel, to suppose that 
the technical details of ~dequate enforcement in all environments was possible, and 
rekindled a hope that with a similar conference on the underground environment. the 
negotiations might again be on a track leading to a comprehensive agreement. 

The Russians, with reluctance, did agree to a look at the new U.S. theories and 
experimental data as part of a technical experts' conference on the detection and 
identification of underground nuclear detonations. This became Technical Working 
Group II (TWG II), which met at Geneva in November and December of 1959. Various 
observers felt that this technical cOilference. in contrast to previou,s joint confer
ences. was not totally objective but had stronl political overtones. It did not 

'result in agreement on needed research. development. or treaty requirements. ,In 
fact, each of the three delegations submitted separate reports with the U.s. and U.K. 
agreeing in substance. and the Soviets disagreeing on almost every technical conclu
sion and recommendatioD of the U.s. experts. By the 'time TWG II met the Soviets had 
taken an ambiguous stand on the issue that the U.s. Celt was the key to enforcing a 
comprehensive test ban in the underground environment. that of on-site inspections. 
On July 9 the Soviets agreed to the principle of an annual quota of inspections, but 
would not agree to a definite number. Thus. the U.s. remained optimistic, through 
the last half of 1959. that the Soviets might agree eventually to safeguards that the 
U.S. felt were sufficient technically. On the other hand, anxiety grew that the 
Soviets were "stamng" while they cheated or prepared to cheat. The lack of agree
ment at TWG II made the U.s. even more pessimistic about a comprehensive treaty. 

In August of 1959 Eisenhower extended the one-year'moratorium to the end of the 
year to permit more time for negotiations and technical discussions. Later, noting 
the Soviets' un~Hlingness to consider all of the technical data in reaching a satis
factory agreement, he allowed the moratorium to expire on December 31. He considered 
the U.S. free to resume testing. but ,pledged that we would not do so without 
announcing our intentions in advance. He also stated that during this period of 
voluntary suspension. the U.s. would continue an active program of weapons, research, 
development, and laboratory experimentation. 

The Commission position. and the personal position of Chairman McCone, was 
clarified by a number of public statements and Commission discussions through 1959. 
Pcrhaps to lay the groundwork for policy decisions on test readiness authorization, 
Chairman McCone stated. at a meeting of ttie principals (Secretary of State. Secrctary 
of Defensc, etc.) on October 6. that the Commission felt thc' Gcncva negotiations 
toward an agrcemcnt should continue, but hc proposed that if the negotiations did not 
reach an agreement, the U.s. announcc a unilateral moratorium on atmospheric 'tests. 
With respcct to underground tests, he proposed to reserve the right to take action as 
deemed neoessary. perhaps after the first of 1960. 

Air, Force juidance*, circa April 1959. was "No actions are to be consummated 
which would jeopardize or reduce the Air Force capability for continuous development 
and subsequent testing immediately following the termination of any test moratorium. 

-Bdqu. 4950tb T .. , Group, ... adi ..... Report, 1 Apri11959. 
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Special care must be applied to prevent any de~radati~n. ~f "capability in areas of 
planning. programming. personnel and other supportlDg actl~lt1es. . 

On July 9. 1959. at a meeting of the Executive Councll of the French CommunJty. 
France announced their intentions to conduct nuclear tests in the Sahara Desert. The 
first explosion was not conducted until February of 1960. The entry of France into 
the nuclear weapon community exacerbated the problems of obtaining international 

. agreement to a CTB. . . 
At a Commission meeting on December 11 Ch·airman McC;one noted that the JOlOt 

Committee on Atomic Energy "fully supports the Commission's position on the impor
tance of adequate safeguard positions· in any test ban agreement with the Soviet 
Union." Senator Anderson urged that the Commission be in the position to test a 
number of devices immediately· after the first of the year or as soon as the test 
moratorium ended. 

Seismic Detection/Latter Hole. Early 1959 

In early January. the Commission turned its attention to the question of pro-. 
viding auidance for U.s. negotiators at Geneva concerning seismic detection. The 
United States officially released its new data suggesting that· the Geneva experts' 
·system would have a threshold closer to 20-kt than to 5-kt. The Commission expressed 
its concern that it would take six to eight months to conduct further underground. 
tests to determine the seismic detection threshold. Another complication came in 
January when Dr. Albert Latter of Rand Corporation. apparently at the suggestion of 
Edward Teller, announced a decoupling theory by which a shot could be fired and 
produce only about 1/300 of the seismic signal that had been previously assumed. 
This decoupling phenomenon was effected by firing the shot in a very large spherical 
cavity. the required diameter of which could be calculated in accordance with the 
theory. However, there was appreciable concern about the validity of this theory at 
the time and for many years afterwards. Nevertheless. it was accepted by the PSAC. 
including Hans Bethe and Edward Teller, in late January. Since now it appeared that 
a large shot could be fired without detection if the evading country were willing to 
build such a cavity. the introduction of this theory. as probably intended. led to 
confusion as to the guidance to be given to our Geneva neaotiators. 

Laboratory Attitudes. Early 1959 

During early J959. the Laboratories and DMA continued to plan nuclear weapons 
tests. at first considerina times only a few months away. but later settling onto 
November 1959 as a possible date. since that was when the one-yeu moratorium would 
run out. Livermore tended to concentrate its thinking on renewed underground testing 
and pressed for more tunnel construction in Nevada. Los Alamos was more con·cerned 
with overseas atmospheric testing. including high-altitude shots, while Sandia pre
pared for any of these concepts. The pressure from the Commission was toward the 
conduct of underground tests for seismic detection research. with a concomitant drop 
in interest in nuclear we.apons tests. Los Alamos was s~renuo~sly against underground 
and outer space testina. In March. AI Graves took the opportunity to make these 
feelings known to the General Advisory Committee's Weapons Subcommittee during their 
meeting at Los Alamos. intending to counteract some of the Livermore enthusiasm for 
underground testing given to the JCAE the previous July at Livermore. 
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Weakening of JTF·7, Early 19~9 

In March 1959, Jess than five months after the beginning of the moratorium, 
questions arose concerning the function of Task Force 7, its organizational . struc
ture. and even its continued existence. This question was apparently first raised by 
the Deputy Secretary of Defense, Don Quarles, in a March 7 letter to Mr. McCone. The 
question arose because of the ongoing reorganization of the Department of Defense, 
specifically the planning for. greater consolidation of atomic weapons activity in· 
AFSWP. The new thought was to effect greater economy by transferring the functions 
of the Task Force to DASA. In April, a study group consisting of General Starbird 
(DMA). Admiral Parker (AFSWP), and General Anderson (JTF-7) was set up to study this 
question. In addition to the question of money and the reorganization of the Depart
ment of Defense, it was recognized that future tests. especially effects tests. might 
require more coordination between the AEC and the Department of Defense than in the 
past. Loper asked General Anderson to consider this point. Somewhat optimistically. 
it was suggested that future AEC shots could be prepared and held until the effects 
community was ready, rather than being tied to previously specified operational 
dates. . . 

It is interesting to note the judgment of this study group on the likelihood of 
different methods of future testin&. They felt that contained underground testing 
was most likely to be permitted and that a limited amount of preparation should be 
conducted so that such testing could proceed with minimum delay. Tests at altitudes 
greater than SO kilometers, which was the presumed limit of detectability of the 
Geneva ·experts· system. were considered somewhat less probable, so that no prepara
tion should be made for such tests. but investigations and plans for this type of 
testing should be kept under continuous review. Atmospheric tests at the NTS were 
considered of such small probability that no detailed planning or preparation was 
warranted. Atmospheric tests in the Pacific at sites other than Eniwetok or Bikini 
should be studied, but no appreciable expenditure of funds should be allowed. The 
likelihood of atmospheric tests at Eniwetok Proving Ground was considered so small 
that the Proving Ground should be put on standby status and only those expenditures 
should be made that would prevent. significant deterioration of essential facilities. 
It was assumed that test preparation could begin nine to twelve months before exten
sive firing was required. Johnston Island had already been returned to Air Force 
command. and plans were being made to transfer it to the Army on or abou't January 1. 
1960, for launching missiles for the Nike-Zeus program. The group noted that John
ston Island would be in an operational status within 18 months, which was also the 
stated readiness time to do Operation Willow, and suggested that the Army could 
support nuclear tests lau.nched from Jo)lnston Island using the same people who would 
already be there for support of the Nike-Zeus program. Thus," few people. mainly a 
test director and staff. could go to JohnstOn for a short period of time to conduct 
any high-altitude tests. They therefore recommended that future agreements between 
the services should be made with this concept in mind. 

The study group recommended that JTF-7 become a subordinate command to DASA, 
with liaison with the AEC maintained through DMA. The AEC WOUld, of course, acquire 
joint control after the de.cision had been made to resume testing. Specifical1y, it 
was recommended that Task Group 1.1 (the scientific group) be disestablished because 
it would obviously not be required during the interim period. That disestablishment 
was to be completed by August 31. 19S9. 

It is interesting to speculate why this particular recommendation was made. 
None of the three gentlemen making the decision had had task force experience, 
although Starbird had had a great amount of contact with Luedecke during the 1958 
serie·s. Al Graves had offered some resistance to the decision to discontinue Task 

----. -..----
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Group 7.1, but he was in Geneva at the time and couldn't argue very e~fectively. 
There was very little support for its continuation from the AEC laboratones (other 
than LASL) or from the DASA testing organization. On June 5, 1959, Don Shuster 
resigned as Task Group Commander, and on June ~5, 1959, General Order No.5 orde.red 
the discontinuance of Task Group 7.1 effective August 31, 1959. Thus, the orgaDlza
tion that had conducted the technical, operational, and logistics work for overseas 
tests for over 10 years was disbanded.- In retrospect, 'this move appears as possibly 
the most serious single move made during the moratorium towar~ winding down our 
capability to test in the atmosphere. In overseas operations prior to J 95~, the 
senior laboratory representatives in the field, commonly heading Task Units of 7.1, 
thought their major responsibility was to their home laboratories, or, in the case of 
DOD,· to Field Command. The JTG 7.1 staff was the next layer up in the field and 
planning organization and, therefore, was still extremely sensitive to the needs of 
the basic experimenters in accomplishing their work. The Task Force staff, however, 
and to a certain extent the other task groups, were isolated by the very nature of 
operations from detailed knowledge of what those requirements were, and hence tended 
to . look upon the experimenters as an unreasonable group of people simply trying to 
feather their own nests and make life hard for everyone else. In the author's 
opinion, the result was that after August of 1959, the Task Force lost touch with 
reality, at least as far as the AEC requirements were concerned, because it no longer 
had any channel at ,all to accept the thinking of the AEC laboratories. 

Overall, the Loper study group recommended an 80% reduction in currently autho
rized spaces, with Task Force Headquarters going to 77 people, the Army to 32, the 
Navy to 90, the Air Force to 7, and of course, the scientific task group to O. 

In retrospect, it is difficult to sec what these gentlemen were up to: by the 
time the report was finished, the concept of future operations had been, reduced by 
others to that of underground 'tests in Nevada (for which a Task Force wasn't needed), 
and deep space tests launched Crom Johnston Island, with a remote possibility 'of 
large-yield atmospheric shots fired in some not-quite-dear wa rha 

needed. 
JTG-7.2, the Army, redu'ced to 32, at least had a job of maintaining housekeeping 

at Eniwetok, although that could easily be done by the AEC alone since Eniwetok 
reverted to them, in principle, in non-operational phases. 

The Navy task group, left at 90, was needed mainly for planning Navy systems 
tests, whereas the Air Force, which was essential to almost any concept of operations 
in the atmosphere, either AEC or DOD tests, was reduced to seven. And the technical 
task group, 7.1, required for any technical planning at all, was reduced to zero. 

Amazing! ' 

Treaty Progress, Early 1959 

At Geneva the arguments continued. largely about the number of inspection sta
tions which had now been confused by the seismic det~ction uncerta.inties mentioned 

-The ~inl-away party UMd up all but 1200 or a fairly lar .. lum collected for the NCreationallund ('1.1 rec. fund) over 
thoae 10 y.ars. • 
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before. In fact, Eisenhower in April proposed to Khrushchev an aliernativc by which 
the test ban should be put into effect in phases, starting with the prohibition of 
nuclear weapon tests in the atmosphere up to 50 kilometers, while the negotiators 
went on to seek methods of extending an effective test ban to underground and outer 
space. Khrushchev rejected that proposal and went back to the argument about on-site 
inspections. 

. At Livermore, Teller apparently felt there was a high possibility of testing 
being allowed in the very near future underground or in deep space, simply because 
there was no way to come to a satisfactory treaty agreement on those subjects. 
However. Los Alamos seemed to feel it was being driven to underground tests against 
its will, George Cowan commented. in March 1959 that all the experience in under
ground radiochemistry was at Livermore (LASL's two previous underground shots had 
come out of the Bround so nicely that samples were obtained above ground). He also 
commented that if we had to test that way. then· he supposed we would learn how. To 
paraphrase LASL views: -Either weapons testing is worthwhile or it isn't, . If it is, 
let's do it properly; and if it isn't, then let's have a treaty,- Livermore, sparked 
by Teller and Harold Brown, was doing everything it could to move toward a treaty 
that would still allow testinB. . It's interestina that at this point, Harold Brown, 
after returning from Geneva, proposed a treatY,apparently based upon observation of 
nuclear testing by the use of satellites. that would not involve either a threshold. 
limit or inspection teams. 

Test Plannina, First Half, J959 

Starbird continually requested that the Laboratories update test plans, but he 
also did his best ·to accomplish. in this har.d time, all of the real work necessary to 
maintain our nuclear weapons capability. Thus he went as -rar as he could to co
operate with the Laboratories' Directors in a manner to best benefit their internal 
programs. 

At the Nevada Test Site, as a result of LASL's insistence upon Ciring in verti
cal holes in Area 3, the ully problem of Iroundwater contamination was raised. Some 
shots had to be fired below the water table, and hence, assurance was necessary that 
the contamination would not be tranported by underground water to some embarrassing 
spot off-site or to producinl water wells. Further studies were initiated to investi-
gate the ground-water . problem. . 

The Laboratories and AFSWP, in the lilht of the new testing .philosophies, were 
seeking facilities for NTS underground tests. LASL. in the person of Bob Newman, 
requested in April that ALOO (Reeves) develop a plan for the construction of four 
tunnel sites on Rainier Mesa (estimated to cost 7 million dollars) and four IIOO-reet 
holes in Area· 3 (estimated to cost 3 million dollars). At the same time, Ken Street 
of Livermore suggested to DMA that maintaining a 90-day readiness would result· in 
extensive wasted effort and funds, and sUBlested instead preparation for continual 

round nuclear wea to be started 12 to 18 later. 
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marble for the seismic detection program .. One of the Livermo.re tunnel sit~s was for 
the DOD shot, Jericho, later renamed Marshmallow. The tentative construction ~udget 
to finish this work was 52 million dollars, of which about half was avaIlable. 
Several, of . the Livermore t1~nnel sites had already been constructed or were funded, 
whereas only the LASL safety shot holes were in that situation (four 500-foot, 36-
inch in the und series wou Id be 

Deep Space Testing. May J959 

By now (May 1959). the system seems to have convinced itself that the only 
"atmospheric" testing that would be allowed and, hence. was worth planning for, would 
be conducted at altitudes above the Geneva system detection limit of 50 kilometers. 
The Berkner Panel (who met in early 1959 and published their results on March 31, 
1959) had suggested looking at the problems of testing at altitudes above the limit 
of detection by the Geneva system. McCone had met on April 23, 1959, with Killian, 
Quarles, and Starbird and agreed the AEC would look into this question. Uvermore 
felt that such shots could probably be performed in about 12 months, obtaining only 
very rough diagnostic 'data, and that in about 18 months fairly acceptable measurement 
techniques could be developed. At the previously mentioned meeting in early May 
(which included Starbir~ Bradbury·, Jane Hall. Ogle. Mark. Teller, Johnson, Foster, 

. Herbst, Fowler, Shuster. Hertford. Reeves. Parker, and others), the high 
altitude m was discussed: . 

be lifted on a modified Redstone 
The earliest launch date would be August 

DOD was already planning on the Willow program of six tests, four utili-
zing the Redstone missile. one the Jupiter missile. and one a balloon. It was ·also 
agreed that the possibility of performinl the AEC tests at altitudes of 100,000 
kilometers or more would be investigated. as sUlsested by the Panofsky Committee 'of 
th.e President's Science Advisory Committee. Such tests would require four different 
boosters (Centaur, Atlas, Vela, and Saturn), with readiness dates ranging from late 
1960 to 1965 (see Table V). The estimated costs for the lower-altitude AEC program 
were 185 million dollars, whereas the system to test above 100,000 kilometers would 
cost some 320 million dollars. Sandia was already looking into the problems of 
~issile failure, destruc;t systems, and ·associated safety devices. Problems of reti
nal burn, electromagnetic interf.erence, and atmospheric fallout were recognized .. 
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TABLE V 
A. PROPOSED AEC HIGH-ALTITUDE PROGRAM 

May 7, 1959 

&z)iapOitic pack ... weicht for all devic:el would be eoo-1OO lb. 
bFor altitud .. of 500-1,000 km the carrier would be the modified Iledatone; nedy date, Auruat 1960. 

NOTE: U.e ort.he improved Atlu would allow leItin, the aooo lb warhead at 25,000 km aDd all ort.b. others .boYD at 50,000 km 
commenciD, in mid-lSMS1. 

B. DOD WILLOW HIGH-ALTITUDE EFFECTS PROGRAM 

S a.s.C. S's~ 
(6)(3) 

Ex. .I J b. D.c 

Clandestine Test Detection, Mid-1959 

The forerunner of what was eventually to become the Vela Program was now begin
ning to solidify. At the previously mentioned meeting of McCone, Killian, Quarles. 
and Starbird in April 19S9, the AEC agreed to cooperate in following the Berkner 
Panel recommendations relative to undertaking an experimental test program to deter
mine the parameters of detection and concealment. Within the AEC, Livermore, in 
conjunction with Rand, had considered the underground detection Question more th:sn 
others so that that work fairly naturally fell to them. During discussions of the 

. possibility of combining proposed weapons tests underground with proposed seismic 
detection shots, LASL did express an iliterest in the seismic detection program, but 
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pointed out in late April that it was inconsistent ·to combine these two aims since. a 
test shot by definition might not give the predicted yield. LASL, because of ItS 
experience and interest in atmospheric testing, somewhat naturally took on the prob
lems of high-altitude detonation detection. Using ground stations, they would ob
serve the fJuorescent light and electromagnetic signals resulting from the detona
tion. In conjunction with Sandia, Los Alamos began to look seriously at the question 
of detecting deep space shots using instruments in satellites. This work was, of 
course, in conjunction and in cooperation with ARPA and AFT AC, who had the basic 
responsibility. To further this work a joint Los Alamos-Sandia working group (called 
the Buzzer Committee) was set up with Dick Taschek of Los Alamos as the Chairman. 
Membership was drawn from the physics, test, and theoretical divisions at LASL, and 
from Sandia. It was expected that it would take this committee four to six months to 
come up with anything significant beyond the recommendation of the Panofsky Panel 
Report. Consequently, the Laboratories suggested that the Panofsky report was ade
quate to provide any interim need of the Geneva Panel of Experts or others. 

In mid-May, Starbird, worrying about information for the upcoming working group 
meetings in Geneva, asked Livermore to consider the necessary programs and time scale 
to obtain acoustic data Crom extremely small detonations in blocks of salt or other 
material. Later on, high-explosive detonations in the appropriate media would be 
conducted in a further efCort to try to understand the observation during Hardtack of 
very different seismic signals from two tests at essentially the same yield (Tamal-

. tigate 
the feasibility of testing the Latter hole theory using high-explosive detonations in 
the salt mines of Louisiana and Texas. He informed the Commission that two such salt 
mines had been identified. These tests could be conducted in something like 60 to 90 

. days. 

Effects of Moratorium -.-." 
In ear1y .. J.9.S9~""e sYStem began to realize the penalties of not testing. At the 

early May meeting previously mentioned, the representatives of DMA, DASA. ALOO, 
Laboratory Directors, and the Military Liaison Committee concluded that: (a) Fore
going all testing in the future would limit the warheads that the AEC could offer to· 
the DOD to meet existing or near-future system requirements (certain warheads offered 
by AEC would fall short of DOD desires in regard to assurance of performance, amount 
and predictability of yield, or other characteristics); (b) the exploitation of 
~ertajn fields of longer-range DOD 'interest which .could lead to significant changes 
JD we.apons systems and doctrine could not be accomplished without further testing; 
(c) foregoing further testiag would preclude obtaining effects information required 
b~ the DOD, of which high-altitude effects were the highest priority. . 
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Sandia Balloons. 1959 

In spite of the very strong opinion that only detonations underground or at very 
high altitude would be allowed in any future tests. assuming a complete. test ban was 
not agreed to. some work continued along other lines. Sandia. who had designed and 
operated the tethered balloons used in earlier operations in Nevada for lifting 
nuclear devices for detonation. now began the design and development 'of a balloon 
capability for Eniwetok. The concept was developed by Don Shuster. as Commander of 
7.1, and others in the Task Group and at Sandia. The AEC, through NVOO and Sandia, 
supported the development. By June of 1959. Sandia had had test flights at the 
Nevada Test Site af balloons carrying up to 20,000 pounds of payload, indicating that 
it would be feasible to lift such weights to altitudes of some 5,000 feet at the 
Eniwetok Proving Grounds. Coaxial cable for balloon use at ·NTS was being procured in 
July of 1959. and further prototype testing of a 20,OOO-pound lift balloon with a 
IS,OOO-pound payload was planned for September and October. Shuster reported in 
December that aerodynamic balloon operations could proceed about 10-12 months after 
authorization (5 months for test balloon delivery + 2 months for test flights + 3 to 
5 months for production unit delivery). 

Reduction of EPG Capability, J959 

During the earlier Pacific Operations, the Army Task Group had been responsible 
for -housekeeping- at the Eniwetok Proving Grounds. They Curnished the Island Com
mander and his staCf, many of the mmtary vehicles required, airfield operation and 
maintenance at· Eniwetok Island, and many other such functions. During the early 
operations, the Army had been most willing to perform this function as one of the 
ways of getting into ~nd staying in the nuclear weapons business. However. the Army 
portion of the nuclear weapon pic gradually reduced in the later part of the 1950s 
and the manpower drain to continue this function was appreciable (the Army had 1,000 
personnel at Eniwetok at the end oC J958). At the end of Hardtack Phase 1. the TG 
7.2 (Army) Commander. Colonel Stanley Sawacki. recommended to CJTF7 that the Air 
Force assume responsibility Cor aU the military Cunctions at Eniwetok presently 
assigned to TG 7.2, that the AEC contractor (HltN) take over the other TG 7.2 func
tions, and that TG 7.2 be inactivated. Initially. this proposal received no particu
lar attention in the light of the uncertain Cuture' of JTF-7 itself; as mentioned 
earlier. However. later, against the background oC the general set. of studies and 
moves going on in mid-1959 (i.e., the Department of Defense reorgallization, the 
agreement to put ITF-7 under AFSWP, and the reorlanization of AFSWP into DASA). the 
suggestion was looked upon with favor. The requirement that the Army ·support ·the 
Nike-Zeus test program on Johnston Island made the relief from maintaining Eniwetok 
even more welcome. As a result. Task Group TO 7.2 was reduced to less than 400 
people at Eniwetok by the end of July 1959. . 

The "Report of the Study Group on Organization for Future Test Operations" was 
endorsed by CJTF-7 (Anderson); Chief. DASA (Parker);· and Director, DMA (Starbird), on 
.August 20, J959, and .sent to Secretary of Defense, the AEC, and the lCS Chairman. 
The report recommended, among other things, that at the Eniwetok Proving Ground there 
be a general move to standby status by suCb actions as consolidating all base camp 
activities to Eniwetok Island· with mothballing of the facilities on Parry, which had 
been the headquarters or the technical organizations. reductions in the size of the 
boat pool, elimination of locally based aircraft, and no further construction. Total 
personnel were reduced to 495. Anticipating the· study completion was the ·official 
notification of a standby status phas~-down to TO 7.2 and others on August 8.· By 
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September 1959, Operation Switch was taking place with TG 7.2 handing~ver its 
responsibilities and equipment to Holmes &. Narver. By Dec~mber of 1959~ TG 7.2 was 
down to 20 people on Eniwetok. This study group rep~rt. whlch came out Just two days 
less than a year after the President had announced the test ban moratoriu~, and the 
concomitant actions resulted in theconvtrsion of, an active and useful proving ground 
to an almost useless piece of real estate in a period of about a year and a half, 
mainly on the assumption that testing in the atmosphere would not be ,allowed in the 
future, even if we were to return to testing. 

It appears that not a singleperso'n in the whole chain of decision makers at 
that time, all the way to the President through PSAC, the Commission, the Depa,rtment 
of Defense, and the Laboratory Directors, actually believed that there was any 

, serious hazard associated with worldwide fallout that might be produced by any future 
nuclear testing in the atmosphere. Rather, there was judgment that if negotiations 
were to break down because of the inability to solve the underground detection and 
identification problem, reaction to public fear of fallout would result in at least 
an atmospheric test ban. The reduction of total test funding, both because of the 
need to reduce the total national budget and the conviction that we would not have to 

'go back to testing at all. contributed strongly to the degradation of the Eniwetok 
Proving Ground. 'In retrospect. however. the author believes that had the Eniwetok 
Proving Ground, been maintained it would have been used in 1961 and 1962. Most of the 
development shots would probably have been balloon lifted rather than airdrops. Also 
in retrospect. however, it's not' a bit clear that any more weapons development 
iJiformation would have been gained that way than actually was obtained at Christmas 
Island, nor is it clear that the operation would have actually been conducted any 
sooner. 

Plowshare, Early 1959 

Livermore had long been promoting the peaceful uses of nuclear explosions (Plow
share). Clearly, the pursuit of this efCort in a period' of no weapons testing could 
be helpful in maintaining a weapons testing capability. The device designs were 
similar, but Plowshare devices did not have to meet the rigid strength and size 
criteria required of weapons. In addition. the criteria on cleanliness might be 
different. The testing of a device to be used for Plowshare purposes used essential
ly the same observational, techniques as those for a weapon test. Many of the experi
ments could be performed with devices designed to be used as weapons. Edward T~ner 
and Gerry Johnson of Livermore .pressed to separate the peaceful uses program from the 
weapons test 'problem, urging that any test ban allow the continued use of nuclear 
explosions for peaceful purposes. They.urged that arrangements be made for Plowshare 
experimental detonations in the then extant circumstances of a weapons test morato· 
rium. The Russians were not enthused about the Plowshare concept, and pointed out 
that it would be very difficult to differentiate a Plowshare explosion from a weapons 
test explosion. It was clear in the AEC family that such a differentiation would be 
most difficult; and. in fact. it was clear that unless there was extremely detailed 
monitoring, it would be very simple to conduct weapons tests under the guise of 
Plowshare. This latter politically difficult point led to a sort of 'schizophrenia in 
the community, in which it was simply not proper to admit the possibility of using 
Plowshare for evasion purposes. Hence, the Plowshare discussions were usually kept 
separate from the weapons discussions. This same. Ceeling led a little later' to the 
Plowshare program being separated within the AEC Headquarters from the weapons deve
lopment program, resulting in a separately labeled budget for planning Plowshare 
detona tions. 

During January of 1959, preparations continued. EG&G was constructing alpha 
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measuring equipment and a portable timing and firing system. Livermore was making 
detailed plans. while Los .Alamos re-examined the value of. participating in the Plow
share program. Previously LASL had not been particularly interested in Plowshare as 
such, feeling they were already overloaded with weapons problems. However, under 
project SANE (Scientific Applications of Nuclear Explosions) work had been done on 

. the possibility of producing and recovering large amounts of transplutonic elements 
.by means' of underground nuclear explosions. (A number of the transplutonic elements 
had been produced .in several previous shots, including Mike, but the devices· had not 
been designed to maximize such production.) Production of electrical energy by under-
ground nuclear explosions was also considered. . 

Attempts were being made early in the year to formulate proposed international 
rules by 'which Plowshare shots might be cond.ucted. Early announcement to other 
nations giving the date, tbe place, the purpose, the yield. measures to minimize 
fallout, etc .• was suggested. 

By mid-1959, pbysical preparations were being made for two Plowshare demonstra
tions. One was Project Chariot, to produce a barbor at Cape Thompson in Alaska, to 
assist in the development of the region.· Cbariot consisted of a cratering sbot of 
100 kt yield at about 700 foot depth, to produce the barbor, and an additional Cour 
20 kt sbots to produce a cbannel connectinl the harbor to the ocean. Environmental 
studies of the relion, includinl engineering considerations, were being conducted at 
this time. Project Gnome, a IG-kt shot to be fired in a salt dome in southern New 
Mexico, was planned to study energy and isotope production. In mid-May, the Commis
sion approved expanded effort on these projects. The Plowsbare group at Livermore 
was, by tbis time •. of appreciable size. A number of the group members also were part 
of the weapons test organization. 

An example of the feedback of Plowsbare considerations to weapons test capabili
ties is shown in a messaae about this time from Ed Fleming of Livermore to Colonel 
Tbompson of AFSWC concerning future air samplinl capability. He offered his opinion 
that for a long time to come, only cntering-type Plowsbare shots would produce 
radioactive clouds, tbat tbese could probably be sampled by the drone aircraft "sam
pling system then being developed by Sandia and that, therefore. the efforts of the 
4926th Sampling Squadron would not be required after the end of 1959. 

NTS 90-Day Readiness. Late 1959 

By mid-June 1959, the testing system had developed reactions to the guidance 
offered from the May 7 meetinl of DMA, Lab Directors. DASA; etc., previously men
tioned. LASL. after due consideration, went back to its old stand that it preferred 
vertical holes to tunnels and formally requested ·tbat ALOO design and ··construct four 
1,100-foot boles of 36-inch diameter in Area 3, and cancelled their request for 
tunnel work at Rainier Mesa. Discussions at the June.4, 1959. Nevada Planning Board 
meeting centered around the -requirement- to meet a 90-day readiness for underground 
testing. It was concluded that such readiness could be achieved by November I, 1959, 
if prompt approval were liven for tbe LASL 1,100-foot boles and for the desired LASL 
mobile alpha station. At that time tbe laboratories would be ready to do 
approximately one shot e~ch per month, assuming continued dr~lling and tunneling were 

-Enviaapd at 'bat time wu, .trancely enouell, '1M UN of '1M harbor .. '1M end point of an oil pipeline from what hu' 
.ince become knowD u ,he Prudhoe oil hJd, allowiq .tlippinc _t of '1M year out of that harbor to th. Io".r". Th. 
pipeline would be almo.t contmuouaiy.cwer bardroc:k and would ,benlon DOt face mo.t of the environmental dimculti.,hat the 
p .... nt pipeline faced. 
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approved. A SSO WI/ 3(ft)* rule for detonation depth was accep~ed. in spite of the 
containment difficulties with tunnels during Hardtack.LASL mdJcated that they 
would be happy to have some release of activity to improve the possibi1i~jes of 
sampling for radioactive debris, whereas Livermore intended complete contamment. 
(Livermore had started an attack on the concept of prompt sampling through small 
pipes from the shot point during Hardtack.) Sandia was also preparing their balloon 
lift capability to be ready on a 90-day notice for shots in two or three areas. at 
NTS. LASL initiated effort on the design and field check of a method for cleanlDg 
the contamination from all the reusable vertical holes used in Plumbbob and Hardtack. 
It was estimated that this action might make four 330-foot, 36-inch diameter. holes 
available for one-point detonations. The 1,100-foot vertical holes requested by LASL 
would cost some 1.9 million dollars. which had not yet been approved. Construction· 
had been authorized and was under way for three safety shot sites in Tunnels I, J, 
and K for Livermore. However. authorization to prepare the full-yield· shot sites was 
still required. Preparation was estimated to cost some· 3.6 million dollars in FY 
1959. 5.5 in FY 1960. and an additional 9 million once the go ahead for actual 
testing had been received. In mid-June. Gerry Johnson of Livermore requested autho
rization from DMA (Starbird) to begin the new construction necessary if readiness 
were to be achieved by November I. On June 22. Starbird withl)eld such authorization 
pending further review. At the midyear review on June 25. 1959. Norris Bradbury 
(LASL) emphasized that LASL intended to make its decisions and conduct its programs 
such that they could be abruptly modified as the future course of testing became 
apparent. He felt it unlikely that the U.S. would again test in the lower atmosphere 
to any extent and commented that the probability of resuming nuclear testing under 
any circumstances was aboQt 50%. He commented that LASL did not plan to devote any 
appreciable effort to the problem of elaborate physical diagnostics underground until 
it was clear that there actually would be a test series. He further commented that 
LASL intended to make extensive use of the capabilities of Sandia to assist in· 
diagnostic measurements of exoatmospheric detonations should testing of this type be 
undertaken. He also commented on his intent to shift about 10 percent of the current 
LASL testing personnel to other programs in the next year. assuming there were no 
extraordinary changes in the testing scene. . 

As of mid-1959. Starbird had requested that the initial January AEC testing 
budget of 17.5 million dollars Cor Cull-scale tests be upped to 27.5 million for FY 
1960. This upward revision included the. cost oC doing preparatory work for possible 
underground testing in Nevada .. It was his assumption that of the i7.S minion, some 
8 or 9 million would go into minimum maintenance effort at the Eniwetok Proving 
Grouild. A little would be reserved in case some method of testing ·other. than under
ground should become possible. and about four million dollars would be used for 
continued tunneling in preparation Cor possible Cull-scale weapons tests (approxi
mately one million d9Uars oC that was Cor the Jericho shot). This. money would 
support some 1 SO miners engaged in tunneling, but he suggested that the number ·be 
dropped to perhaps 100 by July I, 1959. Approximately two million dollars would be 
spent on construction for shots connected with the underground seismic program and 
about one and a half million on various efforts concerned with the problem of water 
contamination at the Nevada Proving Ground. To allow flexibility as the situation 
became clearer in the latter half ·of 1959, 4.8 million would be left uncommitted. 

By July 1959, LASL,- in conjunction with Reynolds Electrical and Engineering 
Company and NVOO.: was well into the design oC the operational and mechanical 

"' .1 ". ) 

-Tbe product or tbe Dumber SSO and 'be cube root of 'be yield--for yield expnMed in kilotolll--g k> be 'he depth 01 
burial in f .. ,; i.e., for 1 ilt, 'he depth would be 550 It; for 1,000 Itt, depth would be 5,500 ft. 
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procedures for firing in their proposed 1,100-foot holes" and the AEC had 'given 
approval to procure some 20,000 feet of coaxial cable for use with possible banoon 
shots at NTS. Design was under way for a downhole catcher to collect radiochemical 
samples which could then be pulled up through the sand of the backfill. 

As a result of the uncertainty concerning groundwater contamination in Nevada, 
Reeves contracted with the USGS (Bil·1 Twenhofel) to begin an investigation of this 
problem at NTS. A 1,200-foot hole was drilled in the north-central part of the 
Tippipah Springs Quadrangle during July and August 1959 as a beginning of a ground 
water monitoring program. . 

In mid-July, LASL changed its request for deep holes from 1,100 feet to 1,200 
feet in order to make the hole depth good for 10 kt. ALOO had prepared the advance 
notice for bids for these four deep holes, 'but was holding them pending DMA authori
zation of construction. LASL was having difficulty completing their experimental 
design for these holes because of the problem of getting the boost region alpha 
signal up the size cable they felt was reasonable to put down 36-,inch diameter holes. 
By August 6, some five different downhole canister geometries with various diagnostic 
ca.pabilities had been proposed. 

All three weapons laboratories were working hard on the problem of containing 
radioactive debris. underground. LASL was. for a change, taking the subject serious
ly. and in late August. J-15 published a set of computations predicting the pro~c;s 
depth of burial. However, there was no change in the officially approved 550W I 
criterion chosen by the planning board in early June. 

While work was continued on the tunnel complexes for LRL and the Department of 
Defense, approval from Washington did not come for the LASL 1,200-foot, holes. Thus, 
toward the end of September, LASL returned most of its equipment to New Mexico. An 
internal LASL report of the period includes the comment -the enormous quantity of 
work that Holmes &. Narver has had to do Cor LRL weapons, Vortex and Plowshare, has 
made HAN progress on LASL designs very slow. There is small indication that they 
will divert more effort to our projects any time in the ncar future.-

On August 26, 1959, President Eisenhower announced that the United States would 
extend its unilateral, testing 'suspension to the end oC 1959. On the 27th, the United 
Kingdom stated that it would not resume tests as long as the nelotiations showed 
prospect of success. and on August 28th, the U.s.s.R. pledged not to resume testing 
unless the western powers did so. This obviously did away with the concept of 
beginning an underground operation on November 1, 1959, but for a little while, the 
planning went ahead with the same concepts as those expressed in May. but delaying 
the time at which testing milht resume. ' 

Livermore continued to refine their plans. On October 19. 1959. Myron Knapp 
outlined in an internal document a 
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In the faJl of 1959, LASL, in a further attempt to learn about. methods .of 
radiochemical sampling for underground testing, core-drilled one of ItS one-poInt 
shots fired in 1957. The result! were the refinement of the yield of that ~hot a~d 
the conclusion that such sampling, even long after a test, had great d1agnost1c 
value. 

By the end of the year, LASL's deep holes had been designed, but ALOO had 
decided not to go ahead with the construction unless the moratorium situation changed 
'to indicate that the holes would be used. At this point, Bradbury requested that 
Starbird direct that the 1200-foot holes be drilled, stating that at the moment, LASL 
probably had the capability of doing a few one-point shots on three months notice, 
but could not make any statements about larger shots until the holes were drilled or 
approval was given for their construction.. .' . . .. 

Livermore was so busy by this time on Plowshare, se1sm1C detect!on readmess, 
etc., that they felt forced to back out of the planning of the Jericho shot. They 
proposed that they be phased out of the management starting Jan.l, so that DASA would 
have it completely under their control by March I, 1960. 

Radioactive Cloud Sampling. 1959 

By mid-1959. ilthough the attention oC the testing community had turned ~argely 
to the problems associated with underground testing, there were those who felt that 
atmospheric testing was still a possibility. If the capability to test in the 
atmosphere was to be maintained, one oC the most crucial items was the aircraft 
sampling capability that had been built up over the long period from 1946 through 
1958. The major capability for United States weapons test the 4926th 
Sampling Squadron of the 4950th Test bUQuerQue 

This capa 
Nevada and in the Pacific, but 

also the Rover nuclear propulsion tests. Aircraft sampling required a high level of 
proficiency on the part of the crews, both in order to prevent radiation overexpo
sures, and in order to assure proper sampling. The sampling tanks used were' long 
lead-time items requiring extensive aircraft modifications which could not be made on 
short notice. With appropriately equipped aircraft, planning and training for an 
operation normally began six months to a year beCore the planned operation. 

In mid-19S8, AFSWC, the owners of the 4926th Test squadron (sampling), had begun 
the argument that the 4926th strength could not be significantly ~educed if a nuclear 
sampling capability was to be maintained. By December of 1958, Headquarters Air Force 
had notified the field of its philosophy Cor continuation of a vigorous program to 
maintain and improve its atomic capability. Specifically. their guidance was that no 
actions were to be consummated which could jetlDardize or reduce the continued devel
opment of their atomic capability, including test resumption immediately following 
the termination of the test moratorium. This guidance was apparently intended only 
to instruct all Air Force units to continue pressing for Air Force nuclear weapons. 
But, it was also used by AFSWC as one of the many crutches to maintain the sampling 
program. The very fact of the continued existence of JTF-7 during this period of 
time, and the decision to maintain the Eniwetok Proving Ground at some level, also 
supplied strong support for the continued existence of the 4926th sampling capabi-
lity. . 

. Soon after the moratorium began, in spite of the original recommendations, Major 
General William M (Monte) Canterbury of the Air Research and Development Command 
(ARDC). with the agreement, of Maj. General C. M McCorkle, Commander of the AFSWC, 
somewhat reduced the strength of th~ sampling group. Both commanders fac~d the 
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common problem of maintaining an adequate readiness posture while usefully employing 
the people involved. In this vein they expanded the AFSWC research and development 
tasks, such as Javelin and Journeyman development and testing, while continuing test 
support to the AEC on non weapons tests, such as the Rover program. As another move 
to strengthen the 4950th the· Joint Chiefs of Staff gave approval in December for the 
formation of a permanent Air Force Task Group, 7.4. Th,!t function would be carried 
out by the 4950th. and would result in increased responsibility for them and for the 
Commander of Joint Task Force 7. However. this move was never consummated. 

In April 1959. the 4950th had ejght BS7-Bs and two BS7-Cs, out of a readiness 
requirement for twelve B57-Bs and four BS7-Ds. The intent now was to convert the Cs 
to sampler configuration (a useable substitute for the Bs) and to obtain the Ds from 
Strategic Air Command if they were ever needed. While no particular efforts were 
made during 1959 to reduce this sampling capability below that established immediate
ly after the moratorium began. "it was clear that the organization itself was worried 
about further r·eductions if additional jobs were not found. In June of 1959, Colonel 
Byrne of the 49S0th queried both George Cowan of LASL and Ed Fleming of Livermore on 
the plans and requirements for samplers which could be used from Indian Springs. 
beyond projects already named. Fleming didn't help the situation when he replied 
that. in his opinion. other than Rover and Plowshare, there would be no nuclear tests 
requiring. sampling for a long time to come. Furthermore. since Sandia would have 
completed a Drone Aircraft Samplin& System by the end of the year, he did not see 
that Livermore would need the 4926th sampling capability after that time; 

Perhaps 49S0th spirits rose a bit when they w.ere told by Merrill Smith of ALOO 
jn September that the AEC was surveying possible canal and harbor sites in Alaska. 
with a view toward usin& atomic weapons for excavation purposes in 1961. Participa
tion with AFT AC in exercises in Australia in early October 1959 must also have helped 
a bit. In October 1959, the ARDC reartirmed their statement that it was important to 
retain the 49S0th as. it presently existed. The possibility of the 4950th continuing 
to assist AFT AC was strengthened by a rumor in early October that U-2 aircraft might 
be assigned to the 4950th to support the AFTAC requirements for extremely high
altitude sampling. However. in November, the new commander of the 4950th. Colonel 
Wignall. was faced with the suggested reorganization of AFSWC, which would do away 
with the 4950th by absorbing :its function into AFSWC Headquarters. Wignall clearly 
felt that such a move would impair the proper support to nuclear test plaJlning and 
jeopardize the sampling capability. In· December 1959, Headquarters Air Force ··re
quested details of aircraft, manpower and schedule requirements to build up the 
capabilitjes needed if testing were resumed. the information to be supplied by Feb. 
1960. 

Thus, at the end of 1959, the capability for sampling atmospheric detonations in 
Nevada had not been seriously compromised. but the pressure was fairly hi,h to red·uce 
it. 

Pacific Test Capability/Willow Planning, 1959 

During the Hardtack series in the Pacific in ) 958. the Marshallesc natives asked 
the United Nations to take those moves necessary to prevent further testing of 
nuclear weapons at the Eniwetok Proving Ground. In November of 1958, both John 

. Foster Dulles and Phil Farley· expressed their feelings to the Commission that 

·Philip J. ruley ... Recordinc Seent...,. oUIle AEC, IN7-1154; member oUhe State Department Office ohhe Special 
Aut. for Atomic EnerlY, IDS4-1957'; aDd then Special Aut.lo State Department Sec,.tari .. Dull .. and Herter . 
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further testing in the Marshalls would be most impolitic. However. the testing. 
organization was reluctant to give up the large and familiar plant that had been 

t u 

test 
. sites such as Palmyra. Midway, Canton, or Howland/Baker, and consider open sea opera· 
tions, using either airdrops and/or Liberty ships ·as platforms for the devices. The 
testing organization had to 'add to Starbird's suggestions the Department of Defense 
• I . f h 1960 0 f W'U 

i. • • • .' • • 
construction and maintenance requirements necessary to continue ,the EPG test capabi
lity. The most important item of maintenance was the signal cable plant, but other 
repairs, including strengthening a number of the buildings and' towers on Parry and 
Eniwetok, were needed. Money promptly became a problem. In mid·November 1958, 
Hertford asked for an extra two million dollars to do the necessary construction. 
Starbird approved some of the work in mid-December J958, but 'delayed the rest for 
further consideration. 

In early 1959, discussions between the Laboratory people, Joint Task ·Force 7, 
ALOO. and others began to solidify some of these concepts. At a January 28 meeting 
held at ALOO it was estimated that to achieve an open seas readiness stature would 
take about five months, but that the Eniwetok Proving Ground could respond in three 
months. Furthermore an eight-shot operation could be completed at the EPG before any 
alternate location could be ready. However, later discussions led to the decision to 
go ahead with the open sea operation concept. The open sea operation would be planned 
for approximately 600 miles south of Hawaii, using airdrops lifted from Hawaii, or, 
when the device could not be prepared for an airdrop. Liberty ships as platforms. 
The operation would be controlled from an AGe command ship. Fireball cameras could 
be pointed by slaving to the ship's radar tracking system. Sampling would be done by 
aircraft based at Hickam or Barbers Point. An LSD would be used by the AEC laborato-
ries as an instrumentation ship. . 

However, in the longer range future. the Cull Operation Willow, about mid-1960, 
would use both Johnston and Eniwetok. 

In line with these concepts. 'EG&tG began design and construction of the tracking 
platforms, while the Navy investigated techniques for mooring barges or ships in deep 
water. ALOO authorized H&tN. Sandia, and EG&tG to proceed with design and engineering 
for some of the open· sea facilities and timing and firing systems. They began explo· 
ration of the use of Pearl Harbor and HiJo as a Hawaiian Test Center. Since the LSD 
was critical to the open sea concept, ALOO requested that JTF-7 forward the designa· 
tion and "as built" drawings of an LSD approved for use in the operation in order 
that the Laboratories could make specific ship mOdification plans. For their part. 
AFSWP continued design and construction of the equipment needed for Project Willow, 
using part of the 17 million dollars in their 1959 budget for that project. The 
estimate of the total Willow cost was 60 million ,dollars. No additional funds were 
yet approved for 1960. 

Starbird emphasized that .all of these investigations and activities should be 
conducted in a low-publicity manner to avoid the misinterpretation that we were 
proceeding toward nuclear testing (in retrospect, it's hard to see how that couid 
have been a misinterpretation). LASL transmitted a number of unclassified messages 
on this subject in mid-February. and were promptly told by Washington that it was an 
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extremeJy sensitive subject and that it should all be classified~ .' 
At the end of January 1959. Parker (AFSWP), noting that magnet1c conJu·gate. 

communications. and radar effects' from ltitude shots warranted further in 

on was w 564 were 
Army and 407 Air Force. Design and construction work was still continuing. but on a 
rather leisurely schedule. 

In mid-MarCh, representatives of all of the pertinent agencies again met in 
Washington at Arlington Hall and agreed on the specific planning for conducting an 
overseas test operation some 300 nautical miles southeast of the island of 

thetsu 
sea detonation, and, by July. had come up with guidelines; one of them was, -For 
example, jf a wave height of six feet onshore at Hawaii is considered tlie safe limit. 
a ten-megaton open sea barge shot should be located at least 800 miles away. while a. 
one-megaton shot need be removed only l50 miles.-

Thus. during the early part of 1959. the Eniwetok Proving Ground itself was not 
only maintained, but. some repairs were made under the restricted funding. . But in 
early May .1959. at a meetina in Washington attended by high level AEC and DOD person
nel. including AEC Laboratory representatives, the conclusion was reached that early 
resumption of atmospheric tests at the EPG had an extremely small probability, and 
that, as a consequence, the EPG should be placed on a maintenance standby status and 
expenditures should be limited to those necessary to prevent deterioration of essen-
tial facilities to the point where replacement or repair could cause a long-term 
delay in test resumption. It was assumed that DO tests would commence at the 
Eniwetok Proving Ground sooner than nine to twelve months after receiving authority 
to resume testing. At the same meeting, it was concluded that there was a slightly 
higher probability that open sea testing would be allowed and. therefore. investiga
tion of techniques and planning for such tests were warranted. but that no substan
tial funds or talent should be expended on the problem. 

Just sliahtly later. durinl the previously mentioned discussions of the test 
planning ad hoc group of Starbird. Parker. and Anderson and their !Subcommittees, 
several actions were recommended to pJaase down the resources at the Eniwetok Proving 
Ground to a maintenance standby status. Some of them were: consolidation of the 
base camp facilities on Eniwetok Island with concomitant mothballing of the facili
ties and equipment on Parry Island. which had been the AEC and 7.1 Headquarters; 
reduction of the boat' pool; removal of all locally based aircraft; reassignment of 
all communications to the AEC contractor.(H&N); cessation of any further construc
tion. except for minor modifications needed to consolidate the base camp facilities; 
and reduction of the total strength to 495 people, of which 69 would be Department of 
Defense. However. it took a little time to carry out these actions in the field. so 
in June of 1959 H&N still had under design for the, Eniwetok Proving Ground the 
following interesting items: a new barge slip for Parry Island. permanent reinforce
ment of the base island buildings, soundproofing and air conditioning of the Liver
more and LASL offices on' Parry Island. redesign of the IBM computer building, re
placement of the triangular photo lowers on Parry and Enyu by stronger rectangular 
towers. and design of a new photo tower to replace the Mack tower. They were also 
working hard. however. on the open sea concept and had under design an LeU shot 
vehicle and a more appropriate'LSD mast for timing and firing communication. 

. The Department of Defense continued vigorous planning for Willow through May, 
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June. July. and August of 1959, including support to its contractors for preparation 
of the mid-1960 operation. However, in early August, the Secretary of Defense, 
McElroy. changed his guidance, stating. amongst other things, that expenditures for 
construction equipment and instrumentation for specific tests would be limited to the 
funds available to the military departments and to DASA for weapons testing purposes. 
The new guidance stated that no weapons effects serie~ involving overseas operations 
and environments other than underground would be conducted prior to the spring of 

. 1961. This ac.tion resulted almost immediately in a 'reduction of the funding for DASA 
projects by approximately a factor of three. 

. By the 28th of July 1959, the Department of Defense and the AEC had agreed, in . 
principal, that the EPG should be reduced to the minimum required for a 12-month 
response capability, and the associated DOD organizations were to proceed with corre
sponding functional and manning changes. (But on the 3rd of August, the .Chief of 
DASA (Parker) added an EPG land surface weapons effects test to the Willow Planning.) 

On August 7, 1959, Eniwetok was officially notified by JTF.-7 (less than one year 
after the beginning of the moratorium) that the EPG would be phased down immediately 
to maintenance standby, with a capability to resume testing within 12 months. Only 
facilities and equipment which could not be replaced within 12 months would be kept 
at the EPG and there would be a maximum consolidation of the AEC/DOD functions. Task 
Group 7.2 was to start immediately to transfer its functions to the AEC contractor 
(HltN), and was to complete the transfer by January 1960. At the same time, 'Jim 
Reeves,wearing the hat of the Commander of Task Grou 7.5, ordered the AEC contrac-
tor side of the house to in the same 

avy w exception of 16 LCMs and four LCUs which were to be retained at EPG for 
usc by the AEC maintenance and security force.' 

So began Operation Switch at Eniwetok. The Laboratories removed all of their 
equipment from the upper islands and either stored it on Parry or Eniwetok or brought 
it home. Military-owned equipment, except for that needed to keep the airfield open, 
was either transferred to the AEC or returned to CONUS. Coaxial cable was returned to 
the Nevada Test Site. The Air Force redeployed all helicopter personnel to home 
station. By mid-December 1959, the Task Force strength on Eniwetok was down to about 
20 from a level of 1,000 a1 the beginning of the year, and Holmes" Narver had taken 
over virtually all functions. By late. January of 1960, Operation Switch had 'been 
completed. , 

In parallel with these actions at Eniwetok. the Task Force support organization, 
consistent with the recommendations made through 'June and July, was also phased down. 
As mentioned elsewhere, the Technical Task Group, 7.1, was deactivated as of August 
31, 1959. JTG 7.2, the Army housekeeping organization at Eniwetok, as previously 
mentioned, was continually reduced in size and finally moved from Eniwetok to 
Arlington Hall Station' on January 17, 1960. Task Group 7.5, the AEC Task Group was 
deactivated, but retained a fair fraction of their personnel within AEC Field 
Offices, at ALOO, or in Nevada. 

The previously mentioned study by Chief AFSWP, JTF·7 Commander, and Starbird 
'recomme.nded that JTF-7 become a subordinate command of DASA. That action became 
effectiye November 27. 1959, with the previous· JT~-7 Chief of Staff, Brigadier 
General George T. Duncan, taking over command from General Anderson. On August 20 
J959, Duncan had indicated to the Department of the Army that there would be n~ 
requirement for a general officer in the Task Force after FY 1960. Rear Admiral 
Parker, Chief DASA, on November 9, directed that a plan be developed to transfer the 
Nevada Test Site support (unction$ of DASA to ITF-7, and that JTF·7 establish an 
Albuquerque office to carry out that work. 
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By the end of 1959 a major portion of the organizations for conducting ov.crseas 
tests had disappeared. Eniwetok Proving Ground had been put in a carctaker status. 
the plans for an open sea operation had come and gone. and virtually the only active 
planning for a real operation was the DASA planning for Operation Willow, to be 
conducted in 1961. 

High-Altitude Test Detection, Mid-1959 Through Early 1960 

As previously related,· the Conference of Experts had recognized their lack of 
knowledge concerning the detection of high-altitude detonations and the need for a 
later conference on the subject. Efforts·· were made in early 1959 to prepare for 
such a meeting, including the appointment by PSAC of an Ad Hoc group on High Altitude 
Detection. chaired by Dr. Wolfgang Panofsky. 

The Commission began considering the high-altitude detection question in earnest 
at a May 29, 1959. meeting, at which they were briefed by Dr. Richard Latter of Rand . 

. The reasons for conducting high altitude nuclear tests, Latter said, arc as 
follows: (1) to obtain further information on the scientific and military applica
tions of nuclear weapons; (2) to carry out tests. o,ther than underground. which would 
not result in radioactive fallout; (3) to continue testing in the event there is 
agreement to limit testing at altitudes below 100,000 km. thereby avoiding radio
active fallout; and (4) to determine the capabmty to carry out and detect clandes
tine nuclear tests above 100.000 km altitude in the event of agreement to cease all 
nuclear weapons tests. He summarized the Panofsky Panel's conclusions as being that 
nuclear testing is feasible at altitudes up to 300 mi k 
feasible to establish a 

a guaran 
tude detection capability, Latter said that be could not detail such a system at the 
time. but felt that an adequate system could be established by 1963. Through this 
briefing. and one a few days later wbich included some new information from the 
Panofsky Panel, the commissioners concluded tbat high-altitude test detection was 
more feasible than underground test detection and also reached a conse·nsus that the 
results of the panel's studies and reports should be made public . 

. Khrushchev expressed a willingness to join in technical discussions on the high
altitude detection problems as proposed by the U.s. and U.K. Thus. a 'meeting of 
experts from the three countries convened OD June 22 in Geneva, concluding their 
talks with a final report on July 10, 1959. This 8roup. known as Technical Working 
Group I, made the following general recommendations: that five to six earth satel· 
lites be emplaced at altitudes greater than 30,000 kilometers for detection of neu· 
trons, prompt lamma rays, delayed gamma rays, and soft x,;.rays. or, if technical or 
economic reasons required. this system be deployed at low altitudes; that a satellite 
be placed in the appropriate elliptical earth orbit to cover the magnetic field 
regions of electron trapping; that, if thought necessary, a system of four solar 
satellites be emplaced to increase coverage of the regions behind the moon and the 

-In a Ma, 14, leSO. leaw (Department 0/ State Bulletin). 
_. An earl, exUnple ... an April Ie. 10SO. report; wriUeIl at LASL b)' Don W _'-rYelt. in draft form, on an atmo.pheric 

lIuoreacence .,.aem. Major Robert Filher of AFT AC b8d requ .. &ec:I that au report be .ubmitted immediately. eyen thourh it 

... onl, partially comple'-. baud on an urpnt requ .. t from Hana aethe tbat i' iI nHc:ied in Geneva. Tbu •• three copi_ of 
the hurriedly finaliMd draft .ere Mnt &0 Geneva to Spurpon K .... y. Bethe. and PanoC.k,. 
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sun; and last, "that ground control posts be equipped with instruments for observing 
direct visible light, for observing fluorescence in the 'upper atmosphere, ~or 
measuring the absorption of cosmic radio noise in the ionosphere, and for measunng 
radio signals." . . . 

During the summer of 1959. the DOD had agreed to accept overall responsIbIlity 
for high-altitude detection, but there was uncertainty as to who .wou!d. ov~r~ee the 
work until the primary role was given to ARPA on September 2. UntIl thIS decIsIon was 
final, between about April and September, the lack of definite responsiblity caused 
some problem, although it is clear that AFTAC was playing the major DOD technical 
role at this time. 

On July 22 Starbird requested that the LASL and Sandia directors produce a 
concrete statement of the work that had to begin without delay, for forwarding to 
AFT AC. AFT AC needed the details to formulate the final program in order to ask for 
approval and funding from the DOD. Since AFT AC felt that this funding might be a 
long time in coming, DMA asked for emergency funding for its portion. 

The U.S. satellite borne detection efforts, which were based on the work already 
being overseen by the Buzzer Committee, were to become known as V cia Hotel. The 
techniques of surface-based detection of high-altitude explosions, such as the obser
vation of nuclear explosion-induced atmospheric fluorescence being worked on at LASL. 
became part of Vela Sierra. 

During the summer. some of the detectors and logic systems being developed at 
LASL and Sandia for satellite packages were tested. A neutron detector, an electron 
magnetic spectrometer, and a proton counter telescope were flown on small rockets as 
the beginning of experimental work on such systems. Doyle Northrup (AFT AC), on 
September 3, 1959, forwarded to ·Bradbury a background program document entitled 
"Proposed Program of Research on Detection of Nuclear Explosions at High Altitude in 
the Atmosphere and in Space: The document discussed Technical Working Group I 
recommendations of July 10, 1959, to the Geneva Conference. and ~ddressed the feasi
bility of various methods of detecting high-altitude explosions using ground stations 
and satellites. Northrup stated that AFTAC had the overall technical project manage
ment whereas ARPA would be responsible for overall 'supervision and funding. AFTAC 
intended to r.equest the ·assistance of consultants in various disciplinary fields, and 
proposed the establishment of an advisory panel to DDR&E. The proposed panel would 
have Panofsky as the chairman and Dick Latter as the acting chairman. with Bethe. 
Bing. Donovan. Goldberger. Longmire. Molnar. Peterson (SRI). Pickering (JPL), 
Taschek, and Watson (LRL) as members. Part oC the program was to be a set of nuclear 
tests to check the detection system's, capability. The tests would include a repeat 
of the last Argus test and a number of other tests, with and without x-ray shields, 
between 100 thousand and 300 million kilometers altitude. 

The AEC laboratories were asked late in the summer to provide information on 
their theoretical work to the DOD, wh€l' also had the Army Ballistic Missile Agency 
(ABMA) and the Space Technology Laboratory (STL) on contract to ARPA to provide 
information to the Department of State for the Geneva negotiators. The Geneva 
negotiators requested that ARPA study and evaluate detection ·syste-:ns for explosions 
of, one kiloton or larger yield. at altitudes above 30-50 kilometers, using either 
surface or suellite means. ARPA was to provide a report to Geneva by October 7, 
1959, and to update the report within 6 months. 

In early fall 1959. after being assigned overall responsibility, ARPA issued 
Order No. 102-60 directing Air Force Ballistic Missile Division (AFBMD)to investi
gate a system of ground stations and satellites for detecting nuclear detonations at 
altitudes above SO kilometers. By Amendment 1 to the same order ARPA directed BMD to 
produce a de'velopment plan for the R&D program leading to a detailed definition of 

'such a satellite system. This plan was to be developed by a· joint working group 
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including AEC, NASA, and ARDC. The group's report was published in rough d~aft in 
March of 1960 by the Vela Joint Working Group, chaired by Colo~el Harry Evans of 
AFBMD. The report. entitled ·Project Vela Hotel. ARPA Order No. 102-60" discussed 
all aspects of the proposed satellite systems (using a large part of the Buzzer 
Committee's October 1959 report. entitled "Capability Report for a Satellite System 
for Nuclear Burst Surveillance"). as well as associated communications. launch 
vehicle development. possible use of various rocket probes for instrumentation devel
opment. and extensive estimates of cost. Sixty-three. million dollars would be re
quiredbetween FY 1961 and 1964, 36 million for launch vehicles and 20 million for 
satellite payloads. 

In October. at Starbird's request, both LASL and Sandia estimated the FY 1960 
funding and manpower required to support Vela Hotel. LASL required additional 
funding of something less than 51 million, and Sandia estimated 52.7 million. more 
'than half of which was for hardware procurement. On October 29. Glen Fowler of 
Sandia updated the Sandia cost estimate to a significantly lower number for FY 1960. 
Livermore, seldom mentioned in high-altitude detection, respon'ded 'with an estimate 
for a small erfort of 5200,000 .. 

On October 29 Taschek gave Don Shuster LASVs rocket support requirements. LASL 
required. between January and July of 1960, about 10 small rockets having a 100-mile 
altitude' capability, and about 10 carriers with a 300 mile altitude capability as 
soon as Sandia could make them available. For higher-altitude applications, LASL and 
Sandia would jointly 'request carriers from AFT Ae. 

On November 23 Starbird gave LASL a go-ahead for their program; but authorized 
Sandia to proceed only with general research. not to include any hardware purchases .. 

On February 19. 1960. Hertford summarized the LASL and Sandia requirements for 
Vela Hotel for the next several fiscal years. Sandia intended te) utilize )0 Nike
Cajun rockets for instrumentation flights thnrough the rest of FY 1960. Journeyman B 
rockets for instrumentation flights needed by LASL and Sandia were to be provided by 
AFSWC. Other instrumentation packages were planned to be carried piggyback on NASA 
satellite flights. Finally. emplacement of four Vela Hotel satellites was planned. 
with the first pre-prototype package of a nine-satellite build to be launched in 18 
to 24 mon ths. 

Deep Space and High·Altitude Nuclear Testing. 
Spring 19S9 Through Early 1960 

April )959 hearings on the Argus explosions by the House Committee on Science 
and Astronautics and the subsequent publication of the unclassified part of these 
discussions in June served to increase awareness of the possible future use of space 
for nuclear test detonations. Public reaction to the problem of atmospheric fallout 
from low altitude testing was one of the factors that had led to the test moratorium, 
so there was need to cons·ider the possibility of deep space nuclear weapon testing as 
an alternative or supplement to underground testing. There was need to consider the 
methods by which the enemy might cheat on a CTB by testing in outer space. There was 
need for the DOD to understand the effects on communications. radar operation. etc. 
of nuclear detonations at high altitudes. These needs led to growing attention to 
this testing environment in the spring of 1959. As mentioned elsewhere, planning for 
the DOD high-altitude effects series Willow had been goini on for many months. but 
only in early May did the Commission (AEC) begin addressing the possibility of 
satisfying some of their own requirements by testing in the upper atmosphere or .in 
deep space ... 

In May. Starbird requested that the Laboratories send him information on possi'l!'" 
ble high-altitude testing. detection, and evasion methods. in preparation for the 
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upcoming Technical Working Group J meeting. He espe~iaUy desired a Liv~rmorc: report 
on possible shielding of high-altitude nuclear detonatJons. Molnar (S~ndla) r.esponded 
in late May with details of how nuclear devices and rocketborne expenm~ntat1on could 
be utilized to test in outer space, with particular attention being gIven to th?se 
details that Molnar felt should not be discussed with the Russians at the upcomsng 
High-Altitude Detection Technical Working Group. He for~~rd~d two stu~ies on hi~h
altitude testing possibilities, addressing methods of posJtJonmg and mstrumentsng 
such tests, the basic measurements that would be sought, and how they would be 
obtained, and discussing safety problems, both with the missile and the warhead, and 
how these problems might be solved. ." . 

The Commission was briefed July 17 by General Starbird on the various prelImJ-
nary high-altitude test summaries and proposals. Their reaction was to regard the 
information as extremely sensitive, and to suggest that the reports ought to be 
closely held. -

The DOD, through Loper, suggested to the AEC that Willow be made a joint AEC-DOD 
program. but in the summer of 1959 there was neither a strong desire by DASA to have 
the Laboratories' programs fully included in Willow, nor an eagerness by the AEC 
technical people to include their requirements in this DOD series of tests. 

DASA planning Cor the high-altitude portion of Willow, as updated to the DDR&E 
on August 3. was to carry the appropriate warhead aloft on a Jupiter missile launched 
from Johnston Island. The missile would also carry two to Cour ·pods· to be deployed 
for close-in measurements. Companion rockets would be utilized for additional mea
surements. _ A review of the Willow plan by DDR&E resulted in a decision in August to 
conduct Willow no earlier than March 1961, and the JCS .was given the figure of two 
million dollars to fund the FY 1960 effort rather than six miJJion as origina]]y 
recommended by AFSWC. AFSWC was to be in charge of the rocket launch and pod pro
grams, as well as small rocket programs Cor other DOD Laboratories. 

The Airforce Ballistic Missile Division, on their ow-n initiative, published,on 
September 1, a proposed progtam for Outer Space Weapons Testing. Their report began 
by noting the Air Force -realization that the U.s.s.R. has such a capabmty and may 
well be in a position to exploit it.· A carrier system was proposed to lift a 1,000-
pound payload ·containing the device. measurement sensors. and equipment to transmit 
the data back to earth. The time to have a new test capability was estimated to be 
greater than 24 months. The Eastern Test Range and Johnston Island were considered 
possible launch sites Cor the program, estimated to cost around S30 million. 

The first detailed proposal from the AEC Laboratories on a deep space test 
capability came from Edward Teller to Starbird on September 30, 1959. Teller encour
aged development of that capability and proposed use of a three-stage Atlas booster 
launched from either Eniwetok-Bikini or Christmas Island. Johnston Island, he felt. 
should not be considered because it was already overcrowded. -Livermore estimated 
that this development would take about 18 months (through the first calibration shot) 
and cost about S50 million. Later shots would cost SIO-IS million each. Teller 
stated that either LASL or Livermore should be assigned responsibility for the ex
periment, but that Livermore could not undertake the job without an increase in staff 
and, thus, he preferred that LASL undertake the job. McCone notified Starbird on 
October 18 that he was impressed with Tet'ler's proposal. 

The -earliest mention of the Thor as a device carrier is in an October 27 AFSWC 
proposal for inclusion of Argus type experiments in Operation Willow. AFSWC recom
mended that three tests be carried to altitudes of 100 to 400 kilometers (from 
J<?~ston Island) by the Thor (which would carry instrumentation pods). with addi
tional diagnostic equipment to be carried by Javelin rockets. 

Discussion of these various proposals had progressed sufficiently by late 1959 
that the Chief of DASA, Admiral Parker, sought General Starbird's concurrence that 
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DASA fund preliminary planning for development of an outer space testing capability. 
Starbird forwarded the DASA proposal for joint consideration of outer space testing 
to ALOO and the weapons laboratories on January 19, 1960. Noting the similarity 
between the AFBMD and the Teller proposals, Starbird asked for opinions about a 
reciprocal program with the DOD whereby the AEC would provide the warhead and some 
diagnostic packages for the two highest-altitude Willow tests, while at the same time 
encouraging the DOD to proceed with planning and engineering studies outlined in the 
AFBMD proposal. Starbird noted that "except for organizational concept and assignment 
of responsibilities," the DOD outer space program would accomplish the purpose of the 
Livermore proposal. That particular exception was one that was extremely important 
to the addressees. Gerry Johnson of Livermore replied. on January 26. that there was 
a clear difference between the objectives of Willow (high-altitude effects) and outer 
space testing (to develop an AEC lab capability in that regime). Furthermore, Liver
more specifically disagreed with Starbird's proposed division of responsibility, 
feeling that the development of any testing capability was the responsibility of the 
AEC. and military participation would appropriately be only supportive~ Bradbury. 
although somewhat milder, was also pessimistic about the organizational format and 
responsibilities. He also felt that the AEC must retain control. The Sandia reply. 
on January 27 was even stronger in guarding the AEC's rightful responsibilities on· 
Willow and outer space testing. Sandia felt that DASA. should be notified that the 
AEC would provide a package containing warheads and associated arming, firing. and 
diagnostics systems for joint AEC-DOD Willow tests for both· weapons effects and 
diagnostic purposes. Furthermore, for the outer space test capability, DOD might 
provide and control the· launch vehicle and perform certain other functions such as 
site selection and preparation, but the AEC should have overall test direction to 
ensure that the scientific objectives of these tests were met. 

After receiving these replies, Starbird informed Hertford. with information 
copies to the Laboratories. on February 3, J960, of his response to DASA. He indi
cated that the AEC agreed to provide the warheads and diagnostic packages for the 
Willow shots. Starbird felt the organizational responsibilities could be worked out 
later. foJlowing approval of the tests. As for the outer space testing proposal. 
Starbird recommended that DOD proceed along the line of the AFBMD study. The Labora
tories were to proceed with engineering and developmental planning for an AEC package 
which would contain the warhead. arming, fusing. firing. safing. diagnostic equip
ment. and related telemetry for a full-scale nuclear test. 

Based on Starbird's agreement DASA released funds to ARDC for further study of 
their· outer space testing prQPosal.in coordination with the AEC. The technical 
working group that was formed to study this was chaired by Air Force Ballistic 
Missile Division (AFBMD. under ARDC) and had representatives from AFSWC. Livermore, 
LASL. and Sandia. At their first meeting on February 19, 1960. at AFBMD the group 
agreed to develop a detailed plan on a testing capability for some appropriate 
distance outside the earth's influence. Following approval by both AEC and the Air 
Force. the plan would be delivered to DASA by July 28. 1960. This system was given 
the acronym ASWT, for Advanced System for Weapons Test. Early discussions indicated 
that while it would cost an additional 530,000,000 to launch from Johnston Island 
instead of the present facilities at Cape Canaveral. it would also solve a number of 
operational and safety proble,ms. . 

In January 1960, DASA canceled Redstone flights planned for later that year to 
test. the missile with the instrumentat"ion pods, indicating that such tests were an 
unwise investment in the Willow low-altitude program. Virtually all of the Willow 
activity and active planning and preparation were di~continued by' DASA February 26. 
although Task Group 7.3 (Navy Task Group) supported a series of 'tests off the Florida 
coast .in February and March of 1960'· to evaluate various methods of locating and 
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recovering pods ejected from mi$siles on high"altitude tests.. . 
Thus, after all the studying and coordinating of proposals,. a coupl.e of. months 

into 1960 the only firm high-altitude program (Willow) was. completely mactIve, but 
the AEC and DOD had started to coordinate· planning and development of an outer space 
test capability. 

Underground Detection, 1959 

On April 23, 1959,. Chairman McCone met with Killian, Quarles, and Starbird and 
agreed that the AEC would be primarily responsible for following the Berkner Panel 
recommendation to undertake an experimental test program to determine the parameters 
of detection and concealment of underground nuclear detonations, and to determine the 
feasibility. practicability, costs, and timing of underground tests necessary to 
investigate these parameters. The AEC and the DOD would try to establish the test 
requirements jointly. 

Livermore and Rand. working with AFT AC and Sandia, promptly set about to carry 
out these aims under the guidance of such people as Carl Romney of AFT AC, Glen Werth 
and Harold Brown of Livermore, and AI Latter of Rand. In May of 1959, there was 
pressure on Livermore to produce results quickly. especially on the Latter-hole 
concept. But Harold .Brown. in an exchange with Starbird, made the strong point that 
it would be better to take a year and gct the correct results than to produce 
erroneous results. in a short time, even though results were needed for the upcoming 
mecting of Technical Working Group II at Geneva. 

In late June, an interagcncy "Scientific Panel to Evaluate the. Overall Adequacy 
of Test Detection Systems· was set uP. and as part of that, the Ad Hoc Group on 
Seismology, with Dr. Frank Press as Chairman, was formed by the Director of Defense 
Research and Engineering. The Commission, at Starbird's suggestion, made Harold 
Brown the AEC representative, with SpofforCl English and Starbird as observers. 

The feeling that data had to be produced to assist in the test ban negotiations 
grew stronger and stronger in mid-1959. This desire for data grew out of two 
opposing viewpoints. Those who felt vcry strongly that continued testing was to the 
benefit of the United Statcs wanted such measurements and calculations in order to 
show that detection and identification systems would reaUy not be effective against 
a determined cheater. Thosc who felt a treaty, a cessation of all tcsting. would be 
to the benefit of the United States also felt that· such measurements and calculations 
helped develop confidence that the U.s. would not be trapped by allowing the Soviets 
to gain information from clandestine testing, which they could do. whereas we, on the 
other hand, would not advance any further because, in our opcn society, it was clear 
that we could not. and would not, conduct tests clandestinely. 

There was. of course, a third set of people who wanted the cessation of testing, 
believed the Russians would not cheat, and ihought that the whole business of re
Quiring on-site inspections and detection stations within the Soviet Union was a ·lot 
of folderol. However. their voicc was not loud in Washington. Obviously, persons of 
this third category did not believe that eithcr further experimental or theoretical 
investigations were necessary. However, since that happened to be the Russian line 
at the moment. it was not popular in American circles. 

The general line of att3ck seemed to be to produce data and theory to convince 
the Soviets that the problem of detection was difficult and that cheating was possi
ble. This line was apparently supposed to convincc them that they should accept our 
propos. Is for on-site inspection and international detection systems, or at least 
that they should join us in ~esjgning satisfactory systems of that type. In essence, 
we seemed to be saying that "We know we won't chcat, but we know you ·will if given 
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the chance, so why don't you woo us into a complete test ban treaty by allowing us to 
design and install methods to prevent any cheating that we can imagine. And further
more, we would like you to help us pay for this." 

As had been remarked by the Berkner Panel, the overall problem of underground 
detection involved an understanding of the response of the earth to nuclcar detona
tions and earthquakes; improved· seismological techniques for investigating these 
pJtenomena; and an understanding of the effects of geology, depth of burial, etc .• on 
coupling of nuclear detonation energy to the eatth, as manifested by the appearance 
of that energy at teleseismic ,distances. It was of great importance to distinguish '. 
somehow the signal of a nuclear explosion from that of a'n earthquake. To offer 
significant improvements in the detection and identification system, it was necessary 
to learn, by theory and experience, a great deal more about the signals from nuclear 
detonations. 

The Latter "big hole" theory prediction of decoupling factors as high as 300 was 
addressed by means of two programs, one high-explosive and one nuclear. The high
explosive program, Project Cowboy, consisted of several shots fired in hollow cavj
tics in salt. In particular, 1,000 pounds of high explosive was fired in the center 
of a 30-foot diameter spherical cavity and the seismic signal from that compared with 
the signal from the detonation of a I,OOO-pound high explosive closely tamped in 
salt. The seismic signal <at several frequencies) was observed at distances as great 
as 44,000 feet. Between December 19S9 and mid-March 1960 these experiments showed 
that the decoupling theory was approximately correct for high explosive. Amongst our 
own experts there was not agreement that high-explosive experiments could prove that 
the Latter decoupling theory applied to nuclear detonations. 

The second part of the cavity decoupling program, nuclear decoupling, was the 
subject of Commission discussion in late July. As a result Starbird notified the 
Laboratories and AFTAC on July 24, 19S9,. that Chairman McCone wanted to accelerate 
studies and actions to stage those underground nuclear shots necessary to confirm or 
refute the Latter decoupling theory. On August 3, 1959, at a Washington meeting 
called by Starbird, attended by Northrup and Romney of AFTAC, AI Latter of Rand. 
Carson Mark of LASL, and others, an attempt was made to further planning Cor the 
decoupled and associated closely tamped nuclear events. After arguments in which 
Livermore suggested 200 tons yield, and AFT AC S kilotons, agreement was reached to 
attempt a 1.7 kiloton detonation in salt. If· it turned ·out to be impractical to 
build a cavity for that yield the 200 too yield would be the fallback pOlition. The 
decoupled shot could presumably be conducted by March of J960. 

Early on, it was recognized that the coupling of the energy of an underground 
nuclear detonation to the earth would be dependent upon the medium in which the shot 
was fired (alluvium, tuft. Ifanite. salt, etc.}.·· In order to investigate this 
phenomenon and the Question of nuclear vs. high explosive coupling, Project Concerto 
was initiated. By early August 1959, the engineering was well along for that pro
ject. to be conducted at the Nevada Test Site. Project Concerto involved some seven 
closely tamped shots. of which six were to be nuclear. Specifically there were to' be 
three 5-kt nuclear shots <Orchid at 2- to 3.000-foot depth in tuff •. Porpoise at 
10,000-foot depth in tuff. and Dinosaur at an unspecified depth, but off site); two 
shots to compare nuclear vs. hilh explosive at J kt (Cottontail, high explosive in 

• A handwriUan collUDenlon the LASL copy ol thia ......... ia -How come the Chairman will let thia tat be plannec:l. but 
Starbird .aya 'nothinc doinc on one-poiD&I'?" SUNly ,.ninc Nady for a decDuplinc 
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tuff, and Crystal. nuclear in tuff); and two other shots to look at th.e effects of 
yield (Coffee Pot. 1/4 kt nuclear in tuff. and Stingray, .50· kt nuclear l~ tuff). In 
mid-September. Harold Brown (Livermore) requested authority to proceed wIth construc
tion for the high-explosive Cottontail event to achieve a February IS. 1960, ready 
date for the shot. Of the whole Concerto program, this was the only shot he felt 
could be conducted without serious political restrictions. Starbird again stressed 
the need to avoid any leak or speculation that the large hole experimentation was 
indicative of AEC planning for any nuclear tests. even though discussions had been 
going on with the Russians for some time aimed at getting them to join these experi-
mental efforts to improve the definition of the required worldwide seismic net. In , 
early October. Gerry Johnson of Livermore again requested from Starbird authorization "-
to proceed with the engineering and construction for Cottontail. However. Livermore ~ 
had chosen a new site in a separate tunnel and now proposed a new readiness date of j' 
May I. 1960. which would be consistent with the AFTAC readiness to observe teleseis- t 
mic signals from Lollipop,- intended for April 1. 1960. On October 22 Starbird ~ 
stated that. following ALOO review, the new Cottontail emplacement plan would be ,,- ~ 
discussed with AFTAC. In November 1959. the Commission reviewed the Lollipop plans, ~ ~~ 
wishing to be sure that any instrumentation proposed could be revealed to Soviet \:J 1""'\ 
representatives if the test should be conducted under international sponsorship. c: ~ 
There was worry that some of the proposed projects associated with this shot could:::> t 
not be defended solely on the basis of seismic detection studies of underground':"I5C 
nuclear shots, but appeared to aim more toward the ~ ~,. 

tary uses of nuclear explosions, W '~ 

1959, Project Vela came into existence officially with the £. ~~ 
assignment of the seismic, high-altitude, and surface detection programs to ARPA. -r "?~ 
The underground detection study program became known as Vela Uniform (Uniform for "-.::JfI 
underground). However, the AEC continued to carry the responsibjlity for the nuclear 3 if'''' 
underground detonations and for Cottontail. " , 

By the end of 1959, a great deal of the effort at Livermore, Sandia. and the 
test section of ALOO had been transferred from weapons testing to the design and 
preparation Qf underground shots for seismic detection purposes. An appreciable part 
of the FY J 960 weapons (undin. had also been transferred to that purpose. 

Plowshare, Late 1959 

Livermore and the Commission, in. particular Libby, continued to press hard for 
some arrangement that would make the Plowshare program feasible. either during the· 
moratorium or under the framework of any treaty to be negotiated. There was a bit of 
schizophrenia at Livermore. On the one 'hand they were pressing hard for.a provision 
that would allow underground testing, even though atmospheric testing was banned· (a 
variation of this had been proposed at Geneva in" Aprin. and on the other hand they 
were also pointing out (Brown to Starbird. April 22) that being allowed' to do the 
most obvious eratering shots was in conflict with the proposed requirement to test 
only underground - it's hard to make a crater and yet completely contain. Another 
problem that· received serious attention was that of making an unclassified Plowshare 
test area, that is, an area available for inspection, so as to prove that it had 
nothing to do with weapons development. . " 

~~~,.. 

-Separately planned by Livermore and AFTAC (in raponae to tIM Berltner Panel.ncommendationl) .. a 6-kt tamped 
nuclear abot in ,rani&e at the NTS. 
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During the summer of 1959, Livermore settled on ~ number of Plowshare proposals, 
of which t·he most significant were: 

a. Gnome - planned as a 10-kt detonation in the Salado Salt Basin about 25 
miles southeast of Carlsbad, New Mexico. The detonation would be some 
1,200 feet below the surfacc. Thc primary purpose of the experiment 
was to investigate the use of such an explosion as a ~ource of heat or 
energy to run an electric ·power plant (although· no plant was to be 
associated with the detonation). Side issues· were the investigation of 
the production of transplutonic radioisotopes and additional data on 
seismic coupling in salt .. 8 N1 

b. Chariot ... an excavation project to produce a harbor close to Cape ~ ~ ~ 
Thompson, Alaska. '. . ~ . .....:J t. 

c. Oxcart .. which was to be a couple of detonations at ~TS :to investigate:,::) ~ ~ 
excavation efficiency as a function of yield and depth to assist in the -.-r \C) I ~ 
planning for Chariot. -8. . ~ 

d. Djtchdigger - was to be the test of a cle~n eXPlosive:§ ~ • , ..... 
device which would enhance the projects as the -+- . '0 
proposed sea level Panama Canal. . - Q Q 3\0\ 

e. . Oilsands - an experiment to study the feasibiJity of oil recovery by 
means of a nuclear explosion in the Athabascan tar sands of C~nada. 

f. Qll s.JlJk .. which would use a nuclear explosion to shatter an oil shale 
formation, followed by an attempt to retort in place. 

By September 'of J959 Livermore had presented the first four of these to DMA as 
specific project proposals; however. Plowshare could clearly not proceed without some 
clarification on the test moratorium question. There was strong fear that the budget 
would be reduced by Congress unless the promise could be made that some projects 
could really be carried out. The Commission and General Manager were faced with 
funding limitations and the requirements of the readiness and underground detection 
programs, so' that they, too. ""ere questioning the proposed Plowshare funding. In 
early September, Starbird requested that his staff (Kelly and Keto) proceed .with. 
those steps necessary to activate -the Plowshare Advisory Committee: with the' aim of 
a first meeting in October. It was his feeling. later concurred in by Teller, that 
the recommendations of a properly formed high-level committee on the subject would 
bear more weight with those judging the program than the recommendations of specific 
concerned individuals. Starbird considered (September 19S9) the Gnome shot to be 
somewhat questionable technically and wrote -Three million doliars may not appear. 
much money in a weapons program, but in a congressional investigation, particularly 
in an election year, it could loom mighty big as an agency waste." He felt that the 
joint AEC and Bureau of Mines Oil Shale shot might be the white hope to keep the 
program going. He was somewhat unhappy about Oxcart because it had no public appeal 
in demonstrating, visibly. new uses, since it was at NTS. and would be regarded with 
suspicion as a weapons test. He felt that Ditchdigger \Ioras important to the long 
range future of Plowshare, but also felt that some treaty would have to be agreed to 
before an approved effort could be achieved. He specifically felt that Chariot had 
the greatest 10Da range potential. All of this he intended laying before the to-be
formed Plowshare Advisory·Committee. 
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In January of 1959, Wadsworth, in Geneva, in an attempt to get a "Pl~wsh~re 
Exception" to the proposed CTB Treaty, had tabled a "Black Box" proposal suggestlng 
that devices to be used for peaceful purposes should be placed in a repository on or 
before the date the treaty was signed and kept under continual surveillance until 
used. These devices would Dot be subject to internal inspection, but if any other 
devices were to be used· for peaceful purposes, they would be subject to internal 
inspection. The Soviet Union initially rejected the concept of a "Plowshare Excep
tion: but later agreed that some explosions could be conducted if the other side 

. were given the right to inspect the internal structure of the dc.vices used. They 
also demanded parity between the two sides on the number of nuclear explosions. At 
home there was a great deal oC discussion on what devices might be placed in such a 
stockpile. By mid-September of 1959, "what iC" detailed discussions were going on on 
the possibility of using versions of the Mark VII for this purpose. LASL expressed 
confidence that various yield versions would be quite reJiabJe, even in the low-yield 
range, without Curther test. . However, at the same time, Starbird and Luedecke, 
recognizing "it was difficult to make a budget recommendation on this matter because 
of the status of the Geneva Conference and its eCCect on the expenditure of FY J960 
funds available: nevertheless recommended eight million dollars for the FY 1961 
Plowshare budget to permit flexibility in the event the program should go ahead. 

Laboratory Weapons Programs, 1959 

During this time, the Laboratories were. reconsidering in more detail their 
weapons test requirements and the question of how much device design work could be 
done under the moratorium. At the previously mentioned meeting on May 7, 1959, 
bet.ween members of the Department of Defense, representatives of the weapons labora- ~."J 
tOrte~ •. and DMA, there was dis:ussion oC programs Cor which testing was desirable. ~ v "2 
Specific development programs hsted were a 600 pound maximum yield warhead for -(}r:;} <C;) 

Minute ris; a 3,000 pound maximum yield warhead for Atlas and Titan; a 300 C·-J f.. 
pound warhead for Pershing; and a 1,600. pound warhead of maximum yield :J a5 r 
for uture ICBM use. LI) ~ 

Of perhaps more interest than the specific programs -0 \l} I ~ 
"0 - LJ.' 
~~ 
~V} 

mprovemen 
detonations seemed both possible and 

however, was the introduction by Livermore of the 
concept of enhanced radiati.on warheads for specific kill effects, of which the most 
immediate possible development seemed to be. enhanced neutron output devices. The 
conversation here on enhanced neutron output was to lead later to the newspaper 
concepts of the neutron bomb, which would kill people or other animals by neutron 
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e situation began to mpress tU,"lIU~'''1 

on the system. Washington did not agree to all of the construction requested by the 
Laboratories, and readiness for any large underground program was b'eginning to slide 
off into the more distant future. Furthermore. there had been 

refully at what the 

Summary of 1959 

Thus. by the end of 1959, the testing system had pretty well convinced itself 
that any future testing would either be underground or in deep space (above SO 
kilometers). Both proving grounds had been degraded to some extent; Nevada in the 
sense that funding for desired readiness construction was not being made available, 
and Eniwetok as a conscious move to reduce to a 12 months readiness condition. Money 
for readiness had become very tight because of the possible need to carry out pro
grams that might be allowed during the moratorium or by treaty terms; that is, 
Plowshare. investigations into the detection and identification of clandestine shots, 
and methods of evading detection systems. The testing organizations had been de
graded, some not seriously but others very seriously. Eisenhower had concluded that 
it was a good gamble to continue the test ban discussions and the moratorium beyond 
the one year initially stated. ' 

Geneva and Other International Developments, Early 1960 

As discussed above. President Eisenbower had changed the U.s. test moratorium 
policy at the end of 1959. leaving us Cree to resume testing if we decided that to be 
the proper course and obligating us only to make a prior announcement if we resumed 
testing. Following Eisenhower's December 29 statement. Khrushchev declared, in a 
December 30 interview, that the Soviets. having already suspended all nuclear weapons 
tests, would not conduct any more unless the West did so. As a result of' the U.S. 
position on the lack of enforceability of a comprehensive treaty. the U.S. brought to 
the conference table on February 11 a treaty proposal to ban all controllable and 
detectable nuclear tests. Specifically. it called for a ban on atmospheric, under
water. and high-altitude tests at altitudes for which effective controls could, be 
agreed ~o, but limiting the underground test ban to a seismic magnitude of 4.75 or 
higher. The' propo~al also called for a joint program of seismic research and experi
mentation and proposed to systemadcally extend the underground test ban until ade
quate control measures could' be agreed upon. Having rejected th'C U.S. treaty propo
sal in February 1960. the Russians made public a counterproposal on March 19. The 
essential changes proposed were that all sides agree to a moratorium on underground 
t~sts below 4.75 seismic magnitude beginning on the'date of treaty signing. and that 
the joint research' program not specificaUy allow for nuclear tests underground. The 
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Western reply to this Soviet proposal resulted from a meeting of British Prime 
Minister Macmillan and President Eisenhower in late March. Their joint statement of 
March 29 offered to accept the Soviet proposal if the test moratorium were to ~av.e a 
fixed duration and if the joint research program were agreed to before Slgmng, 
provided that the remaining treaty issues, including inspectio.,., were resolved. 
Eisenhower also stated that such a moratorium on low-level tests would be a personal 
agreement and that he could not obligate his successor. The Geneva negotiators agreed 
that technical talks on the seismic research program would be held in May in parallel 
with the political negotiations. The Soviets made a further concession on May) that 
the program could include a "strictly limited number" of nuclear experiments, former
ly not allowed. by the Soviet proposals. Eisenhower took this opportunity to public)y· 
announce the Vela program. . 

Thus, by May 1960, from the setback felt by some at the lack of progress made in 
Technical Working Group II, the events following the U.s. phased treaty proposal had 
increased the hope of the optimists that a real signed test ban treaty was in the 
offing. In Eisenhower's own words. * 

From 'he autumn or 18S8 to ahe apriq 0I1MO .... people or &he W _.."world letUbM a ,n,1at but cliKerDible 
ahaw Wat developmc iD the icy hnliouwbich bad become normal be'w .. the W _, aDd &be SOYie' UDiOD. ,""it 
impN8lion naul&ed panially from Mr. KbruIbcbeY', ~, M Camp David to remove ~ 'hreat to end the 
PNNDce or Allied lore. iD W _t BerJiD. Bit.aioD made 't pouible lor the W _&un DMioM in December to 
&JNe to at&end a ,UIIIIDi' ..,..&iDJ without ncritice or .. H-.-pec& and under DO hint 01 blackmail. Plana lor a 
Iprin, meetiDJ bepn with a place and clak: PariI, in mid-Ma, or lMO. 

Curiously. many of the ·technical experts were convinced that an underground 
detection system might never be effective below the thresholds already discussed. 
even following extensive seismic research testing. Certainly. many felt that the 
seismic detection system would not be cost-effective based on the estimated enormous 
cost of instaHilig and operating such a system. In addition, many doubted that an 
effective agreement on inspections could ever be reached. At any rate. public hopes 
that a test ban treaty might be signed were somewhat higher in May 1960 than they 
were at any other point during the moratorium. 

Out of the mainstream of these negotiations. but of interest, were the initial 
discussions within the Commission 011 a threshold treaty on January 11. 1960. At this 
meeting, Spofford Enllish, who had attended a meeting of the Principals on December 
28, 1959. reported that the threshold treaty was being discussed and that George 
Kistiakowsky (who had replaced Killian as the President's Science Advisor) and James 
Fisk were assemblinl a Iroup oC seismologists to study the question of a threshold 
limitation and to define a workable yield figure based on seismic signal magnitude. 
The Commission discussed th~ meaning oC seismic magnitude threshold in terms ·of yield 
and impact on AEC weapon development progress. DMA informed the Commission that 
seismic magnitude 4 . .75 was equivalent to a 19-kiloton coupled detonation and magni
tude 5......J1W1.i equivalent to about 43 kilotons. 

-EiMnhower,Wagmg Peace, pap 546. 
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It is of interest' that later in the spring, at the Geneva discussions on the thres
hold treaty proposals, the Russians were equating a 4.15 seismic magnitude to about 
5-kiJotons, as stated by the 1958 Conference of Experts, rather than 20 kilotons as 
the U.S. was now estimating. 

Reflecting the Administratiori's thinking while the threshold treaty was being 
tabled and discussed,. Kistiakowsky wrote to Chairman McCone on February 24 that the 
President wished McCone and Secretary of Defense Gates to be informed that he consi
dered a "vigorous and continuing research and development program on the detectiqnof 
underground and high-altitude explosions to be a matter of high priority and that ~e 
hopes the DOD and AEC will find it possible to finance this program for FY 1961 
within their existing budgets." (Perhaps this has a direct tie to· the fact that 
Starbird was trying to get all of the increased readiness activities paid for out of 
FY 1960 funds, since he expected a problem with procuring FY 1961 funds because of 
the.,h.igh priority to be given to Vela.) 

-
NTS Weapons Test Readiness, Early J 960 

During early 1960 the discussion between Livet:'more and Starbird (OMA) on a 
Livermore readiness program continued, mainly concentrating on Polaris warhead prob
lems and on a small two-stage, partly fusion device. An early plan is listed in 
Table VI. 

On January 9, 1960, Starbird authorized the expenditure of 53.3 million for the 
construction necessary to meet· the readiness dates shown in Table VI, all· to be 
costed in FY 1960. Harold Brown estimated· the scientific construction in the tunnels 
to meet this readiness as costinl $625,000 and the long lead-time' procurement, 
cables, etc., as $380,000, for a total of foulhly $1.000,000 to come out of FY ] 960 
funds. The total FY 1960 test 'funds available were 54,500.000, of which, by this 
time, 52,600.000 had been committed for Cowboy and Lollipop. In mid-January, ALOO 
estimated that the scientific construction would be $2,600.000 as opposed to Brown's 
5625,000, and an extra 20% over this to meet the proposed 'readiness schedule. Thus, 
apparently. additional funds would have to .be found to meet these readiness dates. 

Tell,~ had earlier rcnommended a change in the containment scaling law from 
O-SSOW1 ft to 0_450W1 ft (where W is the yield in kilotons) which would obviously 
save money. Starbird agreed with this change on the basis of an assurance that there 
would be no significant escape of radioactivity. He emphasized that it was not 
sufficient to simply keep the radioactivity on site. 

As no.ted before, LASL had had into ALOO a request for 1.200-foot holes for some 
time. However. the pressure on ihe AEC was not particularly high to accede to this 
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TABLE VI 
LIVERMORE READINESS PROGRAM, EARLY 1960 

W rl-hhfJ d LJ nc\ ~ 
5 Q,S'Ll 
50 15 1 C., 
WE-

55CA (b) 0)) £x fiPlPTI() '" ~ 
5 5 ~ U» lJ) ) £XEmfJTION 1 

request since ALOO commented that the holes could be drilled within three months 
after word to go back to testing was received. It was LASL's opinion (Bradbury. 
December 1959) that it would take of the order of three months to get back to testing 
anyway after the word was given. LASL did have four SOD-foot holes that could be 
used for safety shots or nuclear detonations up to a kiloton. ,At the end of December. 
1959 Bradbury had written to Starbird: 

We a1Io propoee to Nqu .. t that tbe ABC now accede to aD early NqUelt of this laboratory, namely that of 
diclin, the 1,200-foot hot.. to contain Ibot. up to 10 kt, (tbat ,7Ou) proceed at .uch 
aDclroclriat;e. aDd that _ be iIIIonned of tbe elate when two to four.ucb hoi .. ww 

-0 
"'JJ 

atu.1Ollv" _ would be more inte~ted in experiment. or full ~ 
containment of .ueh .bot. would not be unduly expen.i"e or delayed in -:::t= 

time. Furthermore, if we are correct in our ... umption tbat _tin, in the atmoepbere or in the IRvit~tional 
field or the earth, U too uDlikely at thU point to warrant aDy procurement or preparational eftort, we would 
appreciate bein, eo informed. Finally, for the purpoees of tbUy.ar'. pro,rammatic .tatement, we are ilDorin, 
the practical ponibiliti .. of , .. tiD, in outer .pace. 

Obviously. LASL was somewhat irritated at the continuing effort to establish 
some sort of readiness for Livermore without some such corresponding effort for LASL. 
Thus. in early February 1960. having authorized 53.3 million for the Livermore Succo
tash readiness program, Starbird authorized 5700,000 for possible use by LASL. It 
was intended that this money be used to advance the LASL readiness to fire in the 
SO~-Coot holes already excavated at NTS. In his letter of transmittal to Kenner 
Hertford, Starbird said: ' 
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J with to haye you emphuiae 'hat ,hit readin.. preparation doea not conatitut. any indication, nal or 
implied, 'hat a Mri .. will be carried out. U it rather an extenaion or our dona aimed at a more advanced 
readin ... etat. and (h) it d .. ired 'hat no, repeat DO, publicity be liyen to 'hil authorisation for added work 
at NTS. lr qu .. tionalhould ariM n_itatinc an anawer, it .hould be explained u merely a continuation or 
'he work, to retain .ite nadin .... 

So LASL began another internal go-around in early February, 1960. In general, 
while Bradbury usually acceded to Starbird's request for some specific list of what 
should be tested, the internal philosophy was more that "the world was a continually 
changing thing, our problems were different every week. and, therefore, our path 
should be to prepare within the funding allowed the most flexible response or capabi
lity."· Using Bradbury's guideline that testing could not start sooner than three or 
four months after notification, LASL tried to develop a plan on the assumption that 
May I, 1960; would be the earliest possible date of notification, making August I, 
J960 the fjrst date at which testing might actually begin. An additional assumption 
was that all tests would have to be confjned underground. 

LASL considerations were in three main classes: future stockpile devices, 
experiments. and nonstockpile applications. 

Future stockpile considerations at LASL included: 

l))i+h~8d urdCR 
5 L),~.e· 55~ fJ) f!) 
])::)~) £eMPTlttJA/ ~ 
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o Transuranic element production. 

o Project Orion - General Atomics had been funded for studies of a space 
nuclear propulsion system that involved throwing nuclear devices out 
the back end of a ship and detonating them. The resultant particles. 
then hit an ablation plate at the back of the ship to establish propul
sion. . The characteristics of tltat ablation plate could be studied in 
underground tests and General Atomics (Ted Taylor) had sought coopera
tion from LASL on the subject. It also sought cooperation in building 
the appropriate devices. LASL was willing to talk, but in general took 
the attitude "bring money and then we will play" 
. . 

This was quite a program to tackle with 5700,000: H&N estimated that four 
1.200-foot hoJes would take 148 days to construct at a cost of about 5170.000 each. 
In addition, surface facilities and hoist installation would cost on the order of 

,53.000.000, .alld woula take on the order or nine months procurement and construction. 
In an attempt to solve the probleD;l, LASL compromised. A plan, transmitted from 
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Hertford to Starbird on February 25. included a proposal to deepen one of the 
existing 500 foot holes to 800 feet. and to start drilling two holes to 1,200 feet, 
with the actual depths to be determined by the constraints 'of funding. The holes 
would be drilled within the fiscal year. The plan included ordering two hoists 
suitable for 1.800-foot depths, and other long lead time items necessary for the 
surface facilities. On March 9, Starbird approved a variation of this plan as 
(onows: deepen one' existing 500 foot hole to 800 feet; knock out the plug at the 
bottom of a second 500 foot hole and de~pen it to 525 feet; start drilling two new 
holes toward 800 and 1200 feet respectively, and continue as far as time and money 
permit before the end of the fiscal year; purchase a 3S-ton-capaCity winch and 
provide some other long lead time items, all at costs not more than $700,000, By 
March 10, ALOD, H&N, and REECo were moving rapidly on this plan with orders going out 
for cabling, racks, hoists, etc, Invitations for dr-illing bids were to go out on 
April 6 with the bids due during April and notice to proceed to come on the 29th of 
April. Projected completion times were then June 3 for the 525-foot hole, June 3 for 
the first 800-foot hole. June 6 for the second 800-foot hole, and June 30 for the 
1.200-foot hole. The job was expected to require three drill rigs of the proper size 
and capacity. 

The system moved with appropriate speed so that the bids for drilling new h.oles . 
were opened on April 26. 1960. 

In preparatiop (or a visit by Chairman McCone to the Laboratories in early May 
of 1960. both Laboratories prepared statements on their opinions of the situation if 
testing were to stop permanently. if only underground testing were permitted, or 
simply if the present situation should go on for some time. In the course of this. 
Bradbury commented in early March: 

It ie my opinion that the probability of nuclear -&ine in lHO ie ao low that the'couru of the Laboratory 
.hould be alonl the lin .. ·We aNn't pine to t .. t in lHO; thenfore we wiD Hart actinlu if we weren't and 
planninl for the lonl ran,e u il we wereD't, and k .. p leatinl and devic .. for &eat very much on the back. 
burner ,- Then if thie Ulumption turns out at an, molMnt to be wronl, and w" an told we can raurne tutinl-
wen,.we fallout and fall in apia poiDtine (and pine) in the new direction .. fut u poeaib1e. AclmiUedl" 
on thie bub we would not &at .. 100ft .. WI mipt olherwiee after a Preaidential directive to raume lealinl, 

but we would bave a lot IlION Mblibll PfOII'UD in tM lMantime, a lot of people would be driven .... rapidly to 
lCbiaophnnia, and the actual clUrereace iD tllM lllilbt Dot be IlIOn tban 10 day.! 

He also commented that it would be difficult to go back to weapons testing 
because most of the LASL test people had been committed to Rover. 

Teller. just slightly earlier (February 2) on the same subject. had commented 
for Livc:rmore: 

Some very important typea of weapoM involviDl Nally,1Ww ide .. cannot be developed at all if no nuclear te.t. 
are allowed. However, the Lab conaiclen lu function to be the moet rapid development of nuele., weapon. under 
whatever circumatanc .. ma, be dictated by national policy. 

He reasserted his belief that testing in the ncar future could only be underground 
and .that the diagnostics would be adequate. He added: 

Durinl the next few ,lara, if IUch &atinl reaUmM, unclerpounclli&a for leatine in tbe 100 to 200 kiloton ranle 
can be COftlitructed and UNd, 

J 
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given for development and preparation of a tun~el. . . 
LASLcontinued to attempt to catch up wIth LIvermore on underground samphng. 

Over the early months of 1960, LASL conducted several small high-expl~sive shots to 
investigate some of the problems of sampling through pipes into the zero pomt. 

EPG Status, 1960 

Joint Task Force 

While NTS continued in a state of moderate health because of the funding avail
able for test readiness and the increasing funding for seismic detection experiments 
and, Plowshare, the system concerned with testing at the Eniwetok Proving Ground 
,continued to go downhill. JTF-7 had become a subordinate command of DASA on November 
27, 1959, and in order to retain some communication with the rest of the testing 
community established an Albuquerque office on January IS, 1960, 'at Sandia Basc. 
Some of the problems associated with putting the Joint Task Force under DASA show up 
in a memo from Parker, Chief of DASA, to Duncan, Commander, JTF-7:. 

AU mUtus CODcemiDc propoMC! chanpa ~ prosnm expqditUNI and all ma".,. which may d.tract from your 

ability ~ accompliab th. JTF -T million will be coorcliDatecl with thit B.adquane,.. 

However, he added: 

And: 

You Md 70ur .talr an autboriHcJ the fnedom of.aioD .......,. in conductiq routin. day-~-day work in 

coordination with elemena of the milia.". ~a ud other pvenuneDta! apnci .. to accompliab ,our 

miuion Md uaure a .mooth t~ltion of JTF-T from a nODhatiDe ~ a teatiq period. 

The fad ia well recopisecl in Beadquanen. DAIA, that JTF -T JDa7 or may not nmaiD under my operational 

control durinl the buildup and operational p ...... of a hat period. 

With a headquarters complement of 37 officers and 35 enlisted .men, JTF-7, during 
January and February 1960, prepared operations and administrative plans for three 
types of possible atmospheric operations as Collows: high-altitude tests at J.I., 
open seas tests south of Hawaii, and full-scale tests at Eniwetok Provin'g Ground. 

Operation Switch (the mothballing of EPG to achieve a 12 months readiness 
status) was essentially complete in late January. JTF-7' rad-safe equipment to the 
tunc of $88,757.42 was transferred to AEC Albuquerque with an understanding that the 
AEC would be responsible for future procurement of rad-safe equipment as required by 
JTF-7 in the event of another operation. 

In late January James Douglas, Deputy Secretary of Defense, requested that the 
Chairman of the JCS. DDR&E, and the Military Liaison Committee review their current 
studies and experimental programs on nuclear weapons effects in light of the gui
dance: 

If nalisation of ....rul naula depemb fully on actual ",a. underwat.r or in the _tmOllphere, th ... telt. 

mould be .uapendecl. It nalls_'ioD ofUMful nauJ&e dependa on outer .p~ or und.rsround , .. tinC, the,. .hould 
be continuecl for the PNMnt in tbe planniq or pnpantory .t .... with aUention liven ~ d .. ip and , .. tinc or 
iDatnamentatlOD. It UMfuJ data can be obtaiDed by theontical coinputational or .imul_tion method. or by low

,order detonatiou ... del'mecl by ahe AEC, lncnuad empb .. ~ .bould be placed on th_ approach ... 

6Ee .. !, m 
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On February 12, 1960, General Duncan recommended to Loper: 

In view o( the extremely hirh COlt of maintaininr tbe Eai.etoe Provine Ground on a 12-month maintenance 
I'andby liaiuI, the uncertain future o( nucle.,. t .. Unr within lhe aimOlphere and ineNuing intereat in thil 

are'alhown by other arenei .. , it inecommended that the requirement for maintaining the EPG at a 12-month buil 

I'.ndby It.tUl (or nucle.,. , .. tinr be reevaluated at thw time. 

As a result of these reconsiderations, Admiral Parker (DASA),. General Starbird 
(DMA), and General Duncan (Commander, JTF-7) requested by joint memorandum in mid
March 1960 that Colonel WilIiam J. Penley. DASA Army Representative and Chairman of 
the group; Captain Charles E. Houston. DMA Representative; arid Colonel Lawrence M. 
Watson. JTF Representative, reappraise the requirements for the Eniwetok Proving 
Ground as well as the readiness status and functions of JTF-7. The Study Group's 
Report was sent out 12 days la'ter (obviously not reflecting complete coordination 
with aU concerned). It stated that: 

a. Padfidlanp, AirMateriaiCommancl, TacticalAlrCommaacl,aadSaraHlic Air CommaDd hayeall indicated 
an Ua&eNlt Ua UIinc all or part of the Eniwe\olt Pl'OYiq Ground facUiti .. on a continuinl buw for an 
indefinite period or time. 

b. b w politically neclllUY th. then not be complete U.I. withdraWal from the Eniwetok ProYin, Ground or 
complete diuolution of tbe U.S. Nucle.,. Ten ~ioD. 

c. Doyelu'l memorandum ia interpreted .. 1Uid-that will_tiD .... laIt throu,h FY 1861 anchtat .. that 
the 12-month capability &0 teat at Eniwetok PIoriq GI'OUDd DO Ionpr needa &0 be maintained. 

d. U t .. tinl w J'IIumed, it will probably be undeqroUftd or in OUHr IP,ace. 

e. The ... tomic EnerlY Comn,ialionplana &0 nducetheccmtrac&orpencmnelat tbe Eniwetolt ProYinl Ground to 

300 people from 450 by July I, lHO, and operate at • &otal .... ua1 COlt of about '5,000,000 (u oppoaed to 
U.6 million) without _ipUicant chanp &0 the _, ... of readineaa &IuoUCh FY 1861. 

f. There are mereuiq DOD requinmenta for deal iDfanIaatioIl which can _t be obtained by hilh-yield 

Ihote in tbe aCmoapbeN or UDderw.... T ..... ' of biP-7ieId productioD we..,.. WON ltockpile wu a 
requirement ,which can _t be fuUUIec1 by MIliIlr In the a&moaphen at the EPa. 

,. The beat place to launch yehicJea for outer apMe nuclear teatiDC ••• would be Johnaton bland or EPG. 

The group concluded that the Eniwetok Proving Grounds should be reduced to a 
caretaker status and that JTF-7 Headquarters should be phased down to a planning 
staff of approximately 36 simultaneously with the phasedown of the EPG. This alter
nativc was judged, to have the least effect on present disarmament negotiations and on 
international. domestic, and psychological factors. 

On March 17. 1960. General Duncan, in what was apparently his parting advice to 
Admiral Parker of DASA, again urged that the 12-month readiness of the EPG be aban
doned and went on to suggest that the Eniwetok Proving Ground should be released from 
evcn the caretaker sta'tus for future testing. which would relieve JTF-7 ,of any 
support responsibilities for tho$e facilities. He recommended the continuing phasing 
down over the next IS months of the Task Force to the status of a planning stafr of 

, DASA. in which circumstance they should be located, at Sandia .. Strangely. he also 
suggested that JTF-7 be given the responsibility for' providinl support r or the Nevada 
Test Site. which was somewhat inconsistent with JTF-7 being nothing but a' planning 
staff. The JTF-7 staff at about' the same time made a number of fascinating 
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suggestions with respect to future operations. Among them ~ere: DASA and the At~ritic 
Energy Commission "must" be required to keep JTF-7 f,,:Uy mforme~ as to what proJ~cts 
and events are being considered as they develop; the Enlwetok Provmg ~r~u~d Plannmg 
Board should be chaired by the Commander of JTF:-7; the use of Blkml should be 
discontinued and any very large shots should be done using the open sea concept; 
vehicular requirements should be cut drastically; reduce shipments of needless or 
plush personnel or equipment to the Eniwetok Pro~ing Ground; do not rotate P7rsonnel 
at Eniwetok Proving Ground during an operation. (The Juthor would hav~ disagreed 
with everyone of these recommendations.) , 

General Duncan, U.S. Army, who had assumed command on November 27, 1959, was 
replaced by Colonel William S. Hutchinson- on March 23, 1960. JTF-7 now concerned 
itself with the orderly transition of its assets to other organizations and the 
problem of leaving some advice for some later Joint Task Force. ' 

On March 30. 1960, the Commission discussed the Air Force (SAC) request to use 
Eniwetok as a target site for Atlas-Titan (Tick Tock) exercises from Vandenberg and 
approved the use of the Eniwetok Proving Ground for this exercise on the basis that 
AEC personnel would be evacuated by the Air Force or provided adequate shelter and 
the exercise would be announced as an Air Force project clearly not involving the 
Atomic Energy Commission. In late April ~nd early May. the Chairman of the AEC 
(McCone) and the Secretary of Defense (Gates) agreed that the Eniwetok Proving Ground 
should not be retained as a nuclear test facility except on 'a caretaker basis and 
that it should be transferred to tbe Pacific Missile Range by July I, 1960. 

On' May 24, J960, the Task Force initiated a project for turning over the EPG and 
the liaison offices to PMR. It seemed wise to consider the use of H&N employees to 
provide certain, services there after the transfer in order to maintain an AEC 
presence in the area. SAC conducted their first exercise in June. H&N support for 
the exercise suffered because of their expectation of significant reduction in sta.ff 
by July), when the at,ol1 would be transferred to PMR. By June JO, J960. Charles 
Kelley, Vice-President of H&N, and Ray Emens. the Honolulu representative of the AEC, 
were far along in their discussions of the P·acific Missile Range takeover. As of 
July I, )960, the LCMs and LCUs assigned to the AEC at the Eniwetok Proving Ground 
were transferred to PMR; the Air Force transferred one L20 aircraft and spare parts 
to PMR; enforcement of plant and animal quarantine laws was assumed by P~R; and PMR 
took' on the job of submitting requirements to MATS for transportation. In essence. 
the transfer of the Eniwetok Proving Ground Crom the AEC to PMR became complete. The 
responsibility for the continuation of leases on the outlying islands around the 
Eniwetok Proving Ground (used, for weather stations and radiation monitoring) was 
transferred from the AEC to DASA OD this date. Coincident wi~h the above actions, 
Task Force Headquarters personnel were reduced to 28 officers and 41 enlisted men. 
The JTF·7 meteorological effort was transferred to the University of Hawaii. The 
effort during this period of time was known to the. Task Force 'Headquarters as Opera-
tion Phased own. . 

On June )S, )960. the JCS recommended to the Secretary of Defense that ITF-7 be 
reduced to a planning group of 10 personnel within the DASA organization. 

• Colonel HutchinlOn wrote to Colonel Tho ..... L.NunonMay 18,lSH50: -General Harrilon hu notified you of your .elee .. 
'ion for ... ipment ai Commander or.JTP -.,. J'm lure that you wj]1 find thillOmewha' puulin,; however, be uaured that thi. iI 
a hi,hly d .. irable uaicnment upon which you an &0 be concratulated.· The reply camdrom Colonel Mann (in Iran at the time): 
WI am quite pUllled and am lookin, forward to the uaipment with anticipation mixed with quite a bit of rUervation.-

&IiQRET 
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Task Groups 

As previously related. the scientific task group 7.1. had been wiped out in late 
1959. The other task groups were soon to have their own problems. 

Task, Group 7.2 (Army) apparently had a very small flurry in early January when 
there was a proposal to reassign the Army personnel at the Nevada Test Site to 7.2 
which would now be headquartered in Arlington. However. consistent with previous 
plans. on January 17. 1960. Task Group 7.2 left the Eniwetok Proving Ground and was 
transferred without personnel or equipment to Arlington Hall Station. 

The Navy Task Group (TG 7.3) had found other work to do unrelated to test 
readiness in addition to their normal function. They supported a series of tests. off 
the Florida coast in February and March of 1960 which evaluated various methods of 
locating and recovering pods for DASA. These tests investigated various configura
tions for recovering pods which might be ejected from missiles at high altitudes 
during Operation Willow. 'They continued to study precise positioning of ·targets 
using deep sea mooring. (Admiral D.M. Tyree was still Commander of 7.3. continuing 
from Operation Hardtack.) From March to May. the Task Group was involved in a series 
of mine damage tests conducted ncar Puerto Rico. 

Apparently because most oC 7.3's work at this time was actually (or. DASA. thc 
Task Group was reassigned to Headquarters, DASA, on March 22. 1960. (That was one 
way of relieving the Commander of JTF-7 of his responsibilities.) 

Task Group' 7.4 (Air Force), whose capability was really the 4950th at 
Albuquerque. continued hs ups and downs. In December 1959, General McCorkle' of the 
Air Force Special Weapons Ccnter in Albuquerque was still resisting the JCS decision 
to form a permanent Task Group 7.4 and suggested to General Canterbury of the Re
search and Development Command that the most appropriate move was simply to designate 
Headquarters 4950th as also Headquarters Task Group 7.4, continuing its AFSWP respon
sibilities. On January 13, 1960. General Duncan (JTF .. 7) agreed with this proposal, 
requesting specifically that the 4950th be responsible . for exercising operational 
control over resident U.S. ~ir Force elc!ments at Eniwetok Proving Ground during the 
periods between tests and that the responsiveness to the Task Force be determined by 
mutual agreement from time to time between the Commander of JTF-7 and the Commander 
of A FSWC. A charter was written to deCine this action. to become effective January 
IS, 1960. However, by' June 20. 1960, the Headquarters of the 49S0th had not yet 
received final notification on this move. In October of 1960. AFSWC was' informed 
that Headquarters, U.s. Air Force, had not acted on the proposed charter and did not 
propose any further action until revised plans and concepts on overseas testing were 
established. As Car as the author is aware, the permanent Task Group 7.4 was never 
activated. 

Even without the specific charte'r of 7.4. the 4950th continued its vigorous 
support of the nuclear weapons program. However. Colonel Byrne's $pirits probably 
dropped when he was informed in the last week of January that Willow would probably 
be cancelled. On April 12. 1960. McCorkle recommended to Schriever that the 4950th be 
relieved of its responsibility for maintaining a readiness to resume air support of 
nuclear testing within 12 months and, in fact. that they simply be deactivated. The 
4950th Headquarters was reduced from 2S officers, 4S airmen, and 2 civilians in 
September of 1958 to 12 officers, 26 airmen, and 2 civilians in April 1960. By July 
1960. the Commander, Keith Byrne. was sufficiently discouraged to recommend to AFSWC 
that the 4950th be disbanded and the 4926th be transferred to AFTAC. Headquarters was 
further reduced to 7 officers. 6 airmen, and 3 civilians on July 28, 1960. 

Apparently. the 4926th Sainpling Squadron was to be left alone. In mid-February 
of 1960, it was noted that of the six B·S7D aircraft modified for high-altitude 
sampling. one had been ,destroyed in a crash. three were assigned to Air Defense 
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Command, and the other two were no.lo~ger .in the active Air .Force i.nven~ory. ~ccause ~ '" 
the B-57s were getting harde~ to maJntaJn~ the 4926th, In conjunction with the ~.::J 
Laboratories. studied the question of a possIble replacement. They concluded t~at ~............ . 
the McDonnell F4H was the most suitable aircraft. w.ith .th~ A3J-l the second chOice. -;c ~ ~ 
However the 4926th Sampling Squadron managed to maantaan Its strength even though by '- ~ 
mid-1960' they· only had eight sampling configured aircraft. Their function continued :.J ~'1'-; 
to be valuable for several reasons, including sampling .of the Rover ef- \I} ~ 
n -~ 

U·~ . \,; 

\,,1.\ ~ 

The 495 1st Support Squadron at Eniwctok was caught up in Operation Phasedown an.d :S J'<) 
was reduced in personnel and relieved of its job at Eniwetok. By July 1960, the aIT 3 '~'1':' t 
control function had been lost because of transfer of personnel. (The equipment was . 
put in storage.) 

Johnston Island 
.~~ 

The test· system backed out of Johnston Island in early 1959 on the basis that tAl-;; 
the Army intended to use the island after installing a Redstone or Jupiter launch -0 ~ 
capability there. This assumption proved to be incorrect. The Army intended to ~ :C1 ~ 
launch Jupiters (lRBMs) from nston Islan \I:'i ~ 

"'lJJ~ 
~. 

w ~ t.J 
orce concerning the possible .£ 0 \I\. 

transfer of the Army, plans were made to enlarge Johnston Island by 23 ._ .... -) "... 
acr.es using fill d.redged from th~ ocean bottom. A contract for that work was award~d -:c ~', ~ 
July 9, 1959, wnh the completion scheduled for February I. 1960. The coral flll:::J if ;<

construction program was completed in June of 1960, resulting in an addition of about 
25 acres to the north side of the island. In December of 1959. the Secretary of 
Defense granted permission for the installation of a LORAN (long-range navigation) 
station on Sand Island with the provision that it operate on a noninterference basis 
with the proposed Nike-Zeus program. Since Sand Island was a Department of Interior 
bird reCuge the occu regulatio 

intercept exe 
cancelled. and the transfer to the Army that was to take place in December of 1959 
did not take place. By August of 1960. Air Force retention of Johnston lshmd seemed 

!'\ J r\ -- "",. ~~' - /'. 
~ ~. 
C ......... )~ 
~r; 

Ll· \,) 11.; ~ 
- l vJ • 

assured and a program of rehabilitation of urgently required facilities and equipment ..c '-.J 
was begun in early 1961. Such things as airfield pavement repair, emergency runway -'= .... ~ 
lighting, repair of th~ distillation system, and installation of new equipment were -:::: r, ~ 
accomplished. Island population during this period of time was approximately 150 3 .-:.[ 
people. The launchers upon which the Willow planners had depended were never con-. 1J, • 
structed. . 

. WET I AFSWC. 1960 

LRL began to phase out of the Marshmallow (Jericho) program the first of the 
year, and that effects shot bFcame the responsibility of Field Command,. DASA, on 
April I, 1960, at which time it was intended that it be brought by October to a 12 
months readiness and simply kept in that status Trom then on. Work continued on the 

I 
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Vela Uniform high-explosive shots. Colonel Leo Kiley, who had become head of Weapons 
Effects'Test on February 14, 1960, thought the future looked sufficiently dis
couraging that he recommended, on April 22, substantial reduction of his group. The 
number of personnel assigned to the Weapons Effects Test (WET) part of Field Command 
dropped from 113 in January to 97 at the end of June 1960. 

Work began to increase for WET in the second half of 1960, largely as a result 
of increased Vela Uniform effort, in which they had the responsibility for measuring 
the, close-in seismic signal and ground motion. Work. continued on Marshmallow so that 
by the end of 1960, a 12 months readiness status was expected to be reached by May 
1961. As the work load grew the number of personnel climbed back up to 104 people, 
and Jim Barton became the head of the Vela Uniform office in WET. FY 1961 Vela 
Unifornt funding was 4.3 million dollars, of which 2.1 million had been committed 
halfway through the year. WET also became responsible for the conduct and control of 
.the Vela Uniform high-explosive shots outside of the NTS. On August 21. 1960, Major 
General H.C. Donnelly (USAF) assumed command of Field Command, DASA, from Major 
General Louis T. Heath (USA). ' 

The Air Force Special Weapons Center competency in high-altitude phenomenology 
began to grow appreciably in this period. Their efforts alona this line had begun 
with the instrumented Jason soundinl rockets used to measure the effects of the three 
ArlUS detonations' in ]958. During the moratorium their efCorts continued. using 
Javelin rocleets and instrumented pods on Atlas ICBMs. Their Journeyman soundinl 
rocleet capability had been developed to a capability of taking space probes higher 
than '20.000 miles. In AUlust oC 1960, AFSWC sUlgested to Bradbury, following discus- . 
sions between Herman Hoerlin of LASL and W.o. Henderson of AFSWC. that the two 
orlanizations co-operate in this field. Colonel Jones oC AFSWC had supported Cor 
some time a contractual effort to describe the time and space history of bomb debris 
from high-altitude detonations and DOW proposed to analyze the previous assumptions 
to select that model which most Dearly described the actual physical condition, and 
to predict the motion of bomb debris for explosions at, different altitudes. loca
tions, and yields. Bradbury replied to Colonel Jones that the LASL interest was to 
"look at the early time history of the expansion of a bomb plasma in space" and that 
LASL would address the physics of the early phase in detail fully before considering, 
if, at all. the later times. However, he alreed to keep AFSWC informed of LASL's 
prOlress. By November, AFSWC was developing, specifically for Vela Hotel, a low-cost 
sounding rocket, which resulted ill the solid propellant vehicle, Blue Scout Junior. 

Vela Hotel. Early 1960 

In early 1960 the AEC, NASA, and the Air Force (Air Research and Development 
Command-ARDe) were, at the request of AR.PA. preparinl a -Development and Funding Plan r 
for High~Altitude Vela.- Sandia and LASL, via the "Buzzer- committee, developed the ':l.(':: 
AEC input to that plan. The plan, published by AR.DC as "Project Vela Hotel, ARPA v.J r 
Order 102-60- was reviewed by the hiah-alitutde detection subgroup (Panofsky Panel) -p ~ 
of the ARPA ad hoc group on the Detection of Nuclear Detonations (chaired by Richard,..::::!: C 
Latter). . --.) \. 

The plan. as submitted in April 1960, called for putting three satellites on \ 
station within four years at a total cost of a hundred million dollars. The LASL '-::::9 
budgei ' vJ \ ..---r= I 

-I-

ponou w a . lcanon 10 any =< 
and in particular in case ali evader tried to suppress the radiation from the 'bomb. 
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In order to complete and test the design of the satell"ite components a', large 
number of small rocket flights would be necessary to furnish test beds for prototype 
instrumentation. Indeed~ some ~uch flights' had already taken place f.rom Canaveral 
and the Tonopah test range, and more were planned from these .launch ~lt~S an~ others, 
including Point ArguelJo. Wallops Island. and Fort Churchill. MIssIles Included 
Atlas, Journeyman B. and others. 

The ARPA subpaneJ recommended that the proposed plan be followed. but requested 
'investigation of the possibility of an interim capability that could be carried out 

in 18 months. but probably with reduced sensitivity from that planned later . 
. In response to that request LASL and Sandia produced a "Proposal for Interim 

Capability in Outer Space. ICOS" on June 10. The proposal was fo~ a one satellite 
capability. with sensitivity reduced a factor of ten below that preVIOusly sugg~sted, 
using only presently proven components and techniques. and to be deployed 10 18 
months. 

The ARPA subpanel reviewed this proposal in mid-June 1960 and recommended that 
the high-altitude detection program be expanded, that a capability be deployed as 
soon as possible, and that the Atlasl Agena B be used as the lift vehi.cle. They then 
endorsed the technical approach proposed in the two studies mentioned above. 

Vela Sierra, Early 1960 

In a February 9, 1960, message to Hertford, Bradbury, and Molnar, Starbird 
discussed an upcoming meeting of the ·Principals· in the next 10 days to discuss the 
future of the detection system, the research and development programs, and the divi
sion of responsibility. Starbird saw the ,area of high-altitude detection by ground 
stations as being entirely LASL's (within the AEC Laboratory structure) responsibili· 
ty. with the direct optical and fluorescence systems as part of the first step. 
LASL, with DMA concurrence, arranged that EG&G build the LASL-designed fluorescence 
system prototype and told EG&G that they might be asked later to build the direct 
optical system. During March, EG&G was funded. Target dates for the fluorescence 
system were established as follows: approval of the proposed system design on June 
I; prototype delivery to LASL on August 1; lightning discrimination tests completed 
at LASL by September 15; auroral background tests in October and November; and system 
evaluation completed by January 15, 1961. Furthermore, a prototype of the direct 
optical system, to observe visible light from the expanding bomb debris, was to 
follow the fluorescence system by two months. 

Discussions between -Carl Walske at Geneva, and Don Westervelt- of LASL, in late:: 
May and early June. brought out the possible value of pinpointing the direction of a 
clandestine detonation as an aid to the fluorescence system. Walske feJt that no one 
detection system would give the U.s. enough information to challenge the Russians 
with an accusation of violation, and that corroboration by another method was vital. 

Plowshare, 1960 

Proponents continued to develop plans for the various Plowshare prospects during 
1960. but the hope of· 'conducting actual detonations during the moratorium did not 

. come to fruition, and the program had budget problems becal,lse of the growing needs of 
the Vela Uniform program. Some of the specific: actions are related below. 



.' 
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Gnome 

Project Gnome was discussed in several meetings of the Commission and the Plow
share Advisory Committee dur,tng January and February 1960. The January 12 Commission 
meeting, attended by ALOO environmental hazard experts, included discussions of 
potential contamination of the aquifer and possible triggc:ring of earthquakes. The 
recommendation of the Plowshare Advisory Committee was accepted by the Commission at 
its January 22 meeting, and led to the decision to proceed with site preparation and 
construction which would be disclosed publicly at the time bid proposals were re
quested. In their February 4 meeting, the Commission summarized the objectives of 
Gnome as heat production for power generation, investigation of the feasibility of 
recovering beneficial bomb radioactive isotopes, and extending knowledge about char
acteristics of an underground e~plosion in a medium (natural salt) having physical 
properties in marked contrast to the only medium (volcanic tuff) for which such 
information was presently available. 

Indicative of LRL efforts to pursue Plowshare projects, Brown noted in his 
status report oC July IS, 1960, that Gnome was the only nuclear experiment Cor which 
construction authorization then existed 0 and that funding reductions had caused dis
continuation oC high-explosive studies and reduction in the level oC certain Ceasibi
lity studies. Livermore was determined -to make Gnome as successful an experiment as 
possible, believing that a single successCul Plowshare demonstration may very well 
affect decisions on the budget and authorization.-

By June 9, 1960, the Gnome plan had been expanded to include basic physics 
measurements as well as the earlier planned experiments on heat and isotope produc
tion and underground nuclear explosion phenomenology. Basic physics experiments 
included four neutron experiments that could not be done in the laboratory, three of 
which utilized moderated neutrons to study fission and capture reactions and 
resonance parameters for certain heavy nuclei, and the fourth using fast neutrons to 
study direct interactions in inelastic scattering oCC carbon. 

Noting the stagnation oC the overall Plowshare program as a result of negative 
public reactions, the Plowshare Advisory Committee, at their meeting of October 19 
and 20, 1960, strongly urged that the LIlL plan ror Gnome be executed as soon as 
possible.: 0 

The AEC's 1960 annual report noted that full preparation, excluding 0 device 
emplacement. was authorized on March 16 and the prime contract was awarded on June 9. 

Oilsands 

The Oilsands project (to recover oil (rom tar sands in the Athabasca rcgion of 
Alberta) was discussed in the January 22 Commission meeting, which was attended °by 
Gerry Johnson. Philip Farley, and representatives of the Richfield Oil Company. 
Richfield representatives expressed their opinion that an economical return from 
initial tests would be more likely if the yield of the nuclear device were 100 kt 
instead of the planned 9 kt. They also stated it was their belicf that the Canadian 
government was waiting for the U.s. to go ahead with Gnome before granting approval 
for the Oilsands experiment. 

A related LRL efCort (Pinot) conducted in Rifle. Colorado in August 1960 was a 
small-scale, high-explosive experiment intended °to measure the migration of gaseous 
products along bedding planes in oil shale. 

Chariot-Ditchdigger-Panama Canal 

During 1960 the Cates of the Chariot, Ditchdigger. and trans-isthmus projects 

DeORF? 
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were tightly bound by the problem of fallout from cratering de~onations. Chariot, 
the harbor project near Cape Thompson, Alaska, was to be earned out as soon ~s 
possible depending upon bioenvironmental studies. While the purpose of the experI
ment w~s to produce a harbor, the faUout and cratering data obtained w~uld be used 
to guide planning for the proposed new trans-isthmus canaL However, .Jt was c~ear 
that the canal would have to be done with clean explosives, productng as. lIttle 
"fission as possible. . The main candidate for that explosive ~as the "D~tchdlg~e~" 
device. That device, however, would not be available for use In the Chanot experJ.
ment, which would use a normal fission bomb. 

On January 17, 1960, a Mr. Rutledge, the only Plowshare Advisory Committee 
member who had not previously been associated with any atomic energy work, wrote a 
letter to Spofford English stating: 

To my mind, the future oUhe whole PloWlhare propam i8 endu,ered if Chariot it permitted to 10 ahead without 
havill, a Ditcbdlaer ill pro,reea and without bein, able to teD the public that Chariot i8 .ntirely experimental 
and that it i8 &he lut time that coanDtioaal atomic bambi wiJI be uaed for tuch a purpoH. 

The Committee itself had recommended at the January 14-1S meeting that: 

••• each Plowahare detoaa"OD be bichl7 iIIItnamented. the Ditchdiaer pro,ram be initiated .. lOOn .. pouible 
in oniv &0 demoDltra&e Ditcbdiaer priaciplea by the tilDe the Chariot detODatioDi .... carried out. the ~io
environmental au",., work for Project Chariot be continued at the preHnt 1.".1 but aot further expanded. 

The Commission reviewed this recommendation at their January 22, 1960, meeting 
and concluded that the AEC could proceed with Chariot only after resolving problems 
with the White House,· Congress, State Department, and other federal agencies, but 
that it would be all right to go ahead with the ecological survey as long as there 
was no other shot preparation. They approved the survey and developmental studies of 
Ditchdiggcr (at LRL). However, at their February 4 meeting they expressed their 
feeling that a Ditchdigger experiment. wherein the tunnel and instrumentation con
figuration could be open for inspection, would not" be possible in the near future. 

On" March 2. addressing the Chariot project, the Commission reiterated its deci
sion to continue to authorize the bioenvironmental surveys. but approved a. target 
date for the firinl in spring of 1962 which obviated the need for any construction 
work in the summer of 1960. Furthermore. they requested that recommendations be fur
nished to them by October of 1960 as to whether to proceed then with planning for the 
experiment in the spring of 1962 .. Approximately 72 people were involved in Alaska in 
the work on this project through 1960. 

Teller briefed the. President and his cabinet on April 29 and followed up with a 
letter to Eisenhower concerninl the trans-isthmus canal. He siated that this was the 
most ambitious of the Plowshare projects in view, and that it appeared to Livermore 
that its technical feasibility was assured. He then presented to the President two 
preparatory steps which would lead up to the development of a trans-isthmian canal in 
an orderly way. The first of these was the development of nuclear explosives such as 
envisaged in the Livermore Ditchdigger proposal.. He pointed out that combining 
reduced fission designs with deep burial of the explosive would reduce radioactivity 
released to the atmosphere by a factor of 1,000. . Use of the Ditchdigger concept 
would considerably decrease the number of persons havin'g ·to be evacuated for safety 
reasons. Thus, emotional objections would be greatly decreased although. as TelJer 
pointed out, "None of these people need worry about radioactivity at all." The 
second developmental step would be a trial run on a reasonably large scale. Teller 
felt that this should be in the U.S. in an area with little population and that the 
harbor project in northern Alaska (Chariot) would be suitable preparation. 

"' 
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Not everyone was as optimistic. Following the Plowshare Advisory Committee 
meeting of May 25 and 26, another one of its members, Willard Bascom, came out 
against Project Chariot, noting that since future ditches would be dug by another 
method, the Project would demonstrate very little. He recommended immediate abandon· 
ment of the project and transfer of the funds to something of greater promise. 

By November of 1960 the plan for Project Chariot had been modified a couple of 
times .. The present version would create a channel to the ocean and a turning basin 
by detonating one 200-kiloton and four 20-kiloton nuclear devices. All that had been 
accomplished to date, other than one small (2S6-pound high explosive) detonation. 
were studies on the environmental effects of the program execution. Such studies 
were to continue until final recommendations for proceeding with the project, ex
pected about March 1961. No funding was presently programmed for the project beyond 
that date. Based on possible Ciring dates for 1962 or 1963, the overalJ project 
could cost 512,000,000 or $13,000,000, of which $2,500,000 had been spent to date. 

On December 2, the Commission considered the Plowshare budget and future autho
rizations in light of a recommendation from the Bureau of the Budget for a 57,500,000 
reduction for FY1962. The .Commission Celt that they could accept 56,500,000 of this 
reduction, liven its restoration in the event of a test resumption. However, they 
felt that 51,000,000 was required to permit proceeding with the necessary Chariot 
related high-explosive experiments. Starbird felt tliat the total 57,500,000 reduc
tion would require eliminatinl the Ditchdiller and Chariot projects. The Commission 
agreed to request an additional 5500,000 Crom the Bureau of the Budget to· keep the 
project loing. 

High-Explosive Cratering Experiments 

During 1960, Sandia carried out, at .the NTS. a major portion of the Plowshare 
high-explosive cratering experiments designed to establish .sealinl laws in different 
rock and soil media. Project Buckboard, carried out in the summer of 1960, involved 
a number of high-explosive shots (from 1,000 to 40,000 pounds) in holes of various 
diameters and depths in basalt. Project Toboggan, also conducted in the summer on 
Yucca Lake, consisted of linear eraterinl experiments with high explosives (up to 
8,500 pounds) in alluvium. Project Scooter, a SOO-ton high-explosive detonation in a 
sphere 125 feet below Bround at Yucca Flat, was attempted and misfired on July 14. 
(Rumor had it that sugar detonators instead of the real thing had been installed.) 
Representatives oC the contractors. as well as both Sandia and Livermore. briefed the 
Commission on August 30. 1960. on details of reentry of Project Scooter. The shot 
was successfully carried out in October of 1960. 

Vela. Uniform. 1960 

The Black Box Problem 

During 1960, Black Box devices were discussed in connection with seismic detec
tion, as well as with Plowshare. The discussions related to detection started from 
the U.s. idea to furnish devices for Vela Uniform experiments in such a manner as to 
convince the Russians that we were not conducting weapons tests, and at the" same time 
satisfy the U.s. law that precludes disclosure oC device design to foreign nations. 
. The need "for such an idea arose from the uncertainty in the seismic detec~ion 
threshold of the Conference .of Experts Geneva network which had been introd\O:ed 
because of the results of the analysis oC the HardtaCk Phase II data and the intro
duction of the Latter biB hole theory in late 1958 and early' 1959. On February II, 
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1960, as part of the new U.S. proposal for a treaty banning detonations in the 
atmosphere and underground above the seismic threshold .of 4.7S, A,?bassado~ Wadsworth 
commented that the United States had already "embarked on a major expenmental pro
gram aimed at the discovery and development of improved means of seismic detection 
and identification." Among. the methods and techniques used in this program, there 
might be nuclear explosions, if they were required, and as part of the U.S. proposal, 
he invited the U.K. and the Soviet Union to join the United States in instituting a 
program of joint research. On February 16, Tsarapkin commentc;d th~t such a research 
program could begin immediately after signing of the treaty, and added that nuclear 
devices would not be required in the program, that chemical exposives would be 
sufficient. Repeating the U.S. suggestion on March 29, in reporting on their meeting 
at Camp David, President Eisenhower and Prime Minister Macmillan stated that they h~d 
agreed to "invite the Soviet government to join at once with their two governments lD 

making arrangements for a coordinated research program and putting it into opera,
tion." On April 9, in proposing a conference on the technical aspects of the pro
posed research program, to be called the Seismic Research Pr'ogram Advisory Group, 
Ambassador Wadsworth again discussed the type of "coordinated research program" that 
the United States Celt should be carried out. On May 3, in accepting the new Western 
position, the U.S.s.R. agreed that as part of the planned research. there might be a 
"strictly limited number of joint underlround nuclear explosions."· Durinl the dis
cussions of the Seismic Research Prolram Advisory Group which belan on May 11, the 
Russian delelate, Mr. Riznichenko, commented on May 14, "It seems obvious to us that 
at the present time. a certain number of coordinated nuclear explosions of definite 
magnitude or energy will have to be carried out by us." This led the US momentarily 
to believe that some of. the experimental explosions might be in the U.S.S.R. How
ever, at the next meeting on May 16, Riznichenko announced that there would be no 
nuclear explosions in the U.S.S.R. and that the references in the Soviet paper were 
to nuclear explosions envisaged in the Amcrican program. Futhermor.e, at the diploma
tic conference on May 27, Tsarapkin stated that the Soviet Union had never believed 
it was necessary to carry out underground tests for research purposes, and since it 
was the United Statcs that insisted on the explosions, thcy should be carried out by 
the United States on its own territory. He also demanded that Soviet scientists 
participate fully in carrying out undcrlround explosions on thc territory of the 
Western powers, and asked what 'safeguards would be used to make sure the underground 
nuclear explosions were not used to improve weapons. Ambassador Wadsworth, in bis 
reply six days latcr, stated: 

Fint, the pany Ihall detonate only Duclear devica ot proven d .. irn in it. experimenb. Secondly, the devicel 

u.ed in then experiment. Ihall be taken from a .pedal depo.itory of previou.ly depolited devic .. eI'abli.hed by 

the party within ill territory. We COIIIider &hat lucb prior depoai" ~hould take place within the .h~rt •• t 

po.lible time and thu. propo.e lpedficall,. AUlUlt 15 of thie year u the time limit. The deyic .. luitably 

pack aced .hall be under the ~on.tant lurveillance of rep_ntaUv .. or the other pani .. , or, ir preferable, of 

an intematioraal crOup. The devica may not be altered ancldevic .. once withdrawn from the depolitory may not be 

redepo.ited. A device nmoved from the depo.itory in order &0 be detoraated .hall remain under lurveillanc:e until 

detonated. Third, the rtp .... entativ .. ot the other pani .. or of the international (I'Oup re.pon.ible for lur

yeillance Ihall be permitted to oblerve all UpeCtl ot the detonation and it. inltrumentation except for the 

interiof oUhe packap. Fourth, no diarnOlitic: inatrumentaUon will be u.ed in the near vicinity or the device 

except tor lpecific yield meuuremen". Such yield meuuremen" u are made under thi. provi.ion will. of 
coune, be urader the lurveillance of the other partin or the international croup u the c_ may be and all the 

information thue obtained will be available &0 them. 

l'IlU: 

Ambassador Wadsworth commented that these safeguards had been adapted from those 
which the United States had previou~ly proposed in connection with the pcacef':11 
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nuclear detonations. On January 30, )959, Wadsworth had proposed that nuclear de
vices to be used for peaceful uses explosions would be placed in a depository on or 
before the date of entry into force of the treaty and would be kept under surveil
lance from then on until used. Interior insp.ection of the device would not be 
permitted. This was the so-calJed "Black Box" proposal. Tsarapkin, on February 23. 
1959, had rejected this "Peaceful Uses Black Box· proposal, charging that it would 
permjt the stockpiling of new nuclear weapons and their testing, and introduced an 
article proposing <a> prior submission to the original parties with complete descrip
tion and the blueprints of the construction of the device to be exploded, and (b) 

. inspection of the internal and external construction of the device. . 
On June 15, 1960, Tsarapkin rejected Wadsworth's ·Vela Uniform Black Box" propo

sal' as a "fictitious" safeguard, repeating that Soviet scientists must participate in 
any underground explosion program and that there must be effective control to ensure 
that such explosions were not used for nuclear weapons development. He insisted on 
the following conditions: 

a. A full dacriptioD aDd blueprinu 'or tbe ItNetuN or tbe deYic:e to be exploded mUit be made available 

befONbaDd to tbe otber participaDU in tbe propoam and 'hey IIWI' be allowed to iaped the inwmal and 
_kraal etNcture 01 the dnic:e. 

h. The rep..-n'ativ_ or all partic:ipanu in ,hit prvcnm IIlUIt be p..-nt at the place or _mbly and explo
lion or ,be dmc:.. 

c. The _trumenu aDd meaiurema" apparatuS ehall be inIlaUeei. b1 all tbe panic:ipanu in the procnm. 
d. AU data obtained .. a Ntwt or tbe explolion Ihall be made ayailable to all panieipanu in tbe procram. 

After due consideration by the United States. Ambassador Wadsworth suggested on 
July 12 that the three pow~rs pool a number of nuclear devices of mili,arily outdated 
design. All three parties could then examine the internal design of the devices 
which would be kept under joint technical surveillance until detonated. Thus, the 
U.S. was asking the Soviet Union to supply some of the nuclear devices. even if the 
explosions were to take place in the United States. He also stated that if the 
Soviet Union agreed to this pooling proposal, the President was prepared to seek 
Congressional authorization in August to permit internal examination of U.S. nuclear 
devices to be used in the seismic research program. On August. 2, Tsarapkin noted 
this move as a favorable SigD and stated that the United States and United Kingdom 
could set up a pool of such devices if they wished. but the Soviet Union refused to 
be involved as a supplier or nuclear weapons to the United States' for research 'that 
it considered unnecessary. He reiterated the Soviet Union demand for conditions such 
that: . 

Wben ,he United Sta' .. cam.. out Dudear exploeioaa for purpoMI oI .... arcb. no loophole will be left, either 
dinet.), or indirectly. for imprcwln, exiatiac typeI or nuclear _apou or for t .. tin, new Cypet. 

All or this had not taken place without active participation by the' weapons 
laboratories and testing community and without some effeci on their budget. On 
February 24, 1960, Kistiakowsky. the J»resident's ·Scientific Advisor. had written to 
the Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission: 

Th. PNtiden' h .... keel me &0 inform you and Sec:Ntary Cat .. 'h~ be coneidel"l a vi,oroul and continuin, 
Ntearch and development PI'OlRlftOD 'hed.tec:tion orUDder(round and hich·a)&itude exploeionl to be a matter 
of bieb priority and that he bopel 'be DOD and ABC wUl fiDd" pouib.e '0 finance chit prol1'am for FY 1~1 
within their aiatin, buclc .... Jam forwardin, a copy of 'hit lener '0 Secret.", Hene,. 
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The February 11 invitation for a joint program obviously triggered oTf appreci
able discussion in the Laboratories and the AEC on how 'such a Joint program should be 
carried out and what the problems would be. It was recognized early on, as a result 
of the Plowshare discussions the previous year, that device considerations would be a 
serious problem. The announcement on April 9 of the intent to hold a conference on 
underground detection in early May increased the pace of the discussions. It had 
become clear early on that we would not propose to use our most modern devices in a 
situation in which the Russians could legally obtain the diagnostic information on 
those devices, even if they were not privy to the internal designs, because the 
diagnostics in themselves, especially radiochemistry or· reaction time, could reveal 
some of those design features, for example, boosting. Thus, the thoughts clearly 
centered around old devices from which not much could be learned'. By late April 
1960, the concept of putting away a stockpile of devices for use in the then planned 
seismic detection program was already being discussed seriously and the search was on 
for an old device which could be stockpiled in sufficient yield variation to satisfY 
the requirements of the program. Starbird. on April 26, made the point to the 
Laboratories that it was not necessary to state that either the weapons arc obsolete 
or that all versions had been previously tested. but we should be able to state that 
they were standard. older-type weapons. The Mark VI. 39 inch diameter. and the Mark· 
VII, 27 inch diameter. were discussed, with the Mark VII being more desirable because 
of the requirement to lower the device in its container down a 36-inch hole·. Such 
careful wording would. in his opinion. allow prompt production and stockpiling of the 
devices in whatever yield was desired. even though the yield might not be a stockpile '-::'\ 
number. Livermore was already procuring containers for the device. On the same ~ 
date, Starbird asked the Laboratories for advice on how the devices might best be ~ ~ 
stockpiled, possible methods of emplacement, etc .• and requested that the Labs work ~':!i ~ 
together in preparing answers. He proposed that the stockpile be at _ Since >J......J ~ 
the Mark VII was a Los Alamos device. Los Alamos was asked to comment on the accuracy ::5 ~ ~ 
of the yield prediction for variations not previously tested. Jane Hall, on· April \f) ~ 
26. stated that the predicted yield for untested versions of the Mark VII should be V \r) \.t 
good to plus or minus 10%. She· added that the uncertainty of yield determination w . l~ 
using radiochemical methods for underground shots would be 15% or 20%. At the same Z ".J 
time. Starbird furnished to the Laboratories a Hst oC th~ possible energy releases!i V) UJ 
requued for the proposed Vela shots. On Apnl 27, ALOO recommended - '5 c 
against storing the devices at since it was a normal stockpile site, sug-3 \.DC 
gesting instead. military ordnance as Wingate, New Mexico, etc. • 

On April 28. 1960, Starbird recommended a U.S. position to the Commission. Part 
of that recommendation was that no diag~ostic instrumentation be allowed but aCQuisi· 
tion of radiochemical. samples would be allowed. If these provisions were accepta ble 
to the Soviets he would prefer the Mark VII as the explosive. The devices would be 

. placed in Black Boxes and no internal.'inspection allowed. If none of this was 
acceptable to the Russians. then a proposal in which we actually allow inspection of 
some of the older devices could be made as long as there was a quid pro quo from the 
Russian side. At the same meeting, Colonel Sherrill stated for Loper a different 
pos~tion, that of simply going ahead with the Vela underground program unilaterally, 
offering the Russians Jhe freedom to monitor it if they liked, and simply stating 
that we were not doing it for weapons development. 

TeJler was not enthused about the Black Box proposal, feeling that if the 
Russians did the same thing. they would cheat and make them into weapons tests, so 
he, too, proposed that we go ahead unilaterally with our own Vela program. 

-The Black Box had \0 be wateni,ht Uld capable or I,.din, fairlylup hydroatatic: praaure since lOme of 'he ponible 
Aiamic: improv.ment abob involved emplacement below the water 'able in uncued hoi ... 

. Qf£QRFT 
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The Commission, on May 3. agreed with General Starbir~ that the storage 
25 devices seemed reasonable. 

The Principals approved the Black Box concept as the U.S. position at Geneva 
May 10. 

signed to fit into a 36-inch diameter hole, and the Black 
in storage by August 1. 1960. 

On May 18. the Commission approved (subject to the condition that the Russians 
accepted the whole Black Box proposal) declassification of the debris of the Mark VII 
devices used in the seismic improvement program or in Project Plowshare. However, at 
the same time. theY noted that obtaining samples of Russian debris would not serve as 
a basis to determine whether or not the Russians might be carrying on a weapons test 
program in connection with the seismic improvement program' or Plowshare program. 

ID parallel with these actions came the debate on the question of how to deter
mine the actual yield of the detonations. There were several possibilities, aU of 
which were discussed at one time or another. Radiochemical analysis of samples 
obtained by core drilling into the detonation region would give a· good measurement of 
yield if the am~unt of active material in the device were known. Radiochemistry 
~ould also be used to compare two devices that were stated to be the same. To assist 
in the radiochemical determination of yield, it was also suggested that the other 
countries could put tracers next to the nuclear explosive to help determine the 
fraction of the bomb materials that might be collected in a iiven sample. The 
measurement of alpha (reaction history) on a single-stage unboosted device could be 
usC?d to determine that the device operated as previously predicted.· .but would not 
give the yield directly. Measurement of time of arrival of the ·shock near the 
detonation would, in principle. give the yield independent of any details of the 
design of the device,· but there was no appreciable experience underground with the 
technique. It was expected that the uncertainty of the measurement would be about 
50%. One could, in principle. determine the yield from a measurement of the radia
tion temperature reached in a bottle surrounding the device. However, this was also 
an untried method and its accuracy was unknown. It was fairly clear, howe vcr, that 
the technique could be used to compare two similar shots. Livermore favored still 
another method. that of the· mcasuremed·t of the time of transit of radiation through a 
polyethylenc block next to the bomb, and began construction of a polyethylene box 
that would allow application of that technique. 

On May 2S, 1960. Bradbury told Starbird that LASL felt the best mcthod for 
determining yield was through a simple measurement of peak alpha which could be made 
by Sandia or EG&G. 

The LASL 'trollC.' reconunelldl tbat ,uch • meUUNmen& be included and openl, identified U completely 
unin&erpNtabJ. without a lmowWee of th. bomb beinC o_rYed. It actually yi.ld. far I ... information than do 
th. radiochemical ,ampl... It it. LASL', opinion that .uch a meuurement could be NCarded U an obviou. and 
el.mentary method of,i.ld d.t.rmination neceaary to the prorram to avoid ambiruoua Nault. in cu. of weapon 
malbehavior for IIOme "'&IIOn. Th. LASL recommend. &(&inat a&templa to d.t.rmin. yi.ld by radiochemical 
methodl. 

He went on to state that LASL would expect to be the agency primarily responsible for 
theoretical predictions and yield determination Cor those bombs Cor whichLASL pro
vided the active material capsules. 

At this point, on May 27. Tsarapkin made his safeguard statement at Geneva and 
on June 2, Wadsworth answered with the Black Box ·proposal. 
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Meanwhile, on May 23, Starbird had authorized expenditures of S200,OOO for:::) \J') ~ 
production of the required capsules and noted ongoing negotiations with the Depart- \.D ~ 
ment of Defense to withdraw the necessary w;:pons from stoc ~ ..j L.V 

2\/.)I 
t 1. -r- - \I!.. 

f m were - ~ (,J , The tentative firing dates or 3 r) 
September 1 and October IS, 1960. By l une . 'J):-
1, the storage of devices was known as y 3, 196,0, 
Sandia estimated for Starbird a Sandia cost for this program of S133,000 for FY 1960, 
SI 000000 for FY 1961 etc. By June 8, Bradbury had thought a little' further on the 
yi~ld ,'question and suggested to Starbird that LASL be responsible for giving the 
expected yield, but that Livermore be responsible for whatever yield measurements 
were made, and for issuing the experimental value of the yield. He further stated: 

TIUa propoaal ill made lor a yariet)' 01 NUOns, one or which appean to be that there are alread), too many cookl 

etiniar tbil brotb with CODfUctinc opiDiona aDd advice, MOther ill &bat loricall)' tbe ol'lwsatioll which Itat .. 
tbe a priori expected IRish&. be accUMCI of biu in aperimeDtai mnauNmeatl thereor, aDd a third ill that with 
practical cenaiDty, cWlerinr yalu .. of tbe experimentally obMrYed yield will be obtaiDed b), different OJ'IUi

aatioDa, both domeetic aDdloreip, aDd there ill DO Med to add a tbird part)' to the &J'IUmeat. 

However, he does state that LASL would desire to have some of the radiochemical 
debris for their own study and analysis and be involved in any plans for hydrodynamic 
measurements. In a June 9 letter to Starbird. Bradbury was a little more frank. 

I\ it 111)' owllopimon that the indUlioll oftracen Clupplied by the U.s.S.R.) aDd indeed, the whole radiochemical 

meuurement aDd diltribution of Amp ... ill a mistake aDd will open up a Pandora'i Box or bitter arrument. 

He pointed out that the Russians could easily doctor the, tracers and. thus, make the 
samples look larger and the bomb yield look smaller. They could also select the 
right samples to give the results they wish and accuse the U.S. of doing the same 
thing and, hence, engender a yield argument between the two nations. He remained of 
the opinion that the measurement of alpba was tbe only way to get a quick, accurate, 
internal estimate of the experimental yield. He went on: . 

I am reminded more and more ofth. Hardtack propoaailor a -dean- bomb d.monatratlon lor the Ru .. iana. Thil 

eveatuall), fell throu,h for &he.ame.mot of NUOftI which wUI haunt Project Whirlawa,: one cannot objectiv.ly 

and un_ailabl), demonstrate tood faitb within the framework ofthl le,aI ra'ri~'iona of the Atomic: EnerlY Act I 
If chi. were my job, I would takl &h ... -nominal" bomba, .boot them oft, meuure the lei.mic di.turbance at the 
diltanc:e or interat, and do Ilothinr .IMI Every&hinc .... w. do iI (or can be con.trued to be) leamine 

.omethinr about bomb. or their efrectl unrelated to Whirlawa)'. 

He ended the Jetter by saying that these were his "last remarks on this unpleasant 
subject." 

On June 10, Harold. Brown of Livermore stated that Livermore was quite willing to 
accept the responsibility of making yield measurements on Whirlaway. They would be 
happy to provide samples of the debris to LASL and stated: ' 

LJU, fuD, expectl to view the LASL calculated yield yalu .. u tbe comct on .. and the -experimental- value 

which we iIIue will be for &be purpoee or latilfyinc the intemational coordination requiremen&a. 

The feeling that the Russians might not accept the Black Box concept apparently 
,grew in Washington in the first week of June and on June 9. Starbird informed the 

c:w&iiQAIiT 
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Laboratories: 

Hilb-leve1 deci8ion made hen today. _hat we cive con.ideration on an urrent bui. to the feuibility or Ulin, 
older CUn-type devie.. for the .. illmic improvement procram. Thil, or course, to enable openin, or devic .. for 

U.S.S.R. inlpec:tion. 

He requested information on this possibility by June 13. The Laboratories replied on 
June 13. with Harold Brown (Livermore) commenting that this seemed largely a LASL 
job, but also noting: 

I auurne w. are taUdn, about declu.ificaUon hen and not about ~pehine only for U.S.S.R. inlpectionj I would 

like &lain to call attention to the extnme damare which could be done to our allianca by civin, information to 
the Sovle" which ill not made available to our alii.. • . . . I am only pointin, out that declauification 
conflict. with the mittaken idea that nth pow.r nuclear .. aponl capabilitiu are inhibited larrely by keepine 

w.aponl notionl Ment. 

Bradbury (LASL) noted that providing these designs was considerably more effort than 
that which was involved with using the Mark VII but: 

W. think thill propoeed prcIIr'UIl II much 1DOft MUible if u.. deviCli are open for inlpection and if alpha II 

Q 
..;...:) 

~.~ 
lDIuUNd. If thiI pro(r&lll it decided upon. w. would propoee to d .. ip the devic .. and make any neceaary 
u..mbJy tau hen. work with Sandia on the pack&(inr. armin,. and &riD,. and be raponaible for th. determi
nation of alpha. 

-P'3 
::Str 
-c:J~ 

Sandia noted that the costs would be somewhat highell!«ed that all of the ~ ~ 
warheads previously agreed upon bad been received at and were currently £- ~ 
being modified. All nuclear Black Box and fusing system ar ware had been ordered. - -:: 

On June IS,Tsarapkin rejected the Black Box concept and insisted upon a system 3 v: 
in which device details were revealed. However. the U.s. system continued to coast 
for a while. On June 16. Starbird, at the request of the U.S. delegation at Geneva, 
requested that the Laboratories provide step-by-step procedures, assuming the Black 
Box concept, including the operations and inspections that would be permitted to the 
Russians. Part of Bradbury's reply was: 

Commen" on th. nmainderof tbe propoeall are bet_obtained from tbOM wbo will have to carry them out. ,.. 
an example, it II not im&(ined that radJocbeJniatry .. Uke!)' to be done at LASL under Soviet .urveillance, a 
.ituation for which we find ounelv .. duly craMM. Nor would w. care to comment on the embarru.ment to the 
U.S. which mieht ehlUi conMquent to u.. ,.......tatioD or later withdrawal of thil pro"';'al. Sunly there mu.t 
now be many expert. in WuhiDrton on bow u.. U.s. can be embarraued. 

Livermore continued to press for the polyethylene block method of measuring yield 
and on June 28, recommended that the present Sandia-designed Whirlaway package under 
construction be redesigned or that the Livermore Black Box design. which was a 
variation of their Plowshare design, be used. 

At the June 20 Commission meeting, Starbird continued to argue for the Black Box 
concept and suggested that the AEC request that this concept be pursued further at 
Geneva. The Commission, however, leaned more toward picking a device whose inner 
workings could be revealed to the Soviets. The Chairman (McCone) stated that the 
U.S. would not transmit' blueprints of the devices to the Soviets, but would only 
a.How visual inspection .. Furthermore, the U.s. would make it clear that cooperation 
in this endeavor would cease immediately if information on the devices was trans
mitted to other powers. 

·8&&R&:T 
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In response to the AEC proposal to the JCAE that we rev~al the i~ternill detai.ls 
of the devices to the U.K. and U.s.S.R. only (which would require changmg the atomIC 
energy law), the JCAE advised on June 24 and 27 that such a proposal would not pass 
Congress unless it contained a definite reciprocal feature. In late June a~d early 
July the U.s. decided on a tentative position of a three nation nuclear devIce pool. 
with the devices to be open for inspection by the participating nations. Thc U.S. 
·intended to state at Geneva that Soviet rejection of this position would result in 
strong pressure to procced unilaterally in its own research, program using the. Black 
Box safeguard concept. The British objected to the ultimatum feature and It was 
deleted. 

On June 23, a meeting of technical representatives of the Laboratories concluded 
that the integral polyethylene method was the best yield measurement, but that modi
fication of the existent Whirlaway Black Boxes would take too long. However, on the 
same date, Starbird commented that we should stick to one version of the Black Box. 
and that the target date for stockpiling had now been moved to August 15 (ARPA had 
recommended a delay to November 1)~ On the 24th. Starbird reiterated his desire to 
continue the Whirlaway Black Box program while the question of using a declassified ~ tV) 
Mark XI was investigated. LASL commented tbat they could build a Mark Xl Cor any of v 
the yiclds desired in the program. On' July 11. Starbird authorized 5536,000 for 1'::\ ~ 
Project Whirlaway Black Box fabrication and on July 12. the United States' made its S:d..o t. 
proposal at Geneva that all three nations contribute old devices to such a stockpile .g V ~ 
with the device details to be revealed. By now, the first shot of the program had c;:: ~ ~ 
been delayed to October 1. In July. Livermore was fabricating its own Black Box for::::) ;;, 
a Mark VII, incorporating a polyethylene yield measurement, although the Mark VII in '""'T"": GJ 
the Sandia Whirlaway box was also still a possibility, as was the Mark XI. By August ~. -
I, Starbird had decided not to ship the Whirlaway boxes to the agreed upon storage ~ '-.J 
J)oint, Army Ordnance Depot. Wingate. New Mexico, but rather to store them at ~...s:: v? ~ 
_ From here on, the question of Black Box use dribbles out into history with ~3~ :J .~ 
concept still being applied to Lollipop for. some time. . l[}-

Other Aspects Of Vela Uniform 

In spite of the Black Box problem, Vela Uniform, commonly called the seismic 
improvement program' in the AEC. grew rapidly during t"960. As has been mentioned, 
ARPA was assigned the responsibiity for Vela at tbe belinning of September 1959 and 

. in conjunction with the AFT AC, the Atomic EnerlY Commission, Livermore, Rand, and 
others had moved rapidly toward solidifying a program that would satisfy the recom
mendations of the Berkner Panel. A great deal of work had been done in the second. 
half of 1959 by these agencies to solidify that program. By the beginning of 1960, 
Project Concerto, tbe tamped nuclear shots in Nevada, was fairly well defined. 1n 
addition, Lollipop, the nuclear shot in Nevada granite, was defined, and' Project 
Ripple, nuclear shots off the Test Site, was fairly clear conceptually. Construction 
work had been going on for some time on Lollipop and on Cottontail, which was the 
high-explosive 5-kt shot to be fired in tuff at NTS,and the process of site selec
tion had started for the off-site shots .. 

Thc question now seemed to be onc of how much enthusiasm the United Statcs was 
really going to put into. this program, how hard it would be pressed, what kind of 
funding would be attached to it, etc. At the January 11, 1960, Commission mec'ting, 
Mr. Graham commented on the importance of the development of a weapon test detection 
system and stated that in order to test the accuracy of the system, it woul~ bc 
necessary to conduct some underground tests. The Commission, at that mecting, notcd 
that authorization to acquire property and mineral rights for Tatum Salt Dome· would 

s&1i9F1ET 
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be covered by the FY 1961 weapons contingency project. On February 24, 1960, as 
previously noted, the President's Scientific Advisor, Kistiakowsky, inform.ed the 
Chairman of the Commission of the President's conclusion "that he considers a 
vigorous and continuing research and development program on the detection of .under
ground and high-altitude explosions to be a matter of high priority" and that he 
hoped the AEC would find it possible to finance the program for FY 1961 with their 
c:xisting budget. The February II, 1960, proposal at Geneva that we agree to a tre~9' 
that would ban shots in the atmosphere, but allow them underground while invesu
gating the seismic detection question, obviously put more pressure on the system to' 
prepare for such shots. 

During the early part of the year, Livermore planned for' Operation Hobo, a set 
of high-explosive decoupling studies in Tunnel U-12e, and in April they conducted 
four shots, three of them being 500 pounds of high explosives at depths of 100 feet, 
200 feet, and 1,000 feet and the fourth being I,SOO pounds of high explosive at 1,000 
feet. These shots were to establish a basis for comparison of decoupJed signals in 
the Nevada tuff with the sianals from later shots to be fired in salt. 

Durina the first few months of 1960, the DOD started plannina the Groundhog 
series of high-explosive shots off the NTS. 

In spite of overall AEC budget difficulties, Starbird took the bull by the horns 
in mid-May by transferring most of the remaining test readiness construction money 
for FY 1960 to the seismic detection proaram and reassianina most of the underground 
weapon test sites being prepared in Nevada to the Vela Uniform program. . 

At the May 1960 General Advisory Committee meetina, Spofford English listed the 
projected cost of the seismic improvement program or. high-explosive and nuclear shots 
as S2,310,OOO in FY 1960 and S13,490,000 in FY 196J. 

By mid-May, agreement on the division of responsibility between AEC and ARPA had 
. been reached. The AEC agreed .to be responsible for all nuclear shots and the S-kt 

high-explosive' shot in Nevada, but a large amount of the instrumentation and the 
interpretation of the diagnostic information would be in the hands of ARPA. Jim 
Reeves of ALOO was designated manager for the AEC portion of the program. ARPA 
retained its Advisory Committee (the ad hoc group for detection of nuclear detona
tions) chaired by Richard Latter. and having as members Frank Press, Kenneth Watson, 
Allan Donovan, Jack Oliver, Walter Munk, HUIO Bernioff,. John Tukey. Roland Herbst, 
and Conrad Lonimire. The proaram at that .time was cssentially the previously men
tioned Concerto program plus Lollipop .. The (int shot would be the' S-kt shot in 
granite in Area IS, NTS (Lollipop). The second shot would be the S-kt nuclear shot 
in turf. in Tunnel U-12b (Orchid) and the third shot would be the S-kt high-explosive 
detonation in tuff, also in Tunnel U-12b (Cottontail. later called Linen). Others 
would be a 1/4-kt test (Coffce Pot), a l.2-kt test· (Crystal), and a 40 to SO-kt test 
(Stingray), alJ to be in U-12e. The seismic decouplinl shots' would be done at the 
Hockley mine in Hockley, Texas. . . 

Work now moved forward to define the program and responsibilities in greater 
detail. LASL had no desire to be connected with the prolram at all. but did agree to 
furnish devices and appropriate diagnostics as mentioned elsewhere. Livermore con
cluded that they did not want to be responsible for any shots on NTS except Lollipop 
(possibly partly because. the devices, in general, were LASL devices). Thus, the 
responsibility for the on,:,site shots other than Lollipop (called as a class Concerto) 
was given to Sandia. Thc DOD responsibility' was placed in DASA with WET being 
responsible Cor the field efCort. 

By early June 1960, the field organization was beginning to shape up and LoJlj
pop was predicted to be ready for firinl by October IS. However, in late June, ARPA 
recommended a delay until November I for Lollipop in order to. permit the installation 
of the maximum number or instrumentation stations. Jim Reeves began dealing directly 
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with the ARPA director. Brig. General A. W. Betts, since ARPA's .al?pro~al was ,re~uired 
for specific site locations. On July 5, Reeves' suggested specIfIc sItes for fIve ?f 
the shots as e.03a, e.03b, e.OS, b.09. and b.07. Tunneling had already started In 
tunnel b.07. but the other locations had to be considered tentative as there were as 
yet no firm criteria. 

At the July 1. 1960. meeting of the Commission. the Chairman noted that Secre
tary of Defense Gates' favored August IS for the ~irst shot in a ~ni1~t~ral sei.smic 
improvement program. Mr. Kistiakowsky. then Chauman of the SCIentifIC AdvIsory 
Committee. had expressed the opinion that this date would be too early and wou~d 
result in strenuous objections by U.S. seismologists. Howard Brown (AEC Staff) saId 
it would not be feasible to proceed with a meaningful seismic improvement program 
until the necessary data-gathering instruments could be in place. which would not be 
before September 15 to October 1. 

At the midyear review on July 15. 1960. Harold Brown (Livermore) stated: 

~~ ,v 

LivennoN pi .... to tak. ao primary ..-poDIibWty except for the Lollipop ahot iD psnih which may take place 
I .... in s.ptemb.rlNO, aDd thedecoupliDeahot which caD be carriect out tometime in IMl dependiq on the .i .. 

ofth • ...a' caYiti. which mq beftOeDtually deCided "poll. For tb ... aperiJMab LRL p ..... to take .... poaeibUi
tyfor .tapqUob aDd for coordiDaliDc doee-iD meuunmeab OI\Iy, immecli.k uul dietaD' meuuremeab beiq 

the .... poneibWty of 0& ..... For other ahob, LR.L wW..,..e only in aD IIdviaory capacity, concemiD« oUNeI ... 

primarily witb the theoly of coup1iDc of.....,. from the aploeion into the .. ilmic w..... AllP A bu overall 
, .Upel'Yiaion or tbe PfOlRolll. U DO adequa&e PfOIRoIII of Iluclear a:pIoeioII8 for meuUNmea& or decoupliD« » 

autboriucl, it wiD be de8irabIe to caftJ out. further chemical aploeione -' WiDIieId with PHD'" aploeiv •. 

~.~ ~ 'Vt -gClS 
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By late July 1960. the Lollipop proposed shot date had been changed to October 1.-0 ~ ( ~ 
with field exercises to rehearse Cor the Livermore device configuration about August -.:J \o.A( 
10 and Cor the Whirlaway devices ision had yet .s::::. ~ " 
been made on which device was to be used. -= ../] l..u 

Thus. on August 9, 1960, Jim Reeves a directive -:: '::J 0 
for the AEC portio'n oC the Vela Uniform program. He identified Concerto as those ::> . () Q 
shots. both nuclear and nonnuclear. to be done at NTS, and Ripple as nuclear shots at ,....:>... . 
sites other than the Nevada Test Site. DASA would conduct a separate series of high-
explosive shots at 'locations other than the NTS. The AEC responsibilities were: ' 

a. Fund and accomplish all Duclear shots regardless oC location and all 
high-explosive shots located at the NTS. 

b. Obtain close-in measurements necessary to establish cavity behavior and 
to study the transmission of signals to the immediately surrounding 
earth on decoupled shots. 

. 
c. Make all yield measurements and conduct any postshot drilling required 

to obtain radioactive samples for this purpose. 

d. Designate an AEC project manager with the appropriate respon'sibilities. ' 
which include providing the explosives, site studies, safety, posi
tioning. arming and firing, construction support. etc. 

Among other things. DASA was 'to prepare the consolidated DOD plans, supervise DOD 
activities at the shot sites. ,arrange Cor DOD support, implement DOD 'directed on-site 
measurements and designate a DOD associate project manager who would coordinate DOD 

-programs with the AEC, establish DOD readiness f,or ofC-sitepreparations, etc.. Jim 
Reeves was designated project manager and Colonel Leo A. Kiley as aSsociate project 
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manager. Other appointments for Concerto were Bill Allaire as deputy project manager 
for AEC matters, E. L. Gomel (Sandia Corporation) as coordinator of operations; and 
John Williamson of REECo as coordinator of base support. The Lawrence Radiation 
Laboratory was to appoint a technical group leader for Lollipop, whereas Sandia would 
appoint a technical group director for AEC measurements on the rest of the Concerto 
shots. DASA would appoint a technical group director for the DOD-directedexperi
ments of Concerto at NTS except Lollipop. A tentative organization for Project 
Ripple was also given 'and was very similar to the Concerto organization, except that 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory was to appoint the technical director for the programs 
for which AEC was responsible. The coordinators for Concerto were to be stationed at 
NTS, whereas the coordinators for Ripple would be headquartered at Sandia Base, New 
Mexico, and should report for duty no later than September 9, 1960. 

Reeves established a site evaluation panel with membership from the AEC, the 
DOD, the technical contractors (LASL is notable by its absence), and the supporting 
contractors (EG&.G is notable by its absence). He noted· three sites as being pre
sently identified as compatible with the Ripple shot schedule, namely the Hockley 
Mine in Hockley. Texas. about 31 miles northwest of Houston, Texas; the Bruinsburg 
Salt Dome, Mississippi, midway between Vicksburg and Natchez; and the Tatum Salt 
Dome. Mississippi, 33 miles southwest of Hattiesburg, Mississippi. Contractor re
sponsibilities were further outlined, with EG&.G being responsible for timing and 
firing of all explosives, REECo beinl responsible for on-site radiological safety. 
etc. H&tN was to prepare engineerinl and construction plans and. cost estimates and, 
tentatively, REECo would be responsible for logistical site support and CPFF con
struction not feasible for lump-sum award. The necessity for. further operating 
agreements, for example. on financial manalement in fiscal controls, was noted. 

Project Concerto ready dates were liven as follows: Lollipop, October I, 1960; 
Orchid. May 1961; Cottontail, July 1961; Stingray, August 1961; Crystal, Septemb.er 
1961; Porpoise. open; and Coffee Pot, May 1962. Project Ripple was a series of seven 
nuclear shots to be fired at an unknown depth in salt as shown in Table VII. 

In the third week of August, Fred Reines, the discoverer of the neutrino, and 
Bill Ogle designed a Vela test detection system based on the observation of neutrinos 
Crom a nuclear detonation. Neutrinos, having a very small cross section for interac
tion with other material, pass easily through the entire earth. but unfortunately, 
because of that small cross section, they arc only detected by very large 'and expen
sive detectors. It was estimated that a national system consisting of one detector, 
probably in the Grand Canyon, which would observe a l-kt detonation anywhere' on 
earth. would cost approximately a trillion dollars. not including the electronics. 

Event 

Harvest 
Hayride 
Hermit 
Gaucho 

. Geisha 
Gypsy 
To Be Announced 

Yield 
Lk1l 

TABLE VII 
RIPPLE 

August 9, 1960 

Readiness 
llJtt Remarks 

.' 10/61 
10/61 
)0/6) 
12/62 
12/62 
)2/62 
07/72 

W rth\1t.\d UniEA 
'5 U,c;.,(!· 55,. (p) (i) 
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On August 25. the Lollipop readiness date was slipped from ~ctober Ito· Novem.b~r 
15. On September 15. Chief DASA defined Groundhog and the assIgnment o~ responsIbI
lities for the rest of the community. Groundhog would be conducted entirely by the 
Department of Defense and would include five 30-ton H.E. shots at a depth of 100 feet 
and five 100-ton H.E. shots at a depth of 200 feet, with readiness dates ranging from 
February 1962 to July 1963. 
" In September of 1960, H. M Fulley of the Institute for Defense Analyses p~b-

lished a report suggesting that motion of the bomb plasma in the underground.ca~Jty 
produced by a nuclear detonation might generate changes in the electromagnetl~ fIeld 
at remote points and. hence. might provide another possible method of detectIon of 
underground explosions. This suggestion was not received with favor. " 

On October S. Don Shuster of Sandia informed Reeves of the proposed schedule for 
Cottontail, the S-kt H.E. detonation. Deliveries would be completed by May of ]961. 
loading the cavity would start in April of 1961. and a detonation date of June 1. 
1961, was planned. 

The subject of Lollipop arose early in October and was discussed by Harold Brown 
and Spofford English at the October 28 Commission meetina. Consideration of contain
ment had raised the question of whether or not the hard granite. contrary to what w,as 
expected in tuff or" alluvium. would crack. allowina the escape of radioactive gases 
to the atmosphere. Brown pointed out that the current plan was to fire about Decem
ber IS (they must have delayed· Cinal installation in order to have this meeting). but 
various experts in the proaram were recommend ina that the shot be fired at a depth of 
1,500 feet instead of 950 feet. It was intended that the press and fore ian visitors 
be present at the Cirina site. Starbird noted that the presence of a plume which 
might contain radioactivity could result in adverse publicity for the AEC, sug
gesting, perhaps, that the AEC was unable to confine the radioactivity. Starbird 
outlined a proposed new schedule that would do Orchid about December 15 and delay 
Lollipop until a new site could be built. A new shaft for Lollipop would. of course. 
leave the old shaft available for a future experiment. Starbird noted that jf some· 
shot wasn't fired by early January. the seismologists· might want to delay the entire 
schedule until the following spring because of winter backaround seismic noises. The 
Commission approved the proposed chanae in schedule. emphasizing that the first. shot 
should not be delayed beyond January unless absolutely necessary. 

On October 4 and S of 1960, ARPA sponsored a technical symposium on Vela at the 
Pentagon in Washington. The atteDdees. some 300 in number, included representatives 
from the Department of Defense. other government agencies, industrial companies, 
universities, and scientific oraaniza~ions. Amona ()thers. talks were given on Vela 
Uniform in general by Gen .. Betts, detectioD by Carl Romney. worldwide standard seis
mic network by L. M. Murphey. the explosion series by Theodore George (who did not 
mention Groundhog). source measurements by Chuck Violet of Livermore. dec'oupling "by 
AI Latter, and results of Project Cowboy by Glen Werth. 

By late October, some of the names had changed. Concerto had become Project 
Shade and Ripple had become Dribble and was now definitely planned for Tatum Dome, 
Mississippi. The previously unspecified shot to be fired in an active seismic area 
had now been given the name Shoal. Dribble had been changed to six. nuclear shots 
(,vice the previous eight) to be fired at a depth of 2,500 feet. LASL was trying to 
dream up an acceptable diK:ect sampling technique ·for a S-kt nuclear explosion under-
ground. . 

By fall 1960 the AEC had received an FY 1961 supplemental appropriation of 
532,500,000 for Vela. The Department of Defense h_d committed 57,460,000 in FY 1960 
and had programmed S33,340,OOO to be spent in FY 1961. A areat portion of the DOD 
money was to be spent through universities and private contractors. . ' 

By October 2~, 1960, the AEC, DMA. and DASA had authorized final construction 
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for the Orchid event (5 kt in tuff, tamped) to meet a readiness date of December 15, 
I 960, a very tight schedule. . 

Some comments on the procedures for firing an underground shot in a tunnel will, 
perhaps, aid in understanding the continued delays. After "field construction," the 
phase during which the construction contractor prepared the site for laboratory 
occupation, there was a period of a month or two months or even longer, during which 
the equipment for whatever experiments were to be performed was installed and tested. 
In certain circumstances, the equipment installation phase could overlap the field 
construction period. After the technical installation was finished and checked out, 
the device itself could be brought in, last-minute checks run, and then stemming 
could proceed. The process of stemming could take from a week to as much as a month 
or so. Because digging back to recover the device was a large and obnoxious job, 
very few people in the system wanted to bury it without having received firing 
authorization. A very few times during a later period of underground testing, de-
vices were emplaced before authority to fire was received, and the results were, on ';' 
occasion, embarrassing. Thus, while the field organization could bring a site up to ~ Q 
something like six-week or one-month readiness, it, in general, could not go past..;J ~ 
that point without receivinl authority to fire. Such authority, in this period of"E....; (\(" 
time, was continually delayed and, of course', always delayed as late as possible.:) ~ , 
Thus, we see, time after time, shot preparation progressing to within a month or two ~,. 
of the planned {iring date before delays began because permission to nrc had not ~ "J LJ 
been received. In the Vela Uniform program durinl th i ~ 
further confusion on which device was to be fired, or ~,,~ \, 
s~me~hing else. Si~~e device selection ~ffected the . . . ~ -0 { 
Cl1cultry, etc., additional delays were Introduced. Lastly. since the fIeld organl- '::J \/) (:. 
zations were there to carry .out experiments. any delay might be seen as an opportuni-~ 
ty to change or improve some part oC . the experimental setup. These changes could 
lead to the expenditure of further effort and time. 

During the summer and Call oC 1960, several high-explosive detonations for. the 
Plowshare program were fired in Nevada. While not strictly part of the Vela Uniform 
program, some of these did add to the data base for Vela Uniform. Scooter, a half 
kiloton of high explosive buried 125 feet deep. was fired in October of 1960. 

In late October, the location oC Orchid was changed Crom U-12b.09 to U-12e.04. 
Other changes were made durinl this period as a result of continued effort by ALOO .c 
and LRL to site' the proposed detonati~ns so as to let the most out of the overall r:::i ~ 
underground complex. Some oC the initial site choices had been such that firing the ~ 1)1 
planned shots would limit the use oC already constructed zero points. C ·v 

Several things in late 1960 reduced the likelihood of firing Vela Uniform shots ::; ~ (Y 

in the near future. . The Eisenhower administration was reluctant to act after the _ ~ 
election of John F. Kennedy as President J 960. The:5 - ~ 
problem of which device to use. Whirlaway had not been ~ ~ \.J 
settled. The Geneva Conference was to on December 5, so there was little time:£ '2 \~ 
to achieve U.S.S.R. agreement to Vela Uniform shots, and Tsarapkin had made it clear 3- .:..l ).. 
tha t he objected to the decoupling shot program. I/) (-

Thus, on November 16, Starbird advised that the first shot of Project Shade 
would now be Orchid, to be fired on April IS, 1961, with Lollipop following on about 
June 15 at. the new depth of 1,500 feet. The Lollipop hole would be drilled to 36-
inch i.d. to accommodate the Sandia Whirlaway box. 

A November 20 memo Crom DASA to DDR8tE defined the Groundhog series in a little 
more detail. It was listed as a series of 30-ton and 100-ton high-explosive detona
tions at depths'of 100 and 200 feet to be conducted in the summer of 1961 at an 
unspecified site. . 

see .. !, 
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A number of chemical explOliona of up to 100 ton. aN nqujred to jnv.iicate relative couplinc in vanoul 

media, to jnvaticaie the efred of increuinc depth or burial in one or more media, to provide additional 

compan.on. of chemical venUi nuclearexplOlion., and to provide a direci compari.on with .man earthquake. in a 

Hi.mic recion. 

Table VIII details Shade and Dribble. 

TABLE VIII 

SHADE AND DRIBBLE 
November 20, 1960 

Yield Depth Firing 
Name !lUl Medium {(1l Sitt Jlitt 

Lollipop 5.0 Granite 1900 NTS 06/15/61 
Orchid S.O- Tuff 900 NTS 04/15/61 

. Linen S.O (HE) Tuff 900 NTS 09/15/61 
Stingray 2S-50 Tuff 2000 NTS 11/01/61 
Crystal 1.0 Tuff 900 NTS· 08/01/61 
Recorda 0.1 Salt Decoupled 10/61 
Hayridea 0.5 Salt Overdriven 10/61 
Hermita 0.1 Salt Tamped 10/61 
Muslin 0.25 Tuff 900 NTS 05/62 
Shoala 5.0 Calif. 07/62 
Gauchoa 5.0 Salt Decoupled 12/62 
Greenbeana 25.0 Salt Overdriven 12/62 
Tipsya 5.0 Salt Tamped 12/62 
Porpoise S.O Tufe 5-10.000 NTS 

~ribble 

At the December 2, 1960, Commission meeting, it was noted that the Bureau of the 
Budget had suggested a reduction of $10,000,000 for the Vela Program in. FY 1962. 
"The AEC staff deemed it appropriate to appeal this recommended reduction. General 
Starbird said if such a reduction was permitted, the deep shots and the decoupling 
shots recommended by technicians and (the) seismic improvement program would be 
delayed considerably." The Commission agreed to appeal the 510,000,000 reduction. 

On the last day of the car the status of tunnel construction for Shade was 
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Orchid 
Crystal 
Lollipop 
Linen (previously Cottontail) 
Stingray 
Porpoise 
Muslin 

TABLE IX 
SHADE STATUS 

December 31, 1960 

Yield 
ils.ll 

5.0 
1.0 
5.0 
5.0 (HE) 

25-50 
5.0 (deep) 
0.25 

Status 

Construction complete 
Construction complete 
60% of exploratory holes complete 
Extended shaft and sphere, 67% complete 
No site selection. 
No site selection. 
Tunnel advancement complete for U-12e.03 but 
it is noted that the event may be canceled. 

NTS Readiness Effort Shifts to Seismic Detection, Mid-1960 

In early May 1960. the Nevada program was the only viable readiness (ield 
program available to the AEC. The LRL had a quick readiness program of four . shots 
for which the construction had been approved and was going forward, and the LASL had 
been given authority to deepen some holes and drill others to provide for more zero 
points. However, at this time, the readiness effort began to degrade rapidly. As 
mentioned before, on February 24, the President's Science Advisor had informed the 
Chairman of the Commission that the President considered a vigorous and continuing 
J esearch and development program on the detection of underground and high-altitude 
explosions to be a matter of bigh priority. During the intervening time, the U.S. 
had informed Russia of its proposed Vela Uniform program and was about to join the 
agreed-upon discussions of the Seismic Research Program Advisory Group to be held on 
May 1 I, 1960. Eisenhower had publicly announced the Vela underground program on May 
7. On May 9 Colonel O'Brien of DMAand Allaire of ALOO agreed that Reynolds Electric 
and H&N should start ·shifting gears· from the present program to the detection 
program. In addition, they agreed to cancel the bid on the construction' of LASL 
holes and the other Area 3 items dir~ctly associated with those holes. They further 
agreed that ALOO should check with LASL to see if the alpha trailers were still 
desired for other possible uses. On May 13. ALOO sent to O'Brien the estimated 
savings based on immediately stop'ping all weapons program construction. The total 
savings for FY 1960 could' be $1,625,000. On May 18, a Starbird message to the field 
stated: 

1\ appean now that the Succotuh activit'" and expendituNi for NTS construction and procuNment .hol&ld be 

.topped immediately except for completion of dicsin' for 'he U-12e.OT drift and vertical.haft. (If theN i. any 
other Succotuh efron that may contribute directly to tbe .. ilmic propwn it .hould be made known to me.) I 
would plan, theNfoN, to direct .hortly that the neceuary action be taken Co terminate .uch activity and that 
'he funda conc-erned be diverted to cover the iniliallllndl of the Hilmic improvement pro,nm. 1 reque.t that . 
ALOO adyile me.at thee.u..t practical time .. tot •• avinp that caD be accompli.hed in FY 1KO, thereb,., and 

the amount required for FY 1HO MiImic illlprovemea' .ctM' .... 

Succotash was the Livermore weapons test readincss cffort. The LASL effort. as 
noted, had already been stopped. The field reacted quickly. On May 19, Harold Brown 
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of Livermore told Starbird: 

The propond PJ'Oll'&lD. includin, the 50 Itt in e.01 and the 1.2 Itt in e.03. wipa out three or four .iie. or the 

readinee. proJl'Am. In addition, the HE .hot will very probably make the B tunnel unavailable for a period of .ix 

monthi to a year .•.• In c .. e the iniemational .ituation were to lead at .ome future time to a deci.ion to 
Ntlume under,round i .. tin,.~h.re would then be adel.y ofa to 6 month. beyond the 40- to 50-day readinell which 
we had previoully planned, We con.ider ihi. very undesirable .... Two poI.ible lite' in the E tunnel for the 
50-Itt and thel.2-kt ehoi. ehould be obtained by addiiional tunnelin, funded from the .eiamit improvement pro
JI'Am." would be the cue for u:perimen" and locaiion. other than at NTS •.•. We will, in the near future, 
make up a propoeal for additional work to put NTS inio tbe ,ame .taie of readinen (apability which we have 
previo\ll1y propoeed; the detaile of luch a propoeal will obvioUily bave to await firm and final anancemenu'for 

the .. ilmic proJl'Am. ,1"\ 
, ~ 

It is interesting to note that in the Commission meeting of May 18. which St~rbird ~ ~ (V) 

attended, the subject of this shift did not come up. However, Mr. Graham dId say ~ ~ "2 
that the Commission was committed to proceed with the seismic improvement program and -p ~ 
it was remarked that in view of the failure of the Paris Summit Conference, Congress::j '{f t 
milht not approve funds' for the test detection program. ;g tr 

At this point in time (mid-May 1960). the site for shot, (U-12b.09)\:1'" .,. 
was just short of construction and a month short sClentificconstruc-~ .::,j li 
tion completion. The site for the two months short of construction~ v-i 
completion and tJle site for Chiffon U-12e.03) was roughly two months~ ~ ~ 
from completion. , .3 \t) (.j 

From this point on, the errort devoted to test readiness began to drop off 
appreciably. However, some work continued. Livermore and EG&G completed on May 23 
their Project Tattoo, which was the field environmental test of a new underground 
prompt diagnostic telemetry system in which the data was partly reduced inside the 
tunnel and then transmitteCi over hardwire to remote instrumentation' stations. The 
test used simulated gamma and neutron signals similar to those that might be rec,eived 
from a nuclear device. ' 

Durinl July and August 1960, the USGS groundwater investigation of Yucca and 
Frenchman Flats continued with the drilling of new water wells. Some seven wells 
were being drilled from 900 to 1,850 feet deep. the six deepest wells being in Yucca 
Flat and a 900-foot well in Frenchman Flats. The rate of drilling was such' as to 
produce 'two new wells per 'month. ' 

In spite of the shirt to Vela, Livermore continued work on test readiness. 
After a tour of NTS on July ,12 with members of LRL and ALOO. Starbird requested' that 
Livermore send in a new plan for Succotash (test readiness) based on the assumption 
that the Vela Uniform prOlram would use the existing tunnels. He asked that the plan 
be sent in as early as practical. but stressed that this did not imply a strong 
possibility or getting money for added weapon test readiness. Harold Brown replied 
in mid-August with a detailed plan to get into a state of 30 to 60 day readiness the 
same four shots as previously decided upon. Costs would be approximately $900,000 on 
the basis of a 40·hour workweek. Internal planning on the physics design for the 
measurements to be made was essentially complete at this time. 

In mid-November 1960, Reeves (ALOO) expressed his concern to Starbird on the 
growing U.S. inability to resume weapons testing in a short time. He requested 
guidance from DMA in order that he could prepare a plan for future weapons test 
capability. The, development of such a plan following DMA guidelines would then 
permit DMA to authorize such portions of the plan as might be feasible considering 
budget restrictions and political implications. There was no immediate response. 

Thus, the field expenditures for weapons test readiness. and most of what few 
sites were available were switched to Vela Uniform in mid-1960. 
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Device Predictions, Mid-1960 

At the end of April, Starbird asked the Laboratories for their opinions on what 
could be accomplished for the next few years in weapon development jf certain kinds 
of operations were allowed. such as decoupled shots up to SO kt, outer space shots, 
etc. The question was apparently triggered by a recent high-level briefing by Te)]er 
on the advantages of testing. 

Harold Brown speculated for Livermore by discussing the possible yields that 
might be developed as a function of weight up to a 6000 pound, ,50-megaton device, and 
the possible gains that could come about by testing at low yields underground or at 
high yields in deep 'space. He noted the many gains that might be achieved clandes
tinely by the U.s.S.R., and that in particular: 

Tbe tactical w.apoDi which we cODlid.r would be capable or produciq an .qual or mater imbalance in nuclear 
capability can aI) be done with tnt. ill tbe Idloton ran,. or whOle ... " concealability th .... would be no 

qu .. 'ion. 

• ]n general, Brown and Teller were optimistic as to the advances that could be made 
with almost any kind of testing. 

Bradbury also replied. statinl that in his opinion, thinlS were less optimistic 
than Teller seemed to feel and: 

'In lhon. DO&biq h .. occurred ill the lut ,. •• aDd a half k» chanp 1ft)" own opiDion recardinc tb. extlnt or 
w.apon pine poIIibl. with limited teetiDI orn_ with UDIiIftited -tinc. I am much I ... optimiltic than Teller 
on both pointe ••. 

In mid-May Mark and Bethe continued an exchanle on the subject. The circum
stance appeared to be roulhly as appears in Table X below. WEssential weight" is the 
nuclear device component weight but not including firing set, bottle, etc. Case I 
was presumably numbers used by TeUer in April as what might (optimistically? rea.lis
tically?) be expected in a few years if testing were resumed. Presumably these 
advances could be obtained by testinl in the Cew kt range Cor all but the largest 
yields, and they might be obtained without having to test above 100 kt. Case II was 
a November 1959 LRL prediction for 1970 iC tesfinl were allowed, and Case III was 
predicted at the same time Cor 1965. Case IV was intended to represent the "state of 
the art" at the time but in a slightly advanced Corm. The author has been unable to 
resist adding the -modernw case, representinl approximately current thought and 
experience in 1980 .. 

It was clear that some of the difCere·nces could come about by different 
assumptions. For example, the low weight row is controlled largely by one point 
safety considerations. But the larle-weight, large-yield predictions' of Case I 
pretty Clearly required a wbreak through- which has apparently not yet come about. 
Mark concluded' that surely some advancement would come over the ·state of the· art" 
(Case IV), and by detailed argument ended up concluding that Case III represented 
roughly "the present frontier between optimistic science and science fiction", and 
that the region of Case III "represents the area towards which and possibly into 
which one could work-, Mark remarked that even Foster did not seem to believe the 
most optimistic case. 

Bradbury later remarked to Starbird that he Celt quite gloomy as to the future 
based on only limited-yield under-around testing and Celt that even "state-or-the-art" 
(Case IV) was about as adventuresome as the LASL was willing to imagine at that 
point. 
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At the end of June, Starbird asked Bradbury and Brown for their judgement of the 
relative disadvantage of the U.S. vis-a-vis the U.S.S.R. in weapons development 
progress assuming that testing were to resume with the Russians testing in any manner 
they wished, but with the U.S. testing only underground or both underground and in 
space above 100,000 kilometers. Livermore replied that in their opinion, if we 
tested only underground, we would have relatively little disadvantage and that disad
vantage would bea function of the yield range, with us being at greater disadvantage 
for high yields where we couldn't test underground so easily (if at all) in other 
than a scaled design configuration. If we could test both underground and at very 
high altitudes there would be a negligible disadvantage. The LASL, however, was more 
pessimistic. Bradbury felt that the first effect would be a time lag between our
selves and the Soviets of . perhaps six months for underground to perhaps two years for 
high-altitude testing, while we developed the techniques. He also felt that even 
after that, we would fall.behind at some rate unless we poured tremendous amounts of 
money and effort into our program to stay up with the Russian development accomp
lishments. 

In early July, Starbird asked Brown and Bradbury to comment to the AEC General 
Advisory Committee (which would meet in Washington on July 26 .. 28) on the U.S.s.R. 
capability in weapons development during the moratorium. Bradbury immediately re
plied by TWX that he hadn't the faintest idea. However, he would guess that since at 
the beginning of the moratorium we were apparently. ahead of the Russians, the rate of 
progress s,hould be a little less than ours, partly because they did not seem to 
diagnose their shots as' carefully as we. If that estimate was wrong, then he wO.uld 
guess that they had the same capability for making progress during the last two years 
as we had. As' for cheating, he stated that he had no idea whatsoever if they had 
been Cheating nor any technical basis on which to hazard a guess. He sent Mark to 
the meeting, at which John Foster presented the Livermore feelings on the subject. 
Foster stated that in his opinion, the U.s. had no assurance that the Soviets were 

·nOl now accomplishin$ improvements by actual testing. He then discussed the various 
kinds of improvements th'at, could be made by tes~ing. making the point that from now 

. on, the yield versus weight Question would probably be less important as 'compared 
with other aspects of the warhead. such as vulnerability, effects of the shot, etc. 
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... ~~ ___ ~~~ .... _.1MlDlethe commented tb.at ·such development is probably impossi-
ble in any militarily useful form.· He had no comment on the Russian capabilities or 
possibilities in this class of device. 

Vela Hotel. July-December 1960 . 

By mid-July of 1960 Livermore had been funded by ARPA to look at some of the 
backgrounds that might affect Vela Hotel measurements in space. They were also 
seeking additional funding to expand their ~program to measure the neutron albedo of 
the earth's atmosphere, and x-ray. gamma ray and particle backgrounds at altitudes 
characteristic of both high and low orbit satellites. At the same time LASL and 
Sandia were building small ·piggy back" packages scheduled for delivery in August in 
order, to be launched on the JPL Ranger A-I probe in April 1961. General Betts, ARPA 
Director. had arranged for joint AFSWC-LASL payloads to be flown on a dedicated 
inexpensive version of the TS609 A Scout system known as the 2356 configuration. 
While there was not as yet overall approval or funding for the AEC Vela Hote.! effort. 
Starbird did arrange in late July to fund LASL and Sandia at a level of SI.009,OOO 
each for FY 196L 

, 

In (ate August LASL and Sandia summarized their interim capability status in a 
document entitled "leOS and BLICOS". The .document listed the rocket probe and piggy-
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back flights planned, as well as the high altitude balloon flights to d~termine the 
effects of cosmic rays on the ~-ray detectors. The overall schedule mcluded the 
following milestones: delivery of several piggyback packages to the .NASA Ranger 
program beginning almost immediately, launch of AEC detector and .10g1C ~ackages on 
Journeyman-B rockets beginning in October of 1960, and balloon flights 10 February 
and March of 1961. The balloon flights would provide data on parameters for the Icas 
alarm system. The Journeyman-B flights would carry x-ray and gamma-ray scintillation 
detectors to about 30,000 miles altitude to look at the short duration pulse back-

. ground. 
At the previously mentioned symposium on Vela in early October 1960 the ARPA 

Vela Hotel Project Manager, Major John A. Poulson, described the Vela Hotel system 
currentiy being considered for full development as a combination of two ·major 
systems. The first, known as the "Far Earth" system and intended to detect un
shielded detonations taking place in the region from about 30 to about 200 million 
kilometers altitude, involved six satellites, three each installed in . two orbital 
planes at right angles to one another. The satellite orbit perigees would be outside 
the Van Allen belts. Each satellite would carry detectors for neutrons, prompt and 
delayed gamma rays, and x-rays. The other major system, known as the "Earth Proximi
ty Solar Satellite System", would include a number of solar orbiting satellites 
instrumented only for prompt gamma and x-ray detection. It was thought that a 
shielded detonation could be detected to about ten million miles by observation of 
the prompt gammas, so that by putting enough satellites in solar orbit a treaty 
violator would have to test as far as 70 million miles from earth with a shielded 
detonation. which would be quite an effort. The program would be conducted in three 
phases. The first step would usc existing components and technology to develop an 
early detection capability; then. more advanced technology would be used to counteract 
the possible shielding an evader could employ. and the last step would be to provide 
a capability to collect some' diagnostic data from a detected explosion. The overall 
program budget would be about 100 million dollars to be spent over a four year 
period. 

On October 18. Starbird informed Bradbury of the current status of Vela Hotcl 
funding. Having told Starbird on August 10 that a decision on proceeding with Vela 
Hotel would come within several weeks, ARPA had just advised Starbird that the 
program decision had still not been made, but ARPA was continuing to press' for it. 
Starbird reaffirmed to Bradbury that LASL should continue the previous course of 
attempting to fly piggyback expe.riments on NASA and DOD missile flights, probes, and 
satellites. Starbird also stated that AEC Chairman McCone, in a letter to' Secretary' 
of Defense Gates on October 12. had requested DOD assistance· in lifting AEC instru
mentation packages into space. 

On November 14, AFSWC published a report on their Blue Scout project entitled 
"Operation No. 10-61, Project Blue Scout, Jr." In an effort to develop a lower-cost 
sounding rocket. specifically to support preliminary developmental testing of instru
mentation for detection satellites. AFSWC had developed the solid propellant vehicle, 
Blue Scout, Jr. (TS 609A). The initial launches. which wcre at least seven months 
away at this time, were to be performed by the Air Force Ballistic Missile Division 
(AFBMD). The first launch was to be from the Atlantic Missile Range (AMR) and the 
next ·two from the Pacific Missile Range (PMR). 

LASL and Sandia Vela' Hotel plans for the next two fiscal years were sent to 
Starbird on November 23, 1960. The· overall program included detector packages. to be 
flown either piggyback or dedicated, aboard DOD smaJl rockets and satellites from 
late 1960 through late 1962; three balloon flights to 120,000 feet in February and 
March 1961 (for BLlCOS); and, perhaps most significantly. ~he launch of two 160-
pound, modified ICOS, prototype protection satellites to 100.000 kilometers altitude. 

, 
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the first in January 1962. The program was now emphasizing the x-ray detection 
system which had seemed the most promising to the Panofsky Panel. The report also 
stated that the growth of the sateIHte detection system could now take one of two 
different routes: 

a. The moratorium may ~ maintained, .... ultinC in the primary emphuit heinc placed on extenclinc the 

detection rance, or, 
b. we may retum &0 tettinc. eaUliinc the emphuit &0 be placed on intemcenee diacno,etic:s for relatively elc.e

in de&onatioDl. 

The Labs were incorporating both of these possibilities in their thinking for future 
developments. The above-described program was planned to be completed within the 
then present DMA authorized budget for the two Laboratories of $1.86 million for FY 
1961 and $2 million fot FY 1962. 

About this time, in the last month or so of 1960, the Department of Defense, who 
were providing the major part of the funding, reduced its effort in Vela Hotel R&D. 
This action was directed by the Secretary of Defense, who felt that the general 
objective should be to obtain as 'much pertinent experimental data as possible in 
order to increase basic knowledge and understanding of the physical phenomena af-
fecting detection. Thus. as related by Starbird to ALOO and the Labs on November 2S. 
ARPA, after discussions with LASL and Sandia, issued a new draft order to ARDC, 
initiating the reduced-scope program. Starbird requested that addressees comment on 
the new order which changed the concept from a four-year $100,000.000 system develop
ment program to one with much-reduced funding aimed at obtaining experimental data at 
the earliest practicable date. The new (undina, exclusive of what NASA may have had, 
gave DOD and AEC only S13.8 million total for 
and $1.9 

u 
days to Starbird 
acceptable. He 

ntly prepare an 
and funding plan by early January. Hertford replied within a few 

that the two Labs relt the general approach was reasonable and 
out that meeting the ARPA request for a new plan by 

~s "-{ 
~~< The joint meeting to work up a 
C·~ ~ took place at AFBMD in Los Angeles on December IS and 16. Attendees included, among 
~ C'1S ~ others, Taschek and Austin McGuire of LASL. Don Shuster and Jim Scott of Sandia, 

'If) ~ Steve White of Livermore. and Lew Allen of AFSWC. Minutes of the meeting indicated 
\f) LO that there was disagreement about the distri 
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Vela Sierra, Late 1960 

By early July theoretical predictions for the ground-based detection system. of 
high altitude detonations indicated that placing the instruments about 1700 kIlo
meters apart on the earth's surface would produce a system with essen!ially no blind 
spots. EG&G was committed to delivery of a first prototype of the aIr fluoresce~ce 
system to LASL by August I, and discu.ssions were taking place concerning the des~gn 
and test of a "direct· optical system to measure visible radiation from expandmg 
bomb· debris. The "Direct Optical" system was under order within a couple of months. 

The first air fluorescence system was actually delivered on August 16 and was 
being used to gather data on discrimination between lightning and nuclear signals by 
the 'end of the month. A second prototype of the system was to be built while the 
first was being tested at LASL, with the intent of then testing both at Fairbanks, 
Alaska and Thule, Greenland between November 15 and December 15. Further reduction 
of data from the Teak shot of Hardtack was yielding phenomenological information and 
understanding of great· help in the design of the system. By the end of October 
enough experimental data Crom the lightning experiments were available to design the 
necessary changes in the system to discriminate against lightning, and two new proto
types incorporating these changes were due by December 1. 

The first new prototype system was actually shipped to Ladd Air Force Base in 
Fairbanks in laic December, aiad ·Project Big Moon·, to test it against auroral 
background, was in operation in January 1961. The second system was shipped to LASL, 
first for further test, including observation of solar flares, and then to Thule for 
test in "Operation Brass Ring.· 

As Vela program managers. ARPA had responsibility to design an overall detection 
capability to as high a degree as feasible, with no particular attention to cost. 
However, AFTAC had responsibility to actually build, install, and operate a detection 
system quickly. under rather severe budget restrictions .. Thus LASL was delivering to 
AFTAC the criteria for a complete direct optical and fluorescence system that would 
cost about 5200,000 per station. and to other agencies the design of a system limited 
only by the physics involved. 

"i While the optical techniques mentioned above were being developed, other tech
niques to carry out the Vela Sierra mission were also being investigated. Since one 

~ of the obvious effects of a high altitude detonation is to produce free electrons in 
i:: the upper atmosphere, various methods of observing the effects of such free elecl'rons 

)
- ci Q. were being investigated. In particular, the possibility of possible phase shifts in 

'l.J) ~ very-low-frequency radio propagation was being studied at the Navy Electronics Labo-
U)/'""\ \U ratory, geomagnetic perturbations were· being studied at the Signal Corps Research and 

:d . ~ I~ Dev~lopment laboratories, ot.her radio techniques were being investigate~ at the 
v U ~ Institute for Defense AnalYSIS, and rsued at = V) ~ I 11iIiiiiiIIiiearch Institute. 

:=:::) ~ The AFTAC program clearly involved the need of stations in foreign nations. In 
.:J' f!) /) late 1960 AFTAC queried Starbird concerning any problems that might come about if 
~ l.{) -l- foreign nationals were used to man the stations. Starbird passed the question on to 

the Laboratories, expressing particular concern as to whether or not, especially in 
the' case of the observation of electromagnetic (EM) signals, such use would .require 
the transmittal of restricted data (RD) to the foreign nationals. Bradbury replied 
that complex sophisticated systems to observe diagnostic signals might reveal RD, but 
less elaborate equipment to observe gross signals probably would not. He went on to 
comment that the use of EM seemed to apply to atmospheric detonations, in which case 
if the bomb was big enough to be observed by EM at great distances -we would probably 
also pick. up debris. and if it were too small to find debris~ EM probably wouldn't 
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see it either unless the stations were real close, in which case "watching the sky 
with a Bhangmeter may be,.a better technique." 

Deep Space, Later-Half 1960 

Progress on the Advanced System for Weapons Testing (ASWT) was reported to LASL 
their representative on system studies, Don Weste 

The first flight of that, syste 
not be adequately tested until 

lead time for the AEC part of the test was 18 months. The military 
had given attention primarily to launch sites in Florida and California. and the AEC. 
because' of nuclear safety hazards, had pre!\scd for additional consideration of an 
island launch site. Thus, the final report would include discussion of the possible 
use of Eniwetok, Johnston Island 

1I ....... ,_ .. ,.ot on was to rters 
on September 7, 1960. Subsequently, General Harrison, Deputy Chief of DASA, 

sent a letter to General Starbird stating that DASA was recommending to the DOD that 
the AEC be asked to join with the DOD in seeking executive approval for proceeding 
with the development of the ASWT capability. On October S, Starbird advised Hertford 
that briefings for AEC and DOD on the ASWT p,rogram had not led to a cominitment on the 
part of the AEC to attain this capability, and that for FY 1961 and FY 1962, the 
weapons budget would not reflect funding in support of ASWT beyond capability 
studies. Starbird directed Hertford to continue conceptual studies related to the 
engineering and safety aspects of the AEC payload. 

Domestic and Int~rnational Political Developments, 
May-December 1960 

May 1960 wa~ a month of change in the mood and trend of the Geneva test ban 
talks. Whereas, as discussed above, certain exchanges, especiaUy at high level, 
through the ,February to ~y period had created a feeling that perhaps a signable 
treaty might be in the offing, events in Geneva and elsewhere in May' substantially 
decreased these hopes. Just how much effect the infamous U-2 incident had on the 
test ban agreement is debatable, but the timing of that international incident is 
certainly noteworthy in the light of what happened at Geneva. On May I, an American 
U-2 reconnaissance aircraft went down, in Russian territory and both the pilot 
(Francis Gary Powers) and the aircraft fell into Soviet hands. After several ex
changes between the U.S. and Soviet governments over the conditions of the incident 
and the Soviet demands f,or American compensation of some sort, the several world 
leaders went to Paris for the long-planned summit meeting on May 16. Khrushchev 
there confronted Eisenhower with a demand for discontinuance of the U-2 flights and 
punishment of those responsible. Eisenhower refused to comply with some of the de
mands and, consequently, Khrushchev refused to partiCIpate in the meeting. Thus 
ended the summit. which was to have addressed some of the harelest issues in the path 
of a, test ban agreement. Immediately afterwards, in response to a question at the 
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May 18 press conference as to whether the Soviets would contin.ue. to partj~ipate at 
Geneva, Khrushchev replied that they would continue the negotiations. f~ehng that 
they had recently provided some clarification to the Americans of the RUSSIan stance, 
and "if they understand that. then there is a possibility to reac~ agree~ent on .the 
discontinuance of tests. But if Eisenhower threatens that he wlll contInue test~ng, 
then we, too, wilJ follow suit until the whole world learns who are the true gUIlty 
parties and who is resisting agreement." Eisenhow~r stated on May 25 that the U.s. 
would ·not back away on account of recent events, from the efforts or commitments" 
that it had undertaken in the nuclear test and disarmament negotiations. 

This strong shift in Soviet mood manifested at the Paris summit conference. was 
echoed in the Geneva test ban conference during the rest of the year. In' EIsen
hower's words in his autobiography several years later: 

TbU completely ridicuJoua .-tUN (TnnpkiD'.May 27 ~i"OD of the saew Soviet ~ition) terminat~d, 10 far 

.. J wu con~, the d .. alT....-ciM. In our yean of efron, 'he ... had been accompliahmeJit--umortunat.ly, 
__ much of it theoretical-but it wu obvioua that for the moment we had ... ached a blind alley. . .• Jt wu 

DOW clear that fuftber ~UDtalT auapeuiOD of -WIc w .. \1M .... and would, if continued, place ua in • 

disadYantapoua poei'ioa. PrudeDce chmancIed. a r.umptioD of tutiDe, and .xcept for the fact that my 

adJDiniaUoMion wu rncbiDc iu end, J would have imlDediately announced IUch a cleciIioD. However, I felt that if 
the ~ P .... id.t had • diII ... t juQmeDl, it would be unwiN &0 U. hia handa by my action at thia late 
date. AccordiqJy,wedid DO more leRiDcdurilaltheremaiaincfewlDOlllhaofmy adminil'",Uon, bul I emph .. iIed 
&0 Pruiclent-elect Kenaec17 my coa"ictioD tbat our nation Ihould .... ume needed , .. " without del.,. 

Eisenhower also decided that if Nixon won the Presidential election he would announce 
before the inauguration that the U.s. would resume testing. ' 

The authors of Diplomllts, Scientists, Ilnd Polilicians present their own opinion 
of the post-summit situation in a chapter with the telltale title -The Collapse of 
the ConC erence.- In part it states: . . 

The att.mpt &0 IOIY. tbe differencee between EMt &lid W _t nlatiDe &0 tbe bchnical upeeu of a controleylt.m 
for a hat ban bacUailecJ. Alnemeal had no' been achieved, &lid the att.mpt &0 bridp the dil."....,.nt throu,h 
political COIIIpI'OIDiee and acieatif'ac.....arch bad colI.peed ••• .PnIiden' EiHnbower--like many AmeriCalll--WU 

..... tly di8heanened by the coUap.e of the IUIIUDit meetiDe and tbe obYiouI .talemale in the nuclear t .. i ban 
,alb. He Yil'tually pve up hope of acbieviDc a HIt baa tnati, and bia Yie .. we .. Ihared b, a number of 
American policy maken. Nev~, WeRerD, and more particu1ar1,. Americ&ll, polie,........d almoet to have 
achieved a momentum of iu own, and ,he policiea utllblilheclearlier iD the neptiationa WIN PUrlued with very 
litlle modificatiOD.' 

Meanwhile, the Seismic Research Program Advisory Group. the experts from the 
three' countries who were to work out a joint or coordinated underground detection 
research program, began their meeting at Geneva on May 11. The Americans opened by 
presenting their planned Vela Uniform proaram which included about a dozen under
ground nuclear tests and several underground HE explosions. Subsequently there was a 
presentation of the more modest Britis~ research program. Later. over a period of a 
few days, the Soviets. presented a discussion oC a somewhat ambiguous research effort 
that seemed clearly at times to point to a significant program of underground explo
sions and at times included reference to -a certain number of coordinated nuclear 
explosions· which, "at one time, the Russians seemed to be saying, would be carried 
out by them. Following. questioning, the Soviet's proposed program was clarified to 
indicate that no nucle~r explosions would be planned within the Soviet Union. Dis
cussion of, these .. pI'OIAIDS and ideas went OD through the 24th of May and past thr 
abrupt end oC the summit conference. Then, on May 27, be Core the Geneva talks had 
reached a clear con'clusion, Soviet Ambassador Tsarapkin announced. at w"hat was thr 
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first meeting -of the diplomatic conference since May 12, that the Soviets had ,n'ever 
doubted the validity of the Conference. of Experts' report and had agreed to come to 
these technical discussions only because of U.S. insistence. He directly contra
dicted some of the statements made by Soviet members of the Seismic Research Program 
Advisory Group in stuing that the Soviet Union 'saw "no need for undertaking any 
research or experiments on its own territory." Furthermore, he demanded that USSR 
scientists participa.te fuUy in any underground tests in Western territory and that 
there must be guarantees that these explosions would not be used for military pur
poses. Following this meeting, the technical advisory group met only once more, 
apparentJy. and ended up publishing only individual private reports· to their, own 
diplomatic delegations. 

At the July 26 to 28 meeting of the AEC's General Advisory Committee, Dr. John 
Foster. of Livermore stated his opinion that there was no assurance that the Soviets 
were not now testing clandestinely. The committee's public record included the 
conclusion that they were "convinced that it is technically possible for the U.S.S.R. 
to conduct, without serious risk of detection, significant weapons tests under the 
current test moratorium.· Chairman McCone of the AEC emphasized in the last several 
months oC 1960 thlt the negotiations could not continue indefinitely in a de faCIO 
moratorium with a total Jack of safeguards. He also decried our lack oC knowledge as 
to whether the Soviets had been testing or not. 

The Geneva Conference continu.ed through August 22 and then, following a recess. 
had another session 'from September 27 through December S. In the break between the 
·twosessions, Ambassador James J. Wadsworth, who had served from the beginning as 
U.s. representative, leCt to serve as U.s. Representative to the United Nations and 
was replaced by Charles C. Stelle as acting representative. It can be generaUy 
stated that although some of the most important issues were. addressed--number of 
inspections, localization oC aTeas which qualify for inspection, stafring of the 
control post, details of the detection and identification system and its instal~a
tion, and appointment of deputy administrators to the c~ntrol commission--almost no 
real progress and no important compromises were reached at the Geneva talks through 
the remainder of 1960. 

During this same period other pressures against an indefinitely continued mora
torium began to appear. On June 13~ 1960, General Nathan F. Twining, Chairman of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, sent a memorandum to James Douglas. then acting Secretary of 
Defense, to present the JCS (eelin .. on the important issues and status of the Geneva 
talks. He referred to an August 21. 1959, JCS memorandum to the Secretary of Defense 
in which the Joint Chiefs presented their views that "an adequate military posture 
for the U.S. will' not be attained until there is available a complete spectrum of 
weapons compatible with modern delivery systems which will make it possible to apply 
selectively adequate force against any threat." The Joint Chiefs now recognized that 
the U.S. would not achieve such a spectrum of weapons if an enforceable test ban 
agreement were concluded and implemented, but also recognized the theoretical advan
tage to the U.s. ·militarily" if a controllable test ban were reached. Twining 
emphasized that unless such a test ban treaty could guarantee test cessation in the 
Sino-Soviet bloc (not just Soviet) and thus result in the desired effect on Soviet 
weapons and stockpile development, further U.s. testing to develop new weapons would 
be vital. especially as it would 'increasingly affect sophistication of the existing 
and 'potential weapons systems, including the antiballistic missile. His statement of 
the present lCS position continued, statiDg that the JCS: ' 

••• helieY. it euential &0 the znaiaMnaace of OW' .nuclear deMmat &0 periodically detonate weapon. to hi' 

qaMDW aDd tecbftiqu. &0 the employzneDt of nuclear weapou &0 .. un operational naliability. and to funher 
aophiaticaMwe.ponaqaMDW •••• Themoet imponant .... twof concern DOW, hOweYer, ia the apparent movement 
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of 'he U.S .• way &om •• afecuarded , .... '" to ODe of-pod fai&b- which h .. alw.y. been ,be Scm.' .pproach. A 
prolonpci moratoriumwithou& .. t.factorydneJopmen' 01 .... liable conU'ol.,..t.m achiev ..... ntially tbe.ame 

.... ulb for the So\ti.b .. u ..,.ad and ratified tNaty. 

Chairman McCone, on July 21, wrote to Secretary of Defense Thomas Gates, addres
sing the problem attendant to the proper use of scientific data and scientific theor.y 
in the political and technical negotiations toward a treaty. As ~n. example o~ h~s 
concern, McCone cited a recent Rand report entitled "The Capablhty of a SeIsmIc 
System," which had been prepared largely on the b~sis of theory. When Alb~rt Latt~r 
briefed the Principals on the study prior to theIr departure for the Pans summIt 
meeting in' May, "no one clearly expressed any such reservation or qualifi.cation. 
Hence, many who had had the briefing accepted the conclusions as authentIc and 
dependable." McCone expressed concern that time and again in the diplomatic negotia
tions, beginning perhaps with the Conference of Experts, theoretical studies ha~ been 
accepted as adequate, where the conclusions really should only have been consIdered 
dependable after further experimentation. McCone warned against this practice and 
sent a copy of the letter not only ·to the Secretary of DeCense but. to the other 
Principals and to General Goodpaster on President Eisenhower's White House Staff. 
Gates replied on August 10, statinl his full agreement and his. intention to make 
clear at the Principal'S discussion his "Ceeling that the effectiveness of the pro
posed system should be proven by experimentation and research before the U.s. consi
ders a treaty commitment to prohibit nuclear weapons tests in that environment: 

On September 14, just before Geneva talks reconvened. Chairman McCone sent a 
letter to Secretary of State Christian Herter stating his stronl personal feelings 
about how far the negotiations had come and how this afCected the U.s. posture under 
the present uncontrolled moratorium. H~ felt that: 

... u a.matter ofpoliq, w •• houlcl punue ill u .....-uv.1DUUaIr duriq the month of October the unraolved 
quea&ioftlwhicb in tbe final an..,.. detenDiDI wWhIr ... tWac&ory anel adequately ....... uded control.,..&.m 
will or will not be .,reed to by the scm.N. J would bope &bat we could, by thiI DeJO'i-'in, 'ac&ie, .... ach a 
eonelUlion Dot too IoDl aI\er ,he meema, NCODV ..... u to wheth.r th. SovieM intend to condude a "uoDabl. 
t ... a&)' of, OIl tbe contrary, are emplorinc tbe tac_ of • protracMcl nesotiation with no intention of .. Ulinc 
tbe critical WlU. which ...,..... JlIIUCIa it &be CUI, ... wiD face the DlCllli&,. for an earl,. dec.ion u 
&0 wbether w •• bould continue the de r.cto JDOn&orium without lafefllU'Ck ud without any reliable UluraDC:. 

th., tbe Giber aide. adberinr to &be ...... rulee, or whe''''.e Ihould adopt a new and independent c:oune 
of action. 

Anticipatinl the Corthcoming session of the Geneva talks on September 27, Starbird, 
in an August 24 messale to the labs, noted the possibility that a specific definition 
of a nuclear explosion milht be inserted in treaties as they would be tabled, and 
requested both laboratories to comment on possible definitions and how they would 
relate to treaty language. Harold Brown replied that a one- or five-ton limit on an 
explosion would be appropriate. althoulh he didn't feel there was any particular 
difference between the two numbers as to whether the. Russians would accept those 
yields in a definition. Norris Bradbury. on the other hand, felt that the number 

. shouldn't be anything like that high since, if he were the Russians, he would scream 
bitterly about limits in the ton area on the basis that it was just a guise for 
developing tactical weapons.. Bradbury felt the definition should. not include any 
limit higher than about ten pouDds~ However, he added that as to its purpose and 
effects in various countries based on whether they had open or closed societies, he 
felt that about the only thinl a limit in the definition would do would be to provide 
a basis for internal instructions, i.e., in the United States, the weapons laborato
ries would probably be directed to. stay .within the terms of' the' definition, whereas 
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in Russia, it is not clear at all that that would be the case. .. 
Chairman McCone made some interesting comments about th,e international situation 

and the test ban discussions to the Commission staff in a briefing on August 25, 
1960. Part of a summary of his discussion on international activities stated that: 

T.t e.-ation netoaiatioll8 haye been NCeNed until September 27 .. a reauU of hia (McCone'a) trip to London, 
at &he requ.t of abe Pne1dent, accompanied by UndUMCl'etasoy of State Lmnpton Merchant, Mr. Philip Farle" 
and Ceneral Starbird. The viait afforded an opporiuni&y to diKuu witb tbe Britiah t~e varioua qu.iioll8 
Hparatinr the U.S.-U.K. on the one hand, and the Sovieta on the other, and to explain to the U.K. tbe cl.itrieul-

, tiea in"olved in a unilateral 0&1' to di.~ devie. uaed ill Miamic improvement _rAt. The diacuuioll8 
identified about 12 are .. of ~t with the loYieta aDd, iJaponantly, diapeUed the impreuion tbat if 

arreement could be Nached on aite iMpection, all other pointa of disacr-ment would be reaol"ed. l1; w .. aJNed 
to NC .. to let IIODM of the iNu. become quiet and '0 NYiew &laiD our own poaition. Mr. Mc:Coae aaid be w .. 
anxioua that the t., auspeuion not ~ an iaue in tbe.&ection c:ampaip because many of the iaau. WeN not 

clearly UDdentood aDd tbe wbole mMterhad ... umed aD imponaDce quite apart from other .. pectaofourmilitasoy 
atatun. Competinr campUcn prOmiMI would preYent aD objective aDal,. of tbe .ituation aDd miCht force us 

into aD IIIIdeainble poa!tion iD futan lMIOtia&ioaa. 

However. the former commissioner. Thomas F. Murray. would not permit this sub
ject to· be ignored in the Presidential campaign of 1960. On September 6. he 
addressed an open'letter to Vice-President Nixon and Senator John Kennedy. discussing 
the U.s. position at the test ban negotiations in Geneva and noting -the grave threat 
which our current nuclear test poUcy poses to the national security of the United 
States and that of our free world allies.- After review of the issues of the current 
test ban situation. he expressed confidence that the two candidates would recognize 
the validity of: 

... the followiftc propoal: (1) that the PftMII' baa OD a&1nDepberic teata Uou1cl be NtaiDedj (2) tba' tbe ban 
on undercround teata and,OD teata ill outer apace lhouJcl be bnmedia&eIy ",,_lIdj (S) that &h .. teata .hould be 

conduckd no' ~ to ....... our tdeDtific rmowWp of Niamic _ out_ .pace pbenOlMfta but &lao and 
explicitly to develop the McbDoIoI7 of auclnr WeapoM. 

Kennedy responded first in ·a letter to Murray released on October )0 which 'jave a 
general outline of what he would do about these matten if elected President. First 
of aU, he stated that the U.s. would not be the first to resume testing in' the 
atmosphere. Addressing the subject or the Geneva Conference. he noted that if it 
were to terminate before the inauguration,he would immediately (after inauguration) 
invite Britian. Russia. and France to. participate· in a new conference for the same 
purpose. Thus, whether the talks had ended or not. he would intend either to con
tinue or reopen them. He stated the following as his feelings about how. they should 
be continued and on what time scale: 

I in&end to preacribe • nMOnable but definite time Umit witbiD which to detenniae whether airnific:ant pro

,.- ia beinr made. AUb! btcinninnLlh!.2!!:i2!Ll!:2Slhtd.i!:!s1lbsAS.2mis.1Dm:x CommiujoD!2~ with 
. pt!!iminarx pt!paratjOD' fit und!tlE'Ollnc1 UIl1 of ,be type in which radioacti"e lub.'an_ would be fONver 
HaMd within tbe expJoa;ye cavity. U, within the period, ,be Rusei_ nmain UDwillinc '0 accept a naliat,c: 
and effecti"e ..,..ment, then 'beworlci wiD know wbo ia to blame'. The prompt reaumption ofunc1el'Jl'Ound teata to 
develop peaceful ... of atomic...,.,. ~ in the field of Hiamic McbnolOl)', and improvement of nuc:lear 
weapona ahoulcl theft be conaiderecl ..... y appear appropriate ill ,be aitua&ion tben exiatin,. (Emph .. ia 
added.) 

Nixon gave his reply to Murray's letter in a speech delivered. at Toledo. Ohio. 
on October 26. The following are extracts from Nixon's speech: 
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The HCUrity o(tha U.S •• anel of the entire free world. limply will not permit either IUch a lumneler (re

ferrine &0 lack of adequate inspection and control) or the indefinite continuation of the preHn' moratorium. 
entirely witbout inspection. . .. The time and paUence which we bave already expended to explore thil way 
out 01 tbe diaannament dilemma have ~n ful10me proof of our own intentionl and of the SOYieta'. The blame 
re.ta Iquarel,. on tbem. We cannot pennit further delay. .,. Another delay of the lenlth indicated in SeDator 

Kennedy'a propoaall could be deciaive in a atrunie for peace and freedom .. , • Ir I am elected, 1 will. on 
Noyember V uk the Preaident to d .. ipate Ambuaador Lodp to Co to Gtneva personally to participate in the 

praent necotiatiolll with a vi.w to reaolvine tbia qu .. 'ion b)' Februt.r)'l ....• 1 would have Mr. Khruahchev. 
know that if Ambuaador Loci .. i.nd the Sovi.t necotiator are able to brin, an acreemen' in licbt in thia 80-day 
period. 1 would be prepared to meet witb Prime Miniater Macmillan and-... o important do I hold thia question to 
be--with Mr. Khruabcbev to malte tbe final acreement at the aummU. But 1 would have him understand that if at 

the end of the 8O-day period--by February I--there ia noprocrell. the United Stat .. will be prepared to detonate 
atomic devica neceuary to advance our peaceful &ecbJaolOU. Such devica already IN prepared for undercround 

UN in auch a way aa to cuarantee no contamination. Funher. J would have him understand that the United States 
ie wiWDc to continue nerotiatioDl for a nuclear we..,ona test ban aa lone aa the Soviet rep_nt,tive will ait. 
but not under lID UDinapee&eci moratorium ofinclefiDia duration. I would have Mr. Khruahchev understand that if 

an acreement ia not aiped witbin a reaaonable period after Februaa7 1, the United Statal wiD bave no alama-

tive but to .... Ulne underpound -tinc of Uomlc weapoal. I MY unchrpound testine bec:au.. there ia no 

queetiOD of .... WDinc ... te in u.. at .... phare. wUrelOlDlltW UJldeHrmined danprol contamination aida. The 
UniHd Statea baa abaadODecl auch ... tiDe. certainIJ uatil IIIOM kDowledp ie available aa &0 tbe exact CORM-

queaeea. 

To Murray. these two responses seemed not to recognize the Iravity of the 
situ·ation and the need for specific and immediate test resumption. Accordingly. he 
wrote a second open letter on November 4 adding what he felt was a very strong reason 
for getting back to the business of weapons development unhampered by a test morato
rium. This was to him the necessary step that must be taken to develop what he 
called a "third generation" of weapons (after the fission and fusion devices), refer
ring to enhanced· radiation weapons and, specifically, the "neutron bomb.- Murray 
stated that -the necessity for negotiations is no excuse for delay in resumption of 
the tests necessary to put us in possession of third generation weapons. The ques
tion of who will first set these weapons is the new form of the old question of 
survival." Althoush this . letter apparently led to no further statements by either 
candidate, a number of scientists reacted Desatively to Murray's statements about the 
-neutron bomb: amons which were' Hans Bethe and Jerome Wiesner, soon to become 
President Kennedy's Scientific Advisor. . 

Given below are a few e'xtracts from weekly status reports written by Dr. Carl 
Walske, the AEC's representative to the Geneva diplomatic delegation through all of 
1960 and the first part of 1961. Walske'scomments. with the date on which they 
appeared in his weekly report to the Director of the Office of Special Projects at 
Headquarters. AEC, give some interest~ng insight into how an observer sitting in on 
the conference meetings viewed the whole situation after the May 1960 summit con
ference: 

lune 3: 

June 11: 

I do not Imow what tbe new hard Soviet liM mellll aDd can hardly cu-. h looka to me. thou,h. like the 
t .... ty hare ie ~inl &0 bav •• low Fine for IOIDI time &0 COlM. 

0 .. aqbt .a, that tbe ..... te of tbie week .... mere., a limple repetition of the lila that lhie conference haa 

kaown for aloac.lonc time, The fact 'bat &be propoeecI_arch procram d.tonationa are in an almolt hopel_ 
mire. Uct that we are .t.JemaHd on almon ..,.". outetllDdine major "ue the conference haa left. are in a w., 

ald....... Itm. bare ill 0 ....... I CUI couple &baM eYente to a Yiaible 80Yiet inRexibility aDd. in fact. a 

certain inc:IiIference on ,hair ~ to whether ,he conf ... nce malt .. PfOINII or not. '" n haa alway. ~n 

8E."!' 
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July 1: 

the cue the V.S. needed to be aIOn decUive in either pUin, out of or pUin.r into lhia ne~tiation. We 
alway •• aid, too, that time worked acaiut ue and tbeloiller we waited, the harder it would be to drive a rood 
barrain with the Sovieb. My peNonai '"tin, ia that we bave already waited too 10Dl. and while it i •• Ull . 
pouible to decide that we muei •• Ule for whatever treaty we can ,ei, it loob like a poor treaty iI all that 

we can DOW expect. 

In Geneva thil hu been ·Save the ConICNDce Week.- After tbe Soviet bloc walked out of the Ten-Nation 
Conferente thillut Monday (June H), the Britilh developed. bad c_ of nerYII, with Sir Michael and Ormlby~ 
Gore terribly worried thai ibe Soviet. would break off our nqoti.tiou aIao. • • . In a prepared atatement, 
TaarapUn announced that the Sovieta would not HDd ObaerveN to our July 12 Plow.hare chemical explOlion. He 
.tated flatly that then could be no W .. tem ohMrveN at future U.S.S.R. mduetrial explOliou. In an.wer to 
hiI daim that ohMrvation at induetrial chemical exploaiou iI an mappropriate .ubject, Wadaworth "plied that· 
tbe pNMnt t .. , ban ne~tiationa had made.ucb ohaervationa .inplarly appropriate. Tu .. day (June 21) .aw a 
contmuation of t)le Britilh nervoUIDCII over tbe DqOti.tiona. In the morniDl. Sir Michael met with Wad.worth 
to convey hie ,...at concem th.t tbeloYietl were in an excellent propacand. poaition to break oft' our talb. 
Be arped that if tbey walked out now. they could declare that tbey would not be the fiNt to Nlume nuclear -'iIlI. 'beNbJ p1Kiq ,he Weatln • ~ bard _,ion. (Reference iI to &be Teo-N&;*ion Committee Oft dia

UlllalDlDt which met at Ceneva betiaDInI on Much 15. lHO.) 

For the luUwo d.,.. the delep&ion h .. baeD iD •• tate ofabock arilinr out of all Au,..U New York Times 
Hor7 bJ JobIl W. FinDey. Tbia Hor7 nportecI CODItemation of ofticiaIa in the Department of State and the 
Atomic Enerv ConuniMion on the d ..... tion·. NCCIlt hIctice in bandtiDl the aafepardl _ue. The f .. tina of 
all IIIGIIbera of the delqatioa II that .. bIJe there II room for aiDcen dift'erencea of opinion on tactica it iI 
aevertb ..... diI.troua for non.. ncb .. tbia to appear. The feelinc iI ,bat tilil 'tory may w .. l lead to 'be 
diIcndi&iDc of tbe preaent aeptiatinc tual aDd to the projection of tbe _uea of the conference into the 
PNHftt poUtical campaip. • .. The dinctiaa J would b.ve Uked to have Heft the de.tion take ~·n 
nteparda .... .,me .. h., dUfereat thaD tbat actuaUy taken. J blld • chance to put fortb tb., ide. to 'he who .. 

delela'ion. 1 'bouch' that .. abould vipl'Olllly con'iDue tbe aquinent for our orieiDai pool idn. The State 
Department element f"t. bowever. that we ahould Dot overextend ourlliv. in th., one direction it we wen in 
fact libly to fall back at • later time. While J clicl Dot ..,.. with 'hil, I think. th.t it i. certainly a 
matter of opiDion. and there illIO doubt that tbq are the bOIICI here in Ceneva. 

We hearJ'UlDbIiDp ofUui iatenpDq battle • ..,.,..ardI clear over here m C ....... We are all moat anxiOUI to 
... how it all COIDCI oat. • •• Ie .... ...,.. 06 tenaa. III)' ... iI that it II 110 JonPI' pouible (if it ever 
w .. ) to obtain Soviet ..,..ment to. anq "'tb ...... uate aafepardl. Tbia beliefia predicated on my .. ,i_tea 
that the SoYieU wiD atop far abort of ~ • &be meuuNi IMCCII&l7 to ·.hore-up· the control .,.tem. 

October If: U II to the NIN' of.u clemen. of the ........ ion that our lICptiation iI DwreJy treadin, water. The U.S . 
..... to be waitilll for the propel' _, Wore chc:idin, whether it will accept a technically imperfect trea'y 
or Whether it pnf_ to b.ve DO t ... ..,. at all. Ja our diKuuiona here ... b.ve been talkinc about way. in 
.. hich tb. day of deciaion micbt be epeecIed up. However, in view of the recent Kennedy atatement to the enect 
tbat, it "ected, he would Uke to take hie OWD look at the nelOti.tinautuation, w. are not bopeful. In th. 
event of • Nixon victory in tbe alcetiona perhapa w. could bope for action lOOn after November I. 

November S: He (Ambauador SteDe) pointed ouUhat both candid.t .. fC?r the Preaidency h.ve indic.ted that the V .S. ahould 
make one more effort to break ,he deadlock in our conf.rence. SteU. aaid that in hie opinion, the U.S. would 
be,...... in i .. duty if, upon failure of aucb alut effort, it continued tbe de filclo moratorium. He wu 
conf'uIen'. b. aai", that .tber candidate .. PNiident would not relax tbe U.S. inaietence on enective 
conUola. • •• V_terd.j.. "aarap~ ,ave • fuDer NlpODH to Stel .. •• apeech on Monday .•. 'He maerpre&ed 
Stelle·. NJDarb about the feelinp of ,he PNIicIen'iai candid.tea .. mdicatinl ,he U.S. fONNel the failuN 
of the talks and ~ ........ &1 of leag. Be daimed further that our Mond.y .'.Mment indicated that the V.S . 
.. an .. ever,tbinc i .. OWD W.7. • •• Stelle, ill hie r,eply •.• aaicl that the U.S. dOlI wan' '. treaty with 
MeqU.tecoDtroJa, however, continued DqO'iatiou without control &Dd • 'Naty CaUIM mcre.inc concem ill ,he 
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U.S. PanicuJarly to ah. otrlCiali who are primarily charpd witb our clef .... , tbe continued abeence oC t .. Une 
wiahout accompanyinc controla ia _tNUiDl. SHlle colinhred a Tnrapkin remarir.--to the .«ect that our 

moratorium poeilion ia aimed .t resumed t .. ,inc--by pointine out lh.t we are in fact now free to resume &elt. 
upon prior announcement 01 our plUII. Th. moratorium wu acned to by the U,S. and the U .K.in ",pon .. to. 

SoYMt requ .. t. A moratorium impl' ... certain definite time at the end oC which freedom oC judrment will be 
pouible. If the SoYiet aU"ud. iI that tbiI ia not the c .... then tbe treaty ia in effect compreheDli"e. and 

th. SO"Mt acc.ptance of a threshold &reaty iI bollow. aaid S&el1e. 

No"ember 10: We have now h.ard tbe resultl of ab. tiecaion anel are tryinr lo cu'" whal lhe future will hold. If. u we 
apect, it will not be pouib1e to ret major dec:iliODI on am. conference until after the .inaucuration. 'hen we 

feel a nther lon, rec ... would be _to Uncler·the cireuMitanc ... auch • ftC ... would enable 'he U.S. to 

maintain the _t pouib1e poeture wtil it "u once apin ready to necoti.te activel)'. At the moment. it would 

... m appropriate to becin a nc ... iD • couple of w..a, anel to bave it lut until aul)' r .bruary . 

Following the recess in Dccembcr, thc Chairman notifi~d thc Commission at a 
mccting on Dccember 19 that thcy had reccivcd a Prcsidcntial rcquest to join with the 
Dcpartments of State and Defense in preparing a coordinated position paper on the 
subject of nuclear testing. In the same month, McCone received a letter from Herbert 
Loper, the Assistant to the Secretary or Defense for Atomic Energy on the subject of 
discussing possible benefits of nu.clear testing. 

Summary of 1960 

At the end of the year' 1960, test ban negotiations were. essentially at a stale
mate, partly because of U.s. insistence on the varioQs aspects of underground test 
safeguards and the Russian reluctance to accept our view, and partly bcc.ause of the 

. personal vendetta betwecn Eisenhowcr and KhrUShchev, who intended to await a new 
U.S. administration before agreeing to further moves .. The French had entered the 
nuclear community by conducting three tests. Prcsident-elcct Kennedy. in pre-elec
tion statements, had made it clear that he intended to break the deadlock in some 
fashion, insisting on -adequate controls.· and had stated that he would direct the 
AEC to begin preliminary preparations for testing but not in the atmosphere. The 
overall governmental system had conducted a review of the value to the country of 
further nuclear weapons testina without arriving at any particular conclusion. The 
Atomic Energy Commission and itts General Advisory Committee seem to have convinced 
thcmselves that the odds were fairly high that the Russians were testing clandestine
ly. With respect to our ability to go back to nuclear weapons testing. the national 
philosophy that any future testing would be either underground or in deep space had 
hardened and, hence. our capability to test in the Pacific had been degraded so as to 
become almost miniscule. The Eniwetok Proving Ground had been turned over to the 
Pacific Missile Range and the Task. Force and Task Groups either inactivated or 
degraded strongly.' The likelihood of Army installation of missile launchers on 
Johnston Island that could be used for WiIlo'w had been reduced to almost zero and all 
work on Willow had been stopped. However. in Nevada. an appreciable amount of work 
had been done during the ycar to produce tunnel sites for detonations either under 
the auspices of readiness in the early part of the year, or Vela Underground later. 
The Nevada organization had found a great deal of ~ork to do, not only on the above 
subjects but also on Plowshare. For similar reasons, the AEC Laboratories' testing 
capability, in one way or another~ had becn preserved either by conscious rcadiness 
effort or by transfer of people to related cfforts such as Vela Uniform. Plowshare, 
Rover, Pluto and sp.ecial laboratory experimcnts. In some fields that would be impor
tant in future weapons testing, effort had actually increased. At LASL. there were 
many new people involved in Vela Hotel and Vela Sierra who would later use this know-

RFARcr 
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. ledge in conducting experiments on Dominic. The DOD. after having gone through ·some 
sort of minimum in their capability in the middle of the year. were in some ways on 
the way back up and had managed to continue their preparations for Jericho (or 
Marshmallow). AFSWC was getting increasingly deeper into the need for high-altitude 
detonations and the study of the phenomena. Thus. it appeared that the odds of 
resuming· testing had increased appreciably over those at the beginning of the year. 
and the capability to test underground had been improved. although many of the 
diagnostic methods were still poorly defined. 

Personnel Changes 

In. the early part of 1961. there were a number of personnel changes amongst the 
people considering nuclear weapons testing and the tes~ ban problem. Some of the 
more significant of these are shown in Table XI. Spurgeon Keeny stayed on the staff 
in the office of the President's scientific advisor. where he had been since the 
formation of that group. Stelle was temporary head of the United States delegation 
at Geneva until Dean's appointment. 

TABLE XI 
KEY PERSONNEL CHANGES 

Incumbent/ Replacementl 
Position ~Q[Leavinl I4t£ m. Arrival 

President Dwilht D. Eisenhower John F. Kennedy 
January 1961 January 1961 

President's Special Asst. for James R. Killian George B. Kistiakowsky 
Science and Technology June 1959 June 1959 

President's Special Asst. for George B. Kistiakowsky Jerome ·B.Wiesner 
Science and "Technology January 1961 January 1961 

Secretary of Defense Neil H. McElroy Thomas S. Gates, Jr. 
December 1959 December 1959 

Secretary of Defense Thomas S. Gates, Jr. .Robert S. McNamara 
January 1961 January 19·61 

Deputy Secretary of Defense Donald A. Quarles Thomas S. Gates. Jr. 
May 1959 June 1959 

Deputy Secretary of Defense Thomas S. Gates. ·Jr. James H. Douglas, Jr. 
December 1959 December 1959 

Deputy Secretary of Defense James H.Douglas, Jr. Roswell L. Gilpatric 
January 1961 January 1961 

Secretary of State John F. Dulles Christian A. Herter 
April 1959 April 1959 

Secretary of State Christian A. Herter Dean Rusk 
January 1961 January 1961 

Chairman, AEC Lewis L. Strauss John A. McCone 
June 1958 July 1958 

Chai.rman. AEC;:: John A. McCone Glenn T. Seaborg 
January 1961 March 1961 

U.S. Ambassador to Geneva James J. Wadsworth Arthur H.· Dean 
Test Ban Talks September 1960 January 1961 

Advisor to the President on None (new position) John J. McCloy 
Disarmament January 1961 

.EePl!1' 
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T ABLE XI (continued) 

Incumbent/ Replacement/ 
fosition llJ.tt Q[ Leaving llJ.tt Qf. ArrivaJ 

Director, Advanced Research Roy W. Johnson Austin W. Betts 
Projects Agency· October 1959 February 1960 

Director, Advanced Research Austin W. Betts Jack P. Ruina 
Projects Agency January 1961 January 1961 

Director of Defense Research None (new position) Her~ert F. York 
and Engineering December 1958 

Director of Defense Research Herbert F. York Harold Brown 
and Engineering 1961 May 1961 

Asst. to the Secretary of Herbert B. Loper Gerald W. Johnson 
Defense (Atomic Energy) 1961 August 196.1 

Chief, Defense Atomic Edward N. Parker Robert H. Bootha 

Support Agency August 1960 January 1961 
Director of Military Alfred D. Starbird Austin W. Betts 
Applications (AEC) January 1961 January 1961 

General Manager, AEC Kenneth E. Fields Paul f. Foster 
June 1958 July 1958 

General Manager, AEC Paul F. Foster Alvin R. Luedecke 
November 1951 December 1958 

Director, Lawrence Herbert F. York Edward Teller 
Radiation Laboratory, March 1958 April 1958 
Livermore, CA 

Director, Lawrence Edward Teller Harold Brown 
Radiation Laboratory, June 1960 July 1960 . 
Livermore, CA 

Director, Lawrence Harold Brown John S. Foster, Jr. 
Radiation Laboratory, March 1961 June 1961 (acting: 
Li vermore, CA March 28-May 31) 

President, Sandia Julius P. Molnar Siegmund P. Schwartz 
August 1960 September 1960 

Commander. Field Command, Louis T. Heath Harold C. Donnellya 
DASA June 1960 June 1960 

~onneUy .eke! aI80 .. Chief. DASA, from Aqua' 1960 to January 1961. 

Growth of Readiness Interest. Early 1961 

The change in administration as a result of Kennedy's election in November 1960 
led to renewed consideration by .the Commission and other portions of the go~ernment 
of the test ban treaty negotiations and the wisdom of continuing the moratorium. On 
January 13, Starbird sent to McCone a long report on the possible benefits of nuclear 
testing, emphasizing some of Loper's points made slightly earlier, and saying, among 
other things: . 

I believe t~... ide .. cOnltitute • much more powerful auppon of a·poaitioD that we muat ruUIM , .. 'in, ... 
Osdy by mere.ina tbe capabUity of our p ..... nt a'a'. of the art. by (acton or \.0, tb ..... or more can •• . . 
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expect to deliver the yield which the DOD now _'imat. nec .. ary for \arptin, purpoMl ..• If, tbrouCh '-
tiDJ. it ia poaible loro the other way and throu,b beUer warhead. actually reduce the number of mi .. Ue., 
aircraft.lori.tiCl •• upport equipment. and men required. the net .avinCl in beUer defen.e poIture would indeed 

be .pectacular. 

On January 18, McCone stated before the Joint Committee: 

Further a"empu ~ reach ...... rnent witb tbe Soviet •• bould be made promptly. If an ...... ment ia reached 
promptly. the Uai*-' Stata, under ..,epanta, it ia propoeed, and in coordination witb the U.K. and tbe 

U.s.S.R.., .bould punue vicoroUily the development or improved technique. and equipment for UN in a control 
tYaternon which aD a,reernent would depend. If, however, the SOVMU a"empt to con\inue indefinitely tbe prelent 
unpoJiced moratorium.by prolonrin, the a'rotiatioDl. the Cornm.ie.ion believ. that there ie only one prudent 
COUNe for tbe U.S. ~ follow. Thie coune ie a nawnption of ,-tin, or nuclear weapo", underrround and 

pouibly in .pace. 

On January 18. Harold Brown wrote to Shute (San Francisco Opcrati~ns Office). giving -:':\ C'"r) 
some of his thoughts on the subject of the requirement (or testing: 1\'1 "< 

~ '-.J ~ 
\ij"3t Ver:y much DlOft _abonN Hchniqu_ of calculatioal aDCllluclear weapona d_ip, alolll wiUl a certain _t of 

1~ experimentatioD, .... (.ic) llU'¥ed .. a partialeuhltitUH for w.apoDl tau. The niidt h .. bea very 
real aDd important but coaaicIerably diDliaiabed prGInII in Wlapoaa daip aDd development. 1ft_tin, ie Dot 

~~~ 

~~~ naumed, WI apect. in tbe period a PUN thermonuclear 
exploeion. ",ariable diameter and 10 forth on which 

\I.J • 
lOme propeu can be accompliehed .PJ'OIr&Ift have 
aeeatiaUy .limiDa&ed the Nadineu capabW*" for naumption on ahon notice offull-ecale underpouDd '-'inr 

. -= ~ "'\ 
.c. 'vJ \./) 
.. ~ :::::J (J 
~ \.(.) 3 

He concluded that the test moratorium had considerably impeded weapons development. 
and that while some progress could be made without full scale nuclear testing. great 
care had to be exercised in stockpiling new desilns. 

On January 25. 1961. the President appointed a disarmament study group headed by 
Dr. Fisk and reporting to· John J. McCloy, the President's Disarmament Advisor. 
General Starbird. General Betts. Spofford Enalish, and others from the AEC staff were 
participatinl members of this study group. Among the studies to be made were .. the 
probable lains to the United States from various types of nuclear tests. probable 
lains to the U.SS.R. (rom various types oC nuclear tests. and a comparison of the 
relative gains to each side in terms of improved weapons systems. At the January 
28th meetinl of the Commission, Carson Mark, pointing out the difference between his 
evaluation and that of Harold Brown of Livermore. stated that he 

from Starbird as head of DMA, in a bricCina for 
major problem faced by the Disarmament Study Group 
valid of 

,.,. .. ,., "' r=r 
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our own' future, he pointed out that the U.S. was engaged in the development of 
enhanced radiation weapons, noting that such weapons would be e$pecially effective in . 

flicting casualties upon in foxholes and llou 

ture of weapons tests in political circles was evinced in Head
line Series -145 • . published by the Foreign 'Policy Association of the World ~rfai~S' 
Center and entitled "The Future of Nuclear Tests." Teller and Bethe, 10 thiS 
January-February 1961 issue. published opposing viewpoints on continued nuclear 
testing. Bethe argued that there was little to gain from further testing and little 
risk of the Russians catching up with us under a complete test ban. TeJler. on the 
other hand, argued that testing would allow the development of an effective "second 
strike force" and of small tactical bombs to increase our options in the realm of 
limited warfare. He also gave Plowshare as a reason for continuing testing. He 
argued that the moratorium had been seen by some as a first step toward relaxation in 
further arms control, but that, obviously, there hadn't been relaxation in arms 
control, but rather increased intensity in the .cold war. There was no notable 
reaction to this publication. 

On February 16 the Commission briefed the new President on nuclear weapons 
subjects, hopinl to get some indication of his intent. He does not seem to have 
committed himself in any way, but did request the Commissioners'. judgment on the 
effects of a continuation of the test 'ban tbrougb June of 1961. Tbe various Commis
sioners answered that there was no particular concern about another six months exten
sion of the. test ban, but tbat tbere was a real concern if it were to continue much 
longer. . 

The Fisk panel continued its work tbrougb February and March. with some notable 
Commission. On March 1 to the Commis-

Military NquiNmenta continue '0 appear for new Duclear .... pona in .pile or the moratorium on full-.eale 
tuUn, wbicb bu exiated for ,he put SO _'hi. TheM demandl, coupled witb tbe Praic:lential c:lirective to the 
Laboratory to maximiN ita pfocr- ill nudear .... poa d .. elopmen& wi&hiD the r-tricti~n of no nuclear tutin, 
bave materiall, increuec:i ,he tbeoretical and experimen~al effort which iI Nquired to UlUN ounelvu anc:l 
o'ben tba' Dew weapona introduced into the Itockpu. ..w be certain to perform approxim.tely u expected. 

He went on: 

The Labora,ory iI conc:luctinJ an exhuive theoretical and experimental procram wboee ultimate objective ~ 
&0 provide a common buil or fuftdamen'al dab and calculational proc:ec:lww wbich will brin, to,ether in an 
anc:leretanc:labl. wbole all or ,be raulta of pNYioua nuclear leItinc.· It iI dear tha' theN iI avail.ble to ua 
an .normoua quan,Uy or valuable experimental information from previoua nudear , .. Un,. Tbil inform.tion, if 
it coulc:l all be MUced to a common c&lcul.,ional buil. would obvioualy provide the etron, .. ' eupport for tbe 
firm prediction of performance of new .. e&pone wi&b 'borou(h confidence in tbeir bebavior. Furthermore. tbe 
Laboratory iI a .. are 'bat tbere bu been a .teadD), incNuinc empbuil on tbe nudear eafet)' of .tomic weapou 

. and, iIlc:leecl. thil r.ature now domin.", tbe d .. ip of all primariee. . 

-SEeRET 
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In April, Bradbury, as a member of the USDA- "Disarmament Consultative Group," 
discussed for the Chairman, Harvey Brooks, an interesting proposal: 

It ia poaible tbat the intranaipnce of the U.S.S.R. in the t .. t ban necotiations ia due to the fact that they 
do not rerard the ~ame .. wOlih'the candle. It ia perfectly obvioue that tbe current dimculti .. over inepee
iion procedures, vetoa, and 80 on ~ould, if extended inio a diaarmament eliuation, make i' completely un

workable. Some real etep toward diaannament mieht _m to them worth' more effon. 

He then discussed the possibilities of an agreement to stop producing fissionable 
weapon material, for weapons use or, later on, stopping the production of fissionable 
material completely. He commented that he could see no way to verify that fission
able material was not being produced for weapons in a situation in which production 
for other purposes was allowed. He further commented that an agreement to stop 
production was not entirely incompatible with the continuation of nuclear weapons 
testing since the production agreement might be Phase I of a muJtiphase agreement. 
He suggested that it would be folly' to discuss the details of Phases II or III before 
entering into the first phase, which ·will certainly be an educational. process." He 
Celt that a stoppage of production would not hurt us unduly, apparently because from 
a strategic and national deterrent standpoint, we already have plenty of material, 
and he also Celt that there were no strong reasons to enter into development of a 
large tactical'device inventory. which. oC course, would require vast amounts of new 
fissionable material. Carson Mark commented (to Bradbury) that we could perhaps 
accept less assurance of our control and inspection if that circumstance were coupled 
with a reasonably well-assured disarmament system that would stop the material pro
duction in the other country. He added: 

In my opinion, of coune," (the Viii .. 8tMes) ha.elOllleWbU cwerclcme tbillp in our inaiatence on bavine a 

hiP depw.oI ......... &hat.va rather unlikely UUDp wen DOt ~ OD. Tbie attitude h .. rained colleider

able IUpport from the fnqueai repelitiOD oIratber aaaerated..um.tee oIihe pine Ukel), to be realiIed from 

hltine accompanied by I if an~biDCI ......... aaaerated .. iimahI 01 ihe caM in wbieb teeu could be con
ducied iJlepUy and ,be certainty wi~ wbicb the tun, .... loped fruit would faU ... ily into ,he band 01 

whODllYer michi joelle ibe Vee. bownw bDperapiIbI)'. 

On April 28. at the 300th meetinl or the Geneva talks. Dean commented that. -To 
me it seems much more likely that within some reasonable period, our fate will have 
been determined and our success or railure written down upon the pages of history.
Tsarapkin claimed the West wanted to wreck the negotiations and shift the blame to' 
the other side. ' 

During this period other detailed discussions were taking place. On January 25, 
1961. Starbird answered Reeves' November request for luidance: 

In epite 01 ..• bud .. ' resmdiODl, then an desirable actions ill ,he line of planniq wbieb m~bt lead '0 a 
more complete telt capability ••• Problem an .. ma)' be revealed which by anticipation may be more quickly and 

."U)' overcome ..•• B),revealiq poeiti.e and indiaputable restrictions to poeaible future 'eat procranu ... 

we may be in a better poeition to requ .. ' bud .. ' nlief for IUch pu~ or UN moni .. available late, in tbe 

),ear from prorrame which underrun •.• Ara., teei don in NTS which mieM be accompliahed within the next fe. 

),ean Can be expecied to be uncierpoouDCl. '" IDitiaU.,. the ),ielela would be restricted to relatively low 

leveia, perila.,. on ,he order 0110 Ira muUnulD. 

SEeRET 
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He suglested that planninl assume a very few hilh priority tests' com~encing quickly 
after a decision to proceed, and being completed in perhaps three to SIX months from 
go-ahead. ·Such a prolram' milht· be alonl the lines of an a'bbreviated Suc.cotash. of 
the order of six tests, and should involve' experiments from both laboratones whIch 
urgently require testinl because of existinl and critical weapons requirements." ,He 
also suggested a second program to be accomplished in perhaps a year from go-ahead 
tliat would have the Laboratories testinl when and as required, beginning with the 

,most promising new ideas in developments. He cautioned: ·1 would like to emphasize, 
however, that no impression should be conveyed or implied that a resumption of 
testing' is imminent." 'l-Je directed Reeves to ask LRL to redefine the Succotash, 
program and to also approach LASL, DASA, Division of'Biology and Medicine, and others 
with the thought of producing an overall plan which could then be examined by DMA 
with the idea of authorizing such portions of the new plan as might be feasible, 
considering budget restrictions and political implications. 

The Labs responded leisurely. with Graves commenting that it was worthwhile to 
have some general plan of what weapons tests should have first priority, but that he 
couldn't sec the likelihood of major construction effort, and, furthermore. he would 
in leneral rather sec planninl done 'on a less formal basis rather than trying to 
develop a single plan or a set of alternate formal plans. He commented in mid
February that LASL ,could orlanize any test effort within' the time that would be 
required for the Lab to prepare the test devices for use. At the March 2 LASL 
Weapons Working Group (WWG) meetinl, Graves noted that with the Geneva talks starting 
later in the month, and in their ,present status, the end of the moratorium would 
probably be abrupt. and he raised the questions of the wisdom of a readiness program 
and production of appropriate devices. The feelinas of the Laboratories we.re illus
trated at a March 17 meeting at Livermore, attended by members of all three Laborato
ries, at which Bradbury commented that he didn't understand why there should be great 
urgency to resume testing immediately after receipt of permission since it did not 
seem likely that testing, once resumed, would soon again be subject to pressures to 
stop. On the other hand, Harold Brown of Livermore expressed urgency to develop a 
readiness program because by reducing the present six months readiness to approxi
mately two months, the urlency of any future decisions regarding nuclear testing 
would be increased and the possibility oC usinl a long lead time as an excuse to 
delay decision would be eliminated. Brown commented that LRL would send a letter to 
'DMA in the ncar future which would outline an up-to-date readiness program. Reeves 
then requested a joint meeting in Albuquerque on April 20 to lay the groundwork for a 
test readiness program. 

True to his word, on April J 

"""" ~ ~ ~ 
~ '3 < -, ....J <l 
\J ~ 
C C1S Q. 
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. . . Betts authorize the progr~m. Brad~ury ~pparently ::t "!]. ..rJ 
did not follow a Similar path; however, the level of LASL In-house diSCUSSion on the :::> . ....) '\ 
subject grew. On May 3. in order to get a little f\lrther along with the definitive ,-,) L'1 2S 
program, the discussion in the LASL WWG was continued, with Harold Agnew noting some 
interesting ground rules: 

Th. AEC wiah .. &h. Labora&ori.. ~'be able &0 .tart on -.hon notice. i .•.• within &hree w •• ka &0 a month • 
• imultaneou.ly .tatin, that no advance pnparatiolUl will be mad. at NTS .•.. Surface contamination from the 
uftderpound .bo'. ia to be contained within the t .. t .ite. . . . It ia believed th., lomethln, lille 1 II' ia 

poaibl. in the 450-foot hoi .. now availabl. to LASL. but tba' tbie ie probably th. upper limit for at 1.u' the 
first few unl ... lome of the LR.L f.eillti .. are macle available to.... Orle Doled that if alpba meuunmentl are -
duind, then two to th .... montha would be required for tbe flf'lt t .. t whether the hoi .. are available or not. 

, 
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on overall LASL activities. Bradbury commented; 

Tb. Laboratory iI no' makm,1ofty epednc pllUll for all ilDll!!diaS ..... ump'ion of ""inc in tb. ey.nS Sb. morato
rium ilaballdoned. SiDee Sb. circumaSUleei UDd.r whieb Shil could occur aIld Sb',""rictioDi which mipt be . 

placed on Metm, in aft)' eyuS an 80 yariec:l, desailed pluminc ....... fuSil.. Furth!l'lDON, if the .G.neya 

nccoSiatioDi are aballdoned, ad -sma ~, is iI noS 'M)' &0 ... what combination 01 political 
circumaSUleei would -ua-' it be importaS So _,art -sma y.ry quickly, or could lead '0 is. .arly abUldolUlHlnS 
apia. Neyerth.I .. , Sh. Laboratory will raSher rapidly acquiN a Dumber or *Y8hlDl in which is would be 
iDteNehcl for _sm, •••• Clearly, what actually would be planned would d.pend to a y.ry lup depee on what 
_ an allowed to doe-and Sbi8. of cou,.., nmaiDI &0 be ...... 

~ 
~..J 
v.J.~ 

Reeves' meetinl was finally held on May 10 .. 1961, with representatives from LASL ~ ~ cy 
(Graves), LRL (Bacigalupi), EG&G (John Lusk), H&N (Hal Perla), Field Command (Carse:5 .~ 
and Tate), Las Vegas Area Office (Yelinek), and others. Graves and Bacigalupi out- ~)c 
lined the available LASL and LRL ~ ~J ll, 

as well as the Area 1 S 
tunnels, includinl ISa, the 9S0-foot deep, 36-inch Iranite hole (Lollipop-High Hat). 
It was alreed that DMA would be asked for luidance on the question of planning to usc 
Vela Uniform sites. EG&G reported that they had approximately four weeks readiness 
for timinl and firing. usinl some five minimal timing systems available either at NTS 

1IoJ" ,-'-.) --- . 
..cvj~ 

-::5~ 
,3 LI)-

or elsewhere, and five tunnel-type zero racks ,which could be adapted to almost any 
usc. Assuminl they promptly purchased an inventory of film, they had a similar ? 
readiness for photolraphy. Because of the previous LRL commitments for Plowshare, v 
EG&.G could put tOlether a system of 32 oscilloscopes for LRL alpha measu'rements, for ~2 
which they had about six weeks readiness, dependinl upon the test area. They (EG&'G) vJ -....J 
were committed to LASL for a IS-scope system to be ready by July I for use on Vela ;. ~ r 
shots, and there was a 27-scope alpha system at LASL which was committed. Bacigalupi'~ \r) 
noted that an initial su~vey of the cable available showed enoulh Cor the proposed C0 L' 
LRL shots. but that if LASL were to usc any of the tunnels, there then milht not be:9 . 
enough cable. EG&.G noted that for LASL t~re were only )0 alpha detectors available, ~ '-! 
which would be enough for two shots. The lead time on detectors could be as long as:::C V) 

130 days because of photocell procurement. Bacigalupi noted that e tunnel....;;.. -S ( 
sites were available, the yield capability running from that -,; .. ,.... ;; 
four b tunnel site.s were available with yield capability rhc: ~ ",' -
yield capability was based, on the 450 times the cube 
ment and a 600 times the 'cube root of yield estimate 'to preclude damage to adjacent 
tunnels. The meeting ended with an Igreementthat both Labs would make a firm 
outline of a proposed prolrain for planning purposes and recommend sites for the 
location of the events. 

Considerations were also taking place in the DOD.: during this period. In early 
January, General Schriever, Commander of Air Force Systems Command, in preparation 
for ~mpendinl congressional hearinls, asked AFSWC to prepare a study on their needs 

ceo· •• 
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~ 
were testing to be resumed. The initial reply ?n January 18 stated AFSWC'~ belief .-:a 
that nuclear tests would not again be conducted In the. atmosphe~e, but emphasized. the ~ v 
need for high-altitude or space tests and even suggested attempting some of the hlgh- :::;;/ 
altitude phenomenology underground. AFSWC in-house studies (Thayer. and Eddy to E: ~ 
McCorkle) mentioned other items that could not be studied properly without further =:> ~~ '" 
testing; x-ray phenomena, including output and lethality . questions; turbulent Argus,· t; I, 
which was the effect of radio noise produced from high-altitude events;. the spac~ ~nd ""'" J lj 
time extent of blackout effects; fur.ther information on the transient radiation 1:..
effect on electronics (TREES); the experimental verification of neutron and gamma ..c '2 \A.i 
transport codes from airbursts; and tests to look at - etc.,· for ~:....l '0 
Project Orion (which the DOD called Project Putt-Putt). It~t most of ~ tlO 
these would be very difficult to investigate by underground testing. . In mid
February, the weapons effects board of DASA recommended an increase in the AFSWC 
budget, apparently especially for increased effort in high-altitude effects and 
underground protective construction. Herb York. now DDR&E, stirred up further 
interest with the comment to Booth on February 22: -It is expected that during the 
next six weeks, a decision will be made which will further determine national policy 
in the matter of weapon testinl.- Booth, on March 1S, offered guidance to Field 
Command, including continued direction of the Marshmallow (Jericho) program,' which 
presumably had a 12-month readiness, commenting that he was cons'idering actions to 
reduce .lead times. provided the costs were not prohibitive. Furthermore, he directed 
them to -discontinue planning Cor inclusion of military weapons efCects tests in the 
Vela Uniform explosion program- (presumably speakinl of Lollipop) and -within current 
personnel and. fj~cal ceilings continu~ to ~aintain a capa~ilit~ to resume nuclear ~ 
tests.- At a bnefmg for General Schnever gIven by AFSWC In mId-February, some of v 
the penalties of not testing for the last two and one-half years were noted. For "'
example: oJ J:J 

~ .-..;, 
s:-~. 

~ .L:ll~ 
&..i ""-'< "\:j. . 

-:} ~ , 
..;.c .. \ 
-C~~ 
-:: ~ '--
.3 \.f')f-

In spite of the thinking that any future testing would only be underground or in 
deep space, and perhaps simply as a matter of inertia, the MLC noted in early April 
that the Air Force had retained a capability to provide sampling support to the AEC 
in the event nuclear testing was resumed, and asked for a review, in the light of the 
present situation, of future AEC sample support requirements. Betts transmitted the 
request to the Labs on the assumption that a 6- to 12-month. buildup period would. be 
reQuj~ed, but he also asked the Laboratories to give their judgment on the buildup 
time. After the appropriate inputs from the Laboratories, Betts replied' to Major 
General Bruce Holloway at Headquarters U.S. Air Force in early May that 'some six 
sampling aircraft with appropriate spares would be the minimum for overseas tcsts and 
four for Nevada tests. If drones or rockets were developed and proven, the aircraft 
requirement could be reduced or even eliminated. Betts also added that if a situa
tion should arise which would ·dictate atmospheric testing: 

A buildu·p period of6 to 12 months t .. tincat NTS is r .. liltic. W. would .. Iume that alonler period, perhapa 

18 to 24 months, would be "quired lor comparable tU'1 oyern .. , althouch a limplified telt micM be conduCl.ed 
in IOnMwha& I ... aime .••. For a pouible undercround lu.aained teltinc uri .. at the .NTS, a 6- ~ 12-month 

J 
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pnparatoryperiod g .. n.rally applicable. W.would bepnpanci, however, to conduct a limited number or.impl, 

experimenu .uch ... .c.ty '_'I or low-yield proor *-" wicbiD on. to three monebl .hould circumlcanc .. 

demand. 

In mid-April 1961, Colonel Byrne (49S0th Test Group), because of informal discussions 
with various personnel closely associated with various phases of work on atomic 
energy, observed that "the Geneva talks may culminate in the resumption of testing 
prior to the end of CY 1961."· Still trying to carry· on his job of providing air 
support for nuclear weapons tests, he rather plaintively requested that AFSWC head
quarters provide information on the current test planning. To our knowledge, Byrne 
was nevcr answcred. 

Demise of JTF-7 

Except for the Air Force. the overseas test organization iradually disappear cd 
in early 1961. As had bcen planncd in mid-1960, the Task Force Headquarters had been 
reduced to a planning element within DASA by Fcbruary I, 1961. During January, 22 
out of the last 24 peoplc in the headquarters were transferred out or JTF-7, with 
Colonel Thomas L. Mann and Commander Frcderick E. Bitting remaining.· Thus, by March 
1. JTF-7 had become an intearal part oC DASA. . 

The JTF-7 Draft- "Operations and Reactivation Manual" of March 1961 notes that 
after thc report oC the ·Study Group on the Organization for Futurc' lcst Operations" 
was accepted for implementation in the CaU oC J959, certain diCriculties were noted. 
Specifically it did not seem feasible to maintain the required twelve month rcadiness 
status. As a result another study, the Reappraisal of Requirements for the Eniwctok 
Proving. Ground and the Readiness Status and Functions of JTF-7. was conducted. A 
part of it states: 

Study of the dect of the diMnablilbment oft'" TMk I'ora led to the CODclUliOil that thi8 w .. &00 cirutic a 
'Mp. IDlwad •• t w .. deHrmined ,bat deacUYatiOll ... a IlIOn proper attitude with the T .. k Force nmainin, in 
ca.Hllce lea peI'IOIaMlud mUerial. III tbie WQ. the TMkI'_ "bow_howW could. be maiIltained by k .. piq a 
live tile of pi ..... ncordI, ~, ud J*CiMDt iIlfonIlatioD ill _ anUabie aocatiOll. A capability to 
keep abreu, of curnat thinki ... would be JIIaiataiDed ud 1n'oM, laible piau kep& up to date. If, at all)' 

. time in the future, a deci8ioa ....... to ectiYate • joiat tMk lola, the baformatiOll 011 which &0 build would 

he available ud plane would be ill aiI&ence tbat nquiNd 0Illy de,. uel furtb.r updMin, '0 brine into full 
UN. 

In spite of the above reasoning, Joint Task Force 7 was discontinued on June 30, 
. 1961. Colonel Mann remained in DASA. On June 30, 1961, pursuant to JCS Order SN928-
60. dated September 30. 1960, DASA issued orders for the discontinuance of JTF·7 . 
ciffective June 30. 1961. 

The AEC Support Task Group 7.5 had been discontinued on December I, 1960, and 
7.2, the Army Task Group, was discontinued by order of JTF-7 on January 24, 1961. 
7.2 had bCCD simply a paper oraanizalioD siDce 1960, with no personncl or equipment. 
7.3, the Navy Task Group. had been relieved from assignment to ITF-7 and assigned to 
Headquarters DASA on March 22, 1960, by JCS authority. On January 11. 1961, it was 

. transferred back to JTF-7. where it apparently remained until the disestablishment of 
JTF·7 on 30 JUDe 1961. Tom Mann. the last commander of JTF-7, was . reassigned to 
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DASA, and lasted there long enough to assist in establishing JTF-B, joining it in 
l%~ . 

The odd existence of 7.4 continued in its uncertain fashIon. It was never 
really clear whether the 49S0th was 7.4 or not, but they continued to wear that hat 
through part of 1961. Apparently triggered by conversations .with Kenner Hertford, 
Colonel Byrne of the 49S0th prepared in February ,a wfill in the blanks yourselfw 
skeletal operation plan for a future open seas nuclear test opera.tion, which was 
released on March 27 as a Task Group 7.4 document. It commentctd 'that ALOO had 

to the AEC 

rne managed to keep samplers operating not only for Rover mISSIons, but also, 
in coordination with AFT AC, with flights out of East Sale Air Base, Australia, in May 
and June 1961. The discussion about the existence of the 49S0th and the proper place 
for the 4926th sampling group continued. On May I, 1961, McCorkle, commander of 
AFSWC, wrote to Schriever, Commander of Air Force Systems Com~and, among other 
things, WMost Air Force requirements for nuclear testing could be satisfied with 
underground and space tests. and political considerations would dictate that large
scale atmospheric tests such as Hardtack and Redwing would probably not take place.w 

Speaking of the 49S0th planning function, McCorkle added: 

The function now becomee one ofrealiatic pluminc bued Oft tbe na&ur:e and ICOpe of any future t .. tine and the 
acientific parameter. that would be nlaud toauch -tinc. T .. t plana ahould be prepared and maintained baaed 
more objectively on envi8ioned acieDtific requinmenu nlaud &0 apace and underpound _tine rather than on a 
continleney auppon .•.• Plana for future hala abould include aclive auppon tha& would be required from all 
AFSWC .. enei .. , aucb" apace vebicl .. , iDI&nunen&a'ion, aa&ellitea. apace bardware, launcb crewa, and the 
like. 

He recommended that the 49S0th be deactivated, that the 4926th(Sampling) be re
assigned within AFSWC. and that a test planning office be established within his own 
headquarters, taking over most oC the spaces remaining in the 49S0th. Some of the 
slots from the 49S0th would be used to man the Nuclear Warfare Laboratory (which was 
under construction) and to establish an active Nuclear Reactor Safety program. 

Colonel Byrne, however, continued to struggle, and on July 20 he pointed out 
that for the first time since September 1960, Field Command DASA was now all9wed to 
design nuclear test experiments in environments other than underground or space, and 
that the Rover and Pluto efforts were growing, with NASA planning to put approximate
ly 1.000 people in residence at the Nevada Test Site. He speculated that while 
testing might begin underground and in deep space, Wwith the restrictions having been 
lifted on planning for tests in the atmosphere, both atmospheric and underwater tests 
would also occur" He added: 

The current belief of Field Command, DASA, i8 tba& DASA wiD be liven tbe .... poMibility which will funher be 

delera'ed to Field Command '0 be tbe focal poin, of all planDiDe and eXecutive ~nt for tbe DOD .... poMibiliti .. 
to nucl,ar t .. , activiti ...... Such an orsani .. 'ion or orpni.atioM would place Field Command, DASA, in the 
aarne relation &0 the conduct of all 'YJMa of nuclear _tinc actiYiti .. u Joint Tuk Force ., wu placed in 
... ~ard &0 OVftMU weapoM teau. 

In this situation, he suggested that DASA would rather -have an Air Force organiza
tion speak to other Air Force organizations in support matters rather than a blue-

",,-"'eez 
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suited member of a joint command performing this activity" and suggested, therefore, 
that DASA would prefer to continue the present arrangement, since ·the 49S0th had had 
this function since 1956. Nevertheless, in August 1961, the 4926th was transferred 
to the Air Weather Service on the basis that most of their missions were for U.s. 
weather programs, and the 4950th went out of existence. The Laboratories. especially 
LASL, were most concerned about the transfer of the sampling capability to the Air 
Weather Service and did manage to get an agrcement that the sampling mission would 
have the highest priority. 

Vela Unifotm: Black Box, Etc., 1961 

In the ea'r'ly part of 1961, Vela UniCorm, the seismic improvement program, con- " ,'. 
tibued to represent one of the major eCforts at NTS. However. the program was 
essentially stuck without further decisions. The U.S~ had not come to any agreement 
with the Russians on a joint test program, and could not make up its mind to go ahead 
unilaterally. The device to be used depended upon political considerations which 
could only be decided' after further nelotiations with the Russians. The Geneva 
negotiations had been recessed on December S, 1960, and were not to convene again· 
until March 1961. Furthermore, the Bureau of the Budlet had indicated that funds for 
the pr()lram would be' cut for the next fiscal year. On February 6, Betts informed the 
community that no decision approvinl the Io-ahead for Vela Uniform. would be forth
cominl before April I. 

Nevertheless, work continued. Livermore continued preparation for their poly
ethylene yield determination method on the appropriate events of Shade and Dribble. 
The decision was made to move the Lollipop event from the 950-foot hole to a 1,500-
foot hole and work was loinl on to locate the proper leololY for such a ~ole. Early 
in the year Lollipop was scheduled Cor AUlust I, 1961. On January 19, Roger Batzel 
of Livermore was designated as Scientific Advisor to Reeves for Project Shade. 

Construction continued on the Cottontail site (now called Linen, S-kt high 
explosive) in the U-12b.07 shaft. The progress of digging was hindered by a water 
seepage problem, aJld in March, to eliminate the problem, the depth of burst was 
raised by about 120 Ceet. However, for this and otber reasons, the digging. schedule 
could not be maintained. In early April, Ileevestold Betts that a seven day workweek 
of construction and loadins of the Linen cavity would be needed to reach a readiness 
date before winter, as was desired (or seismic ,easons. The alternative was to stop 
work until a firm schedule was established. Betts' choice was to stop work on May 7, 
with the intent of establishing a firm date for the shot in the spring of 1962. 

The debate concerning the device to be used for Vela Uniform continued. In 
early March 1961, Betts notified the Laboratories of a proposed change in the Geneva 
negotiations, in which we would remove thC"'requirement for joint contribution of 
nuclear weapons to the pool and would offer to reveal to the original parties de
tailed drawings or blueprints of the devices used in conjunction with U.S. 
including actual He ted out that this still 

It -::;:) r 

display to the Soviets, as well ~ L.. 
as an exploded drawing of the Mark illustrating the parts of the device which 
could be disassembled and displayed for visual and manual examination. In that Query 
he noted that if the Mark XI were used, hydrodynamic yield measurements would not be 
technically feasible, and be asked (or comments on other types of yield measurements 
that might be done~ Harold Brown promptly answered that hydrodynamic y·ield measure-
ments were possible. In an II-inch diameter hole, one could use.· shock time-oC-

J 
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arrival in the medium. and in a 3-foot diameter hole the polethylene-ty.pe measurement 
could be done. However. if the device were to be a Mark Xl, then LIvermore recom
mended alpha measurements. Reeves suggested on March. 8 t~at if the Mark X~ were to 
be used LASL should take on the primary yield determlDatlOn rather than LIvermore, 
and no;ed that it was quite· difficult to proceed with further planning for Shade 
until it was determined whether the shots would be Mark Xis or Mark VUs. Bradbury 
consistently predicted problems with the· disclosure of various blueprints or. assem
blies to the Soviets only, and again stated his feelings that the. blueprints or 
drawings or both should simply be declassified rather than trying to fIgure out how 
to control the information disclosure to the appropriate people. He did not believe 
that the possible gain to nth countries warranted any rational concern. He wrote: 

AIJ Did Won, any lI"Oup tbu caD accumulate tbe Nquind aDJOuau of 'maunal wUJ be abl.to enFn .. r an 
dectlYe mdbod of MNIDbIy wUbou&. -m. ourdrawinp juat u well u after bavinr ... n them. A&. wont, the 
wbole IituUioD wiD proricIe DO mon &baD a Mx&book aamp1e of a d .. ic _apon d .. icn calculation, toretber 

wiUl tbe ........ ill .... back of ,be book .. to .... yieId.it p.a. • •. While.1IIY panonal OpinioD iI alon, tbe 
.... __ , I tully do .. can aDd I do DOt belieYe that " a&cu thena&ional MC:urity ill ,be llip*-, 

eitherwa,.. 

He went on to request more specific information on just what yields and yield measur
ment methods were contemplated, continuinl: 

If LASL ia &0 ancIenake tbe PI'OCUNIIIIII' of , ..... d.n:.., .... UNIIIIII. of alpha. aDd other actmt_ beyODd 
thON contemplaHd in ournormaJ activi' •• _ will need IDOIMJ. Nor can.e JUeIII bow much until.e ba.e.ome 

id.a of whu .b. pr'OIrUIl II actually likely to be aDd .ben. Bow..no.. ia Uaia pouibilitJ' anywa,.? 

On March 21, the opening day of the Geneva session. Arthur Dean did make, as 
part of the Western proposal. an offer to allow Soviet inspection (assuming Congress 
concurred) of U.s .. nuclear devices to be used for the proposed program to perfect the 
detection of small underground detonations. On April 4 and 10, Tsarapkin, among 
other things, agreed to the details of control. inspection, and monitoring of seismic 
research detonations. 

On March 29. 1961. Schwartz of Sandia informed Betts that the total estimated 
costs to Sandia for the Vela Uniform program for 1962 and 1963 would be 52,600,000 
for the Mark XI path and 52.000.000 for the Mark VII path. . 

On March 29 Betts notified the Laboratories that DMA would recommend to the 
Commission that only Mark Xis be used, and that DMA would also recommend relying on 
alpha as the primary yield measurement. supplemented wherever feasible by shock time 
of arrival and/or prompt sampling methods. He directed. however. that work on the 
Mark VII be . 

wo days ater e J 

sion that declassifying a device and publishing blueprints of it for all to sec would 
be extremely harmful to the United States from a political standpoint and he sug
gested that we not again explore the declassification possibility. In mid-April 
Betts requested more information about the devices for discussion with the Commis-

and brought up the possible use of the Mark 23 bu answered 
to see the ~ark 

was worry a 
a satisfactory value of 

. &i€RIiT 

nt. Ogle pointed out to 
could only be obtained from alpha 
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data by going through our weapon design calculations, which were highly classified in 
some portions and which we woul~ probably resist showing to the U.S.S.R. 

Th~. u ....... &0 me tbat _ ahouJd poiraa oua ao DMA aha' th ..... unmena ofaJpba 011 ah .... mic impl'OftlMlla 

IhoU wW Iiv. UI. the U.s.". a pod yalue or &he JieId. but tbat 1& CUUlot be couid.Nd .. a yield .... unmeDt 
with w.pec' &0 abe U .s~S.1L ual.- w. an wiJIiac &0 nl .......... 'ive d.tailed _apoll -ien. calculational 
methocla aDd CODdan_. ObrioUllJ'.~ poiaa orwony ia tba' DMAmay be.old oD a metbod aba' will Dot actuaJlJ' 
aatiIfJ tbe poUDd ruleI ud may ~ III to PNpan for iucb ...... 1INIDIDU. TbiI could lead to a lot of J

DiviaioD .lrem to DO poiDa. 

Bradbury commented that the amount of effort involved in the Mark XI program, as far 
as LASL could see now, would be comparable to that which was required a year ago for 
the Mark VII Black Boxes. On April 1 to t the 

an Orchid zero-point compatibility test was run using the Whirl
away Black Box. The LASL radiochemical samplina pipes fit reasonably well, and as 
far as LASL was concerned. all equipment for the Orchid test was now on hand at NTS. 

Also in early April, the Commission discussed possible methods of settins the 
mineral rights for the Hattiesburlsite, but deferred action on the subject. 

In May. DASA, assumins that it would be the single U.s. point of contact for all 
foreign participants for both close and lons-ranse measurements for Vela Uniform, 
arransed for a visit by a team of United Kinsdom atomic energy personnel to 
Albuquerque and Hattiesburs to discuss United Kinsdom participation in the Vela 
Uniform program. LRL participation was requested at the NTS for further visits 
there. The chairman of the United Kingdom planning committee was Mr. Edmond Richard 

. Drake-Seeser. The United Kinsdom projects to be discussed were in the areas of 
strons motion and electromasnetic measurements. In mid-May, the site selection pro
cess for Shoal had narrowed down the possible sites to the Wonderland of Rocks and 
Lost Valley in California. and the Sand Sprinas Range in Nevada (near Fallon). 
Reeves recommended the Nevada site to DMA, and, after coordination with ARPA, DMA 
agreed to that site, the final decision to be based upon further field exploration. 

At Geneva, Tsarapkin had asked Cor more details on our proposals concerning 
inspection and monitoring by the Russians in our Vela Uniform activities, and Betts 

. requested Laboratory sDS8estions and comments on these. Bradbury answered that we 
should move ahead on workins out actual arransements, and deal with difficult parts 
and disasreements when they came up. Hancock of ALOO sussested to Reeves, among 
others, the (ollowins: 

a. Tb. U.S. would. witbout Sovi.t belP. deliver ahe cleorice to the &eel orpnisalion at the tnt lite. 
b. On-ail. control of tb. device: k.,a to atorat. locatio .... HI'O alation, .tc .• ahould nit with AEC CUl"o

eliua and Sovi.t obnrvenj .. ala ud loeb would be fixed .. mu'ually aareed; I'alionine of Sovi.t armed 

pardi w .. -unthinkabl •. -
C. OUIer~biIa of Soviet ccmtnp ofiDm-.itedeYica IIIOYeIDIDt. Kc.. tooth., NTS (or whalev.r lite) ....... 

limitiAc perm;..Jble .... I!' aDd procecI_ for Soviet IlMCialiata MUiDC up tbeir inatruawnta. and tb. 
imponua problem or etrecaive17 _trolJiDC &he conaact of Soviet witb U.I. penonnel would bay. &0 be 

coDaidend. (Th. co-lIliDCUDC orSovieu ud U.s. penD." aDd ... UriDC UmiHd p ...... of information ... 
called -a Yery Hrioua buard.-) 

QFPlliU·,. 
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By mid-June, neither the Commission nor Congress had agreed to th~ proposal .of 
revealing thc detailed drawings of the Vela Uniform device to t~c RussIans. ~n mld
June Reevcs notified Betts . of his forccast for thc Vela UnIform detonations as 
follo~s: Orchid in thc fall of 1961 (they had already had a dry run); Linen, April 
15. 1962; and Crystal, June 1, 1962. Yet in· July, Recves informed Betts that 
Crystal was only 19 wceks from being rcady to firc in U-12c.03a. 

Whilc thcre had been moncy problcms on Vela Uniform through this entire period, 
apparently tbe Commission was depending upon a supplemental appropriation to help 
them out in FY 1962. Vela Uniform had bccn considered as a two year program to match 
the political problems, but as far back as January, the ARPA Advisory Com~ittee. 
headed by Dick Latter, had noted with alarm the· intended decrease in money and 

. strongly recommended to ARPA that something be done about it. As the possibility of 
weapons testing increased toward the latter part of the year. this problem becamc 
more serious. especially since ALOO and DMA had started in about June to use some 
Vela moncy for weapons test preparation. In early July. DMA (Colonel Anderson) 
discussed witb JCAE tbe question of parallel efforts on weapons test resumption and 
the Vela prOlram as planned. The JCAE indicated a strong feeling that the Vela 

. Uniform series be carried out as planned, with foreign observers. 
At the end of July, Betts authorized further work on the Linen project, appar

ently in order· to be able to meet the intended shot date the following· spring. 
However, he made it clear, both in July and. AUlust, that the shaft should not be 
backfilled, pc:ndinl further specific notification, because: that would commit the', 
project. By the end of August, H&N estimated that Linen could be ready on May 2S, 
1962, and that if exploratory drillinl of the proposed site were authorized. Lollipop 
could be ready by January 14, 1963. On AUlust 30, the same day that the Russians 
announced their decision to resume Duclear testiDl, Reeves informed DMA of his plan
ning assumptions for Vela. Uniform to comply with the funding reduction from 
$24,000,000 to $10,SOO,OOO for FY 1962. They were: OrChid, S kt. tamped in tuff. 10 
weeks readiness for a detonation April IS~ 1962; Linen, on· wbich work would continue 
for a detonation date of June 1, 1962; Crystal, on which a 19-week readiness for a 
detonation on July IS, 1962, would be maintained; and Stingray. where basic construc
tion in U-12e.06 would continue through the fiscal year. As for Lollipop, he would 
complete tbe exploration in Area IS for site suitability and then would need con
struction authorization. For Shoal, he would conduct. tn exploratory program. On 
Porpoise, the five to ten thousand foot S-kt shot, he assumed no action. On Muslin, 
he would continue the suspension. As ror the off-site shots of project Dribble. in 
the Tatum Dome, he would co~tinue the exploratory prOlram. 

With the resumption of teslinl, Shade, as such, disappeared into history. At 
the sixth meetinl of the ARPA ad hoc group on the detection of nuclear explosions, 
chaired by Dick La.tter. on September 21. 1961. there were the following recommenda
tions: 

Tbe Group .... i_ed the Vela explOlion propoam U; tbeliptoft.be planned AEC Operation Nou,at. The Group 

concluded t.ba& t.be Hiamic .... 111'- obtainable from Operation Noupt abould be lurneient to meet the objectiv .. 

of the propoMd Vela Projact Sbadeahoy witb one poaible exception--t ... d .. p Porpoi.e .hot. The Group, 

theNfoN, Ncommended tbat except for PorpoiM, Project Shade be clilContinued. The n .. d lor Porpoiae will be 

reviewed by tbe Group after Hiamie: data from Operation Noupt are evaluated. The Group r.conunendecl that 

pNparation. for Project Shoal be continued. The Shoal Ihot it the Dilly clirK' compariaon of the Himic wav .. 

from Duclear explolionl witb thOle from earthquak.. and, theretoN, it vital for an inv .. ti,alion of 

cliacrimiD.tioD tecbniqu.&. The Croup coDduded th.t the orilinal cleciaiOD tb.t Sboal Ihould be ,-Itt nuclear 
Ihould not be chanpd. 

Shoal was eventually fired, but today (1983) the Linen cavity is still available in 
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Nevada to anyone who would like to pump it out. 

X-Ray Kill Problem, 1961 

On March 10, 1961, the Latter brothers (Albert and Richard), Ernest Martinelli, 
. and William McMillan circulated a Rand report they had written that was. to cause 
great. controversy and eventually affcct the high-altitude program of Dominic appre
ciably. The report was entitled simply ·Some New Considerations Concerning Nuclear 
Test Ban.- (Apparently, Rand did not approve the formal issuance of this report and 
it is somewhat unclear as to how it lot out.) The report made a number of very 
serious accusations. It started out: 

Tbe UDiHd s, __ ia MriOuIIJ ~ a Dudnr ... , bus .,nement.hich cumot be adequatel,. controlled. 

Such aD ........... t would eubletIM Soriete to_tiD_ tbeirDuclearHltl UDderIroUDd ... d in OU.lpace wbUe 
tIM UDiHd St __ would. of coune, .... up to lU COIIIIDl .... t. Ia 1111, at the ouun of tbe ... t b ... talb, it 

... ...-.117 belie¥ed tbaa uaderpoUDd Il1Idear ap--. .eN de_table aDd nuclear "'M in outer IPKI , 
laapnctlcal. The facti .. DOW bowa to be odMrwiM. Ia AprIl 1.." beariDp befon tbe Joint CoacnMional 
Commit ... _Atomic BD~""" cJ.arthaa tIM Soriete CaD cheat ifthq .... t to witbout fear oftbe aen ... 
COD,rol.,..... orb .. ia DOW DO __ tiU ........... amoac ICieatific experte _ tlUl point m-pecUYe of, 

their ...... _ tIM deIinbW'T "a '-' ... 
/'"\ -\...J 

rJ ."""' woO 
The report brought up the possibility oC x-ray kill Cor incominl nuclear warheads on''P "
either side and went into great detail. ·It envisaaed a pack of incominl missiles. A C1 
including warheads and decoys. on the order oC 10 to 15 miles or more in radju~ and -..J \.r 
advised that it might be possible throuah x-ray to the ablation material in tr 

e warhead· 'nose cones to achieve a 

would jeopardize the deterrent strength of the United States, it 
would be necessary to build a deterrent Corce even larger and more diversified than 
we would build without a test ban. and, finally, WIn our opinion, the best course is 
to adhere to the principle oC adequately controlled aareements. At the present time. 
this principle allows us to make an aareement stopping atmospheric tests, some space 
tests, and underground tests above a threshold: 

AFSWC. on April 17, took issue with lOme of the conclusions of the Rand report, 
which had the apparent endorsement oC John Foster. Edward Teller. and Dave Griggs of 
the Air Force ScientiCic Advisory Board. Major Lew Allen- and Lieutenant Paul 
Hoffman oCAFSWC felt that the Rand report had overstated the advantages that the 
Soviets could gain by clandestine nuclear testinl during the uncontrollable test ban, 
and, in particular~ refuted the stroBg statements made in the original paper that the 
Soviets could develop an eCfective antiballistic missile system by secret testing and 
that. the United States could do next to Bothing to decrease the present vulnerability 
of reentry vehicles and complete missile systems. Allen and Hoffman felt that the 
U.S. could do a great deal to improve present weapons technology in the area of RV 
vulnerability to nuclear efCects, even without nuclear tests. but did comment that: 

'fbi import ... , point II Dot ,he "'tiDe, but ratber tba& •• mUl' contiDuaU,. imp"," our deterren' capabilit,. to 
8Ul'riYe the JLuMjan 'defeDlive capabUi". Ia .. ..,. .,.I&em.hich .e baye examined, the deciaioll repniin, poui

hie improt ... , it DO' fUDdalDlDtall,. aIIec&ed bJ lack of nud.ar ... , data a' p ..... n'. , ; ....• 
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willing to interest 
itself in seriously undertaking theoretical calculations on this question, but Betts 
made the point that the real problem was to simulate experim~ntally the pertinent 
weapon flux levels in the Laboratory. The GAC recommended that more effort should be 
undertaken on the subject now and Pitzer suggested perhaps 25 to 50 bright people 
full time. Williams commented that it would be difficult to produce experimentaUy 
the necessary x-ray flux. short of an actual nuclear explosion. Libby speculated 
that whether or not on'e could kin a hydrogen bomb at three miles or so would need to 
be derived through actual experimentation. Betts agreed to confer with ARPA on the 
subject. 

Apparently reacting to the Rand report, Wigner asked Seaborg to tell Wiesner the 
GAC would like Panofsky's opinions. Thus, Panofsky. with DASA assistance, assembled 
a panel to assess the problem for the White House. The Panel membership was Panof
sky, Bethe. George Bing. Hendrie Bode, Daniel E. Dustin. Richard Garwin, Conrad 
Longmire. Herbert Scoville, and Spurgeon Keeny. They concluded that U.S. missiles 
were vulnerable to rather crude AICBM tactics and that, unfortunately, this factor 
had not been recognized earlier and had not been a missile system design considera
tion. Whereas the U.s.s.R. was probably thinking of RVs weighing on the order of 
10,000 pounds, unfortunately, the U.s. thinking was in the direction of roughly 
I,OOO-pound RVs, which arc very difficult to render invulnerable at short distances. 
The report- suggested that the U.s. should review its reentry vehicles to determine 
AICBM hardness requirements.' . 

Panofsky. in a discussion with the General Asivisory Committee at Los Alamos 'on 
July 13-15, 1961, adde~ that, unfortunately. no aaency was looking at this problem in 
its entirety. l;Ie stated that there might possibly ~ short-term remedies for il'alla-' 
tion in nose ·c:ones, such as changina materials or usina foam layers. He also noted 

-that while it was known that the U.s.s.R. was conducting a vigorous AICBM activity, 
it was unknown whether or not they planned to use nuclear warheads. Panofsky dis
cussed the other possible AICBM kill mechanisms. such as bomb debris, blast. neu
trons. beta rays. and non-nuclear pelletL Libby noted that at the moment;' the 
United States was spending roughly 52,300.000 per year on .the subject and raised the 
question of whether or not more should be spent. Panofsky emphatically agreed that 
more effort was warranted on the problem. Various possible improvements to decrease 
vulnerability were mentioned, including addition of decoys or protection with weight 
made available through increase of, yield-to-weight ratios. increase. of specific 
impulse of propellants, reduction of missile range requirements, increase of payload 
capacity. etc. Later in the meeting. Wigner commented that Bradbury and Brown, asked 
whether they considered the vulnerability problem to be within their province. gave 
conflicting answers. As a result of this discussion, the General Advisory Committee 
advised Glenn Sea borg that: 

IM1. 

All currently planned U:S.ICBN _arbeada and Nentry "ehiel_ aft ""lnerable to AleBN d_trudion by nuclear 
ccplOlioni at rene- much pater tbUl pnYicnuI, Ultidpahd. Tbia ia du. not to •• in,le kill mechUlilm but 
rather &0 • combin."OD or _Rl ef!ecu. III our opinion the currenU, plUlDed U.S. faiNI,. of ICBMI ia 

aJtopther too YUlnerabJe &0 crude AlCBMa and IimpJe tacUCI. 

-Report of lhe Ad Hoc PUle! on Warhelld Vulnerability &0 tbe p,.ident'. Sdence Ad"iIory Commi"", June 20, 
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They further commented: 

. The recent tiadiD,. on the YUlnerabUity of our ICBM aad the unexpJored poetibUitiee of AICBM iilitiated by the 
MaJ"Ch 10 Rand repon point not only to a PNMDt milit., danpr, tlwy alto raiN the tlu.tion of wbether our 

\ ·.weapon ..... arch h .. been Nt up iD the way which eDIUNI that no cat .. trophlc aurpriMI are in atON for ua. If 
one compana the pNMnt ahuation with that which exiaied durinr the Manhattan proJeCt, one cannot but deplore 
the abeence of a crouP of edent." f .. line • &rue .... po ... ibUity for aU .,pee" of we&pOnt NMarc:h and i" 
conaequenc:et and who devote all tbeir time to th ... problemi. Unl ... we .ucceed iD .tablilhinr .uch a croup of 
tirat-rate .cient." with an inteaM and abidiq inte,..t in weapone ,..arch and the miliCary .tnnrth of tha. 
country, 'urpriHllimilar '" the pnHIlt one will neur. Our concern appU. not only to nuclear weapon', but 
to aU ... pone and to their inte".tioD in l)'ltemi. The recent nentllhow that the preaen' .. 'up. u ... at.fac
~ in view of the fact Ulat nen a tempo,., clear milit., auperiority of our opponantl may bave permanent 
etted •. We recommend that the ABC .hould bave itl weapo ... labontori. Ulume the broader ,..ponlibility of 

examination of the entire weapone .,.a&lllll in which itl warbeada are employed. 

This period marked the beginning of the transition Crom the philosophy oC neutron 
kill of incoming missiles to x-ray kill. Obviously, many variations oC this were 
discussed over the coming years. 

Vela Sierra, January-August 1961 

The Vela Sierra equipment destined Cor Thule, Greenland, was received at Los 
Alamos from EGItG durinl January, was further prepared. and then shipped to Greenland~ 
Prototype fluorescence detection stations operated durinl February at Fairbanks 
(Operation Big Moon), and at Thule (Operation Brass Rinl). A partial prototype oC 
the direct optical system, prepared by EGItG for LASL test, was received at LASL 
during February. 

The main objectives of OperatioDs Bil MOOD and Brass Ring were to stu"dY natural 
backgrouDds and to ascertain the capabilities oC the air fluorescence system in the 
auroral aDd polar cap latitudes, and more lenerally. to carry out an operational 
evaluation of the -preproduction prototype- air fluorescence equipment constructed by 
EG&G for LASL. Although the data were Dot fully reduced by late March. indications 
were that the aurora did not" give OPtical pulses which would lead to Calse alarm 
signals. The prototype check out was considered successCul, and the solution or 
elimination of a rather lonl list of problems and malfunctions was now possible. 
Moreover, these experiences made it possible for the Air Force to build an opera
tional station. LASL planned to collect data OD the natural background, and then to 
derive the appropriate conclusions relardinl the operational capability of the 
Geneva-type international system. 

By the end of July the set of air fluorescencc detection equipment that had been 
returned from Thule was operational in a roolD atop the administration building at 
LASL. largely through the efCorts oC R. Thompson, an AFT AC Doncommissioned oCficer 
who had assisted at Thule. Following the completion oC modifications being eCfected 
by EG&G, another set of instrumentation was utilized for routine observations of 
natural background during the remainder oC the summer. Many serious electronic 
troubles had turned up in the direct optical system, and were gradually being elimi
nated. 

During August problems of calibration, increase in raDge, signal recognition, 
and auroral backgrouDd were addressed usinl the prototype systems. LASL and EG&G 
discussed the need to record world time as an aid to detection, and all concerned 
agreed that the present design was hopeless for this application. It thus appeared 
likely that" an entirely new versioD would be required to replace the prototype, but 
DO decision had beeD reached by mid-August. 

.. 
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Vela Hotel, January·A ugust 1961 

LASL continued instrumentation flight tests in early 1961. Proton telescopes, 
electron scinti1Jation spectrometers, ionization chambers, and other equipment were 
tested on Atlas and Blue Scout flights. 

ARPA published a new Vela Hotel 'order on January 13, naming a joint technical 
group to be chaired by ARDC, with representation from AEC and DOD, which would have 
technical supervisory authority over AEC and DOD portions of the progra~. Areas of 
responsibility were defined as follows: AEC would· provide detectors, logic systems, 
and analysis of telemetry; ARDC would provide satellite vehicles, including integra
tion of detectors and logics systems. system assembly and testing. and other items. 
Thus, the AEC desire to have responsibility for the complete satellite. including the 
interface with the booster, was not realized. 

The conclusions and recommendations of the ARPA ad hoc group on detection of 
nuclear detonations. chaired by Dr. Richard Latter, were forwarded to General Betts 
(Director of ARPA) on January 16. Without noting the specifics. tbe group stated 
that -the funds available (or Vela Hotel arc still far below those required Cor a 
scientifically desirable program. The group urges that the required· Cunds be re
leased as soon as possible to this program.-

The Vela Hotel Joint Planning Team met on February 14 and 15 and recommended 
that the original ~rch 30, 1960, development plan be followed at a cost of approxi
mately 5100,000.000, but they also oCfered, as an alternative, a detailed discussion 
of a limited program consistent with current funding limits. This limited program 
would lead to three launches using the Thor/Able Star/30KS 8.000 booster system 
launched from the Atlantic Missile Range. LASL/Sandia would have 90 pounds in which 
to provide a useful payload. The orbit would have an apogee of 50,000 nautical miles 
and a perigee no less than 30,000 nautical miles, with a SO,OOO-mile circular orbit· 
preferred. The AEC was asked to have by March 1 a draft payload description for use 
in making a new development and funding plan to be finalized by March 16. This 
updated plan, published on March 9, entitled -The Vela Hotel Program. Joint Develop
ment Plan (Reduced Scope Plan), ARDC/AEC/NASA- noted that it was in response to ARPA' 
Order No. J02-6J, Amendment No.3. dated December 8, 1960. which provided guidance 
for a reduced scope program of about SI0,OOO,OOO. It was proposed that the new 
program consist of two phases. The first phase would be a group of piggyback and 
probe experiments. and Phase II would place at least one of three spacecraft into a 
successful.orbit by about 18 months after approval. The program's goal was to gather 
sufficient satellite data on the space radiation backgrounds to fully. define an· 
operational detection system,. Based on a program approval from ARPA by April 196], 
the Thor carrier system was to be developed to support the launch of satellites to be 
delivered in May, July, and September of J962, with launches scheduled for October 
and December 1962 and February 1963. By mid-March the program had been expanded to 
the $25,000,000 level. . 

Dick Taschek reported the status of the instrument development flights to LASL 
Director Norris Bradbury on April 3, summarizing the program of some 25 flights (on 
various Atlas launches, 609A rocket probes, Blue Scout Jr. probes, and upcoming NASA 
Moo~ and Venus probes) as having had a high degree of success. Flights to the region 
beyond the radiation belts had not yet been achieved. Planning was now under way for 
the next series of detec~or flights in Nike-Cajun rockets. But, during April, the 
first two attempts to launch balloons in the BLICOS program failed at the Tonopah 
Test Range in Nevada.' . 

By May the decision had been made to use a launch system (Atlas-Agena) with a 
much greater lift capability than the Thor ·system. Although the first flight was now 
planned not to be before March 1963, each launch could catry two' spacecraft plus 

SEOR!'f 
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additional weight. A meeting of the joint planD:ing group in the near future w~uld 
address the use of the higher weight capability. The new overall program mIght 
involve as many as 12 satellites. The overall DOD funding plan now was 564 million, 
to be spent through FY 1965 ... On May 24 General Betts (now Director, DMA) asked 
Hertford of ALOO, who handled the overall Laboratory funding for Vela Hotel, to 
review the developmental requirements in accordance with the new plan and submit the 
AEC requirements," The response from Hertford on May 31 included incz:eased funding 
requests for Sandia and LASL for FY 1962 and the three years following. FOr FY 1962, 
about 53 million total. instead of 52 million as earlier authorized, would be re
quired. ARPA issued an order to Air Force Space Systems Division (SSD, formerly part 
of AFBMD) during June giving formal approval for the Atlas-Agena concept. 

The details of the new Vela Hotel concept were made more definite in a develop
ment and funding plan updated in. July 1961. The specific goal of the program was 
still to gather sufficient knowledge of the space radiation background to permit an 
operational detection system to be Cully defined. However, the increased payload 
capability now allowed each launch to inject (using separate kick rockets) two space
craft into different 50.000 nautical mile circular orbits. The extra payload weight 
capability had been used up mostly by the new rocket motors. with a little weight 
being used by additional payload systems. Each spacecraft would now carry x-ray. 
gamma ray. and neutro·n detectors, as well a. the equipment to accumulate and store 
data which were to be transmitted later on around command. Five launches were 
planned at three-month intervals beginning in April of 1963. 

LASL froze the desian oC their part oC· the spacecraft in August. noting that 
within a few weeks initial negotiations would beain with the spacecraft contractor. 
to be. seJected in September. Both LASL and Sandia sent a representative to SSD in 
Los Angeles for a two-week period to serve as technical advisors in the selection of 
the contractor. 

Plowshare, January-August 1961 

The Vela Advisory Group meetina on January 5 and 6, 1961, briefly addressed the 
mutual usefulness of Vela UniCorm and Plowshare detonations. They concluded that the 
Plowshare Gnome detonation scheduled for fall 1961 was of direct relevance to Vela' 
Uniform and recommended that it be instrumented to tbe maximum extent feasible witb
out interfering with the overall Vela proaram. Furthermore. they recommended that 
Vela Uniform detonations be made available for PlOWShare experiments, provided such 
experiments didn't interfere in a major way with Vela. 

A new Plowshare project, known as Wagon. was explained in a document. entitled. 
wTechnical Director's Concept of Project Wagon (Danny Boy),· first published on 
January 14, 1961. and updated in March. The objectives of the test would be to learn 
more about the cratering capabilities of buried nuclear ·explosives, the characteris
tics of seismic shock and airblast, and the amount and distribution of radioactivity, 
among other things. The tentative plan was to detonate a l-kt nuclear device in 
basalt 200 feet below the surface at the NTS. The area most nearly satisfying the 
criteria was the Buckboard site in Area 18, wher~ Sandia had carried out. high
explosive cratering tests the previous summer. Clifford M. Bacigalupi of Livermore 
would be the technical director. A flexible schedule was laid out which would allow 
the detonation to take place about six months after authorization to proceed. 

The Livermore mid-year proaram letter of January: 18 from Harold Brown noted the 
detrimental effect on the PlowshareProaram of the political considerations that 
forbade nuclear detonations. However, it was also noted that Vela experiments such 
as Cowboy were contributing data for Plowshare. At this time. Gnome. the only firmly 

J 
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projected nuclear Plowshare test, was planned for August of 1961, only seven months 
away. . h 

On February 2, 1961, John J. McCloy sent the Commission. a papc! covc:nng t e 
issues of the nuclear test ban negotiations and r~questing theu considerations and 
comment. He recommended that the U.S. now indicate that it was prepared to drop the 
requirement that Plowshare tests be performed from a stockpile of devices placed 
under international surveillance before the treaty entered into force, but wherein 
the internals of the devices would not be subject to inspection. The requirement was 
to be replaced with a proposal for -disclosure of devices and their blu~prints by. t~e 
testing country and an agreed upper limit on the number of shots by a smgle party In 
an agreed period of time.-

Some indication of future Plowshare activity was given by the Commission's FY 
1962 budget discussions in the meeting of February 8, 1961. A proposed increase of 
$7.9 million would provide $4.9 million for site preparation and construction for 
Project Chariot in Alaska to meet a shot schedule in the spring of 1962, $3 million 
for site preparation and construction for developing and field testing nuclear explo
sives (Project Ditchdigger) in Nevada, and initial site preparation for an experiment 
intended to study very high pressure effects on chemical reactions. While it was 
emphasized that funding was dependent upon receiving Presidential approval for re
suming nuclear detonations, the Department of State had expressed interest at a 
National Security Council meeting OD January 18 in developing the canal construction 
possibilities of Plowshare. . While this lent some impetus to carrying ·out Project 
Chariot, Commissioner Graham hesitated to move forward with Chariot without con
firming its 'desirability with the Administration. Mr. Kelly of the Plowshare 
Advisory Committee noted that the Chariot tests could be carried out only in the 
spring because of weather and biological conditions, and if, after prep.arations, it 
were delayed from its spring of 1962 firing date, it should be held in readiness for 
later usc. Commissioner Wilson suggested that the funds bcincluded in the FY 1962 
budget amendment. with a decision to be made later about- the desirability of a 1962 
firing date. Mr. Kelly. noting that the firing' date for Gnome was not to be set 
until after site preparation, suggested that a similar path could be utilized for 
Chariot. Further discussion among the three Commission members (Wilson. Olson. and 
Graham, the acting chairman), which included the questions of safety and radioactive 
contamination, led to a decision to defcr considcration of this budget request. 

Two days later the Commissioners and Sea bora, Chairman-designate. met with the 
. Plowshare Advisory Committee. Spofford English. chairman of the Committee, began 
with a discussion oC the Ditchdigaer project which the Committee strongly Cavored. 
Aside from its most obvious usefulness as an excavation tool, it would also produce a 
large amount oC heavy nuclides such as californium. The development of this type of 
device was absolutely necessary, said English, to minimize problems of radioactive 
contamination from large-scale detonations and. moreover. could yield information in 
unknown areas oC basic chemical and nuclear' reactions. Further discussion of Ditch· 
digger addressed the problems oC designating such tests as weapons development; 
research in chemical reactions under extreme pressures; and that information on 
fission fractionation and radioactive contamination which could be obtained from 
developmental experiments. The Committee recommended unanimously that Chariot should 
proceed to a sprina 1962 test, expressing confidence that it could be conducted 
safely. This confidence was based on results from the Chariot bioenvironmental 
survey program and on estimates of the amount of radioactive products which would be 
released. The AEC General Manager, Alvin Luedecke, expressed the opinion that it 
would not be wise to commit FY 1961 funds until it was indicated that the program 
could proceed in FY 1962. In regard to the overaI, Plowshare 'program, Mr. Abelson of 
the Plowshare Advisory Committee reiterated the Committee conclusion that, in ,the 
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context of the AEC's total research effort. Plowshar~ held the greatest promise for 
dramatic breakthrough in areas now totally unknown. Mr. English stated that the Com
mittee wished to see additional funds provided for measurements on Vela Uniform tests 
that would be useful to the Plowshare program and that would provide data not ob
tainable otherwise. He estimated that the required funding increment was approxj
mately twice the budget for high-explosive experiments. Mr. Sea borg, however, noted 
·that plans to do additional measurements on the Vela shots might lead to the sugges
tion that there was a U.s. effort to circumvent the weapons test moratorium, thus 
overshadowiDg the primary purpose of the seismic tests. DiscussioD of Project Gnome. 
scheduled for November 1961, addressed the possibility that the explosion would 
create surface fissures which would allow venting of radioactive material. To mini
mize this' problem, the depth of burial could be increased (from 1.200 feet) or the 
yield could be decreased. It was decided that in order to stay within the budget, 
the yield should be reduced from 10 to S kt and it was agreed that a reduction would 
not appreciably affect the anticipated results. 

In . response to a State Department proposal that the U.S. unilaterally disclose 
Vela device designs to the Russians. the AEC staff pointed out to Mr. Adrian Fisher, 
McCloy's deputy. their reluctance to agree to that approach because of its possible 
adverse effect on the Plowshare program, an effect which could arise because' the 
Plowshare devices might involve weapon concepts and device improvements (although 
specifically for Plowshare) that we would not wish to disclose to the RussiaDs. 
Commissioner Wilson felt that reve~lin, the Ditchdi,ger device design to the Russians 
would be a· significaDt revelation of advaDced desigD techDiques to which he was 
opposed. He felt that Plowshare would fail if. in order to keep those designs from 
the Russians, the required tests were not conducted. He stressed' that he could not 
agree to giving up the advantages ·of Plowshare iD order to gain aD illusory test 
cessation agreement with the U.s.S.R. CommissioDer Graham, OD the other hand, feeling 
that the Commission's past reluctance to alter its posi~ion on design disclosure had 
weakened its position in the public eyes, expressed concern over the Commission 
position that Plowshare was for peaceful purposes, but information and designs were 
being withheld for national defense reasons. He further suggested that the Commis
sion consider open demonstrations.. After mor:e discussion, and iD spite of the 
opinion of one or two of the Commissioners, the AEC starr remained conviDced that, 
whereas revealing device desi,n and allowing internal inspection .was acceptable for 
seismic research (in particular, the Mark XI)., that procedure was not acceptable for 
the Plowshare devices. Discussion seemed to indicate this position would not change 
until Congressional attitude OD the subject was clear. 

On February )6 the new President, John KeDnedy. met with the AEC Commissioners 
at Germantown. During the meeting the subject of Plowshare came uP. and the minutes 
of that meeting include .the following: 

The Plowmare pI'OII'UD for tbe UN of Duclnr d.&onUioM for peaceful p~ wu a procnm of lNat ink,..' 
totbeCommiuion,Mr.Seaboraaaid,aadODewbicb.UbelDOlDllDlilmakiDcUttl.pI'OINII. Mr. WieanerNlllllrked· 

it II clear tb.t the .... of Dud .... detoDatioM for peaceful purpoaea otreNd lNat pouibiliti .. and hat 
C .. atiOD abould Dot preclude the many beDetiu aucb. procnm could briDl to tbe world. The problema hen are, 
of cou,.., how to .... Duclear devi~ for t ..... purpoIet aDd .tUl diaprOYe aDy accuaationa that tbey were beiDI 
uaed lor we.pona development. purpoaea, a dilriculty poMcI by u.. fad tbat advanced w.apona, wbicb CUlnot be 
Ibown, will be uaed. Be U,oqht t"'aubject wu a matter of auch imponaDc:e tbat it would be uaeful to Nt up a 
(.,..aaI) briefinc lor tbe P,...ident on , ... Plowehare procram. 

Nevertheless. when the Geneva talks resumed on March 21, Ambassador Dean an
nounced that the U.s. was now willing to accept the same safeguards for both Plow
share and seismic explosions, meaninl that U.s. nuclear devices to be used would be 
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open to Soviet inspection and that we would require the sam·e of any devices they 
intended to use for nuclear experiments. Dean acknowledged to th.e conference .that 
this would limit the U.S. Plowshare program to use of obsolete devices. He outhned 
some of the objectives of the Plowshare program as follows: 

•. DeYelopinr Wchniqu .. for major eanh-movin, enierpn. .... uch .. the conatruction of harbore or canal.; 

b. U.inc peaceful de'onaUona to br.ak up rock, r.CUlaie the underrround flow of water. and to make it pouible 

to NCOVer petroleum from .bale depoeiu in th. Unit.d Stat .. ~d tar land. in Canada; and 

c. Explorinl the poIIibUity of producinr he.t and power economically and of producinr ilotopea and chemical 

"&Ctiona for Ule in many peaceful punuiu. 

On the other hand, he said. we did not agree to the one-for-one stipul~tion of the 
Russians' February 1959 counterproposal on peaceful detonations. requesung them to 
withdraw this demand so that either side could carry out a Plowshare-type program ;lnd 
not suffer a veto because the other side simply refused to do any tests of their own. . 

On May 17. 1961. Livermore published the "Technical Director's Operations Plan, 
ContinuinB Chemical Explosive Experiment at NTS: also known as Project Rowboat. In 
this project. a series of multiple. simultaneous, hiBh-cxplosive detonations. were to 
be carried out in June 1961 in Area 10 at the NTS, on the western edge of ·the 
Stagecoach area. Area 10 was chosen because of the similarity in geology to sites 
which had been used earlier· for gathering data on seismic signals and cratering 
characteristics. The project. carried out under the technical direction of Livermore 
(Clifford Bacigalupi), included eight different tests, each consisting of several 
(three to six) simultaneous high-explosive detonations buried fr~m 12 to 18 feet 
deep. 

On May 31 the Commission discussed revisions to the Plowshare program resulting 
fro.m the new Geneva policy on safeguards and device design disclosure. General Betts 
noted that there was no obsolete device of the proper yield for the Chariot experi
ment. When it was proposed that the feasibility of redesigning the experiment be 
investigated, Commissioner Wilson suggeSted that this be delayed for a month or. two 
in case the Geneva talks reached a point or a conclusion that would make such a 
redesign unnecessary. After discussions covering public information policy, budget 
distribution, and program revision, the Commission approved a revised program· which 
included implementation of a broader and more informative public information policy; 
continuation of R&D at a slightly reduced level; and reorientation of the projects so 
as to prepare Gnome for fii'inB in FY 62, to defer further work on Ditchdigger and 
Limestone, and to support, at reduced levels, the Chariot bioenvironmental survey 
work and the Wagon preparations. 

The next meeting of the Plowshare Advisory Committee was held at Los. Alamos on 
June 7 and. 8. The committee was not surprised that the current budget requests were 
still not being fulCilled, but Celt that several Cactors.especiall"y the inter
national situation. ma~e it prudent to have· substantial plans on hand for specific 
projects which could be prosecuted rapidly was soon as the situation is clarified;
Moreover, the Committee pointed out that substantial funds would be needed immediate
ly if the international situation were to allow pursuit of the Plowshare projects. 
Specifically, if further device development became possible, the Committee would 
recommend that such work receive first priority and funds be provided immediately to 
pursue this avenue so as to attain the least possible radioactive contamination from 
detonations. Noting the unfortunate fact that much of what had been accomplished was 
classified. they suggested the ciassification rules be modified to permit some public 
understandinl of these .device possibilities. In addition to the clean device concept 
for Ditchdigser they also· encourased research directed to this end by other means. 
They expressed their desire to make use of these developments on Project Chariot. 
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Other items in Chariot discussions included the preliminary conclusion by Livermore 
that a scaled~down experiment which could be donc with a ·disclosablc· devicc was 
less desirablc than waiting for Chariot to be donc properly. Thc special subcommit
tee on Project Chariot made thcir interim rcport and concludcd that morc information, 
analyses, and studies were required regarding the . bioenvironmental and safety aspccts 
of the project. Among the other subjccts discusscd by thc Committcc wcrc Projcct 
Gnome (thc Committee urged that the experiment be carried out on schcdule), Project 
Wagon, nuclear explosions for various kinds of scientific research, and the AEC's 
recently adopted public information policy (which the Committee endorsed and urged be 
implemented immcdiatcly). . 

In June and July 1961 thcrc was discussion of altcrnativcs to continuing the 
moratorium. An announccment of U.S. test resumption undcrground could be madc in 
various ways. The Geneva delegation warned that any ban on atmospheric tcsting must 
be carefully worded to protect our intent and potential needs for Plowshare craterilig 
shots. 

The AEC's preparations for the Gnome event near Carlsbad. New Mexico, became 
publicly known in July when a couple oC newspaper articles and exchanges with the AEC 
b.rought out theCact that this test. -for purely peaceful scientific research: had 
progressed to the stage where it could, if authority were given, be performed in 
December 1961. Project Gnome, which was actually carried out on December 10, after 
test resumption, will be discussed in areater detail in Chapter·III. . 

Additional biocnvironmental studies for Project Chariot had been carried out 
durinl 1961, but the earliest date being considered for that test was the sprinl of 
1963. A project named Coach wu also beina planned at Livermore. Coach, using a 
several kiloton nuclear explosive especially designed to produce a high neutron flux. 
was intended to study the possibility oC the production of neutron-rich isotopes of 
known trans-plutonic elements and of elements heavier than those yet discovered. Re
use of the Gnome site was beinl considered for Coach. 

In an effort to gather Plowshare-related data from nuclear tests performed in 
the past. soils (and where possible, plants and animals) Crom the environs of Teapot 
Ess in 1955. Buster-Jangle in 1951, Rainier in 1957. and Blanca and Logan in 1958 
were studied. 

Plowshare-type activities were put under a new division in AEC headquarters--the 
Division oC PeaceCul Nuclear Explosives (DPNE)-during 1961. .. 

Deep Space, January-Au lust 1961 

DASA's request for authorization to proceed with the Advanced System for Weapons 
Test (ASWT) was stalled by Herbert York (DDR&tE) on February 22, 1961, pending further 
policy guidance expected within the next six weeks. York also deferrcd a decision on 
whether the operation should be planned Cor a remote site or the Atlantic Missile 
Range, noting that the Assistant Director for Ranges and Space Group Support had 
indicated no overriding technical reasons for not performing the ASWT tests from AMR. 
However, York noted that the decision would ultimately have to be made at a national 
level. 

At the meeting of the AEC General Advisory Committee toward the end of April it 
was recommended that pla·ns be made for exoatmospheric tests. In the subsequent AEC 
discussions on a capability for such testinl, Betts reminded Luedecke that the AEC 
had participated with the Air Force in a joint feasibility study and proposal, 
published on August 29, )960, (Advanced System for Weapons Test) which described a 
plan for outer space testing with a lead time of 1"8 to 24 months. and that he didn't 
plan, for the time being, to initiate any more studies. 
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A May 12 letter from Sandia to General Betts forwarded a Sandia report, No. SC-
4575 (WD), entitled, -A System for Weapons Development Tests in Space.- _-

On June 22 the Chief of DASA sent to the Joint Chiefs of Staff a revIew of 
nuclear test plans- which had a number of sections on DOD needs for various types of ~ t'i) 
weapons effects tests in various environments. Th~t. review showed tha~ .two y~ars ~ '2 
would be required to develop a space testing capabilIty and perhaps addItional time ~ ~ ~ 
would be needed to develo,p instrumentation for obtaini~g worthwhile effe~ts. data. ~ k:::. 

In providing the details of outer space test readiness to the CommIssIon on June C C"S ~ 
27. General Betts gave a brief background of the earlier studies for outer space test:.:> \..;1 \.l} 
capability which led to the ASWT report 1960. He stated firs.t test would _ 01, ~ 

cali bra ThIs would be.::::J - ~ 
. . utilize .diagnostic i '-i : 

and tIme mterval. The cost for a five-launch ...c V) W 
program would be about S40 million if a U.s. launch site were used or about $100 ""'!: 6 a 
million 'if overseas launch facilities had to be built. The latter method would 3 L'J Q 
require about two years before first launch, whereas utilizing an existing U.S. 
launch site might allow a test within about 18 months. . 

On June 30 DASA sent a copy of the ASWT study to the DOD Office of International 
Security ACCairs to be forwarded to the Disarmament Administration (USDA) for study. 

Following their meeting at Los Alamos on July 13 through lS, 1961. the Genera"} 
Advisory Committee summarized their comments and recommendations in a July 19 letter 
to Chairman Sea borg. Feeling that ·preparations Cor resumption of nuclear testing 
arc seriously inadequate: the Committee recommended various activities to increase 
AEC readiness, including preparation of plans and equipment for outer space nuclear 
tests on an urgent time scale. ·Nonnuclear tests of such facilities could be under
taken even during the moratorium.-

On August 7 Colonel Anderson of the DMA test oCfice sent a memo to Chairman 
Sea borg which included estimated costs per test Cor various types of test methods. 
For the outer space method it was estimated that with the ASWT system the first test 
would cost about SIOO million and eacb shot thereafter would be SIO to SIS million. 

On the same day General Betts sent a message to Los Alamos and Livermore asking 
them to look at the usc oC outer space testing for various weapons test requirements 
and. assuming that underground lestinl would also be permitted. to address the advan- ,~ 
tages and disadvantages of the two methods. In the replies from Foster on August 24 I'l) C"t\ 
and Bradbury on August 30, both stressed the hilh cost and tremendous effort involved ~ '-o..J I 
in developing such a capability. The safety problems to be overcome were emphasized -0 "3' ~ 
an~ the advantages (~igh-yield testing and measurement of certain types of effects '': '-..) ~ 
whJch were not possIble u~derground) were also stated. However. the flavor was .:J ~ ~ 
certainly that neither laboratory would recommend developing the capability at that \.q m 
time. but Bradbury did point to the engineerinl studies that had been done in the 3J 'G. ">< 

past by Sandia on such a method. In discussions within LASL, Harold Agnew told the ';:J ~ ~ 
Weapons Working Group on vised Sandia to base their - -
outer space testinl proposal In discussions within J- .::. v:? '-', 
Division, Ogle suggested to Graves that the larle potential safety problems with exo- :: '..:) <
atmospheric testing were such that deep space test planning (with the exception of 3 L"')C 
the delivery system) should not be pursued by LASL until the proper effort could be 
put into it. 

Domestic and International Political Developments. 
, ' .,a~nlary-August 1961 

The year 1961 opened with numerous changes in the key 'personnel filling high-
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level aovernment posltJons. Ambassador Arthur H. De~n. Kennedy's newly apP.ointe.d 
chief of the U.s. deleaalion at the Geneva test ban talks, later recalled In' his 
book, Test Ban and Disarmament, that the test ban talks were in recess while the 
status quo was beina fully analyzed in the the early days of the Kennedy administra
tion (which beaan on January 20. 1961) and a comprehensive ·new· approach at Geneva 
was bejna formulated. . 

By the and of lHO It .... hud ~ bow how ~ dra .. th4t baJeee (or buillor hope OJ' ct.paiJ' in th4t _t baD 
ta1U). On the other hand, "NeIlMll& had been reached On. preamble, 17 arti~ and 2 annex. 01. draft treaty 
for. comprehenaive t.& ban, iDdudiDc 1 article which reer:JpiMd th4t principle oC inNm.tioDaJ. inapec:tion. On 

the other bed, the diplomatic atlllOlPhere had cle.elioraW mu.kedJy.iDce the coli .... oC&lIe .ummit conference 
in May 1960 after the U-2 iDcidat. "" 

President Kennedy solicited the full spectrum of scientific and political opinions 
and ·ultimately decided, in part on the basis of the report in February-March 1961 of 
a special committee under Dr. Fisk, and after a favorable recommendation by the 
National Security Council, that it would be to our national advantage to work for a 
comprehensive test ban treaty"· Kennedy, in his first State of the Union message on 
January 29, requested a ·reasonable delay· in the Geneva talks, stating that we 
intended ·to resume negotiations prepared to reach a final agreement.- The re
thinking of our Geneva position and hard looks at the potential weapons status and 
development potential Cor both the U.s. and U.s.S.ll.. in or out of a test moratorium, 

~ were evident early in the administration. ' . 
o In late January, the ·disarmament study group," chaired by pro James Fisk and / > 1 ~ reporting to Mr. John J. McCloy. the President'S new disarmament advisor, undertook a 

~ '.j' \:: study on the potential weapon developments possible in both the U.s. and U.S.s.ll. 
~ '-' A.. under various hypothetical testing scenarios. The context of this study was intended 
-. ~ ~to update the "McRae Report on Weapons Testing.·, . 
.J 1.."),....... ~ During late January and February a series of discussions on the Soviet weapon 
~ 1..):T 4jproNgam iJjtje~ and . test capabilities took place between the weapons labor'ato
::, <J ~ ,",-,ies and the AEC. Starbird noted at the January 28 Commission meeting tbat 
; ~ the Fis panel was addressing five major problem areas as follows: 
=~~~ , 
- =>rn C. 
:3ll)~C> 

a. The cap.bilit_ or the preHDt Caen .,.... to IIIOIIitor a auclar teet acreement. 
b. The .. timated capabWt* 01. NYiMd 0 ...... ,...., .a.r ateuiYe NHardl UId deveJoprneat, iDdudinc 

Project V.I •. 

c. The probable pine to th4t UDited It..- from COIlduet1D, varioue tnMe 01 nuclear tau. 
d. The probable piu to tbe U.S.s.L from conduc:tiq varioue tnMe of nuclear t .. u. 
e. A comparieon or the rel.tive piDII to .ach lick iD "l'1li8 of improved .... pona lyatame. 

The Commission was anxious to be informed of deliberations of subgroups in whi'ch 
Starbird. Carson Mark. Harold Brown and ethers were participating, in order to be 
prepared for upcoming discussions with the Joint Co~mittee 'on Atomic Energy. How
ever, reports of those deliberations indicated vastly differing opinions on the. 
various questions with no predictions of wbat conclusions would result. 

In early February 1961 McCloy informed the commission of the 'major issues still 
open at Geneva and pr~sented strawman recommendations as to what positions the U.S. 
might take on sucb issues as safeguards for seismic researcb and Plowshare' detona
tions. composition of the control commission, and on-site inspection quotas for their 

-ArthurH.Dean, Test Ban and Disarmament: The Path oj Negotiation, Ne .. VorkandLondon: 
Harper" Ro .. , 1He,.,.... I, IT, II. 
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use in formulating instructions to the Geneva delegation befor'e re.sumption of talks 
on March 21. At the March 1 Commission meeting General Betts reviewed that part of 
the Fisk panel's report dealing with the capabilities of the AFT AC detection system. 
the capabilities of the Geneva system proposed by the U.s., estimated improvements of 
the Geneva system, the present status of nuclear weapons technology. potent,al future 
weapons developments iii the U.S.. U.K. and U.S.S.R .• and the cost necessary to evade 
the proposed Geneva system. 

General Bene Aid membera of thl panll pnlnlly apoeId tl1M undlrpound and biCh-:alticude catinc could be' 
condue&ed without ciene&ion if 8dequate .tlp. w.re taken kI conceal it. H •• tated the cc.t would vary with the 

.e.p. taken to avoid d.eec:tion 01 und.rpound HlU. B. ,tated tb.re wu liUI. arreement amon .. the raembera of 
the pan.1 on the ec.t of the dand .. Une hi,b-altieude Hltinc. even ehoqb th. pan.1 noted the U.S.S.R.. pol • 

..... d roek.t IYSt.me witb a bip thl'Ullt pot.ntial .Ilitabl. for HI'in( at hi,b aldtud .. in tbe mepton ran,e. 

There was wide disagreement over what further weapons development might be possible 
by various types of testing. 

Dr. Jerome Wiesner, the President's new science advisor, had participated in 
former Commissioner Murray's campaign exchange with the Presidential candidates the 
previous fall. In earlier newspaper articles he had criticized the technical prepa
ration by the American delegations to various conferences. including the test ban 
talks, and opined that the U.S. -has generaly been ultraconservative in the inspec
tion requirements it places upon any system,- He seemed to feel that inspection 
systems of a wide variety would be possible and that a monitoring system could be 
developed that would be deemed adequate to monitor any degree of disarmament, -though 
its .acceptability is by no means certain.- He had also been recently quoted as 
stating, -I know of no reason for resuming testing· immediately. My own view is that 
the U.S. cannot let any sinlle thing hinder the negotiations,- Thus, his statements 
and positions gave the overall feeling that the U.s. had not been earnest in ex
ploring any and all avenues toward arms control, disarmament, inspection. and related 
issues. 

After three months of behind-the-scenes discussion, Ambassador Dean opened the 
Geneva talks by statinl a U.s. position which was new on several items. Among other 
things th.e U.S. offered to reduce the number of detection .control posts in each 
country (e.I., from 21 to 19 in Russia), to accept an II-state treaty control commis
sion with East-West parity (four western, four Soviet bloc, and three neutrals), to 
allow Soviet inspection (with Congressional/ AEC concurrence) of U.s. nuclear devices 
to be used in the Vela Uniform and Plowshare programs, and to agree 'on a total high
altitude test ban and the necessary technical equipment for control. 

Ambassador Tsarapkin of the Soviet Union, in turn. stated a new U.S.S.R. posi· 
tion by withdrawing agreement for a single administrator (of the control commission) 
and proposing a three-man executive (one Soviet. one West. and one neutral). This 
plan, to become known as the Troika. coupled with the Soviet' demands for unanimity on 

. major control commission action. was tantamount to a Soviet. veto on such things as 
on-site inspections. Tsarapkin also raised the question of French nuclear tests for 
the first time in the Geneva negotiations, accusing the U.S. and U.K. of prolonging 
the talks in order to give their NATO ally time to conduct these tests. and implying 
that France might be testing for the U.S. and U.K. 

The impact of the exchange in Geneva after the long recess was expressed in 
Amba'Ssador Dean's own words, who said that the Soviets had: 

... Ht back ourho.,.. by introdueinr ... a -Troika- propc.al that would have .tultified the operation to. the 
propOHd inhrnational con&rol orpn. Sinee a aimilar arranr.~nt had already been diacuued by the U.S. and 
U.K. in 1051 and rej.cted, and ,inCl ev.n the Soyi.t Union had uaented to an alt.mativi approach, tbe Soviet 
NY.nion to an abandoned poGtion did not make for immediate optimilm. 
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Dean labeled the "Troika" proposal as unacceptable on March 30 in Geneva, and 
President Kennedy publicly stated his discouragement over this Soviet proposal in a 
news conference on April 21. Expectations of rapid action toward, a treaty under the 
new administration were short-lived because of the harder. uncompr~mising Soviet 
position. 

Nevertheless, the U.S. and the U.K. tabled a new "comprehensive" treaty on April 
18 calling for the following conditions: 

a. Ban on '-b everywhere except undeqrou.Dd .... produc:in, Niamic lien'" leu than mapitude 4.7'5. 
b. VoIunt.,., three-year moralorium (reaewabte umuall)' thereafter) on underpound , .. b below mapitucte 

~.75 pendinc perfection of tecbniqu" for detectinl ......u underpound t .. b. 
c. Up to 20 OD-lite m.pK'ioaa umua1lylD the territory or each of the three powen. lnIpection 'e&nll would 

not iDclude Dation'" of the country iaapected. except .. obMr¥en. 
d. DiNc:tion of the t .... " control commi-ion by a sinaie adminiatrator acceptable to all th .... powen. 

The next day Ambassador Tsarapkin rejected the Western treaty proposal, reitera
ting the Soviet "politically determined" limit oC three on-site inspections annually 
and the demand for R.ussian representation on any team inspecting the. U.s.s.R. The 
Russians cited the recent actions oC U.N. Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjold in the 
Congo as the basis Cor their demand of a Troika administrative council rather than a 
single administrator. ' 

While the above mentioned action was loing on in Geneva. back home the U.s. 
Disarmament Administration set up the ·Consultative Group on Nuclear Armaments" 
chaired by Harvey Brooks oC the USDA. to discuss steps that could be taken toward a 
disarmament agreement with Russia. a subject that was related to the test ban talks. 
Members included. amOnl others. Norris Bradbury and John Foster. A letter Crom Brad
bury to Brooks on April 28 contains these interesting comments: 

It ia poeaible that the in~ of the U.s.s.R.. ill the teet ban neptiatiODI II due to the fact that they 
do not nprd the ...... worth the cudIe. It II perfectly obrioua that the CurnDt difncu1ti_ over mapec
tion proc:ed __ • yno., and 80 on would, if atuu:l.ct into a cliaar'lDlllMDt ltituation, make it completely un

workable. Some naJ atepl toward diaarmameDt ( ..... noppiDe produclion of tiIIlonable material for w.apoaa) 
michl ...... to them woftb IDDN NaI don. 

Bradbury Celt that such steps would not create an unacceptable national security 
risk. 

The Brooks panel had asked a Iroup known as the Perkins panel'to work out the 
details of the U.s. position alofta' with formulation oCthe advantages and disadvan-. 
tagcs of various positions.' The panel did agree on certain recommendations. c.g., 
cutting orf .the production oC fissionable materials for weapons usc. but it warned 
against tying any oC the conditions too closely to the existing unmonitored test ban. 
Specifically. 

The U.S. ahould pub yjlOJ'OUllY for a J'IIoIUlioD of the PNMlll teet ban .... otiatiODI m order '0 "lain ib 
freedom of action in nprd to '-'iDe ill the abunee of a eatiafactory apeeman' OD an adequate control .,..tem 
. . . the VI .. t .bowd be prepared to apJoil fuUy lbe political milia'lYe " h.. acquind m world opinion 
'hroup the chance ill the Soviet pa.ition on the control admiDiatratiOD. Two of tbe key iAUeI unNIOlyeci 
. . .are an adequah con*roJ ~ • • .and an impartial IIdminiMration for the iDterna'ional control 
orpniaation. It. eoIution to ..... *ue. IIIUlt he in IiPt before then can be hope for meaniDlful prolftll iD 
U701thediaanDaman* meMunabown to UI •••• Tbe1J.s.lhould be pnpand to initiate unilateral under,rciund 
nuclear teab for purpoMI orMilmic: improvement OIl ,hoft notice .•• the U.S. ,bouJd be pnpancl to initiate a 

well-planned Mriea or uncIerpouncl w.apoIII '-b • • • the p .... l Urpl a naamina'ion of our pneent 
preparMiODI for neumption of '-'iDe. • • ' 
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After the Soviet's words in March about French testing, the French perf~rmed 
their fourth (and last for some time) atmospheric test in the Sahara on Apnl 25. 
Ambassador Tsarapkin then stated that further French tcsting would make agreement ~n-, 
test cessation· impossible and that continuance of French tests "places the Soviet 
Union in a situation which may compel it to resume" nuclear tests. 

Back in Geneva April 28 was a milestone in that it was the 300th meeting since 
the beginning in late 1958. and the statements of the two si~es were particu~arly 
telling. Dean was quite pessimistic and talked of a. f~tute of Innumerable ~eeungs, 
saying: "To me it seems much more likely that WithIn some reasonable period, our 
fate will have been determined and our success or failure written down upon the pages 
of history." Tsarapkin responded, stating that the U.S. and U.K. statements had 
given "the death knell of our conference." He made it clear that the Soviets were 
not going to back down from their "Troika" proposal and claimed that the West wanted 
to wreck the negotiations and shift the blame to the other side. Several days later, 
on May S, Kennedy made another public statement citing the "Troika" proposal as unac-
ceptable. . . 

On May 16 John McCloy sent to Chairman Sea borg a communication entitled 
"Memorandum on Future United States Policy Regarding Negotiations With the Soviets on 
the Test Ban.· McCloy's paper, which he proposed be discussed at the meeting of the 
Principals on May 2~ included: 

It D_ appan clear that the inMat of the 80Yiet aeptiaton at Ceawa. to aYOicl a ptOIDpt CODdueioa Oft _t 

ban air-meat .... Acc:ordiac to AlDbauMor De.,tbe inclicatioaa an that the 80Yiet U~ wiD Dot take the 
~ibUity of bnalUac otr aeptiatiaal, but will drac them alone to a time wbeD thq milbt be. merced into 
the compnbeaaiYe clinnaameDt Deptiatioaa DOW Nt for July 11, lNl. A1DbUAdor De.' ... timate it that the 
SOYieta an Uyiac to put tbe U.s. ill a poIitioD ill which .\ JOII in~ the July 11 talJg with tbe pnMD\ 

UDCODtroUed moratorium .till ill effect, a poIitioD which would make it iDcnulqly dimcuh for tbe Uni'-d 
Stat. to aercile ita fnedGm of ac:tioD with nepect ~ tbe neumptioll of _tiDe. ThiI climculty mlcbt be 
inteaelftedby the qnemmtto beliDcIiIcuIIionwitbtbeu.s.s.a.lOIDetillllinmid-JUneconc:ll'lliqtbeconduc&of 
tb .. neptiatioaa. 

After going into possible Soviet motivations for their position and suggesting ways 
to resolve some of the problems, the paper continued: 

•.. deciaioD.t&ould be .... DOW 10 &bat._ of actiaa C&II be plaaaed Won tbe lCbeduled neumption 01 the 

compnhaaai.,. dilarmuaaat aeptiatioDl OD JulJ 11,lN1, aDd the beciaDinJ 01 dilcUllioaa with the U .S.S.B.. ill 
mid-June. Two q_'loaa ..... be Mcicled: Should tbe U.S., lOIIII&ime in JUDI or oluly of 1"1, indicate that it. it 
pnparinl to nlUIIII nud .... UItIT Should the U.s. actually detonaM a nuclear d..nc. prior to July 11, 1961, 
and illO, wbat eon of nuclear device .t&ould be deton.'-dT 

Further discussion addressed the type of detonation and the arguments for and against 
test resumption. . 

On May 29 the U.S. and U.K. did make a significant compromise by changing their 
position. on annual inspection quotas from 20 down to 12. that quota to be achieved at 
a ratio of one inspection for every five eligible seismic events. The Russians 
rejected this ·sliding scale" proposal on May 31, saying that an acceptable number 
would have to be detcrmi~ed politically. not technically. 

The Vienna summit talks between Kennedy and KhrusJlchev, requested by Kennedy in 
February, took place on June 3 and 4. One oC the topics of discussion was the almost 
hopeless test ban question. The results matched the expectations. Kennedy told 
Khrushchev that the U.s. Senate would never approv.e a test ban treaty with a Soviet 
veto such as the Troika provided. Khrushchev answered that the Soviets would only 
drop the Troika proposal if the test ban matter would now be included under talks for 
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complete disarmament. Khrushchev had argued in Geneva that the Soviets 'couldn't 
accept controls which they considered equivalent to espionage. -Kennedy suggested 
that if the controls turned out really to threaten Soviet security, the Soviet Union 
retained the right to abrogate the treaty.- Kennedy also informed Khrushchev that 
combining the test ban with disarmament discussions would cause the uninspected 
moratorium to continue for several more years and noted that the American people were 
a.lready concerned over the protracted uninspected moratorium on testing. Kennedy's 
public statement after the summit, on June 6, was that hopes for an end to nuclear 
testing had "been struck a serious blow~" 

The Soviets made their Vienna memorandum more firm on June 12 by presenting the 
conditions at Geneva. In essence they issued an ultimatum to the West that either 

. the Troika and three inspection quota proposals be accepted or the test ban issue be 
merged with general disarmament discussions. Ambassador Dean . immediately .rejected 
the Soviet proposals as an attempt to ·dictatc· to thc confercncc. 

The U.s. formally warned the Russians on June 1" in an aidc-memoirc. that the 
security of the frec world did not .permit an indefinite continuation of the U.S. test 
suspension ·without the 'certainty that the Soviet Union had likewise stopped its 
'testing." The U.s. said that combining test ban with disarmament talks· was unaccept
able and called on the Soviets to reach. with the West, an effective test ban without 
delay. . 

On June 20 Ambassador Dean was recalled to Washington and replaced by his 
deputy. Charles Stelle, as· an expression or the U.S. belier that the talks were 
hopelessly deadlocked. 

The Soviets answered the June 17 U.s. aide-memoire in early July. again stating 
that a way out of the deadlock should be sought by joining this issue with complete 
disarmament. The Americans formally replied on July I S with no change in thcir 
positions. almost pleadinl with the Soviets to change their stand and allow the talks 
to move on' towards a treaty with effective ·controls. On the same day the U.S. and 
U.K. jointly placed an item on the agenda for the coming 16th General Assembly of the 
U.N. (SCheduled to convene in September) entitled "The Urgent Need for a Treaty to 
Ban Nuclear Weapons Tests Under Effective International Contro1.· 

The administration had been under pressure from various quarters right from the 
.inauguration to break the deadlock at Geneva. 

Ju earl, Ml'ebru&l7. ,be ~oin' cw.r. oil .. bM 1IIpCl ,be P __ ' kI NIU1M &efti.., if ...-men' ..... not 
reached .ithin 10 cia,. of Mp&iuioal. 11M Join' Chi.,. f.YONd .tmo.pheric *-'ID,. The Department of 
Dele ..... 'hourh. would b.". limited ,be ..umpAOQ kI undeqround *-&lftI, TheN wen aI80 p ..... ures from 
Conrreu ... peeially from ,he "CAE, &om ,he PNII, and from public opillion. A Gallup poll in July IlH)lahowed 

more than 2 to 1 public .upport for ,be United Sta&ea unilaterally .-umin, *-tin,.· 

On June 14 the Chairman of the JCAE. Representative Chet Holifield. appealed to the 
President to announce ·within a few weeks· U.s. plans to resume testing and concur
rently continue the Geneva talks. Holifield noted a suggestion that had been more 
and more frequently heard since 1960, namely. that the Russians might be conductjng 
secret tests . 

. On June 12 the Commissioners heard a special briefing on the Geneva talks by 
Wilmot Hess. who had been in attendance there for eight weeks. It was Hess's opinion 
that if the U.S. was goinl to. resume testing, the testing should begin before the 
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commencement of the disarmament negotiations on July 31. Chairma~ Sea~org .stated 
that it would be extremely difficult to prepare for nuclear tests pnor to August 1. 
Hess also reported some observations from Vin~ent Ba~er, a membe~ of th~ U.S. Geneva 
delegation, who had gone to Geneva as an adVISor dunng the summIt meetIngs. Part of 
Baker's report had been on conversations at Geneva between Secretary of State Rusk 
and Soviet Foreign Minister Gromyko. 

Mr. Gromyko admitt.d the "Troika" principle did imply a veto power. When Mr. Gromyko .. k.d Mr. Ru.k iChe 

thouiht the Rua.iana w.re conductin, nucl.ar t .. tin" Mr. Ruak .aid thia w .. difficult to know and that a 
neptive proposition wu alwa,. difficult to prove. Mr. Gromykoaaid the Sovi.t. are convinced the American. do 

not believe the Ruuiana are teatinc nucl.ar w.apona. 

~ 

~ 
In re'calling the visit of Representative Holifield and Senator Hickenlooper of 
JCAE to Geneva (May 24 and 29, 1961), Hess stated that: 

:-.. 
the oJ;' ~ 

'oW'...,J ~ 
~ ~ ~ 
~ 'II) '"" ~ 
~ V) U)~ . '-.,; ,. 
"3) ":;d vJ 
~C/')-....;.J .... 
..s:: - U 
-t:. -:::J rt) Q 
3 tf) . .::... 

liess alsocommeDted OD a telegram which the Geneva delegation had received from the 
State Department, which included a draft of a letter from. Mr. McCloy to the 
President, containing the following points (or the delegation's comments: 

(1) Tbe u.s. mould NIUJDe nuclear t .. tin, becauae of tb. current unenforced moratorium; (2) th. dedaion to 
reaume t .. tinc mould be pnceded by a ipeCiGc UUlOUDcement a ehon time befoN th. fint teat; (3) a ren.ral 

atatement abould be made by the U .B., poaibly in concert with the U.K. and Fraac:., oppoein, atmotpheric t .. t.; 
(4) Mr. Arthur Dean .bould be recalled from the conf.Nnc. atter a NuoDal:Sle period oftime~ to emph .. i.e the 
U.S. intention to place th. conf .... nc. on al_er priori,>, buit; (5) the teat ban conf .... nce .hould be merced' 

with the reneral ditanna.ment conlerence to berin in Aucuat; and (6) tbe U.S. ahould publi.h a.tatemen& at 
the time of t .. t .... umption that any nucl.ar t .. t conducted by the U. S. would not .... ult in a world health 

huard. 

In this atmosphere of heightened possibility of test resumption, the Committee 
'of Principals met on June 16. At that meeting AEC Chairman Sea borg agreed to collabo
rate with Secretary oC DeCense .McNamara to prepare a paper on weapons testing. The 
detailed planning and preparations requested by the AEC to prepare for testing, 
discussed by the Commmission on June ZO and also discussed at the meeting of the 
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy the next day. were based on a different basic 
assumption than that of the DOD'sparalle} eCforts. That is, the AEC was assuming 
the President would announce that preparlltions for underground testing were under 
way, whereas the DOD was assuming that no announcement would be made and that the 
preparations would be done in the present climate. 

Another expression of the pressures on President' Kennedy appears in Th.eodore 
Sore,nsen's book, Kennedy:-

Ever aince he had talten otrice, Kennedy had been p ... nured to authori .. a ..... umption of U .S~ t .. tinC-. Renewed 
American t.-tine. accordin, to tbe military and the T.ner win, of theacientific community, wu indilpenlable to 

-Theodo ... C: So ... naen, Kennedy, Harper" Bow, New York, lSMS5, pac" 617 If. 
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the ctev.topDMnt of 111_ Illude.,. w.apona. It would provide. lIIeceuary h.q. api ... t the pouibility th.t the 
Scm .. w .... _ ... tly t_,iIi, underpoound. The Joillit Cbiefa urpd him in F.bruary to .... ume *-tilll( if 1110 

...... ment could be reached after eo d.7I of lllqoti.tio ....... They we ... for .tmoeph.ric _tinc: the'D.f ..... 
Department w .. for ulliderpound _tinr: th. St.t. Department w .. for puUin, otr. decision; and a vari.ty of 
nucle.,. Kientgb eaid th.t no .,....m.nt wu in a,M, the moratorium had danprouely elowed our &ec:hnic:aI 
PI'OINII and the U.s •• hould t_t whU. continuilll( to talk. Similar pl"888u .... came from variou. parte of the 
eon ...... and pI"888. Dr. T.n .. maiIIItaillled publidy tb.t tbe Sovieb bad heeft t_'in, uftd.rrround .&eadily einc:e 

th. moratorium bepn .•• 

At the end of July, Khrushchev told McCloy that he was under strong pressure to 
test, especially from his scientists, and that the Berlin crisis had increased the 
pressure. He had been successful thus far, he said, in holding off the decision, but 
the more the U.s. intensified its threats of war, the more arguments it gave those in 
the Soviet Union who wanted to resume. His scientists favored a 100-megaton bomb .s 
the most economical and. thouah they already had the rockets tp lift it. the bomb 
itself needed to be tested. He had cheered his scientists. lie sa'id. by telling them 
that the U.s. would resume lestina and thus release them to tryout their own bomb.· 

The September J96J iuue of the BlIllelin Df AtDmic Scientists cited related 
statements made durin8 the summer as Collows: 

o Pneid ... UC......t,.-V ..... 'beSoriet Vaiola becoll*lDDl'llcooperatift.tbe V.S. ·wiJJ probabl,. haft tobecin 
tenilllr--1IIOt richt away. but IOIIIdime iD the fqtun.-

o s.&borc---TbereieDOt CODYiDciareridellice tbat tbe R.u.iane bay. heeD '-'inc, and moe' Americ:an KientieU 
thiu it UIIIlik.ly. 

o Hubert H. Humphrey--The V.s.lhoulcIlliot resume -tine inuIIIediahly: -The Soviet Vlllion' wgb_ to dri.e ue 
illlto nuclear teetiDe eo tbat eM may freely '-' •• 

o Henry M. JacUon. Cbaimaan of the Military Applicationa Subcomlniu .. oftbe Jut Commit ... on Atomic 
EnefIY-.·w ... ftIDIliDr tbe Mrioua mk of beinr oubtripped iD _apona tecblllolOlY teeb. The 
pouibW,y- can. for immediah ac:tiolll for ~.D..ptiolll of teetine.· 

Another opinion was: 

o Commiuioner Robert WiIeoD (1'1'11) to Ieabcq-Tbe mUter of IWerridinc importance to tbe lIIatiOlll" 
aarety--ie tbe ... umptiaD • the earn.& ~ IIIOIDeDt of UDderpound weapona teetine; 

The President addressed . the problem by' appointin8 a special scientific .panel 
tasked to review the problem of detectin8 and identifying nuclear explosions as well 
as to. address the question of what we knew and whether we could know if the Soviets 
had been conducting clandestine tests. The panel. announced by Kennedy on June 2$. 
J961, was chaired by Prof. Panofsky and known as the "Nuclear Test" or "Panofsky" 
Panel. The members of the Committee. other than Panofsky. included Bethe, Bradbury, 
Fisk, and Foster. On July .14 Hans Bethe circulated a draft report which included: 

The .. nual conclueion reacbed b)' tbe Panel ie tha' lIIone of lbe .pecific: w •• po ... t_'e are of .uch ureency from 
tbe 'echnic:aI and military point of vi.w th.t • dela, in reacbin, • formal decgion would be c:ritical, The pan.1 
allO believ .. tb.t the Sovie" may be und.r co ... iderable p ..... u ... &0 .... ume nuclear t .. tin, in order to develop a 

mobil •• 'ra&epc: deterrent. On tbe other band, 'h. Panel fHt. tha' ift 'be abeence of adequ.te prorreu toward a 
•• tiefac'GrJ 'na'J, it would be uncheirable to 1., 'hoee parte of modem weapone 'k.chftololY dependent on , .. tinC 
.tamah while aU other fielde of milit..., d .... opmellit PrOc:eed unhampered. Specifically, the Pan.1 belie ... 

·A. Sc:hleei .... r, A Thousand Days. P .... 412 fr. 
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tbat it would be technically unwiN to pennit tb. moratorium to proceed ind.emitel), even for an additional 
period comparable to that already I.peed. ~ an overall conclulion, the Panei believ .. that political rather 
than tecbnical coftlideratioftl Ihould determine decilioftl concemin, the Nlumption oC nucl.ar t .. tl in the near 

future. 

Norris Bradbury and Carson Mark wrote separately on the subject to Presidental 
advisor Wiesner on July 17. Neither believed that the Russians had been secretly 
testing and Mark felt that if they had, the rather low yields attainable could not 
have permitted important changes in strategic capabilities. Neither felt that there 
was a strong military urgency to resume weapons testing. They still did not see any 
great potential advances if tests were resumed; perhaps a factor of two increase in 
yield per pound of higher-yield weapons and some increase in efficiency for smaller 
weapons. Neither saw the development of a neutron bomb as likely. They saw sub
stantial gains possible by high-altitude effects "and vulnerability tests, but neither 
felt that there was overridinl importance to early testing in these areas since the 
other side was equaUy limited by their ignorance. . 

On July 28 the Secretary of Defense sent to Mr. McCloy a recommendation that the 
Committee of Principals propose to the President that the U.S. initiate weapons test 
prepara tion. 

On August 9 the Russians restated their unchanlinl position in a note to the 
U.S. which said in part: 

It iI evicleat that tIM etrona of tIM u.s. are aimecl mainly u actually Iepliainc the holdine of tatl in any 
acnement, if .ucb w ... icned. and enume an lDtematiclDal Control AlenCY which would be a pliant tool in tbe 
banda of tIM W mem powen and would be lINd b1 thm pnen.l .talr"to coUect required intellipnce. 

They further stated that the Western position made it impossible for the Soviets to 
sign an agreement and that the West would have to" bear responsibility for that. " 

The Panofsky Panel on Nuclear Testinl met with both President Kennedy and the 
National Security Council early in AUlust 1961 to report the results of their delib
erations. Amonl their conclusions were: 

It w .. fe .. ible for tbe SoYiel Uaion to haYe coaductecl MeNt '-tl, that tbere w .. no evidence that it had done 
ao (or bad Dot done 80), and *hu tben ... DO ura-t MchDica1need for immediate raumption by the United 
S'a~... Oddly enou,b, the LiYennore Kien~ta. who • JOe. earUer bad diacouned moat eloquently on the e_ 
and convenience for the SOTie' 'Union of teatiDC in MCNt caviti .. UIlderaround. wen now mOlt inai.tent in 
proclaimin, the inadequacy of.underaround '-tin"or the U.S. ad demandinc that we,o into the atmOlphere .. 
loon .. pouible. F oeter arrued viCOrouI', to the Praidellt that immedia~e Nlumption w .. nee.llary in order to 
develop th. neutron bomb •••• The Praident remarked tbu he bad undentood that atmoapherie ie.iin, ,., .. noi 

indicated for the neutron bomb for at .... t anoth~ II anonthl.· 

President Kennedy was not convinced of the advantages to be lained by unilater
ally resuming testing. He posed the hypothetical situation that the Soviets were not 
clandestinely testinl. and that the U.s. resuminl testing underground would result in 
the Soviets resuminl testing in the atmosphere. He asked each Panel member if he 
would favor unilateral underground test resumption under the hypothetical situation. 
Panofsky answered no,. Foster answered yes, and Bradbury answered no. adding that the 
Soviets could overtake us if they tested in the atmosphere while we restricted 

"," 
·A. Schl .. lnpr, A Thousand Days. 
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ourselves to underground testing. Following this exchange, McCloy hoted the com~ng 
. meeting of the U.N. General Assembly, feeling that the decision on test resumptJon 
could be postponed to the first of the year without impairing national security. 
Schlesinger- wrote: 

I came a.ay with the f .. lin, that, while there w .. no irreaiatible .hon-nan cue for r..umption, everyone 
~ed • retUI'D at le .. t to underpound t .. tiD, .. inevit.ble in the lon, nan if the llu .. ianl continued to 
njec& Uae tn.,.. Kennedy wrote Maemillan .wly in Aupt th.t be ... Kill rev~ewin, tbe evidence, but ... Dot 
very hopefw that it wowd be pouibl. to wait mucb beyond the rant of 'be ,ear. If.e did Rtume, it would be 

uncierpound, unlell aDd uDtil tbe Bovieb ftlumed at_pb.ric , .. b. 

Kennedy mentioned to Macmillan the idea of trying once again for a limited test ban. 
agreement. Ambassador Dean resisted any retreat from pushing for a comprehensive 
treaty and: 

Wbatb ..... tter ... brourht to'bePnlicHQt,h.nadilycameupwithacompromile-,,:thatD~anahowdra,htfor 
tbewhol!t*naayinGeaeva,but,ifDotbinchappened,wewouldCOJDeouUortb.limiMclbanl.ter.lnmid-Aupt 
the Pn.1deDt CODCluclecl tbU wbeD Dean returned from 0 ...... aDd DOD bad compleMd itl review ohreapoD 
.... uiremeD ... the ABC micht anDOUDCe CODtiDpDq pnpar&tioDa for UDdwpound *-aine, abourh tu would 
Dot mean tbaa we bad actuall7 decided to NIUJIIe teeU. 

The Warsaw Pact nations met in Moscow on AUlust 13 and 14 and accused NATO of 
using Berlin as an espionage center. Furthermore, they proposed that East Germany 
"establish such an order on the borders of West Berlin which would securely block the 
way for subversive activities alainst the socialist camp countries" ~ntil a German 
Peace Treaty was· concluded. Actinl on this statement. East Germany then closed 68 of 
80 crossing points along the intracity border to traffic from east to west and moved 
tanks JO the borders to enforce the closures. eaIHnl the incident a threat to world 
peace, the United States, the United Kinldom, and France, on August 17, condemned the 
closing of the Berlin border and caUed on the Russians to end the harassment. On 
August 18 President Kennedy ordered reinforcements for the U.s. garrison in West 
Berlin. . 

Theodore Sorensen's view of what happened during August is that:· 

FiDaIl7. earI7 iD AUCUIt, cl_pite ..... I'KOIDIMaciatiaD ............ Ta)'1or ..... the Cbier. tbU t..tinc be 

ftlumeci immecliately t he (the Pn.1deDt) decided to ............... for uncleqround teeU but not actually to 
nlume abem until it w ... bIolu" clear-DOl ODIJ to biID, but to \be world-tbat be had done everytbin, 
pouible to obtain a an.", th •• the SovieU bMi DOt bupiaecI iD pod faitb or nall7 wanMd auch • tnat,. and 

that the Heurity of the free world .... uired 'lUI COUll"" to MA. 

In a further effort to break the deadlock in Geneva, President Kennedy made one 
last attempt at nelotiations by havinl the chief nelotiator, Ambassador Dean. return 
to the talks at the end of August to present another U.S. proposal. On August 28, 

. Ambassador Dean offered two possible new treaty proposals, the first of which was a 
slight mOdification of the April 18 version. The second proposal was more far
reaching in that it offered not a threshold but a comprehensive test ban under which 
it might be possible to reduce· or even eliminate the threshold immediately upon 
signing the treaty. In order to reach these latter positions, it would be necessary 
to reexamin1: the technical aspects, and such a step might' be possible by increasing 
the number of control posts or the number of on-site inspections, as well as by 

-A. Schleainpr, A Thousand· Days, pare 458. 
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making other technical improvements in the control system. The Soviets gave' an 
immediate response that was totally unyielding, stating that a test ban agreement 
might have played a useful role as a first. step toward disarmament sometime in the 
past 2 1/2 to 3 years, but that now the Soviet Union could only regard c·oritrol 
measures as a screen for Western intelligence operations, and that now the test ban 
question could be solved "only in conjunction with that of disarmament." The next 
day. in Russia. an announcement was made that in light of growing international 
tensions and the Western military threat, Russia had decided to. extend the service of 
certain of their soldiers who had been due for release from active duty. 

On August 28 the Soviets broadcast an aircraft. warning to stay out of a desig
nated area over Siberia, an indication that they were preparing for atmospheric 
testing. Their actual announcement came on August 30 in a radio broadcast. The 
Soviet aovernmentdenounced the Western arms and military buildup, saying that the 
West was ·resorting to threats ... to unleash war as a countermeasure to the conclu
sion of a peace treaty (Soviet) with the German Democratic Republic.- Thus, the 
Soviets bad: 

Made a decieiOD &0 CIU'I7 out ~tal ap1oeioaa of Dudear We&pODi .••• It ia &b opeD HCNt tbat the u:.s. 
ia .t~1 at &he tbNUold 01 e&rr7iq out UDdvpoUDd Dudnr explolioDi abel ollly wuw for &he tint .\&itable 

prwkxt &0 dart. 

Further, the announcement noted that France had ·conducted explosions of nuclear 
devices one after another: while the Soviet Union had refrained and that this would 
have put the U.S.S.R.: 

.. .in &b UDlqUal poeitiOD M COIIIp&Ncl wl&h tbe U.S., BrltaiD,l'raraCl, ad other COUDtriel whic:h aN their 

pannen in ODe military bloc. 

The announcement also referred to the Soviet's arsenal of device-carryina rockets and 
designs for superpowerful <as areat as 100 megatons) bombs. 

When handed the information from the Russian test resumption announcement, 
Kennedy's 

. . . tint rwac:tiOD ia waprintable. It... ODe 01 penoDal UIpr at tbe SovieU for deceivin, him &bel at 
himeelf for helieviD, them, for their telh bad obrioUllJ bleD UDder -=ret PNparatiOD ... heforw Genna and 
throurhout tbe Gen .. a nepiatioDa. Ilia HCODd rwac:tloD WMODe or deep elilappointment--d .. per, I believe. than 

that c:auaed by other Soviet action d1lriDl hia "DUN.-

The Soviet announcement was publicly condemned over the next day or so by the United 
States. India Jaoan the United KinRdom Franee. Ilnd West Germanv, amonR' others. 

lJj \ tn\1 cJ d -l) \\ d E,r( 

5 U,S I t· '55~ (b) (I), £XEPJ'T/~N.1 
1,3 . (a.) (5) ) ])EPT. tJF STATE" (.b(J~ 

-T. SONDIID, Ke,,"edy, pap 118. 
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Dos . .. 

New Test Planning, Mid-1961 

Reeves' May 10 meeting (previously discussed) to beain a new readiness plan 
seems to mark' an upturn in readiness interest and actions throughout most of the test 
system. LRL had been pressinl for increased readiness-ta-test erfort all the time, 
but the real reason for the upturn was probably the fact that the Russians at Geneva 
had turned down President K.ennedy's first attempt at tablinl a complete treaty; they 
still insisted on the Troika, which K.ennedy had branded on May Sth as unacceptable. 
The GAC had written to the Commission on May 2: 

The poeaibUily of a breakup or the 0 ...... aeIotiatioDa nquiNi that the ABC be rudy ~ NlUIM weapo_ 
hI~inl. Weha •• hacJ weapoaa~~......w 'orlO_'ba, ud welhouldbe prwpared toiDi&.iUe hlb u 
lOOn u poeaible after 'he dUe OD which permiuioll miah& be pen br ,he Pnaldeni. The undezopound Hchniqu. 
in NevacJ •• hould be 1iHd &rH, and a PJ'OII'IIIIl for thiI Mchnique Ibould be carried ~ within a f_ day. of firml 
time. 

On May 5 Seabor. had written to McCloy. the President'S advisor on disarmament, that 
in the event the President should find it necessary in the light of the Test Ban 
Conference situation to decide that the United States must resume nuclear detonations 
and should make such announcement, 

The AEC I'KOmftWnds 'b.' , . , ,he tJ.s. becin underpound ~ODUioDi for the Vel. Uniform Milmic: raearch 
prorram and Nlume Dude., .... poIY '-'inc underpound, , •• W. believ. that it would aI80 be d .. irable ~ 
.... ,.. lhe rich' ~ c:aft7 out. in the fulan. '-" in other enYil'onmenb which would not pl'Oduce worldwide 
.allou&., 

Betts informed the Laboratories OD May J I or the-"-contents of the Seabora to 
McCloy letter, to which Bradbury responded vehemently on May 18th: 

&i&AET 
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UmonUDaM17, we do not entirely UDdert,and ,be buia Oft whieb 'he po'entiaililt of..xperimenta WIS Mlee*ed 
Uld, 'heNIon, find it impoeeible to COIlCur &hat ,be lilt propoeed which invo"" o,lly one LASL device (at that, 

apparen\ly only on an abemMive buia) iI u.tWactory or acceptable. -

After noting that the optimum listing of potential nuclear weapons tests depends upon 
a number of factors. such as the length of time that testing, is expected to continue. 
the political importance of resuming testing as soon as possible. the amount of 
-preparation that DMA would allow, and the Iroun~ ru~cs reg~rding con.tainment •. h.e 
remarked that, LASL had five devices on the shelf for Immediate tests, If the faclh-
ties permitted. 

AU 'hat would k .. p 'bem from beiDI-Md M approximately two-w .. k inW"aJa illack of luitable faciliti ... 
Thil could be remedied by tbe followine immediate Ite.,.: Ca) procurement of luitablecoax cable and otber 
nec_ary electronica par for alpha meuurementa by EG4cG C.bc w .. b to three montha); (b) _peninr exa.tinC 
holes to 100 f .. t and 1,200 fee, (eiabt ...u and twelve w .. lu)i ec) aareement tbat exiltinr tunnel and hole 
facilit_ are for pneraJ ABC UN and DOl ,be aduaive property of one laboratory. LASL iI procurine. within 
ita own faciJUiP. luUable con'ainiac caniekrt for theN aperimenh Oft a JO-day available buil. In brief. we 
are clolnc ... erydainc we can to ... Nady for HItinc Ihort of pa'inc ready for _tinr in NeYadal' 

He remarked that the devices listed did not reClect the longer-ran Ie interests of the 
Laboratory. but were important in that they could be done first. He went on: 

III praeral, w. would recrwt...me ouneIY .. 1iaapiq aIon,"len .... after autboriaa&iont ". mon'bIt after 
authorisation,. "one year after au&borisMiOD" and 10 on if wbat hu bea iIo widely cMlcribed u tbe urpnt need 
ofretuminc to t .. ,inc iI correct. There ..... to be -nourh &hinp lOin( on in coanection witb Vela Uniform or 
Plowsbare that it ou,ht to be poIIible to deepen a few bol. and pt IOIfte electro.uc."ad,- under thie convenieat 
umbrella. Why are w. heine 10 difticult about &be lituation--now and a year from now? U Ibould aJao be 

obvioua to' you in li,bt of aU &he forqoinc and ill licht of LAlL'1 put and future atockpUe contribution tba' 
we ItronllY object to your .. lectiOD and ctiviIion of _h. Takinc an, individual _t .. ri_ you will find out 
that appreciably more practical and l&ockpileable •• apou bave .... 111 .. from tbe , .. ta conducted by 'be LASL 
'han any other Laborator,-. For aU abe reuou pftD we will_a be able to luppon your lUll_ted prorram 
wben'reviewed b1 tbe ComIDillion or .... Coart-. 

The same day. May II, Betts asked Foster and Bradbury to work together on the 
designation of the most needed tests and to consider joint use of the NTS resources 
~herever it might be appropriate. Futhermore. he directed Hertford on May 23 to 
retain his mining capability, charging it to Vela Uniform on a nominal fjve-d-ay 
workweek schedule, even though some of the work would be applied to mairitenance of 
NTS weapons test readiness. 

- On May 19 Los Alamos working groups came to a number of conclusions concerning 
the canister design, including provisions for alpha and prompt sampling. On May 23 
Ogle sent Bradbury the test division suggestions for the five-shot program on the 
basis that underground testing might be requested at any timc but would ccase on· 

• October IS. He discussed options for the moratorium ending June 15 or July 15. In 
-both cases the use of a tunnel site would be necessary and the data would be miriimal.· 

On May 20 Chuck Violet of LRL gave Reeves the list of desired improvements in 
the Area 12 tunnel complex, including the amount of work it would entail for the 
tunneling crews. Foster. answered Betts on May 26, giv.ing his proposed shot list and 
ready dates, with the vcry earliest being a minimum diagnostics tcst possible on Junc 
:12. He also requested information on whether planning would bc for a definite-window 
or indefinite period. . . 

On May 25, in commenting on the minutes of the March inter-Laboratory meeting. 
Betts stated: . 

J 
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Bowe¥er', ';'e mUl\ be cueful DO\ ~ permit ounelftl or our thiDkinc to become too compleHly -condi*ionec!- k» • 

-Do-Mlt- eavirolllMllt. When. aad if ,he morMoriwa ia lifted, .. then ill at leu& • reuoDabie chalice thal il 
will be, I would Jike k» ... UI work out a more deliberate and ordmy overall paUera within whicb we 'hould 

coaduct our fllture we&pOD d ... lopmea& PfOIl'UD. 

On the same day Betts reviewed the situation for Luedecke, stating that device 
availability was not pacing so much as site availability, diagnostics, cable procure
ment and instanation. and contractor technical support. He recommended instituting 
procurement action, construction. and scientific installations as required, and asked 
for concurrence. In order to achieve an underground readiness posture of a few days. 
it would be necessary to have a detailed plan of laboratory and fIeld activities; 
long lead-time purchases; major construction of holes and tunnels; and a substantial 
increase in spending. Betts commented that: 

ADy diad_ure of ,ach actmt_lIIiPt iadicak &he u.s. it Dot aeptiatinc iD pod faith at GeDeYa. In-hOUle 

(,aiet aad a.. CIUeDain) prepanUoa ...... to ,we re.diD_ of a few ...... 

All of this fussing resulted in a coordinat~d program which was sent. on May 26. 
from Hertford to Betts. Hertford noted that LASL wished to use the ISa granite hole 
at a depth of 950 feet. to deepen one of their 500-foot holes to 800 feet and one to 
1.200 feet. and to ream out the ISb hole to a diameter oC 36 inches, at a total cost 
of $455,000. The LR.L proposed proaram would have some ten different projects and 
'would cost about $2,500,000. Hertford recommended that the LASL program be autho
rized in its entirety and ·that the question of the assignment to LASL of the b.03 
tunnel site and the 15a complex be included in dlscusssions at a general program 
meeting to be called by DMA. This meetina, which he requested, would include ALOO. 
LASL, LRL, DASA, and DMA representatives,and would establish the appropriate priori· 
tics for test preparations. On June 1, after talking with Sea borg. Luedecke okayed 
the proposed limited actions. but emphasized' that CIre should be exercised to mini
mize the number of people involved. 

At the June 

compared them with the·Livermore 
system, and pointed out other underground sampling possibilities suggested by inves
tigation of the melt from some of' the 1958 underground Livermore shots. 

On June 9 Reeves arranged to get the details of the LASL hole proposals to H&N 
for a feasibility study and issued authorization' to bill this work to the Vela 
Uniform program. He went on to authorize R.EECo, on June IS, to begin work as soon as 
possible on the LRL tunnels and to also bill the work to the Vela program. 

The Principals agreed on June 16 that Seaborg and McNamara would prepare a paper 
on nuclear weapons testing. To assist in the preparation of that paper, Betts sent 
to Luedecke on June 20 a paper 

. . . ~ detennine 'be advance prepara'ionI for uadersround Duclear weapon. 'eI'. reqllired to improve the 
AtomicEnercYCommillion"Capabili&Y~NepoadpromptlytoaPNeidea'laJdirec:tive~NellmeDlldearwe.POQl 

te.tin,. 

He commented OD several aspects oC test preparatioD as follows: 

-0 HPG Mit readiaeR ... pneeatly iDadequate ~ becia t.tinl on abort Dotic., 
o Ia acCOrdallce with the directlY. from Luedecke on JUDe 1, limitec! actiOQl were bein, IlndeRuea, 

8!!CR!1 
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o The Juae.20 propoMd t.t list b.cJ been coordinated wi&b all apDci_ and contractor. except the DOD .. 

o B. requ.-ted immediate divenion of h,OOO,ooo from Vela Uniform to bepn coll8truction. 

o Be NCOInIINnded .. ainat public announcement or t.t preparation.. 
o HencollUlMllded that di-.nCMticequipment procurement and innallation be initiated, the moet critical require

.... nt beine coax cable. 
o Be ncommendecl that DMA and the DOD develop a lonc-raDP t.t ply. 

The total cost of the short-ranle prolram. if conducted. would be 525.000.000 to 
530,000,000 above current funds. The shots would be fired only when there' was 
assurance that radioactivity would be limited to the Nevada Test Site if venting 
occurred. The proposed short-range test program, in possible order of detonation •. 
was as shown in Table XII. 

Betts appended a list giving the yield, description, and purpose of each of the 
devices in the proposed short ranle program alonl with a map showing test site 
availability. As he had commented to Foster the day before, there was no considera
tion of low-altitude atmospheric shots, underlround shots that. milht vent. or Plow
share shots. On the same day, with Foster and Bradbury present, the Commission 
discussed and lenerally approved the DMA plan. evincinl also great interest in the 
Owl concepL 

During June Reeves raised the question of whether or not Vela Uniform prepara
tions should be pursued independently of weapons testing. He requested a code name 
for the operation. Betts continued to stress that confidentiality was important and 
stated that he could see no quiet way to drill the vertical holes for LASL. (JTF-7 
was discontinued on June 30.) . 

In parallel with these AEC actions DASA was reviewing its nuclear test plans. 
In a letter of June 22 to the loint Chiefs. Admiral Courtney Shands, for the Chief, 
DASA, noted that planning for weapons testing in the atmosphere and underwater had 
been stopped in January 1960 and, thus, no detailed plans could be given to carry out 
their needs in those media, but he pointed out that inany of the military effects 
needs, such as radar' blackout. kill mechanism, kill radii of defensive warheads. and 

TABLE XII 
POST-MORATORIUM TEST PROGRAM PROP.oSAL 

Time Required after 

, •• D.e.v.j;ce;. ••••••• .:L:a;b;Q~ra:t:Q~r:y~, ••• .:A~U:t~b;orizatiQn (wc;eks) 

W l~ \'\h£\d L.) nc\t:J~ 
S O,~,e.·5SQ Lb)(3) 
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effccts of elcctromagnctic pulses on weapons systems. would be difficult to a¢com- ~.;g 
pHsh underground. He listed the two underground tests for whic~ some work had bcen~ 
done: ~ ~ t"t) 

..../ :J'l . 
o Manhmallow wu \0 effect., and had a 12- to II-month 

nadiD_ that mieb' be reduced *0 e to 12 mont. on a cralh buil, 
o Hardhat (formerly caJlecl Lollipop) we. to be a I-Itl plonalion una.rcround in 

~ I..f),~ 
-...)~""'4( 

...c - '"' 

'- --' 
. -;:)'0 ::::,:.;) ... 
£2~ 

He emphasized that worldwide fallout from past tests had not produced a biological 
hazard,' and stated that tbe testing philosophy of the United States should allow 
tests to be conducted in any environment for which information is required, taking 
care to ensure that local fallout does not occur over inhabited areas. He also 
suggested: 

. ~~ 
o A I-lit baUooa abo& at 111,000 f_ao -ncb' W. JDeM\IftJMDU uacI eDeIV pant,. at h~ al",UcH, with u.J ~ 

... di .... or II lDOIl,bei • -n 1"""\ 
o rour to aix _. U· altltudel hal 21ao 1.000 ldIomeaen with )"ielde in the nap of no kiJ~ODI to 1· C .:9 

JDeP*OD to •• &he D nciOD b~, Ilnball .treeu, x-raJ eIrecU, mapetic contaiJuMD' of 'rapped ':) ~ ~ 
puticM. IIDd klII ndii or ...... wi&b. radi.,.. time of about two ~; l; ~ 

'0 A .... 01 tllne to In __ or low 7Wd act nud71U1derw .... and wMer aul'face eileeN, nac:m.- time -:g li? ~ 
~ two Jellfti .t:: c:J '" 

o A ..... 01 thNe act tour accurate17 ........,. Joc.a faUou& of low-JieId ..s: V) l&l 
aDdhU'CleDedtarpt~ponMinhilh-pftll\lN -1: -0 G 

nciona. with a nadiD_ time of ~, l1ID01lUta. 3 \.{) ,q 
Finally, be recommended a weapons development series similar to that from the Labora
tories with emphasis on the Owl, stating: ·When actual' test devices are available 
for tests, this program should take priority over all others.-

On July 8 a group of reportcrs toured thc Nevada Test Site and published storics 
stating that work was progressing on two tunncl complexes dcsigned for undcrground 
n·uclear tests. Thus, OD July 12. Johnny Foster said to Bctts: 

In Yiew 01 ,he recent publieh7 ......,.u.c tenbtc n'di ..... J Wiwe that .. ahould nuamine the .latUi 01 
'he buic IIDd ecientltic coaatructioD at NTI, atriIaI putiaalv atteatiollact tbaM "-which would ma&erially 
improY.oUl'i.ntIMdi .. nadi .... poat\IN~ Inumucb .. 'beAECpublicinformation activiti .. at NTS have resulted 
in ulenahre pNII nr ....... to ,...... conatrucUaD at &be .&e, I be1ieYe 'bat .. mould reduce our .. nlilj· 
Thy with ftIaI'd to , .... 1IL&&&en. _. 

On the samc day Captain Brady of the PMA Test Office opined to Bctts that this 
was simply more of the same kiDd of pressure that LRL had kept on DMA for thc past 
two ycars, but that hc didD't feel that scientific construction or installations 
should be agreed to at this timc without first seeking top-Icvel guidancc, which had 
to this point only imposed restrictions on the things that Foster had proposed, 
Betts 1eplied to Fostcr more gCDtly on July 31. regretting that the recommendations 
could not bc implemented and statiDg that DMA was continually examining the readincss 
posture and updating their information; but at the momcnt, thcir guidance was to do 
nothing which could be picked up by the press. 

In mid-July Jim Carothers of Livermorc introduced the ·Christmas Trec· concept. 
This cODcept would produce a' massive uDderground testing area centercd around a decp, 
vertical shaft. Off from the shaft, at various depths, would go tunnels, the 
lengtbs of the tUDDels being roughly proportional to depth, hcnce, the words 
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.Christmas Tree.· At the ends of thc short, uppcr-Icvcl tunncis, small dctonations 
could be containcd, whcreas large detonations would have to be at the ;nds ~f t~e 
lower-level, long tunnels which had appreciable overbur~en. Carothers. design ID 
concept would allow dctonations with yields up to 200 kilotons. He pOlDtcd out a 
possible 'area for this f,cility in the vicinity of Pahute Mesa where there .was 
apparently at least 4,000 feet of tuff lying above the NTS watcr table, and requestcd 

. that Reeves direct the USGS to immediately begin gcop,hysical work in that region to 
produce the proper mapping. A wcek later, on July 20, he had refined the desig~ to 
five working levels that would allow detonations of 5 kilotons, 20 kilotons, 50 
kilotons, 100 kilotons, and 200 kilotons maximum yields, respectively, and suggested 
that the one facility. costing $25 M in construction alone, should .be capable. of. 
handling over 60 detonations on each level. LRL had contacted USGS to determlDe 
whether a suitable site for such a facility existed within NTS. Reeves took the 
proposal seriously and transmitted it to DMA for consideration. LASL objected 
strenuously, feeling that this proposal would use up all the engineering effort 
available and require much more money than was available. and fearing that any 
accidcnt. if this system were used, could do away with thc usefulness of the whole, 
expensive array. By late August the USGS had made plans to carry out aerial geologic 
mapping and seismic refraction surveys in connection with the concept. 

In mid-July Bob Newman oC LASL requested that H&N study the possibility oC 
casing Area 3 holes with concrete instead oC steel. The result was that the holes 
could be cased with steel for about two-thirds the cost of concrete and would be done 
in 60% of the time of the cement-sheathed case. . 

. At the GAC meeting of July 13 and 14 the AEC proposed list of weapons tests was 
discussed. Norman Ramsey commented: 

nil abeolu&.ly ..... aial tha& the U.I. be WlPartd to conduct. tint-rate u.* prolf'Ull. Tbia would indude 
ahe cliccin, of bola. and aI80 ahe pl8COleD& of cIniceI in tbOM bola if theN Mould be an adYaD&.,. in dom, 
that. EYen ihhie actiYi", mould become known to &he.orid. tb. C~a nero'iatiom would Dot be hampered, 

ainee tbe activity would aimply CODY., a .. UUh of nlUeuDeIa. 

Libby complained that had been placed in inactive status ever since it 
was completed three years the discussion of the health of the Laborato-
ries, Wigner pointed out that Los Alamos was apparently losing interest in weapons 
research. The committee agreed to rec9mmeDd to the AEC that both Laboratories should 
be reminded that their primary mission was, and would continue indefinitely io be, 
weapons research. and that future support would depend largely on successes in the 
weapon field. 

Betts continued to stall on any large obvious effort, but also continued to 
worry about the problem. In late July he asked Hertford for a detailed breakdown of 
the cables instaUed in tunDels and requested a quiet review of the current test 
rcadiness posture, including device ay.ailability. diagnostic instrumentation readi
ness, and the detailed construction requirements for the short-range test program. 

On July 20 and 21 DASA briefed the newly (ormed McMillan panel on their tenta
tive nuclear weapons effects tests, including an extensive list of shots addressing 
electromagnetic phenomena, fallout, and nuclear and thermal effects. The list was 
forwarded to DDR&E on August 3. 

By July 25 HAN had completed their estimates of the time required to activate 
the holes r.equested by LASL. including lSa and ISb. The time and cost were somewhat 
higher than previously estimated. 

In early August Colonel Anderson of DMA informed Chairman Sea borg of the esti
mated costs Cor various kinds oC nuclear detonations. He gave $2,000,000 to 
.$4,000,000 per shot for undergrouDd tests, including both AEC and DOD .costs; above 
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The Moratorium Ends 

." Thus the moratorium ended, 34 months aCter its beginning. In those 34 montlis 
the U.s. had disbanded its organization for conducting overseas tests and essentially 
dismantled the site Cor so doing. A areat number of carefully thoulht-out plans. on 
how Cuture overseas tests should be conducted were left. The AEC had convinced 
itself that further testing in the atmosphere would Dot be allowed. Following the 
growinl conviction that underlround testinl was the thinl of the future, some eight 
or ten sites capable of handlinl Cull-scale nuclear detonations had been constructed 
in Nevada under the luise oC readiness, Vela Uniform, .or weapons effects .. Because" of 
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the growing introduction of efforts other than weapons tests to the Nevada Test ~ite, 
for example. Rover. Pluto. Plowshare cratering. and Vela Uniform. the NTS organ1za
tion maintained appreciable strength; kept its contractors working. a radsaf~ and 
weather organization going, a timing and firing·. system operating; and. in general. 
maintained those capabilities necessary for testing. Unfortunately for weapon de
velopment testing the money for site construction during the moratorium was spent in 
the wrong place. that is, on tunnels instead of vertical holes. However, that· 
experience was invaluable to the DOD as the beginning of development of those tech
niques later used for underground effects tests. 

In a similar fashion. the Laboratories had, under one guise or another. retained 
sufficient test personnel to be 'able to respond ·quickly and even to advance the 
t"echnological state of the art. Most of the old testing hands had somehow weathered 
the storm and stuck through that thirty four months.' . 

Even though contractor effort at the Nevada Proving Ground was not enough to 
keep all of their people with test experience, some of the contractors. notably H&N 
and EG&G, managed to ho~d on to their old testing hands by using them elsewhere in 
tJJeir organizations. 

Summation of 1961 Through Augus~ 

Nineteen sixty one saw a new Administration with renewed hope that· its new 
initiatives would result in Nuclear Test Ban agreement with the Soviets. It took 
about a month ·of negotiation for the new administration to realize that they had been 
overly OPtimistic. but Kennedy held on to his fading hopes until perhaps mid-August. 
I~ spite of the growth of conyersation and ·what ir" questions during the year, very 
httle real work was done on physical preparations to test until the Russians resumed 
testing. but the growing effort on test plan'ning in the previous six months made the 
actual return to testing in September feasible. 

1 
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CHAPTER III /"'\ -4 
ry.:::J< 

RETURN TO TESTING--NEV ADA iN /""\ Q 

"2 ~£ 
NTS Readiness Status :::; ~ ~ 

As the anticipation of test resumption grew during the months before September 3J L- ~ 
1961, plans were refined and some preliminary schedules were defined. As an exa~ple ~ ~ _ 
ofa short-term program, DMA circulated a plan to the s and Operations -;::: .... , 
Offices on August 11 (see Table XIII), which suggested tests to be per-':;:' v? W 
formed underlround at the NTS. The Laboratories were asked to lear tbeir in-bouse 3- ~.::> ("\ 
activities to preparing for such a short-term prOlram, if possible, and to maintain lJ):~ 
the flexibility to modify this proaram as politics and high-level decisions dictated. 

Responses to his August 11 prOlram concept led Betts to the following summary. 
which was part of an August 17 paper on preparation Cor test resumption: 

At the preHnt time. there exist two principal tunMl eomp .... at NTS, with approximately 20,000 leet 01 tunnel 

and aide drift. for conductmc undeqrouad HIta. AJeo. theN .... ,bIM .....u tWIDela. JIl pnenl. LRL experi
ment. would be con_trUed in the tUDMla. 1D addition \0 the tUDDel.,a&ema. four vertical drilled bol .. , 500 

. feet deep, have baeD prepared in Area S. Then boa. .... pnMDtly suitable for Usb havinc yield. up to about 
1 lit. In ,eneral, LASt. experiment. would be ,*,ol'llMCl in the veriical hoi ... altbou,b pl'OYiaion hu been made 

for conduct of a 40-kt LASL experimeDt in &he U-Ue.OS drift if 10 nqaired. In addition to the excavation work. 

cable run. have been illltalled for Orchid-the propoeed initialabot of ehe Vela Uniform Hri .. --collliatinl or 14 

run. of 5,500 leet each. • • The PNHllt readin ... poeitioD for uncleqround teata. if and when it ia decided to 

proceed, i. in larce part bued upon ebe tunnel complex. beaun duriDc previoUltea' operatiolll, the clean in, out 

and improvement of th .. e tUbDela. aDd to an «debt. work performed under the Vela prorram •.. The preMnt 
condition of readin_ to .... ume teaein, pennita oaJy a ,.. (perbape four) 01 the initial tat ahob to be done 

with Huonable ... uranee that liaDilicant diapoetic infOl'mMioa could be obtained. Th .... ia DO ... urance that 
all typal of cable required for &ha experimenta .... on hand or could be procured in time to meet all P.OrtioDl of 

the .chedule. Bued upon thelnOllt reeentcable procurement action, dela,aof one tofourmonth. (beyond promi.ed 
dellveri .. of one to three montha) w~ encountered, and IUch 'JPeI of dela, mUlt be anticipated ... In order 
to allow Cor unknown facton or unpredictable delaYI, &he initiation of certain action. now which would not 
unreuonably incHue the riak of pUblic diaclo.ure will incre ... the probability of carryin, out the entire 

.hort-ranee t .. t prorram on the time acale indicated. Th ... acUolll would include the extelllion of the current 

plannin, ecrort and the procurement 01 the nec ... ary cable and additional diaa-nOitic equipment. In addition, the 

decree or readin ... achieved thl'Ouah undertakinc th .. e actiolll may contribuh to lome redudion in the pment 

.chedule propoeed. 

In the same paper Betts authorized ALOO and the Laboratories to proceed with 
readiness work consistent with his August 11 letter. (See Chapter II for details of 
the work authorized.) How~ver. because of the risk of public disclosure, at the end 
of August no vertical bole drilling was authorized9 and cable procurement, soon to 
become a very critjcal item, was still' only in the planning phase. Actual cabJe 
procurement was to be some time off. 

o&&8F1ET' 
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TABLE XIII 
DEVICE. SITE. AND DIAGNOSTICS READINESS SCHEDULE 

SHORT-TERM PROGRAM 

Wi' -l- h h ~ Id U rY\ CC I( _ 

5 l).S,t, ~s~ (b) (~ 
DOl:- £X£"fYJPTION d 

) 

- .-
Real Preparations Begin 

The long-sought words from high levels finally came. but only when they were 
inevitable. on August 31. the day after the Russians announced their intent to resume 
testing. Betts wrote: -We are authorized to proceed in the readiness program without 
the unusual security restrictions which have previously applied to our planning 
efforts'in this regard.- He also stated that something must be tested as soon as 
possible. setting September J4 as the target for the, first test. He asked the 
Laboratories to comment on the August J J short-term test program (Table XIII), co
ordinating the.ir comme~ALOO within two weeks. Moreover. Betts said that 
the first test should be _ and he stated that meeting the schedule was more 

. important than the diagnostic information to be obtained. Bradbury reacted to this 
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point on September 1 (before the first Russian test): His Laboratory's Rsenior' staff 
opinion ... is unanimous that this procedure appears insane and that for the U.S. 
to be mousetrapped by the U.S.S.R. into testing before the U.S.S.R. would be. a 
national blunder of the first magnitude.R Events quickly overtook this concern. 

On September I, Reeves sent a message to Fred Hohner of-the AEC Las Vegas office 
authorizing that office to proceed immediately with basic construction of U-12e.03a 
in accordance with Livermore criteria, including extending the drift by approximately 
ISO feet. Apparently, the construction had not yet begun on the drift extension, and 
Reeves estimated basic construction would be complete by October IS. On the same day, 
Hohner sent a message to Carl Taylor of REECo and Frank Hines of H&N, both at Mer
cury, directing them to proceed immediately, but without causing too much publicity~ 
with activities necessary to prepare the U-3ac hole for LASL use on September 10. 
SpecificalJy~ the hole was to be backfilled from SOO-foot depth to about 250 feet 
and finished for device readiness. 

The Russians' first atmospheric detonation in 34 months 
Semipalatinsk Grounds at 

Presidential announcement of any U.S. test 
resumption. What was loing on in Washington in these crucial days? In the AEC, 
discussions among DMA, the Labs, Operations Offices, and contractors were aimed at 
identifying progra~s and various means of doing them. Luedecke sent a paper based on 
some of these discussions to Chairman Sea borg on September 4, setting forth several 
alternatives to the already-planned short-term Ii 
disadvanta and 

-~ 
r:::/.~ 
w~ -c) . ......, 
C·~, 

ree co ~~}' 
doing 10 would delay subsequent testing because .-/ 'll '") )( 

existing cable inventory would be used, leaving little cable...,.., ~ 
• •• I • • ~ : collection. The second alternative was to test a high- ~ _ '\ 

While this test could be done within a few weeks, there ~ '-! ' 
was uncertainty as to its effects on the remainder of the tunnel complex in which it .s: v: \...I'.... 
would be fired. and it was Celt that an additional Cour to five weeks should be taken """3-. \J~-~ ....... 
to gaili assurance that the device could be fired without jeopardizing the rest of the i J~) 
complex. Further discussion of alternatives addressed various techniques for atmos-
pheric testing, including balloons. either overseas or at the NTS. Atmospheric 
testing at the NTS was believed to be possible within a few weeks, but the larger 
yield devices would have to be tested outside the continental United States, re-
Quiring an estimated minimum of three months preparation. Luedecke stressed that each 
of the alternative quick-response programs would cause problems in the long' run, and 
he recommended that the short-range program already planned be implemented so as to 
permit maximum use of the available facilities and secure adequate diagnostic infor-
mation. 

A letter from AEC Chairman Sea borg to McGeorge Bundy. the President's National 
Security Advisor, on September S, disclosed that these alternatives had resulted from 
-discussions several days earlier among Sea borg. the President. and the Secretary of 
Defense, Robert McNamara. McNamara had asked how the AEC could respond on a -two 
weeks, four weeks, six weeks scheduleR reflecting the' first alternative. and, 
observing that such small shots might not be noted other than by our announcements. 
he further requested a schedule for an initial shot of high-enough yield to be felt 
off-site by foreign observers. Sea borg, in his rebuttal to the suggested alter
natives, not only repeated Luedecke's list of disadvantages. but added that -the 

8iQAIi+ 
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Soviets have tried hard to picture us to the world as having made continuous prepara
tions for testing . . . to be ready to start at the very first opportunity. They 
surely would take advantage of any. announcem~nt by us of an almost immediate test 
detonation to further this line." Recommending to Bundy that the test program autho
rized be the short-range program under preparation since July. he asked that a 
decision be made on the same day, September S, to enable the AEC to carry out the 
first detonation on S~ptember 14. 

Presidential Direction to Prepare 

How did President Kennedy reach his decision to resume underground testing? On 
the day of the first Russian test, buffeted by a variety of recommendations' for 
action or inaction from his many advisors, he declined to announce a test resumption, 
but made very clear his feeling that he could not refrain much longer. On the 3rd, 
Kennedy joined with British Prime Minister Macmillan in openly offering Khrushchev an 
agreement to ban any atmospheric tests that would produce fallout, "pointing out such 
a pact could rely on existing means of detecti~n and would. not require additional 
controls ... • The Russians ignored this and carried out their second and third detona
tions on September 4 and S, whereupon Kennedy felt he had no choice but to allow U.S. 
test resumption underground, which he publicly announced on September S. At the same 
time, however, he 'stated that the atmospheric test ban proposal would remain open 
until September 9. An interesting insight into Kennedy's personal anguish and re
solve over this most important decision is provided by Schlesinger,·· who recounts a 
meeting the same day on other matters with several top advisors, including Adlai 
Stevenson. Noting his fears that the Soviets might respond to the Kennedy-Macmillan 
note on an atmospheric test ban by bringing up general and complete disarmament and 
thereby "scooping" his own disarmament initiative, Kennedy expressed his 9wn personal 
regret at the decision he had had to make this day: to resume underground testing. 

Kennedy quickly laid, ·What choice did we ba".? They bad 'Pi' in our ey. three ,nn.. W. couldn't pouibly lit 
back and do nothin, at aU. W. had &0 do thiI.· SleYeMOIl remarked. -But we WVI ahead in the propa,anda 
baUI •. - Kennedy laid, -What dOlI that meaD?l don't h .... ofany windowl broken becaUH of the Sovi.t decieion. 
The neutrali ha"e been terribl •. The RuuiaDI made two *-u 8Aer our note calliq for a ban on atmoepheric. 
t .. tina· Maybe they couldD" ha". stopped the Iinl, but tbey could hay •• topped the HCond .... All thie 
mall .. KbruabchlY look pretty &ouch. Be h .. had alUCClllioa of..,.,...., yidori ..... pace, Cuba, the thirteenth 
of Au",.t (th. Berlin Wall], thoqb 1 don't III)'NJ! reprd ,Jail u • Scwiet Yictorr. B. wan" to iive out tbe 

f •• line that he h .. u. on abe run. The third teet .... a contemp&uou. .... pollN &0 our not, .... Anyway, the 
decieion h .. been made. I'm not ia,.ine that it w .. the ricbt dec:ilion. Who the hen knowl? But it i. the 
deci.ion which h .. been tuen.· 

Pretty clearly, the President made the decision that he had earnestly sought to avoid 
and he felt very emotional about it. At any rate, the test community, pulling itself 
together as it raced ahead on an uncertain path, at least had firm direction and 
permission to do the work that was already in progress. 

eA. SchJ .. inpr, A Thousand Days. pap 410; ; 

"Ibid, pap 482. 
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Towards the First Shot 

:.:.; Back in Nevada, at Reeves' request Hohner was coordinating the Livermore and 
ci LASL cable requirements in order to expedite a cable purchase which was still not 
\.I') "') under way in spite of the July and August discussions which had pointe~ out. t~e 
~ . urgency. At LASL. trailers were being prepared for shipment to the Test SIte wlthlD 
_ -, f~the. next day or two, and the radio~hemistry group had app~ovc:;d the sampling con.fig~
~"'( rallon for the first shot. Ogle Informed J-6 that Sandia 'would do some seismiC - " -rv measurements, th~ot was to be on the 14th,' and that a 625.-foot hole for 
~u the, second shot _ was planned as soon as possible but not earlier tha.n 
,{) 0 October 1. In line With this, work was started to deepen hole U-3ae to 800 feet (It 

was later used at 630 feet) and to start a 6,OOO-foot exploratory hole as soon as 
possible. On the 6th it was decided that the first hole' would be backfilled with 
clean silt for a short distance above the can, followed by sand the remainder of the 
way up to within five (eet of the ground, with a concrete cap on top. On the same 
day, Ogle requested that ,the USGS (United States Geological SU,rvey) determine the 
locations of water tables between 1,000 feet and 6,000 feet depth. Arthur Cox, J-JS 
group leader. discussed with J-6 the possibility of making yield measurements by 
hydrodynamic techniques, which would involve drilling satellite holes. 

The next day J-6 and HAN worked out a plan for preparing satellite holes up to 
12 inches in diameter and emplacing .au.es to be used Cor measurementS such as shock 
time-of -arrival and pressure. The pace was hectic. The J-6 man at NTS reported an 
immediate need for 10,000 feet of a particular type of cable, to replace one that had 
been cut by a blade that morning. He also commented that he was -"shook about 
Campbell's apparent order not to raid site 4100 [Rover]- for REECo s~pport." He 
was instructed II ••• to use what was necessary, all if required, but no more.1I 

On September S Al Graves, in a letter to Jim Reeves. requested authorization to 
design a ·number of facilities for NTS testinl in Area 3, including area and shot site 
layouts; vertically drilled. large-diameter holes of any depth with either concrete 
or steel casing; new head houses and towers; direct radiochemical sampling systems; 
coaxial cable feed and placement systems; canister and cable lowering harnesses and 
hoist arrangements; well backfilling operations and equipment; and new deep hole 
winches. Graves pointed out several advantaaes that would accrue by accomplishing 
design now. ' 

Fint, loft, Iud time procunma' iun.wDI ... ..,...... autIicieD'l7 to permi' ord .... to be placed earl,. 
Second, the overall coau ofan OperUiODIhould ........ ahrauihorderlJ cleRpand procurement lChedulel ~d 
with a amaller probability of expeIIIive field COI'NCtioDI u.di&ioaal with cr .. h opentiolll. Third, the time 

until the completion of a teet operatiOD wlU be ... UC*I bJ tIM maelpellt in deaip before luch an opera'ion it 
authorised. 

In a second letter to Reeves, Graves expressed concern about the very deep test hole 
required by LASL in Area 3. The letter briefly 'laid out the need for geologic and 
other information at great depths and requested that a 6.000-foot core hole be 
drilled in Area 3 as outlined by J-6 in an attached paper written August 10. Illus
trative of the confusion in the first few days, a September 6 message from Betts to 
Hertford and the Lab Directors stated that liThe President has requested that a shot 
be fired on September IS and that the following events (Ed .. note; not included here) 
be conducted 'on an early and frequent schedule, s~obtaining beneficial 
technical information. The President was advised that _ could be readied by 

W H ~ ~l'E.(d L), )dlt2. 
•• RoY ..... w .. 'he Dudev-rocke' PJ'OI'I'UD, IiDce d"UD~t. '5 DIS. ~. S5~ Cb) ( 3) 
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September IS; please plan accordingly." That same. day. perhaps before seeing Betts' t""";;:: 
message Hertford sent a message setting out a bnef schedule for Reeves and other:J 7'(0... 
AEC m~nagement personnel and contractors. with inC -~11 ~ 

two events '" 
to be perf ' .;;!.-In 

message the La b ':;d tJ 

~at.ome explanation may help to explain my verbal in.truction liyen Sept. I to proceed wit.h a , .. t 

~ Sept. 11 inccmtradiction to theprQlJ'8IDol 

at 

YieIICliIlI~ on one 'Very 
cruh etfon and dilcUlHd in Saturday'. IMItiDc. Our major COal wu to inailt that any te.t. after tbe fint 
_ can actually achieve u.. Hchnic:aJ mulu deaired by the ' .. tin, laboratory. Thil poeition iI now .uppOrted 
at ,be q .... , level. We conaider 'he n_ inatrudiona to be. real victory for our recommendation tbat we not 
be forud to do MchDica1 experimenu befon proper available to achieve tbe d .. ired technical 
rnu!U. It WIll in thiI coatext 'bat we acNed " .. DION or ilia of a -'acrifice- ."ent 

ISM aU *he wbich _ would _ire .... _ 

brI~aillb' .,e .ltaould CO ah.ad with preparationa " 
tiriq will be .pecifiecl &om here. It iI important for 

be the tint clevice HIMel • 

.z "?vJ - /"\ - --.J 0 
3 \.')Q 

.-- '-' '" - --== Vi ~ The next day Betts informed the same that a Commission letter was 
~:::) goin~ President requesting authority Cor on September 1 S, informing him 
',::). , that _ could be ready on the same day,- a requesting authority Cor that shot. 

-.::;:> l() Betts' message contained precisely the same schedule as is shown in Table XIV, dated 
September 6. and while it did no\ clarify the origin of the list, it did establish 
that it was agreed to by DMA within 24 hours of the date given by ALOO. 

On September 7, Bradbury sent Betts a message summarizing LASL's plans and 
philosophy in respect to underground testing. LASL reco~rn.ended testing as rapidly as 
NTS facilities allowed, at depths determined by a 47S W /~-Ceet rule for overburden, 
where W is the yield in kilotons. Tentatively, LASL planned 12 to 16 tests for the 
first year, and the specific schedule set Corth was essentially the same as that 
presented in Table XV. Bradbury said that groundwater and seismic eCfects problems 
would not be considered until they showed themselves to be problems. Vela Uniform 
experiments or other effects 'measurements, were to be done on a catch-as-catch-can 
basis. The weapons testing philosophy, Bradbury felt, should "put maximum effort on 
immediate improvement or test of stockpile items which might be involved in a real 
dirty knockdown war~to-win with the U.S.s.R. and on extension, of stockpile into 
small. two-stage areas utilizing smallest possible primary." Finally, it was the 
LASL opinion that atmospheric testing with balloons. barges. or airdrops was the best 
and quickest way of making progress and the only practical way of proof testing 
weapons in excess of 200-kt yield. 

On September 7. Dale Nielsen, Livermore Test Group Director, sent Hertford a 
status report on their preparations for the Antler event. He reported that excava
tion of U-12e.03a w~s complete and that diagnostic equipment was being emplaced. 
The first sig,nal dry run ,was scheduled for Saturday afternoon (September 9) and the 
device was to arrive the same day. with the first diagnostic dry run scheduled for 
September 12. The final and complete dress rehearsal 'was scheduled for September 14. 
Livermore expected Antler to be ready. as sch,edultd. at 10 a.m. on September 15. 

• .' I I 

·h w .. , in fact, Nad, on the 7th of Sephmber. 

'. S.QR •• 
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TABLE XIV 
SHORT-TERM PROGRAM--TENTATIVE SCHEDULE 

Wi+hhdd 
5 UIS1C I 

Und[1( 
55d (b)Ci) 

. . . 
- -..... --- ~ 

On September 8~ Joe Sanders, ALOO Director of Logistical Support at Mercury, 
sent Hertford a status report on preparations for' firing the first two events on 
September 1 S, noting that the field orlanization had attained the capability to fire 
both of them as directed on that day, and giving some details of the status of the 
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two separate events in the two areas. For the LASL te~t .in Area 3, t~e items re
maining were the arrival of a crane to lower the devIce and the arnval of the 
radiochemistry sampling pipe, which was scheduled for installation (;m Monday, Septem
ber 11. For the Livermore test in Area 12 the final blasting for the zero room was 
completed at 9 a.m. on September 8, and final mucking, installation of coax, and 
connection of tunnel motor generator sets were underway. The stemming material was 
scheduled to arrive on the 11th of September. with installation to begin after the 
first successful dry run. As for other site activities and projects, the Command 
Post and programmatic building had been opened and all the offices were manned; 
housing would be short during the weapons test periods; and preparations for DOD 
participation, to be housed in Area 12. were being scheduled on a noninterference 
basis and within REECo's capability to complete the desired construction. 

In another important message to Betts on testing philosophy on September 9. 
Bradbury further explained LASL's opinion (incorrect, as it turned out) that it would 
prove somewhere between impractical and impossible to test at much beyond 1.00 kt 
underground because of the need for adequate containment., groundwater problems, and 
seismic effects. Bradbury said that LASL was not convinced 'at this point that good 
yield measurements could be made on underground tests because of· the appreciable 
thermonuclear contribution (also to prove incorrect). In spite of this, he said, -If 
the yield measurement problem can be surmounted, it is probable that underground 
testing up to 100 kt or so can do everything except air effects experiments that can 
be done in the air: He added that in addition to the yield flexibility offered by M\ 
a tmospheric testing, as well as the capability to make better measurements, the time ~.!j 
factors seemed to favor atmospheric testing because things could certainly be done ~ ~ 
more rapidly. In spite of the negative view of the relative advantages of testing in u..o 
these two regimes, this is probably as generous a view of the future of underground C '-J 
testing as Bradbury had yet openly stated. ~ q 
. From Newman's (J-6) notes, the LASL plan on nister deli ~ ~ 
from LASL ..:::::! 

~J or -
mgt connectors. clamps" Rea Blossom (J-6 at the NTS). reported to =f vi 

Newman that the drill rigs would be in place on the night of the 12th, and that EG&G ;:: oj 
planned a dry run of their diagnostic and Ciring equipment on the evening of the 8th . .j \t; 
In discussion of the 6,000-Coot core hole, to be positioned one-half mile west of ' 
instrument bunker (alpha· station) 3-300, Blossom asked Newman if the so-called -Hi· 
Vac" system would be okay Cor recovery drilling in the event of a shot at this depth. 
and Newman told him -Yes, if debris can be contained and personnel ·protected.
Newman had also checked that day with George Cowan, head of LASL's radiochemistry 
group. as to whether the -Orchid- hardware would be satisfactory for a possible test 
in U-12c.03b and Cowan said that it would be fine if that shot were .done earlier than 
Orchid. referred to was one which DMA had asked LASL to 
consider, in U-12e.03b in late December. Ogle met with 
Westervelt and Hoerlin on lity of Orchid in that period, and replied to 
Betts that this could be do~e but the overburden was 300 feet short of that required 
for containment by a 450 W 73 rule. LASL had been planning that shot for a 2.000-foot 
hole during the week of January 14, 1962. At the end of his notes. Newman gave the 
first indication of a ,new date for the first shot, nQting that Art Cox had met with 
Bradbury, who had revealed that the first shot date was now September 1 S. LASt could. 
in fact, have been ready to Ciye its first shot on the 10th or 11th .. 

Khrushchev n,nally replied on September 9 to the Kennedy-Macmillan proposal 
saying. that a limited test ban would permit the West to improve their weapons b; 
underground testing, Cor which they had been preparing, and that the Russians would 

-&IiQAE"f 
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not agree to such a "dishonest deal." . 
In addition to the'LASL and Livermore discussions on underground and atmosphenc 

testing. Hertford told Betts of his conclusion that--given certain assumptions--one 
or two atmospheric tests could be quickly staged at the NTS without too much conside
ration for public opinion because of the attitude of the people in that geographical 
area. among other things, 

On September 9. Reeves. the NTS Test Manager. published the operations order for 
Nougat, the nickname given to these underground tests. The organizational structures 
to conduct these underground tests included the following key personnel. in addition 
to Reeves: Air Force Colonel Leo Kiley, military deputy; Alvin Graves, scientific' 
advisor; Roger Batzel, alternate scientific advisor; Dale Nielsen, Livermore test 
group director; Lieutenant Colonel John Kodis (DASA), DOD test group director; and 
William Ogle, LASL test ,roup director. (DOD involvement in NTS field testing was 
the responsibility of the Weapons Effects Test (WET) section of Field Command, 
Defense Atomic Support Agency, headed by Colonel Kiley.) 

On September 6, representatives of ARPA and WET had met in Washington to discuss 
the imJ)act on Vela Uniform of the projected usage of NTS tunnels for weapons tests 
and to define any necessary revision of Vela Uniform program plans. Betts sent a ~ 
message on September 9 to the AEC organizations, ARPA, DASA, and the Air Force. ~ 
giving proposed plans for continuation of Vela Uniform work as resources became ~-:d 
available, based on working in conjunction with the weapons testing program and ~''-J 
without undue interference with it. On that same day, in a message to Hertford at SJ 
ALOO, Betts emphasized that rirst priority was now to 10 to weapons testing and that -§ ~ 
the following instructions applied to Vela Uniform events: Shoal and 'Porpoise were ~") C't) 
to be placed in an inactive was canceled; the Orchid goals could be '":\) 0 . 
fulfilled by the Livermore ray and Lollipop requests could be, .. ~ 
fulfilled by the Livermore and' Hardhat, respectively; Crystal ~ \J 4l 
and Muslin requests would ..c: V; 
• the Plowshare Gnome shot was now being planned to include Vela Uniform objec- ....... .. ~ 
tives; and the use of Area 3 Cor Vela Uniform purposes. should be investigated since -3 ~ s:J 
this would give information on a new medium.' ~ \n ,_) 

Meanwhile, back at the NTS, Ogle's diary records that he came upon Jerry Tatom 
at 8 a.m. on September 9 placidly surveyinl his nice, nCBt zero area with a big smile 
on his face. Some hours later. at 3 p.rn., Joo people were milling around the area in 
the dust. The next day, the alpha/reaction history rack and the device· canister were 
joined together by 3 p.m.. and dry runs continued well into the evening to determine 
whether the scheduled work could proceed. Discussions with USGS on Septem·ber )0 led 
to a decision to put the first 2,OOO-Coot hole close to Well " where the water table 
was at considerable depth. There was also a tentative decision to drill a 6.000-foot 
hole in granite monolith approximately two miles northeast of Area I S, where the 
geologists were confident (but not positive) there would be no water problem. Ogle 
concluded that this wobviously means that a portable alpha station is . necessary." 

A September I J memorandum from Hertfor.d to Reeves specifically appointed Reeves 
Test Manager for' Operation Nougat and redelegated to Reeves the authority given to 
Hertford by DMA. In this role, Hertford lold Reeves that he should report directly 
to the Director of DMA for operational matters pertaining to Nougat. However, for 
normal administrative actions he would continue to be responsible to Hertford. 
Among the specific directives given to Reeves as Test Manager. in addition to his 
overall .responsibiHty for the operation and Cor meetin, the technical needs of the 
AEC Laboratories and the DOD, was the responsibility to emplace the devices so that 
was far as can be predicted within existinl experience and capabilities, containment 

. of the nuclear detonationw would be ensured. Specific rad-safe criteria to be met' by 
the Test Manager were also laid out,includinl ensurinl that external whole-body 
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radiation exposure to persons oCf the NTS would not ex~eed 3.9 rem· for any calendar ~ ~ ~ 
year. Reeves was to designate September 5 as the efCectlve date for the commence,ment ~ .\ ~ 

tional period of Nougat. As of September II, only three shots"- 'V ~ ~ 
had been authorized Cor execution. The specific schedule atta~ ~ v) 

earlier as .Table XIV) was established on September 6. although the ::t::s W-' 
memo does not clarify how it was to be accomplished. ::: ~ 

On September II, Jim Reeves authorized Bill Ogle" to emplace the ~ "\J)9 
device. 

Presidential Approval to Resume Testing 

The President made his decision for test authorizations on September 11 or 12. 
He specifically 'approved the first three events, with the Livermore event first on 
September 15 for the 'political reasons cited earlier (external visibility), and the 
LASL event on September 16 since 'he did not want two tests done on the same day. This 
latter point was not made clear until late on the 12th of September. That morning 
LASL had lowered their device canister to the bottom of the, emplacement hole and, 
after a discussion with Bradbury. decided not to backfill until the last minute in 
case there was trouble. It was that afternoon that Bradbury got word from the Presi
dent that LASL couldn't fire until the 16th: in Ogle's words -Bradbury was hopping 
mad.-

Minutes of the AEC meetings indicate that the Commission did not discuss test 
resumption in any detail until their September 13 meeting, during which Betts briefed 
the Commission on the President's decisions and the proposed short-range program of 
15 tests to be done by mid-February 1962. Betts also presented a suggested draft of, 
the request to the Presidellt for authorization to expend the special nuclear material 
for the first 15 tests, should the Commission approve the short-term program. Dis
cussion of uncertainties about the IS tests led to a decision to clarify the letter 
to the President, requesting permission for the Commission to make minor program 
changes as they deemed necessary. without new Presidential authority. In discussion 
of the forthcoming (September 14) Congressional bearings on the pros and cons of 
underground and atmospheric testing, Mr. Ink (AEC staff) opined that the question 
would arise of U.s. gains or losses vis-a-vis the Soviets should we restrict our
selves to underground testing. Betts noted that underground testing was approxi
mately twice as expensive as atmospheric testing and that although the U.s. would be 
limited in the size oC weapons it could test underground, he felt that tests of 
devices with yields in the megaton range would not be precluded. The possibility of 
a third kind of testing, underground testing that would not be fully contained but 
would have controlled venting. was also briefly discussed. Betts informed the Commis
sion that preliminary discussions with ARPA. AFTAC. and DASA made it 'appear that 
major portions of the planned Vela Uniform data could be acquired by .instrumenting 
the p'Ianned Nougat series. However. with the possible exception of the DOD Hardhat 
test, Vela participation would be on a noninterference basis. Chairman Sea borg said 
that nongovernment U.s. seismic stations would not be alerted for the first test and 
probably would not be able to detect the second test, but would probably be prepared 
for the third shot. He requested that appropriate seismologists be invited to parti
cipate in a seismic .research program beginning with tbe third test. As for budgets, 
Betts estimated AEC costs for the planned series of 15 tests at 535 million, with an 
additional 520 million in costs and 518 million in commitments for FY 1962 prepara
tions aimed at an FY 1963 program. An example of such preparation would be 56 
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million required immedi.tely for necessary engineering and surveys of a new tunnel 
complex and deep holes for high-yield tests. Thus, the· total requirement .ror FY. 1962. 
testing was estimated to exceed 580 million. Congress, he said. was makmg available 
$30 million. and since it was not clear that the 530 million would be sufficient to 
conduct tests through February 1962. approval should be given for DMA to reprogram 
funds on an interim basis. The objectives as stated by Betts for the first 15 tests 
would include improvement in yield-to-weight ratio in tactical and strategic weapons; 't 

examination of effects. including warhead kill mechanisms for ABMsystems and "hard
ness" estimates for underground missile. sites;. and examination of the effects of U.S. 
warhead vulnerabiJity vis-a-vis enemy ABM systems. After this discussion the Commis
sion approved. with certain minor changes. the IS-shot program and the special 
nuclear material request to the President. They noted that the procedures for in
forming the President of program changes would be discussed between the Chairman and 
the President and that. after Presidential approval, the JCAE would be informed of 
the test plans by letter, and a directive to the General Manager to carry out the 
Nougat program would be issued. It was also noted that supplemental funding from 
Congress would be requested to support testing beyond the first IS tests and for 
additional preparations for subsequent testing. . 

·After a hiatus of more than two years, the Nevada Test Site Planning Board held 
a meeting at the Test Site on September 13. They had plenty to talk about, as indi
cated by the agenda (Table XVI). Reporting to Jim Reeves. the NTS Test Manager, and 
chaired by AI Graves of LASL. tbe memb~rship included BiU Ogle· of LASL; Duane SeweU 
and Roger Batzel of Livermore; .Leo Kiley of Field Command-DASA; Robert Corsbie of 
Headquarters, AEC, Civil ECfects Test Office; John Eckhart of Sandia; and Bob Miller 
of ALOO (Secretary). 

Early on, Colonel Anderson oC DMA, in response to a question about the decision 
on which tests to do on which days, stated that these decisions had come. straight
from the President and probably 'had some political basis. In subsequent discussions, 
the Board considered the shots proposed by the various agencies and devel!)ped a 
schedule of events including a short-term program of IS· tests running through 
February as well as a mid-term program extending into September of 1962 (Table XV). 
They recommended that Presidential approval for the special nuclear material to be 
expended in Nougat be in gross figures rather than related to specific events. LASL 
stated that after the first four events tbey were basing theiJ:' planned activity on a .-:"\. ~ 
concept of two events per month. Device readiness would influence the· schedule, as ~ .. ., 
well as site readiness. In addition. to the weapons test program, it was felt that two . \J ~ 
Plowshare events per year could be accommodated in side-drifts of the U-12b, e. or g ~ ~ <:> 
tunnels as a rather small addition to the schedules. and that the Plowshare "Wagon" ~ ",..1 h: 
event could be accommodated in Area 18. As for DOD experiments other than Hardhat ~ ..... 1\ ~ 
and Marshmallow, the philosophy was now that they would not be considered in an \,) ~ 

. integrated fashion by the Planning Board, but would be approved in Washington and ~ \.J ~ 
integrated into the schedules at the CieW!i!lgthY discussion addressed the ~ " 4l 
question of where to carry. out LASL's test. It was agreed that U- ~ 'v) 
12e.03b would be returned to Livermore an s ould not be used for a large shot, but~ _' .. \-
tha t one of the other la sites ..... ~ ~ 
able if it turned out the '> . '\ 

that the Linen site (U-
12b.07) would now be designated as a low-yield weapons test site, Vela Uniform 
programs would be integrated on a noninterference basis with other tests, and the DOD 
Test Group Director would work with each Laboratory Test Group Director to coordinate 
Vela Uniform activities. The group decided that any needed "care and feeding" of the 
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8 million pounds of high explosives stored at the Test Site for Linen was the respon
sibility of the ALOO office of field operations (OF~). It. was noted tllat. as stored. 
the HE was not an immediate safety problem, but smce It was not to be used for 
Linen it should eventually be disposed of, perhaps being used in the DOD Groundhog 
progr~m (which might utilize up to one and a half million pounds) or by various other 
potential customers. 

'~ 
TABLE XVI 

AGENDA 
MEETING OF ~TS PLANNING BOARD 

September 13. 1961 
'\l ~ 
~\J 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Review DMA-LASL proposed events and schedule. 
Consider DOD proposed list of experiments. 

~ '~M 
., LRL . . -~ 1..&') ") If possIble, mtegrate Items. ~ \') '. 

What constitutes the short-term program? 
Consider and recommend emplacemcnt of LASL 
Area 3. 

~ I~ 
~~'4( 

U-12e.03b or deep-hole ~ vi 

S. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

9 .. 

10. 
11. 

What, if any, policy is rccommended for integrating the Vela Uniform program? 
Consider disposition of HE (Area 2)-1,000,000 pounds. 
Consider immediate and longer range list of support facilities required at NTS. 
Consider possible mid-term program from standpoint of . devices and possible 
sites. 
Consider possible long-term program from standpoint of possible required facili
ties. 
What can be done now to implement 1 and 9 above. 
What impact, if any, docs Gnome (readiness December 10) have on technical capa
bility? 

The Board considered a number of specific items concerning NTS support facili
ties which would be the responsibility of Reeves' office. These included <a) improve
ments in housing, admin~strative laboratory space, and recreational facilities, and 
(b) augmentation of the labor force as soon as possible so as to establish a 40-hour 
workweek for· the crafts and allow·a 6- to 7-day workweek for specified area$ when 
required to meet schedules. 

After consideration of the mid-term program, shown in the second part of Table 
XVII, The Board recommended (a) immediate action to construct G tunnel for tests 
beginning in late spring or early summer 1962, (b) continuation of deep hole explo
ration for LASL hiBh-yield events, including immediate engineering geology assistance 
and expansion of the long-range hyd~ologica.J,.rPJ'ogram (including possibly eight deep 
holes as part of the groundwater studJes) t"fi~rovide engineering data for high-yield 
test facilities. and (c) immediate initiation of studies and activities addressing 
the feasibility. site. ~osts, and schedules for a ·Christmas Tree" facility. which 
both Livermore and L'ASL would share, should it prove feasible. It was further 
recommended that the NTS support organization be prepared to provide <a) mining crews 
to extend the U-12b complex. mine drifts. and shafts in the U-12 complex, to mine a 
new 'U-12g complex. to tunnel or drill a vertical shaft in dolomite, and to carry out 
postshot 'exploration in the Hardhat tunnel; (b) drilling crews to carry out Area 3 
exploration and emplacement;· (c) LASL deep hole exploration; (d) postshot exploration 
of Hardhat; (e) exploration of the Christmas Tree concept; (f) deep hole driJIing, for 
the hydrological program; and (g) drilling of many small diagnostic holes both hori
zontally and vertically. 
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TABLE XVII . 
NTS PLANNING BOARD RECOMMENDED SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 

OPERA TION NOVGA T 

w\tnht.\d. . 

5- l). ~ ,c:. 
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In addressing a possible long-term program and facilities to support. it; ,the 
Board concluded that there was a valid and urgent need for an underground hIgh-YIeld 
shot facility, that expanded support facilities for both technical and support per
sonnel were required, and that a continuing program of three or more shots per month 
would be assumed for the indefinite future. The Board concluded that the Plowshare 
Gnome event would not have a major impact upon weapons testing except in the availa
bility of technical personnel, a problem which could be resolved by adjustments in 
scheduling. 

The group estimated that the total cost of the construction projects at the !est 
Site would be 56 million, the cost of those items recommended for immediate action 
being about $1,750,000. 

The LASL diagnostics planned for the underground tests at this time (before the 
ofirst tests) were· alpha and yield measurements for both single- and two-stage de
vices, radiochemistry for single-stage devices, and time interval measurements for 
two-stage devices. Livermore, in a September 12 message from the Director, John 
Foster, to Betts, described. plans to do alpha, high-explosive transit time, and pin 
measurements on the first test, as well as radiochemical yield determination. The 
types and descriptions oC Livermore diagnostics planned for underground tests upon 
test resumption are listed as Collows in a January 12, 1962, message Crom Sewell to 
Betts: 

\J,:)\\h nE..\<1. \...) no.E.~ 
S \.> 5.C-. '55,;) (b) (3) 

1)Oz.. ) . £1. r£MPT7DN .E 

On the 13th and' 14th oC September, Ogle and the DASA staff discussed LASL 
radchem sampling needs for LASL shots. LASL wanted samplers available to monitor the 
underground shots but did not want to make a formal request since, of course, they 
were not supposed to vent any radioactivity. Some of these samplers (B-57s) were off 
in Australia and Colonel Kiley was worried about the rest of the planes being sent 
there, which might lead to unavailability of samplers in the event of U.S. atmosphe
ric testing. Ogle noted in his diary. that the B-57 people were willing and, in fact, 
anxious to fly a sampler on the LASL underground tests and that Kiley agreed to 
provide one Cor the first shot, after which future usage could be debated. Final 
considerations regarding firing Antler were discussed by the Antler Advisory Panel at 
the CP at4 p.m. on the 14th of September. The Panel consisted of At Graves, Chair
man;' 'Rogel' l!at%cl, Alternate Chairman; Clint Maupin, Orin Stopinski, O. Placak 
Gordon Dunning, Gary Higgins, and P. W. Allen. Dale Nielsen presented the containmen~ 
figures, and concluded that the probability of any measureable off-site fallout .was 
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extremely small. The Panel recommended to Jim Reeves, the Test Manager, that the 
device be detonated as scheduled. 

Underground Testing Resumes 

The Livermore Antler test of their-evice occurred in location U-
12e.03a at )0 a.m. PDT on September ~ortunately, large-scale venting 
be·gan at the tunnel portal several minutes after the event, leading to loss of 
virtually all the Livermore data. This development was to prove indicative of the 
problems with tunnel containment for. some time. 

General Betts sent a personal message to Hertford, Bradbury, Foster. and 
Schwartz on September IS expressing his gratitude to each of their organizations for 
their response during the preparation period. He stated that, since August 31, 

DMA II .. had occ .. ion ~ nq .... , .1.,... quantity or iDlormatioD from all of you. Wilhout exception, I can .. y 
&bat you haYe aceepkd my nq .... u fully within &be Ipirit in wbich IiYeD and your cooperation, both witb ",pee' 
lo ~ aod with ntpeet to aubataDti .. iDfonna&iOD, h .. bMD aceedinllY Jl'Atifyiq. AIao. you b ... bMD on 

top oCthe problem and h ... yoIunteered much iDforma&ioI1. in addition lo ,be lpec:iflc nq .... u from DMA, which 

h .. been moat helprul and beneficial. I know that &hia h .. lMaDt • ~ of work from, for each (Ed. n~e: from 

aDd lor each ••• ) Or ~ JadiYidual17. and for ,.our orpnjaatioal. I wjab lo t.ke &hia opportunity to lhank 
you for your help durin, thie particularly &17inc period. 

On September 16, LASL fired its first post-moratorium test, Shrew-
_in the U-3ac vertical hole, which LASL preferred over tunnel e~~ :a

Although it could have been performed as early as the 10th or 11 th, as a result of ~ '-..) 
political decisions noted earlier, it was the second test. in the series. one day ~ ~ 
after the Livermore tunnel test. - \~. a 

'-. ~') 

19th ~l~e;~:~~:: ;:et~::::o!:~~.nt1er test fire~n a~h: ~ \6 
point 1.760. feet below the surCace. Alpha e tunnel about ~ t". 
1,000 feet from the device. Not long after the detonation. radioactive debris began ___ Y 
to escape from the tunnel entrance, from the around above the. device, and from a ...::::: V) 
point above the end of one of the other tunnels. Later, a highly contaminated stream "'"'t::::: ~ 
of water flowed from the tunnel entran~. The entire tunnel system, along with the -:::J I ...... 
alpha gear, had to be abandoned temporarily and recovery of the data was not ex· ~ "') 

. ·peeted. Speculation was that water. which was initially lying directly above the 
blast, . drained into the blast cavity, and dispersed as 
radioactive steam. The LASL ·Shrew s fired in a 
vertical hole 330 feet deep which was or a sampling pipe 
leading to the radiochemical sampling pOlS. Containment was such that no particulate 
maHer was Cound at the surface, but some air samples about 30 feet from the hole 
indicated seven mR per hour and one filter paper Cram the B-S7 that did air sampling 
gave a count of about 20 mR per hour. Indications were that this activity resulted 
mostly from gaseous fission Cragments. . 

Ogle also reported on the LASL schedule: d 
been interchanged so that the test woul 
at the same depth as Shrew and with the same instrumentation. 
The present drilling capability . ow a shot approximately every other week. 

Me re orted that the water table was at 1.600 feet depth. which would place the_ 
shot below water level, necessitating movinl it to another location fa~ 

r . e also noted that arrangements had been made for core drilling in an area 
c~ntaininl a granite bed extending horizontally for about six. miles and sUllesled 
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that the area offered promise as a site for very ·deep waterproof holes which might 
prove satisfactory for yields as large as one and a half megatons: 

These would a I .. '"''''' ....... 

r either the EPG Estimated delivery 
dates were six and eight weeks, respectively. At the next WWG meeting on September 
27, aarold Agnew presented the newly-received. revised underground schedule for 
Nougat (Table XVIII). which reflected the LASL changes. 

TABLE XVIII 
REVISED NOUGAT SCHEDULE 

September 27. 1961 

WI+hhc.1d (Jrd€.e 
5 O·S,C ... 5'5;2 Cb)(j) 
~S) EX~fYJPTIONc:3 

On September 22. Ogle sent to Reeves a brief deicription of the results of the 
first LASL underground event. Shrew. Quoting extensively from the summary: 

h w .. detonated at a depth underpound of about 325 feet in.ide a buried cani.ter 32.5 feet Ion,. The 

cani.ter w .. placed at the bottom of a S6-inch diameter hole lined with .teel 1/2-inch thick. The hole ... 

fiUed with land above the cani.ter to about 7 reet below pound .udace at which point the fillin, became con

cret •. A ndioch.mical.ampliq .,..tem, buic:ally cOftliltin, of 2-inc:h diamet.r pipe, c~e u'p (rom the device 

. throu,h the .and and tumed to reed .amplinlpou on tbe .udace whenc:e it went into one of the old Hardtack .hot 

hoi .. uled ... dump bole. '. 
Theahot wu eietonated at 12:45 p.m., s.pt.mber 16, IMl. No iJnmetIia~. effect. were noted; however. remote 

c:ontrol radiation moniton indicahd hilb radiation lev'" above ,round. Early rad-.afe 'U"eys in the fint 

half hour aft.r th •• hot .hewed that practicall, all radiation w .. uaociated with the ponion of the 'amplin, 

.y.tem that iI aboY'll'OUDd.ltadiation levela u hl,b .. 10,000 R per hour at a meter were reported .. auociated 

whh one of tb~ .amplin, collector pods. A B-57 .ampler aircraft made four pUHI downwind from the hole and 

reported no activity. However, upon retum to the field, it wu found tbat the filter papen were at about 20 mR 
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per hour. At the lame time, it w .. diacoyered that the filter papen in'the air lample" placed lome 30 leet 
from the hole on &he lurlace of the rround read 'I mil per hour. The pulee-he~ht 'analYlil of the radiation from' 
thOM filter pa.,... Ibowed that they bad collected peeoUI r ... ion lrapnenb luch .. xenon, krypton, or other 
elemenu with peeoua precunon. No Itailment can be made at the moment .. to what proportion orthe ,ueou. 
r ... ion fnpnenu reached the air, but data we,. obtained tba' will allow a lailr liailment on the Iu.bjeci. No 
particulate radioactive materialw .. noted on the Iurlace oUhe IfOUDd even immediately adjacent to the hole. 

. nu, it ..... propel' &0 conclude 'bat ,he puticula&f radioactiv. mat.rial from Ut. d.tonation w .. co~etely 
contained; tha' &be,. .... lOme leak.,. or peeou fiMion fncmenu, probably percola'inl-ript tbrourh tbe dirt; 

, '_d that tbe radiation ob..rved above rround around rround .. ro w .. a1moet entirely due to active material that 

.. w .. contained in Ute latpplinr eyatem. 
Since the lamplinr lyatem w .. 10 bot, obly emaillampl .. could be obtained from it. Laboratory _alyaia 

Ihowl 'heN .. ,. hipl), fractionated: bowever, it it expected that the lample to be obtained by takin, all that 

ia contained in one 01 the lamplinr pot. wm be moderately .. tUCactory. The lampl .. will be recovered about 
September 2S. p,.liminary Nlulu from thOM lamp'" indicat. tbai tbe device went about .. expected, but no 
pnciae yield c_ be quoted at tbit time. The alpba eyatem operated properly _d the nault. are cion to thOM 

predicted. 
J Ihould like &0 comment that a..,.at deal of CNCIit iI due &0 &be ABC and it. lubcontr&eton, Reynoldl and 

EG"G. TheIUPport w ... ,. furnilhed durinrtbe critical two....u before \hiIabOi w .. ouut_dinr _d dearly 
made the d.tonation pouible on &bat date. . 

Thus, after the first two underlround tests of the new series in which each 
Laboratory was attemptinl complete containment of radioactivity, the technique using 
a tunnel drift in volcanic tuff had failed to achieve containment, destroyinl most· of 
the data and rendering the tunnel complex unusable for some time. The technique using 
a vertical hole in alluvium had contained satisfactorily. Now, having achieved the 
politically desired early resumption of testinl. the Laboratories could devote a 
little more attention to the real problems facinl them, some of which were how to 
contain, how to get the best dialnostic information, how to improve drillinl and 
tunneling, how to intelrate Vela Uniform measurements. with the ongoinl test program, 
and how to perform hilh-yield tests underiround. They might also investigate the 
problems of water table location and water contamination, development of the 
Christmas Tree concept, and possible acceleration of weapons development by atmosphe
ric testing at the NTS. etc. 

The specific objectives of the first two U.s. shots are of interest and 
contained i 

Operation Noulat 
• 
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On September 20 Bctts notified the Laboratories and Operations Office~ t~at 
verbal approval for Nougat had been received from the President and tha~ confIrmIng 
written approval would be provided to the field when such was receIved. Betts 
emphasized another point in this message; namely that the President: 

•• .ia molt, ... peat mo.t, uuUOUI to accelerate time leaIe of &bit pJ'OCr&lD. Thil ~preued wi.h could .tem from 
undeNtandabl. impatienee N&C&inc to impae* of.,.,., hirb rat. of '_tinc beinc carried out by U .S.S .R. How.ver, 
inte .... ' in acceleration miebt aI80 .&em from concern tb.t intemational ... w.U .. local, p .... u .... will build 
up over n~t few montbl aDd fore. eeuation of tutin,. Aecordmrly, my pnvioUi inetruetione ref .... ne. d.libe-
rate pac. that could be .UI,aiDed indefinitely mUit be modified to NqU_' 'hat pace ov.r nm few montbl be 
maximum .ttain.ble in n,ht of devie., diapOltiee, and .ite limit.Uone. Aceordinrly, ha.,e your .tatf review 
prosramaraintodetermm.whatetepecaDbetakentoaccelerateth.lChedul • .,nowplanned,perhapeintroducinr 

..... ter nalt with .... pect to ,.Uin, adequate NlUltI from .ach tut. 

Betts said he would meet with all of the addressees' representatives at Mercury on 
September 28 to thoroughly review the program and revise it as appropriatc._ 

NorriS Bradbury replied to Betts on Scptember 21 concerning the possibility of 
accelcrating the LASL prOlram, describing what had bcen learned about underground 
testing to datc, and sUlgcsting how that foreshadowed the future of that technique. 
As for the only LASL test to date. he said: 

Furthermore, on the present schedule, aDd particularly if the schedule were accele
rated. "these samples are just going to pile UP. any short-lived stuff that might 
have been helpful will disappear. and the problem will simply -let worse. We are not 
arguing one way or the other. but hope people _at high levels or any other levels are 
not kidding themselves about this aspect oC liCe" In this same messale Bradbury made 
some detailed arguments about ic airdrops, noting that the 
Air Force ought to be able to d quickly, within one week,and 
also setting forth the that 
to get some (drop) 

-...hich could be d 
~e local quipsters are making the remark that the Russians will 

own holes.-

Expanded Testing Considered 

In addition to underground testing, there were a number of parallel discussions 
going on about other testing possibilities, both self-initiated by certain agencies 
and in response to Washington rea'lests. Very soon aCter the Rusun test resumption 
the discussions about how .to test -mote quickly in Nevada, as well as overseas. led to 
the -question --of atmospheric tests in Ne~ada. On September 13, Mr~ S. P. Schwartz. 
President of Sand~a Laboratories, advised Genera) Betts that Sandia could provide 
tethered baUoens at "the Eniwetok ProYing Ground and the Nevada Test Site. On a 
crash schedule Sandia could prepare an Eniwetok program toc~r;y a .I,OOO-pound 
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payload to S.OOO feet in about 90 days, and with the equipment' stockpiled at the 
Nevada Test Site. could lift 2,000 pounds to about I,SOO feet within about three 
weeks. He also pointed out that LASL had developed a' balloon-borne diagnostic Pinex 
capability during the moratorium. On the 21st of September Reeves informed the Labs 
that at the NTS there were four 4·foot shot cabs and one 6·foot cab, and Sandia was 
authorized to increase this' inventory; there were six balloons that would carry 
2.000·pound payloads to 1,SOO feet, four balloons limitec;l to 700 feet altitude. and 
five partial reels of, eab control cable, limited in length' to a maximum altitude of 
1,000 feet unless spliced; helium trailers; and anemometers. Authorization was given 
to procure additional cab control cables and to rehabilitate the balloon areas in 
Frenchman Flat, Area 7, and Area 9. On the same day. Reeves asked LASL, Livermore, 
and ALOO to submit cost estimates by October 12 for various weapons test program 
segments, namely, (a) the possibility of developing a balloon contingency for both 
NTS and EPG. (b) work needed in the g tunnel complex, (c) Christmas Tree preliminary 
engineering, (d) site evaluation and geological exploration, (e) feasibility studies 
of (1) extension of main tunnel b, (2) exploration for deep h.oles for the LASL 
weapons program. and (3) the hydrological program; and (f) weapons and other related 
items for supporting each planned event. He also requested completion of event loca
tion plans for both Nougat and the so-called midterm program to begin after April 
1962 (sec Table XIX). Livermore, at this time. had used one tunnel location, which 
contaminated substantial parts of the tunnel, but they were projecting 10 more tunnel 
shots through the following August. 

The September 21 Reeves memo on cost estimates was modified on September 30. as 
a result of the September 27 and 28 Planning Board meeting. The requested estimates 
for NTS work now included the following: shift of the event in dolomite to the mid
term program; tunnel preparation for i, j. and k; preparation to emplace a 10;.kt 
device in Area 3 as a possible added event; reentry and decontamination of under
ground facilities; coaxial cable procurement; a temporary power facility in Area 12; 
equipment; and assumption of Area 18 as the new location for the DOD Marshmallow 
event shown previously to be located in U-12e.OJ or g. Regarding the balloon contin
gency program, Reeves noted that preparations were already under way for a contingen
cy program in which five LASL events and one Livermore event would be switched to 
this method of execution. and he directed Sandia to develop an aerodynamic balloon 

, capability at the NTS. EG&.G was to (urnish estimates (or the following work: Area 7 
alpha system; relocation of U-12e alpha system to i. j. and k tunnels; development of 
alpha systems (or U-12e and, V-12a; -9ther.activfies addressing overseas testing; and 
expansion of the alpha detector inventory. ' , . 

.. A September 2S Iil'essage from' Betts to Hertford requested a detail"d proposal 
including a schedule and cost estimate for testing with balloons at either''Ihe NTS or 
EPG, but prohibited procurement of additional balloons or any flying of the balloons 
for the time being. 

In one of the myriad of communiques between Bradbury and Washington on various 
possjble atmospheric programs and justifications, etc., on September 2S Bradbury 
concluded another LASL shot list with the following Quote: "After listening to 
highest authority's excellent speech before the United Nations this morning, we find 
it hard to see how all the foregoing can be other than an exercise for the student. 
Nevertheless, ... " 

The NT'S Planning Board met on 'September 27 to prepare for a meeting with General 
Betts on the following day. Betts had asked the test community how the testing pace 
could be accelerated over the next few months to the maximum attainable test rate 
consistent with device. diagnostics. and site limitations. The Planning B,oard ad· 
dressed three questions ,raised by Betts, namely. What acceleration is possible, 
utilizing existing underground sites? . What acceleration is possible by resumption of 
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TABLE XIX 
NOUGAT 

September 21. 1961 

Wi-\-hY"lud 

::> U,~ ,C. 

U nciEJz.. 
S5~ Cbj (:;3) 

})O~) £XEP1m~N 3. 

Note: T~ Hardhat event, S.O kt. in U-15a, is included in 
both Vela Unirorm and Weapons Test Programs. 

Midterm Program 
,(All devices. yields. l~cations. and ,-R- dates very tentative.) 

10 \ ~ h \\L\4 \) nc\EJ'L 

5 l).~.c., 55~ Lb) (3; 
""DOC) £XEP1f>TI lJN J 

atmospheric testing at the NTS? What can be done in Pacific operations (airdrops. 
balloons. barges. etc.)? The Board reached the following very briefly stated answers 
for the first two questions on their first day of meeting. First. "The conclusion 
reached was that no acceleration was possible; further, that the present schedule was 
optimistic;" second. "The conclusion reached was that approximately five LASL events 
could be accelerated. The LRL events are device-limited, and balloon detonation 
would not accelerate the' schedule.· Later discussion about Pacific operations led to 
conclusions that two airdrops. could be accomplished within two weeks; that a short
term air drop program with ground-based diagnostics could be ready in 2 1'/2, to 3 
months; that a continuing program would require six to nine months; and that a test 
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of the Nike-Zeus_could be ready in six months at Johnston Island. In 
more detail, the ~'s discussions of the underground program focused 
first on preparations and limitations of various sites. The U-12e tunnel, which, 
prior to the Antler event, had been projected for seven events extending through the 
following June. was now contaminated. Decontamination work was proceeding at a rate 
of about 100 feet per day, consistent with a 3R exposure limit for the tunnel crews. 
The current exposure rate was 700-800 mR per day, thus limiting workers to about 
three days of work. Nevertheless, since U-12e provided tne only high-yield site (up 
to 100 kt). the Board wanted all possible actions taken to restore, it. to operation. 
Steps were also being taken to add other sites for weapons tests. The i, j, and k 
tunnels, which were planned as safety shot tunnels, were now all to be extended, 
beginning in October and November, so as to have a capability for tests_ 
The Board determined that the requirements for drill rigs must be reeval~ 
users. The DOD Marshmallow event which had been planned for U-12e.OI would have to 
be moved. The DASA representatives said that moving it to a new tunnel, U-I2g. was 
unsatisfactory because of seismic interference from· the weapons tests. the pipe 
alignment requiring about 4 1/2 'months without disturbance from other shots. Thus, a 
new tunnel site would have to be selected and the DOD did not feel that a June 26. 
1962, readiness date was feasible. 

In addition to shot sites, cabling was a major problem, especially because of 
planned usage in U-12-i, -j, and -Jc tunnels and in the Furthermore, 
LASL, in requirinl a .new tunnel or deep hole Cor ined the cable 
requirements even more. The Board noted that vendor at that 'time, 
was now running at maximum capacity, and CoreilD sources milht be necessary. 

Turninl to atmospheric contingencies, the Board addressed the balloon capabili
ty, Sandia reporting an inventory of ten balloons. six with a capability of S,OOO
pound payloads and four with a capability of 2,SOO-pound payloads, all to an altitude 
oC I,SOO feet. They noted that the averale expenditure on Hardtack was I.S balloons 
per shot. Areas 7 and 9 were now ready, they reported, 'but Frenchman Flat would 
require power. cable. and general overhaul. Cable was on hand or on order. Sandia 
said that they could support a shot within two weeks of authorization and if that 
were granted they could attain a seven-day readiness provided there was authorization 
for procurement of additional balloons (four- to six-week lead time) and for recruit
ment and training of balloon crews. LASL stated that they could have five devices 
ready on seven- to ten-day intervals for balloon testinl. Livermore said that they 
were device-limited to a two-shot prolram and they preferred tunnels (if available) 
Cor the short-range program because of the dialnostics required. 

The Board listed several EGItG actions for which EGItG had provided cost esti
mates; namely, establishing an alpha system for Area 7; moving the U-12e system to i. 
j. and k; and developing additional alpha systems for V-12e and V-12g. 

. The Board discussed 'and made several recommendations on capabilities needed at 
the Test Site for the Air Force, the Public Health Service. and the Weather Bureau . 
. In these discussions. the use of towers for NTS atmospheric testing was not ruled 
out. but it was noted that balloons were preferred unless maximum diagnostics were 
required and adequate time were available. 

The Board also discussed. at length. possible overseas atmospheric testing 
requirements. methods. and alternatives .. Attached to the minutes were several de
taired schedules: the one covering the Nevada underground and baUoon programs is 
shown as Table xx. 

The proposed LASL program of atmospheric tests was also discussed by Agnew at a 
meeting of the LASL Weapons Working Group on September 27. The proposal included 
balloon shots at the NTS, which WOUld_t immediatel and continue with tests at 7-
to 10-day intervals. Beginning with th n October 1. the series would 
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g, . 
pot technique used on Shrew. Of the four pots 

used, it was found that three did not throttle properly due to the high velocity of 
the sample. The gamma spectra of samples from the fourth pot looked normal, but 
processing was going slowly. Good results were expected, eventually. 

TABLE XX 
TENT A TIVE SCHEDULE 

NTS PLANNING BOARD MEETING 
September 27. 1961 

W,·+l!)hc:.\c{ U nc\E.J~ 
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Vela Uniform Reorientation 

- .' .... ~ On September IS DASA Headquarters directed Field Command to make whatever 
changes were needed so that current Vela objectives were achieved by getting data· 
from the Antler, Eel, and Yukon events, and to gather close-in surface motion, data 
from the Jordan, Pecos. and Chena events using funding allocated for Crystal. 

Beginning on Nougat, the overall DOD management of the Vela Uniform measurements 
became the responsibility of the DASA Continental Test Organization (CTO).In paral
lel with these DOD changes, and as reported in the September 26, 1961, Planning 
Directive Number VU-9-9-61, the AEC Vela Uniform program was to be pursued, but, in ' 
particular, the DOD would be performing measurements on underground tests whenever 
possible. That directive set out briefly the technical projects includ·ing the fol
lowing general areas: 

Earth motion meuUNmenta,luch upartidemotioh.tudiea and.trohl-motioh .eilmicmeuurement.,.ponaond 

byDASA. 
EJectromacnetic meuurwmenta,lUch ... arth curnn& me .. urementaand.urfIlClEM meuurement.,.ponaored by 

ArtAC. 
OD-aite iDlpectioD projecta, wcb u ... ertleal 'UI'Y.,. of aplOlion litel, iDlpection or "'IPt.tion damare, and 

aftenhoc:t and nblidace meuUNlDellM, aponaored by ArtAC. 
Seilmie meuurwmenM, .ponIOftd by AFTAC. 

Some mix of 'these projects was pursued on all of the underground tests, 'begin
ning with Antler on September IS. 

Nougat Continuation/Impact on Labs 

Both Laboratory directors addressed correspondence to General Betts at the e,ld of 
September, discussing the impact of the weapons test resumption on their Lab's 
programs and projecting supplemental funding needed to meet the anticipated future 
demands. Norris Bradbury, on September 29, wrote that from 80 to ]00 additional 
people were needed in the weapons programs, with about half required from internal 
transfers immediately and the other half needed in the next 12 months .. A very rough 
estimate of the increase in LASL weapons program costs would be about one and one
half million dollars in FY 1962 and two and one-half million dollars in FY 1963. 
Bradbury was attempting to meet all of the weapons program needs while not severely 
impacting the Rover and other reactor programs. From Livermore, Foster wrote to Betts 
on September 30, noting that in underground testing, 

~ In increuin. our rate or pr .... , it iI extremely iIIaponant &0 increue tbe number of both the .mall- and 
\, '\,; larp-yield underpound facillt.. Opentional plana IDUIt .. UN .umant raciliU .. 10 that. the temporary 
~ ~ 1011 of anyone of them .,Ul not materially alow the ~ We are prnently d .. irninl a hi,h-yield ·Chri,tmu 
~ .~~ Tree- facility, and conatruction or an additioDallo.,-yield compl_ (0 tunnel) hu been "arted, 

~ ~~ As for Livermore expansion, Foster requested a variety of items, including authority 
~ ·~~to expand four Livermore buildings, to,increase the Laboratory manpower by 590 people 
~.' ~~ lij by the end of Fiscal Year 1963, and to increase funding by 16% in FY 1962 and 44.6% 
§ . r~ for FY J963 over the existing budget of 549.J million. . . 
'~""""'< LASL was projecting a possible firing schedule of two tests per month, as indi
,'v) ~roposed shot schedule circulated by Ogle on September 30. Following 
~ ::--\' ~~(the Boomer event) on October 1. five events were scheduled: October 
.~ \~ IS, November 1 and IS, and December I and IS. A brief description of Boomer was 
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given by AI' Graves at the Boomer weather briefing on'September 30. The hole used was 
U-3aa, approximately 340 feet deep, with the canister about 40 fe.et lon~. The hole 
was backfilled with sand to about 10 feet from the top and then filled wlth concrete, 
a configuration almost identical to Shrew. "The radiochemical pots on this device 
are set in concrete boxes which have I-foot concrete lids. The pots and radchem 
parts are 6 feet underground and backfilled." 

On the day that Boomer was detonated (October O. General Betts r~ported to .the 
Commission the success of the test, noting that there had been no venung. In vIew 
of this he inquired as to the advisability of announcing the te~t and the Commission 
agreed not to make a public announcement at that time. As it turned out, they never 
did. 

General Betts reported at an MLC meeting on October 3 on the progress of Nougat. 
remarking in connection with the Antler contamination problems: 

They are now worlciDl back iD~ lb. \UDftel, wuhiq down 'he walla, and muckinl out the nlult, ... Hope it that 

if they p* put lb. AD&Jw ai\e, lb.,. wUl p' into an uncontaminated area and '0 t.he other lit ... One month 
delay in &lIIUleJ 11M. folWMll. Bave Oft other tunn •• oririnally intended for .&fety , .. tI. Th ... 
t;UDfteia may be buiJdinc up their drill eapabUity. Now ba"e 15 drill rip, 

of ,Mal are S6-iIlc:h &train. LASL .a,. 'hey 8ft Dot limited by 

Later in the meeting. in a discussion of the factors limiting various testing tech
niques. Betts reported that the three words limiting acceleration of the underground 
program were ·cable, device, and site." 

The magnitude of the cable procurement problem is illustrated by an October 5 
memo from lim Reeves discussing an October 2 meeting which concluded that contamina
tion of facilities. delays in construction. and other factors could seriously affect 
the cable requirements. Reeves appointed W. 'R. Hickey of the AEC as chairman of a 
committee to review periodically this situation. The other representatives included 
Don Shuster of Sandia and Bob Newman of LASL. The three Test Group Directors (Ogle, 
Nielsen, and Kodis) were asked to collect their cable requirements for testing 
through the end of February 1962 and providc these to Hickey by October 15. 

An October 6 message from lane Hall. LASL Assistant Director. to Lieutenant 
Colonel Haney of DASA, briefly summarized the origin of the various components of 
LASL devices. All high-explosive components came from the Iowa Ordnance Plant at 
Burlington, Iowa. with minor exceptions. AU firing sets were provided by LASL 'Group 
GMX-7. again with minor exceptions. All zippers, were provided by, Sandia, zero racks 
for the devices were provided by LASL/EG&G. and the canisters were prepared'by LASL. 
Final assembly of the pit in the HE was performed at LASL. All gas reservoirs were 
obtained from Savannah River Plant (SRP) and the nuclear materials were obtained from 
Rocky Flats. LASL. and Oak Ridge (Y-12). 

On October 7, AEC Chairman Seaborg. in a letter to President Kennedy. noted that 
the underground test program must be supplemented by atmospheric testing if nuclear 
testing was to be accelerated and increased in scope. 

As of October 9. WhilC¥ t. had detonated three very small devices under
grOund.~U sians. had fire evices in several different locations with a yield 
totaling On a day Deputy Secrctary of Defense Gilpatric wrote a 
letter to t e PreSIdent whIch included new recommendations for atmospheric and other 
types of testing and stated: 

. 'thou,h a Jjmited amount of "a)uabJ. data can be _ured from tbe current und.rrround t .. , .. ri .. with low-yield 
.' devicee. it y baDI obtaiDecl at • Nlati •• lr .low pace .. iI dlaracMrillic of underpound ' .. tinc. 'It may aleo 

be .mpbuteed that , .. tin, undercroUDd ~ neither provi •• all 'he effectl data nee ... ary to .aUIf)' d.fen .. 
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requiNmenu outlined abo¥e DOrpermit the moat rapid ud full exploration of hilh-yield weapon technololY by 

the Atomic Eneqy Commiuion Laboraktri.. Ir it iI deeiNd to accelerate 'be preMnt Kbedu1e of OperatiolUl a' 

tbe Nevada T., Sik lipificantly, it wiD be MCeIIary to UN balloon techniqu •. 

He then set out several specific device tests schedu,led for underground detonation 
and suggested how they could be accelerated by one or two or more lXlonths. given a 
balloon technique. Finally. he recommended that the DOD and AEC be authorized to 
prepare for atmospheric testins at the NTS. among other locations. . 

On October 10. in a letter with a similar soal from Chairman Sea borg to 
President Kennedy. Seabors referred to the earlier recommendations for preparation 
for low-yield atmospheric tests in Nevada conveyed jointly by Secretary Gilpatric 
and Seaborg on September 20. He noted that the quickest way to accelerate the U.S. 
test program would be to do some of the Nougat tests one to two months ahead of the 
current schedule by: 

UIiq ",beNd balIOOIUI at the Nevada T.t •••• BaUoolUI U'I on bud. JLebabUitation or 'be pound budlinc 
equipmeat and ,~ or the CNWI U'I &be paciDc factoN of tbe IMpI required to achieve ... adin_; th ... 
1M,. wW hbfnlmlDdap to, .... ~ 8ampliac ~ and c:Iia&Daetic equipment can be nady witbin tbe ...... 

"ime frame. AD adYance of .. 1IIIICh ... or IlIIODtIII in &be _eelale for ..... or &be '-" in the follow-on 

P"'IJ'UD encJOMd with Ill)' .. ,. of 8epMJDber Ie, 1"1, could alIo be accompIiIhed by we of &be balloon tech
nique. Toward &be lat'" pan oftJail procnm, *-tiDe could be conducted JDUCh mo ... rapidly ifnot inhibited by 

&be laP..,. proc.- of,...,.,mc ~ -'*-. The co.t of balloon *-'- it appreciab17 .... tban of tbOM 
conducted uaderpoaad, or thaN utiIiainI ...... but ...... it ..... ncd&c:e ill &be MchDicai iDforIDMioIl 
attaIDabie. 

On October 10DASA informed Georse Bins. who was then workins on Vela Uniform 
with ARPA. of the tunnel problems at the NTS, notins that the contamination levels 
within the U-12e tunnel now promised to -Corestall any further events in U-12e for 
several months. Consequently, to the best of our knowledse. the AEC is planning to 
open up four additional tunnels tentatively known as a. i. 'j, and k: While this 
information was part of a discussion of the Vela Uniform participation in NTS tes
ting. it gave new inCormation on the delay caused by the contamination from the 
Antler event. 

,The second Livermore test (and the fourtb in Nouaat), Chena. was .detonated on 
October 10 at 10:00 a.m. in tunnel U-12b.09. Thirty minutes after the event it was 
reported from Mercury that containment had been achieved inasmuch as radiation sta
tions in the main tunnel, at the portal, in tbe near vicinity of the portal. and on 
the mesa were readins back around radiation only. However, only a few minutes later 
radioactive aas started cominl from the stack (directly above the zero room). indi
catina that the cavity had collapsed, and at one hour past the detonation the reading 
at that location only was 2 R per hour. Preliminary indications from remote tunnel 
indicators were that damage in the tunnel was confined to the b.09 drift. although 
this was only shortly after the shot and there bad, of course. been no thorough 
examination of damage. Reentry of the tunnel was to commence the next day. A few 
hours later. accordina to the H-plus 6-hour advisory. the radiation detectors in an 
area extending 200 feet from the tunnel "portal indicated an exposure rate of 10 R per 
hour. Prelimin;l1i.Y indicatio~ were that the yield was within the expected range. 
Ultimately ,four working days were needed for decontamination and rehabilitation prior 
'to any further construction in the b tunnel. 

An October 12 memorandum to Al Graves Crom the radiochemistry aroup reported 
briefly on the results of radiOChemical samplins' and yield determination on the first 
two LASL underlround events. Both events had exhibited extensive fractionation in 
pipe samples, and while the phenomenon was not a surprise. -It is greater than had 
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been expected." Analysis based on the samples available had led to a wide variation 
of yield. depending upon what isotope was considered in the arithmetic. Various 
arguments were made to decrease the variance of the calculated yield. but as yet 
there was still confusion and the results were inconsistent. The radiochemists hoped 
that the core samples obtained from drill back would yield more reasonable res,:! Its. as 
had been the case in previous experience. but the desired core samples were not yet 
in sight. In summary. they noted: "The chief point in t.his memorandum is that our 
experience with prompt sampling for radiochemistry on underground tests has, to date. 
been unfavorable." . 

The Boomer rad-chem results were also discussed at the October 12 LASL WWG 
meeting. It was suggested that the sample pipe probably closed early, .giving rise to 
samples of much different appearance than those obtained from Shrew. In addition. 
the Boomer sample pots did not· contain liquids as was the case .with Shrew. However, 
the Boomer samples were even more highly fractionated. For both events the blower 
system on the surface collected activity' due· only to rare gases and their daughters. 
This observation was interpreted to imply that on the Shrew test the blower system 
was sampling krypton and xenon that had come up through the sand. but that on Boomer 
all blowers received the same sample coming largely from the dump hole. 

In an October 12 letter from Newman and Ogle to Reeves. LASL proposed to find a 
more suitable shot area for deep tests than the NTS. Two types of sites were 'sug
gested as meeting the requirement for the firing of large devices without introducing 
contamination into a usable aquifer; namely; (1) an area which contains no under
ground water or (2) an area in which the underlying soil or rock is so impermeable as 
to preclude movement of contaminated water into a usable aquifer. LASL would have 
preferred the entirely dry area and suggested some guidelines as to what areas might 
be studied. What they were requesting was a search of the literature followed by 
appropriate reports which would . inc.lude maps of interest with subsurface contour 
maps and drawings of area lithology. 
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Further Consideration of Expanded Testing 

A message from Reeves to the NTS Planning Board on October J 3 noted an October 
18 meeting to discuss the DOD Hardhat eveDt and requested that the Board also" be 
prepared to provide criteria and justification for resumption of" atmospheric testing 
at the NTS utilizing balloons. Reeves wanted a list of devices to be tested, a 
recommended schedule, justification for the method, requirements for helium, and 
assessment of the impact of this method on NTS support facilities. Further, F"ield 
Command was asked to submit detailed plans and justifications for effe"cts tests that 
would require atmospheric detonation . 
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At the October 12 LASL Weapons Working Group meeting, Ogle summarized ~he 'pro-
jected LASL testing Ich 

on concept a tion 
run by ROland Beers, known as RFB. Inc., which was evaluating ~he concept as re
Quested 'by Jim Reeves early in October. On October 16. after studYing the concept to 
some degree and looking at some of the data from the early underground shots,. RFB 
people were in the midst of evaluating the separation of shot points and the various 
laws to be followed in setting out the configuration for safety. containment, lack of 
c0p,l1lmination, access. and other considerations. Generally. they felt that the 600 
W./3 scaling law for the separation of shot points from the access shaft and the SO 
Wl / 3 law for the spacing of the shots around the ring were possibly inadequate. 
While noting that .there would soon be a better understanding of this from current 
data. they suggested providing a second access shaft.' extending the working radius 
further out from the . shaft and providing greater spacing between each shot around the 

. ring .. Two days later. Mr. Collins of Holmes It Narversubmitted his company's preli- . 
minary drawings illustrating the Christmas Tree configuration as well as views of the 
camp and tunnel facilities. 

By the middle of October. with four underground tests behind them, the Laborato-
ries had changed very little their feelings about the suitability. of the underground 
regime for effective weapons testing. At a lensthy Commission meetins on October 17, 
with the Laboratory Directors and Managers of the Albuquerque and San Francisco 
Operations Offices present, Bradbury expressed his view that it was extremely diffi-
cult to acquire reliable data in the undersround medium. which some at LASL had 
always held to be the case. He noted that in one test the measurements had been 
impaired by the underground location and the close pro.ximity of material interfering ~ 
with the alpha measurements; also, the radiochemical results had been. marginal since ,. \..) 
the samples were badly fractionated. In response to a question from Commissioner ~ ~ 
Wilson, he observed that. as yet, seismic measurements were not satisfactory for. ~ .,. 
determining the yield and that there was' insufficient experience in seismology of _c::: 'v f'yt. 

weapons detonations in heterogeneous media. Foster briefly summarized the resuns of -....J ~ 
the twoBiver or tests: only an approximate yield determination had been possible '\) ~'\ r ~ 
for t~e since no alph~ measurement was ~ . 'V 
chem1ca sa les ad been acqulfed after the test. ~ ~ 

Foster 
more effectively tested underground, he preferred most 
part since it resulted in better diagnostics. Bradbury agreed that in almost all 
cases ·it· was desirable to test above ground. The subject of tunnel contamination was 
then raised by the Chairman, and Foster said that the Chena tunnel contained radio
active material immediately following the explosion. Blowers turned on the day after 
the test forced the contamination out of the tunnel, and only sev.eral days later was 
the tunnel reentered to find thatH had been blocked by debris at the juncture with 
the connecting tunnel. Foster emphasized, as he had quite recently. that adequate 
tunnel space was not as critical a pacini factor ror Livermore at this time as the 
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lack of sufficient test devices. The latter shortage· was primaf'ily a result of the 
concern that an acceleration of activities during the moratorium might have touched 
off adverse public reacdo.n.. He also reported that during the moratorium; the 
psychological reaction to not beina able to test. had permeated the Laboratory and 
adversely. affected its productivity. Furthermore, even if the U.s. decided to resume 
atmospheItc testing, Foster stated that tunnel construction should be accelerated. 
Bradbury continued, still very u~certain of the underground method, that he would 
prefer to retest in the atmosphere, if the U.s. decided to resume such testing, those 
devices which had. been tested only underground. After Commissioner Graham recalled 
the 19S8 attitudes of Livermore al\d LASL about underground testing as being pro and 
con, respectively, Bradbury said he still believed that the merits oC underground· 
testing were overestimated, although such testing ~as better than none at aU. Foster 
emphasized that iC the U.s. continued undergrollnd testing exclusively. it would 
require a considerably greater level oC eCfort over a longer period of time to 
acquire optimum diagnostics. Thus, he felt the U.s. should resume atmospheric 
testing. but at the same time underground test preparations should be accelerated in 
order to acquire the technical capability to test in that regime and to best allow 
for the possibility that political developments would alain require. testing under
ground exclusively. He suglested ~hat the AEC spend an additional SSO-SIOO million 
to advance tunnel construction. Bradbury said that while he did not disalree with 
ariuments Cavorinl increasinl development of underlround testinl, he was hesitant to 
support a SSo-SI00 million increase. Edwin McMillan, Director of Lawrence Radiation 
Laboratory at Berkeley, who entered into the discussion at this point. endorsed 
vigorous underground testinl and tunnel construction, but said that the U.s. should 
resume atmospheric testing since he believed underground testing would never be an 
adequate substitute. Schwartz oC Sandia endorsed the others" feelings that under
ground testing was better than none at all, but that atmospheric testing was more 
desirable since eCficient techniques in that regime were already developed. Ia re
sponse to a question from the Chairman about where underground capabilities should be 
developed, Foster Celt that NTS ~ould be adequate Cor a period of a couple of years, 
but suggested that other sites should be ready after that. He estimated that Liver
more would have developed their technology in about five or six months to the stage 
where they could test two devices per month, and. including LASL testing at a similar 
rate. this would mean about one test per week. Foster. said he would prefer to 
continue that rate even if the U.s. decided to resume atmospheric testing. A discus-

. sion of accelerating the underground program then included Hertford of ALOO, who 
commented on the adequacy of current tunnel construction. noting that he had the 
crews. now working continuously (24-hour days. '-day weeks) on i~ j, and k tunnels. -.. 
With additional funds, ALOO Could have more tunnels constructed. The Chairman agreed I") 

that acceleration of the underground program was necessary. but that this must be '-J 
balanced alainst funding required and examined in the light of other national needs. "\,)-.. 
Commissioner Wilson expressed his opinions about underground testing techniques in a ~...c 
continuation of the meeting with the Laboratories and Operations Offices later the ~ '-.J 
same day. based on information from Hertford that .because oC repeated wea.pons tests, _ .... 
fissures had developed in the ground above the tunnels. Consequently. Wilson sug- -...J ~ 
gested that testing in vertical shafts. as LASL had done, might be more useful than "- ;~ 
tunnel testing. Hertford then argued (incorrectly, in retrospect) that vertical-·~ 
hole-testing presented many. of the problems common to tunnel testing. such as steam ~ ~ 
venting and possible contamination of groundwater. In lengthy discussions of the ';:::. . 
var.ious Laboratory weapons development programs that had either been accelerated or ::;:- v:' 
deemphasized due to the press of getting devices ready for testing. Foster and the _-. 
others .. in the afternoon discus' dd d' t h t th d d :::> -
objectives were at the moment. I~ ~ 
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~ \i)' Foster stated that the 
~"') . weapons develop-

" ~ ment program would not be fully realized for some eight, months after the tests. 
~ Chairman Seaborg asked that a study be prepared on what the scope of underground 
"'''1 I.J .... testing should be in the event the U.s. resumed atmospheric testing. Wilson noted 
--.:.~:""'\ Foster's earlier recommendation for an additional $50-$100 million to advance tunnel 
"'-l construction and, said that he rather agreed with LASL's approach to testing in verti-

J '\J) 'i cal shafts, -noting' that several of the tU,nnels had been seriously damaged by detona
tions and existing tunnel space will permit only limited testing." Commissioner 
Haworth then argued that when the tunnels were built. the pressing time schedule had 
limited the quality of the tunnels. The AEC General Manager, Alvin Luedecke" went 
even further in recommending that if it could be demonstrated that 2,OOO-foot shafts 
could be properly instrumented, he would recommend abandoning the tunnel approach. 
To him it was evident that there was no full containment except at extreme depths and 
that even the slightest degree of venting would both arouse public concern and in 
fact raise the radioactivity level. Thus, weather conditions at the' time of under
ground tests must be taken into consideration. Commissioner Haworth then suggested 
that' tunnels could best be used for small-yield tests where only slight fracturing 
would occur. Luedecke, however, pointed out that even in the smaller tests, serious 
fracturing had taken place. The Commiision concluded its meeting by requesting recom
mendations on the scope of the underground capability. taking into consideration the 

, comparative advantages of tunnel and vertical hole shots. 
On October 19 Bob Campbell, Assistant LASL l-Division Leader. sent Jim Reeves a 

letter responding to Reeves' September 21 request for cost estimates from the Labora
tories and others. Campbell set out several LASL projections for of 

"" ~ 
~,....... 

~..(\ 

y umented ~ \j 
drifts at the bottom. rather than in holes. and would require personnel access to ~he ~ fl 
zero point, collimated lines of lin ~') 

Vi 
~ 

.......... V) 
J at eric testing as 

desired were possible. the underground test method would be abandoned during that 
period. Based on these numbers of projected tests, Campbell set out specific 
requirements to support the scenarios as 'follows: 

1. Alpha 5,..'.1118: Thr. IyahIll8 oCIO OICi!loec:opM each were required in addition to what w .. 'hen on hand: 
,h_ were lo be obWned, inahlled. aDd operahd bJ EGIlG under LASL technical direction. 

2. Detec:ton: EG~G wu io fumilb alpha d.'ec:ton .. needed to IUpport 'he teat IcenariOl, 
3. Portable Alpha Statioa: H~N and REECo .. ere currentl, daipin, ud conltrucUn,luch a Itation for u.e at 

NTS ud this mould be complehd. 

4. Coaxial C.bl~ Th .. requinmenu tor undercround tea'i mipt be Icaled diredly Crom the Nou,at require. 
menta. 

S. Upda'e Balloon Area: LASL WaDted an alpha Itation ohutlieient eiM to hold a modem alpha recordinl 
",'em ud, if poNible, a winch ud detector arranpmeIl' lo pennit uein, more 'han one cround-Mro. 

• A man ii' a mined "."ieal bole wi~ driftl al the botkml. B2!!! .... drilled. 

______________________________ ~ ___ a==EeR&% 
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I. Tialinc and F~: lDdepadellt timiDc and ~ .,. __ for .Anu i and T at tbe NTS wva d .. ~NCi. 
T. Zero Jtacb: A aero rack for each Ibot would be furDi8becI by BG&cG. ' 
•. Zippen: Zippen would be required from Suelia for IDOIt mou. 
e. BItT (Bich-R..olution Telemetry): Sudia'."'&u" with&hi .. y.krllwould berequiNCi on all above rround 

lhot •. 
10. UDderpound Hydrodynamic Yield:- audia, inconjuDctionwitbJ-15a' LASL, wouJdcoDtinueaheiraUempu 

at obtaiDiDI uaderpoUDd ~clI by hydrodynami~ metbodl. 
11. AaleaiblyFadlitw.: A ... poa ..... mbJyfadli*7 pbyeicallYMparaHd from th .. :mtm.complex wa .. 'rollCl,. 

dlliNdtopNCludetheUDDeCeal&l'Y..retyuadlChedwm.problllllldue~tbepnMDtarranpmefttoflharin, 

MMlDbly aad .torap facilm .. at tbe NTS with other orpnisatiODI. 
12. USGS: The USGS effort .t NTS Ibould contillue U DICaAf)' to IUPport underpound t .. tine· 
U. Wwber. LASL nc:ommeaded tbat abe pnIIDt fadlitiel be &UJlDlDHd by upper wind Itatione at ShOlhone, 

Alamo, Tonopah, Beatty, ud JDcliua SpriDp for any .tlDOlpheric NTS teaU. 
14. Aircraft: SampIinc aircraft req.ur.a.au .. clebiled ..... hva. 
11. Sbop Fadlitiel: P~t NTS fadlitiel wve adequate for tbil. 
11. Jt.adcbelDLab:AJt.adcbemLabwouldberequiNdattbeNTSforearly~eldde~atiODIlbouldCOftditioneof 

&iDe luc:b .. ill Hardtack Pbue n pnniI apia. 

11. &eM: JDt ....... tofabDolpberic __ .BCMOI'compenbleequip ...... twouldbenquiNdtoJoca\elOUl'Cllof 

. eleeUonic illterfeNDce. 

1.. BotIIiDs.TnuportatioD.aadCoauDuDlcuioDJt.quiNmeDu: AaODpNYiouaoperUiODlwbverequiNd,it wu ' 

boped, becauM of tbe CODtiDuiDc Datura of ...... prop'UIII. that eiDcle occupucy ClU ........ would be made 
.... ailabIe. 

In its meetinl of October 19·21 the AEC's General Advisory Committee heard 
detailed brieCinls and had lenlthy discussions on the test resumption, the various 
techniques, and the possibilities for weapons testinl in the immediate future. One of 
the briefinls presented showed a chart livina the relative advantales of the dif
ferent types of testing. such as what sort of dialnostic data could tit aathered. 
This chart is shown in Table XXL In liaht of the poor results thus far in radi6- . 
chemistry work and the efforts beinl put hito this area, Commissioner Wilson noted 
tha t such work had fallen about six months behind schedule and .that the Commissioners· 
were desirous of employinl additional lood radiochemists. Willard Libby, a former 
Commissioner, asked if the Commission had canvassed Arlonne and Brookhaven to sec if 
some of their radiochemists who milht not be willinl to leave their laboratories 
permanently would be willinl to receive some of the samples for analysis there and 
thus alleviate the work load. Libby lenerally advised that since underground testinl 
was in the development stale, improvements in technique and dialnostics could be 
expected, to which General Betts aareed. In a discussion of the overall status 'of 
the Test Site activities, Captain Crail of the DMA test office explained that Liver
more was expanding its tunnel complexes at Nevada and there were 12 to 16 driH rigs 
drilling holes for LASL devices. (Sec Filure 10.) He briefly described the J...ivermore 

• A September 7 entry from the author'l diarydllCribeiaconceJ>' formaku.. bydrodTDamic ,ield meuurement. on under
~und ahou. The propoeal wu '0 driD • Imall-diameter (perilaPl.-inch) bole alon .. ide the main hole but about 10 feet away. 
and another ImaUer (perh.PI three-inch diameter) bole witbill tbe Dext SO r .. t (Ed. nok: alonl the nme radiUl). Time-of. 
ani ... aI and pralure-.... nu.-&ime meuuremenu made at the bottollll oUh_ bol .. would all_ J-15 to make yield .. timat ... it 
wu lelt. Pot_tial problellll were larpJy ill ,be capabili'J' to determine tbe diltanCe8 from the .emlSlaced device to the bouoma . 
of tb_ bol_ and in tbetime and don to driU tbe holel. The liNt Ibot for wbich theM could be performed would be in the 
middle part of November. but uDl .. accurate poeition meUUI'IIMnta could be made it wu not clear that there wu any point in 
'lUI technique. Th. decilion wu made to b ..... J-I iIIv_ticUe tbeM problellll and have J-15 think a little more about ,ield 

de\erminatioD from meuurameftU made wit~ abe canil\er i_If or ill tbe main bole. 

-'8&QRET • 
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TABLE XXI 
COMPARISON OF DIAGNOSTIC QUALIT.Y 

Diagnostics Underground n Atmospheric Testing 

A. Prenuelear 
1. Detonator signal good results good results 
2. HE burn signal good results good results 

B. Nuclear 
1. Fission (n, gamma) good results good results 
2. Fusion (D. 2n) good results good results 

c. Postnuclear 
1. Fireball growth no resultsa good results 
2. Bhangmeter DO results good results 
3. Shocks poor results~ good results 
4. Radiochemistry poor results good results 

aClevly Dol pouibJe in uncIeqround __ becauM ofliml'atioaa ui8iQC from fireball and Duclear ahock iDtenctiou 

wiUa ,he can". SbocU and w.., wa ... in ,be aurrouDdinc.ardI can ...,. bedeMckd. but WeNDe. about tbe datu of 
\be Dudear aource aN bichJJ' lIIlCeI'taiD. 

~ lH1. If, ,heM McbnoIOliel w .. compIekly ill band and undeqrouacl-tinc bad demona&rated iu flexibility and 
nperiority for all but atmoepheric .&eta PurpcIMI. 

Figure 10. 
A twilight photograph showing some oC the drill rigs . 
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Christmas Tree tunnel concept as having about 15 shot locations, the deepest at about 
4 000 feet which could accommodate yields as large as 200 kt. After a couple of , , . . . 
days of discussions. which included detailed looks at th~ pOSSIble testing scenar!?s 
for the future. Libby recommended that. since the U.S. mIght not be able to test 10 

the atmosphere. the underground techniques should be emphasized. and he mentioned the 
possible establishment of an ·additional test site in a salt dome such as the 
Mississippi-Louisiana area, where exploratory drilling operations were currently 
under way in preparation for site-selection for the salt-medium decoupling experi
ments in the Vela Uniform program. Abelson, another GAC member, while noting that 
there were some aspects of underground testing that actually presented very con
siderable advantages, also pointed out that radiochemical samples could be collected 
about as easily underground as in the atmosphere. Since the committee seemed to 
agree on these points. the Chairman, Ken Pitzer, asked Libby to draft the -General 
Advisory Committee'S view on weapons matters for their recommendations. Thus, the 
October 21 letter to Chairman Seaborg with -the recommendations of the General Ad
visory Committee contained the following under the heading -Underground Testing-: 

The COIIIIIIlt ... ~ ......,. 'bullae CoIIImiIIion abould coatiDue ureat deYe10PIMDt oft'" UDClerpouDd 
'-'iDe &eduUq ....... U' umc.pberic __ iI NIUIDIId. Ia particular. lIae poIIibJe .... of the AU ...... ja 

Miaaiuippi uuI .......... forUDCleqrouDcl MItlqof deYlceIoflarpr7Wd tbaD CaD be bandled iD N .. ..saabould 

,.-...... 
IV\ 
\.J 

~~ 
be lhGtouchlF apIoNcI. The fonhcominc GIIOIIIe Plowahara .. Ihould lin YaluabN iIafonIIUioD about the 
UMfuluu of lIae _t meclilUD. Odaer 1IDderpouDd fonDuioDt • well • ouWr Ipace Ihould nmaiDUDder 

consideratioD • 1Ii_ for leItiq. 

~ ,-.Q 1'1\ 
:- \j ) 

:::::s; ~ ~ 
~ \n~ 
~ ~ -

Noulat Continues with Revisions ~ v1 \;J 
......... ,;.0 

Jim. Reeves sent a messale to tbe Labs on October 20 discussinl the DOD Marsh- --S.-::J,:::J 
mallow event, cilina the Plannina Board's investilation of possible sites, ~-....J \() 
identifying U-16a in tbe· Shoshone Mountains as a possible location. While this_ 
underground test was to be emplaced, stemmed, armed, Cired, and instrumented by the 
AEC, the majority of the information to be obtained was (or the DOD. Reeves asked 
for the addressees' comments on a construction ltart elate ot about November 1. 

The same day, Bob Miller rem"rked to Jim Reeves on a Dumber o( items, including 
the DOD Nevada tests. At the DOD's request Sandia was to handle aU or the AEC 
technical participatioD OD the Hardhat eveRt, includiDI Vela UDiform (Lollipop) and 
Plowsbare measurements by Livermore, as well asaradna. timina, and firing. The DOD 
had requested the same relationship (or the Marshmallow eveDt, for which, Miller 
said, the Labs alree with the DOD's choice o( a Tippipah SpriDIS site. (See Figure 
11.) 

LASL's concern over the Jack ot lood dialnostic data in underlrouDd teslinl was 
emphasized iD aD October 24 messaae trom· Bob NewmaD to Joe Sanders stressing the , 
n~cessity for LASL to aet f8diochemical samples withiD two weeks arter a shot in rY\ 
order that they be relatively unCractioDated. ADY areater time Cor recovery resulted "" '-J 
iD great uDcertainties, aDd Newman said, -It is doubtful we caD cODtinue to operate ~ , 
underground uDless we caD let samples within two weeks after the shot,- Thus, more - -" 
pressure was put OD the (jeld test orlanizatioD to improve their drilling capabili- :S '-.J ~ 
ties. The Cuture work load iD that particular area would certaiDly be heavy. based, ~ ~ 
on an October 2·S message (rom \,;; ~') ( '0 

'" \.I) ~ ~ 
~~ ~~ 

reported to DMA OD some problems iD preparing for the Mink . .:::::: -.;J 
eveDt. Mink was oriaiDaUy scheduled Cor October 1 iD aD 800-Coot hole, which was to """ 'v) '" 

....... ~ ''-oJ 
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Figure II. 
Early 1961 map of NTS. 
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be obtained by de'epening the existing U-3ae 500-foot hole, but difficulties with lost :31 ~ 
tools and other problems resulted in delaying it and putting Boomer in that hole. "It' lO I 
was a bad guess on my part to try to deepen the s~o-root h.ole. U~3ae is n?w c?mpleted ~ \() ~ 
at 640 feet, and preparations for use are mov.lOg rapidly. I.e., pu~tlOg In co~x, ~'. ~ 
sampling system, etc." Although t was to rue on thiS c cas) '-! 
slip to October 29. Dormouse, 'v:> I , ~ 
___ was originally sched on ovem . ,,~ ~ 
~e addition of small holes drilled Cor attempted hydrodynamic yield measure- ~ 's:J 

ment, which would not be finished until October 29, LASL was now hop,ing to lower the • ....,; \[)~ 
device on November 3 or 4 for a firing date of November 5 or 6. Thc main hole was now "-
at 1,200 feet and casing was under way. Packrat, ,the next event scheduled, was 
originally to be November 15 in U-3ai at 1,200 feet. That hole was now at that depth 
awaiting casing, which could not be done until after casing U-3ah was completed 
because of lack of tools. After that, LASL expected to be able to do the shot one 
week after Dormouse, or about November 12. Thus, Ogle felt that, overall, LASL hoped 
to pick up a little time on the original schedule. ' 

On October 25 the status of DASA funding needs for the various testing possibi
lities was forwarded to the Secretary of Defense. Of the total 540.5 million incre
ment required for various projected test possibilities, 52 million was Cor under
ground test participation in FY 1962 and an additional 54 million would be needed to 
complete the, Marshmallow test. 

At LASL. the radiochemistry group (J-II) reported on October 25 that drilling 
Cor the core samples of the Boomer debris had not yet begun since the appropriate 
equipment was still engaged in trying to obtain core samples from Shrew, tested on 
September 16. . 

J-6 oC LASL also reported on the status of the construction work at the Test 
Site on October 2S. During the month, drilling and casing to extend U-3ae from 500 
feet to 640 feet deep had been completed and casing had begun on U-3ah and U-3ai, 
indicating that drilling oC these 1,200-Coot holes had been' completed.' One other hole 
(U-3ak) had been dug to 1,.215 feet and another (V-3am) was in progress, along with a 
number of smaller-diameter holes for diagnostics. dump holes, and exploration. Two 
new postshot drill setups had been ordered and were due for delivery by about 
November 24. A 100-ton crane was also ordered. HAN and REECo had been asked to 
propose a dry drilling method that would work in Area 3 for posts hot and instrumenta
tion holes. Coaxial cable Cor Area 7 balloons and J-IS/Sandia time-of-arrival 
measurements had been ordered. J-6 had also spent some time with Sandia and DASA 
discussing stemming. radiochemical sampling, and operational problems with the Hard
hat event. and had participated in discussions between Livermore. H&N, and the AEC on 
the Christmas Tree concept. J-8 of LASL. also reporting on October 25. had supported 
the Boomer event with pressure measurements and now had sufficient equipment for 
three pressure channels on Mink and on future events. They also had worked on 
planning for supporting timing and firing Cor. 1962. in coordination with Sandia and 
'EG&G. 

An October 2S message from Hickey of ALOO noted that coaxial cable delivery 
schedules for the Nougat events had been worked out up through the end of 1961. It 
had been confirmed with Phelps-Dodge. the coax supplier. that additional cable could 
no, be delivered earlier. than certain specified dates in January. February, and, in 
some cases. April of 1962. Since the requirements for Nougat events after January 1. 
as well as the two DOD events in 1962. had not been provided to the cable supplier 
and answered with appropriate delivery schedules. there was a possibility of not 
being able to meet some of the shot requirements. Hickey also noted that the uscrs 
had not yet supplied their requirements for the mid-term program (after February 
1962). The next day Jim Reeves asked the Test Group Directors of LASL, Livermore. 
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DASA and Sandia to review tbeir scbeduled Nougat event requirements based on tbe 
1962 delivery dates for cable provided by Hickey. He furtber asked wbat relief would 
be gained jf atmospberic tes~ing were autborized and. whether there were .accepta.ble 
substitutes Cor any oC the coaxial cable, "thus allowIng program to contInue after 
January')." 

An October 27 meeting of tbe LASL Weapolls Working Group discussed the inter
esting Cact tbat tbe Dormouse site was being delayed by difficulties in casing, 
possibly for several weeks. At the same meeting it was stated that balloon shots, if 
authorized for the NTS, would begin after tbe Mink shot. with a repeat of the Sbrew . 
device to veriCythe yield, followed by Dormouse and, tentatively, the rest of the 
Nougat schedule as approved. As a contingency, a pit for a repeat of the Shrew event 
had been ordered and was scheduled to be available at the Test Site on November 6. 

General Betts wrote to the Laboratories on October 27, asking for several de
tailed comparisons. He wished to know the, adva:ntagcs, if there were any, of under
ground testing, a comparison in cost and time and instrumentation limitations Cor the . 
vertical bole and tunnel techniqucs, and what should be pursued, in t~e way of under
ground facility preparations in the event that atmospheric testing was authorized. 
He wished the Labs to answer by November 3. 

On thc same day, the Commission's General Manager, Alvin Luedecke, wrote to the 
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy summarizing tbe underground tests to date and 
including a lot of detail on current planning for future testing, underground and in 
other environments as well. Among other tbings he stated that approval for balloon 
testing at the NTS would permit acceleration of certain underlround tests scheduled 
in 1962 by as much as four or five montbs. -

On October 28 Norris Bradbury lave Betts a list of the accelerated execution 
dates of various planned Noulat tests iC balloon testinl at the NTS were permitted. 
He stressed that not only would tbe tests be accelerated. but tbat more accurate and 
more easily executed dialnostics would be possible. Kenner Hertford replied Cor ALOe 
on the same day. notinl tbat ALOO could reduce tbe response time for tbe balloon 
program by two weeks if liven. the authority to fly practice balloons Cor training 
purposes. John Foster of Livermore replied tbe next day with several complete test 
series possibilities, living the various options. His schedules all showed under
ground testing continuing even if atmospheric testing were authorized. 

In an October 30 letter from Chairman Sea borg to Pre$ident Kennedy. Sea borg 
stated that whether we did atmospheric teslinl or not, it was mandatory that the 
underground program be continued. very much in line with the Livermore opinion and 
not in line with Bradbury's approach to move completely above ground for the time 
being if that were possi,.,le. In a meeting three. days later tbe National Security 
Council recommended that underground teslinl continue in parallel with preparations 
for atmospheric testing. 

After delays in the emplacement process caused slippage of one day, Mink was 
detona ted on October 29, and tbe initial report said that there was a small flasb and 
some small las seepage. Several bours later silnificant radiation levels were con
fined to areas within a 25-foot radius around eacb sample pot and the dump hole, and 
there was no radiation off s.ite. There was one unusual incident: the Air Force B:'57 
sampling aircraft carrying Paul Guthals, the sampling controller for the tests, 
struck a weather tower on its second pass over ground zero. lost a sampling tank, and 
sustained some damale to one wing, requiring it to land ne~rby at Indian Springs Air 
Force Base. Tbe tower crumpled and was a complete loss. 

Communication between DMA and LASL at the end of October indicated the status of 
diagnostics on underground tests and the deartb of information from the underground 
techniques. General Betts noted tbat they had not yet received a firm yield' figure 
for the Boomer event conducte.d at the beginning of October. Bill Ogle answered that 
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were a as ~ llJ. 
not a figure. The various hydrodynamic measurements as yet had .~ . 
not provided yield figures. Thus. a good yield measurement was expected to come only ...,... ": 
from the core radchem samples after drillback, but that had not yet been comJ?leted . ..:::::. ~ d 
and might take some tirne. ....) I.() C 

A message from Batzel to Betts on October 3J concerned the planned underground ~ r
shot in dolomite. The fact that it was to be performed in a medium not yet used made 
it very important to Livermore that the device detonated be one whose yield was 
already well known. In addition, Livermore urged that radiochemistry not be the· 
method relied on for yield determination due to the uncertainties of fractionation 
behavior in dolomite. Batzel also pointed out that because of the press of other 
underground construction for more immediate test requirements. Livermore was delaying 
the conduct of this shot. 

These and other changes were the beginning of a shift in Livermore underground 
testing philosophy, no doubt based on their negative experiences with containment and 
contamination on their first two tunnel events. Milton Rex of the AEC wrote to Betts 
on October 26 about what had been discovered on reentry into both of the main Liver
more tunnels, U-12b and U-12e. He described the areas that wcrc free oC radioactivity 
and the amount of debris blocking various areas, and stated that: 

The Labon&ory (Liverman) pI .... toCOD&iDue dae C1IINM operatioDa plUl util the CODditioDi bqolld dae 12e.OS 
intUMCtiOil an DOWD. At that time, • d~ will be ....... to tbe practicality or pouibiUty or 
funher' opera*ioDa ill tbe 12e compl-. It 8hou1d be ao&ad thal nclUJWiOD activity ia proceedinc at a luter 
rate· tbUl would be .,.aible lor excaYatioa of • Dew tWUMl. It II hoped that rad.iatiOil 1eveI8 bqond the 
intenection wiD decnue aacI thal NdUDUioa JH'OInIII will imprvYe. W. carmo' predict at tllia time the impact 
or the nentlry achedule OIl tbe ........ t .... t acbedule. 

Livermore once again explicitly made known their feelings about development of· 
the underground testing technique in a message from Batzel to Betts on October 31. 
Batzel began by noting that, to Livermore, the underground shot program was essen
tially independent of a decision to return to atmospheric testing, particularly with 
respect to preparing sites. He then presented a revised schedule. prefacing this 
with -Based on the LASL experience in Area 3 and the improved situation in e tunnel. 
we have developed a new site plan to match the present schedule.- This schedule is 
shown as Table XXII. 

Event 

Mad 
Feather 
Platte 
Brazos 
Rogue 
Kuskokwim 
Cheyenne 
Jordan 
Columbia 
Eel 

TABLE XXII 
LIVERMORE NOUGAT SCHEDULE· 

October 31. 1961 

11/30/61 
12/15/61 
01/15/62 
01/20/62 
02/01/62 
02/05/62 
02/10/62 
02/15/62 
02/20/62 
02/28/62 

U-9a 
U-12b.08 
U-12k.Ol 
U-12e.04 
U-9b 
U-9c 
U-9d 
U-12i.Ol 
U-12c.OI 
U .. 12b.07 
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The new schedule was a substantial departure from the most recently revised 
Livermore schedule. One significant change was Livermore's use of Area 9 for vertical 
hole shots such as those LASL had been performing in Area 3. 

Duol Froman LASL Technical Associate Director, responded on November 2 to 
queries by Generai Betts •. getting LASL on the bandwagon by stating that even if 
atmospheric testing started, LASL urged that a stockpile of underground holes be 
accumulated in case atmospheric tests' were again stopped. He said that any particular 
number of sites would just be a guess. but perhaps four sites for a megaton, four for 
50-100 kt, four for 20 kt, and four for 10 kt. in spite of currerit casing difficul
ties, LASL still preferred holes to tunnel sites. Based on recent experience, LASL 
endorsed the 475 wII3 containment rule for the present time. 

Jim Reeves further endorsed some of LASL's position in the November 2 ALOO reply 
by pushing to obtain a large inventory of both tunnel and vertical hole sites, much 
greater than existed before the. moratorium ended. After Reeves had emphasized what 
kind of a stockpile of underground sites should be built uP. he made an interesting 
recommendation to Betts, namely "that atmospheric testing be held to a minimum even 
at the expense of increased costs and acceptable delay in order to decrease to a 
minimum the probability of public opinion forcing an early termination of atmospheric 
testing." 

The Livermore reply from John Foster on November 2 was sUghtly more elaborate 
than the others, still loing very clearly down the road of developing extensive 
tunnel complexes. Livermore estimated that 12 portals would be required to provide a 
capability for about SO tunnel site detonations per year. and Foster also pushed 
consideration of the Christmas Tree concept for higher-yield detonations. Foster did 
note several diagnostics problem areas requiring development for the tunnel sites, 
specifying these as: 

(A) There ia need for a technique k» live prompt yield data; (B) apeftmenu .uch .. Pinex and Phonex which 
inyolve rec:overy of d.ta N1atively c:l0H to the clek»ftation point blyolye hirh mk of lo.inr clata clue to 
rockfalls; (C) lure-yield tho*, (150-100 kUotoftl) inyom yerylOftl c:able NftI and c:onMquent hirh c:o.t to brinr 
out diacno.tic: information. LRLiac:onduc:tlnrNHucbanddevelopmentworkineacbofth ... areuandthi.mu.t 
be c:ontinued until accept.ble IOlutiOftl are founcl. 

He also stated that Livermore preferred tunnels because oC the size and the large 
number of drifts per tunnel portal. He made an interesting and admittedly very gross 
comparison of the costs and time of preparation for tunnel sites and vertical hole 
sites, which is shown in Table XXIII. 

TABLE XXIII 
LIVERMORE COMPARISON OF COSTS AND TIMES FOR UNDERGROUND "SITES 

. November 2, 1961 

CJW. (tbousand doJlars) Preparation Time (days) 
Ykl1t Range LIU.l Tunnel l!2k Tu nne 1 .I::!.2,k 

" Less tban 1 295 75 30 25 " 
1-5 425 130 45 40 
5-10 S2S 170 55 60 
10-25 675 280 70 80 
25-30 870 400 85 110 

-SagAIi. 
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. The poor results in collecting useful prompt radiochemical samples on LA$L 
-..... events continued with the Mink event, as reported by Charles Browne at the November 6 

:: ~ LASL Weapons Working Group meeting. The sample that had been obtained, in addition 
''V to being highly fractionated, was small in size and Browne concluded that the yield 
.~'? could not be estimated from the sample. Drilling had been started to obtain better 

) \J ~ samples from the core . 
. ~I-I( or intere.t in comparins the Laboratories' diaSDostic techniques was a November 

yield for Chena, 
Thus, Livermore, by 
percent uncertainty '\i 

~ \)~ 
a ure 

from radiochemical sampling within a month of their shots. 
In Betts' November 4 message to the Laboratories on the results of the National 

Security Council meeting, he noted a change in the quantitative character of the 
projected Nougat program derived from the Laboratory directors' messages on October 
28 and 29. He told the Labs that he now would require detailed revisions to this 
program before asking for Presidential approval for increased expenditure of nuclear 
materials, which would be substantially different from that authorized in September. 
Thus,. he asked that Reeves convene the NTS Planning Board to provide a revised 
detailed listing of diagnostics, cabling. device availability, and other considera
tions needed for the ·Nougat schedule through the end of February 1962, requesting 
these revised Nougat plans by November 9. He noted that Seaborg had indicated· that 
the underground program should be vigorously continued. Curiously, there was abso-

'" ~ lutely no mention made of atmospheric testing by balloons or other methods at the 
~~ NTS. . 
~.~ In response to Betts' November 4 request, Bradbury sent a new LASL Nougat list 
-.J \) ...... or"ests. of which less than half had previously been approved. The list is shown 
...... 'i'l • in ~e XXIV. Noting that LASL·wished to test the Fisher device next because of the 
~ \j),~ behavior of the Mink device, Bradbury requeste4 DMA approval for that sho.t to occur 
~ ~ ~ on November 16 in hole U-3ah. No dates or exact locations were given for the other 
:: \'":). ......tests, since they depended upon the availability of holes and' the results of related 
) ~ ~ current tests. The November 11 NTS Planning Board would consider such detailed 
...I "") ''''' scheduling. 

DMA responded to Bradbury's request on November 10, following some telephone 
conversations, notifying LASL that the AEC was trying to obtain Presidential approval 
for the addition of the Fisher event with a proposed date of November 19. 

The NTS Planning Board met on November 11 in Albuquerque and Reeves immediately 
thereafter provided DMA with an te modified Nou 

~ rough t e 
'" were now for holes in Area 9. The other_ 

J \; '" ne in the i and k tunnelS, on which construction had begun since 
~.~ test resumption, and in the band ctunncl c:omplexes, which still required some 
o.J \.:; recovery work. In addition to the effort required to prepare these underground 
~ ':?I'" sites, the Planning Board addressed the Ivanhoe series (Table XXVl), which was to 
,,\.) commence underground on March I and continue through the end of the fiscal year (June 
~ ")l~ 30, 1962). The Laboratories presented preliminary programs requiring a great deal of 
~ '\J""< additional construction. This was set forth by Reeves to the AEC and to contractors 
~ . "\ required to' prepare the underground sites. 
':. '-'") ~ . The Livermore program for Ivanhoe resulted in the following projec;ted construc
:::) ~~ tion program: IS separate tunnel sites (some double tunnels) to contain tests up to 
J -.,.) 100 kt; and more sites in either tunnels or Area 9 holes to contain up to SO kt: 

") Noting that the Plannina Board supported all of this lona lead time construction for 

&1iG:AIii:f • 
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TABLE XXIV 
LASL NOUGAT TEST LIST 

November 4, 1961 
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Yield 
UUl 

Previously 
Nickname Approved W Nougat 

DOE.... ) £Xt=ty)'i>noN...J 

.... ,<1 

J~anhoe, Reeves asked his assistant, Milton Rex, to' develop cost and time estimates 
for the overall program since he expected that there would be funding problems and 
wanted to make DMA aware of these as soon as possible. By the end of November, LASL 
reponed that there were five underground sites com,plete, with about 20 additional 
drilling jobs in progress. 

On November 14 ALOO published one of their periodic listings of the projects in 
which they were involved or had done planning. Under the Vela Uniform program they 
showed the Dribble and Shoal programs as needing lots of work and the Shade program 
as in progress. including support oC DOD measurements- primarily seismic--at the 
NTS. The Plowshare program included three active projects; Gnome. discussed el~e
where, and Wagon and Chariot still. beiDI addressed. (It is not at all clear what the 
status of Wagon and ehariot was.) _·Und.·DOD support, -the Mar.ahmaU~..effects1llfest 

..... ~nvoL.v.cd. installation of ,80()'dCAt· .6r .... acuum pipe in a new tunnel facility, which was 
being prepared in the Oak Springs tuff of Area. 16 at the NTS. Hardhat, which in
c)uded structural respo,nse experiments as well as Vela Uniform experiments, required 
a tunnel and hole in Area IS. 

Reeves continued specifying NTS authorizations on November 14, directing Rex to 
proceed with construction of U-3ah and with emplacement for the Fisher test (ex
cluding stemming) to meet the November 19 date provided to DMA, though that test did 
not have final approval. (That approval came only on November 17.) Furthermore, 
Reeves directed that construction proceed on U-3ao and U-3ad for LASL eyents Dormouse 
and Coney. on Janary 5 and December 12. respectively, and on Area 9 'Holes a. b, c, and 
d for ro~r new Livermore events. For the longer term, he reiterated the request for 
the best available time and cost estimates for the overall Ivanhoe effort, charging 
Rex to coordinate thoroughly preparations for that prolram at the field level in rea) 
.time to assure there was continuing need for the Cacilities. 
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TABLE XXV 
MODIFIED NOUGAT, NTS PLANNING BOARD 

November II, 1961 

lJJ ,-\-hll'dd C nclc. f( 

5 o· S·C'..· 55~ (b) [3) 

.:DO L) Ex €P1?T IoN ..3 

.. 
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TABLE XXVI 
LASL UNDERGROUND SITE PROPOSAL THROUGH FY62 

(IVANHOE) 
November 1961 

Depth 
Quantity £!1la ALa. ~ Required 

2 1,000 3 March 1962 
2 2.500 New Site April J962b 
2 1.600 3 April 1962 
2 1.000 3 May 1962

b 
2 1.200 3 May J962 
1 2.200 3 June 1962 
3 200 3 March 1962 
1 6.000 U·15d June 1962 

aAJI bot., WeN to be S fee' ID cIlameMr. 
bTMM may be beaYily _*rumeaHcl. iDyolYiac .baft CODItrucUOil Uld room 01' drift at bottom of .haft and 

... .nl auxUiarJ .boIIa. 

These proposed expanded schedules Cor Nougat were discussed by the Commission on 
November 16. In discussing the feasibility oC supporting such an expanded schedule •. 
Betts said that ALOO. -has unqualifiedly indicated the necessary increase can be 
achieved if vertical shafts' can be utilized; it is less certain if' tunnels are 
required." Betts also noted that as a result ~C the Chena event in U-12b.09 th.ere 
was danger of excessive radiation exposure to the miners .now attempting to clean OUt 
that tunnel for Curther testing. The then current dose limits recommended by the 
Federal Radiation Council (FRC) were 3 rem per quarter and 5 rem per year; 3.9 rem 
quarterly and no yearly limitation had been used on the most recent EPG test series . 

. The General Manager noted that few oC the miners working in the tunnel had exceeded 
the quarterly limit of the FRC. but in view of the danger of a largc exposure at some 
point in the tunnel. it was uncertain at what pace the tunnel could be' cleared. 
Discussion of funding Cor testing in the same meeting included concern expressed 'by 
Commissioner Wilson about Betts' remark that Cunds might have to be diverted from the 

~ underground program to initiate preparations for atmospheric testing.· Betts explained 
~ that funds taken from the underaround proaram would be redirected only with assurance 

(; .~ that they could be replaced later. thus allowing the underground program to continue 
~ \~ as scheduled while expediting the atmospheric test proaram. 
~ 'V 1"t\ The frank opinion of one of the experts in the testing community • Bill Ogle, on 
...j .'\j 'I the greatly expanded underground programs being readied in parallel with the atmos
" V) • pherictest preparations, was expr,essed in an internal LASL memorandum of November 
~ ~) "Outlook for Nougat/Ivanhoe." In the transmittal letter attached to a listing of 
~. \) ices considered for testing before the end of February 1962 was the 

~". 
" .~ '" S ~ \.tj 
-..)I.t)~ 

In all th. rid dnaminc lOme 011 recently ID the .eapon tel, buam .... a let of devic ... hoi ... etc .• have been 
UIOCiaMd witb Operation Noupt in order to obtaiD authority to do field ccmatruction. expend Ktin material, 

, : •. eac.. ';'.' J am unaw.,.. of anyone who belin .. tbeN ia any Mrioua n1atioDihip between thie liatinc and what 
will K&uall,. bappen. Bo-.r. for wbat it iI worth. tbe appended table iI pnMnted. (Eel. note: table no& 
iDduded hu..) 

-SlieR&:r 
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Livermore's overall projections were even more grandiose, in addition to their re
lying most heavily on a tunnel testing technique which had had very poor success to 
date. 

By November 10 one possible method of alleviating the cable shortage problem had 
been tried and found not to work. The United Kingdom, which had a large amount of 
surplus cable, had offered this--through Headquarters, AEC--to the test community. 
However, after an exchange of information and correspondence Reeves informed Betts 
that none of the Laboratories had a practical use for the British cable, which had 
originally been offered about a month earlier. . 

Adding to the problems of achieving the ever-growing program at the NTS was the 
fact, discussed at a Commission meeting on November 21, that the pipe fitters and 
operating engineers at the Site had had a disagreement and the pipe fitters had gone 
on strike, establishing a picket line which certain of the other unions had refused 
to cross. Luedecke noted that the Rover project was being delayed on a day-by-day 
basis and the weapons test program would be seriously affected. 

The expanded Nougat test program was sent by Betts to Chairman Sea borg on 
November 28 along with a proposed letter to the President requesting authorization. 

Radioactive Contamination of Tunnels 

A . brief description of the tunnel contamination problems was included in a 
letter Crom General Manager Luedecke to the Chairman of the JCAE. Chet Holifield, on 
November 29. Luedecke poi~ted out that the,Antler test: 

....... uJ&ed in 1011 of ... try into &be U-12e tunnel complex becauM of &be coatamiaatioa and IPNaci or debril 
throucb th.licle dM and the maiD tunnel. '" 1'0Ucnriac the AlIt_allot, a PI'Op'UIl wu commenced &0 deconta
minate and Nhabilltate the U-U. tWJDel complex 10 U to .tampl to ea)vap four Ibot locatioDi wbich had been 
previoully cODltNc&ed. '" u-n. tUDel Nb&bUltatloa bu been accomplilhed to a point about 1,100 fMt from 
tbe portal. At thil poiat. the 'wanel ia plua-d by a IftUI of debria from ,he lide c:Irift wheN the Antler device 
w .. placed. It bu been determiDed that ratber than attempt to NIIIOYe th~ debria plul. it Ibould be bypused and 
work i. proceedinC. Vntil.e aN able to complete the byp .... we wiD not kno .. whether the Nmainine .hot lit .. 
of the u-ne tUDDII can be UNd. . •• Ja acldltioft to the cUfficuJt .ituatioa in Nprd to the U-12e tunnel 
complex. we bav. a tioublelome problem with nprd to tritium iD a ponion of the U-Ub tunnel complex. Thil 

problem aroM after the Ch ... a." ... t uad wu comp1icUecl br 'he 'ritium Nlidue NllaaiDinlfrom the EVIUlI."ent or 
Hardtack n. The combiaatioD ol&be extental radiation wbole body expotur. iD the U-12e tunnel and the addi
tional int.mal expoIUN in the V-lib 'UIUIIi h .. r.ul&ed iD 10l1llinerl uad IUpportinC perwonnel_lvinc ... of 
November 24, 1SMSl. a combined wbole bod,expo1UN iD exCIII ollNlDin one quarter and oftb_, 38 In .xc ••• or 
5 rem in one year. No individual w .. aponcl to IIlON 'han '.04S Nm. .,. Bec:auae of o~ iliabillty to continue 
full-.cale tunnel operatiODI "'hiD the .. tablilbed Donnai peacetime radiatioa crit.ria, the U-12b and U-12e 
tunnel operatiolll weN curtailed OIl November 27. 1SMS1. Uadefll'01lad workln who were approachine 3 rem per 
quarter were Nmcwed from the lwuaele ... weD u any indmduu who may have _ived • dOl.,e 01 moN than 3 
rem per quarter. 

What would this do to the expanded Livermore plans for building up a large stockpile 
of tunnel sites? Pari of the answer was included in a message the same day from 
Cliff Bacigalupi~of Livermore to lim Reeves which stated, "Reentry into the E tunnel 
complex indicates that the U-12e.Ol and U-12e.04 locations cannot be used for the 
Cimarron and Brazos events in the near future. In order to maintain the Nougat 
schedule, it will be necessary to develop new emplacement locations for these 
events." Thus, he requested approval for construction of new sites in Area 9. 

In light of these problems, it seems that the death kneH for the Christmas Tree 
concept could already be beard. The Christmas Tree workin, ,roup bad continued. to 

J 
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meet through November, and on November 9 H&.N had submitted preliminary co~t estimates 
for various sites which were being evaluated for this complex. The estimates for 
seven possible locations· in Utah, California, and New Mexico ranged from about S5 
million to 58 million. By the end of November a final draft of the Christmas Tree 
report was being r.eviewed by the committee and other concerned people. LASL had made 
it clear that while they were not interested in developing the concept. they would 
continue to evaluate it and keep informed in order to be ready to utilize it if it 
proved feasible. 

More Nougat 

LASL finally got a chance to sec if the r~diochemical samples obtained by 
drilling back would give better results than the prompt samples and other techniques. 
On November 17, drill back of the first LASL shot. Shrew. brought some samples to the 
surface. Charles Browne reported the observations and analysis results "to the LASL 
Weapons Working Group on November 27: 

The pnenl actmty level nmaiDecl COD8taDt iD the bole from a deptb of 110 f .. t clown \0 a 3-foot void en

couuMnd at sa6 f .. t. The activity then Jumped br a factor of 10 or IlION at &be void, returned "&0 tbe initial 
level from lSI f .. t to US feet. then fell oft to HrO at about ISO feet. Data wu taken from eunplu obtained 
arouucl In feet. at tbelevel ofpeu acdYity. and at UI _t. The'fnctionation patwm appeared reuonable, 

The value of these more accurate 
opened by Harold Agnew on ,.""~ ...... ; 

immediately evident from a discussion 

uneo1m i·ng schedule presented by Ogle listed Fisher to be 
shot sometime in the next week. followed by the next two or three shots at about one
week intervals. 

Hoi .. exiat for PKktat, Ferret, aDcl Coney, witb onlJlUrface work remaininc to be don •. The hoi. for RinrtaU 
i. not y.t availabl •. Subeequ.nt &0 tbe cli8c: .... ion of .• it wu noted that, in order 
to fire IUnltail in December. it albl be neceuary to OM F.rrel could be delayed 
if nec ... ary. The pra.nt order orevena then is Fisber, ~Kkrat, Rin"ail, 'ben F.rret and Coney, all hope
fuUy before lh. fint of the year. 

~~ 
~'v 

~~ 
-:3\J 

.~ t-r-
When the time to perform Fisher finally did arrive in late November. following ~) 

delays because of strikes at the Test Site, the event was postponed due to a mechani- ':- "\.r) 
cal problem discovered during insert jon. The shot was first slipped to December 1. ~. I ~ 
then ,December 2 •. and then postponed 24 ~ore hours because of flooding and danger of >< \J ."-1.., 
shorung a transformer at the ·alpha statIon. Although electrical proble~ '";:::., . 

of the test, it was detonated on "December 3." It_=:;: ") '" 
. involv:d new diagnostic tech~jques. and was detonated about - :::::J ~ 

eet deep wlth essentlally 100 percent contunment. It resulted in the largest :::J C"'I 
,subsidence crater yet. T~e c!ater. which formed 27 minutes after the event, was 50 .~ \f) ~ 
feet deep and 585 feet In dIameter. Furthermore, as Charles Browne reported at the 

., SligAET" .. 
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I " ('\ .J"'" ~ WWG meeting on December 13, prompt sampling yielded the~~o~er~d by ~ "'<) .J I 

that technique, the sample pipe data showing betw~lsslon~. Al \4j '" I 
Graves, the Scientific Advisor to the Test Manager, reported immediately after FIsher 'C ~ 
that the crater ·now 'contains r,ubble from one red shack, one white shack, one red and c:: ~ ~ I 
white shack, one blue shack, one silver shack, and one Chic Sale.· One of the lessons:::J \j R.: 
learned from the extensive cratering following the Fisher event. as can be seen in ~i 
Figure 12 (a, b, and c) was the possibility of damage and lo~s of equipment. Three C"JS ~ 
amplifiers and a power supply were completely destroyed ,and a zero rack and other '""t ~ ~ I 
things suffered lesser damages., . . ~ \C)I ~ I 

The Nougat schedule as recently revised had not yet been fully approved, and It r- ' 'Q 
was still loosely defined. LASL was reconsidering the Nougat schedule in order to ~ '\J : 
conduct those experiments relevant to Blue Straw (the Pacific Oper~ v) ~1' 
possible, and reached the conclusion that those tests leading to a -.::- • (""\ I 

_were to ha ~~ 
~s role'were ~~I 

The first of these was to 
ahead to utilize the existing Packrat hole,' which 
foot depth planned for Ringtail. This switch necessitated several days delay in 
Ringtail. which w.s scheduled as the next LASL event on December 20. That change left 
Livermore's initial vertical hole test, Mad, as the next event. The AEC Chairman 
approved Mad on December 8 and it was performed on December 13. It was the first 
Livermore event of this series to be completely contained. 

Toward Normalcy in Nevada 
I 

',. 
On December 12 General Betts formally requested from the Laboratories a re

assessment of their underground programs in the liaht of two main assumptions: (I) 
that the underground program would not be terminated in the near future so that 
efficiency of operations might become a primary factor, and (2) that the atmospheric 
test program would begin about April 1 and co~ist of a program approximately as 
presented to the President on November 30 (see Chapter IV). Betts requested that the 
La boratories provide detailed event &ans," including firing location, device readi
ness date, etc., for their programs thro~'gh the end of MarCh. and he wished these to 
be sent to him by April 1. Moreover, he requested a tentadve list of additional 
tests (with less detail) covering the April 1 to June 30 period. Concurrently. Betts 
asked Reeves to have the NTS Planninl Board consider the feasibility of providing 
suitable locations for each of the suggested Laboratory tests. As a guideline, with 
no clarifying elaboration. Betts said this should be based on ·resuming a normal, 
noncrash set of operating conditions at th~ NTS: Following receipt' of the desired 
information from the Laboratories and Plannilig Board, Betts would request approval 
for the revised schedule through April I. 1962. In another message from Betts to 
Kenner Hertford on the same day. the budget problems arising from the enlarged 
underground program projections were evident. Betts reported that because more money' 
was needed for the larger underground program, the AEC bad. for' the time being, 
deleted ~ substantial number of the items in the Ivanhoe program. 

Some clarification of DMA guidelines was provided by Reeves prior to a December 
20 NTS Planning Board meeting. Specifically, the definition of "normal, noncrash set 
of operating conditions· was to, be construed as a 40-hour workweek for all crafts 
where possible. but providing for three-shift operation for those fu,nctions which 
normally work on tha.t basis. For the Test Site technical and management stafr. a 54-
hou1 workweek was considered normal during a test series. In addition, the radiation 
exposure standards to be utilized in NTS operation would be to limit whole body 

: 



Figure 12. 
(a) Part of teletype hom At Graves. Scientific Advisor for the Fisher event. to the Test Manager, 
referring to above photograph of the Fisher event . 

. p 03'8~2Z DEC 61 

FM GRAVES SCIENTIFIC ADVISOR 

TO'REEVES, AEC TEST MANAGER 

THE CRATER NOft CON'TAINS RUBBLE FROM ONE REO SHACK, ONE WHITE SHACK, 

ONE REO AND ftHITE SHACK, ONE BLUE SHACK, ONE SILVER SHACK, AND ONE 

(}{l C SALE. 

• E5 2 d " • n 
p. 
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Figure 12. (cont) 

• • • • 

(b) Close-up view of Fisher build in IS bef.ore detonation. 

, . 
. .". • .-1· 

(c) Close-up view of some of the same ~isher buildinlS after collapse. 
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radiation to 3 rem per quarter and 12 rem per year, provided the quantity 5 times (N 
minus 18) rem, where N is the individual'S age, was not exceedcd. (Ed, notc: Ob-
viously, it was assumed that there were no workers younger !han a~e 19.) , 

Improvement in LASL's ability to obtain delayed radIochemIcal samples fo~ YIeld 
determination was reported by Charles Browne at thc WWG on December 13. Dnllback 
samples on Shrew, Boomer, and Mink had been obtained and second drillback holes were 
being started~ Drillback on the Fisher event was already ~t 600 ~eet, and the 
average drilling rate was about 100 feet per day. Thus. techniques USlDg the newly 
acquired rigs had been successful in greatly accelerating the acquisition of postshot 
radiochemical samples. Two days later, on December 15, the drillback went 190 feet 
in one day, the highest rate per day yet attained. , . 

The W- J- and T -Divisions within LASL got together on December 14 to modIfy 
the undergr~und test schedules in light of the at.mospheri~ test, consi,derations and 
the test results to date. Norris Bradbury communicated thiS reVIsed hst to General 
Betts late that day. It was based on roughly ten between shots ith the 

of 
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tunnel areas was still planned as shown in the attached Table XXVII. This tablc ~::::::J~. 
shows thc pcriinent information for both the LASL and Livermore shots as presented to '-.....,.) l.r)' 
Betts. As noted several days later by Reeves, the urgent need for integrated 
answers made it impractical to assemble the Planning Board in time to meet DMA ne.eds, 
Consequently, a later Planning Board session would include review and refinement of 
these schedules. but that session would not be held until general concurrence and 
approval of the schedule bad been received from Wubington. 

On December S, in discussion between Hans Betbe and Bradbury, Betbe indicated 
his preference .for tunnel testing over vertical boles. These comments led to a 
December IS memorandum from George Cowan, the LASL radiochemistry group leader, to ~ '" 
Bradbury, summarizing the status .0C radiochemical sampling from vertical hole tests. ~ -Q 
The memorandum notes that experience on prompt samples had been ver~~ '\J 

e t had finally yielded the first useful prompt sample ____] tv'! 

Delayed sampling to that date had had one- to two-months delay~:::J ,,~ -', 
latest equipment this delay was cQming down to a ~1 ")( 

don of '.J LJ: 
lcult to drill ~ v') 

in uncompacted alluvium than in compacted tuff. Overall, however, Cowan felt that""'" -:S ~ 
Bethe's conclusions were based on overly-optimistic· statements about tunnel contain-....... "'" 
ment, statements not in accord with experience to date, and that the only significant ~ l.{J r::.. 
advantage of tunnels over holes was the case of some line-of -sight experiments, 
rather than in sample recovery. Bradbury utilized Cowan's summary in his December 20 
reply to Hans Bethe comparing tunnels and holes for underground testing in which the 
desired results were primarily yield, alpha, and some timing information. Bradbury 
noted that so Car the t\~nnel shots had all gi~en trouble to a greater or lesser 

I 
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TABLE XXVII 
LASL AND LIVERMORE PROPOSED NOUGAT SCHEDULES 

December 1 1961 

LJ+hllz;.Jd UndER 
5 U.5,C 55~ Cb) (3) 

DDZ- . £XEPJi'TI()I\l 3 
) . . 

degree with their lack of containment. whereas the vertical holes had given no such 
trouble. This was particularly significant (rom a penonnel exposure point of view.· 
LASL had also been able to fire about twice as many shots as Livermore and aU of 
LASL's shots had and would have prompt diagDostics. Bradbury did agree that for 
heavily diagnosed, heavily collimated experiments, tunnels were probably preferable 
to vertical holes. Further, he observed that Bethe's point was probably ·not that 
tunnels were. so much better than v~rti-' ... bQles, but that LASL should believe "more. 
fervently in the virtues of underground testine.- While acknowledging the place of 
·underground testing, Bradbury expounded on his strong feelings about preparing and 
carrying out atmospheric tests, feelings based on 'his perception of the realities of 
the international situation. 

Since there could be no Planning Board meeting in the time required to submit 
the, revised schedule (noted earlier), Reeves relt that the separately determined and 
submitted Laboratory schedules should be reviewed with those who had to support. them. 
This occurred in a meetinl on December 16 and 17 with the best qualified personnel of 
his office, H&N, and REECo. The result was concurrence that the proposed Lab 
schedules were practical and could be done efficiently at a cost oC $121 million in 
FY 1962 and S28 million in FY 1963. Although they clearly Celt themselves under some 
pressure to reduce the overtime costs and. cut down the number of people working many 
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extra hours per week, the contractors made a case for continuing t~e drillinl prol~am 
through the summer usinl three crews, each crew workinl seven days per week. ell~t 
hours per day. Part of the justification, other than that, it was required to meet t~e 
Lab schedules was the cost 'oethe rented drill rigs (they were approximately 40 III 

number) and t'he impracticalHy of shutting down rigs on weekends (because of problems 
such as mud circulation). Moreover, addinl another shift to. decrease the hours per 
man would have greatly increased the numbers that would have'to be supported with 
livinl facilities, thus causing other indirect . costs and problems at the Test Site. 
The same sorts of arluments applied for the crews involved in tunneling, where an. 
avcrage workweek of 54 hours for the present crews would still require hiring addi
tional men to meet tlie Laboratories' programs. 

LASL detonated its fifth Noulat event, Ringtail, on December 17, and the lood 
record for containment continued: containment was essentially complete, with the 
highest radiation levels beinl near the prompt samplinl pots and no radiation outsi.de 
the immediate test area. Diagnostics results were discussed in a WWG meetinl three 
days later. Westervelt reported that the J-I0 alpha station had lotten results which' 
had been analyzed partially. Charles Browne reported that, 'in contrast to Fisher, 
there was no indication of a good prompt rad-chem sample. Drillback had begun some 
distance from the well head and a new (to the NTS) technique known as Whipstock 
drilling was beinl used, in which the direction of drilling may be altered during the 
operation to intersect .the original hole at the appropriate depth. A brief summary 
of LASL progress in radiochemical samplinl techniques Cor underground shots was 
provided at the last WWG meetinl of J961 on December 27. George Cowan summarized the 
results from the five Nougat shots as follows: 

ADaI,.ia of driUback umpl_ .. ". a ndiocbeialcal yield 
were DOt y.t aDaly_. Miak driUback umpM. ....... a ndiOd ... ical 

bad the flnt 1IMI\a1 

Livermore's containment problems continued on the Feather event on December 22. 
Immediately after firinl. a small cloud came out of the tunnel portal (U-12b) and the 
vent pipes on top of the mesa also expelled a cloud. Activity half an hour after the 
shot was about 3 R per hour at the portal and the vents. and off-site activity was 
not anticipated. In spite of the ventinl it appeared that early recoveries of film 
could be accomplished. Six hours after the test it was reported that diagnostic data 
had been recovered from all stations outside the portal. but reentry would not start ' 
until about January 3. 1962. 

J-15, the LASL hydrodynamic group. reported just before the end of the year that 
the Fisher event had been the firs" one instrumented for time-or-arrival measure
ments. These measurements. together with data on the media and the equations of 
sta te, would, with time. lead to improvements in this yield technique. As of December 
22, about three weeks after the shot. J·lS analysis of these measurements gave an 
estimated yield of 13 plus or minus 4 kt. 

Livermore Rethinks Tunnels vs. Holes 

Livermore. in a message from .]:toler Batzel to General Betts on December 19. took 
stock of their present experience in stemminl tunnel detonations and outlinged some 
new Iround rules they Celt were valid. From their point of view, lookinl back over 
not just Nougat but all the, tunnel experience, there had now been four detonations 
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y fourth (Antler) vented. , I 1 • 

there had been three events. all oC which had released signl Icant 
the tunnel (Tamalpais. Evans. and Chena). As for Chena, since they 
reenter the b tunnel within a Cew days aCter the event. Livermore 

,~ ~ 
were able to ~ ~ 4] 

~ 'Jlt '" ' .:-::::: ~ 
the y """ \.-.. 

'.... -,J , 

appropriate combination. 
said: 

new approach Cor 
an in an ~ ~ J... 

Livermore. Batzel ~ ~'~ 

We belieYe u,at the optimum aaumer to \1M 'UDDeII II OM in which a .inclelhot lite it CODItructtKt'for each 
Mparate tuDMl entruce, aDd'Ulen,depencJm.OIl the .ubMquentlituatiOll OIl raclioactiTity, _would eithernUM 
abe iDdmdual aurmel for a foUowiDc event or, if --'Ye racliatiOll ...... ailt, we would abaDdon that tunnel 
lor the time beiDe aDd let the racliatiOD cMca7 to aD acceptable 1.".1 before nUM .... Bated on our put 
exp.rience, w. would expect &hat eo to 70 percent of tbe time, a liyen awmel could be Neftterecl witbout delay. 

, We ... conYiDced u,at pen _other. _tha to ODe,ear of (Ed. IIOte: ·of" inMrted) aperience, we CUl 

1Iipi8c:aa~ imp"," &be pnbabUlty of ~ .*emminc, 

In a statement somewhat 'in conflict with the Livermore Director's recent statements 
about being device limited. Batzel added: -It should be remembered that as of the 
present time and probably at least through the first oC May. we arc still site 
limited and some important experiments which are ready Cor execution cannot be done 
because oC the lack of sites and tunnels.- Batzel then turned to the ,vertical holes 
which he called an important complement to tunnels, especially for those shots which 
required a minimum of diagnostics. Livermore was not only expanding the Area 9 hole 
operation. but also was doinB preliminary planninB for another area along the west 
side of Rainier mesa where the' water table problems tor deep holes might be more 
simply solved. Moreover. Livermore was discussinl vertical hole drilling with a', 
limited number oC outside contractocs. such as K.err-McGee.' Finally. in answer to a 
recent query Crom General Betts about the expensive high-yield test methods of the 
Christmas Tree concept. ~atzel stated: 

In licbt of our ailtinc apuieac:e, LIt.L al80 .... ......uo. about the reuibUity aDd d_irabiliay of .tanine 
cOlllcructiOllof a ChriItmu Tnt facU1ty at &Ida time. Aa .... pia IDOI'I aperience aboul tbe problema or 
."mminc. radii of damap. &ad.... deeD at poloc)o, we will be iD a 'poUtion to DIMe a firm 
ncollUftlndatiOll. 

Finally. he expressed the Livermore position that developing a space testing 
capability was very important. addinB that they were concentrating on plans to 
develop diagnostic techniques and instrumentation Cor that regime, and it was urgent 
that the techniques be checked out during the.Corthcomingatmospheric tests. 

Other Nevada Topics 

Vela Uniform 

Further illrormation on the status or the Vela Uniform program was provided to 
DMA by Jim Reeves on December 21. The oCf-NTS proBram (Dribble) was being maintained 
in a -bare standby condition Cor a period of 6 to 12 ~.~nths.· The Shoal event was 
being treated in a special manner aiming for preparations Cor a shot, perhaps in 
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1964. Note was made of the Whitlaway devices prepared for the moratorium Vela pro
gram, which were beinl stored and maintained by Sandia. Reeves asked DMA for further 
guidance or concurrence with the present status. 

Intentional Venting Study 
'". Of , •• ·.4 

At about this same. time, on De~«:mbe. -*2, Betts raised a question on the utility 
'" and effectiveness of'intentional venting as a means of alleviating the contamination 

problems encountered to date, especially in tunnels. SpecificaHy, he. asked for 
comments and recommendations concerninl detonation of underground shots so as to form· 
high chimneys which would produce slight intentional venting, thus reducing tunnel 
con tamina tion. 

For a brief period Graves endorsed this as a method of decreasing the time spent -.... 
in drillinl holes for emplacement and sample recovery, feeling that it might be worth . ~ 
investigatinl in order to establish some assurance that intentional venting could be ". \j 
accomplished without undue risk of off-site radiation. Don Shuster of Sandia said he .... ~ ~ 
was not optimistic about using controlled chimneyinl to lessen tunnel contamination. ~ ~ 
For one thing, it was hard to plan for chimneyinl soon enoulh to relieve pressurcs on ~ ~ 
the stemming, thus controlling the venting in the dcsired mcthod. Batzel answered a ~.~ J 

little more elaborately, including in his remarks some discussion of the major mccha-', -.y) • 
nisms of containment failure in tunnels. In the Antler failure, where water in the ~ '01 ~ 
hot cavity resulted in a steam ~ ~ ~ 
prevented the ~ \. ' 

~~~ t t 
urial sca g constant and the exponent on the yield, illustrated the fact that 

containment dcsign principles and the mcchanisms of vcnting wcre not fully undcrstood 
and were complicated by the various media and sitc' locations. Underground testing 
was very much in the learning stages. 
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Nougat in 1962 

As an aside. it is interesting to note that by the beginning of 1962, the 
numbers of personnel involved in NTS activities' had increased significantly. Employ
ment by the 25 or more contractors had grown from a total figure of 5,326 on Novem~er 
11 to 6,454 on December 9, 1961. The growth was almost. entirely accounted for by 
REECo. which grew from 3.865 to 4.910 in this period. Not all of these were in 
residence at the NTS. but that segment had grown from 2.997 on November 11 to 3,840 
on December 9. As of December 11, there were only 150 unassigned housing spaces at 
the Test Site, and on that date REECo was processing IS3 new hires. Thus. aU avaH
able housing was committed. Another example of confusion resulting from the very 
busy work schedule involved, changes in the- construction work scheduling which arose 
from discussion amonl the NTS AEC staCr and the construction contractors, but not 
including Laboratory representatives. This type of contusion led to strong objec
tions being voiced by the Laboratory representatives at the January 3, 1962, mee-ting 
of the NTS Planning Board. The result, of course. was agreement among all partici
pants tha~ subsequently, any changes' in construction activities would be coordinated 
with the Laboratories. A further result ot the meeting was a new schedule. extending 
through the end of March 1962; see Table XXVIII. 

-Also early in the year;jLivermore summarized their dialnostics resultS to date: , 

UaePIo ...... pracnmhad .. oaeofiuobjectiY.,.*berinccJiapoa*ic mlormatioD on a 
DitchdieprCODticurUioD. DiapoUic data ... by aDd Iarp DOtl'-' ..,.ailableeiDce *lteracJiocbemical.ample ob-
tained " ... 'W beiDa aDal)rMcl aDd.....,. .... produdl .... Med froID lbe ~ abaft foned .om. of 'be fan 
electroDic mm,lIUIkiq I' 'beD appear ,bat data_ tile priIDuy bad bealoR. Some data OD tbelecondary bad 
been ulvapd aDd w .. beiq aDal)rMcl. 

-

" 

, 
'''J 
-.' 
'---.J 

.:3 ~)( 

On January 10 General Betts informed the test organization that the newly re
vised 'Nougat schedule through the end of March had been approved by the President, 
who also had approved the required expenditure of special material. The only event 
omitted was Pampas. the detonation for the United K.ingdom. which would be handled 
separately. ' 
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TABLE XXVIII 
UNDERGROUND SCHEDULE. NTS PLANNING BOARD 

January 3. 1962 

Nickname Sponsor Location Ready~ 

Stoat LASL U-3ap 01/09/62 
Agouti LASL U-3at 01/1-9/62 
Anteater LASL U-3ao 01/29/62 
Codsaw LRL U-ge 01/31/62 
Platte LRL U-12k.Ol 02/07/62 
Rogue LRL U-9g 02/07/62 
Dormouse LASL V-3ai 02/08/62 
Coney LASL V-3ad 02/13/62 
Cimarron LRL V-9d 02/14/62 
Brazos LRL U-9h ,02/28/62 
Hardhat DOD V-ISa 01/15/62 
Packrat LASL U-3aq ? 
Pampas LASL/U.K. V-3al 02/28/62 
Aardvark LASL U-4b 03/03/62 
Jordan LRL U-J2i.OJ 03/07/62 
Kuskokwim LRL U-9r 03/07/62 
Armadillo LASL U-3ar 03/10/62 
Cheyenne LRL U-9b . 03/15/62 
Ermine LASL U-3av 03/15/62 
Lemming LASL U-3ax 03/20/62 
Chipmunk LASL U-3ay 03/25/62 
Columbia LRL U-9i 03/28/62 
Des Moines LRL U-12j.Ol 03/28/62 
Chinchilla LASL U-3az' 03/30/62 

.":"'\ 

, " ' ~~~ 
The January 10 Nougat schedule as approved through the end of March was to prove \:) ~ . 

just as changeable as earlier schedules. or the ten shots authorized through the 'end <::: \) ~ 
of' February. only three or the nine shots that were actually performed in that time~ ~ 
period were from the DMA authorization list. ,q; ~ 

LASL reported on January 12 that no drillback sample from Fisher had yet been ~'~ ~ 
obtained (about 40 days after the test). Production and release of steam in the I' \cS It,) 

drillbackoperations had caused the d in obtainin core sam les" No ~ \) (~ 
'samples were obtained in Ringtail. ~ " '" 

'The latest tes ~ V) lJJ 
d R ' 'h d '3~' oat an IOgtal1 a been ~ 

etona In es deeper than required in the intc;rest of doing the tests as early ~ 
as possible ,and using the results in designs to be tested in the atmospheric test 
program. 

It could be secn at this time that the Livermore testing. which had started out 
the postmoratorium period with more potential shot sites, now was behind because of 
the unantictBf~~.d .. ~~~t oC,shes a.rising Crom contamination and co~tainment proble~:a, 
LRL thus was now ussng a hybnd of holes and tunnels. LASL, which was pursuing Its 
~rogram with essentially the same -diagnostics they had used during September 1961, 
was beginning to improve techniques of gathering samples and obtaining data (e.g .• a 
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portable alpha station had been prepared and was in use by the beginning of 
February), and was preparing for future events. Livermore, which had the more elabo
rate early plans for diagnostics, were not yet getting much data from their instru-
ments because of containment problems. " " 

The Danny Boy cratering test was taking some shape by mid-January, as indicated 
by a January 16 message from Reeves to Betts discussing the dosage predictions for 
this test. Of particular interest is that the worst case prediction for some of the 
Danny Boy experiments showed that the project" would get such a heavy dose that 
postshot work would be seriously delayed for many weeks. Reeves asked DMA to let him 
know immediately· if Washington planned to specifically direct execution of this 
event, so that he could call the NTS Planning Board into session to evaluate poten-
tial problems. . 

Some of the improved sample drillback techniques evidently paid off because the 
first drillback sample of the Stoat event (fired at 1000-ft depth) was received only 
nine days after the event. Two other indicators of the improving test situation are 
noteworthy; namely, by late January a supply of vertical holes had been built uP. 
with six holes available ranging in depth from 200 to 1,200 feet; and EG&G was 
preparing two ·universal zero racks· which would be delivered to Los Alamos and 
Livermore the week of February 5. 

In early 1962 planning Cor the DOD eCfects test Small Boy began, and this was 
0" uUowed not long after by inclusion of other planned atmospheric tests for the DOD 
at the NTS. Much of the DOD test program that evolved into, among others, the 
Little Feller and Johnnie Boy events, came CrolD a program Gerry Johnson (Assistant to 
the Secretary of Defense for Atomic Energy) discussed with DASA in January 1962. 

1nson suggested tests at the NTS to obtain data on which to base an improved theory 
cratering produced by nuclear explosives. He wanted an estimate of the program's 

s .. .Jpe no later than February 26. The tentative program suggested to DASA noted that 
the shots might include a 100.. to 120~foot·deep test in basalt, a 20-foot-deep test 
to address scaling laws, a series of three tests (l foot above the surface, on the 
surface, and 1 foot below the surface) to assess the dependence of ground shock and 
cratering effects on height at the surface, and a 50-" to 100-foot-deep test in 
dOlomite. He proposed to begin as early as March 1. 

On March 7 Don Schueler of "the Livermore NTS organization, in a letter to Fred 
Hohner of the AEC reviewing tbe drilling operations, noted, as background, that the 
REECo drilling division had been born after the dissolution of the relationship 
between Livermore and the E. J. Longyear Company (who had done the Livermore dril
ling) in 1958, with most of the equipment and pertinent supplies being retained ~y 
Livermore or the AEC. Schueler recalled a number of problems with REECo's capability 
since the Nougat program began. noted the Livermore opinion that REECo was not 
staffed or equipped to accept the increased load resulting from the beginning of 
Nougat, made recommendations for improving the REECo capability, and suggested ~ 
jetting other contracts for drilling work. After Livermore began its massive vertj-
cal "hole effort in Area 9 in mid-October of 1961, problems with REECo led Livermore 

. to recommend that a singlE agency be made responsible for the drill work and that 
that agency be H&N. Subsequent discussions led to the decision that verticai em
placement holes would be drilled by a new contractor, and REECo would retain respon
sibility for' all other drilling, e.g., sampling drillback and satellite holes for 
hydrodynamic yield measurements. 

On March 13, Vay Shelton and R.. Preston of Livermore distributed a paper en
titled ·Technical concept for a program of measurements of phenomenon (sic] inVOlved 
in nuclear explosions in tunnels.- .Based on their experience in tunnel shots. as 
pointed out in the paper, LRL planned additional measures to improve stemming and to 
control venting, incorporating these in future tests beginning wit.. Platte. The 
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paper described in some detail a modest program of measurements. to evaluate the 
effectiveness oC the modifications. It was noted that for shots which go below the 
predicted yield, lack of containment was not unexpected when the ste~ming h~d been 
designed to operate properly for the predicted yield. Consequently, to obtain m~rc 
assurance that frizzles do not occur, LRL is n~w 'pretesting' nuclear devices w1th 
vertically emplaced test detonations in the Yucca Flat alluvium." The authors note 
two ways in which destructive shock waves can be generated in tunnels: for shots, 
such as Antler. that give the predicted yield. the collapse of the cavity formed by 
thc nuclear explosion can generate a shock wave;. and in other shots. collapse of a 
portion of a tunnel can gcnerate a shock. In both instances the shock can dislodge 
sandbags and other types of plugs. leading to venting. The Laboratory planned to 
institute a series of measurements. in conjunction with SRI, <a) to study the pheno
mena ,involved in venting and other aspects of containment, (b) to evaluate contain-
ment effectiveness. and (c) to ensure the safety oC postshot operations. , 

On March 21. Al Embry oC LASL J-Division reported on some interesting cable EMP 
experiments conducted on the LASL Mink. Fisher, RingtaiI. and Stoat events. The 
overall purpose of Embry's experiments was to characterize the EMP signals induced 
in cables positioned in various ways around the nuclear explosion and to investigate 
the potential dialnostic applications oC such lilnals. especially Cor measuring time 
intervals in multistage devices. On the fint test. Mink, three methods were, tried, 
namely, wrappinj cabUnl around the sampling pipe, putting cablinl around the zero 
point on the surCa~e, and utilizing. cables run down the hole to the device canister. 
Only the last method showed promise and there wereCurther experiments on the next 
three events. Embry summarized his results as follows: 

Vwy I.,.. deaD aipU an iDduc:ed iD coaxial cableIaear ,be Mrice. ThaIe IipalI an abort .... maiD ajpal 

uaually beiq about ODe-HDUamicroMcoDdwide,lIDdwlUaaoeip'" after about ODemiCl'OHCODd. T~iD""'" 
of ODe miCl'OMCOad or IlION ahoa1cl be ...,. ...or ........ frDID u.... eip .... ad much ahorNr ~ with 
NuoDabl. care ad proper equipmmt. 

In an independent effort. other LASL scientists (especially L. K. Neher) had by 
now found that signals that followed the temporal behavior of the gamma radiation 
output were induced in cables due to the Compton effect. Thus. Neher had been able 
to makc alpha measurements usinl so-called ·Compton diodes," which then rapidly rc
placed conventional (Juor-photocliocle detecton ill reaction-history '(alpha) measure
ments. LASL pursued the refinement or solid Compton diodes, which in, every respe'?t 
(linear response, appropriate sensitivity, wide dynamic range). were superior to 
their predecessors. making the reaction-history measurement, even on boosted devices. 
a precise "tabletop" experiment. (Later it was learned that a Brazilian patent 
existed, based on the same principle.) Some time later, as they too moved toward 
vertical holes, LRL introduced a "vacuum Comp~on diode" into their program. Neither 
laboratory accepted the other's approach to alpha detector technology, though each 
vastly improved the quality of close-in reaction-history measurement. Later develop
ments were to expand the utility of underground testing in vertical emplacement holes 
beyond any 1962 expectations. rendering the early tunnel versus hole debate most 
unimportant. 

Overview of Nougat 

The resumption oC testing in Nevada should be rcviewed in order to emphasize the 
enormous effort made in achieving the testing rates and quality of, technical experi
mcntation in such a short time. 
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Tbe LASL review of underlround testinl in 1962 showed thal' while the techniques 
had not been thoroulhly developed at the belinninl of the series, a capabilility for 
obtaininl lood data existed by the summer of 1962. 

TIM obMr¥uioD or the yield ab_eaaa* dec~. wbicb II cauMd by lMIutroaI Nftec:Md from ,IN waDa or ,IN 
*-* bole ~ atraaeoua fiMioaI ill the cxplolioa ~. cauMd .... iDiUal coacem about tbe Keune)' of 
the ~,..... Aldloul'h eMdect ta .. bMD....tuc.d by eM UN orappropriu. abie1ctiq naaMriala._ 
... DOt ~t able .0 make ftI7 aatiafllCtor7 yield deMnDiDatioD, panicularIJ of aU-onUor dmcel where the 
accunq .. DO 'better \baD pi ... 01' miD ... JO perceIlt. The dua oa alpba aad time iDterYaia .... of COUI'M. full,. 

RtiafactOl7 . 

Balloon Shots at NTS, Early 1962 

Oil Jalluary 5, General Betts notified the Laboratories and Operations Offices of 
a sUabt!y new twist on atmospheric test possibilities, which arose from certain· 
political aspects of resuminl testinl. It had been sUlaested that it milht now be 
desirable to OpeD tbe U.s. atmospberic testinl prolram witb one balloon shot executed 
at tbe NTS on March I. Therefore, . Betts requested tbat each Lab submit one Of more 
candidates for this sinlte shot aDd provide assurance tbat each candidate could be· 
readied and executed by March 1. Candidates milht come Crom either tbe current 
undeflroulld test prOlram or atmospheric plans, and it was desirable, althoulh not 
necessary, tbat the yield should not exceed 10 kt. The continlencies were to be 
coordiDated with Reeves to assure that the NTS could support the candidates. Betts 
added that, assuminl tbe March I date for tbe NTS balloon sbot, it milht then be 
desirable to execute one or the Paciric sbots as soon as possible thereafter, but not 
before March 15. Altboulh he did not know wbether JTF·I could support a shot on that 
time scale, he assumed it to be no· problem and wanted one or more candidates from 
each Lab for that shot. 

On January 7. Batzel presented two Livermore candidates of less than IO-kt 
yield, both of which could be ready for a March J -shot. The LRL facilities in Area 9 
would require only minor rehabilitation, and Livermore's examination of drilling 
schedules indicated that an atmospheric detonation in Area 9 would lead to only minor 
adjustments in the schedules. Thus, Livermore could meet the March I d*te with a 
hilh degree of assurance for either device in tbeir Area 9 balloon Cacility. 

On January I, Bradbury presented four LASL possibilities in tbe proper yield 
range for a balloon test by March 1. Moreover. LASL had four devices that could be 
ready for overseas airdrop by March 15. For a silllle balloon test- at the NTS, LASL 
would not propose to set up even minimum diagnostics stations, but Bradbury also 
pointed out that if any balloon test was to be done in Nevada it would seem IOlical 
.to continue such balloon testinl. If tbat became tbe case, LASL would need to know 
at the earliest possible date so as to prepare for sucb testinl in Area 7. 

Betts told the Commission that approval by February 9 was necessary so that the 
site and dialDostics could be ready by March 1. Tbe Chairman said that he would 
advise the White House a decision by February 9 was needed. On the next day Betts 
informed the test orlanizatioD that be bad recommended belinning preparations imme
diately usinl a LASL device. He did not tbink the Commission would approve this 
recommcndation soon enoulh to allow for a Marcb I shot even on a rush basis, but, 
pcndinl Commission actioD. -be personally requested that the necessary preparations be 
mllde, except for practice ballooll riigbts. 

Of peripheral interest in tbese arlumenlS were discussions of the public rela
tions approach to test resumption announcements. The information officers of various 
alencies met with the President's Press Secretary, Pierre Salinger, in early February 
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and lenerally .,reed on some of the recommendations of the Foster C~mmittee. ~he 
Foster Committee had recommended to the President that he should consIder resuming 
atmospheric testinl witb a shot in Nevada since that would bell? reduce the c?ncern 
about putting fallout only in other countries and it would make' atmospheric test 
resumption possible before the openinl of an' upcominl Disarmament Conference. 
McGeorge Bundy. the President's national security a~visor. who had also attended the 
information officers meeting. stressed that a Nevada atmospheric test should not be 
used as the first test merely for the purpose of shortening the time between an
nouncement of test resumption and the first test. but he was not opposed to a first 
shot in Nevada if done for legitimate military and scientific purposes. When General 
Manager Luedecke forwarded some of these thoughts and AEC positions to Sea borg on 
February 10. he referred to a conversation between Sea borg and Bundy on February 8 
when Bundy had given his opinion that a March 1 date for a balloon shot was not 
indicated and the AEC was not to proceed with the plans to meet this date. This 
conversation had served as a basis for the AEC's stopping preparations for an early 
atmospheric detonation in Nevada. Moreover, the AEC notified General Starbird that 
he should Bot speed up the opening date for Pacific tests before the previously 
agreed plan of April 1 (see Chapter IV). Luedecke now saw Bundy's statements in the 
,information officers' meeting as somewhat conflicting with the conversation with 
Sea borg that had led to the AEC decision. Thus, in these few days. the opini~D. 
certainly within AEC Headquarters, was that a March ,I balloon shot was not an option 
to be pursued, but there is no indication that this was conveyed to the field orlani
zation. 

Apparently acting oa the earlier iaformatioa from Betts, Reeves. OD February 13. 
autborized the Laboratory, coatractor, and AEC personnel at the NTS to begin pre
paring immediately for aa NTS balloon shot to be ready March 1. He noted the as
sumption that Area 7 would ~ utilized Cor this event, specified the two candidates, 
and told REECo to assess all problems related to meeting this date. including helium 
availability. Sandia was asked if they could meet the date. allowing sufficient time 
for practice fUghts whicb were not yet authorized. On the same day. Betts asked 
LASL to be ready for a possible balloon event on March 1. Two days later. Al Graves, 
head of the LASL Test Division, in messages to lim Reeves and 
that the balloon event was now called Musquash and would usc the ,'\ 

_ 'Because of the desire for vulaerability measurements. "1 
~g the zero point and firing the shot at 500 feet aftitude. Graves y '" C'r 

interpreted Betts' guidance to mean doing everything short of iaClating the balloons. ~ ,"") ..... 
The next day. Paul Guthals, LASL Project Director for Air Sampling. expressed his ~ -..Q c 

feelings that there must be at 'least one day set aside for dry runs on the B·57 ~ '\J ~ 
sampling aircraft operations since this was to be the first time sampling of this ~ \l) ~ 
magnitude had been done for some time. ' \.."} I 

The uncertainty as to the possibility of opening with a balloon shot was further ~ \i') [ 
confused by a message from General Betts oD. February 17 which noted that the starting -....;::: 
date for atmospheric testing was uncertain and might be any time during March or on ~ . ( 
April 1. He also expressed doubt that the low-yield device selected for the balloon ~ ~ 
event would satisfy the -nontechnical loa1s of the opening event." Thus, in a ::;: v'J ~ 
significant shift •. Betts now planned to argue for a larger-yield balloon test al the ...... -::::J < 
NTS as the opeDlng event and wanted the Labs to sUlgestcandidates with yields larger ~ ( 
than .10 kt that could be available on the necessary I..') , 
answered two days later with four candidates. The first -..........> 
_ and the second was the device tested as Fisher. 
in possible later studies of the eCCecis of close tamping of earth on device perfor
mance in underground tests. LASL expressed dismay over the problems with the 
changing sccnarios for the balloon tcst and thc uncertainties in yield, date, device, 
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etc asked for any kind oC definition possible, and noted that if the test were to 
be ~uch later than March 1S, certain diagnostics would necessarily be minimal because 
equipment and people would bave departed for the Pacific. The point was made also 
that meeting the March I date was already a problem for the low-yield baUoon shot 
since two weeks was the stated balloon practice flying time required before the 
detonation could be carried out, and practice flying was still prohibited. 

On February 19, Milton Rex at NTS pointed out that a shot of yield more than 10 
kt in Area 7 would necessitate lowering a considerable number of drill rigs in Areas 
3 and 9 and this would obviously impact test preparations and recovery in those 
areas. H; also posed the Question of damage to the BREN tower in Area 4 if the yield 
went up and noted it appeared that the highest yield that would not be a hazard to 
the Linen hiBh explosive stored in Area 2 was about 30 kt. Moving the balloon shot 
to Frenchman Flat (Area S) would eliminate problems in Areas 3, 4, and 9, but would 
in itself have some otber problems. . 

A messale from Betts later that saine day, February 19, did nothing to alleviate 
the uncertainty, stressinl alain the need to prepare for a low-yield balloon event, 
simultaneously plan for a bilher-yield event, and also to be prepared to respond to a 
Presidential request, should it come, for an event sometime after early March. 
Foster lave a brisk Livermore reply to all this ·what-iUing- on February 19, statinl 
that this confused situation should be satisfied by the following: -Unless the 
situation can be better defined, I sUllest a standard bomb of the appropriate 'politi
cal yield be taken Crom stockpile and dropped to take care oC the politicalsitua
tion.-

Schwartz informed Betts on February 21 that Sandia would continue preparations 
and would schedule a flilht oC the primary balloon Cor the low-yield event on 
February 26. Sandia would then be prepared Cor the detonation within 48 hours after 
the Clilht, or to meet a March I date. ADY delays after February 26 would result in 
about a five-day lead time Cor detonation of the low-yield plaDned device and a 
longer lead time if a diCCerent device were·selected. , 

Finally, OD February 23, Betts canceled preparations for the small-yield balloon 
event and requested tbat LASL immediately prepare for a test of the device used in 
Fisher. His understandinl was that the test milht be executed within ten days after 
authorization, which would be requested Crom the President, and he reiterated that 
practice baUoon Clilhts were Dot authorized. 

The situation was resolved On March 6 wheD General Beth told the Laboratories 
and the test organization to terminate all preparations for the Musquash event, 
exprcssiDI his thanks to all the staCf Cor the work done in preparing this. evcnt. 
On March 7, Reeves, in a messale to Betts. advised that preparations for Musquash 
readincss had been cancel cd. 

Steady State VI. Breather 

Testinl had been proceedinB Ion I enoulh on the emerlency. high-pressure. crash 
basis by early February 1962 that Gencral Betts asked thc Planning Board to consider 
the possibility of modifications to the underlround testing program. He noted in _. 
Fcbruary 7 messale that althouBh planninl Cor underground tcsts after April I WOUld 
10 OD, Chairman Seaborl had indicated to President Ke~ncdy that the AEC was COD-

" sided', permittinl the Labs and test orlanizations to have a rcasonable -breather
after about April I. An alternative approach mentioned, if practicable. would be 
bascd OD· a technical prOlram plan and test orlanization which could saCcly and 
efficiently tcst on an extended ·steady state basis.- Betts suggestcd that perhaps 
the orlanizatiollS were already approachinl the latter coursc.. Early· in Marcb he 
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intended to submit to the Commission a program for the April 1 thro.ug!' June 30 
period and he wished to be in a position then to assure the CommisSioners that 
"fatig~e or overwork" would not create a hazardous testing situati~n. Thus, he asked 
for Planning Board comments and recommendations on the "breather and steady state 

"alternatives" prior to March l. Specifically, he wanted the Planning Board to compare 
operational efficiency, morale, safety, funding, atmospheric testing, etc. for each 
alternative. If the Planning Board· recommended a breather as the preferable ap
proach, Betts wanted their recommendations on the length of the breather and an 
estimate of the extent to which NTS operations would be curtailed during the non
testing period. The Planning Board addressed these questions, among others, in a 
meeting in Las Vegas on February 26. . 

The first Laboratory response living thoughts on these alternative methods seems 
to be in a message from Jane Hall of LASL to Betts on February 16 proposing that the 
six LASL shots during the period April through June be performed in pairs spaced five 
days apart with each pair separated by about three weeks. LASL suggested that this 
method, which would allow test personnel to have breathers on a steady basis, was 
preferred to a long vacation followed by another intensive series. 

The NTS Plannina Board summary of their discussion on these alteruativcs was 
brief: 

1& ... ....- tbU tIM .bot achecl ......... feMibJe uad ..... ." uad ..... tIM .... of tbe I.abontorieI 
froID a .... hnical nuadpoint. AA7 bIa.*ber or fuftber Ilowdown woulcl compIicMe their prow..... Th.-ho& 
bedI- n.1aiP paycbecb problem nm ainI. but it ... cWenniDecI tbU thiI maHer mould be Abject to...,... 
me I'ud, by 01'0 (Ed. noM: ALOO omc. ofField OperatioDl) -* tbe ..... tiIM tIM driIJinc propam iI 
ICl'UtiDiNd. LASL aDd LJU, proJICIMd. nclUDClanq ill cnftit to ncluce cwatime. 

Kenner Hertford of ALOO clid not feel that continuinl the present situation was 
at aU acceptable. In a messale to Betts three days later he made it very clear that 
in the light of discussions with testing organization personnel, observations of the 
operations in Nougat to date. and ten years of experience in the business, he was 
firmly convinced that: 

w. coUectiYe17 caanot coatln .. tIM ........ * pace for tIM nat a_&hI for......,.l'UIOIII. Exceuin Wapi, in 
IIIJ opinioD, .... tohllJ uajuatl&ecl and can be ~ 8Ubject ol not onlJ ...... ..tY ... national publici", but 
aIIo ,be lubjec' otilly_~ eiUaer bJ .... eo.cr- or other JO"IIUII8D' ...... Both technical .. weD 
.. lUperYi8olTpenoaael .... IftY..,.~ .. tIlloqlloun uad.lalllJ opinioa.cannot performetric:ieDu,-* 
thiI pace for ano'''' tbNe to .at _ ..... 

In addition, the support orlanization, includinl the contractors, was strained and 
while he was not too concerned about the probability of a nuclear accident, he was 
worried about industrial or hiah-explosive accidents. Finally he stated that: 

. 
After dUclllliq tbiI .a"er ...... aDdaNfu11)r COII8id.riq" 1IIJMlf, J n ..... .,. NCODIIIWDd tba' ,OU recommeDd 
'0 th. CollllDiuioa aDd tbe PruicleD' tbU we be _'rueW to p to alO-Called lked, n .. , dec'; •• no' lu.r 
'ban April 1 thiI ,ear. Thilltead)r n .. would mean 'h. f01lowiq Duclear detonaUoDl: two ncb for LRL and 

LASL;oD.forei'herDOD.Plowah ..... or'bel1I11WKiapolll. Thit would mean atotelofl Dudearde'onaUonaper 
moD~b. 

Clearly, this position hupressed General Betts, who then asked the Laboratories 
to comment on Hertford's sUllestions and his formula for the number of shots per 
year. Moreover, he asked them to submit revised schedules beginning in April in 
accordance with Hertford's proposed formula. Finally, and most importantly,· he 
stated his opinion that -I believe that our underaround program h~s reached the point 
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where a steady state type of operations is appropriate. This has been my goal for a 
long time, and budget preparations for FY 1963 are geared to only one shot per week.-

Bradbury replied on March 8 that the rate of two shots per month for LASL 
sounded reasonable if it could be assumed that testing would go on indefinitely. 
However, his main point was that there should be no restraints on NTS testing until 
the atmospheric testing was completed and that, in effect, the steady state testing 
at NTS should be postponed until after Dominic and become a policy for FY 1963 unless 
the political situation had changed. Bradbury said that, -In spiteo! the fact that 
people are working hard, we do not think that they are strainod beyond ordinary 
physical endurance and that nothing should. be allowed to interfere with any support 
that Dominic may require.-

Taking into account the spirit of Bradbury's intent. General Betts provided 
modified guidance on the steady-state future in a message on March 13. He set forth 
a program showing more than five events per month for the period April through June 
and said that he saw that period as a transition time in going to a· steady state 
situ.ation. His guidelines included materially reduced overtime ·.except in areas such 
as those directly related to supportinl the Dominic program. He made a rather 
general point that in the future the Planninl Board should assume resPonsibility for 
integrating budgets and budletary limitations (or weapons testing into the Planning 
Board's recommendations and proposed programs. . 

The details o( these arauments are less important than the (act that the atmos
pheric testing proaram didn't end within the fiscal year, as had been expected. 
Moreover. the discussions of a reduced-level steady state and a (educed bud let (or 
the next fiscal year went on well into the summer. 

In a message to Betts on June 8, Jim Reeves, newly appointed Manager of the 
new1y-formed NVOO (Nevada Operations O(fice), summarized the status and actions 
rel~ted to a steady state (or weapons tcslina at· the Test Site. He began by reviewing 
the DMAguidelines (which had been discussed within the test organization in the 
spring) toward reaching standard workweeks of 40 hours, with exceptional cases 
requiring 48-hour workweeks. The consensus seemed to be that -The most 10lieal 
approach to the steady state could be (acilitated by establishing a basic workweek 
for support personnel at NTS o( 45 hours (five 9-hour days) as soon as possible.
The principal supportina contractors-REECo. HAN, and EGAG-had been asked to recom
mend an NTS standard workweek policy ror a steady state. The recommendations indi
cated workweeks between 40 and 48 hours depcndina on the type or work, such as 
drilling, tunneling, personnel support activities, etc. Arter diseussinl the indi
vidual cases, Reeves directed establishment of: Wan interim workweek Cor the ·Nevada 
Test Site of 45 hours, subject to the exceptions as indicated above as applying to 
EG&G, HAN, aDd REECo. Prior to JaDuary I, 1963. ·the work load and workweek will be 
reviewed with the objective of reducina the approved workweek to 40 hours on or 
before that date. Any acceleration of the testing proaram beyond the eight events 
per month or 24 events per quarter which was used as a basis for the steady state 
study, or the introduction of unique or excessively complex experiments, will result 
in a general overall increase in the workweeks cited above or will require an in
crease in the personnel levels of the contractors work forces.- His messale ended 
with the suggestion that the employment level related to NTS weapons test work would 
remain relatively constant at about 6.200 employees in the period following a reduc
tion in t·he basic workweek. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RETURN TO' ATMOSPHERIC TESTING--PACIFIC 

The story of the return to testing in the Pacific in 1962 is one of many false 
starts, false directions. frustrations, and uncertainties. Th~se came about because 
of the balance, or imbalance. of pressures among (1) a PresIdent who abhorred the 
thought of nuclear weapon testing in the atmosphere, who wanted to prevent the 
proliferation of nuclear weapon systems by the two large nuclear powers. a~d who. felt 
that the initial step in 50 doing would be a test ban treaty. complete If pOSSIble. 
but if not, just atmospheric; and yet who also felt that as President he could not 
let the Russians advance beyond the United States in nuclear technology; a President. 
therefore, who was determined to give the Russians every chance to come to agreement, 
(2) a Joint Chiefs of .Staff and an Atomic Energy Commission who respected the 
President's desircs, but felt strongly that the Russians were gaining too fast by 
atmospheric testing, and believed that we could only maintain our lead by also 
tcsting in the atmosphere, (3) a State Department who nevcr did know what they 
thought. (4) a Secretary of Defense who felt as strongly as the Prcsident that 
further nuclear weapon development should be prevented, but who. also had to prevcnt 
the Russians from outdistancing us, (5) a split President's Science Advisory Commit
tee, (6) a British aUy which felt even stronger than thc Prcsident that thcre should 
be no further prolifcration, (7) a rccalcitrant and ·unreasonablc· Russian opponcnt. 
(S) a technical organization whose morale had to be considered to a certain extent in 
the decisions made. (9) a set of nuclcar weapons laboratory dircctors with strongly 
diffcring opinions OD the need for future weapon dcvelopmcnt. and (10) a JCAE. who 
felt that we should return to atmospheric testing as soon as possible. These con
flicting pressures led· to a period in which the President was grudgingly. dragging 
his heels all the way. taking those steps that led cventually to atmospheric testing, 
but in such a manner that thc situation was never clear and was always changing as 
seen by the field test organization. The President continually kept alive his at
tempts to achieve a test ban treaty with the Russians and the Britis~. and he finally 
attained that goal in 1963. It is quite clear that at any time in the interval 
between the resumption of testing in September of 1961 and the conclusion of the 
Limited Test Ban Treaty in 1963. President Kennedy would have signed a treaty with 
the Russians at a moment's notice. had that been possible. 

The test organization. however that may be deCined. loyally followed these fits 
and starts. even though occasionally anum·ber of individuals in the system. both in 
the AEC and the DOD, clearly showed their irritation at this manner of conducting 
affairs. 

Even when. the PresideDt decided that atmospheric testing was necessary. he 
insisted that it be as little as possible, as few as possible, and as short as 
possible. 

For some reason that is not quite clear, atmospheric testing was a special 
horror in Kennedy's mind,· ev~n though he himself apparently did not be.lieve that 
long-range fallout would seriously endanger anyone's health. His actions seem to 
imply a feeling that underground testing would not seriously affect the international 
balance of nuclear forces, but that atmospheric testing would lead to sudden and . . 
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large changes in our posture vis-a-vis the Russians. He was told that eventually we 
could probably test as much as a megaton underground. 

As a result of these pressures, the AEC and the DOD, in the fall of 1961, while 
preparing for certain kinds of atmospheric tests, reversed their paths and turned the 
tests off, turned them on again., and put them in different areas. Even early in 1962 
they were trying to decide where to do some portions of the testing and whether or 
not to do other portions. Still later. during the test operation, these pressures, 
plus those due to new and deeper thinking on the part of the weapon philosophers, led 
to continual changes and extensions. There were short periods of stability in which 
the test organization felt that it had a clear and agreed-upon plan it could carry 
out. But right up to the. end of the operation, that feeling of stability was con
tinually disrupted by the vagaries of nature or politics. 

Program Formulation 

Achievment of an agreed-upon program for the United States atmospheric series of 
1962, eventually called Operation Dominic, was a long and arduous process of com
promise between proponents in the AEC and Department of Defense, and opponents in 
Presidentia.l circles. the Department oC Defense. and the AEC. On the sidelines, 
pressures from Congress and the public affected thinl! slightly. 

For once. the Department of Defense lot the jump in planning on .the Atpmic 
Energy Commission. While Operation Willow plannins had officially been stopped 
during the moratorium. the concepts and reasoninl were still clear in the minds of 
the DASA planners. Toward the end of the moratorium. the srowtb of AFSWC capability 
and interest in hisb-altitude effects specifically related to the antiballistic 
missile problem and the continued efforts in tbis field at Rand had led to the srowth 
of a coherent recosnition of the associated problems and a srowing desire within the 
Air Force to do somethinl about it. The Army was anxious to continue the development 
and testing of the Nike-Zeus antiballistic missile system. and the Navy had several 
stockpiled systems that needed testins .. In July 1961 these. pressures and the growing 
likelihood of test resumption led the DDRItE .(Harold Brown) to ask Bill McMillan of 
Rand to lead a group to look at these questions. (Brown had little confidence in the 
ability of DASA, as then constituted. to handle the problem.) Within two weeks of .its 
formation, he asked the McMillan Committee to consider the necessity for atmospheric. 
effects tests and to recommend a possible prolram. That committee set about its work 
with vigor, and by the end of the moratorium had several meetings in coordination 
with DASA, AFSWC. Rand. the armed services, and certain representatives of the AEC 
laboratories. By the fall of 1961. they had convinced themselves, and apparently 
McNamara, of the necessity to conduct several bish-altitude detonations. 

The Navy, too, had seen the handwritinl on tbe wall and in the last mon·th or so 
of the moratorium had lone ahead on their own to outline and prepare for tests of the 
ASROC antisubmarine system and the Polaris fleet ballistic missile (FBM) system. 
They proposed to conduct the Polaris test on the Atlantic Missile Range, firing into 
a target area ncar Ascension Island. By September the Navy had some of the forces in 
pJace ready to respond immediately to any Presidcntial directive on the subject . 

. The Air Force had. begun conceptual planning for an Atlas to be fired from 
Vandenberg Air Force Base ·to Kwajalein. to check out the Nike-Zeus antiballistic 
missile system installed there. 

Thus. not long after the moratorium ended in late August the Department of 
Defense presented to the National Security Council .and the President some of the 
arguments for returning to atmospheric testins, from their point of view. No deci
sion was made. 
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Once the moratorium was broken and the' President ~ad ordered underground 
testing the AEC began to move. In the early days of September. during Presidential 
discuss'ions with Seaborg and McNamara concerning the appropriate US response to the 
Soviet resumption of· testing. both atmospheric and underground testing were con
sidered. McNamara asked Sea borg to determine what the AEC could do on a two-, four-. 
or six-week schedule to .provide three shots of sufficiently· high yield that they 
would be noted off-site and by foreign observers. Seaborg answered on September S, 
the day that the PresideDt declared the resumption of US nuclear. weapon testing. but 
his answer did not include any plan involving atmospheric testing. However. in 
preparing that answer Seaborg had had discussions with Luedecke and Betts concerning 
atmospheric test possibilities, and Betts, in turn, had discussed the question with 
the Laboratory directors and K.enner Hertford~ Manager of ALOO. On September 7 Betts 
asked the Laboratories for their comments on the advantages and disadvantages of 
testing in the atmosphere, asking that they reply by September 11 so that a joint 
AEC-OOD position on atmospheric testing could be prepared for submission to the 
President in the near future. In his answer on September 8 Bradbury stressed the 
advantalel of atmospheric testing, pointed out that thinis could be done appreciably 
more rapidly in that manner, and even went into detail on the possible time scales 
and possible sites that could be used.. However, he did not urge an immediate return 
to atmospheric testin&; quite the contrary: 

LASL .... to ipcn aU &be nriouIMpeCta of pNPaPDCIa r.cton OM .. .., or MOther. All tbe aperU .... ill 
·w~.Ia""".wewould~&befollowiDc: wUlUyoutaDderpouDd_tiDJiaNevadaufMt 
..... caa and ... wbat ... caa do and .. b.UrouW. ... doorcloao&" iIlto. w ..... ,....a upaa)"iDcWfine, fiDeW or 
we .... ,. comeftlDlliDc to WuhiqtoD ....... _"-with. err tha we .... DOt .. mac ...,... ....... 1 think ... 
haft to lift i& • pod ...,. fIIit. B,. tbe tint of &be~ .... Mou1d laaft • pretty pod id •• of .. ha the Yinu. 
and clifticult_..... w. will u.o haft • bel'- leMa of ........ we .... beaded ill the iIl&erDatioDalli&uuiOD. No 

bie ............ aeecI -tiDe toda,.. 

Kenner Hertford gave his opinion that one or two atmospheric tests could be 
staged quickly at the NTS without undue public reaction. Further correspondence 
between Betts and the Laboratories in those few days made it .clear that Betts was TY) 
reflecting a Washington feeling of anxiety concerning the slow rate oC testing evi- ,~ 
dent in our initial Nevada planning schedules. As it happened, it took ten days to '\J 
get the first shot oCf after the directive to return to tesdnlt Thus, the entire 
system was casting around to see what could be.done in a short time. . ~~ 

General McCorkle oC AFSWC was busy in the same circles in conjunction with 
Kenner Hertford. tryinl to determine what requirements milht be put on the Air' Force 
for the Nevada tests and Cor other longer-range possibilities. At their September -..... 
13, 1961, meeting the Nevada Test Site Plannins Board concurred in an initial study "'C\ I 

concerning possible reopening of the Eniwetok Proving Ground and phJnned a September ~ \.,;, 
21 meeting to develop an intelrated approach to Eniwetok test requirements such as ~..-. 
balloons, barges, cabling, etc. However it was triggered oCf, in about mid-September ~~ 
Hertford suglested to McCorkle that they study the possibility of a "quick and dirty":-~ 
airdrop operation. They worked with Los Alamos and Sandia over the next day or so "-l ~ 
and by September 19 an initial concept of an airdrop air array operation was in hand. ':-.... ~ 
By September 2S Hertford was sufficiently confident of the concept to suggest to ~ " 
Betts that McCorkle be appointed Task Force Commander of an Air Force Task Force to ~" 
carry out the operation. Betts told him to keep planning. " 

On September 21 Bradbury of "ql'ick and "'" ~ 
dirty·. airdrops of stoc~pile devices Given proper ~: 
authonty, he felt that WIth about a w prepara orcccould probably' ,. 
drop them and LASL. could obtain minimum diagnostics (bhangmeter and. radchem '-' 
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. ~~ 
and Sandia were already preparing MK 39 drop cases LI.J ....:::J 

The drop cases could probably be ready in about two ~ "-.) 

Thus was born the short-lived Operation Everready, a concept which contri~uted -~ CIS C"( 
to the definition of, an initial AEC atmospheric test program and to the beginning of""""; ~ J . 
the airdrop and air diagnostic capability used later in Dominic. . ~ lr) 4 

This· groundwork led to "':" 
~~ 

~ 

a ·~ CI') Ii ""'" ... .. 
At -::::J" 
~ 11'""'\r:: 

months, because of the additional diagnostic capa·bility that could be available by '-..; ~ j' 
then. another three shots could be added. (Also discussed by that group was a concept 
for a Nike-Zeus high altitude test at Johnston Island, which the Board concluded 
could be done in something like six months.) 

During the next few days Washington picked up this airdrop proposal and, consi
dering the priorities noted in the AEC Laboratory and Department of Defense messages 
of the last couple of weeks, made their own suggestions. On October 2 Gerry Johnson 
informed Sea borg that, WIt is my opinion that such an operation would provide a means 
of conducting tests which arc urgently needed, could be done very quickly. perhaps in 
a matter of weeks. and would provide some of the much needed information on devices 
which could be tested by this means.w He recommended that the AEC. in coordination 

. with DASA. quickly on this concept and specifically sug-
gested that proof tests be considered for inclusion in such a 
series. On October 7 was a possibility of international 
pressures causing us to enter another moratorium very soon, requested that plans be 

_o::::: •• n ..... the Laboratories discussed with DMA their broader 
aims for a longer-range atmospheric operation, but it was not yet possible to propose 
a specific list of de.vices. . . 

The DOD. in the meantime. through the auspices of the McMillan Committee. DASA. 
AFSWC. and the armed services' representatives, listed those tests that seemed feasi
ble in the moderately ncar future. Thus Gilpatric, in response .to an NSC request and 
with Sea borg's concurrence, transmitted to the President on September 20 a joint AEC
DOD preliminary test program. and followed it up on October 9 with 8 more concise 
statement of Deeds. In addition to the Nevada program, that letter listed the 
Utitial "five devices of Op~ration Everready as follows in Table XXIX. 
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.The systems tests proposed were two Polaris shots. the first of which .could be 
ready in mid-December 1961' an Atlas-D (to be launched from Vandenberg). which could 
be ready within two weeks; and the ASROC surface-launched. solid-propella,nt~rocket. 
antisubmarine weapon. which also could be ready for full-scale tests wJthm two 
weeks. . 

Seaborg followed up the next day (October 10) with a confirming letter in whIch 
he estimated the cost of the Everready shots to be perhaps SSOO,OOO to S600,OOO per 
event. Gilpatric requested approval to prepare for such 'tests at appropriate over
seas locations and Seaborg added that larger-yield proof tests and certain develop
ment tests co~ld be carried out in a completely airborne operation' within the next 
few months, but that it would take at least six months and a major operation to open 
up a Pacific test site for an extended development test program. 

With the President's announcement on November 2. 1961, that he had directed the 
AEC and DOD to prepare for atmospheric nuclear weapons tests. both the AEC and DOD 
began to develop firmer test proposals. They were aware that the tests would be 
scrutinized individually. not only by the National Security Cou.ncil. but by the 
President himself. and that. real need for a test would baveto be shown before the 
President would allow iL Their proposed tests also had to fit within the physical 
constraints of tbe possible test sites, whicb had not yet been chosen. and to a 
certain extent within tbe limits on total debris radioactivity release to be allowed. 
They were aware of the Presidential Buidelines which were as follows: Tests will be 
conducted in the atmosphere only if: 

1. the tests will provide information of substantial importance to the 
national defense, 

2. the information needed can be obtained in no other way with reasonable 
time and effort. 

3, atmospheric fallo~t is to be mini"mized in all practical ways. and 

4. the military need for the tests outweiBhs tbe desirability of avoidinB 
all atmospheric fallout. 

Furthermore. the proposed t~sts should be ready within four months. that is. by March 
I. 1962, and the tests should be conducted in the shortest possible time with the 
target of no more tban tbree months duration. The National Security Council had ., 
tossed around the idea of limitinB the release of radioactivity to tbat corresponding (V'") 
to IOmega tons of fission. but no hard and fast rule was made. ~ 

prepare a new set of test proposals for discussion at a meeting in Albuqu.erque on \ 
On November S Betts asked the Laboratory directors and Field Office managers to ,~ 1 

November 13, 1961. At that meeting Livermore presented 26 proposed sbots and Los ~.'" 
Alamos 1 S. Both Laboratories included devices in their listing that. in principle, ~ '\..J ~ 
could be tested underground in Nevada. explaining. however, that the programs would ~ CIS R 
be delayed if they had to wait for the appropriate facilities in Nevada. Betts ~ \f\ ~ 
r~ques,ted that the Laboratories con~ir~ the~r proposals by TWX, which both Laborato- -........J ([\ ~ 
T1~S did OD the 20th. LASL's confirming hst was the same as presented in Albuquer-~ - 1.iJ 
que with the addition of two hiBb-altitude shots. one of which might be combined with ~ ~. ", ( ~ 
the proposed Department of Defense program. Except for a' I-megaton shot~ the Liver- ~ '-..) ~ 
more IistinB was the same as Biven in Albuquerque. It is perhaps wortbwhile at this -c::: v) 
point to take a more detailed look at the specific , _ \ \ . 

:::-:::::J~ 
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to the efficacy of underground testing and that. the national policy which followed 
this opinion might have been quitediCferent had the actual Cacts been known two 
years ago. We believe that we should find . out by actual experiment what really can 
be done in space testing before we get trapped into one or another belieC regarding 
it." 

In mid-November, President Kennedy appointed a subcommittee of the National 
Security Council, to be chaired by Seabor. and .consisting o( Wiesner, Bundy. a State 
Department representative, and Gerry Johnson from the DOD. In preparation for a 
meeting of that committee, Betts sent to Seaborg on November 24 the DMA version of a 
proposed shot program taken from the above listinl. DMA bad reduced the list to 10 
LASL shots and 14 LRL shot~ including two hilh-altitude tests. He. noted the possi
ble conflict between the AEC proposed hilh-altitude tests and the DOD proposals. 

On November 21 Gerry Johnson sent Seaborl the DOD proposal for three high
altitude shots; Starfish, Kingfish, and Bluelill. On the next day Gilpatric in-
structed the Chairman of the JCS to review the Department of Defense proposals for ~-

"'" • 1 high-altitude shots and pointed out that 12 to 18 months would seem to be required if -......J, 
a meaningful three-event high altitude effects prOlram were to be achieved. Conse- ~ /"'\ : 
quently, Gilpatric noted that since only 4 to S months lead time were available, the' - Jr , . 

JCS should plan to execute at least one, but no more than two, high-altitude effects ~ I 
tests. Thc Gilpatric memo apparcntly contradicted the Johnson memo. ..-= ~ 

. Be that as it may. Sea borg sent to the President on November 29 the resultant - \" ') 
National Security Council recommendation. Seab~rg's letter noted specifically that \J i..J 1l 
the development tests would have to be done in the atmosphere beea of the h ":;j. 
cost and lonl development time of • bit .J::. ~ 

EEeA ... 
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He also noted: 

We haye pl'Opoied and did plan that yielela up to 100 Itt would be conducted undercround in tuunelsi howeyer, our 

experience with poItihot contamination in the tunnels at the Nevada T .. t Site up to ,bit time &1ye• UI lome 
concem that our plannin, in that upeet wu not realiltic. 1\ iI now .. timated that, if feuible at all, telta 

of thi' maplitude could be conducted at a rate of not more than a yery few per year, even under fayorable 

conc:litiolUl, in a riyen tllDnel complex. In contraat,larre-yield devic .. can be t .. ted in rapid lucc ... ion in the 

atma.pbere with relati.ely Ii"" advance preparation or the meana of tettinc· 

'

he letter went on to note that after appreciable discussion on the ground rules 
to be used and the philosophy behind the choices, the Subcommittee 
Los Al 

evada, but "In the event 
some or aU of these cannot be accomplished satisfactorily underground, they may 
require inclusion in the atmospheric series." It was Doted that the Laborato~ies 
would like to test the rest of the devices that had been on their list to DMA. but 
that the NSC was not recommending their inclusion in this 

~ .'V 

runners me ~ "'":'\ 
though these events were at other altitudes. ~ ~ 

Seaborg added that the NSC recommended April I, 1962. as a proposed readiness '-.J ~ (" 
date for the series. It is fairly' clear that this came about because the missile ~ "IJ 
shots could not be ready until perhaps June, and the operation was restricted to a ~\J \.l') , 
duration of three months. ~ I.() ~ 

rly was not satisfied and requested that Seaborg decrease the 
number of by consolidating and substituting among the varjous proposals. Harold 
Brown also advised Sea borg that he disagreed with the AEC list; feeling that some six 
of the shots did not meet the criteria that: 

'Fbey can be fully jUltified on tbe bu. of re~ (thoup not nec ... ariI,. immediate) military imponance, and 

then would be .e'f'1 pe-' difficult,. in perfonniD, them in other environments. 

The President also sought other advice .. In early December he djscussed his concerns 
with Hans Bethe, who commented that while he did not consider atmospheric fallout 
very important, many people did, and as soon as we tested in the atmosphere our 
propaganda advantage would be lost. He felt that the United States should make a 
real effort to' avoid atmospheric testing or at least restrict it to an absolute 

....f:' . 
~"-.J 
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mInImum. -On December 7. responding to the President's request, Teller pointed out 
the surprises that we had already seen in the Soviets' progress to date. commented 
that we had to develop lightweight warheads for our .rockets, and that we should work 
on high yield warheaCSs -that could do damage at hiSh altitudes. hence -reducing the 
effectiveness of the Russian missile defense system. He emphasized the importance 
of acquirins additional ABM information, both from a defensive and offensive view
point, and Save his opinion that the further development of clean explosives was very 
important since the recent tests had put the Soviets into a leading position in - that 

_ subject. He further commented: 

SiDce we ba_ DOt fONHell ,be PNHDt ......... cr and dace we ba_ not plumed for it, tbe atmOllpberic , .. 'ill, 
proPfD or tbe IPriDc or 1M2 will fall Ibort or accompliahiDi tbe major proportiODI of the objectiv ... ,_ted 

.boYe. It it MYvtbel .. __ 'ial ,bat we Ibould proceed wi'b an appropriate , .. 'in, procram next 'prin,. The 
IIeC8I&ril7 limikd .. \al" or IUch _ MrieI wW cer&aiDI,. enable UI to plan a next .. ri .. ill 1~ in _ much 

IDOft fruitfullllUlMl' ... Then it DO Uaeordica1 wa, which caa np1ace &be bard lac" obtained from experience. 

TeJler went on, "The plan which has been worked out by the Lab Directors and 
the DDR&E is the result of a careful study with which I agree: In addition, as 
the DOD had susgested, he urged that there be an ABM test as early as possible 
utilizinl a missile launched from the U.s. to Kwajalein with a Nike-Zeus making the 
intercept at Kwajalein, and sUlgested that such a test might be done as early as May 
or JUDe of 1962. He was optimistic about includinl in the high-altitude tests -of the 
NSC plan some -of the diagnostic apparatus which milht be used to develop a space 
testing capability. ae further requested that the President visit the Laboratories 
and perhaps make a public statement emphasizing that -the development of nuclear 
explosives -can be used to provide us with the strength that ensures peace: Teller 
also made it clear that he was looking ahead to • test series in 196~ when adequate 
instrumentation could be availab.le to achieve the most important objectives. 

Edward's comment on the value of the operation to be done in 1963 must have 
struck the President in an odd manner, since he was apparently worried at the time. 
Dot so much about the round of Soviet tests that were now almost finished. but about 

-,·tbe rounds that -milht follow in 1962,or 1963. and he could just see' both countries_ 
continuinl the escalation. - ..._ 

On December 19 Conrad Lonlmite (LASL), in discussions with Panofsky on the 
subject of atmospheric testins. pointed out that the Russians were apparently doinS 
both systems and effects tests, emphasizing his belief that it was very important for 
the U.s. to undertake such testinl lest the Soviets gain silnificant advantases. 
especially in the critically importaDt pheDomena of EMP aDd radar and communications 
effects. 

... On January 8, 1962, Betts informed the Laboratories: -.. 
With ..... pect to an item to be added to ,bePNliden&ial-appnwed .. tt allllCbanilm h .. been worked out whereby 

'lUI type or chanp II accoauDOdaHd; In brief, ,be CbainDan appro¥eI &be inclUlioD of ,be ..... , and notifi .. 

the White B01lM St. or ,be added ..... ,. Tbe CbainDaD" DO'Uication contaiDI &bree _tial ellmen" .. 

foUoWl: A. 'he ten'atiYe &rinc date; B. JHUPOM 01 &be aperimeDt; C. ,be reUOD wby 'hit panicular 
experimen' w .. not iDcluded ill tbe buic lilt approved by &be P .... ident. Therefore, on each additional event lor 
which you requa' authority to execute, ple_ adYiN 11M .. early .. pouible. repeat ... early .. poeaible, 01 

th_ 'h .... iIlpuu. Once you baft prorided 11M iD _ timely I .. hion tb_ tb .... iIlpuu, you may Ulume that 

autbority will be fortbcomiD, prior to yow an'icipakd execution date. Therefore, you may take all .tePi 

DeCeIAI7 Mort of tbe actual firinc prior to yow final au'boriAtion for the .pec.i~c Mot .. Th_ .'epl may be -
taken wi'hout recoune to DMA. . 

3 I!!eft !'I' 
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After the November 29, 1961. meeting of the NSC. the Laboratory programs changed 
very little. There was a continual review on the subject between Betts, Foster, and 
Bradbury with comparatively minor changes coming abou re was no further NSC 
review until after .. ad . to te . 

n February oster rephed or hlmse an 
Bra ury that t elf care Cui review oC the proposed devices showed no o~erlap in tbe 
technical objectives and affirmed mutual interest in 

su among Brown 
(DDR&tE), JCS. Seaborg. and othen. However. when word got "around that as part of 
the Everready practice runs at Tonopah, a dummy TX-43 containing only high explosives 
had gone off 3,000 feet undernea~h the drop aircraft instead .of 3,000 feet above the 
ground and that no explanation could be found for the misadventure, the enthusiasm 
for testing such devices quickly wancd in the ICS. With the concurrence of Huold 
Brown, the Navy and the Air Force kept the Atlas and tbe Polaris systems tests 
alive. Apparcntly, for scveral months early in 1962, tentative program changes were 
being made at the level of Sea bora and Brown, chanacs which evoked continuing admoni
tion to the sponsors that the President had not approved the specific chanaes and had 

. not agrced to atmospheric testing. 
A couple of othcr prOlram proposals should be notcd. K.hrushchev had threatened 

us with a lOO-mcgaton bomb in July 1961. Apparently. in reaction to that, a numbcr of 
pcople in the U.S. beaan to puzzle about such a device. On September 7 Bet 
Foster and Bradbur for detailed estimates for a ossible 100-me aton wea ~""WMI~ 
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fI~!lI(II~p".IIt! •• Ii~';: _Ireed to send _ memo to the President which would 
include the probable effects or a So-melaton detonation at various altitudes, the 
time required for U.s. development for such a device, and the possible military uses 
of a SO-megaton bomb. The Chairman had spoken to the President earlier in the day 
concerning the SO-melaton atmospheric detonation that had just been announced by the 
Soviet Union. . 

Following the Commission meeting, Betts promptly started conversations with 
the Laboratories on the feasibility of early construction and tests of such a device 
by the United States, asking for comments by October 27. Sewell pointed out the 
delivery difficulty for testinl if it were to be an airdrop, but . Sandia stated on 
October 26 that a 8-52 airdrop was feasible with a parachute they were presently 
developing. On October 27 the U.N. General Assembly asked the U.S.s.R. to -refrain 
from carrying out their ·intention to explode in the atmosphere a SO-megaton bomb: 
and on the same day Sea borg . sent to the President a letter commenting that the 
General Advisory Committee was convinced that the AEC could, within a short time 
after a Presidential directive, come up with a single weapon having a yield of about 
SO to 100 megatons. The President apparently immediately said to forget it. On 
October 27 Luedecke wrote -No further action required- on one of the messages on the 
subject. On October 30 the Soviets exploded their SO-megaton device. It went a 
little large. 

During the moratorium, the last year or so of planning on the part of the AEC 
and DOD had assumed that any further weapons tests would either be underground or in 
deep space.. The AEC, therefore, as noted earlier, tried to get a shot into the 
Dominic series to test the deep space concept and gain experience that would be 
valua~le i( that method of testing became necessary in the (uture. 

In response to Betts' request on September 25 for suggested actions in atmos
pheric and 'high-altitude testinl, Sandia prepared a detailed plan which would use a 
Thor missile launched from Johnston Island to carry test devices to altitude. The 
Sandia plan estimated that 6 to 10 months would be needed to prepare for detonation 
of a larle yield device at altitudes between 100 and 300 kilometers. The plan listed 
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the objectives of hilh·altitude tests in the following way: 

A Unl'-d Statel capabWty for Hno.. nud!lar d.nc. ouuid. tb. earth'a aeuibl. atmoapheN ahould be _lab
n,hed to provick: (1) A capabOlt)' of telto.. l ..... ·yi.ld weapo ... with reduced fallout in the ."ant aurface 
t .. tin, ia aot authoriaed. (2) A capabWty of telto.. l.,.,.-yi.ld w.apo ... with reduced fallout in tb • ."ent 
unaccaptableatmOlphericCODtamination ia Nachecl by UaiaedStatei and! or Ruaaian aurface a_u. (a) A capabili-

ty for vulnerabW,,. '-'0.. of complelre Nen'rr ... ebide warhead .,a'''' in • vacuum or at "appropria&e inHrcep' .: 
altiaud .. lUld.r controUed conclitioaa. (4) A capability for conducto.. afreeu and phenomenol0C7 experimanu Oft 

Duclear dnic. detonaNd ouulde tbe eanh·. atmoepbeN. 

The report of the Sandia plan was distributed on October 2. but Don Shuster .of 
Sandia was impatient: he notified the Planning Board members and the Laboratones 
that Sandia had studied ways to accelerate development of a high·altitude test capa· 
bility and sUllesled that the Sandia work on a 300·kilometer Thor system might be 
applicable. Bradbury replied on October 16, 1961: 

The."..at NTS UDCIerpouncJ opBUion aUowa eomewbat inadequate HI&m. ofllDall dnic., but may MYer 

allow Hltiq of ....... orlarpr weapoaa. Your proponl 'u the apirlt of the pNMIlt limitationa. i .... DO 

atmoapberic CODUmiDatioD. 'TbeNfoIoe, it _ to .. tba& WuhiactoD eboulcI ill tbe .... Mww aUow atmoe

pheric *-tine or IbouId apprcne aD QIMI'atioD iD deep apace .. 70U pfOpCIM. 

On October 19 Bradbury urled Betts to consider Shuster's proposal as soon as 
possible and warned alainsi alain loinl into a moratorium ilnorant of different ways 
of testing.· As noted before, Bradbury. in 'his November 20 messale. to Betts, proposed 
that there be a test at an altitude as hilh as could conveniently be reached in order 
to assess what really could be done in space, The proposal was discussed at the 
November 29 meetinl of the National Security Council, and it was decided that ·Con
sistent with satisfyina DOD requirements, considerations will be given to accommoda· 
ting the AEC desires to develop a capability for space testinl in connection with the .~ 
proposed 400·kilometer DOD experiment,·' (This effort led to the Starfish test.) \J 
By December I, 1961, LASL had done enough work to respond to the NSC suggestion. ~ ~ "'-I 
Froman informed Betts that neither of the hilh·altitude shots. Starfish and Bluegill, ~ \.~ '"l 

would be fully satisfactory Cor learnina how to test warheads in space, and added: ~ v L~ 
-~ {)""" 

In particular. 1.1 meptoaa at 400 idiom .... II eo larp aDd eo cIoN .. to cauae NriouI wura&ion problema Us ~~) 
d.tect~ .uitable for diapoatlC. iD apace '-'iDa. We WieYe thal we abouId check out met~ of apace ~ .le) ~" 
t .. tin, in order to ayoid nch .. we had _tin,. We theNtoN pro-"' ~ .-- ~ ..'-., 
that the AEC apoDlOr a ...:::;::; ~ 
funher calculationa and COIIIIideralio.. we ahall inaal'lllMftt and man ao ~ v) ~ 
do all we CaD on tbe 400-kilome.1Ihot iD ...,. c.... Additional mariu of auch a ,_t inclucle NIDI eflee" the --:::- - . ~ '\] I, 

-... ~ "" .\i 
DOD oricinall)' planned and data NieY_t to Vela RoW. Vela Sierra, and ph),aica. Etron would aIaO be made to :::5 ~" '.: J (j 
follow fiuion producu and eet a handle on fallout fJ'OIII ,hie altitude. "'.1 ......... 

On December 21 LRL offered support for the 1.000·kilometer test. 
message to Betts, said: 

Foster, in a 

h Ie LllL'a uDderatanclinc tbal at the preaeat time, tbeN an two bl,b-altitude ,bo" planned by the DOD from 
.JoimatoD Ie 'O. • f ... _ • .j.. ; ..". • .... 'O., ""i • .. 'O. ••• • 
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Within LASL, Hoerlin and Taschek began to press very hard for the experiment. On 
. December 26 they suggested to Bradbury thl't the shot should be at 1,SOO kilo.meters or 
higher. In a January 2, 1962, message Bradbury requested that Betts formally advise 
the Commission of the LASL desire to add to the proposed atmospheric test program an ~ 
additional high-altitude experimental shot whose primary purpose would be a proof \J 
test of weapons diagnostic systems applicable to possible free space testing beyo~d. ~~ ~ 
the region of appreciable geophysical field coupling. His. message gave some detalls"§ \J 
of the LASL concept: ~ ~ 

Specifically, tbe propoHd ..,.,unental .bo& would be coaduc&ed at Johnl&on &.land Uliar &be .ame *7Pe or ~. ~ J .-; 
yebicle, p .... umabJy Thor, ."..u,. propoMd for ' .. 0 DOD hiP-al&i'ude efteduhot.. Th~ planned altitude '-~ ~: ·~.l_: 
01 dekmation .. ould be be ..... a 1,000 Idlomehn and 2,000 kUomehn ('he maximum Thor could reach). The - ~ V """\ 
nudearwarheadwould~bOMyieldwouldalreadyhayebeeD ...... uredinan.arlierpanol'he ~ ~ 
propoMd MrieI. ThUl, ,he diapoa'ic Mcbnique. may be HiMel .,unit a relllOaabJy typical 'wo-.,,,, ~ ~ '!J' 
'hermonuclear ... apoa 01 kDOWD yield. • . '\3 }" ~ 

'J~ 
Bradbury weDt on to commeDt: 

W. aIIo ,.. ...... iM daM ...... -7 be __ iMYi,.w. del.,. iD deMradDiac ,he NlpoaM &0 &lUI proplllal at &be 

ul'imUe leYel 01 autbori&7l'eCluirecl. SiDce, bowner, de1a7 would DOW preclude &be badUlioD 01 &be aperimeDt at 
all uad be fMaI &0 iu aucc.I .. well, we .... prac.ec!;nr with techDlcal plaDDiDc and pnpara&iOD ill &be hope 

lIlaC ie will ..... ,~ be fouad ,.... to appNft fonuIlJ' &hiI adcIitioDaI aperimeD'. 

Bradbury bolstered his case at the JCAE hearings on January 18-19, DotiDg: 

The Labora&0r7 II PI'OPIIIiDc ."" bicb-al"'ude 8hoe (Urnca) at 1,000 _ 2,000 Idlome&en Ulinc a deYice 01 
known yield .. an aperimeDW HIt or &be di .... tic tecluaique. 01 ill....,... *-'inc Ibould 'bir eYer become 

D~ or au'boriMd. laWaI ..... indica. thaC tbiI could be • quia powerful and DoC aceptioDa117 
dimcult method 01 weapoIl HItiDc &0 be carried out with .......... of reuoaable wejp& aad DO& coo pat 

dir'uacer froID ,be ..nb. 

. Betts continued to avoid the issue. OD January 18, 1962, he sent a message to the 
Laboratories askiDg for .. review of the atmospheric test program and giving his 

tri 
''-J 

understanding of the situation, but he did not mention the deep space shot. Sandia ~:'3 
forced the issue by requcstinl two reentry vehicles and telemetry antennas from th~ ~ '-.J 
Air Force, one of which was for the deep space shot now Damed Urraca. This request ~ 
brought up the questioD of fundinl and led to a January 26 messale from the Chief of .::; ~ 
DASA to DMA, which pointed out that since the shot was not yet approved the AEC ~') 
should guarantee the fUDdiDg for such equipment. . v U 

On February 6 Bradbury offered to live up based measurement of the \:j ~ ( 
angular distributioD of prompt radiatioD from the if it would help win the ..;. 
argument to let the very high-altitude shot. He commented that we could probably __ ~ 

. make a stab at gettiDg the neutron spectrum on'that shot. . ::> 
By February 12 Betts had traDsmitted the LASL request for Urraca to Seaborg and 3 V) 

Seaborg had sent it to the President, since OD that day, Seaborg noted to McGeorge . 
Bundy, -I have been informed that the DOD has run into problems in funding the high
altitude (1,000 to 2,000 kilometers) shot.-. However, by way of further confusion, on 
February 13 Betts authorized the Labs to make complete preparations for Urraca, 
notinl that h had been approved by both AEC aDd DOD, and, hence, was likely to be 
approved when it was .. ,ubmitted t~ tJle President. There was one more hurdle to jump. 
Notinl that Urraca had been added,,·to the serics; CJTF ••• ..requ~sted an additional Thor 
since the Department of Defense Celt that the five Thorl p*'iolls1y requested should 
be reserved .tol:.~.~rCisb and Bluegill. and, lC course. they still had KingCish iD 

... 
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their minds. At the Commission meeting on March 7 (after the President had announ:ed 
his intention to proceed), Gerry Johnson pointed out that ther:e was a Urraca fun~lDg. 
problem and asked if the AEC could purchase the $1,700.000 T~o~ rocket requIred. 
After some further negotiation, the AEC agreed to pay for the mlss11e. Thus, Urraca 

--
became part of the intended Dominic series. . 

Another stir in the proposed program arose from LASL 
til 

Ni was to be 

, message to ou ing proposed 
Bradbury also recommended a high-altitude test of the -'t an 

altitude of 125 to 150 kilometers (which was about the intended use altitude of the '\\l."""~ 
Nike-Zeus) in order to mab detailed output measurements. The shot was discussed by ~0 -...J 
the NSC at their November 29. 1961. meeting during which it was concluded that the-:"" -.. ,-.. 

••• experiment (Bluegill) should partially satisfy the AEC interest in U,.!::> .0 
o lng effects d~ta at operational altitudes of Nike-Zeus. In studyinS the C......J vC 
problem of how to measure the angular distribution, which was important because it::J r6 ~ 
entered into the question of whether the Nike-Zeus warhead had to be stabilized or -" lO Lt')· 
not, the LASL test divisioD had cODcluded that a better measurement· of the anaular l:d. \.f> \f.' 
distribution could be made using a ground-surface shot with appropriate instrumenta-i -~, 
tion placed around the device. The problem of measurement of the angular distribu-~ '.) .. 
tion at high altitude would be very difficult because of the necessary placement· oC -r c.f) v:: 
many detectors at appreciable distances around the bomb. On the other hand. the '- .:.:).::J 
spectrum could· be measured quite well at high altitude by time-oC -flight techniques. ':J r 
although LASL also intended to measure it on the ground shot. Thus, on November 30.J ':../') 1./. 

LASL requested that the Task Force begin searching for an island on which to do the 
ground test. . 

Apparently the DOD had not been· aware at the beginning of, the November 29 NSC 
meeting that LASL would propose tests .or the warhead at high altitude. 
Introduction of the LASL proposal at that' 
because the 
ki)n,",,,p"'PI! 

~. .0-:'" 
\A.I·0 '-

lD Yiew of ,be CODIU8ioD cauHd aa oar ..... , -'iDe .". the eucIdea injfttioD of. hich-aJ'i'ude .lIeeN .hot ""'8 ~ ':) 
..,o1UONd .". LAlL, I feel itllliPa .1INIuI to diIcu. with FOU the DOD proceduna anel nquiremenu in am. ::;; to') ... :\ 

IJ') .. . 
aNa. M you aN. doubt ...... &beN •• pay ..... iD iWpOUibWa,.forwnpoaa decWme .. uremenN .t.... v _, I 

'h.Departmen'om., .... andtheAtomic:Bne!vComri .... Bow .. er,tMdiYieioDof .... ponaibmtyb .. bHn.ol :::d 'U v 
C:OUrM, '0 ei .. elopw.apcma _ei to mab 'boMdillCDoa'ic .... UNmaN 'b.' aII.ca the performanc:e and d .. irn 01 J:. \. '? w-" 

'he weapon. On tiM 0'_ baDC!. 'b. DOD .... ponaibm" b .. b.en \0 .. _un 'hOM OU'PUN _d the .ftec:t. c:auaed """'= ':J ~ 
by 'hem 'b.' an of mili'", iD'--'. ,. 

~l~" 
Brown suggested that ,LASL may have made the suggestion because of a request to make a 
specific effects measurement which may have been transmitted directly from the Army N) 
to LASL. Brown pointed out that a request from the Army docs not constitute a .~ 
requirement from the Department of Defense, and added that DASA, for the Department _ 
of Defense. had the responsibiHty of assembling and evaluating the services' re- J ~ 
quirements for weapons effects information. Thus, if any AEC organizations had an UJ 
interest in a specific measurement. they should discuss that with DASA rather than 
with a military service. He .commented that at the present the DOD did not feel the l!J 
need for these measurements strongly enough to consider it as justification for a 0 
shot. Betts then suggested to Bradbury that the subject of output 'measurement 0 
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.responsibility be .addressed by LASL. Bradbury's response was in strong disagreeme.nt 
with Harold Brown's letter: 

It h .. ahray. been prnioualy .awned by LASL and, we believe, by the AEC that it w .. the respoftlibillty of 
tbeAECtodevelopweapoftiaDdmakeappropriaudiapOiticandexperimentahne .. unllMlnutowardthelubjeet ~. 

aDd, in adclitiOll, proride, by calculaUOIl or direct IMUUreJDlDt, the UIinc aieney with dermitiye information 

. nprdiac tile fWldunental output I bombt: Specificallr, when informatioD on tbe .x-ray or DeUtron output or 
... 

-t ....... ~~ it nq&aincl by tbe DOD, it, ... wned to be the AEC'IlWpoftIibW&)- &o·furDim it. . . 

He went on to quote many examples on both sides of the picture stating, for example, 
the effects of nuclear weapons on nuclear weapons were an AEC responsibility as was 
the determination of the actual emanations from a detonating nuclear system. Brad
bury commented that LASL now intended to get the spectrum from measurements on the 
ground; if the ,ground shot was not practical, we would get what we could in an 
airdrop or possibly from a ship. He also commented that he did not disagree with the 
recent verbal statement by DDR&E that no one really needed this information as 
precisely as many of the subordinate a&encics seemed to want it. He denied that LASL 
had made the proposal at the request oC the Army and said, -If he will call oCC his 
dogs. we will agree not· to go overboard in detailed spectrum diagnostics.- The next 
day, Foster agreed with Bradbury's view.,oint. stating: 

b ... t.x-rara, .... tftllll, aDd pmmarara. The .pay ...... tllearaumJeeion ofdMMdeca. '1'IIeDOD nepOIlIi

bill&)- it lhe NIpoDM of aUIltar7 eq&aipJMnt aDd penonaeJ to theM effecta. TbiI pOIitiOll ....... adequ.~ 

covered in Starbird'i .. tter &0 Dr. Brown. Director of LIlL. OIl November 21, lHO. 

r"\ 
r'1 

~~ N"\ 
qJ.~ -OJ 

-ci '-> '2 
Thus, the proposal for a 1 ra- C n< ~ 
tions for a surface shot to measure con- .,::) '-'J Ii 
tinued for the next month and a halC. in c l.r) E 
the project. and Brown was still unhappy about the idea AEC makin& such a -:g l.() u 
measurement. u.i ". ( ?" 

A t the saJile time, LASL continued its arluments Cor Urraca. which was also r '=.J \-l 
bot¥ring the DOD. Fina!ly. Bradbury gave a bit, commenting on February 6. 1962,:1: "i:J 
that> . . . --T""' - v' 

·U it would help to I&nnltheD the nppart for tile l,DOO-kDoaIe&er Iibol, we could probably .. ,.we could make fair 

neutron'output .... u ...... nu OIl tbilihot aDd.th,.. abaDdOil tile Deed fOl'.pound-~e would I'ill 
obvioUily Deed an airdrop ,wd Iibol of ,bit device, III ...... wordI,lf IIOIDIthiq h .. &0 live, live OIl the Baker 

leland Ibot, makin~ it into an airdrop, but _ve &he hich-a1tltude Ibot If .t aU poulble, 

Betts quickly took him up on that suggestion and the surface shot was canceled. 
One other small flap in planning the series should be noted. On January 24, 

1962. Betts inCormed the Laboratories that the Department of Defense had asked (a) 
what was the maximum yield warhead possible at the weight of the present Titan II 
reentry vehicle and (b) could either Laboratory have such a test warhead available 
for the Dominic series? Further information about the DOD concept was also provided: 
the Titan II would be the· booster. the '. detonation would occur at an altitude high 
~nough to avoid aerodynamic reentry loads, and co.nsequently. the nose cone was re
quired mainly Cor warhead, protection during launch and exit from the atmosphere. 
Betts requested that ALOO forward a coordinated Laboratory reply within two days. 
On January 27 Glen Fowler oC Sandia provided the following response: , . 

'3!eA9-
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Thecommitmen&l which bay. already bHD made bylbe "'apoDIlaboratoriei forth. Dominic operation are IUch 

tbat tbe idea 01 a lpecial Titan D leIt on tbe 1_ time ICale ....... Hd with a IOmewhat low 1 ... 1 01 

.. tbUli .. m. BoweYer, II thi8prornm mUlt be undertaken for JOOCl reMOn, then iI only one approach that iI 
practical, n_ly, to UN the Mark VI ltV /XW -IS warbeadcombinalion now beiDc deliped for tb. Titan n. "To 
dotbil, LASL would han to provide anuclear.,..tem and Sandia would have to provide a complement of warhead 
bardware u well u a special fUlifte .,.tem for the leIt. A command-enable timer or a direct command firine 

. .,.tem limilar to that beine bullt for the Dominic Thor would be required: We _timate that this would add 

approximately 100 pounds to tb .. tandard ltV weilbt on,", pounds; Witb coaunand firine, detonation altitud_ 

would be limited by J"Hnt". ionilation problelftl and could occur down to 200,000 f .. t. At or above tbil altitud., 

ne"her J"Hntr)' deceleration nor temperatures would PnMllt a problem. Flub blindn_ cOJllideration, bowever, 

would IUCP't that the detonation altitude should be much bilher, like .00,000 f .. t. We beli.ve that th. 

nec....". nonnuclear hardware could be built in time for a July IU,ht, but coJllider that it; would be Ukely to 

effect current effon on the XW -IS warhead development to lOme exknt aDd a1IO would be likely to caUie lOme 

difficulti_ with the preparation for 'he 'Dominic Thor operatioJll. The exact ~ed CaDDOt be _d without a 
mon detailed Itudy. The LASL componen&l probably could be made available for. July (li,M date with similar 

Prornminted .... ~~I~.mI. 

VI ltV for 

HR, 
lucn &III _ton woulcl cauM interfeNDcewitb botb weapoDldeYelopment and DolDiniceffon. In Dominic 

time seal_, the only available Jaunchin, ai\e appean to be at the AtlUltic Milaile Ilanp. 
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There was no further discussion of the Titan suggestion. The program for Dominic was 
firm enough to issue the listing and schedule shown in Table XXX. 

On March 2 the President publicly announced his decision to resume attospheric 
testing, giving the readiness date as April 23. 1962. By mid-March. in response to 
Betts' request for additional test needs that might have come as a result of tests in 
Nevada. an Atlas system test and a Polaris system test were included in the schedule. 

On April 11. 1962, the Commission met and approved the proposed nuclear test 
program •. specifically including the Atlas and Polaris tests. However. L. K. Olsen, 
the Commissioner who had .not been present at that meeting. noted that in reading over 
the staff paper he did not find proper justification Cor the shots. especially . the 
Polaris and Atlas shots, which were justified only by reference to two letters which 
were not themselves part of the staff paper. On April 12 Sea borg forwarded the list 
to the President along with a note pointing out that <a> it should be considered a 
flexible list, (b) that the operation might extend into July. (c) that the Commission 
had not yet reviewed the operational aspects of the Atlas. and (d) that there was a 
finite probability of a malfunction which could lead to one or more of the missiles 
being destroyed in flight. probably burying special nuclear materials deep at sea. 

On April 24 Starbird received from Betts a' message beginning, "This message 
constitutes the authority to conduct the atmospheric nuclear test program as follows: 
On behalf of the Chairman. AEC. I am advising you that the President has approved 
execution of the atmospheric test program." The program referred to at the beginning 

. of Dominic was as shown in Table XXXI. 

Digression on Test Methods 

One of the main reasons we wer.e able to go back to testing. both underground and 
in the atmosphere in 1961 and 1962, was the vast experience of the technical 
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GlieRe 

TABLE XXX 
DOMINIC SCHEDULE 

Fcbruary 20, 1962 

lU,+hhEld Urd8f 
5 U ,s t, 5Sd. cb) C~) 
Ddt-.) EErTJ1~ rlluJ .!) 

person point . should be made that thcir traininl and cxpcricncc had Bivcn 
thcm a broad and dccp undeRtandinl o( t~e problems that had to be solved. The 
undcrstandinB requited in development o( the techniques that had been used in atmos
pheric testing was still (rcsh in thcir minds and that understandinB could be used to 
develop new techniques in a new, hiaber altitude medium. 

Specifically, the type of testing that we did underground, immediately after the 
moratorium in the (all o( 1961 and tbe sprina o( 1962, was not a type of testing that 
had been done before or with which we had any particular experience. Los Alamos had 
fired tbree underground sbots before 1961, tflat is, Jangle, which was buried at 17 
feet, and Pascal A and B in Hardtack Phase II, 1958, wbich were a few hundred feet 
underground. In these tests tbe diagnostics were not particularly critical to the 
experiment. Certainly in the case of tbe Pascals-the two Pascal shots came roaring 
out of the holes like a rocket and allowed normal radiochemical sampling with air
planes in. the cloud--theactual results were so far different from expectation that 
tbe diagnostics were not critical. To illustrate this point in more detail, the 
basic measurements made on development shots fired in the atmospbere in Nevada were 
the reaction rate as a function of time, the yield of tbe bomb as determined by the 
fireball expansion, and tbose data tbat could be derived from radiochemical analysis 
of samples collected froin aircraft fitted with samplinl tanks and flown through the 
debris cloud at fairly late times. The ranle of intensities to be dealt with in 
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TABLE XXXI 
DOMINIC SCHEDULE 

LG\-th\ldcl C ncitJe. 

5 l)·S·c.· ss~ Cb) (3) 

DeL 

measuring the reaction history is very great. from esselltially as Iowan intensity as 
one can measure with very sensitive de!8ctors to the peak of ·the intensity curve. a 
range. in some cases, of as much as )0 . In earlier atmospheric testing that range 
of coverage was accomplished by using detectors of similar. sensitivity placed at 
several distances from the bomb. A common array. for example. might have 10 to 15 
detectors (or even more). with the closest detectors in a tower or a balloon cab 
essentially' right up agains.t the bomb and the most remote detectors perhaps 1.000 or 
1.500 yard.s away. Signals from these detectors were then run through very fast cable 
to recording stations for enough away to survive· the blast, say 1.500 to 2.000 yards 
from the bomb. For the underground tests. because of the containment requirements. 
the same experimental philosophy could not be used. The close-in detect.ors could be 
placed essentially "as' in the past, as long as· the signal cables were placed 
approximately along a radius from tl\e bomb. Initially the maximum distance of a 
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detector was limited by the size of the .. largest usable canister to about 40· ft: ~his 
limitation led to the usc of insensitive· detectors and great amounts of shIeldIng, 
which, in turn. led to great cable troubles because the ~able itself beco~es a 
detector at not very much hig"er radiation level than the intended detector Itself. 
ThUs, the· initial underground shots often failed to give records of the high-level 
gamma data, and it was some time, perhaps a year or so, before new systems were 
developed to get all the desired data. (Initially scatterers were used; the eventual 
solution involved. precisely the physical effects that caused problems in the early 
underground tests - in the so-called Compton diodes invented by L. K. Neher of 
LASL.) 

There was a similar problem with radiochemistry. In atmospheric testing we 
depended upon -complete mixing- in the cloud, which meant the cloud was allowed to. 
turn over and mix within itself for some time, an hour or so, before sampling was 
attempted. When sampling was attempted samples were taken from various parts of the 
cloud in order to ensure they were representative. In underground tests, this process 
could no longer be used. Whether any sample obtained from the melted and resolidi
fied pool oC rock would be representative was a serious question. Initial attempts 
to allow radioactive las to flow through small pipes to a las collection system on 
the surface were not very successful because of strong fractionation in the piping 
system, if any sample at all was obtained. Alain, the initial results were most 
unsatisfactory, and it was only after appreciable experience in drilling, sampling, 
and treatinl the samples appropriately that satisfactory results .were obtained. 

Similarly, when the possibility of returning to atmospheric testinl arose in the 
fall of 1961, it became clear almost immediately that this would not be the atmosphe
ric testing of old. Testing at Eniwetok and Bikini from· 1954 to 1958 had resulted in 
the development of well-deCined procedures. Dialnostics for most devices fired at 
those sites in that period consisted of reaction history, yield, and whatever data on 
the internal workings that could be inferred .from radiochemistry. Reaction history 
was obtained in a manner similar to that described for Nevada, using detectors 
located at several distances from the device which was placed occasionally on tower~ 
or on the ground, but most often on barges, at some distance from a land recording 
station. The usc of barges allowed firing of quite large shots without producing 
large craters and without permanently disturbing the islands. About one out of eight 
shots was thoro~lhly diagnosed, includinl attempts at real-time determinations of 
some details of the workinlS inside the so-called hydrolen bombs. These attempts, in 

. general, involved complex arrays of instrumentatioD on small islands, with high-speed 
cables rUDninl into detector systems some distance away. 

In the fall of 1961, when we were told to prepare for testing, the political 
ground rules imposed quickly made it clear that the earlier techniques could not be 
used, at least not in the earlier form. Even the testinl location was not known. 
although the most likely site seemed to be open ocean somewhere south oC Hawaii. The 
method of bomb emplacement had not been setUed; whether by airdrop, which meant very 
careful packaling of experimental devices to be handled in. that manner, or by em
placing the devices on ships that could be destroyed. Furthermore, it was politically 
clear that we would be testinl only devices of fairly large-yield, at· leas~ in 
design, and the smaller tests would be done in Nevada. Therefore, from a diagnostic 
point of view on the AEC tests, it was accepted very carlyon that we would attempt 
to measure only the yield and a very small portion oC the reaction history, as well 
as, once again, obiaininl what data we could by inCerence from radiochemical samples. 
When preparations for Project Everready began it had been assumed that bhangmeters 
would be used to measure. yield. However, it was also known that there were essen
tially no bhanlmeter calibration data from large bombs fired in the air Car above 
around level: even the calibrations we had were su,spect Thus, an early requirement 
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~< 
.:3. ~ was measurement of the fireball growth rate. .We had" .up to this time fir~d on~y two 
c6 f:i: large-yield de.' e by airdrop: one, the 500 kdoton KlDg shot on Operation Ivy and 

... the other the ega ton Cherokee shot of Operation Redwing. In ~oth cases, ,,:,e had 
VJ 5 island stations at which to place fireball cameras. even though this system did not 
\f) X work on the Cherokee shot because the bomb was 'droppe~ out of t~e field of ,,:iew of 
.lll the cameras. A flexible system was required, that IS, one WIth some kmd of 

'-.) tracking, if possible, or at least some way to tell the bomb position at the t~me of 
~ ""detonation. An essential requirement of the fireball method is to know the ~lstance 

- ~rrom the camera to the detonation point in order to determine accurately the dIameter 
::=> 0 of the fireball." Because the yield is proportional to the fifth power of the" fire

) ~ balJ diameter. if a yield measurement accurate to within 5% is desired, the diameter 
. (and hence, the distance) must be accurate to within 1%. Thus, it is immediately 

clear that if the distance cannot be measured to better than 4 or 5%, then the 
fireball method of yield determination is not much better than bhangmeters or any-
thing else. . 

Since this problem was recognized at the inception of the Everready pre»gram, 
plans had been made for Installation of fireball cameras in C-130s and development of 
distance measuring equipment (DME) had begun. However. it was fairly clear to the 
people responsible for this measurement. primarily Art Cox of LASL, that these were 
very unreliable systems. This need for accurate distance determination was one of 
the critical items ~n the technical judgment that it was necessary to move to Christ
mas Island. Moving to Christmas Island would provide a stable base for proven 
radar equipment capable of tracking beacons placed on the drop device as well as in 

. the bomber. From these instruments it was possible to have the cameras pointing at 
the bomb at the time it went off and measure the distance with sufficient accuracy to 
provide the desired accuracy in the yield measurement. Once again, this problem was 
comparatively new to the testers. In earlier operations using either barges or 
towers. the distance measurement could be inferred from surveying data acquired 
before the test: for airdrops in Nevada there were sufficient camera stations at 
well-known points that ordinary triangulation could give the distance with required 
accuracy. But doing this measurement from floating or airborne platforms in the 
middle of the South Pacific was an entirely different problem. 

For measuring the small piece of the reaction history required for the atmosphe
ric portion of Dominic. there was plenty of experience on previous operations." How
ever. Cor those operations the measurements were made from roomy ground-based sta
tions. for which Malik, Wouters. Partridge, and Th"eobald had developed quite satis
factory systems capable oC successCul measurements Crom appreciable distances. 
InstaHation of these systems in aircraft or on the decks of ships led to design 
changes imposed by limitations of tracking, antenna space, and electrical power. 
Thus, the systems that were put into the Everready C-130s to make this measurement 
were questionable and untried. Consequently. again Crom an experimental point of 
view it was preferable to 19 to Christmas Island and usc dependable ground-based 
systems while learning how to make airborne systems dependable. 

There is a fundamental point of AEC nuclear weapons testing that should be made. 
The experiment is the" device; the experiment is something that is being conducted by 
the developmental portion of the Laboratory. The field forces are making measurc
ments; they arc not doing experiments. Thus. they seck high reliability in making 
those measurements and if they wish to try some new method of making an old measure
ment, then that new method is usually done in parallel with an old method and done 
many times until the bugs can be worked out and the new method becomes as reliable as 
the old one~ This philosophy is pertinent to the development of nuclear weapons. but 
it is a somewhat different philosophy than that which applies when atmospheric 
eCfects measurements arc to be carried" out for atmospheric explosions. For exa~ple, 
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one set of instrumentation, and one site properly instrumented, can be used for 
detonation-after-detonation for development shots, where the object is to assess the 
device performanci. ... On the other hand, if one wishes to conduct effects tests, such 
as the high-altitude shots, in Dominic, then it' may be necessary to change the basic 
instrumentation from one test to the next. It is certainly necessary to design the 
measurement specifically for a particular shot, since in an effects test there should 
be no question about the device performance. The question is, rather, what are the 
effects of that explosion on the ambient environment: it is the effects on the 
environment that are to be measured, not the inner workings of the device. 

Early Preparations 

The beginnings of Project Everready have been discussed in the program section. 
However, other moves toward atmospheric testing also took place very early in Septem
ber 1961. The discussions between President Kennedy, Seaborg, and McNamara in the 
first daysoC September clearly raised again the possibility of atmospheric testing. 
As a result, both the AEC and the Department of Defense began to make arranlements 
for that possibility should the President wish to move in that direction. In addi
tion to high-level consideration of this possibility, it is also clear that many 
people in both the AEC and DOD began such moves because of internal convictions or 
desires to solve specific problems, and. in some cases, just to prevent embarrassment 
later. 

On the AEC side. as noted before. Reeves, asa result of the September 13 
Planning Board meeting, had authorized H&:N to determine the status' of the Eniwetok 
Provinl Ground, and they were encouraled to send a small survey party there as soon 
as permission could be obtained from Washington. 

At the same Planning Board meetinl the LASL-proposed hilh-altitude Nike-Zeus 
warhead test was mentioned, and Johilston Island became a consideration. By September 
29, 196J, Sandia had prepared a report on the possibilities of hilh-altitude testing 
which included delivery systems, possible launch sites, modifications of reentry 
vehicles, fuSinl and, firinl systems, diagnostic techniques, and safety. The report 
recommended the usc of a Thor missile launched from Johnston, Island, outlined a ,"':":\ 
complete fusing system. includinl warhead destruct circu ry":S (' 
~ The report also included drawings showing the _ ~ 
__ mounted in the modified Thor reentry vehicle. '.J..)..D • 

shot could be ready in six months. ~ ~ 5 
, The effort that was to become Project Everready led to the development of many '- ~ ~ 
tools which were used later in, Operation Dominic. As early as September 20, 1961, ~ .':j 1 
LASL asked Sandia to prepare some device drop cases, and by September 29 Sandia had _ \...~'") l 
developed a plan to provide (a> a universal test vehicle capable of carryinl any of ~ I G 
the current untested warheads and (b> the necessary instrumentation and support to "-l1 ~ 
obtain reasonable dialnostic information. They proposed that airdrops at the Eniwe-..c -
tok Provinl Ground be made from a B-47 or B-S2 aircraft instrumented with radars £. Iv') 11 
and fireball c~ark 39, Mod I, Type 3 (Trainer) bomb case would be"""""". ~ . 
adapted to the or other warheads. Appropriate fusinl was arranged to ;:: -.J ? 
preclude Iroun urst. IS system, Sandia said, could be ready for its first test :5 \.I) -
in two months. Other equipment soon appeared. While the first concepts of Project . 
Everready involved the simp'~ drop of a stockpile device oCf the west coast, discus-
sions in late September quickly solidifie,d into an operational plan that milht live 
the L,aboratories at least minimal diagnostics. In this plan the 8-52 itself would be 
equipped with a fireball camera, and a bhangmeter to measure yield. Initially one, 
but later two, C-130 aircraft would be equipped with optical and electromalnctic Icaf 
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to measure ·the interstage times. and later they would also have. fireball came~as. 
Sampling support would be provided by the B-S7s now assigned to AIr Weather ServIce. 
The shots could be located either at Eniwetok atoU or over the open ocean near 
Johnston Island or Hawaii. . 

On October 7 1961 Betts told the Laboratories to be ready to conduct three 
airdrop tests by D~cembe'r 1. and a mad scramble began in the Laboratories and at 
AFSWP. The plans group of AFSWP sent McCorkle (AFSWC) an initial concept on October 
8: 

The cround rula are that the Mria would be of Nlativel, non duraUon with deployment t«> Hawaii within 10 

days after authorisation. The concept of operatiODl iI for four war-reserve w.apon. to be dropped from a B-52 

. aircran under the control of AFSWP with the detonation. to be over the open .... approximately 350 nautical 

mila lOuth ... t of Hilo. Three days of practice miIIioDi will precede the fint drop which will be done by an 

airborDe Tuk Force cODliitiJII or a drop aircraft, airbome dialftOitic: inatrummtation. photo, command and 
control. weather reconnail8ance. and air~ ""ue aircraft. The Tuk Group Headquanen will·be at Hic:kam. 

with all aircraft .tapel out of the Hawaiian area. The command and control or AOC airc~i will be an RC-121 and 

a .-.lbility for the cliapGStic aircraft iI an inatrumenhcl C-1SO from AFCJU.. 

Also mentioned was the possibility of getting C-130s from the Air Photographic and 
Charting Service. By October 9 Sandia had modified two Mark 39 drop cases arid was 
ready to drop the units from a B-47 at the Tonopah test range. However. on that same 

. day. a meeting at Sandia between AEC and Air Force personnel recommended a B-S2 
instead. so the drop. which had by then been rescheduled for October 10. was can
celed. On October 13 Headquarters Air Force directed Tactical Air Command (T AC) to 
deliver two C-130 aircraft to Kirtland not later than October l7and 2S. Air crews 
would be provided by AFSWP. Headquarters also directed Air Defense Command (ADC) to 
provide RB-S7D aircraft for' the air sampling mission and arrange that they arrive at 
Kirtland not later than October 17. The samplers would be maintained and operated by 
the Air Weather Service. AFSWC was directed to assist.in the aircraft modifkations ~3 
and was designated as the Air Force point of contact and control for this program. v.J ~ 
Within the Laboratorie~ arrangements were quickly made for LASL to be responsible): 
for one diagnostic aircraft and Livermore the other. EG&G were to arrange for - ~ 
fireball cameras and timing gear as soon as possible and the Laboratories took:::J l,) 
responsibility for time-interval and other instrumentattpn. AFSWC took on the job of - \[) t 
preparing appropriate DME lear. The equipment initially installed in' 'th'c"'If 30s. was v - , 
whatever the Laboratorics could find in-house, aDd some of it was primitive. ~ \J ~ 

By mid-October Livermore had decided that they could be ready to drop a _as = If) 
early as November IS, but equipment had to be installed in the 1305. Althou~ad -,-...:. ~ 
been estimated that the installation would take several months, by October 28 it was --S -..J C 
intended to have the 130s completed by October 31. allowing an initial airborne -J \... ,( 
diagnostic capability to be ready by early November. 1961. 

The rest of the DOD also began to' prepare for atmospheric testing in September. 
In addition to the September J9 letter transmitted through Sea borg to the NSC (men
tioning the possible need for atmospheric testing), as noted before, DASA, on Septem
ber 20, apparently in ze~ctjon to a September 12 memo from Harold Brown, authorized 
funds to address different types. of measurements that might be made with high
altitude test$. including ionization caused by high-altitude detonation of nuclear 
weapons. 

In spite of the feelings that politics would preclude its .use, the Eniwetok 
Proving Ground was not forgotten. At a meetinl of AEC. Laboratory, and H&N repre

. sentatives on September 20 LASL described a quick two-month airdrop operation 
including ground-based measurements of yield and time interval. and Livermore 
described its tests. which were to be done from barges. H&N pointed out that <a> the 
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EPG base camp· buildings would need electrical work, but were otberwise .in good 
condition, (b) there were five cargo barges at Eniwetok which could be used as shot 
barges, and (c) they co.uld obtain sufficient manpower quickly, but the necessary 
supplies of equipment and material would be a serious problem. Sandia suggested the 
possible use of balloons for the LASL and Livermore shots. 

Bikini, however, would be a more serious problem because essentially all equip
ment and material had been removed to Kwajalein to support the Nike-Zeus program. 
The general conclusion seemed to be that a quick operation of a few shots could be 
done in two or three months. but that a better operatiol'l would require six to nine 
months preparation. This conclusion was confirmed at the Planning Board meeting on 
September 27, 1961. Subsequently. Sandia prepared a detailed proposal for balloon 
shots at Eniwetok using aerodynamic balloons (they had not finished the testing of 
these during the moratorium). The time required to prepare for balloon shots on both 
atolls was estim~ted to be six to eight months. 

More Political Considerations 

James Carr. Acting Secretary oC the Interior, in a letter to Chairman Seaborg on 
November 3. strongly recommended against any (urther testhig o( atomic devices in tbe 
Trust Territory. 

Kennedy kept trying to avoid atmospheric testing. On September 3 he and 
British Prime Minister Macmillan jointly proposed to Khrushchev a ban on atmospheric 
testing. to include monitoring by national means. On September 9 Khrushchev refused 
the proposal. calling it a -dishonest deal- since the U.s. had been preparing for 
underground testing and knew how to do it. On September 19 Sea borg recommended to 
the President that the EPG be brought to a three months readiness posture and that a 
seaborne operation be considered. On September 2S the President, in an address to 
the U.N. General Assembly. said. among other .things, -a nuclear disaster. spread by 
wind and water and fear, could well engulf the great and the small, the rich and the 
poor, the committed and the uncommitted alike .. Mankind must put an end to war OT war 
wW put an end to mankind. Let us caU a truce to terror.- He called for disarma
ment, sta ting that the logical place to begin was a test ban treaty. 

By the end of September 1961 awareness o( the need for atmospheric testing was 
growing. September had been a period of recovery Crom shock and early moves toward 
preparation for underground testing. but October saw accelerated preparations for 
atmospheric testing. Schlesinger has Doted:-

The urpncia of NCUrity, however, nmaiD«l.t war with the cbumI of cliArmament. Kennedy had lelt that the 
Soviet atmOllpheric Han Wt him DO choice but ~ au&boriM UDdfl'll'OUlld hftml of our OWD. Now, u ODe. 
explOllion in the alti .. aboYe Siberia 10UowM aDOtbel' tluouP the autumn, It becune menuincly dimcult to 

hold the line at undercround &ea*,. The Joilat Chiefa of Staft, in particular, wanud to .. ume American t .. u in 
the atmOllphere u apeedily u .,o.ible. Early iD October, tbey forwarded a paper caUln, for atmoepheric Hatinl 
in November. The J CS paper wu below their uauallne1 in loPe and Uteracy. When we met to con.ider it at the 
St.te Depanment, Sec:retary McNamara, whobaci olwioualy Dot aamined it with care before the mee tin"quickly 
perceived in imperfectiou and abandoned it u a buil for arcument. One defellle omcial made an imp ... ioned 
cue for the l'Uumption of atmoapheric t .. tial in order to preYent the world from believinl that the Communist • 
.. ere pinin,lOcommandilll a lead that there .. uno point in .. iatin,them further. ButMcGeorc~ Bundy replied 
that be .. u .,ailllt t .. t. for tbe aake of p.ycbolOlical .. arrare and inaiakd on the pnnciple·,h.t .. e never tat 

., .. . 
eA.. Sch1"inpr,.4 Thousand Days, pap 411. 
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in the at~pbere UN ... required by military nec ... ity to do 10. 'rhen Ml:Haman made it clear that a .. rioUli 
cue for ,.umption Dialed in tel"llUl ofmiUtary Meurity, end the _tiq ended with the ~ommendation that the 

United Stat .. tak. an .arly aceuion to ,..rve iu freedom to t .. t above crouncl. 

Gerry Johnson was quick to support Ever-ready, and in the. process triggered off a 
move that was to have major consequences in the operation. On October 2, after 
having talked to Kenner Hertford of ALbO and General Donnelly of Field. Command: DASA, 
Johnson told Sea borg that he liked the Everready concept. The subject was dIscussed 
at the MLC meeting the next day, with both Betts and General Booth of DASA present. 
In discussing possible sites, Booth mentioned that DASA was looking into the possible 
use of Christmas Island, and H&N was looking at Eniwetok revival. Johnson pressed 
for identification of an alternative to the EPG because of his strong feeling that 
U.N. political pressures would make its use untenable. On October 10 Commander 
Holkum of DDR&E briefed Johnson about Christmas Island. Johnson apparently discussed 
the possibility with Betts in the next day or two and with Hertford. since Hertford 
later commented to Betts that if the Everready plan were accepted, it could also be 
adapted for operations Crom Christmas Island. On October 13 Booth s~nt Johnson a 
lengthy report on operational logistics on Christmas Island which had been prepared 
in 1959 by the Pacific Missile Range. Along with the report, Booth wrote: 

It appear. that the adaptatiOD of Cbriatmu leland .. a U.s. nuclear telt aite iI both operatiODaily anc:llocical
Iy f ... ible. Cbriatmu leland dorda.lufticint advantapl to make it attractive .. a baM for lampliq opera

tioDl. balloon Ibou. and ofrlhore detonatioDi with onabore iIIIwwa.ntatiOD. 

He also stated his view that the selection of Christmas Island as a nuclear test site 
was second to Eniwetok, with which he was more familiar, and suggested that a survey 
of Christmas Island be conducted immediately. Later that same day DMA and DASA 
staffs decided to survey Christmas Island and suggested that the survey party include 
representatives from the DOD, the AEC, and the United Kingdom. The relative merits 
of the different facilities would be made after completion of the survey. Should use ~--::-. 
of the Christmas Island facilities .be desirable, the DOD, AEC. and Department of (" "'-J V ' 
State would jointly decide <a) how to approach the United Kingdom. (b) the desired It ~ ~ 
U.K. participation in the tests, and (c) what information from the tests would be"":::: .a ~ 
made available to the U.K. ~ 'V '-.) 

The subject of test location arose again at the October 17, 1961, meeting of the ~ qj 
Commission during Bradbury's discussion of the need (or prompt resumption of atmos- """-J' .':') ':?\ 
pheric testing. He commented that Christmas Island might be another possible test ~ ~"'\ v~ 
site' and added: f ~ 'J I,.i } 

the ited Ki ~ () ~ \ 

n Johnson a list of suggested personnel to 
conduct the upcoming survey visit to Christmas Island. The list consisted of eleven 
military officers from the three services. including one doctor. The subject came up 
again in the Commission meeting on October 19, which was attended by the members of 
the MLC. In discussing the' possible operations, Johnson explained to the Commission 
th~t Christmas Island had better w.eather conditions than Eniwetok and a larger, 
Calfly level, land mass.' He noted that Christmas Island was apparently disputed 
territory between the U.s. and U.K .• but also commented that the U.S. had a big 
investment at Eniwctok. 

V) . 
.:..\1") 

~ :::J~ 
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. The DMA apparently did not agree with DASA's suggested per.sonnel to visit 
Christmas Island, and by October 20 Anderson of DMA was organizing a reconnaissance 
party which included representatives of LASL, LRL. Sand~a, and the ALOO OFO. The 
field system promptly began to scurry for information on Christmas Island in order to 

10 ,4-" h [.lc\ 
5 l),S;L' 

l)nc\[R 
5~ (Wei) 

LDL ) k;<fE7Y)?n~/,; .1 

The investigation became more urgent on October 29 when Dean Rusk. Secretary of 
State, informed Seaborg of his view that we should avoid using a site in the Trust 
Territory for any atmospheric tests and. henee, recommended strongly against the usc 
of Eniwetok and Bikini. On November I Reeves told Betts the results of the test 
organizations' outlook on the use of Christmas, namely, 

On the baa .. of a permanent lObi-ran .. ted facility, it would appear tbat Cbriltmu bland, from -the .tandpoint 
of weather conditiona, fallout problema, and mumational objectioDi to teltiDJ activiti., would have diatinct 

advant .... over Eniw.tolL. In tbe lObI NIl, UIJ' bnmediate .. vinp-'bat miIb' accrue by UN of ailtinl'UPpon 
and .cientifie facili'i. on Eftiw.tolL would be f. outw.;p.d by operational advant .... of ChriItmu bland. It 
allO appear. that .hould Chriltmu bland pro¥' unacceptable for bith-altitude _tinK. a .. parat. facilit,. for 
tbia activi',. could be .,abliahed a' .1ohDIton bl&Dd, and tbe mcnued cwt and diaadvant ... of operatinl two 
lia. would ltill be more tban offMt by the diaadvant .... or the combined fadliti. of Eniwlcolt/BUdn;. Tbia 
recommend.tion ia bued on one pNmiM: th.t -aNlifta comp1eWoperational control of Chriatmu I.land--wl 
doubt ,hat joint operational coatroJ of Chrinmu leland would be acceptable. 

Betts concurred in this recommendatioD in • message to Sea borg, and at the same 
'time requested that a decision be made to conduct Project Everready from Johnston 
Island rather than Eniwetok. 

.:-. . - Technical Developments 

Elrly in October DASA called a mid-October meeting to accomplish advanced plan
ning on high-altitude nuclear weapons effects testing. -with the intent of formulating 
an overall test plan for blast phenomena and missile response and updating the WiJlow 
high-altitude balloon experiment plan. AFSWC. as a result of a meeting on September 
28-29 with various Air Force agencies, presented the Air Force test requirements and 
objectives to -Systems Command and the Air Staff on October 4 and 5, and to the USAF 
Scientific Advisory Board on October 6. On October 6 DA'SA began a study of fljght 
safety and area impact safety problems for the -Polaris and Atlas systems tests. On 
October 18 AFSWC and Sandia were jointly studying nuclear safety in the possible 
Atlas operation; -- Sandia determined that they could .obviate the surface-burst problem 
by installing a shorting plug. On October 27 SAC briefed the Air Staff and the 
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Pentagon on the proposed Atlas system test. On October 30 DASA sent identical Ictte~s 
to the Chief of Naval Operations and the Chiefs of Staff of the Army and the Au 
Force requesting that by November IS each Service forward to DASA their proposals \or 
perform'ing full-scale effects' tests o'n the three high-altitude te,s~s already deSIg
nated (Starfish, Bluegill, and Kingfish). considering both a lead ttme of .18 to. 24 
months and an alternate of 9 to 12 months. DASA would use these proposals 10 makmg 
recommendations to the lCS. 

,By October 26 a preliminary 
tion would 

would be scheduled sometime during the period from about 
ea y bruary 1962. These detonations would take place in an area 

near either Johnston Island or Hilo. For the second phase tests. the weapons diag-
nostics would be a little more elaborate. as desired by LRL. The measurements would 
include fireball rate of 'Irowth. time interval by both electromalnetic and optical 
means. radiochemical yield. hilh-explosive transit time. and bhangmeter yield. , Phase 
3 was not particularly well defined. but was the imagined longer-range operation, 
which. in a sense. turned out to be Operation Dominic. Phase I would bc performed 
within 7 to 10 days after authorization. whereas Phase 2 would not be ready until 
approximately December. The control organization would be an -air task group com
mand" which. presumably. would be headed by McCorkle, with a Deputy Commander for AEC 
matters, presumably Jim Reeves. The air operation would include two B-52 airdrop 
aircraft, two RC-121 control aircraft, two C-J30s and two C-54s Jor photo and instru
mentation coverage. and appropriate B-S7-B, -C, and -D aircraft for air sampling. 
Weather reconnaissance WB-SOs would be needed and C-124s were needed for materiel 
transport. . 

During October, in parallel with the concept of testing off Johnston or Hawaii 
over thc opcn sca, provisions were also being made for testing at Eniwetok using the 
same capability, but having, in addition, ground-based diagnostic equipment. 

As a result of the October 9 and 10 letters from Gilpatric and Seaborg, both of ~ 
which urged returning to atmospheric testinl. the President seemed to have liven some '-:\ -'J 

. half-hearted approval to proceed with plans and partial preparation. On October 12 ~ ~ 
McNamara authorized the lCS to proceed witb preparation of plans on an urgent basis. c;;) 

That word, of course. was immediately transmitted through DASA to the' Everready ~ '';' ~ 
organization. By October IS LRL was building multi-aperture optical systems needed ~ . .:::: Ii 
to. 8_et time inter~a. S~ndia was preparing for trial drops of a 39 case con- ~ ~ 
tammg a dummy _the fust test to be from a B-47 on October 17 and the second ~ ~ r:-: 
test from a B-S2 the following week. At the same time Livermore was .preparing \) ~ 
ground-based optical equipment for fireball measurements. and the Air Force was ~ \..") I ~ 
modifying C-130 and B·S2 aircraft. ~ .. ~ 

Initially there was trouble in obtaining sampler aircraft because AFTAC was"::::::: ~ "'-
using them to monitor the Russian tests. and the Laboratories could not agree on -.::::. v) ~ 
their needs. LASL requested at least one sample and said that more would be nice, -,.... ::.~ 
but. eventually their requests required three or four aircraft. Livermore, however, ;; "::.:J ('\ 
started with a request for five or six samplers and ended with as many as' seven. At ~ 1..;..,' ~ 
the same time, the possible desire to test_led Livermore to request a higher- ~ J 

altitude-capable sampler aircraft because the stablized cloud altitude from the high-
yield test might exceed the ceiling of the B-S7-B and -C aircraft. AFSWC's sampler 
aircraft problem was also difficult because several. planes that might be available 
from USAF Systems Command had not been configured for sampling and McCorkle also bad 
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to maintain a sampler capability for Nevada tests. In addition, trained pilots for 
sampling missions were at a premium. While other parts of the system had been 
degrading slowly during the moratorium, LASL had stored and maintained all of the. 
sampler tanks obtained some years before and was able to use these on Everready and, 
for that matter, on Dominic. The aircraft situation improved when Air Force Head
quarters directed ADC to transfer four B-S7-D aircraft to Kirtland for modification 
there and directe~ the Military Air Transport Service (MATS) to transfer seven B-57-C 
and two B-S7-E aircraft to Kirtland, with modification to be accomplished at Warner
Robins AFB prior to transfer. Eventually the LASL request was tor four B-57-Bs and 
two B-S7-Ds for high-altitude sampling, and LRL needed two B-57-Bs and five B-57-Ds . 
for shots over a megaton. but if the D models were not available they would accept a 
force of six B-S7-Bs. By October 27 thirteen of the B-S7s were being modified for 
sampling. . Ii 

This period also saw the beginning of an experiment that was to continue through 
the Christmas Island operation. On October 16 the medical division of DASA sought 
HQ DASA approval to do retinal burn-threshold studies on Everready. It was felt that 
preparations could be completed in three weeks if C-I18s or C-130s could be used. 
The experiment would consist of measurements of light flux using appropriate equip
ment and, in addition. studies of retinal burns in monkeys and rabbits. 

On October 23 Air Force HQ agreed to the experiment and directed Systems Command 
to furniSh eight aircraft to be operated out of Hickam Air Force Base for about eight 
days in the period from November 13 to November 21. 1961. The designated 'aircraft, 
in order of preference. were C-Ills. C-I13s. C-119s or C-S4s. 

On October 20 Air Force Headquarters asked the Navy for permission to use 
Barbers Point for operation of certain aircraft. especially sampler aircraft. because 
of problems radioactivity would cause at Hickam. 

By October 21 Livermore was plannina to make an early alpha measurement (along 
with the other diaanostics) if the airdrops were near Johnston Island. (NClte that 
the drops had to be within aircraft range of their operating island base.) 

On October 26 Gerry Johnson and Seaborg discussed the need for qualified, ex
perienced people to serve as safety advisors to the operational commanders during the 
series, and suggested Graves and Batzel as possibilities. amongst others. On October 
26 Livermore named Bob Goeckermann as the LRL Test Group Director for Everready. but 
by the end of October Bradbury was stm uncertain about the Everready organization 
and was not willing to appoint a LASL member of the Everready staff. On October 27 
Headquarters Systems Command notified CNO. CSAF. DASA. the major Air Force Commands, 
etc., that General McCorkle of AFSWC had been appointed Air Task Group Commander for 
Project Everready. 

The system began to come apart in the last week of October. On October 24 a test 
unit identical to the one intended for actual airdrop testing was dropped, at Tonopah 
from a B-52 at 45.000 feet. The unit detonated at a position only 3,000 feet below 
the aircraft instead of 3,000 feet above the' ground. The B-S2 suffered no damage. On 
October 26 Henderson of Sandia informed Betts that the suggested nuclear drop date 
obviously could not be met. and on October 27 AFSWC notified Air Force Systems 
Command to the same effect. 

Growth of :t'be Task Force 

DASA could see the handwriting on the wall: on October 3 they established a 
Wtest coordinating groupW within Headquarters DASA to: 
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Prepare contingency plans for the conduct and support of possible 
high-altitude open sea and large-scale overseas tests involving 
nuclear weapons. 

Develop recommendations for the command and control relationships of 
nuclear test· organizations including consideration of the early 
activities or a "skeleton" joint task force. 

Define areas of DASA stafr responsibility to ensure complete coordi
nation of stafr cfforts in this regard. 

Effect coordination of DASA test planning· activities with the mili
tary services, AEC, and other governmental agencies, as required. 

The group chairman was Brigadier General Douglas C. Polhamus, U.s. Air Force. The . 
inHial group had 11 members, including Colonel Thomas L. Mann, U.S. Army Infantry, 
who had been the Commander of Joint Task Force 7 when it was dissolved in 1958. 

In conjunction with this activity. a test coordinating division was established 
under the Deputy Chief for Operations. Colonel Mann. Among other things, this divi· 
sion would serve as the central staff agency for coordination with other agencies, 
would prepare plans and programs for nuclear weapons tests as directed by the· test 
coordinating group. and would serve as secretariat to the test coordinating group. 
On October 9 Polhamus directed that the group prepare a recommendation for activation 
of a skeleton task force organization. 

The October )0 letter from Sea borg to the President on the' need for atmospheric 
testing mentioned that a military task force would be required for logistics support. 
On Oct.ober 12 the Chief of DASA, referencing McNamara's memorandum that had trans
mitted the Presidential acquiescence to some preparation, advised the ·director of the 
Joint Staff: 

For the oveNeU hiM, it it cOIIIidered MCeNary tbal a Joint Tuk Force be .tablilbed to develop detailed 

opera\iona110pUc plant and conduct the opeI'UioD. Cbie!, DASA, wowd.upervile the effect. portion tbrourh a 

technical ,roup in tbeJTF. hitncommended thallheJOS dina lhe.tabliilbment oftbe JTF aDO o_enate one 
of tbe Sel'Yic. to provide tbe Commander thereof. J IWCCIIIIINIICI the JTF be initially .tab1iebeci, manned, aDd 
operated IIDder control of Chief. DASA, with prwiaiOD for...,..... operatioD IIDder the .lOS at tbe appropriate 
time to conduct tbe OVeNeU hiM. 

On October 24, 1961, implementing an instruction from the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
received earlier on that day, Chief, DASA, announced the activation of Joint Task 
Force 8. 

While awaiting the JTF·8 personnel, Polhamus continued to plan. At his ~eetjng 
on October 25 he discussed plans to have 69 people on board in 30 days, 183 in 90 
days. and 228 in 120 days. and pointed out that $1,000,000 had been obtained as 
initial funding, with the first year cost estimated to be about $40.000.000. He 
noted that General Starbird was expected to be the Commander, with General Lampert as 
the alternate. JTF 8 planning would continue under Colonel Mann until the Task Force 
was functioning. Office space had been requested either in the Pentagon or at least 
nearby. His second weekly planning meeting on October 31, designated a JTF-8 meeting 
by Polhamus, included representatives from the Army, Navy, Air Force, and AEC. The 
meeting agenda included reviews of ·all known plans for atmospheric testing~ including 
Everready, the· ASROC, Polaris. and Atlas systeD1$ tests. and the proposed high-alti· 
tude tests. A Navy representative stated that "The ASROC test is ready to go. Some 
ships arc presently at sea. The longer. this test is held up, the greater the dangers 
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of information leaking to the public.- The Navy also presented a Polaris system test 
plan which included usc of the Atlantic Missile Range and impact southwest of Ascen
sion Island. 

On October 31, 1961, DASA informed the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public 
Affairs that the JCS had ordered DASA not to announce the name. role. or existence of 
the task force organization until specifically authorized to do so. However. DASA 

, suggested that appropriate officials of the DOD and AEC request approval from the 
President to announce the formation of the organization as so~n as possible. 

The Pressure to Resume 

The pressure on the President to resume atmospheric testing was growing. On 
October 7 Seaborg urged Rusk and McNamara to be cautious at the upcoming United 
Nations General Assembly. He suggested that the President not agree to any resolu· 
tion that would curtail our resolve to resume atmospheric testing and that 'we not 
enter into another uncontrolled moratorium under any circumstances. Seaborg also 
pointed out to the President the difficulties in underground testing and said that 
atmospheric testing would be a necessary supplement to the current underground pra. 
gram if the program needed to be accelerated. He also stressed that this status 
report was not intended to be a recommendation for atmospheric testing at this time. 
On October 9 the President received a Gilpatric letter which outlined a possible 
atmospheric series, along with appropriate justification. and recommended approval to 
prepare for atmospheric and high-altitude tests. The Gilpatric letter pointed out 
that: 

It iI fallacious and danprous &0 oUr natioDal eecuri'Y &0 MIUIDI that we baYe reached a faYorable plateau ill 
nuclear weapoDi development, uad that exteraaiYe dora ill nuclear -tine are no lonpr requlrecl. On the 

r::J:: 
'-J'-..l contrary, from put experience, we know that nuclear _tinc h .. enabled our aCMntiita to make extraordinary 

PfOCNU,notonly in weapon tedmoloQ, butiD tbe diacoYeryofpnYioual, unlqlown and uuuspected phenomena. 
We believe that aimi1ar paDi can be made in ,he future. ~"" . c 

50 
As already mentioned, the President apparently gave a little at this point; at least'! 

-' McNamara authorized DOD planning and some preparation. . \..J • ,; 
But the President still tried to avoid atmospheric test resumption. On October ~ ,V-

13 Arthur Dean challenged the U.s.s.R. to sign an immediate test ban treaty, and~ , 
warned that if the Soviets continued explosions, the U.S. might test in the atmos- r- '-
phere. .:; if 

At the AEC meeting of October 17 the - --
U.S.S.R. series to date (some 20 and:) -
said there is Httle doubt that the U.s. eet its'~ L 
requirements, and not act only in response to Soviet-inspired pressures. The Commis
sioners agreed with this viewpoint and noted that Ambassador Dean had expressed a 
similar view. Bradbury urged that' the AEC prepare the Eniwetok site and resume ~ 
atmospheric testing as soon as the DOD could support an airdrop test program. He .. J 

added, however, that if Eniwetok ,was not available, there were many other places in ~ 
the Pacific that could be considered .. At the same meeting: r'J .:J 

~'-' 
-':) 

.uch a .teppecl-up pace ie not poaaible in view or the I_el of .rrort 
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required in th. current , .. tinc propam. Th. Chairman obtel'Yed that th. Comrniaion mutt keep currently 

informed on n_ d.y.lopm.n" in fution weapona NMarch becaute of recent wid .. pread publicity ree.rdinl the 

development of th. neutron bomb. '" Mr. F~ier aaid it ia atill ditricult io convinc. the pe"onnel at 

Liv.rmore tbat tbe U.S. iI one. -rain .neared in full·acale *-tinc. Be cit.d th. contralt between General 
B.u,' directiv .. , which ainea the ure-ney of the prorram, and the P,..id.nt', public announc.ment" wbich 

indicate a atrem, prefeNnc. for continued n.cotiationl and moratorium. Be .aid it would be m~t helpful if the 

Comm.i8IIion would clearly inform tbe Uniy.reity of California of th. ureeat nature of the .ituation. r-"\~ 
- f\"l '-.J 

The growing awareness of the magnitude of the Russian program was·a further pressure ry'-"" \,.,.) 
on the President, and to add insult to injury. on October 17 the Russians announced w. eli 
their intent to fire a SO·megaton atmospheric detonation. For the next few days there\J '-.J . .....,; ~ 
was a continuous exchange between .the Presi~ent and other members of the government c.. ~ .~. 
on the effects of such a detonation. posslble use of such a weapon, etc. At an..J \./1 (is ....... 
October 19 meeting of the Commission's General Advisory Committee the evidence became L() V) 
clearer. Scoville summarized the U.S.s.R. test program, pointing out ~ • If) I~ 

~~J~ 

W rf h h f Id U nell1t\ 
5 U IS.C, 5S:;2.('b) (3) 

Da~ ) MEPlPrl4N ~ 

A little later in the meeting Sea borg commented that: 

Both Laboratory Directore feel that aiDee prop.e would be extremely alow in pNparine for a .utricient number 
of underrround Ihoil, the U.S. mUll Ust in the atmoephere. Since und.raround t .. tinl don not provide _ood 

dia(nOitic data quickly, .ince the Rulliane bave DOt worried about fallout, and ainc. the international 

repercuuioni over theltuuiane' t .. iI haye been conaiclerably ~ than anticipated, th. AEC " .. felt it .houl(i 

retume atmOlpheric t .. 'in, and haa recommended to tbe PNlicl.nt thai illMauthoriaed to m'ike P~Par'f";;"f;r 
atm~ph.ric tetlin, anywh.N. 

...:: VJj, u: 
-;- "5:) 0 
-::> G 
~ L')\J) 

The Commission went on to review the entire proposed program presented by the DOD in 
its letter 

ying rockets in flight 
been. successfully solved." On· October 27 .another small Russian high··ahitude test 
was noted. j:J '-r 

W..J 
There were other actions that day. The U.N. General Assembly asked th~ U.S.S.R . .c: . 

"to refrain from carrying out their intention to explode in the atmosphere a 50 ..J::: '-' 
·megaton bomb." The AEC Chairman sent the President those recommendations from the - ~ 

AEC General Advisory Committee that the Chairman, Mr. Pitzer, had requested be -:; -r 
-->u 
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, communicated to the President without delay. 

The Commit&ft aciviHd the Commiaion that they areol&he firm opWon that militarily uHful technical informa-, 

tion can tt-t be obtained by atmoepheric , .. tiDC. Secondly, ii would ,be technically feuible to conduct a uHful 
atmoepheric tat before the announced tennination or tbe current Soviet .. ri .. on October 11, if a deciaion were 

made to .... ume aucb _tiD, within tbe next few da,.. The CommiU .. beli .. a that pouible political advant.,.. 
of aucb a tat abould be evaluated promptly. Third, tbe Commits. ia convinced that the AEC could. within a few 

da,. of a PNaidential directive, come up witb a ain,le .. apon havill, a yield of about &0 or maybe up to 100 

meptou. 

In his forwarding letter to the President the AEC Chairman said that the General 
Advisory Committee was overly optimistic about the short-time availability' of a 50-
megaton device. ' . 

Governor Rockefeller of New York also urged resumption of atmospheric testing: 
-To assure the sufficiency of our own weapons in the face of the recent tests. we are 
now clearly compelled to conduct our own nuclear tests." The Governor, who was a 
potential canaj~ate Cor the Republican Presidential nomiQjlltion in 1964, further 
pointeej out that iC the United States Cell behind the Soviet Union in nuclear weapons 
it would pave the way Cor Communist conquest oC the democratic world. He commented 
further, -It is one thina for America to be conscientiously concerned with the views ~, 
of neutralist nation$! It, would be· quite a diCCerent anei preposterous thina for '~ 
Ameri,ca' to start behavina like one.· Also, on October 27 Communist China broadcast ~ 
an uraent warning against radioactive fallout in its northern provinces and offered w'~ 
health advice on the subject.- '-j 

On the 28th Khrushchev announced his intention to go ahead with the 50-megaton ~ 
shot, and complained, "Bourgeois propaaanda, as oC late, raised a clamor around the ~ ~ 
fact that the Soviet Union has been forced' to resume nuclear weapons tests," adding' \C) 
that the Soviet motivation in proceeding with the test was not properly understood. :.....v to I 

On October 30 Sea borg reviewed for the President the present status of test_ 
plans, including , _.J t" -, 

~EPG and '-! . 
_ga ve his own or restraints on the proaram, endorsed the posi-·· C "":- ' 

tio,n of the Committee of PrinCipals in their October 11 memorandum te) the President, -:::: ~. 
and passed on the commissio,n'S opinion that the Dational security now required the 3" _ ' 
u.s. to test in the atmosphere at the earliest appropriate time. minimizing the U.s. . ""J 
contribution to worldwide Callout. FinaUy, he stated, "In conclusion, I respect-
fully reaffirm our earlier recommendation that the U.s. forthwith proceed to full-
scale preparation for atmospheric tests, and that those preparations be publicly 
acknowledaed as recommended by the Principals." 

On that same day, October 30, the U.s.s.R. exploded its SO-megaton bomb. On the • 
following day Prime Minister Macmillan declared that the United Kingdom would support 
a U.S. decision to test above around. saying: "We cannot risk putting the West in a 
position of permanent military inferiority." 

There was widespread reaction to the Russian test. The Vatican Radio termed the 
blast -an -insane decision, morally, politically, socially. economically, and humanely 
deprecable" that -shows th~ true face of Communism ... a face with the light of 
love arid, reflecting the tension of hatred." A West German spokesman charged that the 
Soviet Union "was ruthlessly risking the health of all mankind.- The explosion wa~ 
taken as anew proof of Moscow's -brutal determination" to display its military 
power. A member of the Storting- in Oslo. displaying anger shared by all panics 
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there, said, "The explosion showed a cynicism unparalleled in history." The New York 
Times issue for October 31 showed a map of the damage to New York City from a 50-
megaton bomb explosion in the air above Wall Street: there would be fatal burns to 
exposed persons as far ~s 35 miles from the detonation. At the U.N. on, the 31st, 
Stevenson said, "If this is what Mr. Tsarapkin calls 'Soviet realism: God help us 
all to escape from Russian realism." By this "arrog~nt act" Stevenson charged the 
Soviet Union has "added injury to insult" and has "started a new. race for deadly 
weapons ... and has contemptuously spurned the appeal of the pnited Nations and of 
all peace-loving people." Mr. Godber, British Minister of State for Foreign Affairs, 
told a news conference: "We arc still ready, in spite of this latest, shocking act by 
the Soviet Union. to go back to Geneva and try to make a treaty. But if that is not 
done, then we must reserve our own right to act." 

On October 30 Senator Henry M. Jackson, Chairman of the loint Subcommittee on 
Atomic Weapons, said that the United States would have to resume nuclear tests in the 
atmosphere, pointing out that "There could be no question that the Soviets are ~ 
improving the sophistication of their warheads to the point that the long lead we '-J 
have may be in jeopardy."· 11' :a "vJ 

On' October 3.1, 1961, at anMLC meetinl. Colonel Anderson of DMA commented: _~ 'V • 

tb.tabeaop-leYelAEOpeople"erebyaomeaDlproceedinClOentbuai .. ,icaJl,.witbHltpl&11J1iq .. ".,.t ... DOD ~ a ~ 
aop-leYeJpeop1e.lDDMA,th.,.doaotba".thedireapaiclallce"bich".ba".iIltb.DOD. TbeAECh .. noUaced ~ • 

up to the needforpl&11J1iqfor.tlllOlJpberid .. tiq udoperaliDewithJTFI. Tbecmly"joilliq"betw .. DAECand ~ ~ j' 
DOD at PNHnU. at tb. AFSWC-ALOCH .. el. • and weDt oft .u .. HCOIlda iJu,.ad ,V) ~, ............. \J 
of 40 MCoDda and DNA bad 'beir ... thuaium dampened for aa~ hurried p ... paration for airdrop. -5 -:::J a 

-....) \J 
(The author finds this a strange rem~rk since at that point the AEC was ready to drop 
two stockpile devices within a few days and could within the next month, in prin
ciple, airdrop a number of other devices, whereas the DOD could do only systems 
tests.) At the same MLC meeting, Gerry Johnson summarized recent discussions in-· 
volving McNamara and Sea borg which had led to the DOD position that selection of a 
site for atmospheri~ testing should be a single-agency decision. On October 31 the 
AEC agreed that. j:i'CsJi~1Id"Jiav"t''primary responsibility for site selection, with the 
exception of possible early drop tests. and this decision was passed to the Secretary 
of Defense. 

Arthur Schlesinger reported:-

On tb.1IIOrDinc of October SO, • call fIom abe White HoUle ."akened me to report the larpai d.ion.tion 10 far, 
probably th.t of IChruabcbev'. 'h ... u...ed IO-meptcm bomb. • •• Thia final .trocity llUlde it impoa.ible to put 
oft our o"n p ... paratione for .tlllOlJpheric teI'iDe aa,.loapr. K.nned,. no" directed Ted Soren.on to draft to 

at.t.ment a.,.in, tb.i "bil. ". abould telt ill the atmo.pben onl,. if required to.do 10 by ov.rridin, arpmeni. of 
National S.curit,., contillrency preparatioD ahould beain .t ODce. Three da,.. after the ,"at Soviet expiation, 
the p.per' ... laid befo ... tb. N.tional Security Council. . .• The meetin, had belUn "ith the p ... liminary 
anal,..ia of the Sovieta telta. The new B.uuian .. riea. accordinc to the CIA ... port. follow.d 10c1caJly from iii 
1068 .. ri .. , thia .u .... tin' th.t in api .. of ~ "bia bol.- tb .. ia, there bad been no cheatinc in the interim. 
Then Mc:Namara, aft.r an impreaiv. and cliIp ... ionat. revi." of our ".apone .itu&tion, .. ked th.t develop
ment and .ftacta t .. t. ill tbe .tmotph .... be .uthorised .t tbe .arlieat poaaible moment. The P .... id.nt inquired 

, .bout ,he timine of the projected lNriea and aaid th., if we 'bad to bave the ""'. they .hould be run oft 

rapidly; -". "aa' to do .. littl ... poeaib1e to prolonc the aeony.-

-A. ScbIeaillpr, A Thousand Days, pap 41f. 
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On this note,the meeting adjourned. 

At the end of the day the President announced publicly that preparations were 
under way for atmospheric tests -"in -case it becomes necessary to conduct them." They ,ro.. ~ 
would not be undertaken, Kennedy emphasized. "for so-caBed psychological or politi- .~ .......... 
cal reasons." But if the "orderly' and essential scientific development of new wea- ~ 
pons has reached a .point where effective progress is not possible without tests." ~·3 ~ 
then they would be undertaken ·within limits that restrict the fallout from tests to vJ '-.J t: 
an absolute minimum." >=l " ~ 
. T~us came the orders from seni.or authority to prep~re fO.r testing. It is 3 ~r) 
lDterestlng to speculate about why tesung was not tQ start ImmedIately. The Task \J) 'lI.(, 
Force was not yet operational. but the AS~OC test was ready. The Polaris test was:9 _ 17; 
ready. and while there had been trouble wlt~presumablY was droppa- ~ U '"'l.( 
ble. Furthermore, within a few weeks either Livermore or LASL could, in principle,.:-· v~ ,. 
have had other devices ready to drop. Such an operation would have been a high-risk i: . vJ 
affair since very few of the appropriate safety systems had been set up (such as:::- -:::) 8 
weather stations and rad·saCe organizations). We can only suspect that the Polaris. 3 \0 
AS ROC, simply did not meet the ground rules of immediate necessity. -
Furthermore. the President had satisfied the AEC and DOD by allowing them to pre-
pare. which was really simply the expenditure of a fair amount of effort and money~ 
but he had maintained the option of continued negotiation of a test ban. It is 
clear. that the President's objective was not for the U.s. to test, but to prevent any 
further Russian testing. The open declaratlon of our intention to prepare for atmos-
pheric testing could, in a way, be regarded as pressure on the Russians to move ~ 
toward a test ban treaty. . - • 

Be that as it may. the testing system now moved rapidly toward ~ V 
readiness. While the program would not be defined officially until the_3J 3 ~ 
~eeting, the clements were clear enough for AEC and DOD action.. ~ '-' l 

:5 ~l The Preparatory Period 
~ ~J - . 

November J961. as related in previous sections. was a period of program and ~c) 
concept definition. While consideration of Eniwetok continued for a while and r= ." " _ \iJ 

Christmas Island began to be a Ileam in the tester's eye. it quickly became clear - . \, 
.~ ~

that an open sea operation of some sort was the only concept that would be political- .~, '"' 4 

ly acceptable at the moment. But Everready lingered on. On November) ·the Air Force ...J ""J 

changed the nickname Evcrready to Bluestraw and defined that project to be Air Force 
support of nuclear testing. (The name. Bluest.raw for that Air Force support continued 
long after the end of Operation Dominic.) The Laboratories quickly realized that the 
concept of airdrops from a B·52, using diagnostic airplanes such as the C-130s, had 

. to be preserved. at least for a while. Thus, even though the status of Everready was 
quite uncertain, the AEC Laboratories, with the help of EG&G, continued to increase 
the diagnostic capability of the C-130s. Livermore, in conjunction with Sandia, was 
preparing radar tracking and ground-based optical systems for both optical ti~e
interval,measurements and fireball photography. On November 3 CINCPAC (Commander-in
Chief, Pacific) informed Navy units of the Bluestraw operational concept. specified 
their responsibilities to clear and monitor the designated drop zone. which was 
designated as a 200·mHe square centered 350 nautical miles southeast of Hilo, and 
stated that the serics wou.ld begin November 15. Naval aircraft support was also 
specified. . 

However, on November 4 Betts informed the Laboratories that, among other t.hings. 
the new readiness date was about March 1. On November 7 Bob Miller of ALOO notified 
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·AFSWC that the Everready operation was cancelled. and AFSWC began to turn off that 
effort. On November 8 MATS notified its subordinate units that the nuclear tests 
would not be implemented in the immediate future. but certain aircraft, such as the 
photographic and air weather aircraft, would be retained in modified configuration 
for possible reinstatement of the project. On November 8 McCorkle commented to 
Schriever (Commander, USAF Systems Command) on the disruption that had occurred 
during the last 30 days, suggesting, therefore, the need for a permanent organization 
at AFSWC to cope with the many facets of such an operation, and stated his intent to 
complete an organizational plan which would be submitted for approval later in the 
month. On November 14 TAC requested that AFTAC advise when the C-130 aircraft could 
be returned to TAC. On November 24 Systems Command replied to TAC that the two C-
130-B aircraft on loan to AFSWC were required for a new program and that a firm 
return date was not available. 

The AEC Laboratories, EG&G, H&N, ALOO, and AFSWC now began to define the opera-
tional concept in greater deta.it. Initial estimates of the safety hazards were 
quickly made within the Laboratories, especially by Orin Stopinski of LASL and Yay 
Shelton of LRL. . . 

On November 2 Betts sent to the Laboratories a Hst of instructions, which 
included: 

W. must p1AD for AD int~najy. ahftoepheric prop.am OD a nlMi". abort time duration ~ be executed thie IPrini 

( ... umiIlr tbat tb. deciliOD ~ NlUIIM hltinc iI made). More .,.ciIically. it appeal'll tbat I\lch a prorram will 
It an on or about March 1 and wUII .. t for 2 ~ S IDOIltba. Then ia DO ... uraace that another atmoapheric teat 

proaram will be repeakc1 after tbe iDi"al MrieI • aecukc1i bow.".,. we ba". been iutructed to plan for a 
limilar atmoepheric tat uria OIl AD IIDDUal buil. . .• The locatioD for th. United Stata &atin, will be in 
the Pacific at a location pNlentiy undetermined. The ABC iI charpcl with tbe determination of a luitable 

location-- you wiD be aclviaecl of our dOna in lbia reprd by aeparate commumcatiOlll .... We an cumntly 
ne,otjatin, with the U.K. for the use of Chriatmu Island· .. a fint choice for an Wand b .... In the went 
that Chn-tmu ia not availabl., tbe use oftbe Eniwe,oli::-Bikini &lanIU will be reeon.idem. Meanwhile, .tudje. 
will be made of other poaibl. suitable illand eitea. Parallel plannia, will continue for .... Iy capability to 
conduc&deveiopmental tab by.mployment ofanAirTukForce buecl in 'he HawaiianIllandl withd.tonationl to 
occur louth ... t to louthwat of Bawaii and uWiaiq Jobaltoa Islaod, .. appropriate, dictated by weather and 

other con.id.ration.. 

He then called for a meeting OD November 13 with all participants at Albuquerque. 
The following conclusions aDd recommendadons from the November 11 meeting of the NTS . 
Planning Board were presented to Betts and the testing principals at their November 
13 meeting in Albuquerque: 

a. Priority of Desired Real Estate Based Upon Maximum Capability 

(1) Eniwetok/Bikini 
(2) Christmas Island 
(3) Johnston Island or Hilo, Hawaii 

b. Conditions Associated With the Utilization of Christmas Island 

(1) The earliest possible authority should be obtained for an on-sjte 
survey of Christmas Island; early authority should also .be granted 
to accomplish support action to attain March I, 1962. readiness. 

(2) Ideally, conditions for usc of Christmas Island should provide 
for: 
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<a> 
(b) 
(c) 

Sole U.s. operational control. 
Permanent removal of native groups. 
Acceptance of the principal that under conditions <a) and (b) 
above and subsequent paragraphs, the test .organization may, 
after seve~al year~, still obtain at best only 50 percent of 
the capability attainable at Eniwetok/Bikini. 

(3) Sampler aircraft should be based at Christmas Island. 

(4) Capability to measure early alpha must be developed; this includes 
two alpha stations to support balloon, air, and barge shots, thus 
providing one alpha station for each laboratory. 

(5) Requirement for at least three camera stations for airdrop, 
balloon, or barge shots. these stations to be used jointly 
by both LASL and LRL. 

(6) Additional camera stations to cover single-stage devices. 

(7) Should Eniwetok/Bikini or Christmas be unavailable, necessitating 
Pacific shots to be fired at Johnston or off the Hawaii coast from 
Hilo, additional devices must be tested at NTS - to obtain alpha 
- and in the Pacific area - to obtain yield. 

(8) Certain events may be so diCficult that barges or ships may be 
required as diagnostic platforms Cor detonations orr Christmas 
Island. 

(9) Balloon preparations must be initiated immediately if the March 1 
readiness date is to be attained. 

(10) Logistics, personnel, and other fictors must be surveyed to deter
mine the extent of the support. problems. 

C. Conditions Associated With Johnston Island or Hilo 

Provided Eniwetok/Bikini or Christmas Island is not available, it 
is possible to use either Johnston or Hilo; however, the operation 
would a mixed air and surface ship operation, and diagnostics pro-
grams will be restricted. . 

Fireball equipment installed in aircraft should be retained, ready 
to support off-Hilo or Johnston operations. 

should be planned for a ground site. This would 
permit utilization of a vacuum system as part of diagnostics. As 
an alternative, it may be feasible to utilize a missile system 
staged from Johnston Island. 

Johnston Island is too small and too restricted, and an extended 
program would req.kireadditional locations. 

&iQAET 
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d .. Reempl)asized Advantages Associated With Operations at Eniwetok/Bikini 
Atolls . . 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Maximum separation, permitting dual laboratory preparations for 
detonations. 

Weather conditions, subject to further analysis. which may be only 
slightly less acceptable than those at Christmas Island. (Addi~ 
tional weather studies relating to Christmas Island are being 
directed.) 

Land separation reduces the long-life contamination of ground 
areas which will be inherent in operations at Christmas Island. 

The meeting of the testing principals in Albuquerque on the 13th, which included 
senior representatives from each of the AEC Laboratorjes, EG&G, Field Command DASA. 
AFSWC. ALOO. and others. noted the Planning Board's recommendations on the EPG, but 
concluded that that site was politically infeasible and recommended that planning 
should be directed to Christmas Island. with the alternatives of Johnston and Hilo. 
Most proposed device tests could be built for airdrop, but a few, which could not be 
airdrops. required a barge. balloon. or around site. It was also noted that all 
events might require a sea vessel of .some type as a control and observation vehicle, 
so a joint air-sea operation would. be required. It was agreed that support require
ments would be developed for three operations concepts, as follows: operate com
pletely from Christmas Island. operate in part from Christmas Island, or operate from 
Oahu or Johnston over open water. Other conclusions included (J) requirements for 
three phololraHers for measuring fireball yield, (2) wing tanks and associated 
equipment to support airplanes assuming two missions per day on two successive days, 
(3) two trailers. one Cor electromagnetic and one for Teller-light 'time-intervat 
measurements, and (4) two alpha measurement stations, each' equipped with 40 oscillo
scopes and designed to withstand 300 psi blast overpressure. The alpha stations 
would be located at two balloon-equipped test sites capable of shots as large as 100· 
kt. Other equipment needed at the baUoon sites included either 15 balloon winches 
which would be' destroyed In the tests or three reusable winch trailers capable of 
withstanding 100 psi blast overpressure. Still other facilities were (I) rocket or 
missile launch facilities Cor one or two shots at Johnston Island,(2) two radar 
tracking trailers, (3) two telemetry-type trailcrs to observe weapon functioning, (4) 
a shop trailer, (5) decontamination fresh water facilities for aircraft. (6) two 
Boxer-type ships e'or diagnostic platforms, (7) 40 to 50 aircraft of several types, 
(8) anchoring and bargc facilities for fuel handling, and (9) five weather islands. 
The total personnel, including the Laboratories, the air support, and DASA and their 
support, but pot including construction people, was estimated to be 2,410 people. It 
was assumed that some of these people would be aboard ships and the others would be 
in tents or other quarters ashore. It was concluded that early permission was needed 
to visit Christmas Island and to initiate support action there. The DOD listed 
Starfish. Kingfish. and Bluegill as their test' requirements. It was noted that-' the 
fireball optical equipment already ·installed in· the C-130s should be maintained, 
that there was an increased requirement for high-altitude sampler aircraft and crews, 
and that additional study should be made of sampling. techniques utilizing rockets. 
It was also recognized that the possible effects of air blast and' flash blindness 
might lead to the airdrops near the Hawaiian islands being' farther away than pre
viously anticipated, complicating the airborne sampling problem even more. 

Changes to· the detailed concepts of the November 13 meeting came rapidly. On 
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-~ November 16 DMA staff perso~nel. sugge~ted to Betts that the Commissio~- be asked to 
..j~ authorize an open sea operation ImmedIately. However, Al Graves pOInted out the 

(./)~ additional hazard of tsunamis in Hawaii in c~se of ~n accidental surface burst. LAS.L 
J ..0 ~ and Sandia representatives met on the J6th to refme the plans for the atmosphenc 
j '..J i" . m. A possible high-altitude method of measuring neutron distribution from the 
~" was proposed. This would involve lifting the device to ISO kilometers, 
J _'O~ turning it on its side, and detonating. Observations would then be made by detectors 

fQ ~ lifted to about 200 kilometers using small sounding rockets which might be fired from 
~ "4) \U Johnston, Midway. Kauai, Christmas, Palmyra, or Jarvis islands. The device might 
J ~ l~ have a thin lead shield on one side to check out the "lead balloon" evasion theory. 
:: -. ~ In other discussions Sandia agreed with the LASL request to take responsibility for 
.... V) "early alpha measurements using telemetry, as they had done on aU LASL shots of 
: -::3 v;J Hardtack P~ase II. Pending further investigation, LASL agreed to .Sandia's prefere?ce 
=> U of the TX-39 drop case for all airdrops, regardless of the sIze of the devIce . 
.J l..)~ Sandia also agreed to monitor the various device functions on airdrops, including 

squib firing. X-unit firing. supercharging, etc.; to furnish the radio signals; and 
to start the timing signals for such airdrops. Sandia was already preparing to 
furnish a ground-based system for trackinl tbe -drop plane and device: thus pre
venting the kind of data loss that happened on Cherokee. The gear could be put on 
ships jf necessary. Sandia had already ordered 2S balloons in two sizes, one that 
could lift 1.800 pounds and the other perhaps lS.OOO pounds. - ~~ ~< 

On November J 7 Ogle informed Betts that LASL had changed some diagnostics re
quirements since the November 13 meeting. Fireball camera stations would be required 
on the surface and in the air independent of test location and would be operated by 0:(-3 ~ 
EG&G under LASL direction on LASL shots. Time interval would be measured similarly. \U ~ ~ 
from ground stations, by both LASL and LRL, and might also be attempted from the C- v r-)( ~ 
130s. On any single-stale device to be fired at Christmas using a balloon, fireball C 'J ~ 
yield would be obtained from ground stations only.· On LASL shots bhangmeters would .:::,) .L~ til 
be operated by EG&G and the data would be interpreted by LASL. Both a ground surface _ U.I I~ 
shot on C~lris.tma~ and a high-~ would be considered for the measurement of ~ ~ ~ 
neutron dlstnbutlon from the ___ and no choice had been made. On the deep ~ . 
space shot intended to develop diagnostic measurements for possible future space :E- (I) 
testing, x-ray intensity measurements in space would be made jointly by Sandia and . __ ::j \;~ 
LASL (and possibly LRL). Ground-based and airborne optical measurements of x-ray:> >< 
intensity. time interval. and atmospheric characteristics by observation of air ..J u')
fluorescence on all high-altitude shots would be made by LASL from stations on 
Johnston Island and from high-ClyingC-13S aircraft. 

Later discussions led to the conclusion that neither steel nor wooden shot 
towers could be erected in the time allowed. Consequently, Livermore would have to 
consider some other means of firing. Livermore alpha stations could be ready 13 
weeks after go-ahead, which would be 10 days be (ore the required readiness date if 
go-ahead were immediate. LASL was planning· two shots on Cloating platforms and two 
or three missile tests, -each of which would require about 25 companion rockets. The 
LASL and LRL alpha stations would be very similar. It was agreed that all shots on 
floating platforms would be fired by radio, except that LRL would request hard wire 
to barges, provided the moorings were not too far Crom shore. H&N was authorized by 
the AEC to proceed with engineering on the Livermore criteria, to begin negotiations 
immediately Cor the purchase or rental of construction equipment, and to arrange for 
barge tows. Estimates of the 'Cundsrequired were as follows: H&N construction sup
port. S26,OOO,OOO; Sandia, SI7,OOO,OOO; EG&G, SI4,SOO,OOO; total, SS7.S00,OOO. Half 
would be committed by March I, 1962, (or an operation beginning on that date. 

At the November 17 -Commission meeting Betts suggested that: 

"'S&CA& • 
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Unl ... fmal ne,otialioDi for Chriltmu bl~d can be accomplilhed quickly or IUpport for Eniwetok/Bikini 
operation. can be obtain.d from the bilhut JOVem.mental I.vela, I Itron,l), but reluctantly recommend that 
deci.ion be made to conduct the te.t by airdrop or barp Ihou in the open 'ea. I.f .. 1 that a decilion at thi. 
time will provide the "ddance needed to place all technical and operational preparation, on a If,tematic buil. 

. With the firet knowledle that the tut. will be conducted at Ha, all effort. can be applied in thi. direction 
and it illibly tbal improved techniquu can be worked out that will ov.rcome the inherent di,advanta,e. of .uch 
an operation. Continued delay in :Hlection of a t .. t aite will enatly Increue the COlt in terma of fund. and 
manpow.r, u well u reduce the .ff.div.n... of bal operaUon, .ince effon mu.t be directed to .uppon 
NVerai contin,.nci •• IllIt.ad of lupportln, a .pecific plan of action. In .ummary, J recommend that unl ... there 
u a ,ood pouibiJityof obtainin, Chriltmu I.land or Eniw.tok/Bikini alolla by D.c.mber 1, the Commiuion make 
a decilion to proceed with an open Ha tilt operation, makin, UN of JohDlton bland and Hawaii luppon facili
ti .. u I.uible. If it appeara that apeement for Ute of Cbriltmu bland mi,ht be obtained with .xtended 
IlIcotiatiODl, the n.cotiationl .bould be continued in ord.r to provide a more luitabl. plac. of operation' for 

tlltin( in the future. 

On the 18th Luedecke briefed the JCAE on present atmospheric test planning, 
including the President's designation of the Sea borg-chaired NSC subcommittee as the 
organization to review and recommend U.s. atmospheric test plans. On November 20 
both Sandia and EG&.G submitted to Reeves their detailed estimates of equipment and 
costs needed for a test series based on Christmas Island. Jim Carothers of Livermore 
named Chuck Gilbert as his Deputy Test Director Cor Pacific Operations and made Jack 
Shearer responsible Cor the diagnostics and experiments on those events. On that 
same (fay McCorkle of AFSWC discussed with Systems Command Headquarters the AFSWC 
concept of an Air Task Group to support the upcoming atmospheric nuclear testing as 
part of the Joint Task Fo,ce. ACter recalling previous experience and noting that 
the 49S0th had been discontinued on August 16, 1961, he' proposed to establish a 
"nuclear test mission element" within AFSWC with an initial manning of 20 people. He 
noted that with augmentation tbis could become a provisional Air Task Group under a 
Joint Task Force. He estimated that 8S people would be required for the Air Task 
Group jf it were based at an established air force base and suggested a much greater 
number would be required if it were located elsewhere. 

In his letter to the President after the November 21 National Security Council 
subcommittee meeting Sea borg Doted: 

Tb. choice oft .. t lit. wDI dict .. bow the __ caa KtU~ be conducted. Technicall" tbe Eniw.tok Provine 
Ground u tb. moet d .. irabIe, ex&eacUnc _ it etc.. OYer •• ubetantial ..... , with a l-.oem luitabl.'or barp 
ehotl. Ho.-.ver, tb. con&emplatect NltI could probabIJ al80 be conducted, but not 10 w.ll, at Chriltmu bland. 
Since Eniw.tok hu political difficulties and tbe availability of Cbriltmu u at bett uncertain, prud.nce 
dict.t .. tbat we be prepared to Nit elHwben if neceaary. Fortunately, man, of tb~ proposed tu" could be 

conducted without a biebly dn.loped .Iand aite, altbouch 'hey would ben.nt 'rom luch a lite. Some could be 

don. by airdrope probably atraiebUrom B.waU witb limited illltnunentation on 101M emall uland, luch u John
Iton, not .uilabllfor more extentive dnelopment; wititeome d.cradation of diacnOitic infonnation, othere could 
be carried out by airdrop oyer ,be open ocean uaine .uc:b inltnunentation u could be carried in accompanyinr 
aircraft or on .hips. Howner, lOme of the IIIOIt complex inltrument. an or qUlltionabl. f.uibmty .xc.pt over 
an extended land bue IUch _ Cwtmu Illand; in the abHnce of lucb a bue, •• riOUI con.ideration Ihould be 

liven to conduct in, .ome of th_ abov. lI'Ound in Nevada. 

He also noted that as directed by the President, the new planning target date was 
April 1. 1962. 

. On November 30 Batzel and Goeckermann of Livermore sent Betts a summary of their 
intended diagnostic program. It was essentially a mirror image of the LASL program 
with the word LRL replacing LASL. Balloon and bar.le shots were assumed along with 
airdrops. However, they noted in particular that some meas~remcnts. on large weapons 
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fired on barges would be .complicated because of line-of-sight difficulties, and they 
were, therefore, relying on airborne disgnostics. They noted that .recent dry runs 

.using the C-130 aircraft had convinced them that several improvements were needed. 
The X-unit signal from the drop case was not large enough; no method existed for dry 
running the RF pickup and optical gear while the aircraft was in flight; and exces
sive vibration had caused a number of instrument failures during fun power checks on 
the ground. They therefore requested that the C-130 assigned to LRL be made con
tinuously available from that' moment throughout the test series for development and 
testing use. On the space shots, LRL proposed to make x-ray intensity, primary 
alpha, time interval, and neutron time-or-flight measuremeius themselves. with Sandia 
being responsible for rocket firing and telemetry. The diagnostic packages would be 
flown on sounding rockets launched from Kauai and Johnston. If an LRL device were 
used in any of the high-altitude shots. they might attempt radiochemical sampling. 

By mid-November much of the planning responsibility had been assumed by the 
Joint Task Force. General Booth, Chief, DASA, had moved Quickly after the October 24 
authorization to establish Joint Task Force 8. To be Task Force Commander. Gerry 
Johnson had specifically suggested Starbird, whose previous experience and' long toui" 
as head of DMA made him an obvious candidate. On November ·IS the charter of JTF·8 
was still being held up pending arrival of General Starbird, presumably ,so that he 
could help in its formulation. 

At the November 16 Commission meeting Luedecke introduced for Commission consi
deration the appointment of Starbird as Commander of JTF-8 and his ,designation as the 
senior AEC representative at the overseas testing site. The minutes of the meeting 
note that Mr. Graham discussed the point: 

Fint. he ,Aid, it ia import ... t &0 _tablilb • 'Ilrm dele __ of ...."..blU~ &0 &he Commander in mattera 
atfectiDC the he.Ub ud ..rev of &he public which may .... iD the COUIM of ,be _tinc operatioD. He .aid 
'he aecoDd import ... , upec' ia keepinc the ABC fun, informed 10 'hal &be ColDI'JIiuiOD, ill Cum. may Dotify the 
PraideD' aDd &he JCABof&be ."eJopmeDU which may .... iD the COUIM onbe MaqOpera'iOD. Cueral Betu 
.Creueci thal .. ABC HDior "preHD'.'ive. Geaeral8Arbird wiJl be dinelly.....,.wble &0 'he Commiuion and 
he wiD be nquind '0 abide by AEC .&aDdarda for auuriDc tbe bealth aDd .ald)' or the public. General Starbird 
will &Jao be nquiNd &0 keep abe CommiaaiOD fuDy and promplly iafonnecl. 

The Commission concurred in the appointment of Major General Alf~ed D. Starbird, 
U.S.A., as Commander, Joint Task Force 8, and noted that the Chairman of the MLC 
(Gerry Johnson) would be advised of this action by letter. which would also indicate 
the Commission's intention to appoint Gen~ral Starbird as the senior AEC representa·. 
tive at the overseas test site '(or the operational phase of the test operations. It 
was decided that no public announcement o( the appointment would be made and 'that' 
the JCAE would be advised by appropriate letter later. 

The first Task Force General Order, on November 21, 1961, shows that General 
Starbird assumed command on that day in compliance with the November 2 direction of 
the JCS. When caUed to the new assignment, he had been on the west coast serving as 
Chief of a Corps of Engineers field office. and he had to take, some time to' settle 
.. ffairs there and move his' family. He apparently had Clown east early in November to 
discuss the appointment with the JCS and others, stayed there a few days. and then 
returned to move his family. In mid-November, after checking with Bradbury and 
others, Starbird asked Ogle if he would be willing to act as the Scientific Deputy 
Commander o( JTF-8. After checking with Graves and Bradbury. Ogle quickly agreed. 

On Nov,ember 20 Starbird and Ogle met in Denver for a· few hours as Starbird was 
driving back across the country with his family. At that meeting they agreed on a 
manner of operating and their appropriate separation of duties. It was very simple: 
Starbird would concentrate on the Washington problems, the military problems. site 
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agreements, etc., and Ogle would put together the technical program and r~n it. B~th 
would concern themselves with safety; each would keep the other continuously in
formed' and of course each could have input on any part of the problem. In essence 
it was 'to b~ a partne;ship· with one (Starbird) being a little bigger partner thap the 
other. By the end of November Rear Admiral Lloyd Mustin assumed command as Navy 
Deputy Commander and Brig. General John Samuel became the Air Force Deputy Comman-
de~ . 

The attempts continued to arrange a visit to Christmas Island to see if .it ~as 
really satisfactory as a test site. At the November 2 DASA test coor~lDatlo.n 
meeting. "The group was informed that there were no new developments concernmg thts 
island except that the British seemed to be dragging their feet on our request." 
Later there were several discussions of the subject in Washington between U.S. and 
U.K. government representatives, as well as a visit to England' in mid-November. On 
November 16 the U.K. invited U.s. participation in a survey of Christmas Island, to 
be followed by briefings of senior U.K. officials before any further discussions 
between Macmillan and Kennedy. This invitation led to some confusion about U.S. 
members of .the survey Iroup which was settled with the appointment of Ogle as Task 
Force Scientific Deputy Commander. On November 22 Betts noted. "Arrangements for 
inspection tour of Christmas Island facilities expected to be completed very soon. 
AEC designees arc BUI Oile, LASL, and Pat Ryan, H&N. Understand that Ogle will 
represent both AEC a,nd DOD.· On November 27 Betts told Hertford: 

ArraDpmenu for iMpedioD tour for Cbriatmaa WaDel follow: 0", aDd R~all (Pat RYall or BltN) Ihould 
arraap for COIIIIDUCial air 'rauportUioD ~ Hickam Air rorce B .... B •• aii. reponiDc &heN ., tbe Royal Air 
Force LiailoD omc. dlll'iq \be.a.mOOD orD ......... 1111. No&i&eatiOD or DOD repNieftt.,iv .. Mlec:ted 

expected Oft November 21. CUI'NIl& J'UIPOIW NquiNd. B_quanen. ABC. will ftotify Britiab Embuq of 
Mcarity dearanCei for R~an and 0.... CInranCI or U.K. repNHfttativ. will be verified. Air Commander 
Whelan. RAP • and U Je. ftPNHIltatiniBeardsandJ_willjoinatBickam. Travel ~oftd Hickam iavi. RAF 
air IhuUle Ml'Yice, depaniDc monaiq or 'December I. "ria MCuri'Y Nquired. For local coftlumption at 
Chria'mu aDd ,heD only if'~aI7, 'he PUrpoM or'~ Oil Chriatmu iI in CODftKtion with lurvey work (or 
poeIible .... or the ialand in exkftIioD of •• kUik &rackiDc f8CUitiel. 

On Novembcr 29 Gocckermann sent to Ogle a list of items on which they wished informa
tion gathered during his upcomiDI trip to Christmas. These included topography 
featurcs. hydrological features. existinl structures and facilities, engineering 
details, support capabilities, weather data, industrial and radiological safety, 
administrative features, signal and communication cable and facilities, devicc hand
ling and asscmbly. and transport and adaptability of site to the Livermorc' layout. 

Samplers 

The debatc about. the rcquired samplcrs continued. As a rcsult of the November 
13 meeting in Albuqucrque, AFSWC asked the Laboratories on November 17 about. their 
requirements for collection of gascous samples. Batzel answcred on the 20th that LRL 
required gaseous samples on aU LRL shots, that the gas sampling equipment should 
include "squccgcc" compressors (not engine comprcssors) on all aircraft and should be 
the LRL-dcsignedisokinctic flow wing probes uscd in Hardtack I on B-S7-Bs, -Cs, and 
-Es. The B-S7-Ds should have fuselage probcs. On the 21st Graves commented that all 
the experience on diagnostic ias sampling was at Livermore, but that since Hardtack 
Phasc I data had provided valuable diagnostic information, LASL concurred ~jth any 
rcquirement for probes and las sampling capability establish cd by LRL. On November 
20 AFSWC informed Syst~ms Command: "This m~ssage outlines proposals for .overseas 
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'atmospheric nuclear testing in spring of 1962 time period, and states requirement to . 
be able to provide sampling of two shots per day on two successive days." In a 
meeting of LASL and AFSWC representatives on No.vember 16 it had been agreed that in 
order to prevent cross contamination of samples and to preclude unacceptable radia
tion exposure to air crews and maintenance personnel, aircraft must not be reused 
within 72 hours to allow for decay of short half-lif.: fission products and for 
physical decontamination of the aircraft. Therefore, six aircraft, per shot, or a 
total of 24 aircraft, would be required, assuming 100 percent in-commission ratc. 
The AFSWC message continued: ·Because of expected yields, height of burst, and 
height of cloud in the most likely shot site, the fleet should consist of 14 B-57-B
type sampler and 10 B-57-D-type aircraft. In the event this number of B-57-D air
craft are not available, the total number should be kept at 24 by increasing the 
number of B-57 B-type samplers .. AEC is proceeding to procure sampling tanks to equip 
a Pacific test sampling fleet of this size, resulting in an expenditure of approxi
mately 5500,000. Request you take action through Air Force channels to augmeilt the 
B-57-B/D sampler aircraft capability, including modifications, air crews, maintenance 
personnel, and AGE in time to ~ake good an oveneas ready date of March I, 1962. To 
ensure crew training .and overseas movement, the increased sampling capability should 
be ready no later than January 15, 1962. Informal discussion with the 1211th Test 
Squadron indicates that they have a total of 19 B-57-B-type aircraft and 3 service
able B-57-C aircraft on hand. Six to eight oC the B-57-B types are committed to 
·crew cut· operations. This could require one to three additional B-57-Bs and seven 
B-57-Ds. In case of resumption of testing by other nations, additional samplers 
would be required if those detonations were to be monitored.· 

DOD Experimental Plans 

DOD preparations (or systems tests continued through November. In late October 
investigation of possible trajectories for the Atlas test had led to the conclusion 
that the Johnston Island area was not suitable as a target area, and Taongi Atoll had 
been suggested as an alternative. However, the political complications of involving 
a Trust Territory area precluded use oC Taongi. and a new site was sought.· On 
November 2 at the DASA Test COordination Group meeting, the status of systems tests 
concepts was summarized as (ol1ows: 

Ph_ nI, Atl .. firiDI, caD take place any time afteI' October 10, without backup. Thia will be a Catelory UI ' 

'-to We bav. been told to '" to fin be)'OIId Wake willa • abort nDP for ,be miuile, Th. plu calli for open 
"uer firinc. 1,000 miles a.,aT from tbe hit pouDCIa. The.M1u wW be &nc1 from Vudenbeq,-

As for the ASROC test. 

Tbe Operational Commander determilled lut nish' 'hat he would p &0 ... ud .'ud by ud .,ait. W.apon. we 
aboard ,he .hi.,.. Plana ..... complete .. far .. 'h. Navy it coDcemed. 

'Planning for the Pol.-ris test was just starting w.ith no detailed operations ,order yet 
written .. The submarine chosen was the Ethan Allen, and the shot area was to ·be about 
350 miles southwest of Ascension Island. Four missiles had been designated and would 
have command destruct systems installed. 

On November 3 Gilpatric notified the lCS that the Air Force and Navy efforts to 
prepare the ASROe, Polaris, and At~as systems were to continue, but that the overall 
operational date was now no sooner than April I, 1962. McNamara again confirmed to 
the'lCS on November 9 that planning should continue for the three systems tests ·with 
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planned execution dates within the three months after April 1: (As has been n~ted 
elsewhere. the Polaris and Atlas systems tests were. del~ted In the November 29 
National Security Council· meeting. but AS ROC was left In as an effects test.) On 
November )0 General Gerrity of Ballistics Systems Division stressed to Systems C?m
mand the need for more positive thinking about Air Force needs for nuclear testlDg. 
expressing his feeling that weapon development tests were receiving the predominant 
consideration. whereas there was an urgent need for improved understanding of nucl~ar 
weapons effects. especially those involved in ballistic missile systems. By mld
November Sandia had designated a technical advisor for the ASROC and Atlas tests. On 
November 16 Gilpatric approved an additional 86 personnel billets for DASA. and on 
November 20 AFSWC noted their requirement for another 64 personnel in the Research .. 
Development. and Test' directorates since they seemed to be technically responsible 
for a major portion of the Air Force nuclear effects programs. 

On November . 

Ish a committee to study the military implications of the Russian series 
tests as interpreted by tbe Betbe Panel. He hoped to bave the results in hand 
January S. 1962. 

More Political Considerations 

New pressures to renew atmospheric testing. as noted earlier. had appeared 
during November. The Russians had declared that their series would end on October 
31. but. apparently as a result of our announcement. Chairman Khrushchev. on November 
S. commented that the U.s.s.R. was prepared to extend their nuclear test program if 
the United States resumed tests in tbe atmosphere. Nehru; at that time in the United 
States, stated that a test ban treaty was of the utmost importance, but, -As a formal 
trea ty takes time. we insist OD some kind of voluntary suspension to bridge the gap.
On November 6 the U.N. General Assembly approved a resolution asking for a ban on all 
tests and urging the conclusion of a test ban agreement. In a sense as a reply to 
Khrushchev, Kennedy. in a news conference on November 8, emphasized that if the U.S. 
learned that Russia had made advances in understandi"ng high-altitude nuclear effects, 
commensurate U.S. action must be taken. On November 8 the General Assem'bly adopted a 
U.S.-U.K. resolution proposing renewal of the Geneva test ban talks. On November 13 
the United States proposed to the U.S.S.R. that the Geneva Conference' be resumed on 
November 28, and on November 21 the Russians agreed. 

Task Force Plans 

The first steps along the path of technical consolidation of plans came in a 
meeting in Albuquerque on November 30. 1961. At that meeting Ogle explained the 
organization he and Starbird planned, pointing out in particular that while there 
would be military task aroups , there would be no technical task group. only task 
units. Support services· including 'construction, engineering. operations, and manage
ment were to be handled by Reeves. probably as Task Group 8.5. There was a revic"w of 
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the test program as ·it was then defined. (It had, of course, changed the day before, 
but the word had not gotten around yet.) The program discussed included four hi.gh
altitude shots from Johnston Island, probably using the Thor; eight airdrops and one, 
or possibly two. ground-based or ship·based shots for LASL; and eight to ten air
drops, two balloon shots. and one barge or ground shot for LRL. Both the Chr~stmas 
Island and open sea operations were to be considered. and support requirements for 
Johnston, Maui, Midway. Kauai. and French Frigate Shoals were to be discussed. The 
report of the meeting sent to JTF·8 by Ogle is as follows: 

Th. foll_iD,. iDtended to be an ouw... of requinment. and arranpment. u they n_ appear to me. A peat 
proportionorth ... repNMJIt acreemenbreacbed at ameetiD,todayiDALOO auencled bynp,...ntat~v .. ofLRL, 

LASL. Sandia. EGtkG.HtkN. ALOO.and DASA (A1buquerqu.). I would appreciate yourpUliq theee on toth. 
Naval and Air Deputin and appropriate memhen of tb •• td. in partic:ular J-I and J-4 and tb. Talk unit 

c:ommanlhn. 

1. AI alDit.nDer of operatiq. ,be aboYe orpnisation wU1 be c:on.idencl 'uk unib witb tbe fo1l~' tuk wit 

coaaaand-.: 
UlL-Bob Goec:kennum 

LASL-B:~ (~ appolnhDen') 
luclia-D. Ib __ (&eIIIponI7) 

GAG wU1 DOt appear .. a &uk uni' at tbia time. but wU1 iDltelid aatiIfJ ,be tec:hDic:aJ requiNlDlllu of LRL 
and LASL.I1Dder&beoperUioDalcon&lolol&be nppoft ,_ paup ( ..... ). TheM uniu ba •• ..-been tolcl 

(a. m,) to nbadt opera&iODal pi .. aDd Nq""""_ &0 &be &uk loNe J..a (Ted P.....,) lor coordiraatioia. 
. AIlotberNquinmenu(c:cmalruc:UOD,COIIIII&UIIication, .&c:.)wU1benbmiUedto'beeupport tuk,roup (Sam 
• ·BoweIl). After the COII8Oliclation of Nquinmenb. tbat &uk crouP will &ben tak. tbe appropriate action, 

i .•.• put on &0 ,be beadquarten for action, or procure iheJf. 

2. After due c:oaaideration.lt become. dear &bat &be Pf'OII'UII of &be laborMori. may ..- be brok.n down into 
HYen.l c:atqorin which may be t_ted Mparately. U foUow: 

a. AirdERp!: Of tbe 25 Ihou ..- propoeeci. 801M 15 to 20 will be airdiopa. Some of 'b. matrumentation of 
th... .hob .... both LASL aDd LJU.. and one drop lite illUftlc:leDt. It aIIo appean that the equipment 
nquiNd • euch &bat " CUI be pac:kllpd in traUen or ... wbleb then .... y be UMd eitber oa ,bi ... on 
Cbri8t ...... or 011 JobDIton. Until the ... of CbriItmu it approved. we _, prepare to UN tb. oc:.an. 
ThUl, a fin, Nqu.inmen' • lor u.... ·iDlmunentatioD IbiPi. A.....u carrier and two .... plane teaden, 
.uch u ,be Curt .... 1UIPIteCL n.. IMdiq 01 , ...... tbiPi wouIcI be .. follow: 

ClJRDS 
Photo tniler (EOIIG) 
Timin, tr.u.r (IGtkG) 
Two LASL trailen (time interval) 

gu 
• LRL CU ..... ,ic: 'rallen . 
114 Radar (Sandia) 
Alpha (Saadia) 
Trac:kiq (Sandia) 

TbDi~1 (IOIFG) 
Photo JEGtG) 

IS traiJen 

CURDS lJ1IMI 
114 Radar (Sandia) 
Alpha (Sandia) 
TnckinI (Sandia) 
Photo (EGtkC:;) 
Timinc (EGtkG) 

U Cbrittmu • obtained, th_ vall.n will tben be UNd on Iud in tbree poeltiona, and tb. dia,nOltic 
.bi .. CaD be tumed back. U JObnitOD it UNd, one. and poeIibly two. of th •• bip' c:an be nl .... d. If •• 
10 to opea Ha. all are required. Sinc:. ,heM ,bip' .hould be loaded on 'h. W.t Cout, I .u" .. t that the 
latelt !lat. tb •• biPilhould be available. F.bru&rJ 10n tbe W.t Cout. At a maU.r of backup, w •• bould 
plaa So UN ,be .,.....ml)' iDltnuJlllllted C·l. and &be inatftameatation.in &be.drop plan. on all of tb_ 
Ihota &180. I .bOuld make it dear that the altemati •• aII-ect aboYe .... DO' all equallj dllinble. In 
particular, bec:auie of ac:curaq and reliability, the tec:bnic:al fratemlty would rate the c:omparativ. 

clelirabWty 01 tbe HYen.l poeIibililiei about .. foUo .. : 
ChriIt ..... -.ery tood JobnI&oD-mod.rate OpeD M"-poor 
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b. There are NYeral diapa.ti, thOU for wbi,b air droppinc it not d .. irable for "ariOUI reUOM. U 

follo_: 

LJj;thhtJd l\ld€E' 

S lJ~S'C, 55~Lb) {3j 

.... ,. IOIIM mra IOIIM 

abOYethob, or if otben appear. Pub ... 2 or a Ip_ wiD do. A feW CC4U ..... OD .... Ihot abipl .... y be 

in oreler. If we ba"e Cbrin .......... lhob would be liNd • tbe ...... point u tbe airdrop 'arret poeition. 
If we do not ha"e amat ...... lbq will be dOIM ill tbe open .. uaiq the tbne -diacnOlti, Ihipl- for 
obNrvation. Some of the diapo.tiCi nqWn IpKe • ..u.w. cmIy OD ahipl the liM of -Liberty Ship'.

Othen ~u1d be done OD imaller v ..... but ill ., CIIM. ,bey mUit be ... worth,. Ancborin, .,..'ema for 

Chriltmu or .. a anebon for open !IU IIWIl be deIipec!. Uetboda or .. UiDc people on and off in tbe opln .. a 
mUit be determined. l,ulPlt that ,be NaYr tuk poupillllMdiaH17 pt toptberwith BlcN (Sam BoweU) to 
determine bow th ... aimllhall be accompJiIbed. Iomeoftbe -Ihot abip'- nquiNCODIid .... ble c:oaatruc:&ioa-
collimaton. "acuum pipet. UMlDb17 facUiti_, etc. TIM aupport talk POUP it c:olJec&inr tbe CODIlruction 
nquirementl for tb .... but tbat~ctiOD wiD probably have to be done ill a IhipywIOmewhere. and time· 
mUit be allowed '0 tben pt tbe abipl to the Ihot point. ,...., .... y ha". to·be towed. Since lome or the 
cOMCruc:tioa may be"." tinM-CODIuminc, a .hip or 10 marba"e to be in tbe yard u earlr u January 1. 
A,ain, tbe Navy and .upport talk II'OUpI thould p' lor-tber immediatel,. on bow to accomplilh lhi' 
cOMtruction. 
c. Don SbUiter it ~Ueclinc. and wUl pt to you VftJ quickly, a .. t of ,t.emenb limil., to the above on 
the hi,b-aJtitude atmoapheric .bob. Bow."er, lOme ~mmeDb can be made DOW U fol1o_: 

(1) Aaaumin, we UN Johnaton or that vicinity for tirinc tbe main miMile, Sandia wiD fire iMtnament 
rock,b from Midway, Kauai, and aD)' Wand in the rerion of Chrilcmu to which we have ace ... for other 

p~. Tb ... inlU1&ment rocke" wiD be carrien for detect~ furDilhed by LRL. LASL. and Sandia 
(andpoeaiblyDASA). Tbua,aD)'lIlI'IUIPIIMIIun_aryforuatouaeMidw.yorKauaiforthi.purpoee.hould 
beIin 100ft. Some ,mall CODItruction .... )' be nec_ary, but certaini)' Vip' b), laboratory perlonnel to 
Midw.), and Kauai will be D_ary "e" 100ft. 

(2) Two .hipl whieb .... , be placed. intermediate pOIiliODI u lauacbin, platfonDl for iM&rument 

rockeb ma, be DeceMary. They would ba.e to be more .table than, for iMtance, d_&royen. I .do Dot 
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....... t obt&inina th .. e ahi". now, bee ..... funber lhoUlht on the experimental procram may remove ,thit 

requirement. Bowever, it WCht be wile to kHP thi. poe.ible req .. irement in mind. 

(a) Local timiDC aenu on Johnaton will be fumithed in the normal falbion by EGI£G. BoWever, we mUlt have 

an indication at Midway, Kauai. on the ahi"., and probablY on Maui, that lift oft' hu been aehieved. Thit 

indicator .hould be accurate to a HCond or 80. I a"cp.t that J-3 eet the armed foren communication. 
people to aatiafy thit requirement. ObvioUlly, if it turna out to be poeaible to fire the weapon milaile at 

a prefixed lime, then tbe time acc .. racy requiNillMnt of a"ch a alenal it reduced. 

(4) Even witbo .. t havinc the DOD nquirementa in o .. r handa, 1& it clear,that at leut three inatrumented 

aircraft for obH"ation of the hich-altitude abota are required. Thi. inatrumentation would obae"e photo

SRphically tbe expandinc mau, take apec:tral meuurement., o~ doud riM, etc. The inatrumentation 

will be inatalled by LRL, LASL, Sandia--and I am aure the DOD will add aome. Two plan .. would be dOH in. 

with the inatrumenk looltinc aImoat verticall,.. One to o_rYe cloud riM would be Nveral hundred mil .. 

aw.,.. The main aim of th .. plana it to pt above pouible doud layen. So it HeInl that KC-135. would be 

ideal. b .. t if th .. cannot be obtained, C-l • ..u.ht clo, and for 80me purpoeu, even C-5u. I am aure the 

DASA will alao put in a' nquiNmeDt for a piau or two to be u tbe conjupte point. 

ID aUlDJD&l')'. the nquiremeDta on ... for apeeial illltrument camen, etc., are in part .. foUo .. : 

l!IDl 
a. Three ~tic ahipa. ltaquiNmeDt IDa,. be MUM depeDdiDc on method of operation. 

c. Tarpta--Radar nOector-c:arrriDc barpa for drop plane to aicht~. DiK .... wilh Sam BoweU and Air 

Tuk Croup. May Deed an LSD or two for placemen'. 

d. Inatrument rocket ahipl. P..J .. requiNment for two. 

Ail: 
a. Drop pl ..... --it • to be aoe.d lbal tbe requinmeDl to be able to take orr 801M clevicu from a remote 

field bee ..... of Mfe", ..... to ...". .......... 
b. B-51.amp .... 
c. PrtMDtly lnatrumen&ed C-11Oa .. backup for aU Urdropa. (Note that th-. plan .. are DOt confirurad to . 
• uiafy requirement on bicb-alti*ude ..... ) 

d. wtrumebted pi ..... (tbne) for lUIh-alutudt abota. 

2!bst 
a. U.S. abot ialand (JarYiI) 

b. Lollc-diatance time aililal (Midwa,. etc.) 

c. Permiaioll to ute Midwa,.. Barkinc Sanda (Kuai) for launcbina of inatrument rocket •. 

4. ObYioualy, 1 have not attempted here to put lOletber the IftOre Dormal movementa aucb .. aample return, 

communications, tranaponuion, etc. Tb .. ·will come to UI throuch the normal channe ... 

.; . 

Ogle. Shuster. Goeckermann. Strabala. Lieutenant Colonel C. R. Peterson of Field 
Command. DASA. Bill Adair of ALOO. and Bob Miller of ALOO discussed other aspects of 
the problem in a smaller meeting during the afternoon of November 30. (Don Shuster 
had by now agreed. aner appreciable arm twisting by Ogle. to be the Assistant to the 
Scientific Deputy.) At that meetinl. Olle presented requirements that haC:l been 
worked out between himself and Starbird, many of which are given in Tables XXXII 
through XXXVI). 

• Bi&R .. 
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TABLE XXXII 
PROPOSED OVERSEAS SHOT PROGRAM 

(Alternate Plan) 

(l) Detonations begin April I, 1962; complete June 30, 1962 
(2) Limitations: 23 shots total 
(3) Locations: 

<a) High altitude.-Johnston Island 
(b) Off Johnston Island , 
(c) One or two shots off small island not yet identified 

General Events IJUt Sponsors 

W rt\\ \'L \ c.. \ 
5 lj,S I~' 

l) nc\C~~ 
5S~ Cb)(3) 

'DG~ 6£/111'714/1.3 
) 

Further assignments were made. The AEC <Reeves). through EG&G. would be respon
sible for close-in, ground-to-groun~ and timing signals. If feasible, the AEC would 
retain a ship-ta-shore and long~range signal system. but would concede if necessary 
to the DOD. The AEC would assume responsibility for radiological safety. utilizing 
REECo. Holmes & Narver would collect the requirements. Bill Sanders would be re
sponsible for support and any other duty agreed upon. ALOO would be 'I:esponsible for 
construction and Bob Miller would have responsibility for planning and coordination 
and liaison with JTF. particularly with Ogle and Shuster. Pending the formal an
nouncement of JTF-8 establishment. criteria would be furnished to H&N directly from 
the task units, and operational requirements would be forwarded directly to Colonel 
Parsons, JTF-8 Deputy for Operations. 

On the same day~ November 30, at Vandenberg Air Force Base, representatives of 
AEC, . Douglas Aircraft, Sandia Corporation. and H&N discussed ground facilities re
quired fo{ the Thor missiles at Johnston Island. Determinations were made concerning 
a similar' launch facility already at Johnston Island, and initial criteria were 
presented for shop f~cilities and other support of the launch facility. H&N was 
authorized 'to' 'j,rovide a survey crew and to make·as-built" surveys of critical areas . 

. . 

--SEQAIiT 
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TABLE XXXIV 

~~ 
SHIP AND OTHER SEA REQUIREMENTS 

..J '< Three Diagnostic Ships 
~ ~ U.S.S. Curtis 

I...:. CVE 
; Q..: U.S.S. Albemarle 
C) ~ Fiv ) 

r) \.il 
j~ 
-)11"" 
,~ 
v\.) 

~ ~ ~ocket Ships: 
Target Barges: 
Air-Sea: 

llaS..S... CUTtis 

JJpli."ni~ to find small island; however, could detonate on ship. 
Cor Intermediate Range Stations 

2 Rocket Ships CCVE or Equivalent 
30 
Nose Cone Recovery Capability for High-Altitude Shots 

TABLE XXXV 
TRAILER LOADING OF SHIPS 

~ ll..SaSa Albemarie 

1 Trailer Photo (EG&G) 
I Trailer Timing (EG&G) 
1 Trailer (LASL) 

8 Trailers (LRL) 
1 ·Trailer Radar 584 (SC) 
1 Trailer Alpha. (EG&G) 

1 Trailer Radar 584 (SC) 
1 Trailer Alpha (EG&G) 
1 Trailer Tracking (SC) 

I Trailer (EM) (LASL) 1 Trailer Tracking Mount (SC) 1 Trailer Photo (EG&G)' 
1 Trailer Timing (EG&G) 1 Trailer Photo (EG&G) . 

1 Trailer Timing (EG&G) 

Note: H"N '0. be rupoaaibl. for fumiIbinc power luppl, of MchDic:al procrama aboard ,hip'. 

TABLE XXXVI 
LAND USE REQUIREMENTS FOR HIGH-ALTITUDE. SHOTS 

Maui: 
Kauai: 
Midway: 
Johnston: 

French Frigate: 
Palmyra: 
Christmas: 

Camera shelter-12 cameras; 3 spectrographs; weather. 
20 cameras; documentary photo, rocket firings (50 people). 
4 cameras; documentary photo (10 people). 
Rebuild Hardtack II fa~ilitjes; photostations, launch pad, 4 rocket 
launchers (75-100 technical people and support). 
Photo (5 people). 
Additional rocket sites probable. 
Additional rocket sites probable. 

AIR REQUIREMENTS 

Drop aircraft plus 2 C-130s required for all shots. (Drop aircraft' cameras may be 
used as backup on high-altitude shots.) 
B-57 Samplers: Now estimated at 6 operational' including controller; based upon 
sampling 2 shots on 2 successive days at 2 geographically separated locations. 
2 high-altitude (above cloud) aircraft. (Mission not defined.) 

~FSn£[ 
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The Acquisition of Christmas Island 

On November 29. 1961. the propo~ed visit to Christmas Island was approved. Ogle 
and Ryan were authorized to discuss "restricted data" with U.K. personnel only if 
necessary to accomplish the purpose of the visit. Very little could be said about 
the upcoming program and any "restricted' data" discussed was to be reported after the 
trip. Armed with a mass of questions from Goeckermann. the party left Hawaii at 9:15 
a.m. on December 5, 1961. The members of the party were Air Commodore J. R. Whelan. 
RAF; Cokmel Carmel M Shock., AFSWC; Mr. W. E. Jones. A WRE; J. P. Ryan, Holmes & 
Narver; a .. L. Beards, U.K. Minis1ry of Aviation; and William Ogle, LASL. The British 
members had been briefed thoroughly on the ....... "\C.~ 

n' genera or 
quate. but some thinp were 1004. The airplane decontamination area looked promising 
and the radchem lab was in usable condition. The photo lab appeared to be large 
enough. Many buildings near the relion of the airfield would be useful for labs and 
offices. if required, although minor rehabilitation, interior painting, and wiring 
checks would be needed. The forwa,rd area was not in lood .shape, there being a few 
very small buildings that might be useful. The balloon site was in good shape. 
Profiles of the ocean bottom had not been run alonl the southern coast where barges 
might be anchored, and no measurements oC the oce81l currents had been made. The 
channel into the harbor at the Port of London could accommodate LCMs, and probably 
LCUs. but nothing larler, necessitatinl lilhterinl for some material. The island 
could not, at the time, house appreciably more people than were already lhere. The 
main camp. which was desilned for 2,500 to 3,000 people, looked as if it could be 
rehabilitated with only moderate effort, but cooking facilities were questionable. 
The SO-cycle electrical power would be a problem for U.s. equipment. Water was 
clearly not available in sufficient quantities; additional distillation equipment 
would be needed. The roads were adequate, but the British drive on the wrong side of 
the road. There were many .lilht vehicles, but all were British lear. Fuel movement 
would be a problem. There was a 60-bed hospital, but only the operating room was 
maintained. 

Possible assistance from the British was discussed. They commented that they 
could house and support perhaps SO people for a few weeks while we were getting 
started. but it would be a big strain on them. They offered knowledgeable people to 
advise us on details of their setup, how their equipment' works, etc. The equipment 
they had. such as trucks and )ceps. would be available to us. A mutual arrangement 
would have to be made for replacement or payor whatever. They would operate, or 
help operate, the airfield control tower, and their technical people would be 
interested in making some measurements for us if it were desirable. The British said 
that we should expect very little off -site fallout from airdrops .or balloon shots~ 
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since, during Grapple, they had made fallout observations at Fanning, Malden, 
K wajalein. Fiji. Aitutaki, Canton, Samoa. Penrhyn. Honolulu, and Rarotonga. and 
nothing of note was observed. TypicaUy, the wind was out of the north and there 
were two layers of scattered clouds. one in the region of 6,000 to 7 ,000 feet and the 
other between 2,000 and 3,000 feet. They commented that placing airdrops in a large 
enough hole in the clouds to take satisfactory pictures would hardly ever be a 
problem. 

There was also some discussion of preliminary concepts of operations. The 
British would require that coconut plantations not be contaminated or damaged in any 
way, which was no problem since the same ground rules would be followed to protect 
our own camp and operations center. There .must not be any remaining radioacti~e 
debris that would be a real hazard to the natives after, the tests were done. , As, a 

~ consequence of these rules, tower or surface shots might be very questionable. ,he 
, British would probably insist on their vetoing our firing if they judged the winds 'to 

be improper. Contamination of the native fish supply did not appear likely frqm 
barge shots off the south end of the' island because of the sea currents. but mo,i-

. toring would be necessary and native help should not be sought. Normal activities of 
the native populace must not be disturbed except when shots were actually being 
fired. and the subject of compensating the native workers for lost time would have to 
be discussed. The native villages. etc., would be oCC limits to our testing person~ 

" nel, and commercial arrangements. either with individuals or organizations; should {;e 
~ made with the Gilbertese people. It was further noted that there were accommodatiojs 
" for only two women on the island. The conclusion of Oglets trip .. report is worlh 
... noting: t 

WbU. ChriatmuJalandiiDotdeYeloped ~tbeaHDt UJ"il1tDiwe~k/BWDi.n could be mad. into an eminatly 
latilfacto1'7 mk for atmoepUric kata. Tb. maiD paiDt that .uikIa .... obMn'er immediately iI that there iI 
eo much 'pace, all flu. AlrtieJcII, parkIDc NIIlPI, ale., can be .. larp .. _eau..,.. BUUdi .... need not be 

crowded 'o.-her, lCia'Uic ltMiOUcaD be PI'OPUl7 plaacl. TheN iI DO MriOUI fallout huard. The w •• ther iI 
~. The mk ...... to be ldnI for ballooa Ii_ aDd aircIrope. It ilaIOft difticult f01' barce .hou becau .. 
of dHp ancho ..... , but aperieDce would probably kach ... bow to do eYUl tbiI properly. While there are many 

problellll. it appean thu the DIGIt MrioUI_ tb" ..... ill CODIidIl'iDc a quielr. operation ba.e &0 do with the 
technical fdi,i_. 'and particu1arly'aboM COIlCeI'Md wida alpha. For IoDpr-ranp phuuUDC. 'he main problem 
iI clearly tbat of doclr.iq facilitiel for lup..... 1'b..rore. 110m an operational and kchnical point. of 

view. Chriltmu bland ilto be biPl)o ric I UIIIIDChcI. PoIi~. of COW'H, the &Dpr ma, poiDt elMwhere. 

In preparation Cor a joint U.s./U.K. meeting after the survey trip the AEC 
approved the following Buidelines for the U.s. representatives who would attend: 

a. The U.K. representatives shall be informed that the decision to test or 
not to test in "the atmosphere is in no w.ay, contingent upon the availability 
of Christmas Island; rather. the use of Christmas Island would facilitate 
and improve the test program. 

b. 'It will be appropriate for the American representatives to make avail
able to the British the sort oC information contained in the letter of 
November 29 from Chairman Sea borg to the President. (Ed. note: The NSC 
subcommittee letter giving the proposed program.) 

c. The American representatives can agree that the results of individual 
tests involviDB the use of Christmas Island will be made available to the 
U.K. 

!!C"!T 
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On December 9 in a memo to the Secretary of State, Phil Farley noted that both 
the Prime Minister and Foreign Secretary of England would. have to· be convinced "that 
our proposed tests arc necessary to maintain a free world security and that a .sound 
and consistent public defense of resumption of atmospheric tests can be made 1D the 
U.s. and the U.K." He noted that by sending the reconnaissance party to visit 
Christmas during the week of December 4 and arranging for the review with senior U.K. 
t 

that the 
President had not decided to resume testing, that our tentative test followed 
the criteria given by the President and Prime Minister, that we were· strongly 
interested in the usc of Christmas Island in view of the undesirability of reacti
vating Eniwetok, and that we should attempt to ascertain any specific difficulties 
which the British see beyond those raised in the Prime Minister's letter of November 
16. 

On December 14 John Foster told Seaborg that, ·We. continue to feel that 
Christmas Island can represent the most desirable test location for the atmospheric 
series if it can be made available for exclusive use by the U.s. from January I 
through July 1. '1962 • • ... On the same day Al Graves indicated to Betts that LASL 
fully supported the use of an island such as Christmas. 

On December IS AEC Commissioner Haworth wrote to McGeorge Bundy, the President'S 
Special Assistant for National Security Affairs: 

To .1IIIUDariae, 'he availabW*" ofChrie' ..... Wand by Janu..,.lt12 for &he cominc..n. of_*- would be hicbl, 
advantilpoue ill thU it would permit ahe conduct of a JnON~, mon caNfuJJ, iDitrumeateci, and opera
'ioaaJl, eiaapler PfOInID wiah ,NaHr ...urancee of "'aimneDt of ... t objediY •. 

He pointed out that if too risorous restrictions were imposed by the British, for 
example, on our freedom of operations control, these advantages could be nullified. 

On December 21 President Kennedy discussed the use of Christmas with Harold 
Macmillan in Bermuda. Kennedy pointed out that the U.s. needed British support in 
any decision to test in the atmosphere and that the British colony of Christmas 
Island in the central Pacific offered an ideal site for testing in the atmosphere. He 
asked whether Macmillan would agree to atmospheric tcsts on Christmas Island if the 
political situation did not change vis-a-vis Russia. and Macmillan stated that that 
was a decision for the Cabinet, but noted that Britain and America ·were partners and 
we were in· this together.-

In other discussions 'at lower . levels during the Bermuda meeting a tentative 
agreement was reached governing the usc of Christmas if it should become available to 
the U.S. The agreement stated that the island would be used only in conju'nction with 
a test program of an agreed-upon general nature and purposes. Only airdrops or 
balloon shots would be used. The U.s. would have responsibility for control of the 
various aspects of the tests, including their selection. scheduling, timing, and the 
application of safety rules. However, the U.K. would have a base commander who would 
be a member of the safety committee. The U.S. could construct buildings and facili
ties as it deemed necessary at its own expense, but approval of major facilities and 
buildings should come from the U.K. base commander. The U.K. would assist in pro
viding security protection at Christmas Island. The U.s. wo.uld, in accordance with 

8EeAET 
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existing agreements for cooperation (JOWOGs), furnish or otherwis~ make availablt to 
the U.K. detailed information concerning the tests done from Chnstmas Island. The 
U.s would be responsible for handHng loss and damage claims following such tests. 
All· arrangements would be made without prejudice to either nation's claims to sover
eignty over Christmas Island. On December 27 Phil Farley asked .. General Betts and 
Gerry Johnson to review the draft statement of principles. • 

Early in January 1962 Macmillan, in expressing to Kennedy his unhappiness at the 
thought of test resumption, noted with strange iro~y that he should h~ve. spent 
Christmas Day wondering how to commend to his cabInet colleagues the dedIcatIon of 
Christmas Island for this purpose.- In further discussion, he also suggested that 
the three leaders try once more for general disarmament and a test ban, noting that 
the forthcoming March meeting of the 18 power disarmament conference in Geneva would 
be appropriate for this purpose. He did not indicate whether, in his view, the usc 
of Christmas Island was conditioned on U.S. agreement to a disarmament conference at 
the' Summit or whether his agreement to the resumption of American atmospheric testing 
could come only' if the conference failed. On January 12 Rusk suggested that 
Kennedy's reply should reject any link between the use oC Christmas Island and a new 
disarmament initiative. . 

On January 17 Luedecke (AEC) sent Phil Farley the results of the DMA and MLC 
reviews of the draft statement of principles. It was noted that in addition to using 
Christmas Island as a test site, the AEC Celt it important to add that the airfield 
and other logistics support Cacilities would be needed Cor test activities away from 
Christmas Island. The AEC wished to suggest that the statement of agreement not 
preclude firing from barges or other types of shots carried out some distance from 
the island. The preferred interpretation would be that only ~irdrops or balloon 
shots would occur near the island. By January 18 the test planners were nervous, and 
Betts, noting that the island would probably not be secured for AEC usc until about 
February I at the earliest, asked the Laboratorics iC they could still prepare a 
meaningful experiment to give reliable data within the proposed time scales. 

On January 28 Starbird told Ogle that he might describe in detail for the 
chairmen of the AEC and the MLC the impact on JTF-8 plans of further delay in the 
Christmas Island decision. In essence he felt that even if the British agreed now we 
could not use the island because it would take Cour to five months to prepare it for 
a major operation; since we were planning to usc Jarvis or some other isolated island 
for a surface shot and had hoped to use Christmas for sampler aircraft operations, we 
were in trouble on that too; we were making modifications at Johnston. Island for 
sampler operations without intending to operate them from that base, but if we didn't 
have Christmas we would have to use Johnston. Therefore, he intended ·to recommend to 
the Secretary of. Defense that 'the U.s. immediately indicate to the British that we 
were no longer interested in near-term use of Christmas Island for a major test 
series, but we should indicate our desire to usc it for support of open sea activi
ties. He commented that if we delayed past A'pril I even this last possibility might· 
be out. Ogle responded by telephone and TWX. commenting, -Four or five months to get 
Christmas ready seems long to me"'-technical end could still be done in remaining 
time, but difficulty would come in getting camp support, airfield support in time.-

On February 2, 1962, Bundy told Betts that on February 8 the British would agree 
to our use of Christmas lsla~d. As a result Starbird planned to visit Christmas 
Island starting February 9, but on February 7 the U.K. representatives informed the 
U.S. State Department that the'y were adamant that preparations not begin at Christmas 

• A. 1dIs-i ..... A Thousand Days."..._. 
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Island until the intergovernmental agreement was signed and that they would not agree 
to Starbird's planned visit. They did agree that their Assistant Secretary Anderson 
(Atomic Energy) and Air Vice Marshal McKinley would fly to Washington on the 9th to 
meet with Starbird. and that after those discussions they would be prepared to fly 
with him to Christmas Island if such a trip appeared advisable. They promised that 
the United Kingdom would. react to the State Department's comments on the proposed 
island agreement by the end of the week, i.e .• by February 9. On February 8 the 
White House issued a statement that the U.K. had agreed to permit the use of 
Christmas Island by the U.s. for nuclear tests. . 

The final. agreement (with interpretation of certain provisions) for U.S. use 
follows: 

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING COVERING ADMINISTRATIVE. 
FINANCIAL AND SCIENTIFIC COLLABORATION ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE 

USE OF CHRISTMAS ISLAND .BY THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT IN 
CONNECTION WITH THE PROGRAMME OF NUCLEAR TESTS DISCUSSED 

BY THE PRESIDENT AND PRIME MINISTER AT BERMUDA 
DECEMBER,I961 

W ;+-h 11E.ld Unci C1\ . 

5 U.S,t. 55c9.(b)Lt) 
!.3(CL)L3) 
tx::JE.. ) kXEllJPTlIJN L 

&E8A&:r 
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'The High-Altitude Carrier 

On November 19, 1961, AFSWC published a report which included a complete outlirie 
of the high-altitude program. The report assumed three tests named Bluegill. King
fish. and Starfish and. on the basis of nuclear safety. eyeburn, and operational 
suitability. concluded that Johnston Island (others considered were Eniwetok. 
Kwajalein. Christmas Island, and Vandenberg AFB) was the most promising operational 
base for the tests. From consideration of boosters available promptly. and. noting 
that Sandia had already accomplished the detailed study of mounting appropriate 
warhead devices in the Thor reentry vehicle, they stated that ·since these warheads 
fit the yield requirements, they were the logical choices for consideration and the 
Thor then became a 'first choice for the operation," The AFSWC study had also 
considered the Polaris. Redstone, and Blue Scout missiles. The Redstone, it was 
noted. did not have the required altitude capability and would require extensive 
modification of the warhead fusinlsystem, The Polaris could meet the altitude 
requirements, but would not easily accept .all of the warheads and had no provision 
for attaching external instrumentation packages. However. the operational flexibili
ty of the Polaris was seen as an extremely desirable feature. As for the Thor. it 
was stated: 

:- !); .;. 

The Thor boOIler ia .Tailabl~ from currenl inTen'ori., can accompliah all altilude requirements, requirea only 
lninor modification for .daptation k> 'be pfopoeed .. arheadi, and haa an .labliahed hi,h deane of reliability. 
T .. eniy-three out oU ... niy-fiTe Thor .pace boOIlerIiauached linee Odober 4, IDeO, have been lucc_ful. The 
OTerall .pace boOIter IUCC_ ia " out of 12 launch.. The Thor aIao haa proYiaiolli for in.tallalion of 
asemal eject able Kientific inltrumenbtion pack ..... 

The conclusion 'was that the Thor from Johnston Island was the most acceptable 
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combination for Project Fishbowl.- To provide close-in measurement capability, it 
was proposed to install on the exterior of the vehicle, at the base, three ejectable 
scientific instrumentation pods. Additional instrumentation would be positioned by 
using sounding rockets. The overalI cost for the three-shot program (inc:Juding one 
spare booster) was estimated to be about $40 million, exclusive of JTF-8 costs, and 
the preparation time was estimated to be five months under the most accelerated, 
high-priority conditions. "Limiting items appear to be payload design and fabrica
tion. procurement and installations. and the training of sufficient launch crews to 
satisfy the small vehicle program." The report further detailed the small rockets 
required. showed schedules for the total program, and listed desirable experiments to 
be fielded. 

Even before Starbird assumed command of JTF-8 in Washington he reviewed the 
recommendations for carriers for the high-altitude shots. Both AFSWC and DASA Field 
Command had recommended the Thor. The use of the Thor would require the use of 
Johnston Island. although Johnston might be required anyway as a base fC,Jr launching 
sounding rockets. During the last week of November and the first week of December 
Starbird asked the Military Services to propose warhead carriers. The Air Force. 
together with Douglas representatives. proposed the Thor. and the Navy· was quite 
enthusiastic about using Polaris. pointing out that it might be possible to use the 
ship "Observation Island" in order to launch from the ocean surface. On the .other 
hand, the Army was Jess than enthusiastic about the Redstone. which was now an old 
missile. and the Nike-Hercules. ·but did point out they were available and could be 
used. Starbird's outlook. as transmitted to Booth with his final recommendation, is 
paraphrased below. He had investigated only the three systems. Polaris. Thor. and 
Redstone. and considered eight questions as follows: 

1. Is the booster one which has been proven to be reliable? There is little 
difference .in reliability of the three systems in delivering a payload to a 
satisfactory position in space. with Redstone having the best record and Thor 
slightly behind. although both were· better than 90 percent; Polaris, although 
having a lower probability of successful performance, was a newer booster and 
had remarkable success in its short period of limited firings. (Ed.note: Ogle 
pointed out to Starbird that. from his point of view, both Redstone missiles had 
failed in the Teak and Orange tests of Hardtack.) 

2. Will a trained team be available to conduct the firings? The Navy would or
ganize experienced personnel into a cadre Cor a Cull ship missile· team which 
could be ready in early May. The Air Force proposed to use an experienced 
contractor team to assemble the equipment. make preshipment checks. perform the 
installation at Johnston Island. and perform the firings. The Army would assem
ble immediately an experienced crew. None of the Services proposed to furnish a 
crew which had been functioning recently as a team. but each could pro v ide·:l 
satisfactory team by the proposed date. 

3. What data-gathering capability would be incorporated in the missile? The Navy 
plans would incorporate four powered pods in the nose section, including one 
nose ejection pod. The Army would use unpowered tail pods as done on Hardtack 
and would also design and build a nose ejection pod. The Air Force would use 
unpowered Atlas pods on the tail section and would not have a nose ejection pod. 

" . 

-The DOD panicipation ill the hiP-altitude hlg of Operation Dominic. 
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They proposed to position certain items by supplemental rockets. (Of course, 
the Navy' system had not yet been designed, whereas the Air Force had done 
appreciable work on the proposed Thor pods.) 

4. Is any critical engineering and development required for each pro~osal? Here 
there is some notable difference between the boosters. The Polans would re
quire some modifications and new designs: the nose cone shape would be new; the 
warhead adapter and firing'system for the ship would have, to be designed and 
built; and powered pods were a new requirement. Although Navy studies i~dicated 
no problems in any of these efforts, the schedule necessary to accomphsh two 
shots by June IS left no room to remedy unexpected difficulties. For the 
Redstone, the nose ejection pod and the warhead adapter kit must ~oth ~e built. 
The firing and fusing system used on Hardtack would be used agam, wIth some 
modification still to be designed. As for the Thor, no significant modifica
tions of the warhead nose cone configuration or existing adapter kits would be 
required. A new firing and fusing system would have to be developed and the 
Atlas tail pods have been flown on the Thor. In summary, for this question. "It 
appears that significant engineering and development is required for the Polaris 
system. That needed by the Redstone is less by considerable degree, and that 
for the Thor still less, although. in the Thor case, it will be centered arou,nd 
the critical firing and fusing elements." (Sandia had already started working 
on the firing and fusing systems.) 

S. What systems test is possible prior to nuclear testing? Only for the Polaris is 
a prior systems test proposed by the Services. A' full Polaris test with a ship 
missile crew system would not occur beCore May 1 and, at that. very little time 
would remain to remedy. any gross deficiencies. As for the Thor, the time 
required to prepare the' fusing and firing set and incorporate the tail pods 
should allow conducting the test from Vandenberg AFB within 2 or 3 months. A 
Thor systems test for Johnston Island could not occur probably ·before mid-May. 
As for the Redstone. a limited systems test incorporating the nose pod and' 
fusing and firing systems changes could be done at Johnston early in April. 

6. Does the system have adequate technical flexibility? Provi4ing the Navy's 
schedule can be met, the Polaris has by Car the most flexible system, which 
allows firing from the ship and co~nting down two missiles simultaneously to T 
minus I minute and holding there indefinitely. Additional shots could' be per
formed with minimum time delay and no fixed land base would be required. The 
Thor can be counted down to about T minus 8 minutes and held there due to the 
short fueling time required. The Redstone. on the other hand, begins to' be 
fueled at T minus 4S minutes and only holds for periods up to 3 or 4 hours. 
Further difficulties arise after T minus IS minutes when the batteries must be 
replaced if an extended hold is required. As for other considerations of flexi
bility, the Redstone is limited to about BOO kilometers' altitude. whereas the 
Polaris and Thor can get well over 1,000 kilometers. All three boosters thus 
meet current requirements, although the possibility oC a test at altitudes' over 
'SOO kilometers would provide an obvious problem. In summary. "The operational 
.flexibility 'of being able to operate Crom any chosen area on certain notice 
gives to the Polaris a definite advantage over ~he other two systems. The 
simultaneous countdown feature and the long T minus I minute holdcapabiJity are 
also great assets. or the liquid fueled systems, the Thor's longer hold capabi· 
lity at T minus 8 also gives a significant advantage over the Redstone. Yet any 
of the three should be capable of sufficient flexibility to permit the firing to 
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occur under opportune weather conditions and in coordination with 'other instru
mentation." 

7. Does each system give assurance of being ·able to accomplish the required program 
within available time? Assuming the Bluegill and Starfish events and a final 
cutoff of July 1. the final shot should be planned to be done by June 15 in 
order to take into account delays. The Polaris. requiring ship conversion and a 
payload redesign, could be sCheduled for test. early in May. followed by the 
nuclear shots on June 1 and IS. . However, unforeseen engineering, development. 
or ship conversion delays could retard these dates and it would not be possible 
to advance either of the firing dates without foregoing the proposed systems' 

. tests. The Thor program. which would include a Vandenberg shot. should be 
capable of executing the two tests on May IS and 30. providing some time 
cushion. The Redstone would permit the area test cushion. with a certification 
test at Johnston on April 1 and perhaps nuclear tests IS' days thereafter. 

8. Does eacb system aive assurance aaainst catastrophe and personal injury? None 
of tbe three systems sponsors bas yet provided an overall safety analysis or 
submitted complete hardware designs. The proposed warheads are one-point safe. 
"As of now. no one of the tbree systems would appear to be ruled out by a lesser 
chance to give sufficient protection against premature nuclear detonation or 
nuclear contamination," 

Based on bis study. Starbird tben recommended the Thor, assuming tbat a systems 
test at Vandenberg would be successful. His primary reason Cor selecting Thor over 
the Polaris was that it lave greater assurance' of conducting the planned firings 
within the period allowed. His primary reason for recommending Thor over Redstone 
was the Thor's higher-altitude capability and his belief that we migbt want to fire 
the 1,000-kilometer or higher shot during' or immediately after the series. Starbird 
also commented that it was his intent to "assign a special assistant to the Scienti· 
fic Deputy who will have as his sole responsibility coordination of the high altitude 
program." Eventually Don Shuster accepted that responsibility. Starbird sent the 
above recommendation to Booth on December 7 and Booth informed Air Force Headquarters 
of the decision on December 15, 1961.' DASA Curther requested of the Air Force a 
propelled pod from the nose Cor BlueBill and tbree other pods for each shot. 

The decision to use Thor clearly settled the question of the launch site, which 
would be Johnston Island. 

General Observations 

During the' months of December 1961 and January 1962 the organizations were 
firmed up, detailed operational and experimental plans were made, and procurement of 
equipment, ships, airplanes, etc., was started, all in parallel. While the organi
zation continued to change to a certain extent throughout the operation, the Task 
Force organization was pretty well settled by the end of January. By early December 
Task Force Headquarters had obtained the use of Barton Hall in Washington. In mid
December U.s. Army Colonel Roger Ray was assigned as a Deputy to Ogle to concern 
himself with the test device. carrier missiles. In late December H&N appointed Paul 
Spain as construction coordi~ator (or the overseas operation; this was the beginning 
of the ·Spain Committee," which consisted of one member from each Laboratory, EG&G. 
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Field Command, JTF-B, and the AEC. It was quickly agreed that a~l construction 
requirements would be sent to the Spain Committee, who ~ould coordlDat~ these ~e
Quirements check for necessity and' arrange that the requuements be fulfilled. Jim 
Sugden (H&N) was assigned the' responsibility for coordinating communications require
ments, and EG&G (Frank Strabala) was given the job of collecting requirements and 
supplying firing signals. Within the Laboratories, similar assignments were quickly 
made. The LRL appointments have already been noted. For LASL Lee Aamodt took on the 
job of heading the Task Unit, with Herman' Hoerlin as alternate, basically f~r. ~igh" 
altitude efforts and later with Austin McGuire as alternate. Shuster was ID1t1ally 
responsible for 'the Sandia Task Unit, but after designation as Deputy to the Scienti
fic Deputy he turned the Task Unit over to others. Frank Stra bala ran the EG&G 
organization. 

Thus, through December and January the operational concepts became clearer. 
The high-altitude operation would clearly be done from Johnston Island. The AEC 
development program would be done mostly at open sea, either with airdrops or surface 
detonations, and including one island shot. The ASROC effects test was also part of 
the program. 

The Open Sea Operation 

While awaiting a decision on Christmas Island, the AEC Laboratories and the Task 
Force had DO choice but to plan for open sea detonations. The aborted' Operation 
Everready had established a concept which was, somewhat reluctantly. developed 
further by the testing organization. However, all experimental plans were made and 
equipment was obtained with the idea of being able to move to Christmas Island if 
that facility should become available. The concept was hammered out. in dozens of 
meetings during December and January. The intent was to do either airdrops or shots 
with devices emplaced on Liberty ships, which would. of course, be blown up. For an 
airdrop there would be a free-floating -target- raft, 20 by 24 feet, outfitted with 
radar reflectors. lights, and radar beacons. In addition there would be an air array 
consisting of the B-52 drop aircraft (two were available), the two C-130 diagnostics 
aircraft that had been obtained for Operation Everready. and a C-12) air array 
control plane which would be backed up by control from an aircraft carrier. At an 
appropriate distance from the target would be the command and control ship (the 
carrier Hornet) and two diagnostics ships (McGraw and Merrill), which were MSTS C2 
'ships with helicopter pads. On each ship two radars were available for tracking; the 
ship's radar and one installed by Sandia (584 and GMD radar). A DME system was also 
provided to determine distances from the ship to the target raft and the bomb. JTF-8 
would have its command post on the Hornet. 

P2V aircraft stationed at Barbers Point NAS (Hawaii) would be used to clear the 
test area ahead of time. assisted by two destroyers which also served as weather 
ships. Additional weather information would be obtained using WB-50 aircraft. B-57 
samplers, the B-52 drop aircraft, and the C-IlO diagnostic aircraft would also be 
based at Barbers Point. Other aircraft involved included air/sea rescue and C-135 
sample-return planes, all of which would be based at Hickam AFB. 

The danger area was to be a 400- by 600-mile area, with its near edge 300 miles 
south of Oahu, although on occasion it was argued that the boundary could be as close 
as J 00 miles from Oahu. The lOO-mile minimum distance from Oahu was. on occasion, 
somewhat disturbing because the B-57-B's operating radius was only 434 nautical 
miles. meaning that they had very little sampling time, especiaJJy if the; detonation 
were farther on into the danger area. 

For an airdrop, the LASL devices would be dropped Crom 45,600 feet' in free fall, 
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in either Mark 39 or Mark 15 cases, whereas the LRL devices would use Mark 36 cases 
with drogue parachutes. which would· be dropped from an altitude between 25.000 and 
35.000 feet. Primary diagnostics were based on the MSTS ships. Fireball cameras 
were mounted on EG&G-designed tracking platforms which were operated from the ships 
fire contro] system. Both LASL and Livermore had optical and EM time interval 
measuring· gear on the ships and on the C-130s. and LRL intended to install additional 
optical equipment and appropriate EM gear on the Hornet: LASL planned to make alpha 
measurements on airdrops utilizing an instrumentation drop case together with the 
device drop case. For this measurement the Mark 28 instrument'ti~n drop case con
taining alpha detectors and appropriate telemetry gear would be released Crom the B· 
52 at an appropriate time before release of the bomb so that the instruments were at 
the proper distance from the bomb when it detonated, the proper distance being based 
on the correct intensity range for such a measurement. Data would be telemetered 
from the instrument case to one of the .MSTS ships and recorded by Sandia gear. The 
B-52 would also be equipped with fireball cameras and bhangmeters. The radar re
flectors. lights. and beacons to be used on target rafts were designed and procured 
by AFSWC with AEC funding and were to be installed on Navy rafts. Tne Navy would 
then have the responsibility Cor proper target placement. 

General Samuel directed that all bombing should be done by radar with visual 
backup, but Ogle was arguing in February that it should be visual bombing with a 
radar backup because oC the previous experience in Nevada. 

The ship array would be gently under way at shot time on a heading of 2700
; 

however, that point was still beinl arlued at the end of January. since 2700 put the 
ship abeam oC swells and that could be very uncomfortable. However, the Laborato
ries wanted the 2700 orientation since the shots would be fired early in the morninl 
and they wanted the optical lear to be looking (westward) into a dark sky to achieve 
m~ximum contrast. 

There were several hazards to worry about. The B-57 maximum ranle has already 
been mentioned. Obviously, sbot time would bave to be cbosen so tbat attendant 
weather conditions would not result in a Callout hazard to Hawaii. either for a 
normal drop or for an accidental detonation on the surCace. Starbird worried some 
about the latter point and suggested a saCety link Crom the bomb that would prevent 
surface detonation, but Ogle estimated that with the present system, the odds of a 
surCace detonation were about .. 1 in 10.000, and the saCety link would degrade the 
reliability of the fusinl system. Such a link was not used. It was estimated. that 
if the ships were )0 to 20 miles away. then even in the case of a surface burst the 
base surge radioactivity would Dot be hazardous. Based on Eniwetok experience, Ogle 
estimated tbat the ships would be saCe from blast .damage iC they were six miles from 
a shot of 100 kiiotoDS yield, 10 miles Crom ) megaton, 15 miles from 3 megatons. or 
20 miles Crom 10 megatons. These distances were somewhat conservative compared to 
later Navy-produced numbers. Because of the possible tsunami problem associated 
with the tests, Bill Van Dorn oC Scripps Institute was asked to help. not only with 
that general problem 'ror the airdrops, but Cor any problem that arose in the opera
tion. 

The Laboratories initially. considered firinl several bombs on Liberty ships 
.using a radio link from the command ship. Some six Liberty ships were requested. but 
by the end of December LASL had withdrawn their request for three of the ships. 
Livermore contiDued their request, and on January 23 the Willy Jones arrived in Pearl 
Harbor to undergo modifications for the Livermore Lute shot. For such a shot the 
device ship either had to be anchored in deep water or had to have very heavy and 
deep sea anchors. HAN and the Navy. early in. January, set about trying to obtain 
such anchors. . .... 

The Hornet and the MSTS ships were made available for modification on tbe west 
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coast in mid-January. On January 19 parallel work on engineering design and modifi
cations began on the Hornet with the intention of putting equipment aboard by 
February 12 ready or not. in ·order to meet a first dry run date of February 28. The 
ships were s~heduled to leave the west coast on March 6, arriving at Pearl Harbor on 
March 12 for any last-minute changes, and leaving on March 22 for practice run,s. . 

Thus, most of the gear for this kind of operation was under construction ~r 10 

hand and being installed on the ships by early February. However, the President 
announced on February 8 that arrangements haCt been made with the British to usc. 
Christmas Island. Work continued for the next week on ship modification and equip
ment installation while a decision was being made on whether or not to move to 
Christmas. The Lute shot had been canceled late in January. and. hence. work on the 
vessel Willie Jones was stopped only a very few days after it began. Starbird asked 
his Deputies and the Laboratories their opinions on the wisdom of trying to move to 
Christmas Island under the continued constraint of an April I readiness date. 

Goeckermann answered for. Livermore on February 12: 

ID the oriciul pla.DDlq for ~ DomiDic. we were iaaneted to maiD tbl capability to IDOYI Mhore a& 

CbriahDU WaDel. TbeNfon, CIUI' plaD for CbriahDU blllDCl wiD cloHl)o NHlDble dae Bonaet iaatall.tioD. Our 
lite arraDpIiaID& .wiD probab17 cOa.in of a CODlroI poiDt trailer park located Mar Able Site. two camera. 

ltatioDl &oca&ecl alolll &be eouth 1boN. IIDCl a rocket l&UllCher pad ill the YiciDity of Able Site, TbU bllic 
&I'rUlpIIIIIlt b .. ,he coacurnDCI of &he __ Mcbaicai apacieI. 

He pointed out that LRL planned to have an advance party of eight arrive at Christmas 
on or about March I, but other personnel would not arrive until after trailers 
arrived. He recommended that all equipment on the ships at the moment be taken to 
Hawaii on those ships, moved into the dry well of an LSD for transport to Christmas 
Island, where it would be taken ashore in LCUs. AirUft to Christmas would require 
considerable modification of the trailers. He recommended against sea transfer of 
the Hornet trailers using ship's tackle. But' overall, he concluded that if we moved 
immediately the April 1 date could be met. Goeckermann also made the point that a 
move to Christmas would all~viate the bomb tracking problem. permitting smaller 
camera fields of view, and, hence, better resolution and improved data. The back
ground problems would probably be less, but the C-13Os would have to be based at 
Christmas. 

The other organizations answered in similar vein, and the decision was made to 
move to Christmas Island on February 15, 1962. The Hornet's Captain was f~rious! 

Move to Christmas Island 

Starbird immediately leCt Cor Christmas Island, taking along an initial party· of 
Laboratory representatives, some of the Deputies, and an initial crew of H&N and AEC 
people, and just as he left Washington, he grabbed Colonel Phil Hooper. The initial 
party promptly completed the layout of most of the technical facilities. the assign
ment of space in the British facilities, etc. Colonel Hooper was informed that he 
was the U.S. Island Commander and told to stay there, very much to his surprise. 

The scientific and support equipment was removed from the aircrart carrier and 
loaded aboard a U.s. Navy ·LSD for shipment to Christmas. Other equipment was 
packaged and shipped via MATS with great cooperation from CINCPAC, PACAF, etc. There 
were 367 H&N personnel, 74. user personnel. and 152 military personnel (for a total of 
593 Americans) on Christmas Island by February 28. While the Americans promptly took 
over the control tower and airfield operations, the British, throughout the entire 
operation, met every plane and briefed incoming people on the ha;zards of the island. 
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By the end of March there were approximately 1.500 people on the island. Both the 
Navy and the AEC moved in communications equipment, the first communication van 
arriving February 20. How~ver, communications were bad for some time; in fact, th~y 
were not satisfactory until after April 22. The mess hall and boiler house were JD 

opera tina condition within seven days after work started, .. but the mess hall was never 
satisfactory during the entire operation: the difficulty was the initial attempt to 
use British equipment. The barracks were quickly rehabilitated and, the water wells 
and British power plants were started up. The Joint Operations Center (JOC) was 
rehabilitated and the Air Task Group. TG 8.4, began to move in. (A map of Christmas 
Island showing locations of some of the facilities is in Figure 13.) Since the 
'British power was SO-cycle and there was not very much of it. American generators 
were promptly brought in and an. extra power system was established ncar the JOe. 

By April 21 new target positions had been picked by joint agreement between the 
technical Task Units; these varied from 10 to 20 miles from the main concentration of 
experimental lear which was called A or Able site. A survey of depths and currents 
off the southern part of the island was made so that target mooring could be de
signed. The target mooring turned out to be a very serious problem, but, fortunate
ly. between the Navy and Bill Van Dorn a method was developed using lighter-than
water rope and three anchors. It worked nicely. 

During late February and early March there was appreciable discussion among the 
Laboratories, AEC Headquarters, and AFTAC concerning possible measurements by the 
British on the Christmas shots. They wished to make time interval measurements by EM 
techniques, for which they had very highly developed techniques. After appreciable 
discussion their participation was agreed to. 

By March 3 the Navy Task Group had arranged to moor targets orf Christmas Island 
and by the end of March they had arranged Cor placement of the first trial target. 

On March 2 the President announced the U.s. decision to test (if the Russians 
did not come to an agreement before we started) in the latter part of April. The 
President's announcement allowed a little more time for preparations. 

Howeve,r, on March 7, at the JTF·I scheduling meeting of the Task units in 
Denver, the test organization was told that in order to give the President the option 
of conducting tests beCore April 23, preparations at Christmas were not to ,be re
laxed. An appreciable Clurry was thrown into the system when it was stated that the 
President might want' to start tatinl in the atmosphere at any momenL A, quick 
review of the situation led to the conclusion that, ir necessary, we could fire 
within a week. However, it was aBreed that the first dry run of the ground-based 
part of the system (diagnostics, etc.) would be on April I. that there would be dummy 
drops between April 1 and 10, drops or high explosives between April 10 and 20, and 
we would then be ready ror the first live round on April 23. 

By March 7 Colonel Hooper reported .the status of Christmas Island to CJTF-8 as 
follows: 

1. COIDIDunicatioDl: CcmctitioDl appeaI'to beimpl'OYiq, bu~ ma.t fnquenciaconUnue tOPNMIlt unaatiafactory 
reception and traDllftiuion. Local equiPlftlllt deficiencia .hich ba.e been identified bave _D correct.d. 

2. TranaportatioD: Vehicle tnnIponation iI bad. Penoaael .. hida DO. beiD, received are in u bad or .0 .... 

conditioD thall oriciDal Qipmeat .bicb ,"OU". ben. 'Thil hu been a ptycholopcal blow to all' here; 
bow .. c, &helhock iI aboua oyc. A.mall bWI and fi.e pickup aruw have arrived from Hickam. TheM will 

be avaUabIe for cua&omera tolDOl'l"DW. 

s. MaiD Camp: The IlO'Ith.ut, .ut-ceaanl", and ClDUal .... u .... completel, ready for OCCUPUlq. Tb. wat 
ana iI about" percent read, for occuPallq and about 40 ".reent occupied. lLehabilitatioD cODtinu... W • 
.... placm'.i'ht IMD iD aix-maD rooma. PNMDt .ateraupp,,".W noaauppon more than I ,300 IMD. PrevioUi 
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Figure 13. 
Map of Christmas Island showing principal facility. locations. 
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U.K. _timaHI are not PfOYm. out. Five di.tW.tion unin have jut arriv~ on barp. PreHnt population 

ill,2S9. 

4. Site" A- Camp: Conatruction or nO-man camp h .. _n initia~. with lite preparation. 40 percent 
complete. Anny Port Company iI aaiitiRi by erectine a temporary camp nearby. Thi. camp will have Port 
Company kitchen and will permit camp occupancy when trailen arrive. 

5. Port ANa: To date. the followinr Ibi.,. bave been oft'.loaded: Jerome County, Harril County, Monticello. 
Aftkan. tbree barra. Kabildo, and S~homiab County. The Quapaw, witb three barr-, h .. jut arrived in 

harbor with .tm. and tuell. 

6. Airfield conatrucuon: Site preparation iI in proJreII. Material and equipment for airfield rehabilitation 

are due to leave Honolulu on March 1. Field enem"rine iI in pro"... and preliminary drawinp are SO 

percent complete. 

1. Scientific conatruction: Site -A---trailer aite iI paded anel.tabilised anel material apread ready for fane 
cradm.. Trailer .ite 1,000 f .. t from main aite completely paded. Preliminary drawinp and field enei

n"riDe .... in procre-. Site MM-ecceu road in uad eftIineerinc ira PfOINII. Site D--bunken in and 
ahapecl. Trailer lite iI ,radecI and .tabiUaMion material ba~ in. Site yy --trailer .ite deared, no 

enCineerinr otber than aite .takeout. 

(Ed. Note: No Dumber 9 induded in ........ ) 

10. Fuel Farm: U.S. MariM'. UDitI .... well alone on fuel f&l'llll U plannecl. Two aoo,OOO-plloa unit ..... now 
coinr ia near Boy Scout-Pon area. Two I,OOO-pllOD UDiu are beinr inatalled near U.K. fann at airport. We 
now bave a JPK4 capability. Marin_ workiDr 24 houn a day and are pod ..• 

(Ed. Note: No Dumber 11 induded in IMII .... ) 

12. U.K. relationa continue .. exc:e1Ient. AccoUDtinc IYI'- bave been diac:UIHd with Mr. Pitman; who iI re
tumin, Londoa with l"ICOIIIIDeDda&iODl for IIiIDpIe arraapIDIIlu. 

IS. Colonel Fackler of '.4 h .. been IDOIt helpful ira ~ way. 

On that same day, the scientific tr.ners arrived. By March IS, 1962, a target raft 
mooring system had been agreed upon between Scripps and 8.3 and by March 26 the sea 
bottom survey on the south end of Christmas Island was complete. Thus, by early 
April the first target raft .was in place. The raft was equipped with radar reflec
tors and beacon lights and also. served as the anchor for a small balloon flown at 
about 1,200 feet to assist ground radar systems. (Some of the rafts survived some 
of the smaller shots. A picture of a raft in place is shown in Figure 14 and a raft 
after being exposed to a detonation in Figure IS.) 

During March a pipeline was run from the deep sea mooring to the airfield to 
allow aircraft fuel transport. When the pipeline was first operated hardly anything 
came out of the far end except. land crabs,' but it was soon in satisfactory operation. 

There were several requests for planned detonation altitudes, many of them 
incompatible. I~ order to obtain further calibrations on ·their long-range seismic 
and electromagnetic detection techniques, AFT AC requested that the height of burst of 
some 10 shots be varied between 1,200 feet and 12,000 feet. However, other criteria 
were more compelling. Because oC the cloud layers atld the operating height of the C-
130s, the Laboratories wanted the burst at an altitude which would. guarantee a clear 
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Figure 14. 
A Christmas Island airdrop target raft. before 4etonation: the balloon was called a 

kytoon. 
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Figure IS. 
A Christmas Island target raft after detonation. 

line of sisht from the sround at A site. The British were, however, concerned with 
the fallout question and sUlgested to Ogle use of the following rule: 

Height of burst - 270{W)0.4 feet. 

On April S Jane Hall sent Ogle a message about the planned heights of burst stating: 

W ..... coacemedaboutnunon ........ tb .. tbebeich"ofbuntma, becbOMn witbout due reprd ,otheprimaly 
purpoee of lb. , .. t, napsei" to ...... un tbe lolal ,;eld. 

Ogle answered on the 7th, giving the planned height of burst for the LASL shots 
(heights from 2,300 to 5,700 feet), and commenting, -Numbers may have to be changed 
slightly during operation because of joint fallout consideration between ourselves 
and the British; however, we will be careful to protect purposes of tests and get 
data. Don't get excited, I still love LASL best.- . 

By mid-March the B-52 crews had had a number of practice flights from Kirtland 
AFB, and TG 8.4 was able to report tliat the crews were up to snuff. . 

By March 26 Colonel Hooper reported a total population of 1,816. Other items in 
his status report follow: 
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Telephon .. in.talled ~o date: 51 in JOC, 56 in Main Camp, ~ in Airport, 2 in Site A. 1 in Site Y. The 10-line 
exchanre will be in operation in A Site by March 25 .... U.S. mattreuel and pWowa diatributed today in Main 
Camp. . .. Dininr faciliti .. have improved in overallemdency and appearance. Midni,ht meall .. well u odd 
houn' aervinp for air crewl and work (rOupa are provided .... Camp Store started in March 19 with limited 
itema. Supplie. expected by ship next Monday and rlady for lale March 29 .... Aver.,e water conlumption h~ 
dropped the lut three da,..; therefore, more water is available at this time. Diltillation units should have 
pilot run at Main Camp Sunday. .' .. Work at the Icientific lita hu pro(l'UHd at a futer rate than other 
project •. Permanent powerawitcboverfornext Monday. Site Able permanent camp faciUti .. now available for 200 

trailen. Continuin, inilial .hakedown. Satisfactory pro ...... at other .it... Tarret ,positionl are bein, 
checked out by Sandia radar.' , .. Air conditionin, not yet installed in weatber central; tberefore, all the 
electronic equipment cannot operate. Plan to complete by March 28. . .. Airfield: Tbis il the ~olt critical 
item at tbe preHnt. ColUltruction equipment dimculti .. bave been encountered. HtkN are airliftin, additional 
equipment to include a motor patrol to mHt taxiway and parkin, requirementl. , .. Have taken 100,000 ,a1lolU1 
aviation CU from tanker to Marine tanka .... Fifteen tarret raft. now moored inner harbor .. ,. Medical: 
Have been informed that a 25th Division medical omcer is available. Have requested that be be .ent here. . .. 
Dr. Lee Aamodt'. preaence bu been moat beneficial .•.. 1 do not yet He a aolu\ion for latrines at airport 

and JOC. Sbaw ia workinc on tbil wi*b BtkN. 

On March 22 Starbird felt the Task Force staff, on Christmas was ready to make de
tailed operational plans, and he notified everyone that Lee Aamodt would be Acting 
Scientific Director at Christmas until the arrival of Ogle. On that same day Ogle 
sent -Aamodt some suggestions on the height of burst (or the first shot; _ tolerances on 
the target position; suggested operational communications, including TV reproduction ~ 
of the Sandia plotting board at the JOC; muster and security-sweep items; etc. ' ~ 

At the last minute several other experiments were added. In late March AFSWC ~ ~ 
obtained permission to use their own B-57-B aircraft to determine the thermal effects \::J ~ 
of low-altitude nuclear detonations on aircraft. In addition, Guthals arranged for ~ ~ <\. 
debris cloud pictures to be taken from the sampling B-57s until 2 hours after detona- ~,~ ~ 
tion. Finally, DASA requested approval to do the eyeburn experiments using- monkeys ~ "-..J II 
and rabbits, which had been for ~ ~ tt 

'1 

the natives on the island occupied an appreciable 
amount of time in late March, tbe initial decision being to build a fence 15 feet 
high behind which they could be placed so they could not see the initial detonation, 
thereby preventing eyeburn. Food and entertainment were to be furnished at shot time. 
In case of fallout, it was suggested that the natives be moved to their stone church 
at London. - ' 

Late in March the British· representative, Air Vice Marshal McKinley. was con
vinced by Starbird to agree to the JTF-S proposal that the danger area include 
Washington and Fanning lslands, for which there would be specific protective 
measures. 

On April 3 Starbird and Ogle briefed the Governor of Hawaii on the forthcoming 
operation, -assuring him that there was no problem ,to that territory. Subsequently 
they went to Christmas Island and established -the Task Force Headquarters there 
effective on April 4. Late in March TG 8.4 had moved to Hickam and the B-52 bomber~ 
moved to Barbers Point NAS. Practice drops of mock drop vehicles (shapes) were made 
on April ~. 1, and I. J962. and everything operated properly. However. on the 10th' 
the first dry run occurred using ~Il the appropriate electronics, beacons, fusing. 
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etc., (ORM No. I), leading Ogle to comment in his notebook: 

Tbe dry run em tbe lOtb tau,bt us a Jot. The I)".tem for ,eUinr information from A Site to the Air Operation. 
Center (AOC) wu bad, to tbe Joint Operati~ftI Center (JOC) wu impoaible. The bomber and device beacon. 
could not be picked up, part of the telemetenne would not work, the bomber made hit fint run on a ihip, etc:. 
w. aborted the fint live run (9 a.m.) at miDU 11 minute., let him ,0 on the .. cond to minu. 20 HCondl, and 

then aborted and .ent him home. 

On April 13 the second practice run operated properly. The next dry run, on April 
16, was moderately successful except that Sandia lost tracking and had to go to a 
pre-set position for the cameras, and that operated properly. Communications to the 
control, room were still bad. Dry run No.4 on April 19 was aborted because of 
weather (the practices were being done realistically), but it was completed 
successfu))y on April 21. 

On April 19 Starbird received a message from Luedecke warning him that the 
Presidential announcement of the U.s. intention to return to testing was expected on 
the 24th of April: by the 23rd, with only a one-day notice, the system was ready. 
During the afternoon oC April 24 Starbird received a message from Betts transmitting 
Presidential authority to belin testinl. 

To summarize the situation at Christmas Island at that point: Bombs were to be 
dropped on a target (sec Filure IS) which was roulhly 10 miles Crom a manned experi
mental station, the ranle depending upon the expected yield of the bomb. The station 
was instrumented jointly by LRL, LASL, EGItG, and Sandia to perform optical and 
electromagnetic time interval measurements, and to take fireball pictures. Fireball 
pictures were also taken Croma second station. Electromagnetic time interval 
mea,surements were made from several points on the island. The s.me types of measure
ments were made from the C-UOs based at Christmas Island. The Sandia radar con
tinuously tracked the drop aircraft.in its orbits and presented that information at A 
Site, the Headquarters for the technical organizations. Information on aircraft 
positions could be .ent to the JOC either by solid wire from A Site or by radio from . 
t~'. RC-I2J control aircraft. The air array positioned itself on the target raft. . 
SaJDplinl aircraft operated out oC Christmas and samples were to be returned directly ''ir 
to-tthe .Main~and by !pecial C-US airlift. The aircraft inventory at Christmas Island '.i 
oJ April 22 IS shown In Table XXXVII; J 
" Other parts of the system which were based in Hawaii consisted of B-52s opera-
ting from Barbers Point and the LASL optical KC-13S operating out of Hickam. The KC
i 3S had been obtained for high-altitude operations. but also carried out Jong-range 
optical detection experiments on a number of the Christmas Island tests. Lee 
Hollingsworth of Sandia, who had been put, in charlc of all weapons, was also based 
at Barbers Point, where a weapon assembly facility had been established. Livermore, 
LASL, and Sandia weapons experts were also based at Barbers Point. 

The radiological safety organization set' up under Gordon Ja'cks was based in 
,Hawaii, but it was responsible for those activities at all sites. ' 

Just before the tests started General Samuel had found it necessary to ,establish 
another Task Unit at Christmas, headed by Colonel Paul Fackler. Dan Rex had taken, on 
the responsibility of putting together a weather and fallout prediction system on 
Christm'as Island, and various members of the Ad Hoc Safety Panel (Orin Stopinski, Yay 
Shelton, etc.) were' always prcsent to assist in judgments about hazards on the shots. 
As agreed upon with the British, the final Safety Panel included Air Vice Marshal 
McKinley, whatever Deputy Commanders were present (all were there for the first 
shot), and the Task Unit Commander representing the Laboratory whose shot was being 
fired. The Safety Pan'el 'was chaired by the Scientific Deputy or. in his absence. his 
designated alternate (in general, either Aamodt or Go'cckermann). The Laboratory Task 
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Unit Commander had final say on behalf of the sponsoring Laboratory. that is. he 
could always stop the shot, but he could not turn it on without agreement from the 
Safety Panel and the Task Force Commander. 

TABLE XXXVII 
AIRCRAFT ON CHRISTMAS ISLAND 

April 22. 1962 

Number llni1 m: Assignment 

WB-50 5 
. B-57B/C J J 

B-57 D 6 
B-57 B 2 
B-57 D I 

5Sth WRS, McClellan AFB, California 
12J 1 th Test Sq.; Kirtland AFB. New Mexico 
1211 th Test Sq., Kirtland AFB. New Mexico 
Aeronautical Systems Division (USAF). Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 

RC-121 2 
Hughes Aircraft . 
52nd Airborne Early Warning" Control Wing. McClellan AFB. California 

. C-130 2 
P2V )4 
C-S4 2 
SC-54 2 
H-21 6 
C-I18 I 
L-J9 J 

Stewart AFB, Tennessee 
Navy 
·APCS 
Air Rescue Service 
Stead AFB, Nevada 
General Starbird 
General Starbird 

NOTE: B-1I21 and C-1351 (lampler N'urn) -' NASBP. 

d Iroup. A search of the World War II 
records showed that it would be difficult to operate landing ships at Baker and 
Howland, which had been used as staging islands for aircraft going into the Pacific 
theater. The island had to be fairly large and have some moderately flat area for 
the very large experilliental array planned. 

unhappiness about the number of shots 
was an attempt to combine the Live 

-

iments with the LASL shot. LASL also introduced into ~ 
the experiment some vulnerability measurements. However, the basic experimental ~ ~ 
arrangement would consist of a multiplicity of long pipes fanning out in all direc- ...-.... __ 
tions from the device. each pipe fitted with appropriate neutron detection systems on o;;.L C ~ 

. the· end (Phonex). LASL also. planned to make close-in electromagnetic effects~ ''3 ~ 
measurements on this shot. . ~ ~ ~ 

On November 30 LASL asked the Task Force and the AEC to begin looking for an,:::).~ ~ 
island. and suggested Jarvis as a first try. Colonel McMillan of the DMA test office":\j ~ ( 
met with representatives of the State and Interior Departments on December 11 to ~ ~. 
discuss the possible use of Jarvis. Baker, or Howland. Since the islands belonged to..c ~ 

. ,.... Vj , 
:=f - V &i8AU -_:::J_ 
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the U.s. and were uninhabited, State had no concerns from a political point of view, 
but were concerned with the fallout hazard. The birds on Jarvis were mentioned,· 
but without concern. The conclusion of the meeting was that DMA should send letters 
to both the State and Interior Departments describing the proposed uses of· the 
islands, outlining the safety aspects, and requesting approval. The State and 
Interior Department representatives felt an affirmative answer would be forthcoming. 
On December 22 H&N began to estimate costs for the test preparation work on the 
island. After a bit more study DMA recommended the usc of Baker, if possible. rather 
than Jarvis because of Interior Department information that there were abo.ut a 
miliion birds inhabiting Jarvis Island. On the other hand, Ogle and Starbird pre
ferred Jarvis because it was closer to Christmas an~ sampling for a test done there 
would be possible using aircraft operating from Christmas. On December 27 Bradbury 
formally asked Betts to arrange for the Laboratory's use of Jarvis and to notify the 
Lab of the island's availability by the first of the year. On that same day Ogle and 
Starbird agreed on a danger area around the island, 250 by 400 miles on a side, with 
most of the area downwind. 

The LASL operational concept as of early January 1962 was to occupy a camp on 
the island on the 1st of April, spend the next six weeks preparing scientific 
stations, evacuate the island on May 14, and fire on the 15th. Thus, HclN would have 
to deploy to the island, ·build a camp, and let heavy equipment there by April I. only 
three months hence. A 10-ton crane, bulldozers, and other vehicles would be neces
sary, and somewhat more than SO technical people would be on the island then. LASL 
requested a ship to hold some of their nine trailers, and, in addition, adequate 
ship-to-shore transportation. Since the fireball yield was desired, fireball camera 
stations would be built on the same island as far away as possible from Iround zero. 
That requirement made Jarvis look a little better than Baker. If Baker were picked, 
sampling might be done by aircraft based at Canton Island, and if Jarvis were picked, 
sampling might be done by aircraft from Christmas, if we had use of it. If not, 
perhaps samples could be obtained by A4D aircraft operating from a Navy carrier, and 
Admiral Mustin was queried on that point. LASL requested that an LSD-sized channel 
be opened into Jarvis, and that, while waidnl, any maps available, overhead photo

.graphy. ~tc., be· obtained. JTF·8 promptly asked CINCPAC to arranle for overhead 
phcaography of Jarvis and Baker Island, the results to be provided as soon as possi
ble, and also requested that they plan an inspection trip to all three islands to 
begin on January 22. . 

On January 19 Secretary Udall informed Seabor, that Jarvis would be acceptable 
as a site. Althoulh a larle number of birds would be destroyed, there was no danler 

. of 'extinctiDn .. efr.. arl~ird species. t1dall concluded that the military necessities for 
the shots overrode the substantial wildiife losses. 

The late January survey' of Jarvis and Baker showed that appreciable blasting 
would be necessary to clear a boat channel into Jarvis, that the seas were very 
rough. anp that nothing larger than an LCU would be feasible for putting equipment on 
la·rvis. jaker would take about .the same"':·-cffort. but the World War II airstrip could 
be made 4perational in about a week by ten men with some equipment. It was estim~ted 
that the number of "birds on B~er was about one-tenth the number on Jarvis. By the .... 
end of January Starbird had indicated his unhappiness at using Jarvis. because of the 
birds. and had asked Farley of the State Department to investigate the possibility of 
using Canton Island for sampler aircraft operations and logistics backup. If that 
were feasible Baker might ~e a better choice than Jarvis. assuming we did not get 
authority to use Christmas Island. Since sovereignty over Canton was also contested 
bet'Veen the Americans and the British, Farley thoulht it would be just about as 
difficult to arrarile use of that island as it would be to usc Christmas. By the end 
of January a complete experimental plan' had been transmitted to those involved, the 
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logistics req~irements were known, H&N was designing the construction required, and 
LASL was building the detector systems and other equipment needed for w.hichever site 
was selected. 

On January 31 George W. Ball, Acting Secretary of State, :stated there was no 
objection to the use of any of the three islands, provided precautions were taken to 
avoid hazards and fallout, but he did feel that it would be advisable to take any 
reasonable steps to. minimize destruction of the birds. Upon their return, the survey 
team strongly recommended the use of Baker Island since, with a minimum amount of 
work, the beach at Baker could be usable for landing craft. not so many birds would 
be killed. and the airstrip could quickly be made operational. The requirement for 
fireball cameras was canceled after Livermore agreed that flying both C-130s on the 
Baker Island shot would provide sufficient fireball photographic data . 

. On February 6. 1962. Bradbury offered to forego the Baker Island shot in partial 
exchange for approval of the deep space shot, Urraca. Betts and Brown took him up on 
it, and the Baker shot was canceled (as was Urraca, later). The vulnerability and EM 
experiments were instead transferred to the NTS Smallboy shot. 

Betts put it slight differently to the Commission. On February 7, 1962, the 
Commission Secretary, W. B. McCool, recorded: 

General Be," .,&ted 'bat tbe Lot AlUDOl Scientific Laboratory bad recently .ubmiUed a propoeal for a 1,000-
to 2,CIOO-kllometer umoepberic tMt to replaCe a test previoUily propoMd for Baker bland. The Chairman laid 

that hew .. in accOrd with LASL'erecommendation, althoup he would like the Depanment ofDefenae to concur in 
it. Tbe Commillion apprcwed, after coordination with tbe DOD, plannin, for the 1,000- to 2,000-kilome~er 

~ 
The Navy had already gone ahead on procurement of the ship Monticello for ~ '-.J 

support of the Baker Island ,operation, and the Air Force had indicated a need for 43 ~ ~ 
officers and 90 airmen at Canton in support of that effort. All of this was canceled ~ '-' 
on February 8, 1962. :..:s ~ 

~~ 
~'-> 

V, 

~~ 
had been formed. Thus, two changes had to be made by the Navy. One was to put .~\.r: 
together an entire effects program that would fit with the firing of the ASROC 
device, and the_ second was to decide ,what DOD organization would be responsible for 
the operational aspects. It did not take long to decide the relevant responsibility 
question. To Booth it was obvious that since ASROC had been redesignated as an 
effects test, it should now, by military rules, come underDASA, who were, in princi· 
pic, in charge of effects experiments. . Thus, Booth suggested to the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff on December 12, 1961, that ASROC responsibility should be assigned to JTF-8 
under Chief, DASA. There were obvious difficulties because-ASROC had been planned 
for the Atlantic and Starbird had made it clear that he did not wish to operate in 
two oceans. Starbird also told Booth that if the operation were conducted under 
JTF-8 it would not be under Field Command. DASA, but would be directly under JTF-S. 
The ASROC shot ,was assigned to JTF-8 on January 12. 1962. for incorporation into the 
Dominic series. 

Since the test was now an effects test the Navy' had to come up with an effects 
experiment test plan, which they did in just a little over two weeks, with appreci
able assistance from the David Taylor Model Basin organization. By February 2, 1961, 
the Navy outlined the objectives of the experiment as follows: 
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On that same day DASA released funds to the organizations responsible for the 
Swordfish projects and started planning the measurements. The proposed date for the 
shot was May 1. On February 21 Mustin assumed operational technical cognizance of 
Swordfish and on March 3 he announced the formation of Task Unit 8.3.4, specifically 
assigning that group the mission of planninl and coordinating the Swordfish test. 

Since the operation would need facilities of the same type used for other 
. portions of Dominic, the Task Force HeadquarteR initially planned that Swordfish be 

done ncar Christmas Island, somewhere in the danler area to be established for the 
airdrop operation, and they so announced on February 20. The President, on March 2, 
announced that testing would resume and on the same day Task Force 8 publicly an
nounced its formation and mission, stating that the detonations would be carried out 
in the Johnston and Christmas Island danger areas. Three days later, Roger Revelle. 
who, as Science Advisor to the Secretary of the Interior, had been involved in many 
of the earlier Eniwetok/Bikini operations, wrote to the AEC expressing his concero 
about the test of the ASROC in the Christmas Island area and suggesting instead the 
Wigwam area off the coast of California. As background for the suggestion he noted 
that the Wigwam area had been studied extensively in the past from an oceanographic 
and biological standpoint with the result that ·virtually no marine. life of economic 
importance would be affected in the Wigwam area, and these conclus'ions were borne out 
by the observed distributio'n of radioactivity after the tests.· (The Wigwam event 
occurred in 1955.) He also wrote: -On the other hand, the Christmas Island region is 
close. to, one ,of the most fertile areas in the ocean and is extensively used by 
Japanese fishermen.-
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Starbird discussed Revelle's suggestion with Luedecke on March 14, noting that 
he had planned so far to conduct the exercise in the Christmas area in order to 
utilize resources that would be there for other purposes. With ,respect to moving the 
event, he said: 

It would requin lubatantial added _u~ to conduct thit experiment in the alternate Wipam ana. We Ihall 
immediately iny_ti,al. what it needed in tm. nprd. In addition, it it probable that ute of the altemate 

ana wo~ld require the declaration of a danpr ana nO,t now contemplated, althou,h no luch dancer area wat 

declared for the Wipam evant in 1055. -

Since the selection of the nuclear weapon test sites had been assigned to the 
AEC, General Starbird raised the question with the Commission during his briefing on 
March 28, outlining the whole program. Starbird noted that while he was aware th~t 
the Wigwam area was known as a wfish desert: he had planned to conduct the shot In 
the Christmas Island danger area for operational reasons. He had read the prelimi
nary comments of the Division of Biology and Medicine (AEC), which concluded that a 
very few commercial species of fish would have a measurable but not hazardous level 
of radioactivity, and probably the number of fish which could be caught and have a 
measurable degree of radioactivity would be between 7 and 70. However, he noted that 
both Scripps Institute of Oceanography and the Wood's Hole Oceanographic Institute 
recommended that the shot be moved to the San Diego area, and that Secretary of the 
Interior Udall had 'also asked the AEC to reconsider the planned location of the test. 
He went on to say that he would continue to recommend that the test remain in the 
Christmas Island danger area, but if it was moved to the Wigwam area, he would ask 
that the Navy conduct it. Mustin noted that if the tests were conducted in the 
Wigwam area, it would be necessary to acquire the services of an additional LSD, an 
additional tug, approximately six P2V aircraft, and three additional aircraft for 
weather reconnaissance information. He could not comment on the availability of the 
additional resources at the required time. The planned shot date was only six weeks 
away (May 18 to May 23). 

The Commission discussed the subject again on March 30 with Roger Revelle, 
Spurgeon Keeny, Gerry Johnson, Admiral Mustin, and Dan Rex (the Task Force weather 
officer) present. Task Force representatives continued to favor the Christmas Island 
area. Mustin revised his estimated added requirements to approximately ten aircraft, 
three ships. four small Naval craft. and 100 men, if the test were conducted in the 
Wigwam area. Dan Rex presented data to show that the weather was somewhat more 
favorable in _ the Christmas Island area and Mustin estimated that' it would take 
approximately five days to conduct the test in the Christmas area, but ten or cleven 
da ys in the Wigwam area. 

The representative of the AEC Division of Biology and Medicine, Dr. Dunham, 
opined that it was virtually certain that someone would discover tuna or another 
commercial fish which would have experienced a measurable but not dangerous increase 
in radioactivity as a result of the Swordfish test, if conducted in the 'Christmas 
area. After discussion among Revelle, Dunham, and Mustin, it appeared clear that 
there was no actual hazard, but there could be no guarantee that the Japanese, who 
fished the area fairly heavily, would not catch some nonhazardous but radioactive 
fish .. The result was that in view of Revelle's position, and as public evidence of 
the AEC's concern with safety, the Commission approved a relocation of the Swordfish 
event to the Wigwam area.' 

General Starbird raised the question of a Wigwam exclusion area with the 
Commission on .April 12, stating that the area should be some 70 by 100 miles: but 
also Doting that the absence of commercial fishing vessels with only a small amount 
of merchant shipping in the Wigwam area supported his r:ecommendation against 
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establishing a danger zone. Gerry John.son concurred for ~he MLC. The Commission 
agreed it would not be desirable to establish an additional danger area at· the Wigwam 
site. 

Thus, by mid-April the Navy laboratories (NOL, NEL, NR,DL, etc.) were prepared to 
make appropriate measurements in the water, in the air, and on the ships. EG&G 
furnished the common timing signals and the AEC took on the job of monitoring the 
radioactive pool and determining the marine life effects. A towed test array was 
designed consisting of a ship and a number of coracles from which hung instrumenta
tion. Bill Murray of the David Taylor Model Basin was the '.Scientific Director for 
that shot and Capt. Ben Petrie was the Task Unit Commander. 

Thus, by April 24. when the President announced the resumption 6f testing, the 
Swordfish system had been designed. most of it put together, and the shot point had 
been chosen. The system was being assembled in San Diego and was preparing to 
rehearse. 

The Polaris System Test 

After PresideDt Kennedy's March 2 announcement on test resumption ~he leS 
promptly requested that the previously considered Polaris system test be included in 
the series, and by March 7 it had been approved. The appropriate command and control 
systems had already been developed before the November 29. 1961, NSC subcommittee 
meeting. which had decided to delete the test nicknamed Frigate Bird. The appro
pria te missile and warhead destruct systems had also been designed and were being 
built in the interim. 

The reinsertion of this shot at such a late date caused an appreciable flurry in 
the Task Force. Starbird and Ogle had no time for detailed study of the fusing and 
firing systems because they were deeply involved in preparations for the Christmas 
Island and Johnston Island operations. Scheduling was an immediate problem, planning 
still being constrained by the Presidential directive to make the operation as short 
as possible, once started. Starbird felt very strongly that the high-altitude por
tion of the operation would demand great attention and that, therefore, Frigate Bird 
could not be fired during June. or even in the latter part of May. (The three high
altitude shots were scheduled for June 1. June S, and June 30, roughly.) The Polaris 
boat Ethan Allen was in the Atlantic at the time the decision was made, and no one 
wanted to consider establishing another danler area. Furthermore, it would be better 
to have the shot before Tiler Fish (the first Thor launch from Johnston Island), 
which was scheduled for May I, but the Ethan Allen could not get to the Pacific that 
soon. Therefore f Starbird insisted that the Navy move as fast as possible in order 
to fire during the first week of May. 

A second problem ·was the determination of the launch and burst points .. The 
initial suggestion was to fire into the Christmas danger area from a position near 
Johnston. This had severa) operational advantages, among which were that th'e Task 
Force Commander would be ,able to spend some time satisfying himself concerning the 
launch safety conditions, and observations could be made using equipment at Christmas' 
Island. However, it had two fairly serious disadvantages over the other possibility, 
which· was to launch toward Christmas from a point roughly due east of Christmas. The 
first disadvantage was scheduling. The Ethan Allen had to transit the Panama Canal, 
and the travel time from there to Johnston Island was appreciably longer than to the 
position east' of Christmas. Secondly. while there clearly was a range safety system 
of sorts and a missile destruct system. there was not time for Ogle and his safety 
advisors to $0 into the details. Therefore, it seemed wiser to launch the missile 
from a point Where its ra~le would preclude reaching . inhabited land, no matter· what 
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its trajectory. Thus, a launch point was picked more than 2,000 miles east, arc; 1I: I ~ 
Christmas Island, with t to the northeast of Christmas. To:i '" ~ 
preclude serious eyebu the burst point was to be far enough..::::: - " 
from Washington and Fa islands that people on those islands.-C q ~ 
could not see it. It is interesting, in retrospect, that we were willing to launch!:' 0 .J 
from a point outside the danger area. but apparently th: point did not. arise then. . ':( U)A 

, . The Navy was anxious to specify the burst POIDt and the Yleld of the deVice .-J 
since, after all, the point of a systems test is to prov~ that everything. ?perates 
correctly. The initial plan did include, a plan to determIDe the burst position and 
yield by using two submarines near the burst area equipped with cameras and bhang
meters operating through a periscope. In addi!ion •. a plan was ~ade to u~e the, 
airborne diagnostic equipment devoted to the Chnstmas Isl~nd operation. Thu~, ~n the 
last few weeks before the first nuclear test there was qUite a flurry of actIvIty on 
Christmas Island in an attempt to set up such a capability. Both the Navy and LRL 
also wanted radiochemical samples for yield determination. if possible, and TG 8.4 

, studied that possibility during those last few weeks. 
A further serious problem was communications. Starbird felt that the test 

should be under the operational control of Admiral Mustin, the Navy Deputy. and, 
furthermore. he could not himself afford the time necessary for sea transportation to 
a ship 2,000 miles away. However. Starbird took his responsibilities strongly to 
heart, and therefore' felt that he had to have good communications with Mustin. 
Thus, in still another way. the last few weeks before the beginning of the operation 
involved a great deal of effort' trying to establish, effective and reliable communica
tions. Unfortunately, proper communications checks could not be made until the ships 
were ncar their designated area, which was to be some time after· the beginning of 
Dominic. A further need for good communications was to notify the diagnostic air
craft and submarines of burst time, and doing this required prompt notice of launch 
time from the Ethan Allen. 

Once permission was given. the Navy. moved rapidly. The four test missiles were 
modified by the Navy Weapons Annex in Charleston under the technical direction of the 
Navy Special Projects Office in time to allow sailing of the Ethan Allen on April 19. 
The missiles were provided with a destruct system and a beacon for tracking by the 
missile flight safety ship, the Norton Sound. Tests to ensure compatibility of' the 
destruct systems on the Norton Sound and on the missiles were made using equipment 
flown back and forth across the country several times. Appropriate parts of the 
flight safety system were installed on the Norton Sound at the Pacific Missile Range 
yards, and she sailed on April 27, eight weeks after preparation for 1he tests was 
ordered. Other equipment on the Norton Sound included gear for special underwater 
and radio communications needed to communicate with the submarine in the submerged 
condition and with the Task Force Commander at Christmas Island. 

Thus, when the President finally ordered the resumption of testing. the Frigate 
Bird array was already at sea. 

The Atlas System Test 

The JCS and the Air Force also obtained approval during the week of March 2, 
J 962. to reinstate' the prev.iously proposed test of an Atlas missile system. The shot 
would be fired from Vandenberg AFB in California to a target inea somewhat north of 
Johnston Island. but in the Johnston Island danger area. 

Starbird. whose arm 'had been twisted to induce him even to continue taking 
responsibility for the Polaris shot, could see no way to take operational responsibi
lity for the Atlas effort. 'The attitude was not displeasing to the Air Force, 'so the 
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arrangement was quickly made that the Air Force would be responsible for the launc~ 
and for range safety ncar the California coast. and the Task Force would be responSI
ble for safety on the far end and for what diagnostics would 'be accomplished. 

It is noteworthy that the AEC la'botatories were not particularly happy about 
these added tests. From their points of view. it was the same old thing that had 
happened many times before', The military proposes a systems test; tells the 
President that they can do it in zero time because. after. all, it i~ an operational 
system; and then when a,pproval comes, they need help. The point of a systems test 
is, of course, to see whether the system will work. including the. final explosion, 
,The capability to determine yield and time interval, as minimum diagnostics, lay in 
the AEC Laboratory Task Units.' The logistics effort for accomplishing these pur
poses, while in general mHitary.had been assigned to the Laboratories and the 
Laboratories' hands were completely full with their own jobs. Thus, when Ogle talked 
to the Task Unit Commanders responsible for the AEC diagnostic system, there was no 
great enthusiasm for helping, The obvious technique. of course, would be to usc the 
C-130s and the array control C-121 from Christmas, positioning an air array at a safe 
distance from the intended burst point. If fireball pictures were needed, it would be 
a difficult job to arrange the proper camera pointing without tracking beacons, etc. 
Use of bhangmeters and electromagnetic time interval measurements would be simpler. 
The result was that while concepts were bandied about, no detailed diagnostic plan 
for the Atlas test had been developed by the Task Force organization prior to the 
resumption of testing. 

It took the Air Force a little while to get the Atlas test program started: In 
mid-March 1962. apparently because of possible safety problems and because Johnston 
Island was too close to Vandenberg to allow' the desired trajectory. they were consi
dering starting tests in mid-1963 in order to have time for reasonable planning. At 
that same time, they were considering target areas near Wake and Taongi. However, 
they apparently also realized the nature of the political situation. and, by the end 
of March, were' investigating the possibility of doing the shot as part of the 1962 ~ 
series. By then there had ,been enough discussion with the Task Force and the other ~ 
portions of the system for the Air FO,rce to realize the desirability of a warhead S ~ 
destruct capability during powered flight. The possibility of installing such a ",:,,\""" 
destruct system. however, did not appear likely in' the time available, and the Air ")£' ~ ~ 
Force Ballistic Systems Division (BSD) continued to Cuss with the problem. By mid.~ -......J t:" 
April the concept was to use the Johnston Island danger. area for the target zone,. -.~ ~ 
and AEC approval was being discussed.' :..,:) I!') ~ 

The principal concerns were safety related .. ~n order to reduce the probabmty _ U) ~ 
of an inadvertent nuclear detonation to about 10· • the Air Force could incorporate..::::t '-.J 
an additional prearming system into the warhead.' was the":::- - \' 
possibility of spreading some of the Mark around-= l,? W 
Vandenberg AFB if the missile were to go a y stages of".~ .~ . .:; 
powered flight. On April 19 the Commission decided that they would wait for a.-> '\J)~ 
recommendation by the Secretary of Defense before approving the test. 

The Johnston Island Buildup 

. The de~ision to use )ohnston Island led to an immediate need to visit the island 
in order to make detailed logistics and construction' plans. However. in early Decem
ber 1961 that was difficult because while we had been told to prepare, and the Task 
Force had been established and was being starred, we were also told to keep every· 
thing quiet and, specifically. to keep the existence of the Task Force quiet. Conse
quently, the necessary arrangements were· made through AFWSC and CINCPACAF. The 
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survey team Jeft Hawaii for Johnston on December 13 and spent the 14th making a qui~k 
survey and preliminary layout. In a few days .the party had grown and a specIal 
airlift was arranled. In addition to Starbird, Mustin, and Ogle there were other 
representatives: Pat Ryan, Marty Curran, and John Pollet of H&N; Hittidale and 
Arthur from Douglas; etc. "A quick look at the island revealed many prob.lems. The 
power system was in poor shape, as were the barracks; water supply was madequate; 
etc. Nevertheless, the party quickly laid out the beginnings of an island facility. 
including tentative positions Cor hospital facilities and headquarters of the various 
·orlanizations. In addition, the Task Force missile. group and the Douglas representa
tives learned the difficulties of building a launch pad by March in order to be ready 
for a Thor certification shot on May 1. 

Thus, by December 7 Starbird had sufficient basis to make a preliminary estimate 
for the lCS of all the forces required, including ships, aircraft. etc. Better 
estimates were made in a December 11 meeting in Washington: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

h. 

i. 

J. 

k. 

Three LSDs in the forward area by May I to serve as launching platforms 
f.or instrumented sounding rockets and as instrument· receiving ships. 

Two destroyers in place by February 15 to function as weather stations 
making upper air observations, and approximately four destroyers or 
destroyer escorts in May to conduct surface surveillance patrol and act 
as instrument receiving platforms. 

Four LSTs/ships in January and February to provide traJlsport between 
Pearl Harbor and Johnston Island for the buildup-support role of 
lohnstonlsland. 

Sixteen Navy aircraft by March 15 to conduct air surveillance and 
antisubmarine patrol in the open ocean and Johnston . Island areas. 

Approximately five C-13S aircraft for optical and photographic measure
ments. 

RC-12J aircraft by March J for use as airborne control aircraft. 

An additional C-130 for high-altitude diagnostics measurements. 

Two U2s by May IS for very high-altitude weather photography. 

Ten WB-SOs for weather reconnaissance. 
•• . ••• 1 "'. , 

A VC-121 by February IS as a transport aircraft for the ·Commander and 
distingujshe~ personnel. " 

Three C-S4s by March 1 for documentary photography . 

. A number of other aircraft and ships were mentioned to support separate experiments, 
and even a small boat pool was mentioned. 

By the third week in December 1961 the DMA authorized ALOO to direct H&N to 
begin hiring personnel at a high rate. and the Task Force began negotiations with 
PACAF to take control of Johnston Island. H&N was to supply the support facilities 
and the AEC would be reimbursed for non-AEC users. The proposed JTF-8 Headquarters 
was on Ford Island because of the open sea operation. and work had already started ID 
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designing the rehabilitation necessary there. Other moves started in that same week; 
design for rehabilitation of the barracks on Johnston Island; modification of the 
MA TS freight terminal to take care of the increased load; modifications of both 
Hickam and Barbers Point to accommodate the increased activity; moves toward getting ~ ... 
Douglas started on a program of inspection. checkout. and packag,ing of the Th,or and... ~ 
working with H&N for the design of the necessary construction work on the Thor pad; V." I 
steps to authorize the proposed test firing of the Thor at Vandenberg; appointment Of~ \.j ( 
a military commander to push the Thor effort; authorization for H&N to move onto_', ~ 
Johnston Island on January 3; and transport of supplies to Johnston Island 'by _J ~\ ( 
December 26 so H&N -would ha've necessary material to begin work. , ") ( 

Security classification raised its u~head. The contractor personnel to be ~ . 
moved onto Johnston Island had to have security clearance. A cover ......... ~ 
story had to be prepared to hide the increased &N activity. both in Hawaii and ~ "l 1\ 
Johnston Island. and a plan was prepared for dealing with the Hawaiian authorities in-':" -:. \: 

f k 
..,.)-..J ..... 

case 0 a lea . , . ......,) ~ 'I;; 

An almost continuous series of meetings was held in the last two weeks of - ) 
December and the early part of January among all of- the participants to define the 
operational concept. the construction requirements, the logistic requirements, etc. 
The question of aircraft was a serious one. Both LRL and LASL wanted to instrument 
aircraft (preferably C-13Ss) for optical observations of the high-altitude shots. and 
DASA and AFSWC wished to do the, same thing (and, of course. felt that they had 
priority on use of the aircraft). A series of discussions among the Laboratories, 
Field Command, and AFSWC in late December and early January tried to setde this 
problem. At the same time discussions began with the FAA to establish control of 
Pacific, air routes during shot time to prevent hazard to commercial aircraft. During 
meetings ncar the end of the year the following arrangements were formalized: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

h. 

Sandia would deal directly with Douglas and AFSSD on the problems of 
mating the capsule containing the test device to the Thor and all the 
electronic problems related to firing. fusing. safety, etc. 

Colonel E. A. Meyer was assigned as AFSC project officer for the high
altitude program. 

Douglas would ,immediately bel in work to define Thor trajectories. 
including the effects of winds on the accuracy of warhead positioning. 

The Task Force would arrange for range tracking. 

As a deputy to Ogle, Colonel Rod Ray would be responsible for all 
weapon carrier 'missile problems. 

DASA would review their need for nose pods. 

Communications needs would be coordinated directly with Colonel W. A. 
Randall of JTF-B/J-S or Sam Howell of H&N. 

Shipping requirements and weapon movements should be coordinated with 
Captain George Waite of Task Force J-4. 

Late'in December 1961 DASA Field Command issued a tentative weapons effects. 
program for the DOD portions of th,e tests. listing the purposes of the program. the 
information sought, the types of measurements to be made, the tentative project 
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agencies and· project officers, and estimated costs." The plan included the two shots, 
Starfish and Bluegill. Some of the purposes given were as follows: 

L,c(~hhdd Gr\c\ltL. 
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Four main programs were outlined, each containing several projects. The programs were 
blast and shock measurements, nuclear radiation and effects, electromagnetic phe
nomena, and thermal radiation effects. 

Among the techniques to be used were fireball photography from the ground and 
the air; neutron threshold and gamma detectors in the pods; neutron and gamma 
detectors in small rockets; observation of transient electromagnetic effects on 
various radar and communication systems; radio transmitters to be carried on small 
rockets to the appropriate place with respect to the fireball Cor ground observation 
of transmission; spectrometers and various flux rate meters and particle collectors 
on small rockets; resonance scstterina measurements; observation of magnetic field 
changes and motion of the debris by small rockets; observation of cosmic .noise 
attenuation; observation of radar echoes, clutter, and scintillation using equipment 
mounted on ships; ionospheric observations from a Ke-nS; satellite observations of 
trapped electrons, magnetic field fluctuations, fission fragments, synchrotron noise, 
and x-radiation; scanning spectrometers and black body bolometers; high-speed streak 
and framing cameras; lower-speed technical photography; total thermal energy versus 
time; observation of the effects on recoverable pods due to debris arid heat· using 
impulse and ablation gauges, calorimeters, accelerometers, etc.; x-ray flux and spec
trum measurements from detectors on small rockets and satellites; indenter gauges to 
measure the total momentum of particles; and others. 

Sandia designed a -mylar sail" to sample the debris from the high-altitude 
shots. It was to be raised to high altitude by a small Tocket, deploying a large 
sheet of mylar at 80 kilometers during ascent. The "sail" would then sample from 100 
kilometers to 220 kilometers altitude. at which altitude the sail would be retracted 
into the nose cone and sealed. Following splashdown of the nose cone, the system 
would be recovered from the water. The nose cone was built to float and had the 
appropriate radio aids in it Cor signaling its location. 

During 'the last week of the year the first increment of Holmes &. Narver 
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construction personnel arrived on Johnston Island and the 'first shipment of 1.00P 
tons of construction equipment and supplies departed Pearl Harbor by barge en route 
to Johnston Island. During the first week of January Brigadier General Eugene A. 
Salet. U.S. Army, arrived in Washington for briefings before ass~ming his duties as 
Commander of Johnston Island. 

By the second week of January 1962 arrangements .had been made for Sandia to use 
the Barking Sands facility on Kauai for their small rocket program; negotiations ~ere "":"\' ~ 
essentially complete for transferring control of Johnston Island to JTF-8; and FIeld "1 . J 
Command DASA was prepared to send a group of people on a tour of the Pacific to ~ ~ 
arrange sites for the appropriate instrumentation. Some of the sites selected jn r\ ~ ~ 
addition to Johnston Island and Christmas Island were Oahu, Maui, Kauai, Hawaii., ~ \j ~ 
French Frigate Shoals, Midway, Wake, Okinawa, K wajalein, Palmyra, Canton, Fiji, ~ ~ 
Samoa, Tongatapu, Rarotonga, Adak, Fairbanks. and Palo Alto. ~ ~ ~ 

Other. important parts of the system had also been defined. Dan Rex had recom- '-...)~"') ~ 
mended islands to be used for weather observations and necessary use agreements were ""'-.. \() I ~ 
underway. The safety system was started. At Ogle's suggestion Starbird selected,~ ~ 
Gordon Jacks to be responsible for the rad-safe organization. \Iv ~ 

. A most important meeting ~oo~ place on January 9 among the AEC ~ v) 1 
Field Command DASA d whiCh It ~ ~ 'C 

ng ta 
were acquIring for their own purposes, and the Cubic Corporation, under contract to 
DASA, also agreed to provide additional tracking data (as a backup) from a transpon
der installed in the Thor. 

On that same day, at Gene{al Samuel's urging. Systems Command established Task 
Group 8.4 (provisional) at Kirtland Air Force Base. In the first week of January the 
AEC assigned the nickname ·Dominic· to the possible forthcoming atmospheric operation 
in the Pacific. The Air Force also changed their support nickname from Blue Straw to 
Staghound. . 

Field Command and Sandia followed up quickly on the question of a beacon on the' 
reentry vehicles and concluded by January 11 that Cubic could not put the transponder 
in the vehicles; however. a transponder in one of the pods would be acceptable. 

On January 12 Starbird formalized the establishinent of Task Group 8.3 (Navy), 
Task Group 8.4 (Air Force). Task Group 8.5 (AEC Support Task Group). and Task Group 
8.6 (Johnston Island Command). He also formalized the first Task Units as 8.1.5 
(Space Systems Division). and 8.1.6 (EG&O). 

One of the persistent troubles started about this time. The McMillan Committee 
was not pleased with the pods that had been suggested by AFSWC and DASA to obtain 
ablation data. etc., but wanted to test a genuine reentry vehicle. They thus pro
posed that an R&D version of the Minuteman Mark 5 reentry vehicle be used instead of 
the pods and asked for an investigation of this concept in mid-January. This uncer
tainty persisted throughout the entire planning, period. By the time it came to a 
head, Douglas had run wind tunnel tests. etc., to convince themselves that the pods 
would not do anything disastrous to the aerodynamics of the Thor. but there was no 
way to achieve that same satisfaction for the mock RVs. 

Another major change was made in mid-January. The injtial agreement with 
Douglas and SSD had been that there would be an initial certification shot of the 
Thor fired 'from Vandenberg AFB in March. From discussions early in January it became 
clear that the missile trajectory should be the same for all tests, the different 
altitudes being achieved by firing the warhead at different times on 'the missile 
descent path, Consequently. it was desirable that the certification shot have essen- . 
tially the same trajectory. Unfo-:t~n,~ely. fOf safety reasons, that trajectory was 
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not acceptable for l~unch from Vandenberg. Consequently, in ~id-January the decision 
was made to nrc the certification shot from Johnston Island Itself on or about May 
I, essentially as soon as the pad and the firing system could be ready. ~t the same 
time the Pacific Missile Range agreed to provide the range safety servIce for the 
John'ston Island operations, using a range safety ship anchored in the Johnston 
Island lagoon. The fallout prediction unit was also established at this time as a 
{esult of a request by Starbird to John Foster of Liveqnore for Yay Shelton's ser
vices. It was Shelton's responsibility to put together that prediction unit. 

On January 17, 1962, an agreement was signed by the AEC, the Task Force, and 
PACAF in which PACAF agreed to minimize their work on the island for the duration of 
Dominic. JTF-8 took control of the island on January 22. . 

The AEC high-altitude effort also began to take form during the early part of 
January. That effort consisted of several parts. First were those measurements to be 
conducted on Urraca as part of the development of a deep space diagnostic capability. 
All three Laboratories participated in that effort. but LASL was perhaps a little 
more heavily involved since they had gotten an earlier start and also because of 
their interest in the deep space problem during the moratorium and the growth of Vela 
Hotel and Vela Sierra. Thus, LASL P-Division. under· Taschek and others, in con
junction with Sandia, began to develop detailed plans for measuring all the device 
outputs using instrumented rockets that would be launched by Sandia from Kauai and 
Point Arguello in California. They would also use Vela Sierra (surface-based) equip
ment deployed by AFTAC, and. if it could be arranged, Vela Hotel satellite-basld 
instrumentation. 

LASL began to define an extensive photography program with the help of EG&G. 
That photography would be done Crom a major station on Johnston Island. from Mt. 
Haleakala on Maui, and from a C-llS flying in the ·appropriate position with respect 
to the shot. Sandia also began planning not only for support of the other AEC 
laboratories. but for some Johnston ISland-based photography of its own. LRL, 
slightly later. in conjunction with Sandia. developed somewhat different experiments 
aimed mainly toward the observation of x-ray and neutron outputs from the very high
altitude shots and toward deep space diagnostics. Knowing that Urraca was somewhat 
uncertain, all three Laboratories designed these experiments so they could also be 
used on Starfish and, to a certain extent. on Bluegill. By late January the concepts 
for these experiments were in· hand, and over the next three months the effort was 
directed .toward building the equipment. doing the construction. and moving the equip-
ment into the field.· . 

In conjunction with their Jong experience on fireball phenomena. LASL was able 
at that time to carry out detailed calculations of the expected device outputs and 
the expected interaction with the atmosphere and geomagnetic field. By the later 
part of the planning. period. these efforts had resulted in. sufficiently detailed 
predictions that they were essential to the AEC experhnenters. and they were also of 
great assistance to Department of Defense ef.forts. 

The instrumentation to be launched from Point Arguello was designed to measure 
in essentially the same intensity ranges as might be used in diagnostic methods in 
deep space. The closer instruments launched from Kauai and Johnston would, in gene
ral. see much higher intensities. Thus, LASL and Sandia attempted to get Journeymen 

. rockets for: firing from Point Arguello. This was eventually accomplished by a letter 
from a hiJh level in the AEC to Mr. Seamans. the NASA Administrator. Vandenberg AFB 
agreed that the missile could be launched from ·Point Arguello. In early March LASL 
switched to the use of Astrobee lSOO rockets. Sandia would provide the Astrobees for 
Urraca. 

Samuel and Wignall had a diffieult time with the Air Force in obtaining the 
proper number of C-llS aircraft to be .modified for both the DOD and the AEC, the Air 
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Force supply being very tight at the time. Initially, LASL had intended to use a C-
130 for the high-altitude photography, but in early January- Westervelt concluded that 
it would not have the proper characteristics and therefore requested a C-l3S. (The 
130 had too much vibration and could not fly above the clouds expected.) Livermore 
made a similar request. On the other hand, DASA wanted two more such aircraft for 
similar modification, in addition to the already modified Air' Force Cambridge 
Research Lab C-13S. AFSWC got the possible users together in mid-January and con
cluded that LASL did have a valid requirement for the C-l3S. At that meeting LRL 
withdrew their request for the aircraft, believing that sufficient coverage would be 
accomplished by the other organizations. It was pointed out, however. that if AFTAC 
were to join the effort a fifth plane would be needed since there would not be room -
on any of the other aircraft for their experiments. In late January Systems Command 
agreed to furnish the LASL KC-135 aircraft for modification in the Big Safari 
(General Dynamics/Air Force Logistics Command (AFLC» project to a configuration to 
be determined by AFLC and LASL. The plane would be delivered by SAC to AFLC Plant 4 
at Ft. Worth (General Dynamics) on Janaury 29. SAC would also provide the crew and 
maintenance personnel. After modification the aircraft would be needed at Kirtland 
for about two weeks early in April before deployment to Hickam for participation in 
the Tiger Fish dry run (Thor launch). General Samuel thought he had arranged for a 
recent model KC-J35 for LASL.but when the plane was delivered it turned out to be a -
vintage 1955 aircraCt (Tail No. 553136) which had not been maintained in accordance 
with USAF tech orders. The time needed to comply forced a 23-day delay in install8-
tion of LASL instrumentation. making it unclear whether participation in the certi
fication shot of May I could be achieved unless some of the tech orders were waived. 
This possibility was not pleasing to LASL technical people who would not care to fly 
in an "unsafe" plane. Hoerlin recommended that another aircraft be obtained 
immediately. However, aCter General Samuel looked into it, the answer came back from 
Air Force Logistics Command at Wright-Patterson AFB that they were planning to put in 
a maximum effort, that in no case would Clight safety be compromised, and- that they 
expected to have the plane ready at the desired time. This action satisfied CJTF-8; 
and LASL calmed down a bit. By March 7. with hard work, the ~ircraft seemed to be 
approximately on schedule and LASL could even oCfer AFT AC space in 553136 Cor certain 

- of their gear. On March J4 Hoerlin thousht the plane would be at Kirtland by March 
3 J and would be able to conduct Cour- check-out Cliahts and leave for overseas on 
April 19 or 20. However. two days later. information seemed to imply an almost 20-
day delay. which would mean missing the certification, and Hoerlin so notiCied 
General Samuel, seeking assistance to get the proper support for his aircraft. He 
made it clear that in the first place- he could not afford to miss the certification 
flight. and in the second place he wanted to participate in the early Christmas 
Island LASL detonations as a further shakedown. Apparently the pressure helped; by 
April 17 the LASL KC-135 was scheduled to depart Kirtland on April 21, and on April 
23 Hoerlin was on Johnston Island, ready foor the rehearsal of the certification 
shot. then to be held on April 26. - . 

DASA had similar problems with their two KC-135s which were to be modified by 
the Air Force Office of Aerospace Research. Throughout February 1962 JTF-8. TG 8.4 •. 
TU 8.1.3 and SAC modifications to those aircraft. . 
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ve coopera 
their projects ·piggybacked" on the WET programs. TU 8.4.1, in February, was eom
manded by Lieutenant Colonel D. B. Herbert, with alternates Major K. Mendenhal! an~ 
Major J. R. Adams. They informed the Task Force they would conduct some 12 s~lentl
fie projects using 30 stations established in Hawaii, Palmyra, Johnston, MIdway, 
Maui. Kauai, Fanning, Kwajalein, Wake, Tutuila. Okinawa, Guam, and Penrhyn. ~FTAC 
cooperated closely with the AEC Laboratories, particularly LASL, in the desIgn of 
experiments to advance their technical capability for observation of foreign detona
tions. They instrumented to observe seismic signals from the high-altitude detona
tions, remote air pressure changes, remote electromagnetic signals, changes in' the 
ionization of the air, etc. By putting some of their gear on the LASL C-135 they 
also could observe the Christmas Island detonations from appreciable distances, 
although it remained for LASL scientists to develop successful techniques for long
range observations. 

LASL had yet another traumatic experience, this one with respect to their o.pti
cal station on Mt. ·Haleakala. There was no housing at the top of the 11,000 foot 
mountain. and the drive down to the ocean to the existing hotels was long and. to a 
certain extent. hazardous. the road near the top being very narrow and having. many 
hairpin turns. The Park Service was just closing up an old installation called the 
Silversword Inn several miles from the top of Mt. Haleakala, and LASL initiated 
steps to borrow that inn for housing for the duration of the operation. The Task 
Force, H&N. and AEC all got into the act; the Park Service was reluctant. but after a 
month or so of prodding finally -agreed. and by early March the LASL personnel were 
ensconced not far· from the top of the mountain. 

The arguments concerning pods and R Vs continued through the first part of 1962. 
Since the McMillan Committee had recommended putting the RVs on Starfish. and DASA 
thought it was already too late to do that, Booth made a clever suggestion in mid
January. that the RVs be flown on the proposed AEC high-altitude shot, Urraca. He 
continued along that vein. and in early February the pods for Starfish and BluegiH 
were defined as identical in total weight. external configuration. and center of 
gravity. Each set would have a total weight (3 pods) of 1,200 pounds. The pods 
would be positioned at different distances Crom the bqrst. ranging from 2,500 feet up 
to 14 kilometers. However. the AEC aim was to get Urraca as high as possible. When 
Douglas finished calculations of the initial trajectories in early February the 
highest possible altitude turned out to be ),300 kilometers. Since the height would 
be appreciably lower carrying pods or RVs. the AEC made it clear that they did not 
want pods on Urraca. -

Early in February. DASA decided on the division of responsibility for each of 
the three pods on the three shots Tiger Fish, Starfish. and Bluegill. One was 
assigned to the Army's Ballistics Research Laboratory (Aberdeen). one to the Nuclear 
Defense Laboratory (Army Chemical Center, Maryland), and one to AFSWC and ASD (Air 
Force Ae,onautical Systems Division). 

The McMillan Committee continued· to press for RVs. Early in January they had 
met in California with representatives of SSD, AFSWC, Douglas, Convair. and Avco (the 
manufacturers of the Mark S reentry vehicle). It was clear at tha.t meeting that 
Douglas could not guarantee. without further wind tunnel tests. that Mark 5 reentry 
vehicles placed on the Thor (instead of the pods) would allow satisfactory operation 
of the Thor. Furthermore, DASA and their experimenters felt fairly strongly about 
having some of the pod experiments on Starfish, and were unwilling to have all three 
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positions taken by the RVs. As a result it was concluded that Douglas, in making the 
ilJ,'elntl structural modifications to the Thor nece~ry to carry the p!>ds, should 
also· arrange for attachment hardware so that Starfish could take RVs. If that ,was 
decided, or a mixture of RVs and pods. If a mixture were possible, the RVs would 
then be positioned at 10 and 14 kilometers from the burst and the pod at 7 1/2 kilo- • 
meters. At the same time it was noted that Convair was having problems developing 
the recovery package for the pods in time for the May 15 date of Starfish. Noting 
that Urraca would not carry pods and, hence, would not have a recovery problem, the 
McMillan Committee recommended that scheduling be changed so as to do Urraca on May 
IS, Bluegill on June I, and Starfish on June IS, thus allowing time for the pod 
recovery package to be developed and for Avco to develop the complete RV system and 
recovery package. Later in the month the decision was made to build both pods and 
R Vs and put the appropriate mounting attachments on the Starfish Thor. Douglas made 
it clear that they were very uncertain whether any method could be devised for 
carrying a mixed load. By mid-April Douglas had carried out wind tunnel tests 
showing that the mixed load would cause the missile to be unstable. They were 
working on a design to fix the instability. but had little confidence that a reliable 
design could be implemented in time for the June IS firing. The conclusion was 
reached to continue with both RVs and pods and try to decide what to rty two weeks 
before the shot date, or about June 1. . 

The AEC Laboratories initially did not object to the May IS date for Urraca; in 
fact, they were happy to get it into the schedule at all, so throughout March the 
change proposed by the McMillan Committee was accepted. However, Kiley, who was 
responsible for the DOD effort, objected on the basis that Starfish and Bluegill were 
of higher priority than Urraca, and, therefore, the scheduling should be done in such 
a manner as to maximize the probability of the successful launching and obtaining of 
maximum data on Starfish and Bluegill prior to June 30 (since the President was 
going to terminate testing on June 30). He also, pointed out that this would allow 
the DASA projects to participate on Urraca, having completed their efforts on' Star
fish and Bluegill, and that this was of appreciable interest to the Department of 
Defense. 

In early March Starbird began to be nervous about aU these proposed changes in 
schedules. in pods, etc., and instructed the SSD Task Unit (8.1.5) not to make any 
further changes in weight, configuration, and trajectory without his specific direc-
tion. ' 

Also in early March Field Command began to discuss the time of day for the 
detonations, noting that they needed at least one hour of darkness at the "burst point 
for photographil: documentation. but they needed daylight for recovery, of the pods and 
RVs. They were not concerned about the lunar background. However, Hoerlin of LASl 
was. and in mid-March he pointed out that May IS was a particularly bad time for 
Urraca since there would be a "full moon within 5 to 20 degrees of its burst location. 
as seen from the aircraft and Maui. He ,also pointed out that Starfish had similar 
problems on its scheduled date of June 15, and requested that we have another look at 
the schedule. LASLalso began to .get in trouble because of the late scheduled 
delivery for magnetic tape recorders to be used in their rocket instrument packages. 
Taking all these problems into account, Shuster conferred with the Laboratories and 
.nASA, and. jn earJy April, requested that the schedule be changed to have BluegiJJ on 
June I. Starfish on June IS, and Urraca on July 1. Starbird checked the point with 
his deputies and accepted the proposed change. 

In the early months of 1962 problems arose with the' orientation of the RVs 
carrying the warheads. The Atlas RV chosen by Sandia much earlier used a very heavy 
copper heat sink to assist in reentry. It was quickly realized that the large mass 
of copper would affect the devi~e outputs and appreciably change the phenomena. These 
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effects would be especially serious on the higher-altitude shots Starfish and 
which would not engulf large masses of air in part of tl)eir 

went by Ogle asked several people to help him on the 
multitudinous detailed safety problems that had come up day by day. One at a time, 
the various people were asked to help in given fields and the conglomeration of such 
people eventually became known as the Hazard Evaluation Group. Although they were. 
never formally organized during Dominic, the membership kept changing as people had 
to mQve around the Pacific for different efforts. Their work would have been easier 
had they been recognized formaUy. 

In December 1961 Starbird had become quite worried about the safety of the 
airdrops and had appointed an ad hoc safety committee to review in detail the drop 
procedures, firing and fusing, etc. In late January AFSWC noted the existence of 
this committee and inquired if anyone was worrying about the same kind of problem on 
the high-altitude shots. As a resuit, in mid-February. Rod Ray, with Starbird's 
concurrence, set up the Fishbowl Safety Committee to review the fusing, firing, range 
safety, etc., for the high-altitude shots. 

In late January Ogle asked the Laboratories whether their devices would go 
critical if they fell in the water, and how did the result change at great depth. 
After some time, t~e conclusio~ was that the devices would not go critical. 

As mentioned elsewhere, in January and February Van Dorn of Scripps was funded 
by the AEC to assist the Task Force in water wave prediction and also to instrument a 
number of spots in the Hawaiian Islands to measure any tsunami formed. His work was 
continually watched by Ken Olsen ,of LASL. In late March Starbird appointed Lieute
nant Commander P. Kwart as his Project Officer for Range Safety of the Thor launches 
from Johnston Island. A Range Safety OCficer would have ,authority to destroy a 
missile, but any warhead destruct command would come directly from the Task Force in 
the Operations Center. In March it was decided to store the extra rocket motors on 
Sand Island, part of Johnston Atoll, rather' than on Johnston itself. The motors 
could not be stored in Hawaii because they couldn't be transported to Johnston soon 
enough after one shot to prepare for the next shot on the required schedule. 

On March IS Starbird informed TO 804 that they had the EOD (Emergency Ordnance 
DisposaJ) responsibilities for the whole Task Force,and that they should establish 
appropr'iate capabilities at Barbers Point, Christmas Island, and Johnston Island 
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However, the greatest problem with the expected effects of the high-altitude 
shots was that of possible eyeburn if the detonation should J>e viewed directly. 
Substantial work had been done on this problem during Hardtack and it was because of 
this hazard· that the Hardtack high-altitude shots had been moved from Bikini to 
Johnston. Dominic presentc;cf a new problem, since these detonations would expand in 
what amounted to a vacuum. The approach adopted had two phases: one was detailed 
calculations by LASL and DASA on the brightness and light flux to be expected, and 
the other •. funded by DASA. was discussions of the characteristics of the human ,eye 
with respect to burns. largely using the data of Dr. W. T. Ham. ,On March 16 Hoerlin 
commented on thc Starfish assessment: 

A rather Ibaky exUapolatiOD or Ham'l dMa indica_ 'hat for lmall imare Ii .... bum 'hnabold it near one 
calorie per aquan ceD'imeHr. Coaaequ.tly. UN of dark 'I .... in danpr ana mutt be NCommended. The 
Hawaiian Jalanda appear .ale. However. tbe more COIIJpehJI& opinion or medical bioiOlicailcientiab is lolicited. 
..• After 100 microMc:ODcla. ,he brilbm ... of debril thope ciruticall, and ib contribution can be ne,lected in 

view ~r the IOIMwhat pIleroua in'qrationl of ..... , dOM • 
. ..J .c r... '.J ... 
~ ~ ~ D~bates on ~hisproblcm. which con.tinued almost throughout the whole o,?crat!on, 
.J lJ')~. determIned the sIze of the danger area In some cases. The hazard to people 1D hlgh-
_ t() flying aircraft was such that for some shots the danger area at aircraft altitude 
~ . ~ _x n cd beyond the Hawaiian Islands. At the end oC March Ogle concluded that the 
;: 'V.... shot at. 11,000 feet (Frigate Bird) should be conducted so that no uncontrolled 
~ ~ v.l observers were within )sO statute miles. For Bluegill. some 470 nautical miles would 
~ ...J ~ be the required stand-oCf distance. Starfish and Urraca appeared to be safe for 
-.J \[) "-:} viewing from Hawaii, but between Hawaii and Johnston people on· the water should be 

required to wear dark glasses. 
On Johnston Island itself, assessment of potential hazards lcd to the conclusion 

that in order to protect people from rocket misfiring no one should be closer than 
2,500 feet Crom the Thor launcher. and those people either had to be in uncierground 
shelters or in specially designed facilities. Only essential personnel would be 
allowed within 1,000 feet of any small rocket launchers. but they could be no closer 
than 500 feet and had to be behind suitable sandbag barricades at launch time. 

Arrangcments by the State· Department, JTF .. S, etc. continued during the first 
four months of 1962 to obtain land in many foreign possessions and many small islands 
for locating both experiments and weather stations. Equipment was prepared and 
shipped to the islands as soon as permission was obtained. . 

On March 17 arrangements were made to set up s special weekly flight from Hickam 
to Palmyra, Canton. Viti Levu, Tongstapu. TutuUa, Rarotonga. Tongareva, and back to 
Hickam. Another weekly flight was arranged from Hickam to Kauai, Niihau, Maui, 
French Frigate Shoals. and back to Hickam. 

While the formation of the Task Force was publicly announced on March 2. some 
restrictions were maintained for the next two weeks, but on March 17 Starbird in
formed the' Task Force Units that the.y would now change their cover stories and admit 
that they were engaged in authorized preparations to resume nuclear testing in the 
atmosphere. should it become necessary. 

By March 26 there were 1,000 people on Johnston Island. The users had occupied 
the missile launch facilities, arrangements had been made to tic the Range Tracker to 
the dock, and plans were being made for helicopter evacuation of personnel to an 
aircraft carrier before shot time. On the negative side, the sewage system was 
overloaded and serious problems existed with the sanitation facilities, the distil
lation plant was having troubles providing enough water, and the Island was crowded. 
Starbird requcs~~d that DO more projects be added . . 
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On April 6 Joe Sanders replaced Reeves as Commander of Task Group 8.S. Re
quirements continued to be added. In mj~-Fe~ruary .• becaus~. ~f, the. problems ex
perienced on Hardtack in maintai~ing commun,lcatlons with Hawall ImmedIately after the 
shot the Task Force requested that several aircraft (preferably B-47s) be made 
avaiiable for direct line-of-sigbt radio relay between Johnston and Hawaii in the 
event of hilh-Crequency blackout. On March 8 the need for still another aircraft 
was noted to help calibrate the Cubic Corporation's trackini equipment on Johnston; 
it would carry a beacon and fly around JOhnston. 

As shot time approached other problems arose. In late March Shuster, who had 
been designated actinl Scientific Deputy on Johnston Island, was asked to compile a 
complete -go-no-go· list Cor each experiment connected with the high-altitude shots, 
based on inputs from each Task Unit, and have it ready no later than April 5.' The 
list was not quite ready then, and, of course, was still being debated when we were 
told to start testing. , 

On April '12, with the nation somewhat disturbed at the size of the danger areas, 
especially at aircraft altitudes. the Commission discussed the question. The FAA had 
agreed that tbey could route aircraft around the danger areas, given two days notice, 
but they would prefer more. The uncertainty of the weather made a longer notice 
somewhat questionable. It was agreed that a four-day notice would be given to FAA 
along witb a similar warning to the Hawaiian officials. Other points came up in this 
same meeting; in particular the question of U.s. citizens attempting to interfere 

.with the operation. It was agreed to issue a regulation which would allow the 
Commission to seek an injunction if someone tried to enter the danger area. 

Of somewhat more importance at that meeting was the discussion of visits by U.S. 
and non-U.s. VIP observers to Christmas and Johnston Islands. Starbird felt that -It 
would be entirely wrong to have non-U.S~ penonnel at the Johnston experiments. Not 
only are the phenomena awe inspiring, but it would be almost impossible for us to 
enforce the necessary classification control aboard the evacuation ship from which 
they would view the shot.. However, U.s. VIPs' trips were arranged for late in April 
and late in June on Johnston and late in May for Christmas Island. 

By April 24 pressure from the McMillan Committee and DASA was already resulting 
in a move to add to the number of shots for the high-altitude portion of Dominic. 
Kingfish was being planned and DASA was beginning to make plans for the backup 
Thors. 

By April the Spain Committee's instrumentation chart Cor Dominic, including just 
, the listing for the projects with a, brier description, was 60 pages long. 

By April 24, although the date for Tigerfish was near, there were still prob
lems with the pods. The Tigerfish dry run was scheduled for the 26th, the word was 
out that additional events might be added to the high-altitude series, the long-range 
countdown system was now transmitting half-hour practice runs twice daily, and the 
island was ready for the President's announcement. 

The Resumption of Testing 

On April S, 1962, Starbird had declared the beginning of the operational period, 
at which time, the JCS had noted. he would report directly to them rather than 
through DASA. On April 24 Starbird was told by Betts to go ahead. It is not the 
intent of this history to give all the details of the operations on Christmas Island. 
etc., but some of the inajor points will be discussed. When the operation began we 

. were on one-day notice' for the Christmas Island shots. were ready to do the high
altitude calibration shot Tigerfish on May I, were intending to do the Polaris- system 
test shot on May S, were performing rehearsals of the ASROC' systems test, and were 
still arguing about the Atlas systems test. ' 
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The Christmas Island Operation 

worked extremely hard on the first 12 
shots and complained bitterly when things slowed down in late May because of a lack 
of devices to Cire. The people on the island concerned solely with Christmas Island 
operations nevertheless were pleased and, toward the middle of. the. operation, com
paratively relaxed. Howev~r. the senior Task Force starr who also had to worry about 
four other operations were rather harried. . 

Several lessons were learned, and the· Cirst one came very hard. Ogle and Aamodt 
agreed to Cire the Cint shot in a cloud and, consequently. lost the Cireball data. 
That taught us to be more careCul, and a judlment system to observe the clouds and 
determine when a hole was coming by was quickly set up using a crew oC several people 
at the forward A Site and usinl data Crom the B-SO weather airplane flying upwind. A 
detonation in clouds did not happen again. ·but aCter about three weeks of firing, 
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ments from the C-130s were not worth the Cilm they were printed on. There were all 
sorts of troubles, but the major ones were with the distance measuring equipment. By 
the time the operation was about half over, good data were obtained intermittently. 
and the reason Cor the problems began to be clear. Thus, by the end of the Christmas 
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operation. the C-130s were turning into moderately useful too~s and the technical 
orlanization knew what to do to make them better. 

At a March 28. 1962, 'briefing of the Atomic Energy Commission by the Joint Task 
Force Ted Parsons had explained the details of the B-52 operation. The B-52 planes 
would depart from Barbers Point on Oahu. fly to. but not over, Christmas Island and 
proceed south of the island into Ii 16-minute racetrack pattern. The aircraft would 
then proceed on four test runs to ensure that its course remained within a 6-degree 
cone of the intended area oC detonation.' The B-52 would receive the final signal to 
release at minus nine minutes; at this point. the manual bomb rack would be unlocked. 
At minus one minute, the device would be armed and the bomb bays opened. Either the 
arming oC the device or the unlocking of the manual release rack would be delayed 
until at most one minute prior to drop. This precaution was necessary because a 
large portion of the experimental team was at A Site. which had been placed as close 
to the detonation as was saCe Crom the point oC view of blast and thermal radiation. 
Parsons noted that each test would have three primary means oC control. anyone of 
which could abort the mission. The first control required that the bombing aircraft 
remain within a 6-clelree cone on its final racetrack run, as determined by its own 
radar. The second means of control was at the Air Operations Center (AOC) located on 
Christmas Island, which also monitored the path of the plane to ensure that it 
remained within its proper run (by this, Parsons meant the information supplied from 
the C-J21 control aircraft to the AOC). Finally. the Sandia Corporation had estab
lished an independent radar network at another location on the island. Each of these 
systems was, in theory, capable of haltinl the countdown. The difficulty was that 
the Sandia system initially was not capable of halting the countdown. both for 
administrative and technical reasons. The technical reason. at least for a while. 
was that proper communications with A Site were not possible. The administrative 
reason was that the Air Force wanted to control their operation and did not want to 
depend upon, a civilian system for safety considerations. However. that attitude 
disappeared vcry early when the 'bomber. on one of its early orbits, lined up on A 

\ Site instead of the tarlet. There was a Ireat amount of screaming from the people in 
A, Site and things were straightened out quickly, but from then on the Sandia radar 

('i was an integral part of the safety system. 
;. , 

Because A Site was so close to the explosion, the people there were required to 
wear long-sleeved shirts and/or cover themselves with white sheets if they were to be 
outside at shot time. The thermal radiation had been carefully estimated and' found 
to be such that it might occasionally be slightly painful. but would not cause 
serious burns. On some shots the temperature inside the sheet got fairly high. but 
no one was hurt Cram this eCrectin the entire operation. Furthermore, there was no 
serious damage to equipment at A Site Crom blast. although on a few shots the some
what more flimsy structures at the JOC werc shaken up pretty badly. 

The natives, however, were not quite so hardened as the Laboratory people, and ~ 
as the shots went on some of them began to bea little frightened. Early in Maya v 
number of the native wives had approached' the District Commissioner, expressing a ':..11 3 "i 
desire to be evacuatcd with their families to Fanning Island. AVM McKinley and thc w V 
Commissioner met with the groups and explained that there was no cause for alarm. ~ :::-r<, ~ 
Some of thc natives could not exactly define their difficulties. Some were basically:) L'" ~ 
afraid and others indicated that tdown . . ... ') h: 

th heir ch" ~ 

the LSD Cabildo. eith-cr the night before. if the shot -S t/') E 
was to be vcry early in' the morning. or early in the morning if the shot was to be ::;: -:5 > 
later in the morning. Aboard ship they were shown a movie and given tca and bread, Q ':J ~ 
and they were returned to the island after the shot. In gcneral, about onc'-half of ,-J ~ 
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the natives went aboard the ship and the rest remained ashore. Unfortunately, the 
U.K. authorities in Britain became aware of the problem and suggested to Gerry 
Johnson that the U.s. provide sealift for all the natives to Tarawa, but this never 
became necessary. 

There also was a bit of a p'roblem l"n'nl"f~T'n 
d' their work. 

Starbird had 
tive male workers 53.60 per month dislocation allowance 

for the full three-month period of the Dominic series. Betts agreed, that this could 
be paid out of AEC test funds. 

The shots were occasionally delayed for weather, which. in the initial part of 
the operation, led to a great number of tired people. Fortunately for TG 8.4, there 
were backup crews for the B-52s. An example was Arkansas. On April 30 Ogle re
ported: 

w • .". tried Ark ..... (LJU.) hrice DOW. Clouda pmaMei lbo' IIIOrDiDc of 2 •. Tbia momiq, tbe 10,000- to 
20,000-100& wiDdI .... , GWI' tbe iIIJaDcI. The CUIIUIlua do OCt*ioaaUr rucb to tIW altitude (i •••• 12.000 to 

11.000 f..a) and ... nlD miIb' be expected from ,heal. The pNdictlaD ofnmou' M London (CbriahDM) ... 

wu:enaiD, miIb' be MYenlI'CMIII ...... nu. iI too ....., ill the opIN&ioa to do thM. W. will "" apiD 

tolDOl'l'OW • 

In the earlier operations at Eniwetok there had been a sreat deal of difficulty 
with. visitinl VIPs. The problem was that these were all moderatelY high-level 
people, such as the Secretary oC DeCense, and they had to have a place to sleep, but 
there was no place to sleep on the island except in beds that, in principle, already 
belonged to some oC the working people. Therefore. in those early operations the 
working people, usually rather high level in the orsanization. were moved out of 
their beds Cor the duration of the visit and were senerally pretty bitter about it. 
Their view was that the visitors had nothina to do there particularly, were usually 
on some sort of a boondossle, and were interferina with the work when such a move was 
required. (Of course, t_e visitors never requested this. but the Task Force hosts 
felt it necessary.) Because ·oC this perennial problem. a new plush barracks had been 
built on Eniwetok Cor Hardtack just Cor visitors. This turned out to be a very 
satisfactory system.' The visitors were happy and the staCr was happy. Therefore, 
when. we became aware early in 1962 that we were loina to asain be host to a sreat 
number of visitors. Ogle recounted this experience to Starbird and Starbird ordered a 
supply of house trailers (nicely built) Cor the visitors. The house trailers arrived 
in time and were set up and asain the visitors and stafC were bappy. 

Visitors would not have been happy. however,. had they been required to eat in 
the mess hall. The problem oC making pleasant eatinl surroundings at the Main Camp 
was never reaUy solved. althoush it did let better toward the end of the operation; 
The basic trouble was simply that the facilities were .too small for the number of 
'people involved. However, tbe Navy had arranged for a very pleasant officers' mess 
which turned out to be very useful in hosting hish-Ievel visitors. 

As noted earlier, the British made diagnostic measurements on OUf Christmas 
Island shots with our asreement. The Russians also made measurements with no forma) 

. asrcement. During most, o( the opetalA?8 ~ hilhty instrumented Russian ship stayed 
just outside the danler area •• watchins our shots. They would occasionalJy go ·to the 
Johnston area for tbose detonationl. Tbe Task Force and the Commission discussed the 
subject, but there was really nothing we could do about it except watch and keep 
fairly close by to make sure that they did not come within the danger area. During a 
visit' to a number oC the small island sites in the South Pacific, Starbird bad a 
stopover in Fiji. While sitting in a 'small restaurant, he and his party observed 
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that the Russian ship Captain and his party were sitting at' an adjacent. table. 
Starbird did not want to chance an international incident, and therefore, dId ~ot 
have a discussion with the, Captain. Luedecke, in discussing the problem of Russ1an 
presence at the tests with Gerry Johnson. said: 

'.--" 

A IDHtiqof an ad hoc poupop MCurityOru.s .... tinc w .. b.ld on March SO, and the naulb have been reported 
tQ ,.ou. In .u~, diacuulofl indicMed tbat yel')' liUI. could be done at tbia date except to initiate certain 
continrency pl~C alone militarylina in c ... tbe U.S.S.R. taka overt atepa to iDtedere with tbe Dominic 
aeria. h w .. alto acned tbat counterint.w,.nce planDiDi action abould be initiated for future Hria beyond 

Dominic. 

Another flap arose that is worth commenting on. In most previous Pacific opera
tions at Eniwetok and Bikini there had been a strict rule against the use of private 
cameras. However. at Crossroads cameras were furnished to a great number of the 
personnel. and' they were encouraged to take any pictures they wanted to. with the 
idea that out of that mass of CUm would come a good, documentation of the operation. 
In actual fact most people are not good photographers. at least not with, the equip
ment as it was in 1946. and almost all of the pictures were of no value. However. 
since they were practically all unclassified. they did serve as good mementos to the. 
people involved in that operation. Remembering that, Ogle suggested to Starbird in 
early 1962 that we allow Tasle Force members on Christmas Island to usc their own 
cameras to talee pictures of anythinl they lileed, just askinl them not to take pic
tures of anything classified. Basically, the argument was that there was nothing 
classified. unless a document was copied or something of that sort. Starbird acceded 
to that request and for the buildup period at Christmas Island. and into the opera
tion a little way. such private cameras were allowed. Unfortunately. there is always 
someone to spoil thinls. and, in this case, a' picture of a detonation was sold to the 
Oakland Tribune Publishing Company and appeared in many of the Sunday newspaper 
editions on May 27. 1962. President Kennedy had a pbobia about public exposure and 
specifically did not want to have pictures of bombs going off appearing in the 
newspapers, so the lid was clamped down immediately. The next day all private 
cameras were picked up on Christmas Island. to be held for later return. and all 
personnel were required to sign a certificate that they had turned in aU nonautho
rized cameras. film. and prints. Along with other directives to the members of JTG 
8.4, Samuel stated: 

When the initial poliq on cameru GO CIuiItmu JalaacS ... eltablilhed, it w .. clone ao under the then exiltinc ' 
.criteri. of wbat conatituted claaaifiecl and IUlCluaUied pbotosrap1t7. 'l"lMH defiDitioDi bave not chan,ed. 
Howeyer, the HDiitiYity oftbe Chriatmu operatiOD had DOt been anticipaMd. Unfortunately, becauH of a f_ of 
our people wbo, for wbatever NUOD, will take into their OWD baade _UM of tbia kiDd,lt h .. been n-.,y to 

innict on moat of UI CODIiderable ~enieDCe to .. ,. tbe Ie .. t. UnfortuDatel,., we an foteecl to tak.' ~itiye 
.'ep. to pncJude the weaker ~q UI fromauccumbiq to the temptatiolW which iD the beat jud,.men& ofth_ in 

authority can nault in national diaaclvaat.... I liDcenly ncnt tbe ciKumatanca which make tbit action 
nec_.". and ... un ,.ou tbat we an doiq everythinc poeeible to protect tbe equipment and photocraPhy. 

In late June Carolyn Carlson, a physicist in the Livermore test division, wrote 
to President Kennedy complaininl about the exclusion of women from participation in 
the test series. She noted .Kennedy·s numerous statements on nondiscrimination and 
concluded, -The current laboratory policy responding to the traditional military 
reluctance to treat trained women as professionals is unwarranted on the basis o( 
either the ethical or the practical considerations involved.- The letter was re
ferred to Sea borg, who stated he would include the consideration oC women in appto
priate facilities in planDing for future testiDI overseas. 

8!e'U!T 
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The Air Force Aeronautical Systems Division finally managed to do the B-S7 
thermal experiment mentioned earlier. In order to let the proper flux, the .aircr~ft 
had to be very close to the detonation point at zero time. The aircraft was movmg 
quite rapidly. and there was a long series of arluments between the project people on 
the one hand and Starbird and Olle on the other hand concerning the placement of the 
aircraft. (The aircraft was controlled from radar on the Iround.) However, event
uaJly the debate was resolved and the aircraft participated, with lood results. 

The last shot at Christmas was the LRL Pamlico event on July 11, 1962. While 
Americans did not completely leave Christmas Island until late 1963, by midnilht of 
July 11 the technical orlanization had rolled up to such an extent that it would have 
taken a month to let ready alain. However, several steps to preserve the capability. 
had already been taken. By late May the budget cycle had prolressed such that the 
Laboratories were makinl proposals for future test operations. Olle argued to try to 
keep· Christmas Island as well as to develop the capability for completely airborne 
dialnostics, implyinl that new aircraft such as Boeinl 707s should be obtained and 
that a satisfactory DME capability should be developed. AFSWC also argued to main
tain the airborne capability but sUlgested three C-J30 aircraft. 

However, by early July Air Force Headquarters was requestinl that the aircraft 
be returned after the end of the Christmas Island portion of the operation. Samuel 
objected and pointed out that, considerinl the hilh quality of data obtained from the 
aircraft after a very short time of preparation,· the probability was high that liven 
another 11 months (to the next operation), the aircraft would become quite satisfac
tory data-collection platforms. He went on to arlue that if the C-J3OS had to be 
lost, then at least one more C-13S should be added to the Task Force resources of 
test aircraft. The Air Force suggested a modified C-97 and Samuel objected, pointing 
out the hilh record of reliability of the C-130s which would not be likely with C-
97s. (C-97 is a piston enline aircraft, whereas a. C-130 is a turboprop.) The 
Laboratories saved the day by requestinl early in July that the C-130s be kept for 
use against the high-altitude shots in order· to make electromalnetic and optical time 
interval measurements. After some discussion, the Air Force agreed. 

Meanwhile, Ogle had pointed out to Bradbury. Foster, Betts, and Reeves that 
there now appeared to be no political resistance to using Christmas Island as part of 
Dominic, but the high-altitude shots were causing great political flurry; therefore,· 
he suggested that one solution was not to· stop testinl at Christmas at all (as of 
July 8), but try to continue to do a shot every couple of weeks or perhaps as little 
as once a month, fittinl in with the development plan for the Laboratories, and hence 
keeping alive and nourishing the atmospheric test program at Christmas. Senior 
representatives of both .Laboratories, who happened to be in Los Alamos, discussed the 
question. Their reaction was that the Laboratories jointly could not provide that 
many shots in the near future, anei that they would prefer to prepare an orderly. 
well-planned, atmospheric test series for the faU or 1963, feelinl that by that time 
a very satisfactory open sea operation could be developed, and. hence, we would not 
be dependent on Christmas Island. They suggested that the outer space capability be 
developed and perhaps demonstrated the following year. Perhaps more pertinently, 
they asked, -What do we use for money to operate Christmas Island and still operate 
NTS?" Betts advised Ogle to go ahead and roll up the island. 

It is to be pointed out that the failures that had by then occurred at Johnston 
Island in a way helped the Christmas operation. Kennedy had authorized several of 
the later tests only if the), were rea'dy by the end of the hilh-altitude operation. 
Since that operation stretched on in July, two shots, Sunset and Pamlico. were 
approved and fired at Christmas. 

A summar'y of the Christmas Island technical results, given iOn Appendix A, is a 
somewhat edited version of the -quick look- report prepared by At Embry of LASL 
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immediately after the operation. (Ed. note: Because the author had not co~pleted his 
editing of the Embry report by the time of his death, we have chosen to mclude as 
Appendix A only an abstract of the general results part .of the Embry re'por~. T~e 
complete report will be a part of the William Ogle Collection of papers mamtamed 10 

the archives of the Los Alamos National Laboratory.) 

Follow-on Air Drops 

During the evening of July 25. 1962. a Thor was destroyed and burned on the pad 
on Johnston Island. There came then an approximate two-month interval of no testing 
at Johnston Island, which allowed the Laboratories to think a little bit more about 
their problems in developing high-yield devices. 

In mid-July 1962 Air Force Hoadquarters had initiated attempts to get the B-57 
samplers back. but AFSWC resisted. arguing their need for the upcoming 1963 opera
tion. AFSWC also argued that by now the C-130s had ·been altered so ml,lch that to 
remodify them for normal usc and then reconfigure for a later operation would be an 
unreasonable cost. However. by the early part of August the Air Staff had judged 
that Air Defense Command need for the B-57 aircraft as high-altitude vehicles had 
priority and four of the B models were returned, leaving six in sampler configura
tion. 

The break in the operation due to the July 25 accident on the pad at Johnston 
Island apparently induced' Betts to think about continued atmospheric testing. On 
July 27 he asked Reeves to estimate the AEC costs and DOD effort to support continual 
atmospheric testing at a rate of one or two shots per month. using either completely 
airborne, or airborne plus supplemental surface. diagnostic measurements, He assumed 
the continued availibility of the airborne diagnostic system and asked that various 
areas of operation be considered. He discussed the question informally with Bradbury 
and Foster and requested their reactions. 

On August 2 Foster advised ~~ 
"->~ 

oL·~ ~ 
~01: 
E~Q 
~~ 

. ... ns nou .. ~ "' 
rther atmospherIC tests dUring August. September. and October f"" . I 

and said, "The 
useful and ur 
construction of 
that: 

: ... . . Laboratory should make every effort to prepare. to test th~ir' most . ~ ~:?~~ 
added that LRL was startmg the deSIgn and I--J 

devices. Bradbury replied to Betts on. August 8 .3.\J)-

LASL hu c:on.idered with c:are your infonnal Nquat c:onc:emine our pouible interelt in additional experimental 
.hot. in the Dominic prorram in a time .cal. of the next two or th .... months corn.pondinc with the re.umption of 
ac:tivitie. at John.ton bland. ·We remain of the opinion that a preferable c:oune or action would be to infonn 
the Laboratoria from a .uitably hi,h level that definite plannin, and preparation Ihould be c:arried for atmOl." 
pheric t .. , operation in approximately one year. It appear. to ua that the only real arcument. for additional 
Dominic tat. at thil time ari.e out of a fear that atmOlpheric: , .. tine will lOOn be di.continued. You will 
...call the many dilCuuiona in W .. hi~on lut fall in whic:h the difference between the U.S. coune of action 
after Au(U.t IPSa and the prelumed U.S.S.R. COUrM of action durine thi .. ame time were kicked around. You will 
also recall that it wu fairly obvioua that the U.S.S.R. Kientiltl had been told to plan on an operation and we 
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had been told the exac~ oppoeite. I& ...... &0 III ex&remely imponant that we Dot forpt 'hill ' ... on and that it 
ill mo ... imponant that we ,.t a ,.nerallon,-nn,. poliq dec:iaioD than that we add a few hu" and inevitably 

we 
.ar ..... 'ID OiiiiiiiiiHd, and or problematical behavior. We would 

not recommend ita t .. tin, at thill time, but could ... prd ~ initial venion u a very appropriate candidate a 
year from now foUowin, adequate calculational .tudy. . •. I& would appear to III tbat the only ju.tification 
for 'rrin, to ,.t bit. and piece. to,.ther in the auaeated time .cale would be on th. bui. or early word from 
you that we .hould act on the aaumption that further atmoaph.ric '.din, in the next year or two i. quite 

unlikely. 

difficulties. finalJy remarking that if a 

obMrver behavior u.s. miaIiJeI!DiPt euily ccmdude that nud.ar weapon. w .... about 
10y • .,. .... ad oftbeir COft'MPODdinI~ arn-.ID any event. LASL doe. Dot , .. I tbat the world will come 
to an end if w. do Dot dootbertbaDapendayearltudyincwhatbappenedinDominic,experimentin,in Nevada. and 
p ... pariDr u iood cluieu u we can in the licht of ,be DatioD'. Deed. for , .. 'inc in tbe Pacific a y.ar from 

. . 
now. 

Group at 
Kirtland of their intentions even before tbey sent tbe message to Betts. and on • 
August 3 TG 8.4 knew what airplanes tbey needed; these were virtually the same as 
those used at Christmas Island. including the two C-130s. eight B-S7Bs, two Ke-J3Ss 
for sample return, B-S2s, etc. TG 8.4 notified· Air Force Headquarters that the e-
130s and B-S7s were absolutely critical to tbe' success of tbe renewed test operation 
and said, "In view of the compressed time schedule for the proposed operation and to 
prevent their unre~able~ los!'; ·C~TG 8.4 is, retaining control of these aircraft and 
assets." On the same day JTF-8 Headquarters in Washington considered the need for 
WB-SO weather reconnaissance aircraft and concluded that they would be required. 
. On August 4 TG 8.4 requested the return of the C-130s to Kirtland for modifica-

·tion of the currently installed diagnostic 8ear. The modification would take some 
time and the crews would not have to rcmain with thc aircraft during the modification 
period. . 

Planning moved rapidly and as a result Ogle sent the following TWX on August 17: 
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M a .... uJt of ameetin, ~Au",,~ li in Albuquerque witb repNMDtativ .. ofLRL, LASL, DOD, and EG"G Tuk 
Unit., u w.1l u PMR and TG a.4 and a.I, and funber diacUlliona at LASL and Kinland, the followin, conc.pt for 

the 

1 

• 

2. wW be Uliaml:fted 
Loadin,will take place at Travia or Kinland, dependin' upon the Laboratory involved. a.4 ... ill inv .. ti,ate 
the advant.,. of doin, aIlloadinc ~t Kinland. Tbe device checa will ro down to about I-bour readin ... , 
after wbich the B-&2 will proceed to Barbera Point wb.re tbe final t.lemetry checkl will be made and tbe DME 
uniu in the other array aircraft calibrated wi&b the device. The key will be put in at Barbera Point. Tbe 
check at Barbera Point will require a minimum of peraonnel and equipment, eliminatin, the neceuity to 
neatablilh the entire Barbera Point mechanical and electronic .. tup. It will be neceuary to baye the C
Iso. at Barbera Point for the calib~tion of the DME; but they need not be bued tb.n. The B-I2. would be 

. bued in the Hawaiian ana. a.4 and Hollinp"onh will arrance for the nec_ary 'acmti .. at Barbera Point • 
and Hickam. 

• 
S. The Command P~t lor the air operation "ould be in an RC-121-'Ype aircraft in tbe air array. Tbie aircraft 

would MrYe u tb. Command P~t for tbe ...uor Tuk Force Oftic:er and tbe MIlior laboratory repreMll&atiy. 

from tbe lponIOriDr Laboratory. It appean Ioiical that tb. aFbon' A.OC &lao be in tbia aircraft. From 
tbia aircraft\ than, the Commander and the Mitior lCientific rephHIltativ. would be able to control the air . 
array and d.termine tbe reaclineu of tbe inatrumented aircraft. Th. neul" ofth, pnnl .... cbec:ka and tbe 
bombfunctioDa uobtained fromtellmetrywould be funneled into tbiacontrol point from the C-lso. and B-52. 

by voice relay. 

4. In order to obtaiD tb. beet EM limall from tbe device, tbe B-S2would Oy in a nonh-eoutb patb 10 that the 
C-lso. can Oy .itb.r .ut or w .. t (m&(Detic) from tbe drop aircraft. M tb. iDatrumentation of the C-lso. 
ie on the l.ft lide of tbe plan .. , it wW be n_ary to either bave. tbe Iso. on oppoeite racetrack • 
pauemlorelM Itack tbemand baye them on tbuamerac:etrack. (LRLhu requ .. ted anotbercamera platform 
for tbeir Ihob. If tbere ie another aircraft in the· array, tben .tackili, the Iso. ie an acclptable IOlu-
tion. If thie other camera platform ie a B-I2, then it "ould be preferable to bave tbe Iso. on .ither lide 

01 the burat.) It ie propoeed to detollate tb. clevic:el aomewhere betwlID a,ooo and 14,000 f .. t. Tbit 
altitude wu .. lected becauM of on tbe I~ and predicted "eather conditionl durin, 
September and October bedetonatedintbeyicinit,ofllUo nonh,I64.lowllt, 
approximately 400 Ha"aii and "'thiD the Bluqill dancer area. FIJin, in thit 
ana would permit the B-57. to retum to B~ra Point directl, "'thout havin, to land at ;Johnlton IIland. • 
It alIo permitl 'he UN of a B-ITD u a cOlltrol1er. Eyen wi'h a lurface burat, 'hit ana it .afe in all 
relpect. for the LASL deyice. LRL devic .. Ihould be de'ona&ed in 'be vicinity of 11.71° nonb, 171.50 Wilt. 
Thi. area it approximate I, ~IO millllOuth" .. t of lohnaton and "ould require 'he B-171 '0 land at John.ton 
upon completion of 'heir lamplin, miuiona. Becau .. of the dittance from· J ohnaton , U il poaaible to UN a 
B-57D u a con&roller by I&arin, tbe plan. throu,b Johna&on prior &0 the million. The drop areu .elected 
are not to be conaidered exact; tbe array will be able to move about to lOme decree to take &dyant .. e of 
favorable weather condiliona. If a.4 prefera, 'he lut Ihot could allO be fired in the laUer area. 

5. Control ofthe arra, will be accompliebed Uline radara in RC-I21 and Tuk Group 8.4 aircraft controller.. All 
aircraft will be poaitioned ulin, clock 'ime aero poeition. and the predicted burat point. The neee .. ity of 
tar,et raf" will be aetUed by dilCu .. ion between 8.4 and lTF-a. Dimcultiel of moorinl would be en
counte~ becaule of the depthl in the tareat anu. Funher, tbe OeXibility 01 an all airbome operation 
would be 1,!lt if tied to a lpecific tarret in a lin,le area. Th. concept outlined hen allow. the array 
commander to Ihitt to .orne de".., takin, advantap of clear areu. lnaofar u all airdrop operation. are 
expected to be ni.hUime operation., all poeitioninc "m be accompliehed by radar, and Tuk Group 8.4 i. 
capable of providin, 'hil poeitionin, control without th. UN of tareat ran.. Provi.ionl for additional 
aircraft participation mUlt be made. It it poaaible that tbe LASL and AFTAC KC-1S5. may partiCipate. 

-&&8REiT 
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6. Additional effort will be DeCeUarY lo provide adequ.t. communic.tiobl to the .nUre air arr.y, .. w.ll .. 
communic.tionl to H.adquanen, JTF-I, on Johbllon bland and .lei.ntitic D.t within tb. air array. Trul 
laUe!' n.t will be D.C ... ary in ord.r to p ... certain information of readin_ and bomb fundio~in, to tb. 
Ici.ntific rep ..... ntati .. in ~. commarad aircraft.· In addition, .ome .ort of countdown D.' will h.Ve to 
operateto ... ilt aircraft ouuicietheimmedi.kWray inpolitioDinethema.lY •. A Motorola-t)'pe VBFor UHF 
n.t mi,h& •• tilfyth. Icientiticcommunic.tion requirement. Johaaton-Barben Pointcommunic.&iobimUit be 
provided. 8.4 will .rranp for tbe inter-aircraft communicatioDl. The drop plan. cOuntdown .bould be 
.vail.ble in all experimental aircr8ft. Thil ie &0 be arran,.d by 1.4. 

7. Tbe C.1301 in tb. array will be equipped abnoIt .. tbey w.re in the Chriltm .. bland operation with the 
exceptionofth.DNE. Tim.int.rvalmeuuremenuandbh-.met.rrec:ordinpwillbetak.nubefore. Certain 
modific.&ioDl to improve tb. fireball pbotocrapby are bein, planned, and in ord.r to t.ke advantap of thil 
pbotolr&pby, c.rtain majorcban,. are bein,mad.in tb. DNE eylt.ma witbin th •• rray. Mutual acreement 
w .. reacbed .t th. Albuqu.rque _tin, to elimin.'. all eo-called Ilav •• ,.tiOM in the DNE IYItem, and 
to provide direct meuuremenu bMw .. th. device and tb. vanoue aircraft only. Thileyltem iI continpnt 
on th. .billt)' of Sandi. to inetall the nectIIIar)' tl'Ullponden in tb. device c.... DNE IYIt.ma will 
be provided .. foDOWI: from device to 2N (LASL C.1SO), Sandia and AFSWC; from device to 2~ (LRL C
lSO),AFSWC and LRL; fromdevice to&bird cameraetatiOD, Sandi •. TheLJlL DMEeyet.m iladevelopment 

imnandutw...microw.vepulMtecbDiquerUbeI'thaatheph .... blfteyekmUMdbySandi.andAFSWC. 
TbeiDItallationofadditiODal DNE .,. ..... uMCeUU'Jtoeneun adequakdiatance meuuremenu,a1thouch 
it wU1 require ccmaiderable etrort OIl the part of the AFSWe _t diYieion to mocIifJ the aircraft. AFSWC 
p ....... &1y h ... 0-14 modi&ecIfor MriaI pbo&ocnpIar of&hil tJpe uad dorb are heine made by T .. k Croup 
1.4 to obtain tbe .... of &hiI aircnIft. The IDOdiGcatioa of &be B-12 camera .'ation in the tail to accept 
more luit.ble cameru uad to pnMde 8UNI' fuactioninc ma)' inyolve more effort than time will allow but iI 
preferabl. kI the UN of the C-54. ECIIC uad swe are iny_tiptiq tbil DOW. 

I. Sandi. b .. acreecl kI furDiab kleach C-lSO releue and arm buo lipall. In addi"on, Sandi. will provide • 
real-time p ..... ntatiOD of the bomb fUDCtioaincin aircraft 2N, UIinI tbe .tandard klemetl7lY1km from th. 
d.vice. Thil information will al.o be nl.~ed verbally U Deeded oyer the ecieatific D.t kI tbe commarad 

aircraft, Ulin, •• impl., pNarraDpd voice cod •. AD PM/ AM fiducial marker will be provided to the aircran 
2~ to •• till)' LRL requiremenu. EOIIC will _tall the propel' timine eyet ... in the aircraft to provide the 
nec_ary timine .ienale to the VariOUI inltrumeat .t&tiOGa, .. b .. been dODl in th. put. It iI ... umecl 
th.t EO"C will h.v. faciJit_ in Honolulu kI p~ the aece.ary photolraph)' recorda Nlwtine from the 
airdrop operatioDl. 

Q. Tb. dancer are. for tb. airdrop operUioD. U8UIIIed to be the ....... UUIOUIlceCI for BlueclU. Tbil.hould 
~.r th. probl.ma of .,.ebum kI tranai.t aircnIft bl the DOI'IDaI COIIIIMI'Cial airlin. and .howd provide 
ad.qu.te protection from fallout for .hipe. Tbie will be .tudiecl flirtbel'. It iI ... umed th.t the major 
w.atb.r functioDl will take place on JobDeton. Ulinc alread7 _t.bliebecl procedUNI and facUiti.. Th. 
h ... rdl evalu.tion ,roup will operak from Jobnaton. It. felt tbat , ..... ,roUpI .bould be wh.re they can 
advin CJTF.I dinetl)' .. to the f ... ibID&)' of a .weD operUiOD. 

10. With thil concept of operatiobl, cet&aiD penoIID.I will ba". to be deptoyed forward &0 provid.,for both 
normal and .me .... ncy functioDl. Some peraonJlel will b.v. kI be .tationed for abort periodl on Johnlton to 
remove .ampl .. from th. B·571 an.r the LRL abou, .. w.ll u kI provide penonn.l decontamination and 
perh.pI area decontamin.tion in the aircraft parkin, are •. Prcwieiobl will h.v. to be mad. by CJTF -I for 
EOD peno-.n.l .t Barberi Point .. w.n .. adequ.te fire-fieblin, penonn.l and equipment. 

11. BecaUH of tb. paracbut. retardation .".&.m bein, UMd by LBLin tbeireveDU, information concemine r.' .. 
of fall and drift mUit be provided kI Tuk Croup 1.4 uad other interee*ed ,roUpI by Sandia.o tbat .aI.t)' 
.tudi .. can be initiated. It u contemplated that the drop aircraft will !ly .. low .. pouibl. coDlut.nt 
with laI.t,. .0 .. to minimise ~. drift of th. LRL dev~. 1.4 will d.termiDl the .aI. Mparation diltanc. 

for experimental aircraft. Botb LASL and LRLwill d.&ermiDeoptimuan beichu olb\INt for their devic •• arly 
and diuemin.'. 'hil inform.tion widely. 
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12. Rebe.,.aIa for the airdrop operation are planned u foll_.: SO AuI1l.i, off the cout of California with the. 
B-&2, 1108, and the COmmaDd aircraft only (dat. may chance to allow aircraft modification); 10 September, 
.ame aircraft, with DRM 4 drop; 14 Sepumber, complete array u.in, a Mark J6 cue (retarded), conducted at 

Barben Point. The fint airdrop i. bein, planned for 16 September. 

13. Commen" to tm. concept and echeelu1e are invited. I propoee that Walt Dumu wiU ueilt me in coordinatin, 

the airdrop operatioM. Send comment. to eith.r of U8 at LASL. W&rmat NcardI· 

Further agreements as to responsibilities were quickly made. Austin Mcquire 
would be in charge of the LASL portion of the airdrop operations, Robert Goeckermann 
in charge of the LRL portion of the operation, John Eckhart in charge of the Sandia 
portion of the operation, and Lce Hollingsworth would coordinate device check-out and 
loading for all airdrops. 

Meanwhile; the airdrop system had dispersed and 8.4 had lost a great number of 
their people. On August 20 they asked Samuel to arrange for the reeaJI of a large 
number of Air Force people by name in order to ensure success in the opcration; By 
August 20 the approving system had autho-
~ended airdrop operation 

~2; the population oC Los Alamos pcrsonnel in the Pacific was two. 
Changcs in thc' plan wcre worked out over the ncxt six wecks. On Au"gust 24 Betts 

authorizcd preparations toward thc airdrop operation and on August 30 expanded that 
to include procuremcnt actions, laboratory cfCort, construction orders, and aircraft 
modifica tions. 

During the last week in August and the first week in Septcmber, CTG 8.3 and CTG 
8.4 (Mustin and Samuel) agreed that they needed a target for proper" array posi
tioning. Parts were available to put together target rafts such used at 
Christmas and deep sea mooring equipment 
sa to e where the 

e ur er away 
rom ohnston than was convenIent to aircraft operation, and it made the 

"B-57 job harder, since these aircraft would have to stage out of Johnston. Also, it 
introduced possible scheduling trouble with the RC-121 control aircraft which were 
staged out of Hawaii. since they also had to be used on dry runs for the forthcoming 

to high-altitude testin Thc nt was tuall settled in favor of the 

uring August and the early part of Septem
ber to rebuild the gear in the CallOs and. in particular (between themselves and 
AFSWC), to get the .DME gear working prpperly. they and Hollingsworth also had a 
great dea kept changing. LRL's original proposals of 
variati seemed to be acceptable, but Bradbury's oralloy 
shot to improve of underground testing' could not be sold per-
manently. He complained, with tongue in cheek, that apparently one had to have a 
previous failurc on a given device to be allowed to get it in the fall operation. 

By the end of Au the s ativel , at the request of the 
An 
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difficulty was very clear. The President wanted the operation over by November 1 and 
the DOD had proposed some more high-altitude shots. Consequently, approval of the 
airdrops had to be mixed in with the high-altitude problem. taking into account 
Washington's idea of the Task F 

ng 
parachutes was discussed by Samuel. Ogle. Goeckermann, and the rest of 8:4. 

the final conclusion being that a reefed drogue would be satisfactory. 
Bradbury kept arguing for Tocito, but the Commission itself would not buy the 

shot, largely because it was too small to be included in the overseas operation. 
However. the test organization 'kept it in the schedule right up to the end, just in 
case Bradbury should win. By mid-September the air array was ready to go again and a 
first dry run was held on the 13th ncar Clovis, New Mexico. It looked promising. 
However, the second dry run the next day was aborted due to difficulties with both 
the AFSWC and Sandia DME systems. A third dry run on the 17th. off the coast of 
California. was more satisfactory and it was aarced that the aircraft wC?uld be 
deployed to the forward area on the 20th. 

By then the array and the various resp'ohsibilities had been settled. Samuel 
would' be in th"e control'RC-121 with the appropriate Task Unit Commander, and Starbird 
and Ogle would be on an aircraft carrier in communication with Samuel and close to 
the target area. . 

In late September two more rehearsals Cor Androscoggin were held in the target 
area. On the first one the Sandia DME was questionable. the AFSWC DME.gave nothing. 
and the LRL DME was quoted as being -no good.- However, on the ·next dry run the 
system worked appreciably better, and. working around the high-altitude schedule, 
Androscoggin was finally fired on October 2, The Sandia and AFSWC DMEs worked 
pro erJv 

Wi H·tuel l)rdE.R 
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Among other people and organizations considering the safety of the Atlas systems 
test just before test resumption there was a ·Special Ad Hoc Safety Group" who wrote 
a ·Special Safety Study Report 'of the SM-6SD (Atlas)/Mark III R/V," published in 
April 1962. Chaired by Air Force Colonel Edwin Miller of the Directorate of Nuclear 
Surety. (other members included Bob Hilty of the. AEC Albuquerque Office and Lee 
Hightower of Sandia), the group concluded this test could be conducted safely "pro
vided that action is taken to reduce the probability of premature application of the 
prearm signals to the arming and fusing system.· They also concluded that there 
might be RF interference between the General Electric Range Safety System (GERSYS) 
and the Mod 3 Guidance System. Furthermore, they recommended the alternative impact 
area to provide better protection for the Hawaii' and Johnston areas. After making 
the brief recommendations to eliminate the noted problem areas, they seemed to be ap
proving the conduct of the test. 

Consideration of how to modify the system to alJow carrying out the Atlas. 
systems test, as well as to permit the scientific community of the Task Force to get 
the minimum data on the shot, continued'through a fair part of the month of May, 
Roswell Gilpatric, Deputy Secretary of Defense, sent a memo on May 9 to the Chairman 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff reporting decisions made by the President .on May 8, 
including a reaffirmation of his disapproval of an Atlas operational test. Either 
the JCS did not communicate this fact to the operational force, or the Air Force 
didn't believe it was a final no, ortbey interpreted it as withhOlding approval 
until later. In any .case, the Air Force still requested readiness preparations, and 
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the test was pursued for some time before it was firmly canceled. 
Ogle .. as Task Force Scientific Deputy, tried to support t~e mjJj.tar~ .systems 

tests by arranging for measurements ordinarily made by the vanous sCIentifIc Task 
Units, but the task was difficult because the military systems tests did not yield 
information of significant importance to these Task Units, e.g., weapons development 
or effects information. As a result he spent a fair amount of time during May trying 
t.o work out ways to obtain good yield, Jocation, and performance data as well as 
coaxing the scientists to provide adequate support for the tests even though it was 
not their primary interest. On May 15 Dial Right was scheduled for June 6, if it was 
approved. . 

The Air Force sponsor for the test, Strategic Air Command. made a broad effort 
to meet the recommendations of those judging the safety of the test and to have the 
test approved. Their outlook was included in a message from SAC to the Air Force 
Chief of Staff on May 16. One safety feature that had been recommended was a device 
to prearm the warhead in flight. Such a device, consisting of an explosive switch 
and acceptable means for its activation, was engineered and was' being installed in 
the three Dial Right missiles as of May 16. An installation similar to this had been 
successfully flight tested on .May II ·using the appropriate Dial Right prearm bounda
ries.- Modifications to the General Electric ground guidance system to assist the PMR 
instantaneous impact predictor (liP) plotting system had shown satisfactory coverage 
of the Dial Right· target area, and the appropriate maps had been prepared. In addi
tion, the Atlas system had been modified to include the General Electric Range Safety 
System (GERSYS) and this package had been successfully flight tested on both the 
Atlas and the Titan. Another improvement to the system was attempted as part of a 
calibration flight on May II, but the performance of the system was erratic in its 
coordination with the PMR radars, and it was not considered satisfactory for the Dial 
Right test. The lack of time left to improve and check out an acceptable system led 
SAC to recommend that the Dial Right missiles be equipped with tbe prearm safety 
device and the G£RSYS systems but not the· C-band beacon. SAC felt that this configu
ration would satisfy the redundant lIP requirements and that the absence of the C
band beacon was not a safety hazard. Additional concern had been voiced about 
radioactive contamination of the Vandenberg local area resulting from accidental 
burning or singJe-point detonation of the warhead. A special safety study of these 
problems indicated that the effects of the worst possible accident could be mini
mized and contained within acceptable limits. SAC Headquarters had reviewed the 
disaster control plans in detail to ensure their adequacy. Based on all of these 
activities and their continual coordination with the Commander of lTF-8, SAC strongly 
urged final approval of the Dial Right systems test. 

In spite of this effort the end came for this Air Force systems test on May 25. 
On that day Starbird was informed by the JCS that the test was canceled. , He imme
diately expressed to SAC and the numerous other units associated with the test· his 
regrets that the event could not be carried through and his appreciation to all of 
those involved in preparations. . 

There is a most important lesson here for the consideration of any potential 
systems test sponsor during any time period prior to nuclear testing. That is, no 
matter how important the execution of a national strategic or tactical systems test 
is considered to be to the so-called national defense or national security. the 
safety considerations to pro~ect the people and property of the United States cer
tainly carry a tremendous weight. Thus, the judgments, conclusions, and recommenda
tions of those most familiar with the hazards must be taken seriously and met point 
by point, or repeats of the futile exercise carried out by the Air Force and SAC with 
the Atlas systems test will be experienced. 
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Frigate Bird (Polaris/Navy) 
v 

~~ 
On the day after the U.S. resumed atmospheric testing,' Ogle distributed the \.0,.::J 

tentative 'shot list which showed tests. The first of these, ~ ~ N'\ 
a test of the Navy Polaris missile s scheduled for 'May 5. _- ll~ -'J 
The target danger area, a 240- by. . to the northeast corner :....) \J) ~ 
of the Christmas Island danger area, was In effect from Apnl 30 through May )0. In ~ . ~ 
line with the projected schedule and previ()us decision that the JFT-8 Nav.y Deputy ~ '-.J 
Commander wou'ld also serve as Commander of the Task Group for the Polans systems- " 
test, Rear Admiral Lloyd Mustin left Christmas IsI~nd on April 2S' to serve. as. Comman- .::i v? ~ 
der of Task Group 8.8 in execution of the Polans systems test.. The missile was to .,.::..- ~ 0 
be launched in an operational mode from a submerged submanne, the U.S.S. Ethan ::> u() P 
Allen, commanded by Captain P. L. Lacy. For the Frigate Bird event two arrays of ---J , -
ships were involve'd, located 1.020 miles apart. The launch area array was composed 
of the £than Allen. a, guided missile ship (A VM), a support carrier (CVS) with an 
embarked air group, and four destroyers. The purpose of all of this was to execute 
the launch properly and safely with precise ship positioning. In the impact area the 
array consisted of two submarines operating at periscope depth 25 m'ilel from the 
impact point and positioned 45 degrees on each side of the flight path of the 
Polaris. Each submarine was equipped to provide scientific and documentary data, 
and, in addition, there was a small air array with diagnostic functions. The air 
array was composed' of an RC-121 AOC, a C-130 diagnostic aircraft (the Livermore 
aircraft, number 299), a C-13S sampler controller, and B-57 D samplers. Admiral 
Mustin established the JTF-8 control point aboard the AVM, the U.s.S. Norton Sound. 

, He was advised by Rear Admiral Levering Smith, Technical Director of the Navy Special 
Projects Office in Washington, whom he had requested be present for the systems test. 

The test date was sUpped from the planned date of May 5 to May 6 because of 
inability to maintain required communications between the deployed launch array and 
the Commander of JTF-S at Christmas Island. This problem was overcome by various 
measures. principally through CINCPACFLT, who exercised control of frequency usage 'by 
assigning a series of frequencies exclusively to this function and silencing all 
other users of these frequencies throughout the Pacific. Special safety features 
aboard the Polaris missiles included range safety tracking beacons, destruct systems, 
and a separate battery power source. Additional safety measures required that the 
destruct safe-arm switches be moved to the arm position in a prelaunch sequence 
before the first stagc missile ignition system could be, enabled. Many rehearsals of 
the launch sequence were conducted, simulating the beacon aboard th'e missile by 
flying a beacon aboard some aircraft. The Ethan Allen crew could acquire the C-band 
beacons within six seconds after a simulated launch, giving them confidence that 
their radar would be locked on the missile soon after it broached the surface and 
before it reached the expected altitude of the usual low clouds. (If lock-on were 
not, achieved the missile would be destroyed- by range safety.) The Ethan Allen 
arrived in the launch area on May 2. Rehearsals on May 3 and 4 uncovered long
distance communication problems which led to a delay until May 6. 

On launch day the weather in the launch and impact areas was predicted to be 
marginal but worth trying. Holds due to adverse weather conditions in the impact 
area caused delays of about two hours on the morning of the test. These holds came 
after switching the missile safety systems to internal power (beginning the drain on 
the internal batteries). At· Jon'g last the countdown proceeded, but at 30 seconds 
before· launch of the primary missile the nre order to that tube was automaticaJly 
bypassed by the control system and the backup missile was selected, and then th'at 
tube was also automatically bypassed. Analysis quickly showed that the first bypass 
happened because the "muzzle hatch open" limit switch failed to close and the second 
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oypass was caused by a false ·safe/ready· indication. Only a .few minutes were needed 
to correct the situation, after which the standard firing crew procedures' were used 
to achieve proper indications. However, by this time Admiral Mustin thought the 
delay in the detonation time might be a safety problem for the observation aircraft 
in the burst area, and he ordered a range-safety hold in order to choose a new burst 
ti~e: In the Task Group report .on t~Acst. the. following was stated about the 
mlSsde bypasses: . 

It .hould be emphuiMCl here that th ... milail .. would have been fiNd in a true tacticai .ituation, lince there 
would have been tiJlltl to analy .. and correct th ... cuualti .. with very little delay in a tactical co~ntdown, 

where -bUNt tiJlltl- ia not luch a rntrictiv. conlideration. 

Thus, a new detonation time' was established which still would be within the 
useful operating time of the activated internal batteries. However, just before the 
new launch time Admiral Mustin ordered another hold for launch are~ weather condi
tions. This hold led to the further complication of replacing the beacon and des
truct batteries in the two missiles previously counted down, since their remaining 
operating times were now too short. During the several minutes required to effect 
the battery changes, the local weather reconnaissance aircraft indicated a favorable 
cloud situation approaching. and a new missile tube was selected, simultaneously 
cutting short the battery exchange procedure and precluding the possibility of utili
zing either of the two original missiles. Finally, this third missile was success
fully launched 18.S seconds after the nominal launch time, the delay being -asso
ciated with the relatively slow hydraulic pressure buildup shown in the history of 
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tlhiS mhisSile and expcerienced in the final seconds of its terminal count ... - FOl!Owing
r 

./"\ 
a unc the range sa ety observations showed a nominal trajectory and nomInal time 0 N) 'CVtI 

flight. Diagnostics were limited. data coming from three sources. The two 'submerged "-.J.:! 
submarines in the burst area observed the burst with bhangmeters mounted to see ,,",- s;:1 
through their periscopes. Secondly, the B-S7'0 sampler aircraft controlled by the ~ ~ ~I 
KC-135 (all under Task Group 8.4) successfully sampled the burst cloud at a location ~ ~ 
about 525 nautical miles (near their maximum range) from their Christmas Island base. C c-6 ~I 
Tr irdJy. the Livermore C-130 diagnostic aircraft positioned by the RC-121 attempted :::::J ~3 \ij 
te acquire diagnostic data from the test, but this atiempt was essentially fruitless, \,,) ~ 
primarily because of inappropriate positioning in this all-airborne configuration. -c> _~I l ~ 

Rough estimates of the burst height and location based OD the observations in :J '-! ~ 
th~ impact area indicated that .J:: if) ~-. 
rll :.s;- - . 

-+-:::::> I 
'.3 ~'){-j 

Three holde were impoud beeaUN of w .. ther and OM for &echaical NUOU prior to launch ... one tube ex
perienced a lailuN of the launch hatch interlock and another tube IoIt thelOO-cycle coalerence voltap durin, • 
• imultaneoUi countdown or two milaiJ ... CountdOWft continued on Tube No. i. A alow b,draulic .,..tem buildup 
indicated a no-IO condition that requiNd ncydiq. Thil KcOunted for the additional 20 HCond. on launch. 

An illustration of -filtering- of information to minimize what might be considered 
failures is faun" in a letter from Chairman Sea borg to President Kennedy on May 18. 
which discussed the prOlress of the test series. As for the systems tests, Seaborg 
simply reported that they both -functioned reliably on the first firing" 
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Swordfish (ASROC/Navy) 

This test of the Navy's antisubmarine rocket system was, as mentioned before, 
both a system test and an 'underwater nuclear weapons effects test. Just as for the 
Polaris test, a separate Task Group. TG 8.9, was temporarily established within JTF-8 
to execute the Swordfish event. By May 3' two full dress-rehearsals had been con
d.ucted in the San Diego area, with full participation except for the carrier surveil
lance group that was engaged in the Polaris test at the time. One ASROC weapon was 
fired by each of two destroyers in a nonnuclear mode during these rehearsals. One of 
these destroyers, the U.S.S. Agerholm. was the primary firing ship on the Swordfish 
test, and the other destroyer. the U.S.S. Anderson. was the standby firing ship. 

The units supporting the test in the San Diego' area departed for their stations 
beginning on May 4, the majority departing on May 7. After the Frigate Bird Polaris 
test on May 6 Admiral Mustin sailed aboard the carrier Yorktown to the Swordfish test 
area. FolJowing the May 8 authorization to perform the test, Mustin and the Yorktown 
reached the array of all other Swordfish units in their assigned area on May 9, and 
Admiral Mustin shifted to the LSD Monticello, which was his flagship for the test. 
The ship array to conduct and observe the test consisted of three destroyers. a 
submarine. the landing ship dock (LSD) on which the Task Group Commander established 
his command center, and the support aircraft carrier. As on the Polaris test, the 
overalJ command was from the JTF-8 Commander at Christmas Island, but it was exer
cised through the TG 8.9 Commander in the ASROC area. 

The towed instrumentation array, which included the target raft. the unmanned 
destroyer to measure effects (U.s.S. Bausell), and teD instrumental platforms, was 
over six miles long. The numerous pieces of instrumentation in this towed array were 
all assembled as one string on a polypropylene tow line. The target raft carried a 
radar target Cor the radar systems on the launch ship and a sonar reflector suspended 
underneath to simulate a submarine target for the sonar systems of the launch ships. 
The instrumented array was towed' into p!ace as planned by an ocean-going tug, the 
rest of the ships took their assigned positions. and the countdown commenced early 
on the morning of May 10 in anticipation of a noon event time. However, as noon 
approached, low cumulus clouds in the burst area threatened to obscure the view of 
the A3D aircraft responsible for critical photography from above the burst. The 
photo aircraft were moved into a new pattern in the hope of achieving zero time 
coincident with holes in the clouds. What transpired is best related by quoting from 
'the Task Group report: 

Durinl thi. proc_, there then occurred a wcceaaion or further interruptiona from individually minor itema. 
Fint, the lead ASD had an electrical power failure. The .tandby plane wu .Iow in the pl&lUled takeover. mainly 

becau'e ohhe conaiderable communication ~onfu'ion whicb attended tbil cuualty. Then Acerholm moment.arily 

100t power on tbe .witcbboard providiq primary power to the ASROC IYnem, tbroulh faulty procedure in the 

enrineerin, department. Tbilloet tbe" men board" IJatem indication on the bridre, which wu miainterpreted t.o 
indicate a muked battery. and led to clearinl maneuven which put the ,hip in poor Poaition relative to the 
planned tHt nrin, condition •. Finally came a report (later found erroneoua) that the .tan-camera had been 
lent on a nonnrinl run. which would bave dilabled critical technical photocrapby lor the act.ual run. At thi' 

point. with the A'D. nearin, the end olendurance on .'ation and cloud cover procreuively woneninl. the event 
wu canceled for the day and rucheduled to,lday 11. 

• 

The initial feeling was' that achieving readiness for May 11' would be an impossi
bJe task because of necessary reorientation of the instrumentation array and other 
coordinated requirements. but owing to "magnificent seamanship with the array and 
extraordinary errorts by the instrumentation technical groups," all was made ready 
for a repeat attempt one day.later. The ASROC test. was conducte~ successfully on May 
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The time of flight of the ASROC was about 40 seconds from the Agerholm ~ ~ 
point about 4,000 yards down range, and the actual burst occurred about C' ~ lU 

11 at 1 p.m. 
to the burst 
350 t depth::::::' ~ ~ 

of the -:s:J , ..... 
planned system test diagnostic data were recorded. Included in the data gathered ~ '-J vJ 
were information .on the ba~e s~rgc, t~c watcr. ~ontamination, c;ffects on ship .sonar, ~ '2 0 
damage to a varIety of shIps In vanous pOSItiOnS, and off-Site hydrQacoustlc er- - -..) (). 
fects. Some .of the data gathered resulted in significant rccommendations on tactical 3 u') 
employment range concepts and on the need to investigate the premature detonation 
probabilities of the ASROC fuse. 

The High-Altitude Series 

The President directed the AEC on April 249 1962, to resume testing, just two 
days before the first rehearsal' for Tiger Fish, which was to be the certification 
launch of the Thor missile from Johnston Island. As with any good rehearsal, the 
intention was to have a complete array of aircraft and ships and to have all experi
menters on the dry run, but not to fire the small rockets, or at least not very many 
of them. The LASL C-llS aircraft did participate in the dry run, as did most of the 
air array and all of the ships. However, the DASA aircraft were not ·yet ready, 
needing those last few days to prepare. 

Trouble with the pod orientation continued, and the certification shot which 
would carry pods was delayed until May 2. On April 25 or 26 Douglas and SSD con
cluded from analytical and wind tunnel data that they could reconfigure the ballast 
in the Mark· 5 R Vs to provide' the capability of carrying two RVs and one pod on 
Starfish. Additional wind restrictions Cor the launch were involved, but they did 
not seem to be particularly difficult. 

Ti8er Fish was fired on the morning oC May 2. The missile itself and all the 
warhead certification features operated properly. Range tracking was satisfactory. 
The pods were recovered saiisfactorily.· UnCortun~tely, the flywheel drive motors used 
to establish pod orientation burned out, but one pod had one flywheel runnin8 
slowly at launch time. As a result. two of the pods tumbled almost immediately after 
release from the missile and the third showed a 20 percent wobble at what would have· 
been burst time. The long-range communication was unsatisfactory and some "go, no
go" information was not relayed to Johnston in time to be acted upon.-

Between Tiger Fish and the first attempt at Bluegill, long-range communication 
was improved and a proper size motor was put on the pods. Several dry runs were 
conducted between the two· shots, as were a couple of air array rehearsals. 

Shortly before Bluegill Norman Thomas. in a telegram to Sea borg, suggested: 

In vi •• of opiniolll of Briti.h ecientil" and otben, iI 'bere DOt eraYe danpr in .udden unllateral American 
deci.ion to explode tbree .. rainbo ... ·bomlM ~ibl, alfectinc .. rioUlI, the Vall Allen belt? II not the mere f.d 
of the.e protest •• umcient reuon for indefiniu dela, at .... , until inumationa! conaultation? 

The' problem. was to grow during th.e operation. 

eThe cenur of the COIDIDwUCaliODI ne& ill Bnohaha .. t yola and uie&ype traMmiAion from John.ton IIland ahonly 

before launch. They continued, hOweYer, &0 truumit "b1iD~" to.1ohnatn, aIId moet of the critical infonnation ... received at 
.1obnaton, indudjnr the .tatUl of Baleakala, Kaulli, Point AJotueUo, ftc. 
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The AEC and DOD Task Units had established joint technical operation centers at 
both Johnston Island and Hawaii. These operation centers coordinated their actions 
more and more in the time between Tiger Fish and Bluegill in order to present to the 
Tas.k Foz,ce, Commander a moderately unified view of the situation. "Go, no-go" crite
ria established included such items as (a) excellent seeing conditions. between the 
ground optical stations and the burst, (b) appropriate launch winds for the Thor and 
the small missiles. both from operating and safety points of view, (c) conditions of . 
solar magnetic storms. (d) the requirement that at least· two pods be stabilized and 
capable of recovery. (e) communications to the far-out stations being in operating 
order, and (f) an appropriate fraction of the observational aircraft operating. These 
criteria varied from shot to shot, depending upon the requirements for the particular 
shot. 

While the remaining Bluegill experimenters were moving to the field. setting up 
their equipment. establishing communications. etc., and while Shuster, Ray.· and 
others on Johnston Island were establishing the control system and agreeing on safety 
and other no-go conditions. etc., the AEC and DOD in W~shin$ton continued their 
pressure on the President to add tests. At the May 8 NSC meeting. the President 
agreed to include Urraca in the series. However. the system could not leave the 
program alone. A query concerning the effects of a high-altitude nuclear detonation 
on the Van Allen belt and the possibility of satellite damage reached high levels 
very quickly. In response to a question Crom Colonel Anderson of· DMA. Conrad 
Longmire stated: 

It it expected that the hich nuclear 1hoU, thnca and SArGah, wiD h.ye .ome lftIall, but pGaibly me .. urable, 
eaect. in the npon of the iIlaer Van Allen 'belt. The decta fall ink) the followin, two -tn-: (1) injection 

of enerptic bomb-produced electl'ODi and .,ro~ iIlk) the beb •••• In l1UIUllaty, it II mj .tron, belief th.t 
the per1.u.rb.tiolUl produc:ecl on the iaDer belt will be minor, if detect.bl •• t all. Fur1.herlllON, if detect.ble 

per1.urb.tiolUlarl produced, ....... unmeatoftheraJaxatioa time of the perturbatioa would add a poIitin contri

bution to our lCientific uadentanclinc of the belt, 

measure mos rom rom auai and Vandenberg Air 
Force Base and that there would be extensive photography coverage. They again com
mented that the perturbations to .the inner Van Allen belt were expected to be small. 
On May IS Sea borg briefed PSAC on the problem. After thinking about. it, J, Wiesner 
(the President's Scientific Advisor) inquired coul 
be redu 

After. again the for its 
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reasons for notch~nging the yield. and further siating that it was too late to 
modify the booster to u,tilize a lower-yield warhead. he concluded that another look 
would be taken on the subject of reducing the yield. NY ~ 

On May 24 Sea borg. Haworth. Harold Brown. J. Wiesner, McGeorge Bundy. Carl v ." 
Kaysen (Bundy's Deputy). Spurgeon Keeny. and General Betts met to address the 
problem. Wiesner did not believe that a demonstration was necessary in order. to .~2 ~ 
convince ourselves that we could carry out deep space tests. Sea borg took a fIrm ~ -, ~ 

ld . the experiment C '....J f-
in the proper,r-' as ...... 

e group finally decided :J~f") ~ 
to leave the shot in the program •. apparently because of the argument (presented by . ~J ~ 
Bu.n~y) t~at. t~e President probably would not wish to be accused of giving in to --r"i . L~ 
Bnt1sh sClentlfJc pressure. . ....:;::,1. ~ 

Preparations for Bluegill proceded. On May 8 Gilpatric notified Betts of his ....'t ~ 
intention to appoint a Joint Board of Investigation which could be convened imme- (vJ 'J' 
diately by the Commander of JTF-8 in the event of a major nuclear accident or inci- .:::;::. :) C 
dent involving loss of life, damage to public property, or serious public ·reaction. '3- r 
The Board membership would consist of two representatives from the AEC. and a Field tt) ( ~ 
Grade officer from each service and DASA, with retired Vice Admiral E. M Parker as 
chairman. 

DASA began to move on the McMilla 
On May 11 they proposed wRed Snapper," 

shots. 
at 20 

kilometers altitude. Associated with the burst above 
and below the device during reentry to observe the efrects on the pods. DASA also 
reentered Kingfish into the plan in mid-May. 

The addition or these shots would only be sensible if more Thor boosters could 
be obtained. On May 16 the Director oC Materiel Management at Norton Air Force base 
(SBAMA) explained to the Chief oC StaCr oC the Air Force: 

SBAMA literally acn.ped the bottom of the barnl in providinl a total of four .N-'1S (Thor) milaU .. for 
Project Fiahbo.,1 launch operatiODI. The two additioDal IM-7I miNiI .. provided FiUbo.,lare emerpncy 
backup miuU .. which we,. auiped to Fiabbowl with. denaite and ....... undentandin( that they would be 

... tumed to SBANA. at theconduaion of Fiahbowl to_iCOllllDitmeDta to USAF /ItAF operation PfO(f&m in 

.ccordanc::ewitbexiaUDICOUll'l')'-\o-coUDtl')'''reemeDhi~,*U.s.andU.K.pwerDJDeDta.~aconnquence, 

the emera-nC)< backup mialil ...... DOt aurpbll wbicb ..... aYailable for other projec::ta at ,be cond\llion of 
Fiabbowl opera'iolll. . 

They also noted that one missile might be obtained without involving the U.K. by 
using a missile allocated to. SAC at Vandenbera Cor display purposes.' That missile 
(No. 1 SO) was then being used by Douglas to assist in engineering testing for Fish
bowl. They recommended immediate authorization for rework of missile No. I SO. to be 
used eithlr for Red Snapper. or Kingfish. and urged that only one of the two projects 
be done. SSD commented that Kingfish could be no sooner than July 21-24 and Red 
Snapper Ji"o earlier than August IS-lB. By May 2'S Kingfish was approved for planning 
as the last shot in the series: presumably it would be fired onJy jf appropriate 
materiel and time were leCt Cor it. 

On May 11 the Commission approved Starfish and Bluegill for execution. 
Schlesinger wrote,- concerning the effort to build the international machinery of 

. peace in mid-May 1962: 

·Schleain,er, A Thousand Days, pap sO!. 
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The Presidlnt, tblrefore, maintained a ,tlady praaure on the executive branch co keep the nlcotiatin, effort 
alive. Wi .. ner and Kay .. n nourished che Whiie HOUle mandate, _re tirel ... in needlinc the bureaucracy and 

forcin, dilarmament i •• U"i and Bundy intervened valuably at critical momenb. Wie.ner onen carried the brunt 

or the arcument acain.t the Pentacon in meetin" before the Pruident. After one contentiou •• e •• ion, he told me 

that he w .. afraid that he had talked too much and mi,hi ~ wearin, out Kennedy'. patience. Later the Pre.ident 

.. ked me about the meetiq. I.aid it bad filled me .with ,loom, that only Wi .. ner had made much .en.e, and that 

he w .. afraid he had done more than hillhare of speakin,. Kennedy,miled and laid, "Sometime., I think Jerry 

talk. too much, but I didn't think 10 y .. terday. Tell him that I thCtulht be made a..n .. of excellent point. 

and that I want him &0 keep it up." Next to the President, McNamara, with the able backiq of John McNaulhton 

probably did more than anyone elte to IUltain the dilarmament drive. With hil sen .. or the horror of nuclear 

connict, hi. underetandinc or the adequacy of uiltinc ItockpUe., hit fear of nuclear proliferation, hi. 

analytic command oBhe weapon. problem, and hil mana,erial-imtinc:t to dOlomethin, about an irrational.itua

tion, he forever lou,hi new waYI of controlliq the &rmI race. Hit contribution w .... peci.n, crucial in dealin, 

with the Joint Chiefa or Stafr, poeaHHd. at they were by the conviction that they alone underetood the require- \..u 
menn of American ,afety. Nor w .. the invocaUon or national .. curity confined to the J CS. Once, at a meet in, 

oCtheCommitheofPrincipala,lOmeGnltromACDAobjectedtoapropoeedarmecontrolme .. ureonthecroundthat 
it micht imperil tunatioD. McNamaraAidabarply, "UoJ'mnot afraid ofit,l don't _ why you Ihould be. You 

take care of dilarmament. lAt me worry about the DatioDaltecurity of the United StaHl.-

" 
On May 20 the Chief of DASA concurred with Kiley on the recommendations for two ~ 

RVs and one pod on Starfish. Kiley would keep the capability of using three pods in ~\...,j 
case new problems came up. . '""-.)-c\ 

By mid-May LASL had loaded up their C-13S with so much instrumentation that when \.1 ... ..£:>\ ~ 
fueled for the rather long-range mission they planned. the weight of the plane s::- -........J J 

approached the maximum operating capability utilized by SAC. The result of discus- 8 ~ '< 
sions between the scientists and the Air Force was a clear recognition and under- \..CJ ~ 
standing by both SAC and LASL that aircraft safety was the responsibility of the Air \.. f") ~ 
Force. While there were occasionally some tense situations on takeoff from Hickam, Q _ Q. 
fljghts operated as planned and Air Force judgment was validatcd. u.J U ~ 

The problem of possible introduction of King-.s::::. ~ ~ 
fish. whiCh was planned to be altitude over Johnston £ ~- L 
Island. The initial calculations t a area 600 miles in radius ~ :::::J I~ 
would be required at sea level lind a greater. radius at aircraft altitudes. -.) \.. r:J \..l 

Late in May. as the date for Bluegill approached, other operational dcc"isions .--J 
were made. Betts issued a statement to all Labs that there would be no mess;1ge 
traffic from Johnston Island to those organizations in the period from 24 hours 
before to 24 hours after Bluegill because of the heavy communications traffic needed 
for operational reasons. In the last two weeks of May, under Shuster and Ray. 
several Bluegill dry runs were conducted in a very realistic fashion. There were 
communication troubles, aborts because of weather, aircraft trouble, etc. The John-
ston Island system was doing a finc job of making thc rehearsals as rcalistic as t"hev 
could. In the. middle of all this, Salet got his second star. but the party tha"t 
night at the Point House didn't slow down the operation very much. Starbird and Ogle 
moved to Johnston Island a few days before the Bluegill event. which was scheduled 
for June 2. 

Bluegill was countcd· down for the first time on the night of June 2, 1962. At 
. minus 45 minutcs the· Rangc Trackcr (thc PMR rangc safety ship) computer failed and 
there was a two-hour hold. but th·c test was then· cancelled for that day. The cancel
lation arose from the requirement to know the burst-time position of the RV to within 
two miles because of thc positioning of effects ships. The Range Tracker computer 
was essential becausc it computed predicted positions from data on the missile posi
tion acquired from launch through main engine cut-off time. PMR worked desperately 
all day on June 3 to repair the computer, managing to get some computer experts from 
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Los Angeles to the island at 3 a.m. on the 4th, just after PMR. got the computer 
fixed. Bradbury was on the same 3 a.m. fligh .-.w.. he first Jau ch of the BJuegilJ Thor 

occurred just after on une 
t e weather had been cloudy. but Dan Rex had predicted it would cJear· and it did by 
about midnight. After a few holds for minor reasons the Thor missile was launched. 
apparently achieving a perfect trajectory. However, in· the last stages of propul
sion. just before main engine cutoff, PMR lost track from the beacon-tracking radar 
used to calculate the predi~ted burst position. There was some chance that a second 
radar, which was skin-traCking the missile, might. have acquired sufficient data to 
validate the impact prediction. Therefore, attempts were made between about minus 10 
and minus 5 minutes to use the skin-tr.ack data for burst-point prediction. while also 
attempting to reacquire the beacon, but neither was successful. Consequently, at 
minus 5 minutes Ogle suggested. and Starbird agreed. that the warhead should be 
destroyed·, and that was done. 

In a discussion of predicted impact computations following the end of the test 
the path of the predicted impact point appeared normal through main engine cutoff. 
However, during the vernier engine phase the predicted impact position shown on the 
plot boards seemed to change excessively, based on the beacon-tracking FPS-16 radar. 
But data .from the skin-tracking MPS-26 radar indicated a smooth and nominal path. 
Which radar. if either, was telling the truth is, unfortunately, unknown. 

Years later Frank Strabala of EG&G pointed out to Ogle that the timing system 
run by EG&G. which provided signals to all of the cameras and other missiles, etc., 
had failed appreciably earlier in the flight.· However, EG&G had seen no point in . 
bringing up· the subject since the flight already had troubles. In addition to the 
problems already mentioned. telemetry data discussed in the postmortem showed that 
two of the three pods failed to separate. The JTF-8 control room voice tape record 
shows that a few moments lifter -destruct,- as the pieces were falling down. Ogle 
commented. -Best damn dry run we ever had.- . 

On the Honolulu beaches the many people who had turned out to watch the flash in 
the sky were disappointed. The next morning, the Honolulu Star. Bulletin quoted a 
JTF-8 spokesman: ~here was no nuclear detonation and there is no likelihood that 
the fragments of the device will explode in the ocean. Nor is it considered that it 
will cause hazardous levels of radioactivity in the water, and they will not consti
tute a hazard to human health.-

An appreciable number of the small rockets (and the equipment they were to 
carry) had been saved on Bluegill, either because they had been cancelled before the 
Thor launch because of improper winds or because the launch countdown timer had been 
stopped before they were launched. There was a spare Bluegill RV and nuclear explo
sive device on Johnston Island. On the other hand, the pod-orienting system had to 
be rebuilt. The Starfish shot had all of its parts coming down the pipeline and had 
been planned as the next shot. Furthermore, Starfish was a somewhat more important 
shot. Thus, for these and various other reasons, the decision was to do Starfish 
next. 

However. something had to be done about the tracking systems. The Range 
Tra :ker radars and computer were the first problem. After some discussions jt was 
. rra nged that the two radars would operate separately. one on beacon track and one on 

.in track. Each radar would feed its information into the computer memory separate
Because of . limitations on the computer, only one set of data would be used in 

.1 lime to compute the refined impact .point, but it was arranged that jf that 
tracking system faHed, then the computer could use the data from the other radar 
track, recomputing the track in about three minutes. 

The Range Tracker also had a real-time presentation of the missile horizontal 
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range versus altitude, obtained from its primary. radar. Since. the intended tra~ecto
ry was known, these data were sufficient for safety purposes If they were avadable 
after main engine cutoff. However, it took a trained man watching that data to 
derive that information. PMR had such a trained man, and it was arranged that he 
would watch that data specifically, advising the Task Force Command Post 200 seconds 
after liCt-ofC whether everything was all right or not (via a specially arranged hot 
line). 

Field .command had arranged for the Cubic Corporation to be responsible for 
tracking all of the DASA instrument packages, including one of the 'Pods. Cubic Corp. 
used a very. accurate microwave interferometer system known as angle measuring eQuip
ment, distance measuring equipment, or AME/DME. On the first attempt at Bluegill the 
AME/DME data had not been presented in real time. Arrangements were Quickly made to 
use it to get a nearly real-time plot of the surface range and azimuth, which, if 
compared with predicted values, could also .be used for safety purposes. 

Sandia operated a similar system using the transponder on one of the RVs, but 
this system would give only a slant range in real time. It was therefore arranged to 
have a real-time presentation of the' slant range that could be compared with the 
record .from Tiger Fish, since the two trajectories were supposed to be identical. 
Lastly, even after the missile range exceeded' the Range Tracker capability. that 
radar could give the angular elevation of the RV to within about 20 , In addition, 
the Cubic Corporation microwave interferometer could give the angles to within about 
10. The combination of these angles and tbe slant range would give an appro~imate 
position. which then could be compared with the expected position at a given time. 
The proper arithmetic had to be done by hand calculation. and a team of people in the 
control room were given the job. Tbe prime calculators were Dan Rex and Yay Shelton. 
They could give tbe position about one minute later than real-time. 

It took about two weeks to institute all the new tracking procedures, and then 
several days were used feeding in data from old tapes (Tiger Fish). etc., so that by 
June 19 there were a· number of independent systems which would give RV position 
within a minute or two after it passed through a given point. 

On June 7 JTF-8 planned to do Starfish on June 18 and Urraca two weeks after 
that (approximately July 3), with a repeat of Bluegill not scheduled precisely. The 
problem in scheduling a repeat, of. Bluegill was not only the mechanical one of rockets 
and pods, but the political one, since the President had indicated the series should 
be done by the end oC June. However, the next day, the JCS sent a message .to 
Starbird and Bradbury stating tbeir desire tbat Bluegill Prime. the second try of 
Bluegill, be fired during the current series and giving their opinion that the Urraca 
shot "must not interfere in any way.· The JCS suggested that the next shot should be 

, Starfish, then Bluegill Prime, and after that could come either Urraca or Kingfish if 
Urraca should not be fired. Harold Brown and Gerry Johnson concurred with this 
opJDJon. However. it soon became clear that all of the equipment for a' repeat of 
Bluegill could not be constructed soon enough to do Bluegill two weeks after Star
fish, and, tberefore. on June 15 the Task Force reiterated the schedule, according to 
which Starfish would be done about June 19. with Urraca as soon as possible after 
that, but not earlier than July 3. Bluegill would be attempted after Urraca. How-

.ever, the Washington debate persisted, and Betts asked Starbird to consider other 
schedules tllat would include Kingfish. Knowing the President's desire to keep the 
operation' as short as possible and recognizing .the weight that could be exerted by 
the Department of Defense, Hoerlin promptly asked Taschek to go to Washington and 
join the argument in defense of Urraca. Hoerlin commented to Haworth on the strong 
need for the AEC scientific side to get the data in the regime which Urraca would· 
investigate and noted with respect to the proposed Kingfish shot that "My colleagues 
and I would like to state that after a successful Starfish and in view of the 
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similarity with Teak. it should pose no problem to compute both. the phenol1lenology and -.....J~ 
f'.'~1 

. h h f' ~~ ~ 19 WIt t e Irst attempt at W '-J ~ 
the effects of such an event." 

For that shot, the missile -:sJ '" 
. was accepta b)~ and the Thor was ~"'U ; 

launched a .little before 11 p.m. in order to have an 11 p.m. burst time. However, 59 ,,::) ,1.,) ~, 
seconds after launch the missile flared and exploded. The warhead destruct signal \.D lil 
was sent 64 seconds after launch. Debris rained on the island, fortunately doing no ~ _ l~ 
serious damage. Investigation of the pieces and the telemetry data made it clear ~ \:J ~ 
very soon that the mock" RVs carried up with the missile had disturbed the flow of r . ..... 
gases from the turbine exhaust, sucking the hot gas' back against the boat tail and --;=. v0 i 
weakening the structure. The engine had torn itself loose and flown right through ~ ~ W 
the fuel tanks. 3- ..) (Jj 

In the meantime, Hoerlin, Longmire, Ogle, etc., 'had 'been considering the eyeburn ~~, 
~n the Hawaiian Islands presented by the proposed Kingfish shot - I 

_ That same prpblem had led to an odd-shaped danger area for S~ I 
clfcular at sea level and at aircraft altitudes. but increasing in radius with 
altitude. Since this danger area would require rerouting of commercial air flights, 
the Commission requested information on the subject. The information was provided by 
Hoerlin and Ogle, who explained the problem to the Commission during a meeting on 
June 7. The Commission agreed with the proposed danger area, as did Jerry Wiesner 
later in the day. Samuel, Mustin, and Ogle visited President Kennedy in the after-
noon to brief him on the operation. The President expressed a desire to hurry the 
tests (Ogle said we could not) and got one more view on the reasons for the high-
altitude shots. 

However, according to calculations, Kingfish would present an eyeburn problem in 
some parts of Hawaii. Even though the shot milht be fired late at nilht or early in 
the morning, experience had already shown that there would be a number of Hawaiians 
in the mountains tryinl to observe the detonation. 

The scheduling problem became very difficult. In the first half of JUIlC DASA 
and JCS reviewed the priority of the DOD shots and decided that Starfish was their 
most important test. Field Command DASA stated that there were sufficient pods,' 
including ones that were beinl refurbished, to provide three' pods each for another 
attempt at Starfish and Bluegill and three additional pods in the event Starfish 
needed to be repeated a second, time. They concluded that there should be no [urther 
attempt to fly RVs, and Douglas' concurred. Thus, from their June 20 meeting the JCS 
concluded that (a> the next shots should be Starfish and Bluelill and (b) Urraca 
after those was uncertain dependinl upon the situation at that time. Betts trans
mitted that information to the Laboratories and the Task Force, statinl that he had 
sufficient information on Urraca and did Dot need any further arguments. (On the 
19th Hoerlin had reiterated in a very strong message all of the reasons for doing 
Urraca and the reason for the AEC insisting oli the shot, pointinl out the tremendous 
effort that Los Alamos and Sandia had put into the shot so far.) 

However, the argument did Dot stop. On .the 21st Schwartz of Sandia echoed 
Hoerlin's senti~ents to Haworth and Betts, and Ogle was in Washington to explain tne 
operational problems again at high levels. The argument did result in the cancella
tion of Kingfish. but the order of shots was not Starfish, BluegiU, and Urraca. as, 
the President had agreed to on June 20. 

President Kennedy, upset at the series of failures, asked the Department of 
Defense why the Thor, had been, chosen rather than some other missile such as Redstone. 
Gerry Johnson reviewed the reasons for the missiles (sec missile selection section 
earlier). pointed out that there were three Thors left at Vandenberg, with one 
scheduled to be shipped within the next two days, and added that the Air Force had 
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would be the 

end of the atmospheric testing. LASL continued to argue for Urraca right after 
Starfish, claiming that it was more important than Bluegill. On June ~4 Starbird 
requested that another Starfish RV and warhead be d.elivered by July 9 In case the 
proposed July 4 Starfish repeat should also fail. . 

On June 25 Hoerlin sent a message to Wiesner, Starbird, Ogle, Johnson, et at 
concerning Urraca. In addition to previous arguments, he debated what he called the· 
principle of noninterference, which was interpreted as meaning that Urraca must wait 
until the DOD was absolutely finished with its program, regardless of how many repeat 

• shots were necessary. He did not see how the AEC could agree to do its work only 
when it did not interfere with the DOD's schedule.s without being derelict in· the 
duty assigned to it by law. However, he went on to argue the military importance of 
Urraca, commenting that each of the three shots (Starfish, Bluegill, and Urraca) 
would occur in completely different atmospheric regimes and that our lack of und'er
standing of the dominant mechanisms controlling the explosions was such that any of 
the shots would produce important information, but that Starfish seemed most likely 
to do so. On the other hand, he argued that Bluegill phenomena would be most closely 
related to low-altitude detonation phenomena, and it was. therefore, more likely to 
be predictable by calculations. Consequently, the order of firing should be Star
fish, Urraca. Bluegill. He also' brought up the point that Urraca was important as a 
test of our space detection system. and the lessons to be learned could prevent the 
Russians stealing another march on us by preparing to test in deep space. 

The McMillan Committee met in Hawaii on July 13 en route to observe the Starfish 
Prime shot, again re-examining· the priority oC the three remaining high-altitude 
shots. They found no reason to alter the pr~viously recommended order of priority,. 
recommending that Starfish be tried until it was successful, followed by Bluegill 
until it was successful, and then, finally. to do Urraca. However. they did comment: 

The effedl a .. oeiated with Urnca haYe lumcient interett and potential to merit DOD IUpport. Weaponl effectl 

cannot be reliably extrapolated in tbe n_ altitude relimea. The Urnca could contribute lilllificantly &0 the 

underatandinl of biah-altitude eUec" and tbu, indirectly, anawer man1 queatioDi now in a lpeculative. 
Itap. 

out 
Against the test was 

the argument that there was no serious military interest that. rar out into space, 
that neither space testing nor space test det~ction were of current urgency, and that 
the United States was running overtime on high-altitude tests and should stop before 
August. On the other hand, Bundy commented that Urraca was the most interesting shot 
in strictly scientific terms as compared to Starfish and Bluegill. and that knowledge 
about space testing and test detection in outer space would make it more practicable 
to propose an atmospheric test ban. He. pointed out the great amount of effort that 
had gone'into the Urraca shot so far and noted the morale difficulty, stating: 

But it will not be eat)' for them to underatand why one third of tbeir eilM montba of effort Ihould be rubbed out 
for a ,ain of two weeki in the end point of the Hri ... 

Finally he stated: 
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. . 
Technically. Urnea iI probably the _& failuNproof of the thNe hilh-altitude .pace .hot.. Ita mi .. ile doea 

not have the .pedal par of S&arr .. h, and i& do.. not bave &0 follow the dOH &nek of Bluesill. It ia in the 

hanet. of lbe Loa Alamoe Scientiftc Labora&ory, wbicb iI. on lbe whole, tbe _, experienced and -:noe& Nliable 

tutin. apney we bave. (n iI one of &be moa\ abrMiY. UJMCU of pouible cancellMion CbM it would appear 

to penaliae Loa Alamoe for Che falhlN of ita friendly riyala in Defenu.) . 

On July 4 Starfish Prime was ready. The early steps of the experimental prepa
ration had begun. The area had been swept. The FAA had been notified and the first 
aircraft were leaving Hawaii. However, at minus three hours, Douglas and SSD informed 
Starbird that the wind shear was too high, and the launch was canceled. In later 
discussion between the Douglas people on Johnston and those at home, new wind shear 
limits were adopted which would have allowed the launch carlyon July S. The next 
few nights were unacceptable because of clouds. On the night of the 8th the weather 
was not perfect. but it was good enough. After the earlier failures, the test 
organization was nervous. Starbird wouldn't watch the TV pictures of the missile. 
Starfish Prime was launched on July 8. The Thor flew properly. the small rockets 
worked properly. and tracking went properly. In fact. essentially everything worked 
properly. The nose cones from the Kauai rockets were recovered. The pods were 
recovered. There were no eye burns. The only problems were some cloud cover at 
Tonga, one pod flywheel that apparently ran slow and allowed the pod to tumbl~. and 

. two instrument rockets from Point Arguello that Cailed. The shot was an outstanding 
success. 

While the results of 

as .is shown in a 
message to their ·Success of is extremely gratifying to 
AFSWC personnel who have pointed space physics research to this achievement for 

. several. years.· Suggest you pass congratulations to Research and Test Directorates 
and other AFSWC nuclear testing programs.· Hoerlin was also happy. but in reporting 
the success to Bradbury at LASL. he noted the Cailure of the Arguello rockets and 
commented that the motives Cor conducting Urraca had been strengthened rather than 
weakened. . 

The successful firing of Starfish Prime therefore left two shots to be fired and 
two missiles available. Curtis LeMay. then Air Force Chief of Staff. noted in. mid
July to Gerry Johnson that the Air Force was preparing an additional Thor in case the 
next Bluegill should fail. The missile was to come from those committed to the 
United Kingdom Air Force Training Launch Program. He also stated. "In view of the 
a bove, it is recommended that the additional Thor missile now being readied for 
shipment not be considered for any use other than backup for those high-priority DOD 
tests currently scheduled" (The fact that LeMay talked of "tests" probably reflects 
the Air Force's continued interest in Kingfish.) 

Bluegill Prime was scheduled for July 2S. LASL reported to Betts that the 
results of Starfish "go a long way toward proving out the feasibility of getting good 
bomb diagnostics from instrumented rockets in a space testing program" It appeared 
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that the worst problems had been solved. On July 23 . things ~ooked s~ooth- eno,ugh ~ ~ ~ 
that the Task Force planned to fire Urraca II days after Bluegill. assuming WashIDg- \!) lj) 
ton agreed. However. on that same day Ogle noted to Luedecke~ .. -V . I ~ 
that there is stm consideration in Washington of proposed ~ 'Y ~ 

_ Kingfish as a possible detonation of Operation Dominic ter rraca, e ~ ..r., ,.;' 
went on to note .that the proposed shot would ~e quite bright a.~d would ~roduce. an ':T ~ U\J 
image on the retmaof the human eye at the distance of Hawal1.roughl~ two thirds ::.> . ...J A;:) 
the size of the sun's image. He pointed out that for such a shot Kaual would pos-,..;:) 'If) Q 
sibly be within the danger area and that. certainly, people in the mountains at Kauai 
would have to wear dark glasses or turn away. Precautionary actions would have to be 
taken on Nihoa and Niihau. Small boating and fishing within the area would have to be 
stopped 'during the hazardous period. He noted that this situation could be improved 
by changing the missile trajectory to fire Kingfish some 200 to 250 miles south of 
Johnston, but that it would take two months after notification to change the Thor 
trajectory in that way. He also pointed out that lowering the burst altitude could 
solve the problem. 

The next day SSD was busy calculating the additional costs of a seventh Thor to 
be used for the tentative KingCish event and discussing the question of which kinds 
of pods could go on the missiles. , 

However. the picture changed rapidly. On July 24 the Bluegill Prime launch was 
delayed by weather, but the decision was made to go ahead on the night of the 25th. 
Shortly after 1 J p.m. the Thor launch was attempted. 

The missile ignited 20 to 30 seconds early and was burning in the boat tail and 
around tbe missile before lift-off time. The range safety officer therefore 
destroyed tbe missile and warbead witbin a few seconds after receipt of the lift-off 
signal. in order to prevent a la~ge fuel explosion on the pad. In fact the Thor rose 
just a fraction of an inch and then settled back on the pad and began to burn. The 

• fuel continued to burn for some time; at midnight personnel had still not been' 
allowed outside because of the possibility of nearby fuel' tank explosions, but, by 
12:30 a.m. it seemed safe. Inspection showed that the launch pad was badly dama,ged 
and was seriously contaminated with plutonium. 

At 5 a.m. on July 26 JTF-8 issued the following statement in Hawaii: 

A check with Johllltoft bland diIclCIMI DO ia~ to penoanel and no huard from any radioactivity .. & Nlult 
of the deliberat. d .. truction and bUl'Dinc of a ThOI' boottel' and Duclear device Oft the launch pad lut nirht, All 

mi.lile fiNl have been extin(Uiahecl. 

repair time was approximately one month, but after 
discussions with Douglas and SSD personnel it was apparent that' it would be appreci
ably longer than one month. While estimates were being refined Starbird and Ogle 
left for Washington to promulgate f~s. On the way through Hawaii Ogle 
requested that LASL prepare another_.._ ' 

The controlling factor in preparing for another high-altitude shot seemed to be 
the Thor pad. By July 28 it was fairly clear that an extremely optimistic schedule 
for repairing the present pad would have the pad ready in approximuely eight weeks. 
Some two weeks of this was for cleaning and decontaminating the pad, about three 
weeks would be needed for procuring. inspecting. shipping. and installing all re-

, placement jtems~ and check-out of the rebuilt pad and support equipment would take, 
another three weeks. By the time Starbird reached Washington. SSD and Douglas had 
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determined that. given the proper priority. a second pad could be -obtained in 13 to 
IS weeks. Many other items were also critical. not the least of which was scheduling 
the USAS American Mariner (DAMP ship) which was necessary for some of the radar 
measurements. 

Although rumors were rampant that the President would call an end to the opera
tion, this wasrealfy very improbable. On July 22, 1962, the U.S.S.R. had announced 
their intention to begin a new series of atmospheric tests. Kennedy was still trying 
to pressure the Russians about a test ban. Furthermore. in the game of international 
strength it was bad enough for the U.S. to have such -publicly miserable failures; it 
would be even worse to stop the tests~ 'admitting that we could not finish the job. 
Furthermore. both the AEC and the Department of Defense had solidified their reasons 
for the experiments yet to be done. Thus. within a day or so after Starbird reached 
Washington the decision clearly was to finish the series. but the President was 
still in a hurry and urged a wcrashw effort. 

Upon his arrival in Washington at the end of July, Rod Ray started investigating 
backup systems that might be available. While Ray searched. Starbird notified the 
system that it should proceed with the second Thor pad with the understanding that 
Thor work could be stopped if other systems appeared more reasonable. H&N received 
AEC authorization to begin the pad on August 1. In the midst of this flurry the .000 
requested that Kingfish be put back into the schedule, so the search. for new launch 
systems also included that shot. A first alternative seemed to be a Polaris fired 
from a submarine near Johnston Island, using the same command destruct system that 
had been used for Frigate Bird. Other possibilities were the Hercules, Pershing. and 
Redstone. 

Two other problems arose late in July and early in August 1962.' The McMillan 
Committee observed that there were three shots left, that is. Bluegill. Urraca, and 
Kingfish. and that the Thor turnaround time was two weeks. They therefore inquired 
through DDR&E' whether it would be possible to insert into the schedule a couple of 
fairly small high-altitude shots (with simple delivery systems, such as the Hercules) 
at two-week intervals, and the Task Force system promptly starting working on this. 
At the same time PMR decided that they could no longer afford to have the Range 
Tracker at Johnston Island and informed Starbird of their intent to take it back to 
California. The problem was solved rather quickly by Starbird and Mustin who dealt 
with the appropriate authorities in Washington: the Range Tracker stayed. 

While the Johnston Island pad was beinl cleaned up during the first two weeks of 
August. a continual series of meetings and discussions gradually resolved the other 
carrier possibilities. It appeared that Sandia could put an RV with appropriate 
f\!'Sing and firing on a Polaris missile, and there was the possibility of launching 
either from a submarine or Crom the ship Observation Island. However. the Polaris 
alliwed only a 'very short time for detonation decision after main engine burnout, and 
any hesitation would allow the possibility of the warhead getting to any of many 
inhabited areas. Furthermore, a certification shot would be required with such a 
system. This seemed to be a tremendous amount of work Cor a backup and it wasn't. at 
all clear that the Polaris system would be any less trouble than the Thor. The 
Polaris proposal was eventually turned down. The equipment at Vandenberg AFB Thor 
Pad 8 could be moved to Johnston. but would require approximately eight weeks of 
construction and then six weeks of installation, at a minimum. However, this option 
also involved moving an appreciable number of experimental installations on Johnston 
Island, and finding a suitable place for aU of those seemed very difficult. Fur
thermore, Douglas and SSD pointed out that if there were another accident on the 
first pad, it too could probably be cleaned up in about eight weeks; thus, putting in 
a second launch pad would not really save much time. The Army discussed their 
systems. The Pershing could' reach the altitudes for either Bluegill or Kingfish, 
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carrying nuclear devices They preferred only their stan-
dard trajectory, but they degradation ~n confidence. Com-
mand arm, fire, and destruct signals could be provided. The Pershing could be 
avaiJable in five to nine weeks, depending on the trajectory, and would cost 
$5,000,000 to $)0,000,000, excluding transportation. The Army preferred not to use 
the Pershi Pershing program. The Redstone 
could lift to 92 kilometers alt·itude on the tacti- ~ 
cal trajectory. ve a capability, but command arm and......:/ 
fire could be provided. It could be ready in approxi.mately seven weeks after autho- rV ':D 
rization to proceed'lIiiIIiId there w be very little Impact on Army programs. The ~. \ 
Hercules could lift to altitudes as high as 9S kilometers with high U ""-! 
accuracy, and it cou 0 Ire within a month. It did not h.ave a comman~ arm Co: c6 ff'\ 
signal, but did have command fire and destruct. In parallel WIth these consld~ra- ~. \f) I 
tions, Sandia started down the path of wha)JJiilieventuall became known as the StrYPl, a 'f"\ . 
ballistic (unguided) missile that could lift smaller systems to ~ome of", U J ~ 
the lower altitudes being considered. Th XM-33 rocket englDe that vJ ~ . 
had already been used for some of the instrument packages during the operation. ..c ~ "' 

The Kingfish argument now became real. It was quickly determined that it was.t;:. V? ~ 
feasible to change the trajectory of the Thor and that most of the experiments could -t. ::> 
be performed with a detonation point some 250 miles southwest of Johnston Isla.nd. 3 \D ;
However, such a change increased the operational problems 
Committee eventually compromised on the trajectory, selecting a burst 
altitude and thereby· avoiding the possible eyeburn hazard in Ha 
down the. path of prep.ring nearly every possible warhead for every practical missile. 
While all of this was going on a large part of the testing organization had scattered 
to the four winds, since there was no definite plan for future high-altitude shots 
and no possibility of any shots soon.' . 

On August I Kennedy accepted a Russian proposal for test ban monitoring by 
national means in all environments. but noted that this would require international 
supervision and on-site inspection. His discussion of the meaning of international 
supervision made it difCicult to distinguish between that and international systems 
for monitoring. On August 6 the Soviets rejected his terms. having resumed testing on 
August 5. 

By mid-August appropriate decisions had been made, and the system had started to 
settle down. Major reliance would still be on the Thors launched Crom two pads, but 
the Nike-Hercules and the Strypi would serve as backup systems for ·Bluegill. The 
Hercules and Strypi were also possible delivery systems for the small shots still 
being discussed. Starbird ·notified the testing organization to be prepared to test 
on one mon th 's notice. 

In the second half of August the tentative agreement on the burst altitude of .~ ; .... 
Kingfish came unst n Committee did not wish to accept_ ""'-J .:::.:J 
for the altitude shot because the air density was ~.ol./:)I"'" 
to allow the d' x-ray propagat on. However, the trajectory had to be picked soon ul ~ :-C ' 
or Douglas could not put it into the Thor missile in time for the utS- "'2- ~ .~ ( 
tions arose for the small shots. The first two of these at f""'\ '. J ~ 

~ 1,.') 11) 
altitude presented no problem; however, the third, proposed at -4""\ L,l) uv. 
a potential eyeburn problem in Hawaii, but it was not clear small '-J - - .... 

~_1v.', fireball to be produced would create a serious eyeburn hazard .. By mid-August two t= ""! 
T~or pads were being prepared for the larger shots, construction of two Hercules pads J:. V) V)~ 
was underway as backup for Bluegill (the pads being equipped so that if one missile ~3 :::> ::,::) ( 
did not operate, the second could be launched immediately), and the XM-33 missile .J) ul 
(Strypi) was in the final stages of development. Between the Hercules and the Strypi 
the small shots could be taken care oC, but DASA had not yet d'ecided that those shots 

~-----
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should be done. It appeared that the BluegiJJ Thor could be ready September 20; the 
BluegiJI Hercules by September 25; the Urraca Thor on October 2; a second Hercule~ or ~ 
first Strypi by October S; a third low-yield shot by October J 5; and then the KIng- V 
fish Thor on October 17. ol ~ 

In late August, recogni DDR&E had changed ~ ~ CV'\ 
the proposed Kingfish yi ld some Sm

ll
311 ~ . J 

shots, namely Sideshow, ' ~ C1S • 
• at the highest altitu e a at th'e ·u'):x. 
highest altitude available to the Strypi ~ m 4J 

However. the effects of Starfish on sa were now ~ V '"" 
becoming well known. Scoville told Gerry Johnson that he thought the DOD was £ tf)_- '(] 
irresponsible in proposing any more high-altitude detonations. The problem came to a . _ ...... 
head at an NSC meeting on September 5. By now the Soviets were well into their 3 ~ 
second atmospheric test operation since the 1958-1961 moratorium, and some of the lQ ~ 
results were available. The McMillan Committee had done their job well in outlining 
the technical needs for Bluegill and Starfish and the kind of problems that could be' 
answered by the small-yield detonations. Starfish Prime had' raised a number of 
questions that could be investigated using data from these small shots. Furthermore, 
the shots could be interspersed with the Thor shots without prolonaina the series. ~ 
At the NSC meeting one of the small shots was deleted. bu.t. perhaps more important, ~ ~ 
Urraca was thrown out by the President. both because of its possible effect on W ~ 
satellites and because the President really did not ~ish to develop another method of ~ m " 
testing. His objective was to prevent testing, not to help it. In addition to these:J ,..... 
decisions. Kingfish was left floating because of the worry that at such a larae ~ ~ 
yield, it too. would cause satellite difficulties. Thus, of the old hiah-altitude:g <::J r'" ~ 
schedule there was only Bluegill to finish, but there were three new shots.. ..c . n ~ 

During September tinued. To make some progress, a.£ v ~ "'-I \.l 
tentati~e burst position at 180 kilometers range on a -± ,::::) rn < 
bearing of 210 dearees f with the concurrence of Ogle. 31.0 ..: t. 
However. this position was still not satisfactory to the McMillan Committee. In mid-
September the situation was that if the intended yield was changed after September 2S 
there was no time to re,bui 
The "'"" ~~ 

"'O.~ 
8·~t() 

kilometers range on a bearing or 190 ~ . 
could be done earliest, was satisfactory from the point ntauon. ~ \0 I~ 
and presented no eyeburn hazard. but it was the least desirable experiment from' the ~ ~ "'4{ 

point of view of the McMillan Committee. The second position involved flying the; ~ vJ
Thor on a trajectory not previously used. but Douglas thought it would probably work. -: V) v 
However, detonation at that altitude mi~e damaae. Ogle simply -:..J ::> ~ 
would not agree to the third possibility_ because of the . possible -.J ",,) 
eyeburn problem in Hawaii. . 

During the third week of August Ogle went to the problem -= 
with the McMillan Committee. KingCish would be altitude. or ~ ~ 
course, later in the week the decision came unstuck, McNam3ra ~ ~ 
aareed that preparations would continue for the ~ C'6 
requested that work be carried forward in paraU to allow the ~ ~ 

• 2 shot. . Starbird requested still another review of' this pOSSJ y. ~ IJ) ~ I 
answer was that "There's a limit beyond which human flesh cannot endure," but he went ~ ~,..... 
on to point out that the latest date at which the Field Command Test Unit could.;:;, ~ f::$ 
adjust the small rocket trajectory's instrumentation, and pod instrumentation for =f :5 '-.J 
Kingfish was the previous Monday, September 17, and that any changes from now on 3 ~ 

V)-
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would degrade the quality of the experimental results until th.ere' was finally a poi~t 
of minimum return. He further stated that we could not retam the full dual capabI
lity; all that could be done was, to plan on ~ne trajectory an~ suffer the very 
serious loss of data if a late switch were requJrcd. He also pomted out that any 
further studies on the eyeburn problem were a complete waste of effort. 

By September 1 the Thor pad construction, the Hercules p~eparatio~s, an~ the 
Sirypi preparations were sufCiciently advanced to plan resumption of hIgh-altitude 
testing, starting with Bluegill on September 23. J:l0wever, the. Septe~ber 5 NSC 
meeting changed that. The third U.S. manned orbital s~ace fhght ~lt~ astronaut ,~ 
Walter Schirra aboard was planned for September. StarfIsh results mdlcated some ~ 
possible hazard, and, furthermore, the DAMP ship was required for his recovery. 
Thus the NSC decided that no high-altitude shot would be fired before the next ~ ':c 
Merc~ry shot (MA-8, scheduled for September 25), and the last Dominic eve~t wou!d be ...:!:f '-.J 
November J or earlier. As a result of these decisions, the September hIgh-altItude \J ~ 
schedule showed Bluegill on October I, Tightrope on October 9, Checkmate on October:5 '~ "\ 
J S. and Kingfish on October 27. Various certification shots of the Strypi and the ~. 
Hercules would also have to be done. Kiley immediately requested that Bluegill be --c X 
slipped to October 4, since his optically instrumented KC-135 aircraft could not ':"= ~ ~ 
arrive until then, but the schedule held for the time being. By mid-September there ~ 
were already rumors that the Mercury launch --t::: "'J ,-

On September . altitude ~ ... ..:. ~ 
and Checkmate. convinced -- ...J.,j 
the Task Force ship was a essential to their Bluegill experi- .::s 'tOO 
ments. However, as was noted before, the DAMP ship was also required for the MA-8 
recovery exercise, which was to be done some 1,600 miles from Johnston Island. 
Consequently. in order to avoid repeated short delays. Bluegill Double Prime was 
rescheduled to be MA-8 plus 11 days, with the high probability that MA-8 would meet 
its scheduled September 28 date. This decision allowed the pace to slow a little on 
the island, and by September 24 the Mercury 8 schedule had slipped to October 3. . ___ 

With the inclusion of the, Nike-Hercules in the series as a weapon carrier, f"t) 

safety studies of its fusing and firing systems promptly began. After a safety V V 
meeting on September 11 Starbird asked for information on a number of other subjects. \,J '2 
including the probabilities of certain types of malfunctions such. as burning on the ~ ~ 
pad when launch is attempted, malfunction during the booster thrust, malfunction:::::> C'5 rt\ 
after separation, probability of success of the barometer backup, probability of ,\;}. 
firing without the (ire signal ~einl sent, etc. He was also somewhat unhappy at the--C ls') ,~ 

,concept of launching a, second Nike immediately if the first one failed. Mustin ~ U ~ 
immediately discussed the problems with Bill Carter of Redstone Arsenal, who offered..t:: - -
a number of possible chan ' The' -= \,,? \iJ 

"'!:. :J 10 ,-, a 
ve guaran ee that ,the 

Bluegill alternate could not fire below an altitude of 60,000 feet. Eventually a 

,::5 '0 

command arm circuit was installed to take care of this problem. /"' 
. The Strypj's. firing syste~ was the sa~e. as used on the Th?r,' a~d there was no "'-.i 

partIcular question about Its charactenStlC5; however" CertificatIon was still ~ /""'\ 
necessary .. The first Strypi certification~ccur e on Jo nston' Island on September ~ ..0 
22. The mock warhead reached an apogee and impacted downrange at c. '-..) 
225 kHornet.ers .. The flight was ~ully accepta e or the Checkmate shot. '::) ~ ,..... 

The fl.nalllY of Urraca bemg deleted from the schedule had so discouraged LASL -0 L') ...s 
th~t Hoerhn ~ad concluded .n~t to fly his highly jn~trumented KC-13S. Furthermore.-:::> • V 
KIley was haVIng problems getting his KC-13Ss back to the shot aad was thinking very ..c. <y r 

....c"! ~ 
; lit R &:=fs -!:' "::) ~ 

? ,,", -
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carefuJly about thc ncccssary optical covcragc. On Septcmbcr 14 hc discussed this 
problcm with the Chief of DASA, who then formally rcqu'csted that LASL operatc its 
optical aircraft on all subsequent high-altitudc shots, noting that it had some 
unique instrumentation and that it provided backup in the event a DOD aircraft should 
abort. After some discussion Hoerlin agreed. 

The MA-! mission on October 3 was a success, and by Qctober 5 the Bluegill Thor 
launch was scheduled for the night of October 14, assuming arrival of the DAMP ship 
at Johnston. (That ship had had to turn back to Midway to off -load a seriously ill 
individual and was scheduled to arrive at Johnston on the 14th.) 

On September 30 another Strypi certification was fired successfully, and on 
October 1 the second try of the Nike-Hercules Bluegill certification round was fired 
successfuly. (On the first try a manually operated switch had not been turned on to 
allow the EG&G timer signal to initiate launch.) .~ 

The DAMP ship arrived as planned, and on October 14 the Task Force was ready to '-J 
do Bluegill. However, unfavorable weather forced a delay to the night of the 15th. ~ ~ 
Shortly after launch on the night of the lStb the Thor again failed in flight, and -0 ~ 
the warhead and missile were destroyed. This failure was apparently due to troubles c C"6' 
in the guidance system. The Thor crews and, for that matter, everyone else were..:=> ~") fY) 
tremendously dejected. Starbird eCCectively gave up on the Thor, suggesting that the \(). 
Douglas representative sit to one side (or a little while and contemplate the situa- ~ _ I~ 
tion. However, there was no choice: the Task Force had to make the Bluegill attempt ~ 'CJ ""'l 
with a Hercules. The system stalled a little and then scheduled the .next· attempt for ~ ~ .. ~ 
the night of the 22nd or 23rd, depending upon whether the Hercules or the Thor was ~-+- ..::.." I.J.J 

picked. 3- . ...J <) 
In the meantime, Checkmate, had been \!'") 0 

scheduled for the 19th. There was y of the 
19th, and that night the Strypi lifted the device to the proper altitude and' the shot 
was fired successfully, cheering up the organization appreciably.' 

Checkmate was beautiful. It was first a green and blue ring with spikelike 
protrusions at the edge, surrounded by a blood-red auroral ring which faded in less 
than a minute. Auroral streamers to ·the north and south formed immediately. Pink 

In 
the meantime the Thor situation was reviewed, and Starbird proposed that the pods 
might be causing some ot the problems, since, of the nine pods flown, only five had 
been within the acceptable raDge. He alsQ noted that if the Hercules. was used. 
almost half of the instrumentation rockets would have to be fired prior to the 
launch; if the Hercules launch failed. these instrumentation rockets would be· wasted, 
precluding some measurements on yet a later Bluegill. He also noted that Sandia had 
been asked to prepare a Strypi missile as the primary carrier for Kingfish. In spite 
of . these problems the rel1\aining shots would usc Hercules and Strypi as the primary 
missiJes, with the Thor as backup. 

The confusion about carriers caused the experimental system great difficulty 
because the timing oC the equipment depended upon the carrier used. However, alter
nate" plans were made and the timing system was set up to handle any of the proposed 
carriers. 

On October 2) a second Nike-Hercules Bluegill certification was fired, but it 
self-destructed njne seconds after lift-off. The failure apparently resulted from 

nco- • 
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. ~.~~ 
loss of beacon. return signal to the missp~ t~ack radar 2.9 s~conds after launch.:::::S ~ 
(The October J Bluegill Nike-Hercules certifIcatIon had. been satIsfactory, as had . t~e ~ . ( 
Tightrope Nike-Hercules certification on October 6.) There was some hope that thIS ~ ~ 
difficulty was caused by high RF background noise on the island. so plans were made ~ . 
to do a Tightrope Nike-Hercules certifi~ation the next day to gai~ assur~nce t~ ~ \.? q 
Hercules was actually all right. Starbird argued to delay Bluegdl untIl the __ ::::> ~ ;;. 
~evice could be put on the Strypi. (The Strypi had worked successfully every time -.:J l...') -
it had been fired.) 

The next day, October .22. 1962, at 4:45 p.m .• th~ Nike-Hercules certification. ~ 
failed again in exactly the same fashion. The StrYPI was not ready to use for '-..) 
Bluegill and its basic position inaccuracy made it a very undesirable missile for ~ /::3 
that shot, so the decision was made to try the Thor again. u -.J ~ 

For the next two days the Hercules people worked on their problems while Sandia C ~ 
tried to prepare for all variations of shots with the Strypi: Because of al1 of the::::J .\0 
options, failures. and bac Ogle asked LASL how long It would take to prepare -z, U? t 
another one or . warheads. On October 25 Max Roy replied that one or two "V:j ~ 
additional could be available' 21 to 25 days after a firm requirement was ~ ~ 
'. . . \. 

given. -:: ::::l" 
November 1 was getting close. The fourth. attempt at Bluegill using a Thor took 3. t 

place just after midnight on October 26: it was finally. successful. Starbird left l() 
Johnston at 4 a.m., and that afternoon the airdrop test Calamity was fired. The 
decision was immediately made to switch back to Thor for the Kingfish shot. By 
October 29 it appeared too difficult to do Tightrope on a Strypi. The tentative 
suggestion was to try a Hercules again the next day. and if it failed. request that 
Tightrope be canceled. After several days of study, there was a tentative conclusion 
that the RF environment was disturbing the Hercules tracking system required for 
control. Consequently. for the. dry run aU environmental RF was cut down to the 
absolute minimum necessary for the test. 

On October 30. following the Housatonic airdrop in the morning, the Hercules' 
Tightrope certification was tried again and it worked properly. 

Kingfish was attempted in the evening of October 31, but the weather was bad and 
there were problems in the Thor engine-position monitoring circuit. Weather window 
after weather window went by and finally. on the last opportunity of the evening. a 
little past 2 a.m.. the KingCish' device was lifted to altitude and fired. using up 
ou r last Thor, our last R V. and the last pods. The rest of the night was spen t in 
celebration. 

The Kingfish success left one shot to be fired, namely, Tightrope. which had 
been relegated to the Hercules. On November I the Task Force gave the Army 
Hercules personnel one more day to be ready for certification. but there were still 
troubles. On November. 2, by turning off most of the RF on the island and putting in 
a new amplifier decoder in the missile track radar, a successful Hercules certifica
tion shot was fired. The Tightrope shot itself followed on the next evening at 9:30 
p.m. with complete success. ending the operation at Johnston Island. 

The summaries of the results of· the high-altitude detonations of Operation 
Dominic as given in the "Quicklook" reports are contained as Appendices B through F. 
(Ed. note: As noted at the end of the Christmas Island airdrop section, we have 
chosen to include here only an abstract of the document referred to because the 
author. had not completed editing at the time of his death.) 
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EPILOGUE 

R. Ray, R. R. Brownlee, H. M. Peck, and D~ R. Westervelt 

As Ogle might have put it, we had to fuss a bit with the question: What should 
we do about Chapter V? The decision to proceed as we have was not casually taken. 
It was clear that the author's concept of that unwritten chapter involved "Lessons 
Learned," but to the further questions: From what? About what'? and By whom'?, we were 
not certain of answers in spite. of our close association with . the project. 
Eventually we realized that the best evidence on which to base a decision could be 
found in Bill's own record of concerns and actions during the 20-oddyears following 
the events of this accouDt. Those years brought their own lessons. and Ogle played a 
vital role in bringing them to the nation'S attention. 

Thus, instead of a Chapter V we offer an Epilogue. It is in the nature of 
epilogues to summarize related events that occur after the conclusion of a story, and 
we believe that this is appropriate here. The text, as Bill left it, certainly 
contains many lessons specifically for tbose who may be called upon in the future to 
respond to a similar national need. We will summarize those that seem most important 
to us, but also will leave many more for the reader to discover. It was Ogle's style 
to provide leadership by making the system- think. We offer our own observations in 
the same spirit, and must assume full responsibility for the result while acknow
ledging our debt to the author as leader, tutor, colleague. and friend. 

It is our belief that, strictly speaking, the period ·of test resumption in 1961-
62 ended before the most important moratorium-related lessons for the nation had 
emerged. These lessons, the' most important of wbich we bave tried to state below, 
were not self -evident, but had to be learned as evidence accumulated. 

Without knowledge of certain events· tbat followed the history presented here, 
even a thoughtful reader might, be excused for reaching conclusions that ar~ 
erroneous. It would be possible, for example, to read this account carefully and 
note that, after all, it was possible Cor tbe United States to resume useful testing 
underground only two weeks after the first Soviet explosion; and that although the 
Christinas Island phase was delayed for a number of months, most if not all of the 
weapons tested there performed admirably. At tbis point, a reader might be tempted 
to ask "What is the problem?" The problem is that these facts, by themselves, are 
incomplete and misleading. Ogle, who was very much involved in the events that 
followed, never hesitated to point this out; we therefore see it as our d'uty to 
attempt here to do so., 

·Several timet in tbe text, and now here, -the ~tem" it referred to. It it a term of an that we think dnerves 
definilion. V.ually when O,la referred' to "ahe ~Hm" he meuat abe entire cOJll!Dunity of doen: politician., executive d~ci.ion 
maken, leientia", -military playen, aDd otber operaton wbo ~e tbinl' happen. Ona of. tbe chanetari.tiCl of the ')'Item i. 
that it i ... ldom .tatic ~or lon, (at one time .... McMWan Pan.l wu not an activ. pan of tbelY.tam, b"t it lOOn became one). 
Another ia that it coneilll of .ubq.kmI and inHrrelatiODlhiPl, und .... tandinc of which can IOrnetirnee prove u.eful (the 
Pneici.nt it unlikely to ov.rrule the Joint Chieft on a crucial ialue). Ouyiden IODletnn. try &0 enter the l1.tem by offerinl 
"ev.ry Uliltance .hon of actual help." Th.,- U8ually fail. 
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Test Readiness 

. With regard to its ability .promptly to resume underground testing, the nation 
actually was somewhat better off late in 1961 than it ,would have been if the Soviets 
had ended the moratorium a year or more earlier. As is noted in Chapter II, after an 
initially severe slump in test-related activities, and' a dispersion of test 
personnel, the laboratories had regrouped their test cadres and had begun to acquire 
physical assets such as those assembled by Livermore with future Plowshare activities 
iii mind. Los Alamos followed a somewhat different path, but the result was the same, 
Consequently~ the most essential laboratory personnel were 'available for duty in 
September 1961, as were many key personnel of the technical support contractors. 
Construction and operational support was a major problem, as Ogle makes clear, 
because those assets were almost entirely dispersed or put in mothballs, and the 
actual methodology of underground testing remained troublesome for some time after 
resumption because little homework on this had been tried or accomplished dUring the 
moratorium. The availability of a technical cadre proved to be crucial when the 
President decided on a quick response to the Soviets, but this came about not from 
contin'gency planning, but as a fortuitous result of other inCluences. 

The lesson here was that a quick response to national testing needs is likely to 
be available only if essential people and physical assets are .kept active during a 
testing hiatus, by enpgement in closely related and clearly useful activities. 
Evidence that this lesson was easily forgotten emerged a decade and a half later 
during intra governmental negotiations sparked by' the Carter Administration's efforts' 
to achieve a comprehensive test ban. A chain of events that need not be recounted 
here, but in which William Ogle played a central role, finally led to a Presidential 
decision that any CTB negotiated ",ith the Soviets must be of limited duration (com
parable, as it turned out, to the moratorium), and that during that period 
experiments at the NTS involving small nuclear yields must be permitted~ It was 
believed that a program of this kind would benefit both the weapons design technology, 
base, on which stockpile confidence depends, and also the readiness of the nation to 
resume full-scale underground testing when the CTB expired. 

This was a conclusion of great importance, but it was reached in 1978 only after 
protracted and often heated internal debate. The permitted-experiment activity that 
finally was sanctioned would have had some of the same effects as the Rover, Pluto, 
Plowshare and other activities did in 19SB-61. The lesson. though it was recalled 
only with the greatest difficulty, was in part that such activities are essential 
unless testing is permanently renounced. 

In retrospect. it is clear that the events chronicled in Chapter IV were rar 
more traumatic than those in Chapter III. precisely because no comparable program
matic protection oC cadre and assets existed in the area of atmospheric and high 
altitude testing. Perhaps because it was mote dramatic, the nation more easily 
remembered this experience for a while after the moratorium. In particular, it had 
not yet been forgotten in 1963. the year when the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. reached 
agreement on a partial or limited test ban treaty (L TBT) that prohibited all but 
underground tests. 

During Senate hearings on the LTBT, the Joint Chiefs of Staff. who were more 
sensitive to' this piece of history than most, insisted on (and the Kennedy Adminis-

'tratjon promised to establish) four so-called Safeguards. The third of these. 
Safeguard C, required that the nation maintain readiness promptly to resume testing 
in the atmosphere and. other prohibited environments, should this be required for 
national security. In effect, this Safeguard was a concrete reflection of the lesson 
learned from the moratorium. 

The L TBT was ratified. and the country at first supported .the readiness 
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Safeguard with fu~ding and effort; two of us (RRB, DRW) beca?,e deepl~ jnvo)ve~ in the 
resulting activity at Ogle's request. As a result of expe.nenc~. galDed dunng the 
latter part of Operation Dominic, the Air Force was tasked tn a JOInt memo~a~dum of 
understanding to provide several NC-)35 aircraft, to be developed, modified, a~d 
maintained as improved diagnostic platforms; dedicated and modified B-52 drop atr
craft and a fleet of sampiers were activated as well. A special Wing at the Kirtland 
Air Force Base maintained an ability to perform test mISSions, reinforced 
periodicaJJy by realistic readiness exercises that involved many of t~e lab~r~tor.y 
personnel who had participa~ed in Dominic. Ogle continued to in.volve hImself ID t~JS 
activity. at first directly and later in an advisory capacity, even af!er, for 
practical purposes, the readiness program expired in 1975 with the loss of Au Force· 
support and deletion by President Ford of the word "promptly" from the Safeguard. 

Thus the immediate lesson of the moratorium. that the nation should expend . . 
money and effort to maintain readiness to test in the atmosphere (and at hIgh 
altitudes). was overtaken by a second lesson based on the post-moratorium experience. 
As the apparent likelihood of test resumption in the prohibited environments receded, 
it became progressively more difficult and eventually impossible to maintain 
readiness to do so. Even staunch supporters of the original four Safeguards, such as 
the late Senator Henry M. Jackson, eventually turned their attention to more pressing 
matters, and competition with other programs for funding became impossible. Control 
of much of the real estate was transferred to other agencies. many of the physical 
assets became obsolete or fell victim to neglect. and the personnel With. relevant 
experience became scarce and now have all but disappeared. Even the tenuous hold on 
Johnston Island as a base for test operations was and is in jeopardy. Military 
expertise in test operation procedures quickly began to disappear and now . is 
nonexistent. 

Two other LTBT Safeguards (strong weapons laboratories and a vigorous under
ground test program) have more or less survived. although both are threatened by 
recurring attempts to eliminate testing entirely. Safeguard D, the ability to 
monitor testing by other nations. currently (1985) is enjoying something of a 
resurgence after years of neglect. As Dr. Foster observes in his Foreword, the 
future as regards atmospheric test resumption is clouded. Should the requirement 
once again arise, the account provided by Ogle may prove to be the nation's most 
important readiness asset. . 

Stockpile Considerations 

The evident success of the weapons tests performed during the Christmas Island 
phase of this account carries its own danser of misinterpretation. It would be easy 
to conclude from these results that testing was really unnecessary because the 
validation of moratorium designs demonstrated that it was possible to design weapons 

. during a testing hiatus and confidently. put them into the nation's stockpile. Only 
during the following sustained period of underground testing was it learned how wrong 
that conclusion would have been. . 

The lesson here has been restated many times, most recently in a September ) 985 
statement by Robert N. Thorn. Los Alamos National Laboratory Deputy Director, before 
the Special Panel on Arms Control and Disarmament of the House Committee on Armed 
Services: 

Wilh naumed U.S. tHlinC in lh. aftermalb of lh. Moraloriwn,". dilcovered technical problelN with .everal 
.... pon.l)".t.lftI. Ju. relult of the Moratorium, _ 10.& man,. people from the weapon procram. It it had not 

.nded .. hen il did, ..... oWe! bav. nmaiDed iporanl of .tockpU. problema and .uffered (urther personnel 
aUrition. 
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The experience of the moratorium and the surprises immediately after it ended, 
but most especially the dismaying results obtained later as underground testing 
continued into the 1960s (in all of which Ogle was personally involv'Cd), .led him in 
August 1977 at a meeting of a senior· scientific advisory panel. to express surprise 
at the apparent indifference of the military about the Carter Administration's· CTB 
proposal. The remark, offered in the usual Ogle style. was instrumental in prompting 
the subsequent recognition .by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. and eventually by the 
President himself. that a' protracted eTB was not in the national interest. The 
conclusion reached at that time has survived~ although the design laboratories. Los 
Alamos and Livermore, increasingly have compromised their position by agreeing to the 
adequacy of partial-yield tests both for primaries (during .the Carter Administration) 
and for high-yield weapons (under the restrictions of the Nixon TTBT). . 

Had the moratorium not ended, it is now clear that by the mid-1960s a large 
fraction of the U.S. stockpile would have been in serious trouble, and without 
recourse to testing there would have been a major loss of confidence in some weapon 
systems and false confidence in the performance of others. The problem was stated 
clearly by Thorn: 

OurcaJcuJation ofriab Md beaeliu (from the MomoriwnJ .... aJrec:tacI br outonrcoafideace. pem ... one could 
•• ,. ~ce, ill the .tate of our Imowledp ofth ..... pon un proJrUD Mel_apon \e8u before Md Madill, up 
to the Moratorium. Looiria, back. \hi8 i8 "\ouadiDr .... Th. MorUoriwn would ampl,. el4llDOD8h'at. tbat th.re 
.... much ... clicl Dot Imow. Mel experieace later.howecl tbat _ totally CaJlecl to NCOIftise our iporaace at tb. 
time .•.•• Ultimat.J,. ... clicl certifJ' IIOIDe ... apou that had DOt been _Hel. ill the belief \bat our unelenteaciilll 

and daip coda .. ere .. Wac\orJ'. In 80me c_ the .... pou prv¥eCl out ill _till, after the Moratorium. in 
otheN the)' did not. The Irq point here i8 th.t ... weat ahead and mad. thae d.a.iou. under the p ..... Ufa of 
the time anel our exceuive belief ill our \beoretical unel.NtaDciinl anel deeim coda •.. J can onl,. .s,. now~ 
with the benefit of couieleRble hillclai,ht. that wcb nliMce w .. (and probabJ,. woulel apiD be) M almoat 
imailUble temptation in the abeence of nucl.ar \.eIu to prove out our theoria anel vaUelat. our el .. im 
calcul.tiou. 

The implied lesson apparently was learned better by Ogle than by many of his 
colleagues. who only recently came very close to repeating the errors of the distant 
past. Again, Thorn exphlins: 

A ver)' ncen~ experience aho ... that ... um CM make _tabe in apite of the peat advanc .. ill our computen 
and experimental 'eehniqu... Th. cue involved OM of our __ import ... , DeW urateric .,..tema. S~ety 

Rquirementl for thi8 ••• pon were _peciall,. ticbt ... wen tbe coutrainu placed on the delivery I",'em for 
which it ... bein, d .. imed. and there were atiD otar CODIideratiou that made tbi8 • particuiarly chaUenrin, 
... imm.nt. In .pik of th .. e IOmetimel CODftictinl priorit_, ... were eatinlJ' confid.nt lhatlhe w.apon we 
daim.d would perform .. required. 

Alter lhe d .. ien wu compl.ted anel c.rtified for production. another coatibpftq w .. broUCht up 'hat had not 
been duplicated iIllhe t .. t procram up to that time. Moll ofth. k.,. participanu judpd that DO further telt 
.u required in order to have lU,h confidence in the .... pon und.r all circumatane ... but • Ie. , mindful of p .. t 
.m.adventufa, convinced UI we .hould do another tat limulatillllhe n_ conditiou. When thi8 t .. t wu done 
(aCter production hadltarted) it failed elramatic.lIy. The .... pon .. ould fail uncler certain conditiou that it 

very likely would .ncounter. Beeaule we Were able to do additional nuclear t .. t., we could confirm the per
formance of a replacement dailn expedilioully. and production wu interrupted onl,. brien,. 

It was. in fact, WiJIiam Ogle w~o first raised the question of the neccessity for an 
additional test of this weapon. 

A most important conclusion, then, reinforced by the events of recent years, is, 
that a 'nation that depends in a fundamental· way on nuclear weapons for its security 
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cannot safely dispense with nuclear weapon testing. This conclusion ~epe~.d~ on 
another: that a competent nuclear weapon technology cannot be preserved IndefInItely 
without a test program. We know now that nuclear weapon design was, and to a large 
degree stilI is, an empirical rather than an exact scienc~. Weapons are not 
designed from "first principles." Although both calculat1o~al and la~~rat~ry 
techniques have improved dramatically since 1961, those responsIble for ceruf~catlon 
(If the performance of the weapons in the U.S. stockpile believe that they requue the 
ultimate proof of a successful nuclear explosion. Thorn concludes his statement of 
his Laboratory's position in 1985 as follows: 

(Under a CTB) If a problem weN detected with a Itockpiled weapon ... we would .. &in be unable '0 determine it. 
leriou.n ... or validate propouclaolutioDi with nuclear teetl .... With a rela'ively Imall number o( dualM in 
the ItockpUe, Ulually intended to Nmain lheN for many yeart, a problem with a lin,le de.iJ'n could have a 
.. rioUi impact on our nuclear de'errent. Thit problem it wol'llfteci, in my vi_, by the un(orPvinc nature ,or 

current nuclear weapon dui,... .... 

I)upite tbit facl, tbe riIk tbat '" would come &0 rely &00 much on theory; codu, and non-nuclear tel" durin, a 
moratorium it probably eYeD poeat..- today. F-.r of our duirnen I'IIDUIlber the cbuteninc experience o( the 

Moratorium, and tbe yeart tbat foUowed, and beeaue our calculaUODal toole are more elaborate and refaned, it 

it euier '0 believe tbat they truly limala'e nature. ThUl, we could ..am be led .. rioUily utray without the 
ability to validate our calculatiODI and duiIDI from time to time. A. time WeDt by, we would probably be 

'emp'-«l to develop," certify, and .&ockpUe uiltuted w.apaUl apia. 

The immediate post-moratorium period is replete with illustrations of the vital 
importance of testing the weapons on which the national security depends. The active 
role of William Ogle in making the system think about the issue and reach this 
conclusion leaves little room for doubt that he would wish this major lesson from the 
moratorium period and its sequelae to be rep~ated here. 

Systems Testing and Realism 

Two questions were repeatedly posed by Ogle: (1) Is the U.S. doing all it 
reasonably can do to achieve maximum confidence that operational nuclear weapon 
systems will perform as planned, if they have to be used? and (2) ·If not, shouldn't 
we change the procedures to do so? 

No one U.S. organization is responsible for ensuring the performance of an 
entire nuclear weapon system. Instead, many organizations, including the DOE, the 
Military Services," the Joint Chiefs of Stafr, and other DOD clements, separately 
contribute information about their functions that is used in formulating and 
developing policy and war plans. This approach makes it Hkely that not every aspect 
of a system will ever" be fully understood until the entire system is actually used. 
Nuclear testing history includes several examples of such "interface" problems which 
were not found until either planning or' execution of some end-to-end test of the· 
entire operational system was accomplished. 

Another aspect of current systems testing practice that Ogle considered a 
wcakness is our inability or failure to comprehend and simulate the hostile effects 
of the system environment which may influence system performance . 

. Illustrative of his concern about such problems, we have become aware of a 
private communication upon which Ogle was working just a few days before his death. 
On the one hand, he wrote: -There is a tendency to try to think of what might be 
wrong with a system and then to argue that the test should be worked in some way to 
look for that problem. To me that illustrates a basic philosophical error. We are 
looking for the problems that we cannot imagine!" He also wrote: "All of these 
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items have of course been considered in going into· stockpile, arid in general, the 
judgment made that they cannot produce serious effects. But, can any of them lead to 
mjnor glitches that nevertheless will affect overall system performance'!" , 

Ogle believed, and so do we, that an understanding of these problems should be 
an urgent task for those responsibile for nuclear weapons systems lest estimates of 
system performance are r,evealed, in a time: of crisis, to be dangerously optimistic. 

Safety in Testing 

In these discussions of specific lessons for those who may have to repeat the 
1961 experience, we take the position, as BiIl Ogle did, that everything we talk 
about we talk about in the context of peacetime. In war much higher risks are 
accepted than when nations are at peace, because war is an incredibly high risk 
business. But in peacetime, although we are developing and testing the tools of war, 
the entire system must accept the values and the constraints of a society at peace. 

Over the years, the Department of Energy and the national nuclear weapons 
laboratories. in concert with the Department of Defense. have evolved methods of 
testing and proving physics principles. design concepts, and weapon configurations in 
a field laboratory setting' which has also provided a high degree of safety for the 
(world) public and for the members oC the test organization. 

In the later yearsoC atmospheric testing. there were efforts made to conduct 
tests of military systems under realistic operational conditions. In fact, however, 
as the author makes clear in several places in Chapter IV, no nuclear weapon system 
in its standard military configuration provides adequate built-in safety for 
realistic, full-scale testing in peacetime. This assertion, which we are willing to 
state as fact, should provide ample challenge for test program and military planners, 
some of whom recognize the need for realistic operational systems tests. 

Operational Trade-Offs 

Each test operation, and in fact, each test involves a number of compromises. We 
have already alluded to the need for compromise in the testing of operational 
systems. Public health and safety. and the safety of test participants, have in
variably Jed to hardware or procedural modifications that have just as invariably 
been resisted by the sponsors of the test. The author has given us several examples.' 
We have discussed also the matter oC political compromise. (Some would say scientific 
an,d technical compromise for political reasons.) In addition, though,' we have 
important experience with compro~ise within the scientific organization itself. 

A first category of compromise has t6 do with what we shall call test 
configuration. Each test event is conceived and justified to examine and investigate 
one or a few principles, concepts, or hypoth~ses. But once the individual test is 
approved for planning, it is' ,viewed, properly, as an experimental opportunity. This 
may lead to modifications of the original test plan, and even of the test device 
itself, to accommodate additional experiments, and thus to make the test event more 
productive of useful data. The author has discussed a classic example of this process 
in the high-altitude series of the Dominic operation, when the McMillan Panel, for 
cogent scientific reasons, prevailed upon the test organization to make several 
important configuration chang~s at quite late times in the preparation for the 
series. The lesson here is that the technical managers of the program must be pre
pared Cor such eventuality, but must develop and enforce a discipline of their own, 
to .assure that the primary test objectives are ,not unduly compromised and that 
accommodation of the needs of one 'test participant does not inadvertently harm the· 
interests of another. . , 
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A related category of compromise comes during the operational or test execution 
phase. Not' all test participants will have achieved the required h'igh stat~ of 
readiness at the same time. Nor will all find the s.ame set of operational 
conditions optimum. Yet. typically. a delay in favor of one experimenter will lead to 
deteriorating readiness of another.' The test organization management (read 
Scientific Deputy) must be thoroughly conversant with the purpose. experi.mental 
requirements and relative importance of each of the primary and add-on expenments. 
and must have the' perception and courage to choose among them when that is called 
~~ . 

Several aspects of these compromises are well illustrated by Ogle's account of 
the ASROC and Polaris systems tests of Dominic. 

The DOE/Laboratory Role 

Under current United States law. it is inconceivable that a fuU-scale nuclear 
weapons test program might be carried out except as a joint venture of the national 
laboratories and their Cederal sponsors (today DOE) and the military services (the 
DOD). Looking back over this history of some of the momentous years of the nuclear 
test program, it is well to consider the unique position of the Scientific Deputy 
Commander of the Joint Task Force (Ogle was the last incumbent of that position 
during atmospheric testing). In some future situation, the titles may be different, 

. and the organization may have a different outward appearance, but the functional 
relationships are likely to be similar. It seems reasonable that if full-scale 
testing should again go outside the currently established test sites. the Secretary 
of Energy--with all of the technical and scientific resources of his department-
will be expected to resener~te the equivalent of a scientific task group. a principal 
scientific· advisor, and a technical support organization. The authorities. 
functions. and responsibilities of the Department of Energy relating to weapons 
testing derive from the Atomic Energy Act--the same act that established the AEC many 
years ago. The DOE is required -as' a matter of continuing responsibility" to 
participate in the development of special safety studies. including those pertaining 
to nuclear detonations of whatever nature. 

With hinory as our· guide, we would expect to see weapons scientists of the DOE 
laboratories as advisors at aU levels Crom the White House on down. and as active 

. responsible agents in the execution of test plans. In years past. using our Pacific 
test experience as detailed in this work, this has been facilitated by the 
establishment or a Joint Ta.sk Force, reporting jointly to the AEC and the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff.' The Task Force stafr was integrated. with a senior AEC scientist 
serving as the Deputy Commander. This Deputy Commander had a direct reporting channel 
to the Atomic Energy Commission. We should note the political. operational, and 
scientific roles of the Scientific Deputy, a·nd understand the importance of a good 
match between that person and the one who may be named as Task Force Commander. 

The Political Environment 

At the national political level. too, we should consider the vital roles of the 
Scientific Deputy and other scientists of the test community. for the political 
imperatives and the scientific realities arc often if. not on a collision course. at 
least on divergent paths. Timely and substantive interaction between responsible 
scientists and responsible politicians is both essential and inevitable; yet neither 
is entirely comfortable in the other's domain (or at least, if he is, he is probably 
suspect in his own house). 
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Perhaps the classic example of this imperative ha's to do wit~ the timing of a 
resum'ption of testing after a moratorium, or even after a simple lapse in test 
activity. Historically, on each such occasion, there have been influences thought by 
the scientists to be extraneous, but considered by the national leadership to be 
compelling. On occasion. a test or a resumption of testing has been delayed to allow 
a politica) process to proceed without distraction. This can be frustrating to the 
test organization; but when the reverse, occurs, that is, when overriding political 
imperatives influence the test organization to proceed ahead of its own schedule, the 
price· may be very high indeed, not just in the morale· of the scientific organization, 
but in the quality and validity of urgently needed test results. It is idle to lament 
this conflict, and dangerous to pretend that it does not exist. The key scientists 
in the test community must actively seek to inform the decision makers in Washington 
of the realities of testing, and must seek also to understand and find accommodation 
with the political world in which they live. 

In a time of urgency approaching national emergency, regardless of the 
scientific imperatives, that which is inconsistent with the then-c,:urrent national 
political initiatives probably will 1I0t occur. The' corollary--just as true--is that 
political imperatives can give sufficient impetus to unsound technical initiatives to 
bring them to life even over the objections of responsible scientists. 

In our time, perhaps no other scientific activity has had such an immediate 'and 
volatile interaction with national politics. For the knowledgeable scientist to 
participate in the political process without himself becoming politicized. or being, 
viewed as a special interest lobbyist, 'is difficult; but it must be done. 

Conclusion 

We conclude this Epilolue with a final quote, -from the recent statement by the 
Los Alamos Deputy Director: 

In early ISMS2 Preaident Kennedy. nOedine on the experience or th. MorMorium •••• Rid that in the future 

the US would find acceptable oaJy wriUen acreemenu which proYided for ... adequUe inlpection _,._'em in 

relard to preparatioM u well u _tine. Be emphuised that -'lUI IIW8t be a fully effective tnaty, We 

know enoulh now about broken Deptiatio .... MCrdpnparUio ... aDd aheadv ... , ... ..uaect from alons, .. t Hri .. 
DeYer to offer ..un ... uninlpecMli 1IIOntoriuaa. loa. mq urp _ to tl'J it apia, k"pine our preparatioM to 

t .. t in a cOMt ... t .tate or nadiDae. But ba actual pnctice, particularly in a eociety of free choice, we 

cannot keep top fii(ht ecienti8U coneentmiq on ,be preparation or ... experiment wbich mayor may not take 

place on an uncertain da'. in the undefined future. Nor can ...... technicallaboratori .. be kept fully alert on 

a atandby buia waitinl for 801M other Dation to break ... qnemen'. Tbia ill no' merely difficult or 

inconvenient--we have explored tlUl alternativ. tborouchl,. and found it impoeeible of execution." 

It appears that this fundamental lesson must be relearned often by the nation'S ever
changing leadership. If it is forgotten. the other lessons, become meaningless. It 
is our hope and belief that Ogle's account will serve the nation well. Certainly 
that was his intention. 
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APPENDIX A 

A QUICK AND CURSORY SUMMARY. 
OF THE CHRISTMAS ISLAND PORTION OF 

OPERATION DOMINIC 1962 

SUMMARY 

The Christmas Island portion of Operation Dominic consisted of the firing by air. 
drop of twenty-four nuclear devices to satisfy the large yield weapon development 
testing needs of the Atomic Energy Commission. Twelve LRL and twelve LASL devices 
were fired. 

The total yield of each device was deduced from fireball diameter vs. time and 
from bhangmeter data, and the fission yield by radiochemical analysis of bomb debris. .~ 
The time intervals between stages were measured by electromagnetic and optical detee- ~ 
tors. To check on the feasibility of an all-airborne measurement system, fireball /""\ 
cameras, time interval detectors. and distance measuring equipment were also operated <:v..c, 
from aircraft. . W '-' 

The Department of Defense conducted a number of effects measurements in con- """E C"5 ("'f 
junction with the AEC tests. Eyeburn studies, radar transmission studies, and close- !:) \{) 
in thermal radiation measurements were among the more prominent. \() ~ 

Weapons put. t ~ 1.1 

appreciable fallout detected either on Christmas Island or any of 
the surrounding islands, and there was no damage from water waves. Damage from 
thermal radiation was very slight, and blast damage was generally minvr, being 
limited for the most part to broken glass and studding and loosened panels: 

I. INTRODUCTION 

During Operation Dominic some twenty-four devices were air dropped over the 
ocean near the southeast arm of Christmas Island. The main objectives of the tests 
were: 
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STARFISH 

General Summary of Results 

Unfortunately. difficulties in pod stabilization and positioning sedously de
graded the acquisition of data on the direct effects of x-rays on materials. Some of 
the material samples and indenter gauges were subject to the direct x-ray flux and 
the data are being analyzed; these should yield some useful x-ray effects infor
matjon. 
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t\n lDlereStlng SlOe ell eet was that the Royal New Zealand Air Force was aided in 
antisubmarine maneuvers by the light from the bomb. The next paragraph is an eyewit
ness report of the detonation by Major C. X. McHugh, who was on Kwajalein; the. 
paragraph following that is an eyewitness report from' Johnston Island. 

• see .. !, 
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At Kwajal.in, 1400 mil .. to the w .. t, a d.n .. ov.reut .xtended the l.nlthof the .ut.m horilOn to a heirht of 
5 t08 d • .,..... At 0900 GMT, a brilliant whit. fluh bumed throurh the clouda, rapidly chan~nr to an expandinr 

p.n ball of irradiance ext.ndinr into the clear .ky above the overeut, From it •• urCac •• Xtruded (Hat white 

fin,.n, renmblm. carro-.tratUi clouda, which'roIe to 40 d.~ ... abov. tbe horison in ,wllpinr arca tuminr 

. downward toward the pol .. and dilappeariq in _onda to be replaced by 'pectacular concentric cirrul-like rin .. 

!nOVin, out from the blut at trem.ndou. initial v.locity. finally .toppinr wh.n the oui.rmOli rinr wu 50 d'ere

ov.rhead. Tbey did not diaappear, but penilted in a .tat. of froHn .Ulln.... All thi. occurred; J would 

judp. within 45 MConda. AI the rreenilb li,ht tumed to purple and be,an to fade at tb. point of bunt, a 

brirht red rlow beran to dev.lop on the hori&on at a direction 60 d • .,.... north of .ut and .imultan.oUlly 60 

d'rreee .outh of .ut expandin, inward and upward until tb. whole .ut.m .ky wu a dull, buminr red .emicircle 

100 d.rreu north to lOuth and halfway to the Hnith obliteratinr .om. Q£ the l .... r .tan, Thi. condition, 
intenpened with tremendoUi white rainbowl. (Ed. note: meaninr unclear) penilt.d no I ... than •• v.n . 

minut ... 

At aero time at Johneton, a whit. fluh occurred. but u _ u one could remov. hU,onl .. , DO inten .. lirht 

wu preHnt. A _ond after mot time, a mottled nd dilc wu obnrved directly ov.rh.ad and cov.red the .ky 

down to about 46 d'IN" from the HDith. Generally. the ndmottled relion wu more intenll on the eutern 
poftione. Alo ... tb. mapetic nonh-eoutb line tbroup the bunt, a wbite-yellow .treU extended and INW to th. 

Dortb from n ... senith. The width ofth. white .. trealted rqion INW from a few derreu at a few NConda to about 

5-10 d'ere- in ao neonda. Growtb of th. auroral N(ion to the north wu by addition of new lin .. dev.lopinr 

from _t toe .. t. The white-yellow auroral.treamen receded upward from the boriaon to the north and IN- to 
thelOUtb and at about two minUtel, the wbite-yellow banda were "m about 10 c1erreu wid. and extended mainly 

frOm n.ar senitb to the lOuth. By about twominut ... the nd c1i.1c relion had completed c1i1appearanc. in th. w .. t 

and wu rapidly fadiq on the eutern portion of the cwerhead c1i.1c. At 400 NConda ....... tially all major 

vilibl. phenomena had dilappeareci except for pouibly IOIIIe faint nd ,low aloq the north-lOUth line and on the 

hori&on to tb. Dorth. No IOUDda w.N heard at Johneton uland that could be defiDit.ly attributed to the d.tona
tion. 
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APPENDIX C 

CHECKMATE 

General Summary of Results 

At Johnston Island, Checkmate observers first saw a green and blue cir.cular 
region with spikelike protrusions from its outer edge. This region was surrounded by. 
a blood-red ring which faded in less than a minute. Streamers oriented magnetic 
north-south formed almost immediately and gradually straightened out the initial 
circular patch. The blue-green streamers and numerous pink striations eventually 
extended to about a SO-degree elevation to the north and 10 degrees away from the 
burst to the south. The blue-green streamers faded out at about' plus three minutes. 
leaving pink streamers which gradually faded. but were still visible at plus 30 
minutes. A faint red patch was seen Cor a few minutes to the north, below and beyond 
the streamers. 

At Samoa, ~bservers saw a conical-shaped bright white flash originating some 45 
degrees above the horizon and terminating at the southern magnetic conjugate point. 
The white color faded in a few seconds leaving an orange glow at the conjugate point 
.which then faded completely by abo~t H plus I minute. -.-- - - - ~ 
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APPENDIX D 

BLUEGILL 

General Summary of Results 

Observers at Johnston noted a brilliant white flash and a noticeable -thermal 
pulse that was readily felt on the bare skin. At +10 seconds the burst appeared to 
be a slightly distorted, bright, moonlike-sphere with a clouded inner portion. As 
the sphere expanded its outer edges resembled a transparent shock wave. Inside was a 
denser, irregular, luminescent core which first appeared bright yellow and gradually 
became colored with subdued hues of green, pink, and violet. The central material 
moved to the surface of the sphere, forming a toroid whose center glowed with a 
purple fluorescence. Blue .. purple streamers formed with the evolution of the toroid, 
extending about 15-20 degrees from the toroid, north an~ south along the magnetic 
field. The streamers, which appeared to come to a focal point in the s~uth and to 
form a fan toward the north, lasted about three minutes, graduafly disappearing. The 
toroid filled with luminescent wispy material and took on the form of a large, fairly 
uniform. glowing cloud. At +10 minutes. the cloud was about 120 degrees in diameter 
and its glow easily permitted resolving the dial of a watch. The cloud glow slowly 
died away,' being still visible at +30 minutes, but no longer apparent by about +1 
hour. 

From Samoa, observers reported a narrow band whose color changed from bright 
pink at the northern magnetic horizon to green about 30 degrees above the horizon. 
The width of the band was about one finger at an arms length (Ed. note: about I 1!2 
degrees), spreading to three fingers, or about 5 degrees; after 3 minutes. The band 
faded to a dull pink with the green' disappearing. By +10 minutes the width was 
constant at about 5 degrees, but the color had faded. The band was still visible at 
+20 minutes. 

From high-speed photographic records, the following more detailed picture of the 
fireball and debris motion can be built UD. 
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~3~ 
~ ~ ~ The 2.500-foot and 6.000-foot range pods carried aloft on the Thor have been 
\f) S ~ recovered in good condition. The middle pod imp~cted: abnor~~l1Y and suffered - S moderate structural damage;· its instrumentation was In falf condItion. Good .tra~ks 
"'::) ~ were obtained and orientations appear to have been correct on all pods. QuantItative 
tf)- -i data from the pod experiments are not yet available; however, .it appears .that the .pod 

experiments on Bluegill were more successful than those on eJther StarfIsh or· KIng-
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Monkey and rabbit eye burn data were obtained in the four C-118 aircraft and on 
Johnston as part of the DASA retinal burn study. Two inadvertent human eye exposures 
occurred, resulting in bilateral foveal burns. Neither person suffered any discom
fort, but both have lost significant amounts of their central vision. These case 
histories are being followed by project personnel. 

APPENDIX E 

KINGFISH 

General Summary of Results 

As seen from Johnston Island, a few seconds after burst there was a ring with a 
nearly transparent outer edge and an inner luminous circular region containing an 
ir-regular cloud-like mass. The outer edge quickly disappeared, leaving a luminous 
white-yellow region. Observers on the ground then saw what appeared to be two 
nonconcentric, circular a·reas moving rapidly northward. The two circles seemed 
identical in size, with one displaced magnetic north of the other. The north edge of 
the northern circle became. increasingly irregular as spikes grew northward 'from it. 
At about +60 seconds, intense purple streamers had grown to the north, with several 
early green streaks. At times. there appeared to be rapid, twisting motion in the 
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llorthward purple streamers. A purple glow region about 10 degrees above the northern 
horizon was separated by about 20 degrees elevation from the purple-green streamers 
and persisted until +10 minutes. The luminous circular 'regions straightened out into 
purplish. magnetic north-south striations by about a minute. To the magnetic south 
of the burst an oval. pale-green patch appeared early, persisted. and grew. This 
large pale-green patch south of, but near the burst point, was the dominant visible 
area after +5 minutes. This green area grew into an elliptical region with the long 
axis oriented east-west. and appeared to grow westward. 'At +10 minutes the oval, 
extended about 30 degrees east-west and 20 degrees north-south. At abbut +20 minutes 
stars became visible through the green o\!al region. At +60 minutes the green area 
had lost its color, but had grown to be 120 degrees east-west and about 80 degrees 
north-south. At this time most of the light was emanating from areas close to the 
burst location. The dull gray region persisted for at least 30 hours after burst. 

The event was first visible from Oahu as a bright flash of light on the south
west horizon. About 10 seconds later a great white to pink ball appeared to rise' 
slowly out of the sea, preceded by a surrounding ring of red light., As the fireball 
rose above the horizon it appeared as a white sphere. somewhat egg-shaped. completely 
surrounded by a well-defined red ring. As it continued to rise the red ring dimi
nished in brightness and the white baJJ elongated vertically. being asymmetric at the 
bottom. The cloud stabHzed at an elevation about 20 degrees above, the horizon and 
flattened out as the red ring disappeared and the cloud faded. Eventuaily, the 
debris separated into two platters, one above the other, with their centers canted IS 
degrees to the horizon, the lower end to the observers' left. The cloud was still 
easily visible at +? minutes, but was no longcr visible after about 9 minutes. 
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Pod release aDd pod tracking appear to be satisfactory. The near pod was 
recovered in excellent condition. and superficial examination indicated that all 
instruments functioned and recorded data. Pod orientation appeared satisfactory. 
The middle pod was recovered, wJth the backplate and major portion of the flare and 
tracking antenna portion of the nose missing.· The indenter gauge on this pod was 
recovered. The pod appeared to have been within 20 degrees of its desired oric:nta~ 
tion at burst. The third pod was recovered. but the backplate and almost all experi
ments were lost. 
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APPENDIX F 

TIGHTROPE 

General Summary of Results 

On Johnston Island.' the Ti,htrope detonation was accompanied by an intense 
bright flash. 'Even with hilb-density IOllles. tbe fireball was too bright for direct 
observation during the first few seconds. A distinct prompt thermal pulse was notic
able on bare skin. The initial bright yellow-oranle disc rapidly evolved' into a 
doughnut shape with purple tinges. By about 60 seconds the torus was well-formed. 
had sharp edges. and was purple in color. The torus soon became purple throughout. 
By about 200 seconds. the torus had become crownlike in appearance and had fringes 
extending outward from the outside edge. The inner edge remained uniform and circu
lar. By 240 seconds. the purple color of the torus became less intense and the 

. slowly deforming torus was cloudlike in appearance. In a few minutes the residue 
appeared as a glowing purple cloud that was still faintly visible at +10 minutes. 

, The cloud slowly moved nor.th until it was no'longer visi,ble. 
From Hawaii, a short sharp Clash of white light was visible on the horizon. 

lasting less than 2 seconds. No other evidence of the detonation was detectable. 
No observable effects were seen at Tutuila. although the weather was re'ported 

clear. 
The experimental effort on the Tightrope event was greatly reduced from that on 

previous high-altitude events. The lower althude of the detonation. as predicted •. 
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did not provide the widespread disturbances and effects seen in earlier Dominic 
events. 

In general. the phenomena noted and the effects measured were in accord with 
predictjons. Visible effects were confined generally to the Johnston Island danger 
area. some 320 miles in diameter. 
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ABM 
ABMA 
ACDA 
ADC 
AEe 
AFB 
AFBMD 
AFCRL 
AFLC 
AFOAT 
AFSC 
AFSWC 
AFSWP 
AFTAC 
AGC 
AICBM 
ALOO 
AMI 
AMR 

,AOC 
ARDC 

GLOSSARY 

Antiballistic Missile 
Army Ballistic Missile Agency 
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency 
Air Defense Command 
U.s. Atomic Energy Commission 
Air Force Base ' 
Air Force Ballistic Missile Division of ARDC 
Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratory 
Air Force Logistics Command 
Air Force Office for Atomic Energy 
Air Force Systems Command 
Air Force Special Weapons Center 
Armed Forces. Special Weapons Project 
Air Force Technical Applications Center 
Amphibious Force Flagship 
Anti-Intercontinental Ballistic MissHe 
Albuquerque Operations Office of U.S. AEC 
Angle Measuring Equipment 
Atlantic Missile Range 
Air Operations Center 
Air Research and Development Command. predecessor of USAF Systems 

Command 
ARPA Advanced Research Projects Agency 
ASD Air Force Aeronautical Systems Division 
ASROC Antisubmarine Rocket 
ASWT Advanced System for Weapons Test 
A VM Guided Missile Ship 
A WRE (U.K.) Atomic Weapons Research Establishment 
BUCOS Balloon Interim Capability in Outer Space 
BREN Bare Reactor Experiment. Nevada 
BSD Ballistic Systems Division 
CIA Central Intelligence Agency 
CINCPAC Commander-in-Chief. Pacific 
CINCPACAF Commander-in-chief. Pacific Air Forces 
CINCPACFL T Commander-in-chief. Pacific Fleet 
CJTF Commander. Joint Task Force 
CMB Chemistry and Metallurgy Division of LASL 
CNO . Chief of Naval Operations 
CONUS Continental United States 
CP Control Point 
CSAF Chief of Staff. Air Force 
CTB Complete Test Ban, later used for Comprehensive Test Ban 
CTG Commander, Task Group 

'CTO Continental Test Organization of DASA 
CVE Aircraft Carrier, Escort 
CVS Air .. Sea Warfare support aircraft carrier 
DAMP Downrange Antimissile Measurement Project 
DASA Defense Atomic Support Agency, successor to AFSWP 
DDR&E Director, Defense Research and Engineering 
DOD Department of Defense . 
DOE Department of Energy. successor to ERDA 
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DMA 
DME 
DNA 
DPNE 
ECM 
EDT 
EG&G 
ELF 
EM 
EMP 
EOD 
EPG 
ERDA 
FAA 
FM/AM 
FRC 
FUFO 
FY 
GAC 
GMD 

GMT 
H&N 
HE 
HF 
HQ 
HRT 
IADA 
IBM 
ICBM 
ICOS 
IRBM 
JCAE 
J.I. 

JOC 
JOWOG 
JPL 
JTF 
kt. 
LASL 
LCM 
LCU 
LLL 
LOF 
LORAN 
LRL 
LS.D 
Ll'BT 
MATS 
MIT 
MLC 
MOF 

Division of Military Applications of. the U.S. AEC 
Distance Measuring Equipment 
Defense Nuclear Agency. successor to DASA 
Division of Peaceful Nuclear Explosives of U.S. AEC 
Electronic Countermeasures 
Eastern Daylight Time 
Edgerton. Germeshausen, and Grier 
Extra Low Frequency 
Electromagnetic 
Electromagnetic Pulse 
Emergency Ordnance Disposal 
Eniwetok Proving Ground 
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Energy Research and Development Administration, successor to AEC 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Frequency Modulated/Amplitude Modulated 
Federal Radiation Council 
Full-Fusing Option 
Fiscal Year 
General Advisory Committee 
Ground .Meteorological Device; for angle tracking of a device 

transmitting weather data 
Greenwich ·Mean Time 
Holmes &. Narver 
High Explosive 
High Frequency 
Headquarters 
High Resolution Telemetry 
International Atomic Development Authority 
International Business Machines 
Intercontinental ballistic missile 
Interim Capability in Outer Space 
Intermediate Range Ballistic Missile 
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy (of U.s. Congress) 
Johnston Island; later coral filling created other islands and J.l. 

became J.A. for Johnston Atoll 
loint Operations Center 
Joint (U.s./U.K.) Working Group 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
Joint Task Force 
kiloton . 
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 
Landing Craft. Mechanized 
Landing Craft. Utility 
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory 
Lowest Observed Frequency 
Long-Range Navigation 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 

. Landing Ship, Dock 
Limited Test Ban Treaty 
Military Air Transport Service 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Military Liaison Committee 
Maximum Observed Frequency 
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. mR 
MSTS 
Mt 
NAS 
NASA 
NATO 
NBS 
NEL 
NOL 
NPG 
NPM 
NRDL 
NRL 
NSC 
NTS 
NTSO 
NUTEX 
NVOO 
OCD 
OFO 
OMB 
PACAF 
PMR 
PNE 
PSAC 
RAF 
REECo 
rem 
R 
R&D 
RD 
RF 
RV 
SAC 
SALT 
SBAMA 
SC 
SCLL 
Shake 
SHAPE 
SRI 
SRP 
SSD 
STL 
SUBROC 
SWC 
TAC 
TG 
TREES 
TTB 
TTBT 
TWG 

mi1li-Roentgen 
Military Sea Transportion Service 
Megatons 
Naval Air Station 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
North Atlantic "Treaty Organization 
National Bureau of Standards 
Naval Electronics Laboratory 
Naval Ordnance ~aboratory 
Nevada Proving Ground 
Call sign for a U.S. Navy VLF radio station 
Navy Radiological Defense Laboratory 
Naval Research Laboratory 
National Security Council 
Nevada Test Site 
Nevada Test Site Office of the ALOO Office of Test Operations 
Nuclear Tactical Exercise 
Nevada Operations Office of U.S. AEC 
Operations Coordinating Board 
Office of Field Operations of AEC-ALOO 
Office of Management and Budget (formerly Bureau of the Budget) 
Pacific Air Force 
Pacific Missile Range 
Peaceful (Uses of) Nuclear Explosions 
President's Science Advisory Committee 
Royal Air Force 
Reynolds Electric and Engj~eering Company 
Roentgens-equivalent-man, a measure of biological dose 
Roentgen 
Research &. Development 
Restricted data 
Radio Frequency 
Re-entry Vehicle 
Strategic Air Command 
Strategic Arms Limitations Talks 
San Bernardino Air Material Area 
Sandia Corporation 
Sandia Corpolation-Livermore Laboratory 
1 shake. ) 0- seconds " 
Supreme H.eadquarters Atlantic Powers Europe 
Stanford Research Institute 
Savannah River Plant of AEC 
Space Systems Division 
Space Technology Laboratory 
Submarine Rocket 
Special Weapons Center (for AFSWC) 
Tactical Air Command 
Task Group 
,Transient Radiation Effect on Electr"onics 
Threshold Test Ban 
Threshold Test Ban Treaty 
Technical Working Group 
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U.N. 
U.S.A. 
V.S.S. 
ueRL 
UHF 
USAF 
VSDA 
USGS 
VHF 
VIP 
VLF 
WIT 
WRS 
WWG 
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Name adQpted by telecommunications industry for electrically transmitted 
telegraph message 

United Nations 
United States of America 
United States Ship 
University. of California Radiation Laboratory at Livermore 
Ultra High Frequency 
United States Air Force 
United States Disarmament Administration 
United States Geological Survey 
Very High Frequency 
Very Important Person 
Very Low Frequency 
Weapons Effects Test, an element of DASA 
Weather Reconnaissance Service 
Weapons Working Group 

Note: A few acronyms or abbreviations that occur only once, or a very few times, in 
the text have not been listed in the Glossary owing to our inability to track down 
their meaning. These are: eeVE. and OZ, which apparently imply some types of ocean
going vessels, and APSe and USAS. which -- from the text -- were organizations that 
controlled or operated ajrcraft. 
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100% fUlion device. 283 
100-me,aton bomb, 230, 233. 315. 316 
100-me,.ton yield, 316 

16-M.311.313;322,323,413 

S 
50-100 me,aton U.S. device, 336 

50-me,.ton bomb, 316 

50 me,aton t .. t, 335 
56Xl (XW-66Xl) Primary, 282 

58-NTS.55 
S8B (Projec&), 100 

8 
8- Projectile, 254 

A 
Aamodt.. Lee. 85,8i. 171,lfD,SlO, 400 

Aardvark. 282.289. 2go,295 

Able. 40. 58, "6, 16 
ABM, 49. 252, a14 

ACANlA. 453. 455. 458 
Achelon. Dean. II 
Achelon Committee. 19 

Ad Hoc Group on SeilmololY, 149 

Adair. Bill. 350 

Adarna. 107. 117. 124 

Adarna. J. R., a9S 

adequacy of partial yield ''''I, 435 

adequate inlpection Iy.tem, 439 

Adobe. 322.323. 441,456. 45" 
Advanced Minuteman, S07 

AEC/DOD relpon.ibiliti .. for nude ... MlU, 120 
AEC General Adviaory Committee, 1,,,',222 

(See allO GAC and General Aclviaor7 Commil&H) 

Arnew. Harold. 111, 205, 223. 257', 212. 215. III 
Alouti, 290. 295 

Acreement for Cooperation on the U ... of Atomic EnerlY 

for Mutual Defence PUrponl. 365 

AICBM.I0I,214,215,216.307,319,391.448 

AICBM hardn .... 215 

air nuo~cence .,.I'em, 181, 216 ' 

Air Force Scientific Ad~iaory Board. 111 
air leRaM, 37 

air-breathin, nuclear propulaion, 96 

, air-breathin, nuclear propulaion rwac&Or, 120 

Alarm Clock, 35, 36, 11 

Allaire'. Bill. 11-4. 180, 184 

Allen. Georre V •• SO 

Allen. Lew. 190.214 
Allen. P. W .• 2,55 

Alma. 400. 442 
Anderaon. Chari .. H .• 121, 128, 134. 142. 143 

Andenon. Herb, 54. 

Andenon. Clinton P., 127 

Androacorrin.409.410.411 
An,el Fire/Dial Ri,ht, 411 

Anteater. m. 2i5 

antiballiatic milane, 165, 194. 304 

(S .. alao ADM) 

ant.iballiatic milane .,.t.emII. 87. 214 

(See alao ADM) 
antiaubmarine rocket .yatem, 415 

~t~,241,255,251.282, 283,264.265.266,284.292, 

293,294,291 

Aornan-Biijiri, 7'1 

Apache,1i 

Arlo, Harold, 19o 
Arcua, 49, 11, 12, 16,102',101, 106, 101. ,145,146,141, 
166,207,117,4$5 

(See alao Operation Arrua and Project Arrw) 
Arcua concept., 101 

Arcua data, &0 

Arrua 'hen. 449 
Ankara, 378 

~ .. ,322,32a,402,441,442.443 

Armadillo, m, m 
UIIII control, 22, 26, SO, 93 

armanee 28 

Arrow II, 2go, all 
ArrowI,11a 

Artificial aquiten, 122 

ASROC, 304, 308, 113, 369, 371, 383, 399, "15, 416. 438 
ASROC (MK-44), 322, 123 • 

ASROC ''''. 333, 338, 346, 415 
Aalrobee 1500 roc:ketl. 393 

Ad .. , 309, a13, 315 

AU .. RV, 396 

At.l .. lIY.tem Mit, 321, 329, 330, asl, 399, 411. 412 

Atl .. telt, 346, 388 

Atlu-D, 308 
atmoepheric ftuorelClnce &yaeem, 161 
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acmoepherie &ftC ban propoeal, 245 

acmoepherie '''U 
aUitud .. of aov.mment pouPl, 303 

Atomic W.apoftl ReHarch Eatablilbment (AWRE), 379 

Acoma for Peac., 21 
Aul .. , Clement R., 18 
auroral backpound, 187. 191 

AWRE,l8O 
(5 .. aI80 A'omie Weapona Renarch EatablialmMnt) 

Aa&ec. 322,323. 441 

Baciplupi, Clifford M •• 206, 218, 221, 214 

Bainbridce, K. T., 80 
Baker, 40, 16, 

Baker JalaDel. 141 
Baker bland ahot, 320 

Baker, Vincent, 229 

ball, 32. 13 

Ball, Geo,.. W •• 311 

ball-I."itated d."ie., 32 

balloon ."ent, 300 

balloon lifted d."ic:ea, 46 

balloon Ihot, 281, 291J. 121 

balloon , .. t, 277, 210. 281 

balloonl, 134 

banrmeter, 67 
Banjo,3ag 

Baruch, Bernard M., 19 

Baruch Plan, 19, 20, 21, 22 

Bucom, Willard, 170 

bue aurce, 416 

bue luree radioactivity, 372 

B.tHl, Roc.r, 210, 250, 252. 2$5, 271, 291. 292. 281, 
332, 343, 345 

Be.rd., H. 1.., 154 

Been, Roland, 269 

benefici.1 bomb ,adioactive iaotopell, 168 

Berlmer P.nel, 125, 131,132, 149, 150, 151, 177 
Berlin emi., 230 

Berlin incident, 232, 245 

Berlin W.U, 245 

Bermud. meetinc, 356, 357 

Bernioff, Huco, 178 

bec.Cron, 34 

Bethe, Han., 26, 27, 81,122,127, 144, 145, 186, 188, 

197,203,215,230,219,113 

Bethe Panel, 26, 27, 28,347 

Beu., AuMin W., 179, 181. 188, 201, 202, 203, 205, 207. 
211,212,213,215,217,218,221,222.223,225,234. 

235,236,237,238,239.240,242. 241,246,24~,249. 

250,251,252,255,256,258,259.260,264,26:,267, 
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272,274,277.278,280.283,286,289,291.292,293, 

294.218.298,299,300,301,302.305,106.308,312, 
114.315,316,317,318,319,320.121,327.329,330, 

S32,SSS,ISI.339,342,343.S44,345,356,357.S80, 

382;sas,3S1S1,402,404. 405,406. 4ag,418. 419. 421, 

422,424 

bhanc,67 
bhan~&er,67,68. 192.273.305,124,131.342 

B~orn.122,123.400.443 

bilateral foveal burn •• 464 

Bini. Georee. 145, 215, 266 

bird muce, 166 

. birda on Bake" 382 

birda on Jarvia. 382 
birda on Sand bland, 197 

BiUinI. Fred.rick E., 208 
Black Box, 170. 173, 176, 177,210 
Black Box concept, 174, 175. 176 

Black Box propoeal, lU. 172. 173 
Black B_. 173, 176,212 

Blackball, 10 

Blaaca.107.222,292 

BIOIIOID, ltay. 248 
Blue Scout Juaior. 111. 119 

Blue Scout ..u.n.. 167 

Blue Snaw. 216. lSI, 182 
BI~U. S07,312.lll,317,lil,119,322,121.S31, 

341,167,170,181,192,191,196,196,197,181,410, 

416,417,411,419,420,421,422,421.424.425,426. 

427,428,429,410.411.452.453,454,456.457 

.Bluqill dance' ...... 407 

Bluerill Nike-Hercul .. certification. 431 

Bluerill Thor. 430 

Bl .... ton •• 442 

Boa. III, 216. 237, 241 •. 241. 264, 267.263.211.282 

Board 01 CoDIultanu, 18. 18 

Bode, Hendric. 215 

. bomb pi ..... 111 

booetinl. 93 
booetinc .ffect, 34 

Booth,RobenH., 201. 207. 121. S44. 368,370,Sas,39S 

Boye" Keith, 119 

Bradbury. Nom. E., 32, 41. IS, 96, 97, SISI, 100, 103, 

104, 105, 106. 107, 109, 110, 117, 118, 119, 131, 137, 

139, 145, 141, 157, 168, 160, 166, 167, 174, 175, 176, 

186, 117, ·189, 191, 195, 2OS, 204, 205, 206, 211, 212, 

215,217,223,226,210,211,234,215,237,243,247, 
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DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by 
the United States Government. Neither the United States nor 
the United· States Department of Energy, nor - any of their 
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes 
any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, 
completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, 
product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use 
would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein 
t(' any specific commercial product, process, or service by 
trade name, mark, manufacturer, or otherwise. does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, 
recommendation. or favoring- by the United States Government 
or any agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors 
expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of 
the United States Government or any agency thereof. 
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